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Printer System 800: $699.95.

Printer System 600: $499.95.

Printer System 300: $199.95.

THE DELL SYSTEM 310 20 MHz 386.

STANDARD FEATURES:
- Intel 80386 microprocessor running at 20 MHz.
- Choice of 1 MB or 4 MB of RAM* expandable to 16 MB using a dedicated high speed 32-bit memory slot.
- Advanced Intel 82385 Cache Memory Controller with 32 KB of high speed static RAM cache.
- Page mode interleaved memory architecture.
- VGA systems include a high performance 16-bit video adapter.
- Socket for 20 MHz Intel 80387 or 20 MHz WEITEK 3167 math coprocessor.
- 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
- Dual diskette and hard disk drive controller.
- Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
- 1 parallel and 2 serial ports.
- 200-watt power supply.
- 8 industry standard expansion slots.

OPTIONS:
- 20 MHz Intel 80387 math coprocessor.
- 20 MHz WEITEK 3167 math coprocessor.
- 1 MB or 4 MB RAM upgrade kit.
- 2 MB or 8 MB memory expansion board kit.
** Lease for as low as $135/Month.
Extended Service Plan pricing starts at $251.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System 310</th>
<th>With Monitor &amp; Adapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard Disk Drives</td>
<td>TTL Mono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 MB-29 ms IDE</td>
<td>1 MB RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 MB-18 ms ESDI</td>
<td>2 MB RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 MB-16 ms ESDI</td>
<td>$4,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322 MB-18 ms ESDI</td>
<td>$5,499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCLAIMER: All systems are photographed with optional extras, which some computer retailers won't even recognize.
LASER PRINTERS.
Laser System 150, 15 pages per minute: $5,995.
Laser System 80, 8 pages per minute: $3,295.
Laser System 60, 6 pages per minute: $2,195.
All Dell laser printers come with 1.5 MB RAM, full-page 300 DPI graphics, and have 31 standard fonts (7 resident and 24 downloadable from diskette). Dell laser printers also provide Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Plus, Epson FX; IBM Proprinter and Diablo 630 emulations.

THE DELL SYSTEM 325
25 MB & 386.
When you need the highest-performance 386 computer, this is it.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• Intel 80386 microprocessor running at 25 MHz.
• Choice of 1 MB or 6 MB of RAM expandable to 16 MB using a dedicated high-speed 32-bit memory slot.
• Advanced 32,768 Cache Memory Controller with 32 KB of high-speed static RAM cache.
• Page mode interlaced memory architecture.
• VCA system includes a high performance 16-bit video adapter.
• Socket for 25 MB or Intel 80387 or 387EX/WINTER 360 math coprocessor.
• 5.25" 1 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
• Dual floppy and hard disk drive controller.
• Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
• 1 parallel and 2 serial ports.
• 200-watt power supply.
• 16 MB expandable to 64 MB memory.
• Subsystem level compatible with 386-compatible in 16 MB.
• Full standard expansion slots available.

OPTIONS:
• 25 MB Intel 80387 math coprocessor.
• 25 MB & WEITEK 360 math coprocessor.
• 1 MB or 4 MB RAM upgrade kit.
• 2 MB RAM memory expansion board kit.
• License fee for use on $1,500/month Extended Service Plan pricing starts at $572.

THE DELL SYSTEM 220
20 MB & 286.
It's fast as most 386 computers. But at less than half the price.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• 80286 microprocessor running at 20 MHz.
• 1 MB of RAM expandable to 16 MB (5 MB on system board).
• Page mode interlaced memory architecture.
• 5.25" or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
• Integrated diskette and VGA video controller on system board.
• Socket for Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
• One 3.5" or 1.44 MB diskette drive.
• Integrated high performance hard disk interface on system board.
• Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
• 1 parallel and 2 serial ports (integrated on system board).
• Full standard industry standard expansion slots available.

OPTIONS:
• External 5.25" 1.2 MB diskette drive.
• 15.2 1.44 MB diskette drive.
• Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
• 1 MB or 4 MB RAM upgrade kit.
• License fee for use on $1,500/month Extended Service Plan pricing starts at $574.

THE DELL SYSTEM 200
12.5 MHz & 286.
This full-featured 286 computer runs at 12.5 MHz and is completely compatible with MS-DOS and MS-COS file system.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• Intel 80286 microprocessor running at 12.5 MHz.
• 684 KB of RAM expandable to 16 MB of 8 MB on system board.
• Socket for Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
• 3.25" or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
• Dual floppy and hard disk drive controller.
• Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
• 1 parallel and 2 serial ports.
• 200-watt power supply.
• 6 MB standard expansion slots available.

OPTIONS:
• Intel 80287 math coprocessor.
• 512 KB RAM upgrade kit.
• 2 MB RAM upgrade kit.

APPLICATION SOFTWARE.
We offer a complete line of software. Everything from complex CAD/CAM applications to fun flight simulator programs. All at extremely competitive prices.

OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE.
Dell Enhanced Microsoft® MS-DOS® 3.3: $99.95.
Dell Enhanced Microsoft MS-DOS 4.0: $119.95.
(Both MS-DOS versions with disk cache and other utilities)
Dell Enhanced MS® OS/2 Standard Edition 1.0: $324.95.

All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Dell cannot be responsible for errors or typographical or other errors in this catalog. All products described herein are manufactured by third parties. Dell Computer Corporation distributes these products and does not assume responsibility for any errors or omissions in this catalog. Dell Computer Corporation is not responsible for any changes in product configuration or price that may be the result of variations in external packaging materials or other materials used in the manufacture or sale of the product. Dell Computer Corporation reserves the right to change product configurations at any time without notice. Dell Computer Corporation makes no representation or warranty that any software listed herein will execute additional software on a Dell computer. Dell Computer Corporation reserves the right to make changes and improvements in any products described herein at any time without prior notice. Dell Computer Corporation is not responsible for any errors or omissions in this catalog. Dell Computer Corporation and the names of Dell Computer Corporation’s products are trademarks or registered trademarks of Dell Computer Corporation in the United States and other countries. Microsoft, Windows, and Windows NT are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries. IBM and Proprinter are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation. Epson FX, Epson FX+ and Epson FX-2 are trademarks or registered trademarks of Seiko Epson Corporation. Epson FX is a registered trademark of Epson America, Inc. IBM Proprinter and Epson FX+ are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation. Epson FX-2 is a trademark of Epson America, Inc. Colleges, universities, and other educational institutions may be listed in this catalog to indicate that Dell Computer Corporation offers products that are compatible with their requirements. Dell Computer Corporation makes no representation or warranty that products listed herein are compatible with products offered by or licensed by Dell Computer Corporation. Dell Computer Corporation shall not be responsible for any errors or omissions in this catalog. Dell Computer Corporation reserves the right to make changes and improvements in any products described herein at any time without notice. Dell Computer Corporation is not responsible for any errors or omissions in this catalog. Dell Computer Corporation and the names of Dell Computer Corporation’s products are trademarks or registered trademarks of Dell Computer Corporation in the United States and other countries.
If you've been looking at 386™-based computers, you obviously feel the need for speed.

Something the Dell System 310 delivers in spades.

In fact, the System 310 has more speed than even the most seasoned 386-users have come to expect. Case in point, PC Labs benchmark tests. The System 310 consistently outperformed the Compaq® 386/20e. Not to mention the IBM PS/2® Model 70-121.

Leading one reviewer to write, “It’s fast enough to burn the sand off a desert floor.”

For us, however, fast enough is not enough. By utilizing an Intel® 82385 Cache Memory Controller, page mode RAM and interleaved memory, the 310 not only delivers the aforementioned speed, but enough horsepower to do everything from CAD/CAM to megaspreadsheets to databases the size of the Manhattan Yellow Pages. It even has the umph to work as a network file server.

TELL US WHAT TO DO NEXT.

As much as the System 310 has to offer, it doesn't even begin to reach its full potential until after we've heard your input.

For it's only in this way that we're able to custom configure every 310 system. To give users exactly what they need. No more. No less.

Do you do a lot of spreadsheets? 
There's an optional Intel 80387 or WEITEK 3167 math coprocessor available.

Storage? You can have a 40 MB hard drive. Or choose a 90, 150, or 322 MB ESDI drive.

The System 310 comes standard with 1 MB of RAM. Want more? We can add as much as 8 MB to the system board.

Still not enough? We can add another 8 MB by installing a high-speed memory expansion board. You can even run your System 310 as either a MS-DOS®, OS/2 or UNIX® system.

The same holds true for monitors. You can choose between VGA mono with paperwhite screen, or VGA Color Plus, for high resolution colors on a larger screen.

The point here is that when you order a System 310, you not only get a 386-based system that's incredibly fast, powerful and versatile, but incredibly personal as well.

YOU CAN'T GET MORE DIRECT THAN THIS.

There are two times when it can be pure hell to deal with a computer retailer.

When you're trying to buy a new computer. And after you buy a new computer.

Because in all honesty, most computer retailers know more about margins and markups than they do about memory and monitors. So getting the advice you need isn't always easy.

Getting after-the-sale service isn't always easy either.

But when you buy from us, you
never set foot in a computer store.
Instead, you deal direct. You talk with a computer expert who can offer sound advice. Someone who can help you configure a system that not only meets your needs, but meets them for about 35% less than you'd pay a retailer.

**WE COME WHEN WE'RE CALLED.**

One of the things that very clearly sets a Dell system apart from other computers is not just how they're sold but how they're supported.

Overkill was one description used in a PC Week article.

Perhaps. But then, we think you'll agree, when something goes wrong, you want all the help you can get, right?

Which is why every Dell system comes with self-diagnostic software and a toll-free technical support line. We're able to solve 90% of all problems right over the phone.

The other 10% receive next-day, deskside service. Thanks to our new alliance with Xerox Corporation.

And you get all this help for a full year—whenever you need it—at no extra charge. Δ

As you've probably guessed by now, one of the things that drives us most is customer satisfaction.

So we'd like to give you the ultimate guarantee: Try a System 310 in your office for a month. Run your toughest applications. Put it through its paces, at your pace. If you're not completely satisfied, send it back anytime within 30 days. And we'll refund your money. No questions asked.

**MAYBE YOU SHOULDN'T BUY ONE AFTER ALL.**

No matter how many reasons we give you to buy a Dell system, sometimes it makes more sense to lease one instead. Whether you need a single computer, or an entire office full, leasing is just like 100% financing. So you don't tie up working capital. Or credit lines. Of course, there can also be tax advantages as well.

And just as we can custom configure your computers, we can see to it you get a custom designed lease plan to fit the exact needs of your business. Δ

It's just another example of why over half the Fortune 500 companies now own or lease Dell systems.

And why you may decide that from now on, the only place you'll ever go to buy a computer, is to the phone on your desk.
Now we're making waves with IBM®

The ALR MicroFlex 7000

The first 25MHz Micro Channel® compatible

At ALR, we thrive on opportunities to beat our competitors. Our 25MHz 80386® based MicroFlex 7000 is no exception.

Unmatched performance
Our proprietary "pre-fetch" FlexCache™ design delivers the most efficient form of microcomputer processing. By combining a true 64-bit cache bus with 64-KB cache memory, performance increases 30% when compared to other 32-bit computers. And 64KB of high-speed cache memory enables you to experience the fastest throughput for sophisticated applications. For those seeking large storage capacities, the MicroFlex 7000 gives the option of 120 or 300MB of disk storage using high-speed ESDI controllers with 1:1 interleave.

The most built-in features
The MicroFlex 7000 includes our super VGA controller with 800 X 600 graphics resolution and the sleek tower chassis offers the most internal expansion capabilities of any Micro Channel system available. Our one-year warranty with unlimited technical support and on-site servicing available from Intel® can't be beat.

So make some waves of your own at the office with ALR's MicroFlex 7000 or any of our 33MHz systems. For more information and the name and number of your local authorized ALR reseller, please call:

1-800-444-4ALR

Advanced Logic Research, Inc.
9401 Jeronimo, Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 581-6770 FAX:(714) 581-9240

For our Canadian office: 1-800-443-4CAN
For our UK office: 44-1-399-4897
For our Singapore-Asia/Pacific office:
(65) 298-1286 FAX: (65) 258-1285

FlexCache is a trademark of Advanced Logic Research, Inc. 80386 is a registered trademark of Intel Corp. IBM and Micro Channel are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp. Shown with optional monitor. Prices and configurations subject to change without notice. Certified FCC Class A, for business use only. Copyright 1989 Advanced Logic Research.
We're making some big waves in California
Introducing ALR's FlexCache™ 33/386Z

33MHz 80386™ performance for as little as $3995!

Wipe out!
Hang on because ALR's latest addition to the FlexCache 386™ Z-family is cruising at an amazing 33MHz. That's a 20% increase in processing speed when compared to the award winning FlexCache 25386.

Fast Cache
With 32KB of cache memory, award-winning FlexCache architecture and our enhanced 16-bit super VGA controller you better be ready to move.

At prices starting as little as $3995*, the FlexCache 33/386Z delivers the most performance for all power hungry desktop applications like CAD/CAM, desktop publishing or financial modeling at a very modest price. Of course the FlexCache 33/386Z is OS/2® compatible for tomorrow's latest generation of applications. The FlexCache 33/386Z as with all of the Z-Family comes packaged with PC-Kwik®, the award-winning disk caching utility.

With ALR's FlexCache 33/386Z you'll receive unbeatable support backed by an unprecedented three year factory warranty on the main system board, a one-year system warranty, unlimited technical support and optional on-site servicing from Intel.

For more information on the FlexCache 33/386Z call: 1-800-444-4ALR.
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At last, an assistant that follows your directions

Wouldn’t it be great to delegate your routing?

You can! We know your time is valuable. That’s why Wintek pioneered comprehensive and affordable CAD packages for IBM personal computers. HiWIRE-Plus continued that tradition, integrating schematic-capture features and printed-circuit-artwork capabilities into one versatile package.

New autorouter.

The Autorouter for HiWIRE-Plus is powerful enough to handle the most demanding design problems, yet simple enough for a casual user. Just turn it loose on your design. It’s hassle free because it works long hours, without supervision or errors.

100% autorouting.

The autorouter for HiWIRE-Plus rips-up, reroutes, and with appropriate design rules, racks up 100% completion.

- Forget gridded routers. This autorouter places vias and traces anywhere your design rules allow. With 1-mil resolution.
- Vary trace width and spacing for individual networks. Route 1, 2, 3, or more tracks between IC and connector pins.
- Set up boards from 1 to 250 layers, up to 60" x 60".
- Specify shape, size, and type of vias, layer-by-layer: through-hole, blind, buried, micro. Specify via types for individual networks.
- Use fewer vias and layers than comparably priced autorouters.
- For use on your IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible with 640K RAM.

Why pay more for a 100% autorouter?

Compare the features and performance to packages costing five times more. HiWIRE-Plus and the Autorouter for HiWIRE-Plus sell for $895 each. Both have a no-nonsense, 30-day money-back guarantee. With unlimited, toll-free, no-charge technical support.

Let HiWIRE convince you that it makes a great assistant. Call us toll-free at (800) 742-6809 today and put HiWIRE-Plus and the Autorouter for HiWIRE-Plus to work for you tomorrow.

Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
Fax: (317) 448-4823
Phone: (317) 742-8428 or (800) 742-6809

Europe: RIVA Ltd, England, Phone 0420 22866, FAX 0420 237000 / Brazil: Comicro, Phone (11) 289-7193 / Japan: BEST, Phone: (03) 374-1161, FAX (03) 374-9450
CHECKING OUT THE NEW 80486 AND 68040

A first look at these two new chips reveals amazing similarities and strange differences.

At Spring Comdex in Chicago in April, Intel finally took the wraps off its long-awaited 80486, just days after Motorola announced its latest powerhouse, the 68040. (For additional details on both of these new chips, see our Microbytes story on page 13.)

Both chips were worth waiting for. They are blazingly fast (with reported speeds in the low to mid teens of million instructions per second), both contain roughly 1.2 million transistors, both are packaged in ceramic pin-grid array carriers, and one chip carries roughly twice as many transistors as the current 80386 and 68030 carry, and both employ similar internal architectures: They each combine several functions that previously had to be handled by separate chips.

You can think of the 80486 as a device that combines an enhanced 80386 CPU, an enhanced 80387 FPU, a memory management unit, and an 8K-byte cache and controller—all on one chip. Similarly, the 68040 places on one chip an enhanced 68030 combined with a 68882-compatible FPU, an MMU, and separate data and instruction caches.

But when you step back from the specifications, some basic differences appear—differences that may have more to do with Motorola and Intel than with the chips themselves.

For example, a number of the companies that were at Comdex already had early samples of the 80486: We saw two working 80486-based machines and one separate 80486 motherboard. Although Motorola beat Intel's announcement by a few days, we've seen no working 68040 computers, and not even any sample chips. It's strange—and a little disturbing—to see how far along 80486 system development is and to see nothing on the 68040 side. We'll bring you news of 68040 systems as soon as we learn of them, but for now, let's look at what does exist.

IBM's 80486
The Microbytes story on page 16 provides details of an 80486-based PS/2 Model 70 that IBM Entry Systems President James Cannavino showed me less than 24 hours after Intel's official rollout of the 80486. The story also tells you how IBM did it—but the bottom line is that IBM engineers had an 80486 running DOS, OS/2, and AIX in an amazingly short time. Best of all, they ran roughly twice as fast as on a similarly clocked 80386 machine.

While this was a "technology demonstration" and not a product announcement, it still represents an engineering tour de force for both Intel and IBM: Despite the fact that we were seeing a raw prototype unit running a brand-new prototype chip, everything ran smoothly. The prototype daughtercard itself was unusually neat, clean, and almost jumperless. (I've seen messier boards in off-the-shelf hardware from some other manufacturers.)

Intel's Box
Intel also demonstrated an 80486-based computer but took a very different tack: It showed its new chip powering a generic AT box from which all identifying markings had been removed. Because the AT-style box lacked a separate CPU carrier, Intel installed the 80486 via two large add-on boards: a daughterboard that lay flat, parallel to the motherboard, and a "granddaughterboard" (which actually carried the 80486). The granddaughterboard plugged into the daughterboard; the daughterboard plugged into the AT's motherboard. We're not talking slick here.

Like IBM, Intel hastened to point out that its 80486 system was not a real product, but merely a technology demonstration. But while IBM's demonstration was clean and well developed, Intel's was large and clunky. Also, it was heavily populated with custom PLD (programmable logic devices) and with numerous empty sockets.

This was all a little surprising. Since Intel provides motherboards and entire systems for OEMs, it shouldn't have been all that difficult for the company to produce something closer to IBM's approach. It's hard to reconcile the elegance of the chip itself with the raw quality of Intel's demonstration system. It's also hard to understand in light of what Cheetah was able to do.

Texas Gamblers
Cheetah—a small Texas company known for its high-speed motherboards—took a wild gamble on the 80486. Unlike IBM, it had no inside track to confidential prerelease information (after all, IBM owns a piece of Intel). Unlike Intel, Cheetah doesn't own the chip specification. But Cheetah does have a ton of expertise and a fair helping of Texas-size confidence. It designed a motherboard for the 80486 based on nothing more than its best guesses as to what the chip would be.

Its gamble paid off, and the motherboard that Cheetah brought to Comdex was well suited for the 80486. About the time you read this, the company's first production 80486 motherboards should be leaving the factory, which gives Cheetah a shot at being the first company with a marketable 80486 motherboard. BYTE is first in line to get a unit, and we'll report our test results as soon as we possibly can.

—Fred Langa
Editor in Chief
(BIX name "flanga")
The Choice is Clear.

UNIX® Checklist
for 386 systems

- Leading Edge Technology: First to bring UNIX to 386, first to bring MS-DOS to UNIX, first with X Window, NFS and host-based TCP/IP for the 386.

- Optimized For Business: Mature and popular environment supporting thousands of commercial applications. Backed by comprehensive support and training.

- Standard: UNIX System V certified. Committed to meet emerging POSIX and X/OPEN standards. MS-DOS® and XENIX® applications run, too.

- Outstanding Industry Track Record: UNIX technology supplier to IBM, Intertel, AT&T, Prime, NCR, Microsoft, Wang, Apollo and others.

- Excellent Price/Performance: An unbeatable combination of AT&T,

INTERACTIVE Systems Corporation
2401 Colorado Avenue
Santa Monica, CA
90404

1-800-346-7111
Gateway 2000 set out 4 years ago with one goal in mind. To be the #1 direct we knew that we had to provide “complete customer satisfaction”. As we see quality equipment at the best price available anywhere. The customer has addition to this we had to build a reputation for incredible service that was confidently say that we have achieved these goals. Although we are not yet have thoroughly checked out the competition, and suggest that you do the GATEWAY 2000 computer system. And we can guarantee you that we will system. If you won’t take our word for it take a look at what our customers chosen by BYTE magazine for their annual BYTE awards. Our 386-20 was Call us toll-free to discover “complete customer satisfaction”.

“We are very happy that our system is at the top of the stack in both price and performance, but it is your courteous service that is uncor- tested by the competition.”

— Pierce Haviland — Kingston, NY

“Overall, I feel that your product is outstanding and your service has been excellent!”

— Eric Shogren — Stonington, CT

12 Mhz 286 VGA
2 Megas RAM
1.2 Megas 5¼” Drive
1.44 Megas 3.5” Drive
40 Megas 28ms SCSI Drive
10 Mbits/Sec DTR
16 Bit VGA Board
14” VGA COLOR Monitor
1 Parallel/2 Serial Ports
101 Key Keyboard
MS DOS 4.01
$2295.00
16 Mhz $2395.00
20 Mhz $2495.00

25 Mhz 386 VGA
4 Megas RAM
1.2 Megas 5¼” Drive
1.44 Megas 3.5” Drive
150 Megas 16.5 ms ESDI Drive
10 Mbits/Sec DTR
16 Bit VGA Board
14” VGA COLOR Monitor
1 Parallel/2 Serial Ports
101 Key Keyboard
MS DOS 4.01
$4495.00
(Call for 33 Mhz Option)

20 Mhz 386 VGA
1 Megas RAM
1.2 Megas 5¼” Drive
1.44 Megas 3.5” Drive
80 Megas 28ms SCSI Drive
10 Mbits/Sec DTR
16 Bit VGA Board
14” VGA COLOR Monitor
1 Parallel/2 Serial Ports
101 Key Keyboard
MS DOS 4.01
$2995.00
(Upgrade to 4 Megas $500)

All systems have a 30 day Money Back Guarantee and 1 Year Warranty. 
Due to the Volatility in the DRAM Market all prices subject to change.
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

marketer of micro computers in the nation. In order to attain this lofty goal it, to achieve “complete customer satisfaction” we had to supply the best to feel that he or she received most value for their hard earned money. In completely unheard of in the mail-order business. At this point we can the largest company in the market we strongly feel that we are the best. We same. We want you to feel entirely confident of your decision to purchase a do everything in our power to keep you satisfied after you receive your are saying about us. In addition to this we were the only “clone” company chosen out of the hundreds of products they reviewed for it's overall value.

THE POWER USER’S DREAM MACHINE

Gateway 2000 Inc. of Sgt. Bluff, Iowa in a cooperative effort with Mylex Corporation of Fremont, CA announces a 33 MHz 80386 machine designed to offer state-of-the-art performance at an incredible price.

INTEL 80386-33 PROCESSOR
128K HIGH SPEED CACHE RAM
4 MB SYSTEM RAM (EXPANDABLE TO 32 MB)
2-32 BIT SLOTS AVAILABLE
VARIABLE BUS SPEEDS (6, 8, 10, 16 MHz)
SUPPORT FOR WEITEK AND 80587
8 LAYER U.S. MOTHERBOARD
1.2 MEG 5¼” FLOPPY DRIVE
1.44 MEG 3.5” FLOPPY DRIVE
150 MEG ESDI HARD DRIVE 16 MS
1 PARALLEL/2 SERIAL PORTS
16 BIT VGA BOARD W/512K RAM
NEC 3-D MONITOR
1024 X 768 RESOLUTION W/16 COLORS
MS DOS 4.01/GW BASIC
1 YEAR WARRANTY
2 YEAR WARRANTY ON MOTHERBOARD

$995.00

BENCHMARK RESULTS

Norton Utilities Ver. 4.0 Si .................. 42.2
Power Meter MIPS .......................... 7.748
Landmark Software LANDMARK ........... 54.1
PC Mag 80386 INSTRUCTION MIX .......... 1.71

Gateway 2000
P. O. Box 2000
Sgt. Bluff, IA 51054
800-233-8472
712-943-2000
If you've ever tried to combine windows, menus, forms, and text entry to create an effective user interface, you know how challenging it can be.

Perhaps you've turned to a third-party library for help. Only to run into restrictions, limitations, and dead ends. So you had to compromise your design. Or modify the library source code. Or start over.

Which is precisely why we designed Vermont Views™, the new generation of Windows for Data®, the best-selling C library for user interfaces.

Vermont Views offers unbridled, unrestricted creative license.

The Human Interface Of Your Dreams

Vermont Views offers an unparalleled set of interface building blocks that you can combine in unlimited ways:
- Menus can be created in any style you choose, made scrollable vertically and horizontally, and nested to any level. Features include n-th character selection, checkmarks, and unavailable items.
- Data entry forms can be bigger than their display windows, have scrollable regions for the entry of variable lines of items, lists of choices for data entry, context sensitive help, and special decimal, date, time, and toggle fields.
- A mini word processor can be attached to a field window in a form or used as a pop-up note taker.

You're In Charge

Because you can write and attach functions to the beginning and end of menus, forms, fields, and to keys, you're always in control.

Use these control functions to call up subsidiary forms and menus, change field values and the active field, exit or abort a form, do almost any task you can imagine.

All interactive capabilities of Vermont Views use a unique system of accessible keytables, so you can easily change or disable key assignments — even add to the functions provided for menus, forms, text entry, and windows.

One For All

Vermont Views is available for DOS, OS/2, UNIX, XENIX, and VMS. Maintain the same user interface on all of these operating systems with the same source code.

Vermont Views provides international portability as well, with full support for IBM international characters, flexible date and time formats, and changeable decimal and thousands separators.

Novice Or Expert

Despite its depth and flexibility, Vermont Views is easy to learn and use. Each major facility is covered in a single, self-contained section of the manual, so you only need to learn capabilities as you use them.

To help you become an expert in no time, we include a free copy of the Norton Guides™ Engine and our own comprehensive Pop-Up Reference™. You'll have immediate, on-line access to function names, reference pages, structures and tables.

No-Time-Limit Guarantee

We've only touched on a fraction of what makes Vermont Views special. The only way to know it is to use it.

Try Vermont Views on your hardest problems.

For as long as you want. At no risk.

If not fully satisfied, return for a full refund. Anytime.

To Order Today

Call 1-800-848-1248

Call to order Vermont Views today. And we'll send your "creative license" right away.

Prices: DOS $395; with Source $790. UNIX, XENIX, VMS, OS/2 please call.

Vermont Creative Software
Pinnacle Meadows, Richford, VT 05476

800-848-1248, 802-848-7731 Fax: 802-848-3502 Telex: 510-601-4160 VCSOFT
80486, 68040 Open New Season of CPU Power

This year, spring brought more than the return of baseball to the land. Right about the time of opening day at ballparks all across the country, two division champions in the personal computer industry, Intel and Motorola, introduced microprocessors that could triple the performance of IBM PC-compatible systems, Macintoshes, and Unix workstations as well. The new 80486 and 68040 processors from Intel and Motorola are certainly significant landmarks in terms of processor design. But before getting too excited about nitro-burning desktop computers, remember that there’s some question about whether other system components, such as memory, can keep up with the blazing clock speeds. It takes more than a fast CPU to make a fast computer.

After more than a year of speculation, Intel finally released details of its 80486 processor at Comdex in Chicago. The newest member of the 8088 family of processors will be approximately two to four times faster than the 80386. Some microprocessor experts say the 80486 is the first complex instruction-set computer (CISC) chip to challenge RISC chips in performance. Intel also officially introduced the 33-MHz version of the 80386, scheduled to be available later this year. Computer makers from ALR to Zenith announced—in harmony, as it were—that they will offer personal computers using the new chip.

The 80486 handles several functions that today are performed by separate chips. It’s a combination of an enhanced 80386 processor, an enhanced 80387 FPU, a memory management unit, a cache controller, and an 8K-byte cache.

The 80486 could have a profound impact on the high end of the personal computer industry. In addition to vastly increasing the performance of these systems, the new chip should also lessen the amount of space required on the systems’ motherboards. Further into the future, hardware designers could take advantage of the 80486’s capabilities for parallel processing, which will increase performance further.

Fortunately for users, the performance increase of the 80486 is not obtained at the expense of compatibility. Intel engineers said in interviews with BYTE that the 80486 is completely compatible with both the 80386 and the 80387 FPU. The 80486 does have some new instructions, but these are designed to be “transparent,” so that 80486-oriented software should run on 80386-based machines as well, but perhaps not quite as quickly.

The new 80486 instructions increase performance significantly, but even when working with 80386 instructions, the 80486 runs much faster than its older relative. With its on-chip equivalent of an 80387 and an 8K-byte cache, along with a RISC-style design, the 80486 running at the same clock speed as an 80386 is roughly three times as fast. For example, Intel claims that the 80386 at 25 MHz runs the Dhrystone benchmark at 13,000 Dhrystones per second, while a 25-MHz 80486 runs a phenomenal 37,000 Dhrystones per second—as fast as some RISC chips.

Intel has slated several versions of the chip. The first two, a 25-MHz and a 33-MHz version, will run at 15 to 20 VAX MIPS, according to Intel.

Motorola Counters with 68040

But before Intel could announce the 80486, arch rival Motorola released details—although sketchy—about the architecture of its upcoming 68040 processor. Like the 80486, the 68040 combines CPU, FPU (its instructions are code-compatible with the 68882 FPU), and cache on a single chip.

According to Motorola, the 68040 contains 1,200,000 transistors; the 80486 has 1,160,000. But the company was vague about several technical details and would not say when the chip will ship or how much it will cost.

Like the 80386, the new chip will use a Harvard-style architecture—that is, separate data and code buses. Each bus also has its own on-chip cache, which improves performance. On the 80380, these caches are 256 bytes;
Motorola representatives would say only that the caches are bigger on the 68040. The chip will also have bus-snooping capability, which is helpful in a multiprocessor environment where several processors can operate on the same set of data.

Motorola also announced a 50-MHz version of its 68030 CPU. The news was designed to upstage Intel's anticipated announcement of 33-MHz versions of the 80386 CPU, 80387 FPU, and 82385 cache controller.

By moving the FPU back onto the main processor chip, both Intel and Motorola are turning the clock back. The two companies are gradually returning us to the days before the existence of a separate FPU. This could be a good move, since the FPU has had the effect of dividing users into haves and have-nots—those with a numeric coprocessor and those without. For hardware developers, that means no more empty coprocessor sockets taking up space; for software developers, it means they can write code for one system without worrying whether the user will or will not have the FPU. Of course, the other advantage of having the FPU on the same chip as the CPU is that it greatly reduces the distance (and time) that signals have to travel between these two units, resulting in a significant boost in performance.

Along with its own on-chip FPU, the Intel 80486 also has its own cache controller and an 8K-byte on-chip cache. Although the cache is rather small, Intel claims that with most software, the cache hit rate (the percentage of times the processor will access memory that has already been moved into the cache) is 90 percent.

**RISC, Caching Contribute to Gains**

Intel also says it has employed high-speed RISC techniques for the most frequently used operations. For example, when code and data are already in the cache, simple instructions that move data take just one clock cycle to execute. On the 80386, the same instructions require two to four cycles. And the 80486's instructions for calling subroutines are three times faster than those on the 80386.

The cache is also involved in the 80486's parallel-processing capabilities. When several processors are present, each with its own memory cache, it's difficult to be sure that each cache accurately represents the current state of memory. To accomplish this, the 80486 cache controller monitors the bus to determine when the other caches are accessing conflicting areas of memory. Other multiprocessor features of the chip include multilevel cache support, burst bus capability (a 32-bit burst every clock), and a standardized multiprocessor architecture that's designed for any combination of processors, including the 80486, the 80386, and Intel's new RISC chip, the 80860.

The 80486 shares substantial technology with the high-speed graphics-oriented 80860. Although the 80486 doesn't have the 80860's instruction pipelining features, you can increase the performance of the chip by arranging the instructions in certain ways. Intel said it will make available a compiler that is optimized for the 80486 and that will rearrange instructions in order to speed up performance. Even though the 80386 and 80486 are "code-compatible," some programmers will have to choose between optimizing for the 80386 and optimizing for the 80486. According to Intel, programmers will get a 10 percent to 15 percent performance boost from optimizing for the 80486.

Intel officials said they expect to see 80486-based machines replacing the 80386 in high-performance systems such as file servers, but they said they see many 80486s going into multiprocessor systems as well.

Advance samples of the 25-MHz 80486 should be available to hardware developers by this fall, with full production by the end of the year, Intel officials said. The 33-MHz version is scheduled to be available in samples at the end of this year, with a 40-MHz version in 1990 (and 50- and 60-MHz versions within the next couple of years). It will cost $950 for a 25-MHz 80486 (assuming you buy them a thousand at a time). That's not much more than the combined cost of an 80386, an 80387, a cache controller, and an 8K-byte cache—and it offers three times the performance.

The performance of the new processors is indeed impressive. The problem now is coming up with other system components that can keep up with the CPU. This means faster memory and disk I/O. Advances are being made in these areas, but not to the extent that microprocessors are changing. Clock speed is just part of the equation.
When you buy the 33 MHz, AST Premium® 386/33, you aren't just getting the fastest technology available in a desktop computer. You're getting it AST style.

Which means that in keeping with the AST 386 family tradition, we've packed several speed-enhancing features into the AST Premium 386/33. Such as zero wait-state cache, support for up to 36 MB of memory, support for 80387 and Weitek 3167 coprocessors, 16 ms hard drive access and more.

As a result, you'll be able to tackle a broad range of performance-sensitive and power-hungry applications both in single and multiuser environments, such as 3-D animation, geophysical simulation, regression analysis, CAD/CAM and LAN file service.

And like the rest of the AST 386 family, the AST Premium 386/33 is backed by the same commitment to quality, industry-standard compatibility and support that makes AST a computer industry leader.

Of course, if you don't need quite so much power, AST offers several high-performance 386 and 386SX systems. Such as the 25 MHz, AST Premium 386/25 and the 20 MHz, AST Premium/386C for racing through technical and business applications.

And for an affordable entry into 386-CPU computing, try our true 32-bit, cache-based 16 MHz AST Premium 386/16 and the small footprint AST Premium Workstation/386SX.

For name-brand systems that provide unbeatable performance, step up to AST. For more information, call us at (714) 863-0181 and ask for operator BB41, or use our Bulletin Board Service Number (714) 852-1872.

AST, AST logo and AST Premium registered trademarks AST Research, Inc. 80387 and 80386X trademarks Intel Corp. All other product and brand names are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 1989 AST Research, Inc. All rights reserved. AST markets products worldwide — in Europe and the Middle East call 44 1 568 4350; in Japan call 81 3 818 0710; in the Far East call our Hong Kong office 852 3 818 0710; In Canada call 416 826-7514.

The Power Of Choice.
IBM Shows PS/2 Powered by Intel's 80486

It didn't take IBM long to put together a machine using Intel's 80486 processor. At a briefing during Comdex, IBM Entry Systems president James Cannavino showed a PS/2 Model 70 modified with an 80486 chip. IBM engineers got the Intel pinout specs and designed a new CPU carrier, which IBM calls the "processor complex platform," a little daughtercard that normally carries the 80386 and 80387 chips and static RAM. "The 80486 is an elegant sweep of those separate chips into a single chip," Cannavino said. The engineers had to do some "minor" tweaking of the BIOS, he said, but it took them only three days to get the 80486 system running after they received chips from Intel.

IBM has tested the new Intel CPU with DOS, AIX, and OS/2 and found a doubling of speed between the 25-MHz 80386 and 25-MHz 80486 in routine applications not optimized for the 80486, Cannavino said. He noted that the current chips have problems but that a revision is due soon.

The daughtercard upgrade isn't likely to be a product itself, Cannavino said, because 80486-based bus-master cards are in the works. The demonstration was what IBM calls a "technology announcement." Nevertheless, it's clear that IBM isn't wasting any time getting ready to produce an 80486 system. Cannavino hinted that IBM's first 80486-based PS/2 would ship early next year. "That doesn't mean at all that we'll be skipping 33-MHz 80386s."

Cannavino emphasized that the real benefit of the next generation of chips will be the high-performance graphical user interfaces that they make possible. Asked if he thought the Apple-Microsoft lawsuit might stall development of those interfaces, Cannavino told BYTE, "I've looked at the issues thoroughly, and I'm not making any changes in IBM's plans for Presentation Manager."

New 32-Bit QuickDraw Means Better Mac Color

Macintosh graphics will become more colorful and application developers will have a bigger paintbox now that Apple Computer has released its 32-bit extensions of Color QuickDraw, the imaging model used by the Mac for displaying color on the screen. The new 32-Bit QuickDraw, which will run on all 68020- and 68030-based Macs (SE/30, II, IIX, and IICx), establishes a new standard for color applications on the Macintosh, enabling the computer to display more than 16 million colors simultaneously on the screen. (The current 8-bit Color QuickDraw technique lets the computer display 256 colors.) This wealth of colors will mean that developers can build applications that generate images with natural, photographic-quality color. Color scanned images will appear virtually unchanged on the screen.

The new QuickDraw consists of a set of files that you simply copy to the System Folder. You have to have System 6.0.3, but no ROM upgrades are required. While the files will usually be bundled with 32-Bit QuickDraw applications, you can get them from Apple dealers or from the Apple Developers Association (Santa Clara, CA). At least 2 megabytes of RAM is recommended, since 32-Bit QuickDraw takes up 120K bytes of memory, and most color applications require a lot more.

While 32-Bit QuickDraw does indeed use one 32-bit word (4 bytes) to describe each pixel on the screen, it uses a maximum of 24 bits to specify the color attributes of the pixel (8 bits for red, 8 bits for green, and 8 bits for blue). The 8 bits left over (called the "alpha channel") are currently unspecified and can be used by application developers for their own purposes, such as adding a transparency mask allowing objects to show through other objects on the screen. Because the entire definition of the pixel is contained within one 32-bit word, or "chunk," of memory, 32-Bit QuickDraw is called a "chunky" color model.

In 24-bit addressing mode, 32-Bit QuickDraw supports the display of more than 16 million colors simultaneously on the screen. It also supports 16-bit, 8-bit, 4-bit, 2-bit, and 1-bit addressing modes, which means that 32-Bit QuickDraw can run on any video board on a Mac II, IIX, or SE/30.
SEE THE FULL SPECTRUM
SOTA VGA/16 Delivers It.

SOTA Technology — a pioneer in accelerator board technology — now brings high-speed, high-resolution graphics to your PC.

SOTA VGA/16 is designed to optimize the performance of all popular software. Its industry leading 16-bit memory and BIOS interface, is designed to take advantage of the extra performance offered by 286/386 machines. In fact, speed increases of up to 400% faster than the IBM VGA are realized.

In addition to being faster, SOTA VGA/16 also gives you more colors and resolution than IBM VGA. Base configuration includes 256K of video memory, enough memory for 800 x 600 resolution with 16 colors. Plus, it's upgradeable to 512K — simply plug in the extra memory chips. With 512K you get 1024 x 768 resolution in 16 colors or 800 x 600 in 256 colors. Software drivers are included for all your popular programs.

The SOTA VGA/16 is 100% VGA hardware compatible and runs current programs such as Windows 386 and OS/2 flawlessly. It is also hardware compatible down to register level with all pre-VGA standards such as EGA, CGA, MDA and Hercules. This means that virtually all existing software will run with the SOTA VGA/16 — and it insures compatibility with future software.

SOTA VGA/16 has two output connectors for full analog and digital monitor support — not just analog, as some manufacturers offer. And, since many of today's programs require a mouse, SOTA offers this option right on the board. No longer do you have to compromise an extra slot or sacrifice one of your COM ports to install a mouse. Simply plug it into SOTA VGA/16.

So whether you want to add pizzazz to your business presentation graphics or view your spreadsheet in 132 columns, SOTA VGA/16 is the right choice. *After all, everything looks better in VGA.*

For more information on the SOTA VGA/16 please call 800-237-1713. In CA 408-745-1111.

SOTA Technology, Inc.
559 Weddell Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
She also doesn’t realize Hewlett-Packard makes PCs.

What a loss. Because Hewlett-Packard has a line of eight high-performance personal computers. PCs which range from desktop and floor-mount Intel386®-based powerhouses to entry-level 8086-compatibles. PCs which offer you a better way of doing business.

Hewlett-Packard personal computers give you plenty of opportunity for expansion. As well as plenty of options.
At the high end, you can get up to 8 accessory slots, 620 Mbytes of hard disk storage, and 16 Mbytes of RAM. And on all models, you get a choice of video solutions and the flexibility of using either 5.25" or 3.5" disks.

Beyond this, an investment in Hewlett-Packard PCs allows you to choose confidently from thousands of software applications and peripherals. HP's strict adherence to industry standards insures compatibility. Now, and into the future.

But the most important feature, the one you won't get with any other personal computer, is Hewlett-Packard reliability. For 50 years, HP has promised, and delivered, exceptional quality in everything from calculators to HP LaserJet printers.

Finally, every PC made by Hewlett-Packard is backed by an extensive network of trained, authorized dealers. For more information and the name of your nearest dealer, call 1-800-752-0900. You'll soon realize what an HP personal computer can do for you.

There is a better way.
"Standards do not limit; they liberate creative application of technology." Allen joined the industry's Greek chorus chanting for standardization in a world where users want to mix products from different vendors. Are the chorus members listening to each other?

At Microsoft's annual CD-ROM conference recently, Michael Schulhof, vice chairman of Sony Corp. of America, chided the CD-ROM industry for not yet settling on standards. "This industry has emerged from obscurity to confusion," Schulhof noted. "It is time to make ANSI standards official rather than advisory."

Raster Image Processing Systems (Boulder, CO) said it has cracked the encryption scheme used by Adobe's Postscript type fonts, which could enable people to use

In the lower-resolution modes (16 bits or less), 32-Bit QuickDraw uses dithering (the approximation of adjacent colors) to convert the high-resolution color data to the lower-resolution mode. If the monitor is black-and-white, the converted image will appear in grayscale, with the number of grayscale levels depending on the resolution of the video board (an 8-bit grayscale board can display 256 levels of gray).

But color is not cheap. To have all these hues, you'll need a third-party video board and monitor. Radius introduced a series of color video boards that support 1152 by 882 pixels and feature a 72-Hz screen-refresh rate and up to 3 megabytes of video RAM. Radius is offering a 16-bit version, the DirectColor/16, for $3695; and a 24-bit version, the DirectColor/24, for $4995. Radius also has a 19-inch color display for $4295. SuperMac's Spectrum/24 board sells for $3999; current owners of SuperMac color boards can trade up to the Spectrum/24 for $2499. RasterOps is selling its ColorBoard 224 for $5195; owners of the ColorBoard 104 can trade up for $3000.

RasterOps has for some time been offering 24-bit video boards that use a color model that's incompatible with 32-Bit QuickDraw. Instead of the chunky color model used by 32-Bit QuickDraw, RasterOps offered boards that used a chunky planar color model, in which the bits defining the pixel are stored in separate chunks (32-bit words) for each color (red, green, and blue). Rather than displaying the pixel with a single memory access to a single 32-bit word, as in the chunky model, the chunky planar model requires three memory accesses to three separate 32-bit words, one for each color. Developers who have written software for RasterOps's chunky planar will have to rewrite their programs to support 32-Bit QuickDraw. RasterOps insists that it will support all current customers and let them upgrade to boards and software patches that support 32-Bit QuickDraw.

Because it involves very complex

**This Should Go On Your Desk For The Same Reasons It Goes On The Road.**

Remember when sending a fax meant leaving your desk? Or when faxing on the road was almost impossible?

Those days are over. Introducing the WorldPort 2496™ portable fax and data modem.

Since it's external to your computer, it's easily shared around the office. And since it's battery powered and uses RJ11s or optional acoustic couplers, it connects to public phones and PBXs anywhere. Via Bell and CCITT standards worldwide. It even sends and receives fax and data messages unattended or while you run applications.

But best of all, from your desktop or laptop, you can instantly connect with practically anyone anywhere who owns a fax or modem.

Unless, of course, they've ventured out on the road without one.

Call us today at 800-541-0345 (in New York, 516-261-0423) for more on the WorldPort line and the dealer nearest you.

WorldPort 2496 is a trademark of Touchbase Systems, Inc. © 1989 Touchbase Systems, Inc.
Introducing Close-Up/LAN the remote that lets you control all PCs on your network

Close-Up/LAN brings you a level of control never before possible. It connects PCs on your network giving you the versatility to instantly share screens and keyboards. With one PC, or simultaneously with all PCs up and down your network. Close-Up/LAN lets people work together.

Helping people

You're sitting at your PC on the 3rd floor working on a spreadsheet budget. Suddenly, a message appears on your screen: "Bob requests help". You press a hot key, and like magic you are looking at Bob's screen. Without moving an inch you see that Bob is working on the company database. A dialog window appears and Bob explains his problem. Since your keyboard is active you instantly solve the problem, on Bob's computer.

With another hot key you decide to look in on Sue's computer screen. She's new and you need to keep an eye on her work. You see that she is working on a letter using a wordprocessor. You monitor her for awhile without interfering with her work. In fact, Sue doesn't even know you're there!

Hot key again and off you go on your round of the company. Viewing one screen after another, helping some, watching others. All from the comfort of your chair. Finished, you hot key back to your spreadsheet and carry on with your budget. Amazed, you think that support has never been this easy before.

Workgroup Conferencing

As a workgroup problem solving tool, Close-Up/LAN is unsurpassed! Close-Up/LAN lets everyone in your workgroup work as a team. Your associates can chat in a conference, all linked together on screen, no matter how distant the locations. Bring up a spreadsheet, for example, and show your sales projections for all to see. With live keyboards and an instant screen to screen connection, associates can adjust your figures (optionally at your discretion) for what-if scenarios.

On-Network Meetings?

Close-Up/LAN lets you conference your people over a single network, over bridged networks, or between networks thousands of miles apart. Only one program lets you have your meetings on your network, Close-Up/LAN.

Distributed Processing

Close-Up/LAN distributes valuable LAN resources to all PCs on your network.

No matter where your PC is located you can access resources such as high speed processors (386's), CD-ROM's, plotters, mainframe type connections to mainframes, and modem equipped PCs that are connected to your LAN.

It's simple to think of ways to save money with Close-Up/LAN. Attach an inexpensive PC with a modem to your network. Instantly you have a shared communications server. Everyone on the LAN has access to that PC and modem, to run communication programs, terminal emulators, etc. Saving on modem and phone line costs.

Access is only a keystroke away. While working at your word processor, you decide to run a CPU intensive job on a 386 computer located somewhere on your network. Hot key to the 386 and control it as if it were your own. Close-Up/LAN connects your keyboard and screen to the 386. Start your CPU intensive job (like re-indexing a database). Then, hot key back to your wordprocessor and you can view the 386.

Think of it. You can give everyone on your network the power of all peripherals at a fraction of the cost.

Training & Teaching

Close-Up/LAN lets your students watch on their PCs while you solve problems on your PC. Ideal for corporate and university classrooms. You can then reverse the process. Students work at their own pace while you, at the touch of a key, hop from screen to screen, monitoring their work.

There is only one program that fulfills the promise of your LAN's connectivity. Bringing people and PCs together ... Close-Up/LAN.

Close-Up LAN

Call: 805/964-6767

Norton-Lambert

PO. Box 4085, Santa Barbara, CA 93140 USA

Telex 709170
Adobe fonts on printers lacking Adobe-licensed controllers. RIPS, which makes high-speed laser printer controllers, cracked both the character descriptions and "hints," which basically handle how a character should stretch or scrunch and still remain aesthetically appealing as its point size changes. An Adobe-licensed laser printer knows how to interpret Adobe fonts, but now RIPS controllers should be able to do that. RIPS expects to integrate its decoding technology into its controllers. How did RIPS crack the code? "We took a logic analyzer, hung it on a 68000 bus, and observed," said chief technologist Ray McCaslin. With that puzzle solved, RIPS controllers should be able to handle any Adobe font, he said.

Here's one you won't find at your

memory management, particularly in its dithering or transfer modes to lower resolutions, 32-Bit QuickDraw is noticeably slower than 8-bit Color QuickDraw. One manufacturer, E-Machines, has decided to build a graphics accelerator into its 24-bit video boards and will not announce its products until this summer.

The new QuickDraw launches the Mac into the high-end full-color market, but with a high price tag and questions about the system's performance. A 24-bit video board and full-color display add at least $7000 to a Macintosh system, putting it in the same price range as full-color setups from Silicon Graphics or Sun Microsystems.

Apple believes that it can compete with companies like SG and Sun because it is a "general-purpose" machine rather than a specialized workstation, according to Laurie Girand, Apple's product manager for Macintosh system software.

PCs with CDs: Multimedia Machine of the Masses? Microcomputer Moguls Think So

The computer of the future will be a multimedia device—a machine that plays stereophonic sound and shows full-motion video with a clarity rivaling TV. All this will cost less than today's conventional personal computer, and, just like TV, there will eventually be one in nearly every household in America. That's the scenario being promoted by Microsoft, IBM, Sony, Intel, and Philips.

At the recent Microsoft-sponsored Fourth International Conference on CD-ROM, those companies all pledged to support this multimedia concept and to develop the technology necessary to make it real. Intel and IBM will jointly fund a development center to promote Intel's DVI (Digital... continued

Your job is computing... Why does your keyboard emulate a typewriter?

Your PC keys have typewriter legends, not the specific commands you need! Solution: Hooleon's SnapCap KeyCaps™ or non-slip adhesive Keytop Label kits, imprinted with the software commands! Cut training costs with Word Perfect 5.0™ or 5251 Emulation KeyCaps for the IBM® 101-Key Keyboard. Customize your keyboard with relegendable keys for IBM®, Cherry™, Wyse™ and Key Tronic™. Choose from non-slip Keytop Labels supporting Word Perfect™, DisplayWrite™, Multi-Mate Advantage™, Microsoft Word™, Data Entry, Language Conversions and more. We Custom Imprint Keys and Labels to your specs!

Call for your FREE CATALOG!

To order call: 602 634-7515 or FAX: 602 634-4620

From the Leader in Keytop Innovations...
Leader of the Mac!

The Experts Agree:

FoxBASE +/Mac's New Version 1.10 is the Ultimate Relational Database Management System for the Macintosh!

Don Crabb, *InfoWorld*, July 11, 1988:
"FoxBASE +/Mac proved to be as easy to use as any Mac relational database we've tested."

*Macworld*, September, 1988:
"FoxBASE +/Mac deserves serious consideration as both a stand-alone database product and a connectivity solution."

Richard Skrinde, *MacUser*, September, 1988:
"FoxBASE +/Mac is a racehorse that will outrun the other Macintosh databases."

Arthur Fuller, *Computing Canada*, June 9, 1988:
"So phenomenally great that it justifies the purchase of a Macintosh just to run it!"

Michael Masterson, *MacWEEK*, June 7, 1988:
"FoxBASE +/Mac proves beyond a doubt that the Mac is a suitable platform for supporting fast database operations."

*BYTE*, September, 1988:
"FoxBASE +/Mac combines dBASE compatibility with a strong list of features and a work environment with which Mac users will feel comfortable."

Charles Seiter, *Macworld*, October, 1988:
"It's the fastest general purpose Mac database, often ten to a hundred times faster than its competitors."

FoxBASE +/Mac Version 1.10 includes everything you love about the original FoxBASE+/Mac PLUS a new form generator, an outstanding application generator and a complete template language system—all designed to save you time and effort! Now you can develop complete database applications in just minutes!

And now Fox Software introduces FoxBASE+/Mac Multi-User, leading the industry with the ultimate in data sharing—concurrent data access! For the first time, networked Macs and PCs can simultaneously share the same data files!* In addition, FoxBASE+/Mac Multi-User supports an unlimited number of users on your network.

Even with all these enhancements, Version 1.10 doesn't cost any more—it's still only $395! And our new Multi-User is just $595!

FoxBASE+/Mac earned an exceptional 7.0 rating on *InfoWorld's* Software Review, and a 4.5 rating on *MacUser's* scale. It's the one Mac database system that has it all!

Join the experts NOW! Contact your local quality software dealer, or order your copy of FoxBASE+/Mac by calling (419) 874-0162, Ext. 320. Free demo package available.

Why be a follower when you can go with the leader!

* requires a copy of FoxBASE+/LAN, our PC multi-user software, on the network file server.

FoxBASE+/Mac and FoxBASE+/Mac Multi-User are trademarks of Fox Software. dBASE is a trademark of Ashton-Tate. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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neighborhood video store: “What Neural Nets Can Do” is an 80-minute videotape (VHS) intended for people who need to judge the actual practical potential of neural net technology, according to the company offering the tape (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, NJ). This video tutorial stars James Anderson, professor of cognitive and linguistic sciences at Brown University and coeditor of Parallel Models of Associative Memory. The tape and accompanying 144-page manual cost $250; a demonstration tape costs $10.

The Fortran Journal is a new publication offering programming hints, short news items, and product reviews. The journal comes out six times a year. The cost for a one-year subscription is $28 in the U.S. and $36 everywhere else. Contact the Fortran Users Group, P.O. Box 4201, Fullerton, CA 92634.

As part of a venture with Hitachi, VLSI Technology (San Jose, CA) has developed a 256K-bit static RAM chip with an access time of 35 ns, VLSI says.

As part of their new working relationship, Sun Microsystems (Mountain View, CA) and Cray Research (Minneapolis) are offering a channel interface that connects Sun workstations with Cray supercomputers. The FEI-3 adapter consists of two VME boards that slip into a Sun-3 or Sun-4 and connect with 100-megabit Cray channels. Sun has written drivers for process-to-process communication and remote log-in.

Apples and Oranges: AST Research (Irvine, CA) has sold off its line of Apple products to Orange Micro (Anaheim, CA). AST’s products for the Mac include Mac86 and Mac286, coprocessor boards designed to allow the machine to run IBM PC software.

And from the Department of It Loses Something in the Translation: After-booting-up message seen recently on a foreign laptop: “Now had loaded lat-top utilities.”

Video Interactive technology, designed to compress 70 minutes of high-quality video into a form that can be stored on a CD-ROM disk and viewed on a personal computer. Microsoft, Sony, and Philips released their CD-ROM XA specifications in an effort to set a standard for how audio is handled in future CD-ROM-based products. XA disks will be able to hold 8 hours of stereophonic sound (or 16 hours of mono).

To make computers exciting to consumers who could care less about spreadsheets and word processors, it will take a flashy video interface and high-quality audio, said Microsoft chairman Bill Gates. All that and a low price will make a personal computer a consumer item rather than a specialized set of hardware.

While a poison index and the Bible on CD are nice things to have,” Gates said, “they are not the types of things that will sell to the general public.”

By 1990 or 1991, Gates said, the magical computing machine for the masses will be a 1-megabyte system with Windows, XA sound, extended VGA resolution featuring overlaid text with high-quality pictures, and the start of interactive tools. After that, this multimedia machine will be running OS/2 Presentation Manager, will have 4 megabytes of RAM, be able to play stereo sound, and have the DVI chip providing capabilities to display full-motion video.

“IBM shares the excitement of multimedia,” said IBM Entry Systems president James Cannavino. “This will reshape how people envision personal computers.” Cannavino pledged IBM’s support to DVI, CD-ROM, and multimedia. IBM and Intel aim to have a single Micro Channel board that can handle high-quality video and sound by 1991. Intel announced at the conference a system for developing DVI applications. The $21,500 Pro 750 is built around an 80386-based AT with seven DVI-related boards.

Agnus Gives Amiga Graphics Better Memory

With the release of the new Agnus chip for the Amiga—the custom chip that handles graphics operations—Commodore Business Machines removed one of the major graphics bottlenecks in that computer. The new chip, a plug-in replacement for existing Agnus chips in all Amigas except the original model A-1000, lets programmers use up to 1 megabyte of memory for graphics. The megabyte of display memory will give developers more headroom, allowing higher-resolution images and generally improved graphics on the Amiga.

The chip is available through Commodore service centers, said Amiga product manager Keith Masavage. He said the cost of the chip will be between $100 and $150.

The new chip fixes a peculiarity of the Amiga architecture that has been cramping some users and applications programmers. Although the machine can be filled with as much as 8 megabytes of memory, the Agnus chip could address only 512K bytes. That meant that only 512K bytes could be used for display purposes. Masavage said that a typical high-resolution screen on the Amiga could use as much as 150K bytes. Animation often requires holding more than one screen in memory at a time, and since some of the 512K bytes (called “chip memory” in the Amiga world) has to be used for direct-memory-access channels, it was possible for an Amiga to run out of graphics memory even though most of its total memory was unused. Some developers with both Amiga and Macintosh versions of their products have taken to using Mac IIs to get high-quality displays of their images.

Despite the memory situation, the Amiga has established itself in the world of professional video and animation, where it competes with systems costing 10 times as much.

**NEWS STAFF SEeks NEWS. DIAL (603) 924-9281.**

The BYTE news staff is always interested in hearing about new developments that might affect microcomputers, the way they work, or the way people work with them. If you know of a project that could shape the state of the art, please give us a call at (603) 924-9281 or write to us at One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. An electronic version of Microbytes, offering a wider variety of computer-related news on a daily basis, is available on BIX.
A complete compendium of the latest tools, techniques, and ideas...

Take The 3-Volume OPERATING SYSTEMS SET For Only $495

as your introduction to the
Library of Computer and Information Sciences
You simply agree to buy 3 more books—at handsome discounts—within the next 12 months.

OPERATING SYSTEMS
Design and Implementation
Andrew Tanenbaum
"Probably the best book on the subject"—Eastgate Systems

This 800-page introduction to operating system design and implementation is packed with practical descriptions of principles and techniques, as well as a complete implementation of a UNIX-like operating system and 300 pages of source code. Filled with examples from such commercial operating systems as UNIX, MS-DOS, CP/M, and MULTICS, it explains processes, input/output, memory management, file systems, and much more.
Publisher's price: $46.00

INSIDE OS/2
Gordon Letwin
"During the next 10 years, millions of programmers and users will utilize OS/2... The best way for them to understand the overall philosophy will be to read this book."—Bill Gates

This programmer-to-programmer's guide helps you maximize the power, performance, and potential of OS/2. Microsoft's chief systems architect Gordon Letwin walks you through the nuts-and-bolts of this breakthrough technology covering everything from memory management, environment strings, and signals to interprocess communications and device monitors.
Publisher's price: $19.95

OPERATING SYSTEMS DESIGN
The XINU Approach
Douglas Comer

Eliminate the confusing elements of UNIX with XINU, a more versatile, level-structured operating system. This step-by-step guide covers all aspects of XINU beginning with the basics. You'll understand the design and implementation parameters of memory and process management, process coordination and synchronization, real time management, device drivers, and intermachine communication.
Publisher's price: $48.00

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
• In addition to getting The Operating Systems Set for only $495 when you join, you keep saving substantially on the books you buy. • Also, you will immediately become eligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan, with savings of 65% off the publishers' prices. • At 3-4 week intervals (16 times per year), you will receive the Library of Computer and Information Sciences News, describing the coming Main Selection and Alternate Selections, together with a dated reply card. • If you want the Main Selection, do nothing, and it will be sent to you automatically. • If you prefer another selection, or no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the card and return it by the date specified. • You will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late mail delivery of the News, you should receive a book you do not want, we guarantee return postage.

In the incredibly fast-moving world of data processing, where up-to-the-moment knowledge is essential, we make it easy to keep totally informed on all areas of the information sciences. What's more, our selections offer you discounts of up to 30% or more off publishers' prices.

If reply card is missing, please write to the Library of Computer and Information Sciences, Dept. 74FG-00920, Riverside, NJ 08075, for membership information and an application.

© 1989 Macmillan Book Clubs Inc.
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“If this is a race, we are out in front.”

Steve Hui, President
Everex Systems, Inc.

IBM PS/2 Model 80 (20 MHz) 3.52 MIPS
Compaq DeskPro 386/20 4.59 MIPS
Everex Step 386/20 4.91 MIPS

Power Meter MIPS Version 1.2. The Database Group.

“We created a monster.”

Apparently, we have surprised a few people. It’s not every day that someone builds the world’s fastest 386/20.

Our marketing people call the concept AMMA—for Advanced Memory Management Architecture.

I don’t care what you call it. This is the computer that has left everybody behind, including Compaq.

For the moment, we are overjoyed. But this is a game of leapfrog and we do not intend to rest.

The Step 386/20 from Everex is a monster of a machine.

For price and performance facts, call Everex Computer Systems Division at 1-800-366-4283. Everex, 48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538.
TECH*GRAPH*PAD

Still trying to get Engineering & Scientific graphs from a Business program?

Shareware Isn't Freeware
Shareware is not public domain software! The author of a public domain program releases all legal rights to the product; the author of a shareware program does not. Shareware authors usually encourage users to register so that authors can provide technical assistance, make enhancements, and so on. When users are aware of the difference between shareware and public domain software, it helps shareware authors to provide this service to their registered users.

Marshall W. Magee
Norcross, GA

Executing Operations
“Worth the RISC” by Trevor Marshall and Jane Morrill Tazelaar (February) was a very good survey about where RISC is today.

In the section headed “What Is RISC?” the article states that most RISC instructions execute in one cycle: “The RISC chips, however, execute most of their instructions in one cycle and make further performance gains with a technique called pipelining, which uses multiple execution units.”

If by “execute” the authors mean to process an instruction from instruction fetch to instruction completion, then a typical instruction takes four cycles: instruction fetch, decode instruction and fetch registers, execute operation, and write back registers.

However, the “execute operation” part of the pipeline takes one cycle. Since each stage of the pipeline is simultaneously processing a different instruction, an average of one instruction is finished per cycle. Therefore, instructions are processed at a rate of one instruction per cycle.

If by “execute” the authors mean the “execute operation” part of the pipeline, then only one instruction is being executed at a time. This distinction is important because future chips may have multiple sets of pipelines. These chips will be able to process at a rate of more than one instruction per cycle.

Les Faby
Cupertino, CA

X Windows vs. Display PostScript
“The X Window System” by Dick Pountain (January) was most informative. But the article also contained some misleading information that needs clarification.

Pountain made a few comments regarding the competition between X Windows and the Display PostScript system. For instance, he says that X Windows’ main competition is Display PostScript, which offers more powerful typographic functions—although the two systems are not exclusive and might even complement each other. He also describes Display PostScript as “a possible video graphics standard in apparent competition with X Windows.”

Display PostScript is not in competition with X Windows. Rather, Display PostScript is an imaging model that can be incorporated into X Windows or any other windowing system. In fact, Digital Equipment Corp. is doing exactly that with its recently announced DECstation 3100 workstation.

In this case, the Display PostScript system is an extension to the X server. To use it, an application goes through the X server. The application program can then use Display PostScript as the imaging model instead of calling on the graphics portion of the Xlib library.

Another point in Pountain’s article that needs clarification is the following: “Sun, whose NeWS windowing system is based on Display PostScript…” Sun wrote NeWS, which is both an imaging
PC EXPERTS AGREE:

Proteus® offers the fastest for the least, and supports them the most.

Proteus® sells the fastest personal computers you'll find. But as experts from BYTE, InfoWorld, Personal Computing, and others have discovered, our computers are more than just fast.

"The Proteus is an excellent value for the performance it offers potential buyers. Its speed, expansion capability, and service contract put it in a class with the big boys."

-Personal Computing Magazine

"This IBM-compatible is so fast I have had trouble measuring its speed."

-Business Computer Digest

"Proteus is markedly faster than any other personal computer we've worked with, including Deskpro 386/20."

-Personal Computing Magazine

"The Proteus is one of the fastest desktop computer systems we tested, a zero-wait-state hot rod."

-InfoWorld Magazine

"...a complete multi-user solution that arrives with all peripherals and operating systems installed and tested...a very powerful machine that does what it claims."

-Computer Shopper Magazine

"...fifteen months of service coverage - and onsite at that. Even without the warranty, we highly recommend this machine."

-Computer Buyers Guide

For custom configurations and new low prices, call Proteus Toll-Free.
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To order, call us direct. 1-800-782-8387

In N.J. call 201-614-7000

For 24 hr catalog, call 1-800-548-5036 using your modem set at 1200B or 2400B/N/8/1.

Technical Support Hotline: 1-800-541-8933 Reseller/VAR programs available.

Custom configurations available.

All trademarks recognized. © Proteus is a registered trademark of Proteus Technology Corp. All prices, terms, specs subject to change.

PROTEUS 286-16
16MHz, ZERO WAIT STATE
- Intel 80386 CPU at 16MHz
- 1MB RAM Expandable to 16MB
- Intel 82385 EE cache ctrl
- 32K fast cache
- 2 serial & 1 parallel port
- 1:1 interleave
- Hard disk & floppy controller
- 200W power supply
- 101-key enhanced keyboard
- 15-month on-site service free
- Made in U.S.A. $1,495
- 30-day money back guarantee

COMPLETE SYSTEMS:
- Monochrome System $1,165
- EGA Color Plus System $2,112
- VGA 16-bit 800x600 System $2,407

PROTEUS 286-20
20MHz, ZERO WAIT STATE
- Intel 80386 CPU at 20MHz
- 2MB RAM Expandable to 16MB
- Intel 82385EE cache ctrl
- 32K fast cache
- 2 serial & 1 parallel port
- 1.2MB floppy drive
- Hard disk & floppy controller
- 1:1 interleave
- 200W power supply, 110/220V
- 101 key tactile keyboard
- 15-month on-site service free
- Made in U.S.A. $2,595
- 30-day money back guarantee

COMPLETE SYSTEMS:
- Monochrome System $2,389
- EGA Color Plus System $3,285
- VGA 16-bit 800x600 System $3,595

PROTEUS 286-25
30MHz, ZERO WAIT STATE
- Intel 80386 CPU at 30MHz
- 1MB RAM Expandable to 16MB
- Intel 82385EE cache ctrl
- 32K fast cache
- 2 serial & 1 parallel port
- 1.2MB floppy drive
- Dual HD & floppy controller
- 1:1 interleave
- 200W power supply, 110/220V
- 1.2MB floppy drive
- 15-month on-site service free
- Made in U.S.A. $3,495
- 30-day money back guarantee

COMPLETE SYSTEMS:
- Monochrome System $3,695
- EGA Color Plus System $4,070
- VGA 16-bit 800x600 Multiscan System $4,595

PROTEUS SYSTEM 3400ME
UNIX & DOS MULTITUSER SYSTEM
- Intel 80386-25 CPU, 25 MHz opt. 33 MHz
- 5-User system support
- 4MB 52-bit RAM
- Intel 82386 ctrl
- Cache Memory
- 150MB ESDI fast hard disk
- 1.2MB 2.5" or 3.5" 1.44MB floppy
- Upright server Case
- 250W 110/220V power supply
- SCO XENIX/PC MOS operating sys.
- High res. 14" console/monitor
- Graphics controller
- Parallel & serial ports
- 15-month free on-site service

COMPLETE SYSTEM: $8,795
- Choice of optional terminals & Proteus Lightwave graphics term.
Some Things Never Change

But now there's an easy way to transport your 5.25" data to your laptop!

WELTEC introduces their new 525 external floppy drive subsystem - an easy way to use 5.25" data with your 3.5" format laptop computer. The 525 subsystem is simple to setup, easy to use, and supports a wide variety of laptop and desktop systems.

For more information on the 525 subsystem write or call:

800-333-5155

WELTEC digital, inc.
17981 Sky Park Circle, Suite M, Irvine, CA 92714
Phone: 714-250-1959 • Telex: 3728057 • FAX: 714-250-1964

FREE INFO KITS FOR DEVELOPERS!

NEW! Build better applications faster and more economically with Framework III™ RunTime—the first integrated PC software development engine with built-in multiple functions and a royalty-free licensing agreement.

SPECIAL ADVANCE NOTICE! Get more programming power, flexibility and control over integrated microcomputer applications development with the Framework III Developer’s ToolKit.

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-437-4392, EXT. 1801

YES, ASHTON-TATE! I want to find out how I can save time, save money and enhance my software applications! Send me the FREE software information I've checked!

NAME (PLEASE PRINT) 
TITLE
COMPANY NAME
CITY STATE ZIP
BUSINESS PHONE

Tell us what you do:
□ Developer □ VAR
□ Corporate/MIS Manager □ Other

The Ashton-Tate logo and Ashton-Tate are registered trademarks of Ashton-Tate Corporation. Framework III is a trademark of Ashton-Tate Corporation. ©1989 Ashton-Tate Corporation. All rights reserved. Specifications and prices subject to change without notice.

LETTERS

API Clarification

I'm glad there's a magazine that provides at least some degree of technical information about OS/2, rather than the now-tiresome debate regarding its chances for success. I am referring to Mark Minasi's OS/2 Notebook column.

As a software engineer trying to write an application for OS/2, I appreciate the availability of a source of information other than Microsoft's overwhelming and unclear pile of manuals. However, in "1988 in Review: OS/2's First Year" (January), the code fragment Minasi gives as an example of an Application Program Interface function call is erroneous and misleading. It should appear as follows:

```c
ret_code = DosGetPid(&MyPID);
if (ret_code)
    printf("DosGetPid failed: %d\n", ret_code);
else
    printf("Process ID=%d\n", MyPID.pid);
```

There are two differences between my fragment and his. First, he was printing the error message when the call was successful, and the process ID when it failed. In the paragraph following the fragment, he stated its intent correctly—he simply had it coded incorrectly. Sec-

NeXT Performance

Your cover story on the NeXT computer (November 1988) expressed skepticism about the performance of Display PostScript. Having ported FrameMaker, our publishing software, to the NeXT machine, we can report that we're very pleased with the performance of Display PostScript (and the whole NextStep environment, for that matter).

David J. Murray
Frame Technology Corp.
San Jose, CA
QuickBASIC and BASCOM into high gear.

Over 365 assembly routines to really kick with features like:

- A 1,000 page 2 volume manual
- Full-featured windowing
- Screen snapshots (Text & Graphics)
- String, array, and pointer sorts
- Lightning-fast file IO
- Full mouse support

Create dazzling screens in text mode, CGA, EGA, VGA or Hercules graphic modes. Save and restore screen snapshots to arrays, EMS memory or files. Full featured windowing to meet the most demanding jobs. The PnoBAs system of virtual screens allows you to draw full or partial screens to memory, and then snap them on in an eyeblink. You can even create virtual screens far larger than the display screen.

Sick of running out of string space? Store and store thousands of file names, dates, directories or .ARC files using wild-cards to use BASIC's file I/O again! Sort data with blazingly-fast file routines. Read or write huge chunks of data at a clip, with file locking and error handling so that you can even use them in subprograms. You'll never want to use BASIC's file I/O again! Sort data with lightning fast array and pointer sorts. Search files or arrays at assembly speeds. PnoBAs also has over 200 other essential services including handy string, date, time, directory and array manipulation, string, screen and data compression, full mouse support, valuable equipment and input routines and faster replacements for most BASIC commands.

PnoBAs gives you a complete set of blazingly-fast file routines. Read or write huge chunks of data at a clip, with file locking and error handling so that you can even use them in subprograms. You'll never want to use BASIC's file I/O again! Sort data with lightning fast array and pointer sorts. Search files or arrays at assembly speeds. PnoBAs also has over 200 other essential services including handy string, date, time, directory and array manipulation, string, screen and data compression, full mouse support, valuable equipment and input routines and faster replacements for most BASIC commands.

Whether you are a professional or a novice, PnoBAs will boost your BASIC in ways you never dreamt possible. PnoBAs allows professionals to save time and work and lets novices write professional-quality programs quickly and easily. After all, how much is a few hundred hours of your time really worth?

For all versions of QuickBASIC and BASCOM including BASCOM 6.0 for OS/2. Just $135.00!
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Turn a task into child's play.

PnoBAs...

Basic Programming Library

Announcing PnoBAs Version 3.0, now with over 365 assembly routines to really kick QuickBASIC and BASCOM into high gear. BYTE magazine calls PnoBAs a "Supercharger for QuickBASIC". Thousands of programmers rely on PnoBAs to make their life easier and to enhance their programs with features like:

- A 1,000 page 2 volume manual
- Full-featured windowing
- Screen snapshots (Text & Graphics)
- String, array, and pointer sorts
- Lightning-fast file I/O
- Full mouse support

PnoBAs gives you a complete set of blazingly-fast file routines. Read or write huge chunks of data at a clip, with file locking and error handling so that you can even use them in subprograms. You'll never want to use BASIC's file I/O again! Sort data with lightning fast array and pointer sorts. Search files or arrays at assembly speeds. PnoBAs also has over 200 other essential services including handy string, date, time, directory and array manipulation, string, screen and data compression, full mouse support, valuable equipment and input routines and faster replacements for most BASIC commands.

Whether you are a professional or a novice, PnoBAs will boost your BASIC in ways you never dreamt possible. PnoBAs allows professionals to save time and work and lets novices write professional-quality programs quickly and easily. After all, how much is a few hundred hours of your time really worth?

For all versions of QuickBASIC and BASCOM including BASCOM 6.0 for OS/2. Just $135.00!
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PnoMATH...

Mathematics Library

PnoMATH is a collection of over 150 high-level routines that provide mathematical functions and operations for programmers who often work in mathematics, science, or engineering. Complex variables, real and complex matrices, real and complex trigonometric and hyperbolic functions and their inverses, solution of linear equations, integration, differential equations, Fast Fourier transforms, graphics support, and many other useful routines are provided.

For years Fortran has been the language of choice for scientific and engineering applications, but it lacks many of the useful features of QuickBASIC. PnoMATH contains most of the Fortran mathematical and numeric functions and allows you to easily translate Fortran code to BASIC or write new programs in BASIC while retaining Fortran's numerical prowess.

The PnoMATH manual is over 200 pages and provides a complete description of each routine, including any algorithm and the mathematical formula the routine uses, shown in standard notation. For QuickBASIC 4 and BASCOM 6 only. Just $99.00!
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PnoRef...

On-Line Help For PnoBAs

PnoRef provides pop-up help for the routines in PnoBAs and is an extension of the QuickBASIC programming environment. Find help on any routine with a few key-strokes or mouse clicks. Pop-up an ASCII chart, calculator, scan code module, box diagram, your own help information or almost any DOS program via a hot-key. Just $50.00!
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PnoTollK...

ToolKit

The ToolKit is a collection of assembly and BASIC modules that use the PnoBAs library to save you even more hours of grunt work. Why spend hundreds of hours re-inventing the wheel when you can just plug in ToolKit modules like:

- Menu Generators
- Fast B-tree indexing
- Mini-editor with word-wrap
- Patch .EXE files
- Protected storage areas
- Julian date routines

The ToolKit also includes clock, calendar, windowing, BCD math routines and much more, complete with BASIC source code and a comprehensive manual. The PnoBAs ToolKit adds capabilities and helps conserve your most valuable asset of all-time! Requires PnoBAs. Just $99.00!
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PnoScreen...

Screen Management

PnoScreen is a full-featured screen generator/editor that will save you more design time than you ever thought possible. PnoScreen treats screens like a word processor treats text to provide complete control over characters, colors, and placement. Design input screens with up to 130 fields and 19 pre-defined and 2 user-defined masks. Use PnoBAs or the included BASIC/Assembler subroutines to access the screens. No kludgy code generators here! Comes with subroutines for extensive on-line help, and a 285 page manual. Just $99.00!
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PnoTeleComm...

TeleComm ToolKit

The PnoBAs TELECOMM ToolKit is a collection of high-level communications modules that you can plug into your code to provide popular file transfer protocols, terminal emulations, login scripts and baud rates up to 115,200 baud. You get:

- Xmodem/Modem7/Xmodem-1k
- Ymodem (single and batch)
- CRC-16 and Checksum
- VT52, VT100, ANSI BBS etc.
- Auto Dialer & data base
- Documented BASIC source

Why use clumsy SHELLs to complex terminal programs when you can plug the communications routines you need into your code? Implement just the features and commands you want. Requires PnoBAs. Just $75.00!
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Hammersley...

Computer Services, Inc.

5909 JASMINE COURT • LAUREL, MD 20707

(800) 343-7484

Add $5.00 per item ($8.00 Canada) for shipping per order.

Europe: $39.00 for 1st item plus $5.00 for each additional item. Visa, MasterCard, C.O.D. (US Only) checks and approved P.O.'s accepted. Trademarks PnoBAs, PnoRef, PnoScreen, PnoMath, TELECOMM ToolKit: Hammersley Computer Services, Inc. QuickBASIC, BASCOM: Microsoft Corp.
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ond, the variable MyPID is a structure, and his fragment was printing MyPID, which yields the first value of the structure. Fortunately, the first value in the structure happened to be the process ID, so the correct value is printed. This is somewhat misleading, though; had the structure been different, the printed value would have been incorrect.

These points may seem trivial, but working with OS/2 has been a struggle for me, and I think it's important that, on the rare occasions when useful information is published for OS/2 programmers, it should be as accurate and complete as possible.

David P. Sours
Blaine, MN

I did mix up the two clauses—sorry. As to the use of the structure, you’re right again. Before your letter, I had never looked it up; rather, I had used it just as Microsoft did in a sample program.

I'm glad you find the column useful. Since that particular column came out, another book chock-full of sample code has come out. Called Peter Norton's Inside OS/2 (Brady Computer Books, 1988), it discusses areas of OS/2 (not Presentation Manager, alas—just the kernel) and includes sample C code.

—Mark Minasi

Delivering the Mail

The global village in electronic messaging has already moved from fiction to fact. The world does not need to look toward the future for worldwide electronic messaging. A great deal has already been implemented, and more is under development.

Contrary to the unconnected world described in the “X.400 Grows Up” by Brock N. Meeks (December 1988), intersystem messaging between most major systems in the U.S. and worldwide is now commonplace because of DA Systems’ DASnet Service. All users of ABA/Net, UNISON, TWICS, the GeoMail network of hosts (installed in the U.S. and throughout Europe), PeaceNet, and, soon, CONNECT’s MacNET and GoverNET can communicate with anyone who uses one of several dozen E-mail systems and networks. Not to mention the fax and the post office.

I take issue with Meeks’s statement that “To have any kind of global interconnected network, you need a directory of some sort.” That has not been the case with mail delivered by the post office or via fax. Though it will be useful, a directory is not the sine qua non of interconnectivity. What would Benjamin Franklin have replied to the proposition that a mail delivery system requires a universal directory of street addresses? I leave the answer to you.

Where X.400 or proprietary connections turn out to be the appropriate way for a service or company to connect, the DASnet gateway to X.400 will be useful to connect these services to all the other DASnet-linked systems.

—Anna B. Lange
DA Systems
Campbell, CA

Trees ’n Leaves

I believe there are errors in Rick Grehan’s otherwise fine series on B-trees (“Trees ’n Keys,” Parts 1, 2, and 3, January through March). Grehan states, “A key’s in-order successor will always be on a leaf node. You might want to sketch a few B-trees to convince yourself of this.”

I entered the following five names into a
It doesn’t take a computer to figure out the difference.

The difference between the GEnie® service and CompuServe® could make a big difference to you. Here's why. GEnie's rate for 1200 baud access is just $6 per non-prime hour*. Theirs is more than twice as much. Which means that with GEnie you can stay online longer for a lot less.

And that means more time to enjoy more of GEnie's services. Like Roundtables, Exciting multi-player games, Useful financial information and much more. All at hourly rates designed to allow you to spend more time online. Not more money.

And with GEnie signing up is as easy as one, two, three.

(1) Set your modem for local echo (half duplex), 300 or 1200 baud.

(2) Dial 1-800-638-8369. When connected, you just enter HHH.

(3) At the U*# prompt simply enter XTX99684, GEnie then RETURN.

Have a major credit card or your checking account number ready. For information in the U.S. or Canada, call 1-800-638-9636. Or write GE Information Services, 401 North Washington, Rockville, MD 20850.

We bring good things to life.
The sentence you quote was in a paraphrase describing those keys that are not in the tree. Art, Bob, Cal, Deb, and Eve (see figure 1).

Following Grehan's directions, an inorder traversal would return Deb as the next key greater than Bob, while the true successor, Cal, would be missed altogether. When the pseudostack is popped, the parent key whose right-node pointer will be followed is the inorder successor. This error renders SEEK_NEXT_KEY and DELETE_KEY useless. Once a parent-key successor key has been found, the search must drop down to a leaf to find up to four successors. SEEK_NEXT_KEY provides no way to read the leaf node. The SCANKEY routine could be called to do this. If a parent node holds more than one key, a second index pointer would be needed so that subsequent pops reference the correct key. KEYOFFSET can't be used for both purposes.

There is another error in the SEEK_NEXT_KEY module in line 7, where a GOTO references an undefined line label, Li:; Jumping to L2:; the only line label in the example, sends the code into the middle of a loop, which is probably not good programming practice.

I hope that corrected code examples will be made available so that we can see what Grehan actually intended. I have enjoyed the series very much despite the frustration.

Robert J. Spear
Accokeek, MD

I found Christopher Greaves' challenge ("Ackerman Exercise," Letters, November 1988) to calculate values of the recursive function Ack(m,n) impossible to resist, and I spent a number of evenings investigating the problem. A microcomputer proved inadequate to deal with the numbers involved, so I had to resort to brainpower and pencil.

As m increases, the value of the function increases ever more rapidly, and for i=0,1,2,...,n produces the following series:

\[ \text{Ack}(i) = \begin{cases} 1,2,3,4,\ldots,n+1 & \text{if } i \leq 1; \\ 2,3,4,5,\ldots,n+2 & \text{if } i = 2; \\ 3,5,7,9,\ldots,2n+3 & \text{if } i = 3; \\ 5,13,29,61,\ldots,2^{n+3} & \text{if } i \geq 4. \end{cases} \]

Tricky Terms

I needed a microcomputer C compiler for a spectral estimation project. Originally, I had intended to use the Microsoft compiler, since several coworkers had been using it and it had always been reliable. For this project, good numerical accuracy was far more important than execution speed. Although Microsoft C and Turbo C produced identical results for most of the Numerical Recipes routines that I intended to use, Turbo C continued

The value of Ack(4,2) is approximately 2.17E19727 and would take more than four pages to type, and Ack(4,3) is already vastly greater than a googolplex.

Greaves challenges his students to "deliver" to him the value of Ack(5,5), which can be simplified to

\[ \text{Ack}(5,5) = \text{Ack}(4,\text{Ack}(4,\text{Ack}(4,\text{Ack}(4,\text{Ack}(4,65533)))))) \]

His carefully chosen words hide the fact that there is no transport company large enough to handle that task, nor is there sufficient paper in the world on which to express the value.

A. J. McCutcheon
Nedlands, Australia

How to Get BYTE Listings

I just finished reading "The Token Ring" by Brett Glass (January). Congratulations are in order for a well-written article that was easy to understand.

How do I go about getting the IBM demo of the Token Ring, given that I do not have access to BIX?

Chris Smith
Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada

Recipe for Comparing Compilors

"Smoothing Out C" by Steve Apiki and Jon Udell (Product Focus, February) was an informative article. However, the result that "Turbo...did poorly on the floating-point test" prompts me to relate data comparing Microsoft C and Turbo C using routines from the book Numerical Recipes in C by William H. Press et al. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986.) (The FORTRAN/Pascal version of this book was reviewed in the January 1987 BYTE.)

I needed a microcomputer C compiler for a spectral estimation project. Originally, I had intended to use the Microsoft compiler, since several coworkers had been using it and it had always been reliable. For this project, good numerical accuracy was far more important than execution speed. Although Microsoft C and Turbo C produced identical results for most of the Numerical Recipes routines that I intended to use, Turbo C pro-
MICRO-CAP III™
THIRD-GENERATION INTERACTIVE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS. MORE POWER. MORE SPEED. LESS WORK.

MICRO-CAP III™, the third generation of the top selling IBM® PC-based interactive CAE tool, adds even more accuracy, speed, and simplicity to circuit design and simulation.

The program's window-based operation and schematic editor make circuit creation a breeze. And super-fast SPICE-like routines mean quick AC, DC, Fourier and transient analysis — right from schematics. You can combine simulations of digital and analog circuits via integrated switch models and macros. And, using stepped component values, rapidly generate multiple plots to fine-tune your circuits.

We've added routines for noise, impedance and conductance — even Monte Carlo routines for statistical analysis of production yield. Plus algebraic formula parsers for plotting almost any desired function.

Modeling power leaps upward as well, to Gummel-Poon BJT and Level 3 MOS — supported, of course, by a built-in Parameter Estimation Program and extended standard parts library.

There's support for Hercules® CGA, MCGA, EGA and VGA displays. Output for laser plotters and printers. And a lot more.

The cost? Just $1495. Evaluation versions are only $150.

Naturally, you'll want to call or write for a free brochure and demo disk.

1021 S. Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-4387

MICRO-CAP III is a registered trademark of Spectrum Software. Hercules is a registered trademark of Hercules Computer Technology. IBM® is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.
NEC introduces the best VGA monitor you can buy. MultiSync® 2A.

The first monitor that takes our award-winning multiple frequency technology and customizes it to the needs of the VGA user.

MultiSync 2A is both affordable and uncompromised. And completely compatible with all VGA modes. In short, it performs brilliantly. But what's equally important, it allows you to move effortlessly to the next major graphics standard: SuperVGA.

All this in a monitor that gives you a 14" non-glare screen on a tilt-swivel base, for nearly 30% more viewing area than standard 12" screens, and a new cabinet that's not only functional but is designed to look as good from the back as it does from the front.

MultiSync 2A. One super VGA monitor.
that’s also a SuperVGA monitor.

But that’s only part of the story. NEC also introduces the best SuperVGA monitor you can buy. MultiSync® 2A.

The first monitor that takes our award-winning multiple frequency technology and customizes it to the needs of the SuperVGA user. MultiSync 2A senses the software you’re using and makes the switch from a VGA monitor to SuperVGA, the new standard developed by NEC and recognized by VESA, the Video Electronics Standards Association. SuperVGA delivers a maximum resolution of 800 x 600, which is 56% higher than VGA.

And since you’re most likely buying a board that goes beyond VGA, your monitor should too. For literature call 1-800-826-2255. For technical details call NEC Home Electronics (USA) Inc. at 1-800-FONE-NEC.

MultiSync 2A. One SuperVGA monitor.
EZ-DOS

Break the stranglehold on your PC.

Digital Research & 2001 Sales have developed EZ-DOS as an enhanced replacement for your current DOS. Now you can use the sophistication of EZ-DOS instead of accepting the limitations of another DOS.

The main features of EZ-DOS are:
* DOS compatibility
* Multiple 512 megabyte partitions
* Quit dissecting your hard disks
* Password protection of files and directories
* Full screen text editor
* On-line HELP for command syntax
* Command history
* LIM 4.0 Extended memory driver
* Menu based installation that works with all compatibles

* A true graphic, windowing operating environment - GEM/3 Desktop is our user interface.
* Inexpensive - compare costs

EZ-DOS 4.1 Deluxe............ $79.00
plus True BASIC.............. $99.00
plus serial Mouse............ $139.00
plus T.BASIC & Mouse...... $159.00

2001 Sales, Inc.
16580 Harbor Blvd., Ste. D
Fountain Valley, CA 92708.
Tel: (714) 531-6551
Fax: (714) 531-8546
Dealer, Distributor & OEM Inquiries welcome.
VISA and Master Card accepted.
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ARTIFICIAL DISTINCTION
This is in reference to the correspondence on "Minds vs. Programs." Dr. R. J. Ellis ("Factoring the Unforeseen," Letters, February) makes an artificial distinction between "crystallized consciousness" and "living consciousness." Isn't there essentially a confusion as regards the terminology? Humans use algorithms that encompass emotion, self-motivation, and reprogramming capability. A computer program that uses an equivalent algorithm would have all the "human" capabilities listed by Ellis.

The question that remains to be answered is whether the human mind is capable of developing such an algorithm. I believe a human as well as an "artificial" mind would be capable of just that.

Dr. Mohammed I. Saleem
Safat, Kuwait

MS-DOS Computer Server
I'm writing in response to Nicholas Birkett's letter ("Multiuser Advantages," February). Birkett complained about the impossibility of having a "computer server" under MS-DOS. He's mistaken. I know exactly how to accomplish what he wants.

To begin, Birkett is right in asserting that it's impossible for one machine on a LAN to initiate a job on another machine on the LAN. This can be accomplished, although in a roundabout way:

1. Set up the machine that is to do the work in one of the following ways: as a client, in which case only the LAN server(s) can initiate jobs on it; or as a client/server, in which case all clients on the LAN can initiate jobs on it.

2. Set up an initiator process on the machine that is to do the work. I'll describe the initiator process and ways of making it recognize jobs that are waiting to be initiated below.

Table 1: Results using the xmemcof.o driver routine. Published results appeared in Numerical Recipes in C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Published</th>
<th>VAX-C</th>
<th>Turbo C</th>
<th>Microsoft C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.261539</td>
<td>1.261540</td>
<td>1.261540</td>
<td>1.262617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.007695</td>
<td>-0.007694</td>
<td>-0.007694</td>
<td>-0.009724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.646779</td>
<td>-0.646777</td>
<td>-0.646777</td>
<td>-0.646527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.280603</td>
<td>-0.280603</td>
<td>-0.280603</td>
<td>-0.279950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.163693</td>
<td>0.163692</td>
<td>0.163692</td>
<td>0.163249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.347674</td>
<td>0.347676</td>
<td>0.347676</td>
<td>0.347373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.111247</td>
<td>0.111247</td>
<td>0.111247</td>
<td>0.111045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.337141</td>
<td>-0.337142</td>
<td>-0.337142</td>
<td>-0.336187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.358043</td>
<td>-0.358043</td>
<td>-0.358043</td>
<td>-0.358086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.378774</td>
<td>0.378774</td>
<td>0.378774</td>
<td>0.378403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results using the xspctrm.c driver routine (overlapped case).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Published</th>
<th>VAX-C</th>
<th>Turbo C</th>
<th>Microsoft C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001993</td>
<td>0.001786</td>
<td>0.001993</td>
<td>0.001786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.001461</td>
<td>0.001461</td>
<td>0.001461</td>
<td>0.002544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.072356</td>
<td>0.147874</td>
<td>0.072356</td>
<td>0.147874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.062723</td>
<td>0.107431</td>
<td>0.062723</td>
<td>0.107431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.097625</td>
<td>0.000332</td>
<td>0.097625</td>
<td>0.000332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.014102</td>
<td>0.000512</td>
<td>0.014102</td>
<td>0.000512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.000089</td>
<td>0.000113</td>
<td>0.000089</td>
<td>0.000113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.000210</td>
<td>0.000131</td>
<td>0.000210</td>
<td>0.000131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.000052</td>
<td>0.000037</td>
<td>0.000052</td>
<td>0.000037</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question that remains to be answered is whether the human mind is capable of doing such an algorithm. I believe a human as well as an "artificial" mind would be capable of just that.

Dr. Mohammed I. Saleem
Safat, Kuwait

I compared compilers by using driver routines supplied in the companion book Numerical Recipes in C. This book often gives the answers obtained when the routines were run by the authors. I tested the book's sample routines xmemcof.c and xspctrm.c using Microsoft C, Turbo C, and VAX-C (the latter on a DEC VAX-11/780 minicomputer). The results in tables 1 and 2 show why I selected Turbo C.

Robert C. Briggs
Los Altos, CA
Designed for desktop graphics, priced to be personal.

Drawing Board to Board Room
Plot your designs, present your plans, and illustrate your point with the new HI Image Maker.™ Houston Instrument's newest plotter can improve all your images at a price that makes personal productivity gains affordable.

Precision CAD or Graphic Presentations
Your HI Image Maker uses a variety of technical pens on vellum or presentation bond—and produces vibrant color graphics on transparencies, paper, or vellum. Drawings on media up to 11 x 17 inches can be produced quickly and beautifully at a resolution of one thousandth of an inch.

Confidence and Value
Industry experts agree, HI drafting plotters defined the price-performance standard for PC-based CAD plotters. The HI Image Maker is a product you can buy with confidence. Priced at only $1295,* you can use this plotter throughout your company—or keep it for yourself!

For details, call 1-800-444-3425 or 512-835-0900.

*US suggested retail price. Subject to change.

HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
A DIVISION OF AMETEK
8500 Cameron Road, Austin, TX 78753

Houston Instrument and HI Image Maker are trademarks of AMETEK, Inc.
Circle 132 on Reader Service Card
3. Mount the job to be done as an executable (.BAT, .COM, or .EXE) file on the server or on the machine that will do the work. This is possible because that machine, as a server, will have at least one logical disk on which clients can write.

4. Sit back and wait for the job to be completed.

What I've described is inherently a batch system, and because the only way to have intermachine communications on a LAN is through semaphore files mounted on the server, it cannot easily be made interactive. It is conceptually identical to the way in which print servers work. It can all be done under MS-DOS, and it requires surprisingly little programming.

All the initiator process has to do is idle until something that it recognizes as an executable file turns up. When an executable file appears, the initiator runs it and resumes waiting.

I use a .BAT file to set JOBNUM instead of setting it directly to allow clients to know the next job number and because the batch file will survive shutdowns.

A practical application of this little scheme with clients running jobs that have been teed up on the server is to have PCs on a LAN function as a loosely coupled multiprocessor machine. The individual processors all run the same job(s) in parallel. I'm now setting up such a machine, and my version of RunJob is actually a .BAT file.

In Birkett's case, where clients send jobs to a server/client, the client has to know the next available job number and copy the executable file, with the right name, to the server.

As long as his executable files take the inputs/commands they need as command-line arguments or from a file, which will also have to be on the server, Birkett should be able to use the logic sketched above to get a machine on a LAN to function as a computer server.

Daniel W. Fromm
Cherry Hill, NJ

Clarifying ConvertUnits

Many thanks to BYTE and Jerry Pournelle for the uplifting and encouraging mention of our ConvertUnits software desk accessory and HyperCard stack (Computing at Chaos Manor, February). We hope we can increase enthusiasm for our recently released product by clarifying several comments.

Jerry says that the manual doesn't tell you that you must copy the database files onto the hard disk. The section entitled "Preparing Working Copies," on page 20 of our manual, states, "Copy the Category documents you will be using to your working disks" and is followed on the next page by "With a hard disk system, copy all of the Category documents that you would use regularly." About the user interface, Jerry states, "now you have to let go of the mouse and press Return, because there's no 'activate' button." There is— the "=" icon, which is described throughout the manual in the "Tutorial" and the "Using" sections. We specifically implemented the "=" conversion button for power users to activate multiple conversions without having to let go of the mouse.

As Macintosh software developers, we are always interested in all insights to enhance the ConvertUnits interface. We would appreciate receiving any other suggestions that Jerry or other ConvertUnits users may have for additional refinements to the program. As longtime continued
The Activator - Natural Selection
For Software Protection

In any industry, just as in nature, the process of natural selection raises one solution above another. Natural selection is the most elegant of engineers.

In the area of software protection The Block has been selected by the marketplace as the solution that works. Over 500,000 packages are protected by our device.

For the past 4 years our philosophy has been: 'You have the right and obligation to protect your intellectual property.'

A New Ethic For Software Protection

In allowing end-users unlimited copies of a software package and uninhibited hard disk and LAN operation, The Block has created a new ethic for software protection.

By removing protection from the magnetic media we remove the constraints that have plagued legitimate users.

They simply attach our key to the parallel port and forget it. It is totally transparent, but the software will not run without it.

A New Technology For Software Protection

Our newest model, The Activator, builds on our current patented design, and establishes an unprecedented class of software protection.

We have migrated and enhanced the circuitry of The Block to an ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) imbedded in The Activator.

This greatly improves speed and performance, while reducing overall size. Data protection can also be provided.

Programmable Option

The Activator allows the software developer the option to program serial numbers, versions, or other pertinent data known only to the developer, into the circuit, and access it from the program.

Once you program your part of the chip, even we have no way to access your information.

The ASIC makes emulation of the device virtually impossible. It also presents an astronomical number of access combinations.

Full 100% Disclosure

Since The Activator is protected by our patent we fully disclose how it works. Once you understand it, endless methods of protection become evident.

Just as no two snowflakes are the same, no two implementations of The Activator are identical. And like the snowflake the simplicity of The Activator is its greatest beauty.

We never cramp your programming style or ingenuity. Make it as simple or complicated as you desire.

Let us help safeguard what's rightfully yours. Please call today for additional information or a demo unit. It's only natural to protect your software.

1-800-333-0407 ext.105
In Connecticut 203-329-8870
Fax 203-329-7428

Software Security Inc.
870 High Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06905

Unlimited Copies • Programmable • No Batteries • Small Size • Fast • Patented • Data Protection
**Bigger—**

**Vfeature Deluxe™** lets your DOS system use hard disks it thought it couldn't, all in one bootable piece—no artificial partitions! Span two drives into C: and boot from it, use MFM, use hard disks it thought it couldn't, all in one bootable piece—no artificial partitions! Span .\.. , E.SDI, or SCSI. Interleave selection, keyboard. DOS 2 - 4.

$120

**DUB-14™ PCB** takes a different approach to drive expansion, stretches your AT's Drive Table to support the drive you choose— MFM, ESDI, RLL, up to 2048 cylinders! Comes with setup and low-level format routines, works with UNIX, XENIX, Pick, Novell, DOS. $95

**Faster—**

**Vcache™** speeds disk operations, stores data in RAM so it's there for you next time you need it—no waiting! Optional delayed sector write, lookahead buffer. Works with any type of memory, caches up to 15 Mb, bundles accelerators for your diskettes, screens, and keyboard. DOS 2 - 4.

$59.95

**Vopt™** defragments disks for quicker access. Run it every day and keep your drive as fast as new! In a few seconds at boot time, Vopt arranges all your files neatly in contiguous clusters so you won't waste any time reading them back. Bundles timing and diagnostic utilities. DOS 2 - 4.

$59.95

**Safer—**

**Vlock™** protects your system and its data from vandals and accidents. System access passwords control booting, activity menus decide who does what to which files, even locks out Cit-Break during boot!

$135

**Easier—**

**Vtools™** is a slick set of disk management tools for DOS and OS/2. Display directories in whatever order you like, browse files and change or delete them, compare and update multiple versions, find and manipulate categories of files, and more!

$49.95

**SEE YOUR DEALER OR CALL TOLL-FREE**

1 (800) 284-3269

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
2870 5TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103

(619) 298-9349

RAX (619) 298-9950
TELEX 201520 GBS US
MC/ VISA US shpg/hdlg $3 CA orders add 7%

---

**ASK BYTE**

**Missing Math Coprocessor**

I am generally pleased with my Toshiba T1000 laptop. But it lacks a provision for a numeric coprocessor. Is there any way to add one? This little machine seems to be just what I need, but I'd like to know what I'd be getting in return.

Wilton Sturges
Tallahassee, FL

I suspect you're right. There is no coprocessor socket on the T1000, and adding one is a task I wouldn't advise you to undertake. If someone comes out with some sort of clip-on outboard, we'll let you know.— R. G.

**Significant Difference?**

I can usually understand product descriptions well enough to make purchase decisions, but I'm having difficulty understanding the difference between the 80386 and the less expensive 80386SX. There must be a reason for the price difference, or else the more expensive of the two would not sell. The idea of spending less money on a new system appeals to me, but I'd like to know what I'd be giving up in return.

D. Gordon Gray
Bramalea, Ontario, Canada

See our February cover story (“The Mac SE Takes Off”) by Nick Baran.—R. G.

**Protection, Please**

I'll be grateful if you can help me get in touch with any company that makes reliable data-protection software. I have programs and data on my hard and floppy disks that I'd like to protect against unauthorized duplication.

Mohammad Nasim Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

It sounds like you should contact BBI Computer Systems (14105 Heritage Lane, Silver Springs, MD 20906, (301) 871-1094), which offers a free demonstration disk of its Stopcopy software.

You may also want to check out the firms now offering what is referred to as "hardware key" copy protection. This is usually a small adapter that connects to the computer's RS-232C port. You distribute the adapter with your software, and protected programs verify the legality of the machine by looking for the hardware key. The key's special design permits normal serial-port activity to occur uninhibited. Two companies to investigate are ProTech Marketing (1804 West Southern Pkwy., Building A-112, Durham, NC 27707, (919) 490-4790) and Software Security (870 High Ridge Rd., Stamford, CT 06905, (800) 333-0407).

— R. G.

**Speak Forth**

I have a number of questions regarding the Forth programming language.

First, what is this 2K-byte kernel I keep reading about?

Second, how do you go about getting Forth started? If the kernel simply looks familiar, how does anything get started?

Finally, I've read that there are many ways to implement "threaded code." What are the differences, and what are their pros and cons?

T. Dunlap
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

I'll tackle your questions in order.

First, with regard to the 2K-byte kernel, I would have to know just which implementation of Forth you were looking at before I could make any accurate comments. The kernel is best described as the minimum amount of code and data you need to create a usable Forth environment. Of course, this is one of Forth's quirks: One person's view of a "usable" Forth environment may be quite different from another's. Still, a basic Forth system... continued
AFFORDABLE CONNECTIVITY

A VERSATILE LAN-ALTERNATIVE FOR $395

THREE MODELS TO MEET YOUR APPLICATIONS

The Print Master® II 804 Series is BayTech's newest intelligent controller with four ports and a 256KB dynamically allocated buffer. Available in your choice of four serial ports (RS-232C or RS-422A), four parallel ports, or two serial and two parallel ports, the 804 Series offers affordable connectivity.

The 804 Series provides a cost-effective solution for users who want to maximize their resources. Each four port model allows you to connect any combination of computers, printers, and plotters for:

- printer sharing
- plotter sharing
- buffering of data
- LAN printer expansion

Models with serial ports allow you to also connect modems or any other RS-232C device for computer-to-computer communication and modem sharing.

The 804 Series allows simultaneous data input from computers, output of print data and full duplex communication between pairs of computers.

LAN APPLICATIONS

The 804 Series is ideally suited for expanding the printing capabilities of a LAN system. By acting as a printer server, it can off-load network traffic and provide port expansion and extra buffering.

BayTech products are covered by a one-year warranty and are supported toll-free by a team of application engineers.

Call us today to learn how the new Print Master® II 804 Series can become your connectivity solution.

BayTech Technical Associates, Inc.
Data Communications Products Division
200 N. Second Street, P.O. Box 387
Bay St. Louis, MS 33520 USA
FAX: 601-467-4551
Telex: 910-333-1618 BAYTECH
Phone: 601-467-8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702
Introducing the best built, best backed 286- and 386-based systems.

Since 1983, CSR has been a leading microcomputer maintenance provider. We repair all major brands – IBM®, Compaq® and the best-known peripherals – for the largest dealer networks and third-party service companies nationwide. So when we decided to build our own 286- and 386-based systems we knew how to make them even better.

With CSR, you can put your confidence in a company that has it all – the service, support, performance and IBM compatibility you expect – but at prices that will surprise you.

The industry’s first 2-YEAR warranty.

For the first full year we provide complete on-site service on all parts and labor. During the second year we repair or replace any parts that fail. This revolutionary warranty demonstrates the high degree of confidence we have in the quality and reliability of our computers.

Plus, when you call our toll-free Technical Support Hotline you’ll be connected to a highly-skilled Customer Engineer (CE). Your CE will either fix the problem over the phone or dispatch a Service Engineer to your site – within 24 hours of your call – for prompt, professional problem resolution.

And what’s best about this CSR-exclusive is that everything is included in the price of your computer!

High performance, not a high price.

CSR delivers high performance in every machine we make. Our 286/20 uses an Intel® based 80286 chip that runs at a blazing 20 MHz and outperforms most 386-based machines.

And unlike some of our competitors, we don’t imbibe the VGA or disk controllers on the motherboard – that can just lock you out of future innovations. Instead, we provide a high-speed VGA controller which supports all VGA modes. And a totally IBM-compatible disk controller which features the latest in track-buffer technology to boost drive performance by an amazing 30% to 50%.

Compatible with reality.

You’ve invested a lot in software. That’s reality. So we designed our machines to be 100% compatible with all your MS-DOS® and OS/2® software.

And we know you have software on both 3 1/2” and 5 1/4” media. That’s why all CSR computers have both size drives – even the low profile, small footprint 286/20 SL. It’s a convenience we’ve added without adding to the price.

Plus you’ll find our high resolution high contrast VGA monitors and “clickable” keyboard to be consistent with your definition of how a computer should look and feel.

Compatible with your budget.

You may have computing needs that are incompatible with what other computer companies would like you to spend. Tell us the details of your needs. Then tell us your budget. And we’ll build you a system that’s compatible with both.

So if you want a better built, better backed computer system, compare warranties. Compare specifications. Then pick up the phone and call us at 800-366-1277. We’ll deliver what you need at prices that will surprise you.

Full leasing options available.
We accept MasterCard, VISA and certified checks.

The brands or product names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. MS-DOS and OS/2 are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
xmg their best, ours better.

### CSR 286/14
- Intel 80286 based microprocessor running at 14 MHz.
- 1 MB RAM expandable to 16 MB (8 MB on the system board).*
- Page mode interleaved memory architecture.
- High speed VGA controller.
- Dual Diskette/Disk Controller.
- 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
- Enhanced 101 tactile "click" keyboard with copy holder and dust cover.
- Socket for Intel 80287 or Wintel math coprocessor.
- 1 parallel, 1 serial port and a Microsoft compatible bus mouse port.
- 8 industry standard expansion slots.
- Power reset switch.
- Security keylock.
- AMI bios.
- Real time clock with battery backup.
- MS-DOS and MS-DOS compatible.

**Popular Options**
- 1 MB to 16 MB of high speed memory.
- 80287 math coprocessor.

**Slim line case with one 5.25" and two 3.5" drive bays accessible.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mem/Adapters</th>
<th>Monochrome</th>
<th>VGA Mono</th>
<th>VGA Color</th>
<th>VGA Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 MB 40 MB 32 MB</td>
<td>$4,599</td>
<td>$5,199</td>
<td>$5,199</td>
<td>$5,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 MB 40 MB 64 MB</td>
<td>$5,199</td>
<td>$6,499</td>
<td>$6,499</td>
<td>$6,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 MB 22 MB 32 MB</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 MB 16 MB 64 MB</td>
<td>$3,499</td>
<td>$3,499</td>
<td>$3,499</td>
<td>$3,499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CSR 286/20 SL
- Intel 80286 Microprocessor running at 20 MHz.
- 1 MB RAM expandable to 16 MB on the system board.
- Page mode interleaved memory architecture.
- High speed VGA controller.
- Dual Diskette/Disk Controller.
- 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
- Enhanced 101 tactile "click" keyboard with copy holder and dust cover.
- Socket for Intel 80287 or Wintel math coprocessor.
- 1 parallel, 1 serial port and a Microsoft compatible bus mouse port.
- 8 industry standard expansion slots.
- Power reset switch.
- Security keylock.
- AMI bios.
- Real time clock with battery backup.
- MS-DOS and MS-DOS compatible.

**Popular Options**
- 2 MB to 16 MB of high speed memory.
- 20 MHz math coprocessor.

**Slim line case with one 5.25" and two 3.5" drive bays accessible.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mem/Adapters</th>
<th>Monochrome</th>
<th>VGA Mono</th>
<th>VGA Color</th>
<th>VGA Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 MB 40 MB 32 MB</td>
<td>$4,599</td>
<td>$5,199</td>
<td>$5,199</td>
<td>$5,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 MB 32 MB 64 MB</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 MB 22 MB 32 MB</td>
<td>$3,999</td>
<td>$3,999</td>
<td>$3,999</td>
<td>$3,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 MB 16 MB 64 MB</td>
<td>$3,499</td>
<td>$3,499</td>
<td>$3,499</td>
<td>$3,499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CSR 386/20
- Intel 80386 Microprocessor running at 20 MHz.
- 1 MB RAM expandable to 16 MB on the system board.
- Page mode interleaved memory architecture.
- High speed VGA controller.
- Dual Diskette/Disk Controller.
- 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
- Enhanced 101 tactile "click" keyboard with copy holder and dust cover.
- Socket for Intel 80287 or Wintel math coprocessor.
- 1 parallel, 1 serial port and a Microsoft compatible bus mouse port.
- 8 industry standard expansion slots.
- Power reset switch.
- Security keylock.
- AMI bios.
- Real time clock with battery backup.
- MS-DOS and MS-DOS compatible.

**Popular Options**
- 2 MB to 16 MB of high speed memory.
- 20 MHz math coprocessor.

**Slim line case with one 5.25" and two 3.5" drive bays accessible.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mem/Adapters</th>
<th>Monochrome</th>
<th>VGA Mono</th>
<th>VGA Color</th>
<th>VGA Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 MB 40 MB 32 MB</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 MB 32 MB 64 MB</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 MB 22 MB 32 MB</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 MB 16 MB 64 MB</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
<td>$4,199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CSR 386/25c
- Intel 80386 Microprocessor running at 25 MHz.
- 1 MB RAM expandable to 16 MB on the system board.
- Advanced Austek Cache memory controller with 256 K of high speed static RAM Cache.
- Page mode interleaved memory architecture.
- Socket for 25 MHz Intel or Wintel math coprocessor.
- 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
- Enhanced 101 tactile "click" keyboard with copy holder and dust cover.
- High speed 16 bit VGA controller.
- 8 industry standard expansion slots.
- Power reset switch.
- Security keylock.
- AMI bios.
- Real time clock with battery backup.
- MS-DOS and MS-DOS compatible.

**Popular Options**
- 2 MB to 16 MB of high speed memory.
- 25 MHz Intel coprocessor.

**Slim line case with one 5.25" and two 3.5" drive bays accessible.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mem/Adapters</th>
<th>Monochrome</th>
<th>VGA Mono</th>
<th>VGA Color</th>
<th>VGA Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 MB 40 MB 32 MB</td>
<td>$5,199</td>
<td>$5,799</td>
<td>$5,799</td>
<td>$5,799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 MB 32 MB 64 MB</td>
<td>$6,499</td>
<td>$7,799</td>
<td>$7,799</td>
<td>$7,799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

To order, please call 800-366-1277
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Introducing the editor that’s as good as you are

Infinitor puts new creative power in your hands and opens up editing possibilities ad infinitum.

Infinitor’s powerful TPL™ Text Processing Language lets you emulate EMACS, VI or your favorite editor. Perform complex text processing functions. Compile while inside the editor. And create your own on-line references and commands.

Its Nimble Windows™ lets you edit IO files at once without shuffling between files. You can select, size, position and split windows at a keystroke.

You also get unlimited file size, re-configurable keyboard, auto indent, block manipulation, search and replace, restore line, on-line help and more. All for $150, with a money-back guarantee.

Isn’t it time you had the editor that’s as good as you are? Order now.
1-800-526-5368

Definitions on disk

Choice Words gives you instant access to 80,000 dictionary definitions plus more than 470,000 synonyms from Merriam-Webster—the English language authority.

The dictionary contains definitions, usage notes and hyphenation points. The thesaurus contains synonyms, meanings for each synonym group and properly inflects all responses.

Choice Words works with over 35 word processors on IBM-PC compatibles running MS-DOS and is available on either 5½" or 3½" disks. Your system must contain a hard disk and at least 100K of free memory.

Whether you’re writing, reading, or simply want to explore the English language in a new and exciting way, Choice Words is for you.

CHOICE WORDS™

$99

See your dealer, Or order directly by calling 1-800-323-0023,
(305) 566-3511 in FL)
Dealers: Order Choice Words from Micro-D

ASK BYTE

Personal BBS
I have a question concerning the commercial BBSSes that I can call with my continued
The smart buy for PC Power Protection is now . . .

The Smart UPS For LAN’s . . . Reliable Protection From Data Loss

**MINUTEMAN**
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES

**TOTAL POWER PROTECTION:**
- BLACKOUTS
- BROWNSOUTS
- OVERLOADS
- OVERVOLTAGE
- SURGES/SPIKES
- EMI/RFI

"For All Sensitive Electronic Equipment"

**Power Output**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Output</th>
<th>120 Volt Models</th>
<th>230 Volt Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250 WATT</td>
<td>$379.00</td>
<td>$429.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 WATT</td>
<td>$549.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 WATT</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
<td>$799.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 WATT</td>
<td>$899.00</td>
<td>$1049.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 WATT</td>
<td>$1249.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 WATT *</td>
<td>$2249.00</td>
<td>$2549.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 WATT</td>
<td>$1499.00</td>
<td>$1749.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600 WATT</td>
<td>$1999.00</td>
<td>$2299.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*S On-line model  Suggested Retail*

- A unique software package that interfaces your LAN’s and Minuteman UPS system for an automatic and orderly network shutdown due to power failures . . . before data loss occurs!
- Compatible with SCO XENIX 2.2.3
- Compatible with Novell Systems:
  - ELS 2.12 and above
  - Advanced Netware 2.10 and above
  - SFT Netware 2.10 and above
- Selectable power loss warning times and shutdown times
- Instantaneous user notification
- Also interfaces to Wide Area Networks
- Auto Shutdown of UPS for unattended operation
- The only software available that supports ELS Level II
- No Novell monitoring hardware required
- Network Manager Suggested Retail Price when purchased with a Minuteman UPS Model: $199

**FOR L.A.N. NOVELL LABS TESTED AND APPROVED**
NetWare Compatible

**FOR L.A.N. NOVELL LABS TESTED AND APPROVED**
NetWare Compatible

**PARA SYSTEMS, INC.**
1455 LeMay Drive
Carrollton, TX 75007
Telephone: (214) 446-7363
1-800-238-7272
FAX: (214) 446-9011
TELEX: 140275 OMEGA

* 250 watt and 500 watt units offer 4 msec transfer time, PWM waveform
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Phar Lap
Virtual Memory Manager.

It will let you write applications up to 5, 10, 15 megabytes or more for any 386 PC running MS-DOS. Forget about RAM limitations. Your application can run on a machine with as little as 1 or 2 megabytes of memory.

Only Phar Lap 386VMM* gives you demand-paged virtual memory capability so you can write mainframe-sized applications for the PC. Applications your customers can run on their 386 PCs now with no additional memory. No kidding. All you need is 386VMM and our family of 386 development tools. Existing programs developed with our 386DOS-Extender can be easily expanded with 386VMM too.

Our tools let you take full advantage of the 386 protected mode architecture. Break the DOS 640K limit in the language of your choice; C, Fortran, Pascal, or Assembler.

For fast compact code, use 386ASM, our 80386 assembler that's upwardly compatible with the MASM* 8086 assembler. Existing DOS and mainframe applications written in a high level language are easily ported by recompiling.

And 386ILINK, our 32-bit native mode linker, puts it all together.

Debugging is made easy too. With our 386 symbolic debugger you can debug applications written in assembler or any high level language. Best of all, with Phar Lap's 386DOS-Extender* you can run your native mode program on any 386-based PC running MS-DOS. And you have full access to DOS system services through INT 21.

Welcome to the world of multiuser systems. The setups used by the larger BBSES (e.g., BIX, CompuServe, and The Source) are about as complex as you're going to get. Take BIX, for example. It's a multiprocessor, multiuser Unix system. At present, two CPU systems actually run the BIX program, and another pair acts as communications "front ends" (i.e., answering incoming calls and handling the flow and buffering of data between BIX and the users).

Multiuser BBSES available to the end user are equally varied. I've seen people running multiuser BBSES by launching multiple tasks under Quarterdeck's DESQview. Galacticomm (11360 Tara Dr., Plantation, FL 33325) sells multi-line communications interfaces (up to 16 modems on a single board) and accompanying multiuser BBS software.

--R. G.

Fixes

- In the February 1989 Short Take entitled "Unix Tools for DOS," the statement that MKS Make contains the Mortice Kern RCS (Revision Control System) is in error. The RCS package must be purchased separately. The price for the RCS is $189. Contact Mortice Kern Systems, Inc. (35 King St. N, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2J 2W9, (519) 884-2251).

- With reference to our First Impression on the Intel i860, "Intel's Cray-on-a-Chip" (May 1989, page 113), AMD is pulling its 29000 RISC chip only from one portion of the RISC market, workstations. AMD says that it is instead concentrating its attention on the embedded processor market and that new 29000-family products are on the way.

- The article "A CASE Workshop" in our April In Depth section contained an incorrect phone number. The correct phone number for Cadware (50 Fitch St., New Haven, CT 06515) is (203) 387-1853.
Chaotic Manor Mail

Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column and related computer topics

Pint-Size Unix?

Dear Jerry,

It seems that microcomputing has now reached puberty, with its attendant changes and confusions. In some ways, this is not an easy time to get into the act, but here I am with my brand-new IBM PC compatible. In looking around to try to decide where I should invest my learning time, I've hit on an idea about operating systems that might help people in a similar situation in the future.

Unix seems to have far more capabilities than I need now and requires far more memory than I have now. But some years down the road, I expect to need many of the facilities afforded by Unix, such as a good environment for writing programs in C and multitasking.

What about dividing Unix up into levels that could be later joined as user requirements increase? For example, level 1 might cover only that part of the operating system that would afford capabilities analogous to those afforded by CPM. Level 2 would add the next most used Unix capabilities, and so on, until successive levels included all of the Unix operating system and all the utility programs. Each level would include software patches as necessary to make that level operate independently but would look to the user the same as it would if he or she were using that part of the whole Unix system.

If that idea would work, it would make Unix practical for the very large and the very small computers, and it would give the user the chance to invest his or her learning time with more confidence that it wouldn't be lost. After all, the Unix system has been around long enough to prove its worth, and if it were possible to start small in Unix, at least you'd have a pretty good idea of where you were going.

From a user's point of view, is this a useful idea or a dumb idea? If it has any merit, I'm sure that the software people will look at it. Possibly they already have.

William Radford
Orlando, FL

Unix is pretty well, uh, unified, but in fact the various levels you describe can be done with Unix shells. Management Systems has one such shell that tames Unix a lot.

The real problem with Unix is that, just when you think you've mastered it, something else happens. Users don't need surprises.

People who like Unix like it a lot. Most everyone else has a different view. . . .

-Jerry

Why Not Buy Two?

Dear Jerry,

I hope your friend Kelly Freas has not yet bought his Macintosh II. Since you own more than one computer, it's surprising that you didn't suggest that Kelly get more than one. For one thing, two people can work on two computers at the same time.

Of course, the real reason for Kelly to buy an Amiga 2000 and a PC clone, such as the Dell System 220, is that he would have the best artistic machine and the best business machine. He can get a color Amiga 2000 with 3 megabytes of RAM and a 40-megabyte hard disk drive for about $3300. A color Dell System 220 with 1 megabyte of RAM and a 40-megabyte hard disk drive and DOS 3.3 costs about the same.

I think a color Mac II with 4 megabytes of RAM and a 40-megabyte hard disk drive costs about $9000, but I'm guessing. A less powerful PC clone would save money.

You've already determined that the savings could be used to buy a color printer, among other things. This would give Kelly the best and more.

Barton C. Grooms
Amarillo, TX

continued

New Blaise Tools

The fastest way to create powerful programs with Turbo Pascal 5.0 and Turbo C 2.0!

Blaise Computing, manufacturer of function libraries that offer easy-to-use solutions to your programming needs, introduces:

POWER TOOLS PLUS/$50—$149
—completely integrated and lightning-fast routines to help you:
- Add moving bar pull-down menus and windows to your user interface;
- Generate context-sensitive help screens;
- Add easy-to-use date and time conversion routines;
- Let users choose from window oriented pick lists;
- Create and access huge data structures;
- Use multiple line edit fields with fully configurable edit keys;
- Speed up your sorting with flexible in-memory sort routines;
- Add EMS support;
- Write TSRs and ISRs easily;
- Control DOS memory allocation;
- Create powerful programs in Turbo Pascal 5.0 and Turbo C 2.0!

TURBO C TOOLS/2.0—$149
—light, fast, high quality functions to help you:
- Add easy-to-use mouse support for windows and menus;
- Quickly integrate virtual windows and menus;
- Integrate your windows and menus with Turbo C's text windows;
- Create context-sensitive help screens;
- Provide multiple-line edit fields with fully configurable edit keys;
- Use keyboard and video services (including enhanced keyboard and VGA);
- Write TSRs and ISRs easily;
- Create powerful programs in Turbo C 2.0 and Turbo Pascal 2.0!

FREE with these products!
Source code, complete sample programs, a comprehensive reference manual with extensive examples, the Norton Guides Instant Access Program, and an online database. We also offer free technical support and a bulletin board system dedicated to technical issues.

Unleash your programming potential!
Blaise Computing offers programming tools that are fast, flexible and affordable. Call now to order or to ask for a free brochure on our full line of products for C and Pascal.

Put Blaise tools to the test!
If at any time during the first 30 days you are not completely satisfied with their speed and flexibility, we'll refund your money.

Call 800-333-8087 today!
BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2560 Ninth St., Suite 18B, Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 486-9441
FAX: 415-486-1938
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Turbo C and Turbo Pascal are trademarks of Bertland International.
Well, Kelly got an Amiga; he was impressed with the graphics. Now Laura will have to figure out how to do his accounting, but if they get a Bridge Card (which makes the Amiga run vanilla PC software), I'll donate a copy of the accounting package that I wrote in 1978 and still use. —Jerry

**One Man's Interpreter**

Dear Jerry,

In his letter, "The Case for GOTOs," Mobolaji E. Osunsanya (Chaos Manor Mail, December 1988) states that an interpreter converts a line of source code to machine code and then immediately executes it. The interpreter that I use doesn't do any "code translation," but instead truly interprets the tokenized source code. I don't understand why the interpretation of tokenized source code should be any slower than the execution of compiled code.

A compiler often compiles the source code down to a bunch of subroutine calls to the library. An interpreter uses the token value for a keyword to immediately do a subroutine call to the appropriate routine.

The use of tokens allows source code storage in less memory and allows a simple and quick indexing into the "dispatch table" of addresses for the routines to handle each keyword. I believe that the difference between a token dispatch in an interpreter and a library routine call in a compiler is minor.

If, in performing a statement or function as specified by a keyword token, the interpreter finds another token, that routine is called. For example, PRINT INT (SQR(9)) calls the print subroutine. In executing the print subroutine, the INT token is found, resulting in the INT function being called.

In executing the subroutine called by the INT token, the SQR token is found, resulting in SQR being called. Finally, while executing the SQR routine, the number 9 is found. This results in the ASCII FAC routine being called, which takes the ASCII 9 in the source code, converts it to binary floating-point, and places it in the floating-point accumulator (FAC).

The return from the ASCII FAC routine returns you to the SQR routine, which now finds the function argument in the FAC. The square root of the contents of the FAC is calculated and placed in the FAC.

The square root routine ends with a return (RTS), which returns you to the INT function, with the argument in the FAC. The INT function then places the result in the FAC and returns. At this point, the PRINT statement calls FOUT, which converts the contents of the FAC to ASCII, ready to print.

The line of source code was never converted to machine code; it was truly interpreted. I don't see how a compiler could do this much faster, other than realizing that the 9 is a constant, which could have then been stored in binary floating-point format, eliminating that conversion at run time. A smarter compiler (or programmer) would have realized that the whole statement calls for the printing of a constant, so the constant could have been calculated at compile time (or program writing time) instead of at run time.

Osunsanya suggests that the use of GOTOs instead of GOSUBs can result in improved program performance (speed, I assume) because of the lack of stack overhead. The interpreter that I work with handles GOSUBs much faster than GOTOs.

Actually, the GOSUB is slightly slower (because of stack overhead), but the RETURN is much faster than another GOTO to get back. This is because a RETURN pulls the actual machine address of where to return (in the tokenized source code), while a GOTO must do a line-number search to locate its destination.

A line-number search is quite slow. It is a linear search from the beginning of the program (if the destination is before the current line number) or from the current location (if the destination is after the current line number).

The line-number search uses the line length stored after the line number in the source code to determine where the next line number is. It then "bounces" from line number to line number looking for the destination.

Since a compiler would substitute a JMP <Address> for the GOTO LineNumber, it would be considerably faster. I imagine that an interpreter could do something similar, but at this point I may be modifying the tokenized source code beyond recovery.

Harold Hallikainen
San Luis Obispo, CA

One of the neat things about writing this column is that I get letters from people who know what's going on inside these machines.

My understanding is that interpreted systems slow down when they are confronted with loops; each statement has to be interpreted yet again as the machine goes through another iteration. A compiler, on the other hand, translates that code once and for all and then executes the machine code however many times is required.

It may be that modern interpreters work differently, but that's certainly the way they worked when I was learning this stuff. —Jerry

---

**SPECIAL OFFER: 20% OFF**

**Finally—**

A Practical Way to Learn C Language Programming!

**PROGRAMMING USING THE C LANGUAGE**

by Robert C. Hutchison and Steven B. Just

0-07-031541-8, U 070-031-1

This book combines a complete introduction for beginning programmers with more advanced topics such as sorting and searching, advanced pointer usage, and data structures. It provides numerous examples including four large case studies. Non-rudimentary topics such as functions and pointers are split into introductory and advanced sections.

For your copy call McGraw-Hill: Your Computer Publisher at 1-800-338-3987
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If You Want To Talk
Fast DBMS
Call 1-800-db_RAIMA
And Start Screaming

You'll be screaming, all right. db_VISTA III from Raima Corporation combines the flexibility of a relational DBMS and the lightning speed of the network database model.

db_VISTA III is Fast. Using benchmarks originated at PC Tech Journal Laboratories, db_VISTA III measured 3 to 12 times faster than the average relational database! Call us and we'll send you the results.

Relational and Network Model Technology for Programming Flexibility. Retrieve a record fast using the relational keyed access method and all related records can be immediately available using the network model. You decide how to combine these for best application performance.

SQL Support with SQL-based db_QUERY, db_VISTA III's relational query and report writer.

db_VISTA Puts You in Some Fast Company. Thousands of C programmers in over 50 countries worldwide use db_VISTA III, including APPLE, ARCO, AT&T, EDS, Federal Express, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, NASA...

Don't wait. Call Raima for more information about how you can build applications that are screaming-fast!

Call 1-800-db_RAIMA
(That's 1-800-327-3462)

Prices start at $695.

---

db_VISTA III™ Database Development System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>db_VISTA III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single and Multi-User available</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational B-tree Indexing</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Database Model</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple database access</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referential integrity</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic recovery</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record &amp; File locking</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM resident</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db_QUERY 2.1 SQL-based Query</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Query &amp; Report Writer</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db_REVERSE 1.0 Database Restructuring</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total database redesign/restructuring</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Systems*: VMS, UNIX, OS/2, MS-DOS, MacOS, and Windows OS2 compatible</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Compiler*: Most compilers supported</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C*: compatible</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN*: Xycom, Novell, Banyan, AppleShare</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKS Library: Read &amp; Write WKS, WK1 &amp; DBF files</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOURCE CODE AVAILABLE: (Absolutely not!)</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Other environments are supported; call for complete list.
Sharing Information
Whatever your industry, your computers need to share information with your mainframe. Or, they need to exchange data with other computers. In either case, you need a total communications solution. You need software, hardware interfaces and modems that all work together smoothly. You need CLEO!

CLEO software products allow your computer to communicate with minicomputers and mainframes, and to emulate their workstations. Since 1981, CLEO has provided communications between micros, minis, and mainframes for the automotive, insurance, medical and banking industries. Today over 78,000 CLEO users worldwide are running on all major computer brands. The greatest number of these users run CLEO software on IBM Personal Computers and NETBIOS LANs.

Complete Software/Hardware Package
Every CLEO package contains all the software and hardware accessories you'll need. Your selected CLEO SNA, BSC, or Coax software is packaged with 1) an internal modem card for dial-up applications, or 2) an interface card and cable for use with your existing modem, or 3) a Coax card for local connectivity. There's no waiting for non-CLEO add-ons. And, you get prompt, single-source service.

Package prices range from $795.00 for most stand-alone packages, up to $1,995.00 for the 32-user SNA gateway.

Call us today to discuss your application.
CLEO Software
2652 Eastrock Dr.
Rockford, IL 61109
FAX 815/397-6535

Headquarters:
USA: 1-800/233-2536
Canada: 514/484-8787
International: 815/397-8110

Sales and Distribution:
Canada, East: 800/561-3185
Canada, West: 800/361-1210
Canada, Montreal: 514/737-3631
Colombia, S.A.: 12172266
Denmark: 02 94 81 19
England: (0993) 776543
Italy: (0331) 634 962
Mexico City: 550-8053
Sweden: 46831780
W. Germany: 06151 55095

CLEO and 3780Plus are registered trademarks of CLEO Software. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
The Chip War
by Fred Warshofsky

Scribner's, New York: 1989, 448 pages, $22.50

Reviewed by Hugh Kenner

The way it was told to Fred Warshofsky, here's how Sony cracked the U.S. TV market, with "a strategy that might have been drawn by a Go-playing Shogun":

Said Sony to RCA, "Look, we can sell you your low-end model, which you are selling to Sears, cheaper than you can make it." RCA said, "Great," bought it from them, put an RCA label on it, and went on fencing it to Sears.

Said Sony to Sears, a few years later, "We can sell you this same set cheaper than RCA can and put a Kenmore label on it." So the TVs next flowed from Sony straight to Sears/Kenmore, while RCA, noting a mysterious drop in demand, cut back its orders.

Then said Sony to RCA, "Evil round eye, you are not buying the quantities you said you would." That ended the agreement with RCA. Then "they had the distribution channels, the shipping, and now understood the American market because RCA and Sears had explained it to them; and so they started selling direct." And selling very good stuff.

"It's an interesting product, but what value does it have?" TI, Warshofsky correctly remarks, "was not a consumer-oriented company.")

Further nuances: Not only did semiconductors emit less heat and use less power, they reduced the size of the TV.

Then by upping the picture tube's deflection angle from 90 degrees to 110, the Japanese not only decreased the thickness of the set (and reduced shipping costs), they made tabletop and portable TVs possible. And, Warshofsky says, "U.S. set manufacturers responded not by switching to semiconductors but by abandoning the field to the Japanese."

What they planned to abandon was the smaller sets. "Don't go toe to toe," runs a maxim of U.S. business; "you'll just get driven down to a misery gulch of low profits." No, exploit a different niche. So, dropping portables, they went for big consoles; and lo, the popular size of those proved to be 19 inches, which Japan's 110-degree deflection angle had turned into a table-top. No win. In the U.S., Zenith is the only color TV manufacturer left.

But back to semiconductors, after all a U.S. invention. There the story is fascinating. A place to start is with the DRAM chip, something inherently low-profit. Memory chips are simple, repeating the same pattern over and over. That makes them cheap to manufacture. Memory boards are also simpleminded, the same chip over and over. That increases demand, which (given the economies of quantity production) shows costs lower still. Pit several competitors against each other (that toe-to-toe competition U.S. business prefers to avoid), and what with their undercutting of one another, you've got a near-zero-profit situation. No one wants to be in the DRAM business. Let the Japanese have it, and welcome.

Oh? In 1953, what would become Sony (started in a garage) "licensed the rights to the newly invented Bell Labs transistor for $25,000. It ranks among the greatest bargains in history." Next, "They seem to be absolute masters at taking this original technology which we invent and improve the hell out of it in such a way that it's better and..."
it's cheaper. And then they turn around and sell it back to us at a price that is so low it just drives the Americans out of that business.

Confront such mastery with the U.S. itch to get out of the low-profit DRAM business, and you've a formula for disaster. Yes, DRAMs were "jelly beans," boring. But (says one of Warshofsky's sources), "The Japanese learned what Henry Ford learned. When you make enough of anything, you got to get smarter. So the next thing you know, the Japanese] jelly-bean manufacturers knew more about manufacturing all kinds of microprocessors than the smartasses back in the States."

Accounting, truly, "The Little Red Hen" is no Mobey Dick, it does help eager kids to learn.

Doodling with simple DRAMs, the Japanese got the clean-room technology down pat and learned all about automation, operator training, and reliability.

When IBM needed clean rooms for an advanced chipmaking plant in East Fishkill, New York, where do you think it went for state-of-the-art construction technology? Why, to a Japanese firm, Shimizu. IBM's face was saved when an American company named Walsh executed the design (i.e., laid the bricks). Also, IBM claims to have actually enhanced Shimizu's design (i.e., laid the bricks). Also, IBM claims to have actually enhanced Shimizu's design with its own "base knowledge." Sure. The company even claims that, really, it had just "wanted to see what they had." Sure. Cool it, IBM.

Meanwhile, buyers like Hewlett-Packard and NCR were observing that those Japanese 16K-bit RAMs had a much lower failure rate than U.S. equivalents. And suddenly (1981), leapfrogging a generation, Japan had 64K-bit RAMs in the world, had dropped out of business, period. Motorola and National Semiconductor also gave up on memory. Memory chips were an Oriental monopoly.

A 1986 antidumping agreement did little to help; those high Tokyo prices suddenly became low Tokyo prices, and millions of 64K-bit—later 256K-bit DRAMs got carried by suitcase from Japan to all over southeast Asia, as well as into the U.S. via Vancouver, where chips enter North America duty-free. You can cram thousands into a duffel bag. One smuggler's method was to bring lots of 40,000 across the border to Washington in a rented car, airfreight them to California, and then cover his tracks by driving back to Vancouver and boarding a plane to his home base in California. There, he could sign for the luggage he'd airfreighted. After that, bingo! A market thristed for chips.

By tax 1987, sanctions were in place against Japan for noncompliance with the antidumping agreement. But it was too late for the U.S. chip manufacturers, most of whom had quit. The chief effect of the sanctions was to start U.S. equipment manufacturers yelling because their component costs were shooting up. (They stay up still.)

"It is time to restore the American work ethic": That's about the essence of Warshofsky's findings. We must compete with people who display remarkable traits—loyalty, pride, and desire. These people include not only the Japanese, but the "Little Dragons" (Taiwan, Hong
Introducing the high speed modems from U.S. Robotics

Until now, high speed modem users had the best of one world. They either had speed or compatibility. U.S. Robotics just changed all that.

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS...
With the new line of high speed modems from U.S. Robotics — the Courier HST, the Courier HST Dual Standard and the Courier V.32 — you can now have both the highest speeds and the most compatibility.

For speed — it's the Courier HST which delivers throughput over 24,000 bits per second with MNP® level 1-5 error control and compression. And it still costs less than $1,000.

For Compatibility — the Courier V.32 provides CCITT standard modulations from 300 bps to 9600 bps for under $1,495. And with MNP levels 1-5 you will get complete data integrity plus throughputs approaching 19,200 bps.

For the best of all worlds — it's the Courier HST Dual Standard, combining the blinding speed of the Courier HST with the compatibility of the V.32. At $1,595, it costs less than some featureless V.32-only modems.

U.S. ROBOTICS — THE EXPERT'S CHOICE
You would expect the broadest high speed modem line from U.S. Robotics. We manufactured our first HST in 1987, and it quickly became the standard on over 5,000 bulletin boards and over 40,000 users. Rated #1 by Data Communications magazine, it confirmed what our customers knew all along — U.S. Robotics delivers the best modem value. And we've been doing that for 13 years — for almost 1,000,000 customers.

When you look for high speed modems, don't settle for half a solution. Look to U.S. Robotics. Call today for details on the high speed modems that give you the best of all worlds.

Call 1-800-Dial USR. (1-800-342-5877) or (312) 982-5001 in Illinois

The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications
8100 North McCormick Boulevard, Skokie, Illinois 60076
U.S. Robotics, Courier and HST are trademarks of U.S. Robotics, Inc. Other computer and software names identified by ® or ™ are trademarks of their respective manufacturers. Prices are suggested retail prices in U.S. Dollars. For sales in the United Kingdom, please call Miracom, Ltd., Ipswich, England. Telephone: 0473 233888. For Canadian sales, call 1-800-553-3560.
SOFTWARE PROTECTION KEYS BY ProTech

The MEMORY KEY

The MEMORY KEY is a programmable software protection device. Each byte of memory can be addressed in groups or individually. Positive applications for the MEMORY KEY include:

- modular package control
- localization
- customization
- access control to PCs
- IR control
- software leasing
- updating modules in the field
- any "counter" operation

For a demonstration package or additional information, please write or call:

ProTech MARKETING, INC.
4001 Pine Cone Drive • Building 40
Duluth, North Carolina 27707
(919) 497-0100 FAX (919) 497-0730

THE KEY

The KEY provides effective software protection while insuring customer satisfaction. The KEY is a random response device which is designed for identically reproduced software packages.

THE MEMORY KEY

The MEMORY KEY is a programmable software protection device. Each byte of memory can be addressed in groups or individually. Positive applications for the MEMORY KEY include:

- modular package control
- localization
- customization
- access control to PCs
- IR control
- software leasing
- updating modules in the field
- any "counter" operation

For a demonstration package or additional information, please write or call:

ProTech MARKETING, INC.
4001 Pine Cone Drive • Building 40
Duluth, North Carolina 27707
(919) 497-0100 FAX (919) 497-0730

WE HAVE THE KEY TO SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION

Complete 386 Compiler Package for $895

SVS FORTRAN-386

- Runs in 32-bit Protected Mode
- Accesses all Available Memory
- Supports VAX and IBM Extensions
- Supports the Intel 287/387 and Weltek 1167/3167 Co-processors
- Applications run up to four times faster than those executed with other compilers
- Compiles at High Speed

Package Includes:

- SVS FORTRAN Compiler
- LINK-REX Linker
- 100% Royalty Free License on Distributed Software
- DOS Extender
- DOS Support Library
- Librarian
- Debugger
- Technical Support

PRICES:

SVS FORTRAN-386.................................... $895
SVS PASCAL-386................................... $895
SciTech Scientific Library.......................... $325
SciTech Plotting Library............................ $325
Maintainability Analysis Tool........................ $895

For More Information Call: 1-800-346-5159 in CA Call: (415) 960-5931

BOOK REVIEWS

The Puzzling Adventures of Dr. Ecco by Dennis Shasha, W. H. Freeman and Co., New York: 1988, 182 pages, $9.95. I first heard of Dr. Jacob Ecco when I was a college senior majoring in mathematics. At the age of 19, he had earned his Ph.D. at Harvard with a thesis on combinatorial catastrophe theory, then all but vanished into New York’s Greenwich Village. A professor of mine had known Ecco in Cambridge and remembered him as a problem solver of incredible intellect. But Ecco also has, apparently, a great ability to rub people the wrong way—which may account for his turning his back on an academic career (though he was offered an endowed chair in mathematics at the University of Wisconsin at the unheard-of age of 20).

After dropping out of academia, Ecco went into business, calling himself an “omnileurist,” someone who solves all problems. He eventually built up a clientele that now includes heads of state, various government agencies, and business tycoons—anyone having a difficult puzzle to solve (and the wherewithal to afford Ecco’s ever-increasing fee). This business has been so successful that Ecco can afford to spend most of his time on a pet project: trying to figure out the puzzle of the human brain.

Although rumors of the sheer brilliance of Ecco’s puzzle-solving feats have been floating around, almost all his successes have been shrouded in secrecy. Ecco himself is too publicity-shy to permit interviews, and he rigorously protects his clients’ privacy. Thus, it is a major feat that Dennis Shasha, a computer scientist at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences in New York, was able to coax Ecco into revealing not only the most challenging puzzles of his career, but also a glimpse into the workings of his amazing mind.

Narrated by Shasha’s colleague, Professor Scarlet, the stories of Ecco’s puzzling cases are told in a way very much reminiscent of Dr. Watson’s chronicling of the adventures of Sherlock Holmes.

Although the names of Ecco’s clients have been changed for obvious reasons, we can infer the identity of some: “Code Breaking” (the National Security Agency?), “Circuits Checking Circuits” (IBM?), and “Spies and Double Agents” (I’ll leave that one to you). In all, the details of 38 of Ecco’s most difficult problems are presented.

To give us a fair chance to compete with Ecco, we are continued
CORPORATE COMPUTERS OF IOWA provides the nation's most aggressive prices on all TOSHIBA®, EPSON®, NEC® and PANASONIC® printers, FAX machines, laptops and cellular phones.

Call one of our account executives today and experience the performance and quality you'd expect from the "Heartland."

TOSHIBA LAPTOPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>RETAIL</th>
<th>CCI PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-1000</td>
<td>$1249.00</td>
<td>$760.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-1200F</td>
<td>$2099.00</td>
<td>$1299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-1200FB</td>
<td>$2399.00</td>
<td>$1485.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-1200H</td>
<td>$3499.00</td>
<td>$2159.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-1200HB</td>
<td>$3699.00</td>
<td>$2275.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-1600</td>
<td>$4999.00</td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-3100E</td>
<td>$4299.00</td>
<td>$2599.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-5100</td>
<td>$7199.00</td>
<td>$4900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-5200</td>
<td>$9499.00</td>
<td>$5700.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREE box of 3.5 Diskettes with every Toshiba

EPSON PRINTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>RETAIL</th>
<th>CCI PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LX-800</td>
<td>$299.00</td>
<td>$167.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX-850</td>
<td>$549.00</td>
<td>$339.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX-1050</td>
<td>$799.00</td>
<td>$449.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ-500</td>
<td>$529.00</td>
<td>$299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ-850</td>
<td>$859.00</td>
<td>$519.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ-950</td>
<td>$949.00</td>
<td>$589.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ-1050</td>
<td>$1199.00</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ-2550</td>
<td>$1499.00</td>
<td>$925.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corporate Computers of Iowa offers a "FREE" 6 foot cable with every Epson Printer Purchased!!

CCI STATE OF THE ART
COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>RETAIL</th>
<th>CCI PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cobra Porta Fax</td>
<td>$1295.00</td>
<td>$875.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE XR 3500 Cellular Phone</td>
<td>$795.00</td>
<td>$625.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC M3700 ES Cellular Phone</td>
<td>$895.00</td>
<td>$649.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Model 800 Transportable</td>
<td>$1495.00</td>
<td>$975.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobira P-30 Hand Held Phone</td>
<td>$1395.00</td>
<td>$935.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 9100 Hand Held Phone</td>
<td>$1495.00</td>
<td>$1110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic UF-150 Fax</td>
<td>$1795.00</td>
<td>$980.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic UF-260 Fax</td>
<td>$2795.00</td>
<td>$1499.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

386 25MHz Tower
$3399.00

286 12 MHz CALL FOR PRICING

1 Year On Site Service Contract $79.00
Corporate Computers of Iowa Policies
- Call First Number 1-800-533-0948 for Oftering and Post Sale Support
- We Accept American Express/Visa/Master Card
- C.O.D. Cashier Checks
- 30 Days Money Back Guarantee With 10% Restock Fee
- Prices Subject To Change In Manufacturers Pricing
- Allow 30 Days For Personal Checks To Clear
- Call For Corporate Purchase Orders
- Dealer Inquiries Invited

CORPORATE COMPUTERS OF IOWA
386 PERFORMANCE AT THE NATIONS LOWEST 286 PRICING!!!

CORPORATE COMPUTERS OF IOWA
386 PERFORMANCE AT THE NATIONS LOWEST 286 PRICING!!!

CORPORATE COMPUTERS OF IOWA
386 PERFORMANCE AT THE NATIONS LOWEST 286 PRICING!!!

1-800-533-0948

B.O. Box 714
Sioux City, Iowa 51102
712/277-2199
Toll Free: 1-800-533-0948

Corporate Showroom
609 4th Street
Sioux City, Iowa 51101

Circle 25 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 76)
Now you can use YOUR favorite graphics package with Microstat-II.

Just some of the packages covered include 3-D Perspective Jr., Harvard Graphics, Microsoft's Chart, Grapher, and others.

Microstat-II also includes new procedures for:

- Canonical Correlation
- Factor Analysis
- MANOVA
- Discriminant Analysis
- Principal Components Analysis
- Cluster Analysis
- Covariance Analysis

While Release 1.0 was good:

"...one of the fastest IBM PC statistical packages we have tested...using Microstat-II is a breeze."

InfoWorld

"Installation of Microstat-II is simple...The user interface is clean...a pleasant package to use..."

PC Magazine

Microstat-II Release 2.0 is even better!

For a limited time, you can purchase Microstat-II Release 2.0 for $395.00. Microstat-II requires an IBM PC, XT, AT, PS2 or compatible with 512K memory or more with either a hard disk or two floppy drives. For more information, contact your local computer dealer or call:

Ecosoft, Inc.
6413 N. College Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
Orders: 1-800-952-0472
Info: 1-317-255-6476
FAX: 1-317-251-4604

BOOK REVIEWS

The Mathematical Tourist

Ivars Peterson, W. H. Freeman and Co., New York: 1988, 240 pages, $17.95. During the twilight of Queen Victoria's reign, it was fashionable for English gentry to pass their idle hours studying mathematics. Some of these amateur mathematicians were amateur only in that they weren't paid for their skills; they contributed not a little to the science of mathematics. Nowadays, we'd be surprised if someone told us they "did mathematics" as a hobby. The entire dry, dusty field has been relegated to the ivory towers—and rightly so, since it never changes; all the mathematics we'll ever need was invented 200 years ago, and there's no reason to subject us to any more of it than we had to take in school. Right?

Actually, mathematics is anything but dry and changeless. It is as fluid as art and as variable as the seasons, and it can be as new and fresh as good literature. Mathematics today is undergoing nothing short of a renaissance, thanks in part to the computer and in part to the warm reception nonmathematicians have been giving esoteric concepts like fractal geometry, chaos, and curved space-time. Today, apparently, there is a general desire for heightened mathematical awareness.

Ivars Peterson, a science teacher and science writer, satisfies that desire by surveying the landscape of modern mathematics: from the first use of a computer to prove a theorem to the (still) mysterious world of prime numbers; from soap bubble surfaces and knots to fractal mountains; from modern cryptography to mathematical monsters; from the uncertainty of chaos to the computer game of Life; and other fascinating topics.

Peterson takes us to the heart of modern mathematics. Using words we can understand, he reveals the excitement of discovery and the allure of the unknown that characterizes mathematical research today. With its clear, conversational tone and excellent illustrations, The Mathematical Tourist is a landmark book about a field whose rare beauty is far too often hidden from view. —Eric Bobinsky

The UNIX Word Processing Book: A Step-by-Step Guide

Bryan Strong and Jay Hosler, John Wiley & Sons, New York: 1988, 380 pages, $24.95. This attractive plastic-comb-bound book makes a handy companion beside your Unix terminal. It includes two tear-out reference cards: one on Unix commands and utilities, and the other on specifics of the standard Unix text-editing and formatting programs. The pages are comfortably designed, with wide margins for notes. Two-color printing emphasizes sections, and visual relief is provided with homey illustrations of cats and computers.

Each unit is divided into a section that introduces the concepts mixed with "Hands-On Activities," followed by a review of the material. Strong and Hosler also provide countless examples, exercises, and summaries. This is atypical of continued
Think of it as a Frame Grabber that's big on versatility and small on cost.

The DT2853 all-purpose frame grabber:
This $1,795 frame grabber board contains all the basic essentials for image processing. Real-time capture and display with 512 x 512 resolution and 256 gray levels. Two onboard buffers. Onboard look-up tables. There's an optional square pixel version available. There's also a broad range of software available to support the DT2853 for specific applications, ranging from microscopy to modeling, to motion analysis and more. IRIS® Tutor™ Image Processing Software is shipped FREE with the board.

Call (508) 481-3700
In Canada, call (800) 268-0427

BOOK REVIEWS

 Unix books. The material is an unusual mixture of relatively Unix text-formatting concepts and very elementary Unix commands and shell concepts. The writing style is appropriate for the nontechnical—perhaps even neophyte—Unix user, but it seems at odds with the material.

The first unit introduces nroff. The second unit covers Unix shell concepts, including redirected I/O and pipes, background processes, and shell scripts. The third unit introduces the concepts of type-setting and troff. Not until the fourth unit (page 184) are you given any information about the standard editor, vi. And then the text starts at the very basic level of moving the cursor.

The final section gives instruction in a miscellany of Unix commands, including spell, lpstat, find, grep, and diff. The three appendixes are very worthy guides for any Unix user, as is the Glossary.

It seems a shame to have put so much planning into the publication of this book and to have its material miss the needs of the modern Unix user. The target audience seems to be a poor soul who isn't adept at Unix and yet is required to use the old standard Unix tools to turn out documents.
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These tools are far from what is considere
MapInfo's new version of their desktop mapping software offers full multi-user functionality.

MapInfo Corp., which gave us the first true high end, low cost desktop mapping package in 1987 and the world's first desktop mapping programming language in 1988, is adding a new dimension to this market with the introduction of MapInfo 4.0.

The new version, which is already shipping, is the first desktop mapping package on the market that comes network ready. This represents a major breakthrough for the desktop mapping market because it opens the door for the sharing of the large data files and peripherals typically associated with desktop mapping products.

In a nutshell, MapInfo allows you to use computer maps to get more meaning and knowledge out of databases — particularly if they have some type of locational field, such as a street name and number, city, ZIP code, county or state.

The powerful MapInfo engine actually operates directly with your dBASE (compatible or ASCII) files and lets them interact with an incredible range of maps, including street maps for most metropolitan areas, county, ZIP code, state maps, and so forth, available separately from MapInfo Corp.

Now, with MapInfo 4.0 running on your network, you can share your computer maps, or databases with other people in your organization. This capability will soon become a must for every desktop mapping package, considering the large size of typical databases, the work group nature of mapping analysis, and the expense of certain optional output devices used in some desktop mapping applications.

For example, a single organization with multiple MapInfo users running on a Novell network could simultaneously access a computer map of Manhattan; each perhaps using a common demographic file, while maintaining their own custom-drawn boundary overlays (file locking prevents simultaneous edits). Users could also share a low cost printer for quick black and white maps, and a pen plotter for larger, color work.

As if connectivity were not enough, MapInfo has also packed into version 4.0 an array of impressive enhancements, like:
- the ability to play "what-if" with your data without leaving MapInfo,
- the ability to create custom symbols to display your data,
- an extended character set for foreign language applications,
- a useful edit log file that protects edit changes in case of power loss.

That's just a small sampling. MapInfo Corp. has set up a toll-free hot line to answer questions about mapping on your network. Write to MapInfo at 200 Broadway, Troy, NY 12180, or call 518-274-8673, or 1-800-FASTMAP toll free.
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XTRIEVE PLUS
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to Btrieve files.
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LOGIC GEM
Logic process ing software. H elps yo u
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computer program , then c reates source
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This Month's Specials from Lattice
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Dan Bricklin's Demo Program II 195 179
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Instant Replay III 150 142
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COMMAND TIPS
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DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO PROGRAM
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MS SORT
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TRANSLATORS
Bas_C (Commercial) 375 323
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MS BASIC/6.0 259 199
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MS Excel 495 469

GROUSE UTILITIES
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UTILITIES
TP2C 129 115

TIME SLICER
TimeSlicer is the better choice for creating multitasking programs, giving you the capability available in a multitasking environment. Order your copy today! List: $295 Ours: $199

TIME SLICER

TIME SLICER

MICROSOFT
MS BASIC/6.0 259 199
MS COBOL 900 779
MS Excel 495 469
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Microsoft Pascal 695 CALL
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our customers expect software that works. All the time. The key to software quality is exhaustive testing. It's also an engineer's worst nightmare. But it doesn't have to be. Because now you can automate your software testing.

Introducing the Atron Evaluator. The first and only non-intrusive automated PC-based software testing tool.

The Atron Evaluator automatically runs your software regression testing programs. All of them. All day. All night. Giving you thoroughly tested, higher quality software.

The Atron Evaluator is hardware-based. And since it's non-intrusive, software behavior is tested without the risk of alteration. Once your tests have run, you can refer to automatically generated test reports to double-check test results.

The Atron Evaluator saves time. And time makes you money. Development cycles are shortened, so your software gets to market sooner. And while your test programs are running, you can be more productive. Start a new project. Or go home.

For more information about the Atron Evaluator, call us at 1-800-283-5933. And put an end to your worst nightmares. Automatically.

Circle 28 on Reader Service Card

In Europe, contact:
Elverex Limited, Enterprise House
Flinsey Technology Park, Limerick, Ireland
Phone: 061-530177

QA Training Limited, Cecily Hill Castle
Cirencenter, Gloucestershire, GL7 2EE, England
Phone: (0285) 5888
Micro Express Ships 33-MHz Machine

The ME 386-33 is an inexpensive zero-wait-state 33-MHz 80386-based system that includes 4 megabytes of 32-bit system memory, a 64K-byte cache, a floppy disk drive, and a 101-key AT-style keyboard.

A VGA monitor is optional, as are two hard disk drives: a 1.2-megabyte 5½-inch drive or a 1.44-megabyte 3½-inch drive.

You can upgrade system memory to 8 megabytes on the American Megatrends motherboard and to 16 megabytes (total) with a daughterboard.

There are five half-height drive slots, plus two 8-bit, five 16-bit, and one 32-bit card slots, two serial ports, and one parallel port.

Price: $5995; 140-megabyte hard disk drive, $1500; VGA monitor, $750.

Contact: Micro Express, 2114 South Grand Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92705, (800) 642-7621; in California, (714) 662-1973.

Inquiry 1126.

Unisys Winds Up to 25 MHz

The Personal Workstation Series 800/25A is now the fastest Unisys microcomputer. It includes 2 megabytes of RAM (expandable to 18 megabytes), two 32-bit card slots, an 8-bit slot, five 16-bit slots, two RS-232C ports, a Centronics parallel port, and MS-DOS 4.01 with Windows/386 and GWBASIC.

Options include hard and floppy disk drives, a keyboard, a math coprocessor, and monitors. Monochrome monitors feature 720- by 350-pixel resolution (12-inch) and 640- by 350-pixel resolution (15-inch).

For networking, you can add up to two 320-megabyte hard disk drives and a 135-megabyte tape backup system through the SCSI port. There are five open slots for half-height 5½-inch drives.

Price: $7315; with floppy disk drive, $7790; with 140-megabyte hard disk drive, $10,685.

Contact: Unisys Corp., P.O. Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19424, (215) 542-2244.

Inquiry 1127.

How Little Will You Pay for an 80386?

The SAM3001/386 from HiTech International has most of the things that constitute a 16-MHz 80386, but it sells for only $999.

There's a megabyte of RAM, a 1.2-megabyte 5½-inch (or a 1.44-megabyte 3½-inch) floppy disk drive, a disk drive controller, a 200-watt power supply, and a 101-key keyboard. It features an Award BIOS and a utility RAM setup disk.

The eight-slot system comes standard with the RAM in one 32-bit slot. That leaves three 8-bit slots and four 16-bit slots open.

Price: $999.

Contact: HiTech International, 712 Charcot Ave., San Jose, CA 95131, (408) 435-8827.

Inquiry 1124.

Toshiba Lightens Up

Toshiba's latest laptop, the T1600, weighs just 11½ pounds and runs at 12 MHz.

It features a megabyte of RAM (upgradable to 5 megabytes), a 20-megabyte hard disk drive and a 1.44-megabyte 3½-inch PS/2-compatible floppy disk drive.

The backlight first drives are EGA compatible and offers a resolution of 640 by 400 pixels. The screen displays a full 80 characters by 25 lines. It's also detachable.

Each of the two standard equipment batteries weighs 15 ounces and is removable and rechargeable. One battery defaults to the other when the first one gets to a certain low-energy point.

Bundled software includes MS-DOS 3.3, PC-Kwik Power Pak disk-cach utility software by Microsoft, and hypertext disk-resident DOS. Options include an external 360K-byte 5½-inch floppy disk drive and a 17-key numeric keypad.

Price: $4999.

Contact: Toshiba America, Inc., Information Systems Division, 9740 Irvine Blvd., Irvine, CA 92718, (800) 457-7777; in California, (714) 583-3000.

Inquiry 1125.
Removable Drive for IBM's and Apples

The Maxi RD45 is a 45-megabyte removable SCSI hard disk drive system that features an average access time of 25 ms and works on both IBM PCs and Macs. With the half-length XT/AT kit or the Micro Channel full-length kit, you can daisy-chain up to seven drives. Whichever system you use, the data transfer rate is 500K bytes per second.

Each cartridge measures 5½ inches square and fits into the internal or external 5½-inch form factor mounts. A write-protect switch on the cartridge prevents accidental removal of the disks from accidental overwriting; a cartridge-locking mechanism prevents accidental removal during read/write sessions.

Drive packages contain necessary SCSI connectors, terminators, and one cartridge.

Price: Internal, $1325; external, $1625; Mac interface cartridge, $1775;

C.Itoh claims compatibility with the IBM ProPrinter XL, the Epson FX-286e, and DEC's LA210/LA75/LA50 printers. Paper can be up to 16 inches wide. Paper feed can be friction or tractor-pin in forward and reverse directions. The 33-pound machine measures 6 by 23 by 18 inches.

For networking, there are ports for parallel and RS-232C connectors as well as a 6-pin RS-423 for DECnet and MicroVAX connections.

The Maxi RD45 is a removable hard disk system.

Hewlett-Packard's DeskJet Plus

The DeskJet Plus is an updated version of the original DeskJet that includes landscape mode, additional built-in fonts (6 portrait and 4 landscape), and revised proportionally spaced text.

Because paper and processor throughput have been improved, the HP DeskJet Plus produces a page of text up to twice as fast as the original. Rated print speeds of both printers are the same—120 cps, or about two pages per minute, for laser quality and 240 cps for draft.

A faster microprocessor on the new printer, however, improves formatting speed, and a faster paper motor and paper pick-up mechanism moves a page through the printer in half the time of the original mode.

Price: $995.

Contact: Hewlett-Packard Co., Inquiries, 19310 Prunieridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014, (800) 752-0900.

Inquiry 1128.

This Touchscreen Works with Macintosh Software

The Mac 'n Touch Monitor is a Magnavox display that includes an integral touchscreen, a controller, cable, and driver software that enables the touchscreen to be used with all Macintosh software, including HyperCard. It interfaces to the Mac II over the Apple Desktop Bus (ADB).

The screen consists of a single glass sheet with a coating bonded to its surface to keep it sensitive to touch yet protect it from scratches and from oils on your skin. The coating helps ensure that every point on the screen will accurately read at least 2 million touches.

The touchscreen technology is called analog capacitive sensing, MicroTouch says. Electrodes on the sides of the screen place a linear voltage field across the screen so the controller measures the position of a capacitive coupling from a finger or a conductive stylus.

The ADB allows for conversion speed at 60 touches per second. Optical clarity is 85 percent light transmission, slightly less than clear glass, which restricts about 12 percent of the light.

Display resolution is 640 by 480 pixels, with 256 colors available from a palette of 16 million. Touch resolution is 1024 touch points per axis. The screen's controller automatically averages the entire area of touch contact so your finger can effectively address an individual pixel.

In what MicroTouch calls "lift-off mode," an initial touch locates the cursor. But when you lift your finger off the screen, you get the equivalent of a mouse click. A subsequent tap produces either a double click or a drag.

Price: $1545.

Contact: MicroTouch Systems, Inc., 10 State St., Woburn, MA 01801, (617) 935-0080.

Inquiry 1131.
Announcing MathCAD 2.5: The Dawn of a New Age.

What the historians will call it, only time will tell.
Perhaps the Century of Speed, or the Era of Ease. But whatever the name, this is the age of MathCAD 2.5, the only math package that looks and works the way you think.

MathCAD is far and away the best-selling math package in the world. Because it lets you perform engineering and scientific calculations in a way that's faster, more natural and less error-prone than the way you're doing them now—whether you're using a scratchpad, calculator, spreadsheet or program that you wrote yourself.

And now we've made the best even better. MathCAD 2.5 is a dramatically improved version that includes three-dimensional plotting, enhanced numerical analysis, and the ability to import HPGL files from most popular CAD programs, including AutoCAD.* And now you can print on PostScript™ compatible printers.

And like before, MathCAD's live document interface™ lets you enter equations anywhere on the screen, add text to support your work, and graph the results. Then print your analysis in presentation-quality documents.

It has over 120 commonly used functions built right in, for handling equations and formulas, as well as exponentials, differentials, cubic splines, FFTs and matrices.

No matter what kind of math you do, MathCAD 2.5 has a solution for you. In fact, it's used by over 50,000 engineers and scientists, including electrical, industrial, and mechanical engineers, physicists, biologists, and economists.

But don't take our word for it; just ask the experts. PC Magazine recently described MathCAD as "everything you have ever dreamed of in a mathematical toolbox." And for Macintosh* users, we present MathCAD 2.0, rewritten to take full advantage of the Macintosh interface. Entering operators and Greek letters into equations is pure simplicity!

Look for MathCAD 2.5 at your local software dealer, or give us a call. For more information, a free demo disk, or upgrade information, dial 1-800-MATHCAD (in MA, 617-577-1017).

* If you purchased MathCAD 2.0 between 5/1/89 and 6/16/89, you can get a FREE upgrade to version 2.5 (otherwise, the upgrade cost is $99.00 until June 30, 1989; afterwards, the cost will be $149.00).
Number Crunching with a 50-MHz Bus Master Board

A coprocessor board for your AT, the AT-Super combines the speed of a 32-bit RISC CPU with the convenience of MS-DOS.

The AT-Super has a 50-MHz AM29000 32-bit RISC coprocessor (with separate instruction and address buses) for MS-DOS applications. Peak performance is rated at 25 MIPS, and sustained performance is rated at 17 MIPS. The board has 2 megabytes of instruction RAM and 512K bytes of static RAM.

There's also a bus-mastering mode that can increase performance for graphics-intensive, memory-intensive, and I/O-intensive applications.

In the bus-mastering mode, a "sequencer" chip on the coprocessor card generates the RISC signals and bypasses the CPU (effectively mastering the bus—thus the name) for control of the video card, for example. With the bus-mastering technology, Yarc says, the coprocessor writes directly to the video card or the memory or the peripherals.

Yarc software operating under DESQview allows for four separate concurrent tasks, so you can theoretically install up to four AT-Supers on each of your systems.

**Price:** $4595.
**Contact:** Yarc Systems Corp., 5655 Lindero Canyon, Suite 721, Westlake Village, CA 91362, (818) 889-4388.

Inquiry 1134.

DPT Adds Mirroring to Controller

The SmartCache Mirroring kit for Distributed Processing Technology's SmartCache disk controller provides transparent, fault-tolerant disk storage for the IBM PC and compatibles, regardless of the application and operating system. It's designed for a network file server, a multiuser system, or a CAD workstation.

After installing the kit on the main controller board, you add a second redundant drive to handle the mirrored information. If one of the drives fails, the controller automatically switches to the second drive.

The SmartCache Mirroring kit offloads hard disk mirroring overhead from your host CPU to the 68000 CPU on the controller.

DPT claims its caching controller decreases effective hard disk access time by up to 150 times, to about 0.5 ms. Because the DPT controller operates without special software drivers, you can use the SmartCache Mirroring kit with any operating system.

In addition to protection from catastrophic drive failure, SmartCache Mirroring protects the user from disk defects by automatically patching bad sectors when defects occur from good data from the mirror drive. Since the controller handles all disk defect management, it can repair disk defects in a manner transparent to the operating system.

An audible alarm is provided that tells the user to install a new drive and restore all data on it from the mirror drive.

**Price:** Kit and controller, $1950; upgrade kit alone for SmartCache controllers, $800.

**Contact:** Distributed Processing Technology, 132 Candace Dr., P.O. Box 1864, Maitland, FL 32751, (407) 830-5522.

Inquiry 1133.

New Frame Grabber for PCs

A video publisher GS from Willow Peripherals offers 8-bit gray scaling at up to six user-selected resolutions and digitizes at roughly six frames per second.

Two versions of the board are available. The low-end model will support user-selectable scanning resolutions of 256 by 240, 320 by 200, 512 by 240, and 640 by 200 pixels. The high-end board will support 512- by 480-pixel resolution.

The board is shipped with an upgraded version of the software for Publishers' VGA that allows editing and manipulating of saved video images and file conversion to graphics formats such as TIFF, PCX, and EPS. Images can also be enhanced with software such as Deluxe-Paint II or Publishers' Paintbrush and exported to desktop publishing packages such as Aldus PageMaker or Ventura Publisher.

**Price:** $450 to $595.
**Contact:** Willow Peripherals, 190 Willow Ave., Bronx, NY 10454, (800) 444-1585; in New York, (212) 402-0010.

Inquiry 1199.

Hercules Unchains Low-Cost VGA Card

This low-cost Hercules VGA card is compatible with the IBM VGA adapter. The card couples Intel's 82706 VGA controller chip with a Hercules proprietary video BIOS. The Hercules card is designed to exactly emulate IBM's card. It has no jumpers, switches, or special software drivers.

It works with any standard VGA analog monitor or multisync monitors with analog capabilities. But it isn't compatible with the older monochrome Hercules standard.

**Price:** $299.
**Contact:** Hercules Computer Technology, Inc., 921 Parker St., Berkeley, CA 94710, (800) 332-0600; in California, (415) 540-6000.

Inquiry 1135.

hyperStore Your Hard Disk Information

The hyperStore/816 is an intelligent hard disk controller board that maintains a continuous data transfer rate of up to 2 megabytes per second, the manufacturer claims. Average access time of data in cache is 0.5 ms.

It's based on the 16-bit Zilog Z80280 microprocessor and includes a half-megabyte of RAM for caching, though it can use up to 4 megabytes. It also includes an on-board controller for floppy disk drives and related peripherals.

The board's operating system, hSOS, is stored in CMOS RAM. To make the most of this RAM cache, the hyperStore uses an approach called "scatter/gather" reads and writes. Random disk reads are analyzed for patterns, and the data is sorted sequentially to keep disk head movements to a minimum.

The hyperStore/816 is currently available only in a modified frequency modulation (MFM) version, though upgraded versions for the run-length-limited (RLL) and SCSI hard disk drives are scheduled to ship later this summer.

**Price:** $1195.
**Contact:** Perceptive Solutions, Inc., 1509 Falcon, Suite 104, DeSoto, TX 75115, (800) 343-0903; in Texas, (214) 224-6774.

Inquiry 1136.
Turbo C® Professional is the only production-quality C compiler with a completely integrated environment. Everything you need—all the tools—are included in this environment, so you never waste time stopping, starting, and switching between tools.

And you’re not forced into trade-offs between high-productivity programming and small, fast, reliable code. Instead you get the fastest and the best of both worlds. There’s tight integration between editor, compiler, linker, and debugger that lets you race through your program with a fast edit/compile/run/debug cycle.

Only Turbo C Professional gets it all together

No Stopping Any Time

Assembly language is all yours in one package.

With Turbo C Professional you get:

- Turbo C 2.0 with its own integrated development environment—Compiler, Editor, Debugger, and Linker.
- Plus a separate command-line C Compiler
- Turbo Assembler—a complete Macro Assembler that’s more compatible with MASM than MASM is with itself.
- And the new source-level Turbo Debugger® that lets you debug any size program. Turbo C Professional has it all.

Turbo Debugger is a winner

Turbo Debugger won PC Magazine’s most recent Award for Technical Excellence, and here’s what they said:

“Everyone who’s tried the Turbo Debugger agrees. It wins the (development tool) category’s award for Technical Excellence hands down. The user interface is simple yet elegant; the program works the way programmers want to work. Yet again, Borland has advanced the state of the art in an eminently useful way.”

Bill Machrone, Editor-in-Chief, PC Magazine

Debug any size program

Turbo Debugger lets you debug on a remote machine. That’s a win. And in virtual mode of the 386, it allows you to debug any size program. Even your largest—especially your largest. That’s a huge win.

And it can give you 12 different views of your code. It supports browse-through data debugging; offers flexible breakpoints; supports in-circuit emulation; offers EMS support; has a “Point & Shoot” integrated debugging environment, and is completely CodeView® compatible. Turbo C Professional does all that, so it wins—and so do you.

Pull out all the stops

Turbo C’s integrated environment lets you completely stop stopping. Your program is never interrupted. No stops and no gaps. You compile faster. Link faster. Work faster. Think faster. So turn to Turbo C Professional: There’s nothing stopping you now.

This is no ordinary Demo

Not one, not two, but three different demos on the same disk: Turbo C, Turbo Pascal®, and Turbo Debugger. We’ll send you the demo disk and fact sheets with technical information for $4.95. To order, CALL (800) 345-2888 Ext. 200
The new COMPAQ DESKPRO 286e. Further proof that what's on the outside,
says a lot about what's on the inside.

Compaq has earned a reputation for building the most powerful and reliable personal computers in the world.

In doing this, we've always given users the best combination of features needed to do their jobs. We've also never given up the belief that even the most basic needs deserve more than just basic solutions.

As further proof, we offer the COMPAQ DESKPRO 286e Personal Computer.

It brings together a 12-MHz 286 microprocessor and a long list of integrated features. All in a compact package that runs the latest applications, without taking up more desk space.

Your users will find everything they need in a stand-alone PC, perfect for their growing business productivity applications.

You'll also find a PC that's been rigorously tested with a wide range of network products, so it's compatible in virtually any network environment.

Now for an inside look. High-performance VGA graphics are built right on the system board. So your users can have displays that are easier to read.

You, in turn, will have compatibility with all your EGA- and CGA-specific software plus performance that's up to 50% faster than other VGA controllers.

In memory, one megabyte is standard and is expandable in increments up to 13 megabytes using a separate high-speed memory expansion slot.

This leaves four industry-standard expansion slots open for LAN cards, mainframe links, etc. to customize the COMPAQ DESKPRO 286e to your users' needs.

You can take customization a step further. The COMPAQ DESKPRO 286e can be configured with up to four internal storage devices. Choose fast 110-, 40- and 20-MB fixed disk drives; both 5½- and 3½-inch diskette drives; even tape drives.

As you can see, the new COMPAQ DESKPRO 286e offers the same attention to detail that has made the COMPAQ name unmatched for performance, quality and reliability.

For a free brochure on the COMPAQ DESKPRO 286e and the location of an Authorized COMPAQ Computer Dealer near you, call 1-800-231-0900, Operator 92. In Canada, just call 1-800-263-5868, Operator 92.
Alloy Ships
386/MultiWare

Alloy's 386/MultiWare is a multiuser, multitasking environment that networks up to 20 PCs to a single 80386-based system. Each terminal can run all existing DOS applications in a multiuser environment, Alloy claims.

It consists of the software for your 80386, 386/MultiWare, and an IBM PC AT- or PS/2-compatible board.

The NX386E is a five-user version of 386/MultiWare that works with the IMP2 add-in board, providing RS-232C communications for two terminals (any PC or Apple product with a serial port running Alloy's terminal emulation software).

Multituser communications are handled by emulation of Novell's File and Record Locking and a similar Microsoft networking software. Multitasking is handled with the Alt-F8 key combination through each add-in board's V20 microprocessor (which is essentially comparable to the SOSS). Each IMP2 board also contains 32K bytes of RAM.

Alloy's IMP8 board supports eight users through the RS-232C panel.

and is available in AT and PS/2 versions. Two IMP2 boards can be used in conjunction with each other, each handling two users plus the host, for a total of five users.

In its full-blown configuration, 386/MultiWare consists of the NX386 software, two IMP2 boards, two IMP8 boards, and two peripherals called Terminal Array Panels.

Each IMP8 also gives you a V30 microprocessor (which is similar to the 80186), 576K bytes of RAM, and a Terminal Array Panel that has eight 9-pin RS-232C connectors for your terminals and eight 25-pin connectors for connection to printers, modems, or faxes.

Price: Basic 386/MultiWare, NX386E, $395; full 386/MultiWare, NX386, $995; basic board, IMP2, $495; full board, IMP8 including Terminal Array Panel, $1995.

Contact: Alloy Computer Products, Inc., 100 Pennsylvania Ave., Framingham, MA 01701, (800) 451-8753; in Massachusetts, (508) 875-6100.

Inquiry 1143.

IBM Ships ISDN Adapter

The 7820-001 is IBM's version of an all-in-one ISDN terminal for microcomputers, minicomputers, and mainframes with standard interfaces. It's the equivalent of a modem for the digital electronics that telephone companies are installing.

For personal computer hookup, IBM supplies a module with a V.24 (RS-232C) port. In addition to supporting full-duplex communication, it supports half-duplex communication rates between 4800 bps and 19,200 bps.

The V.35-compatible module supports transmission rates of 48,000 bps, 56,000 bps, and 64,000 bps. The X.21 module, used mostly for European telecommunications, will support transmission of 4800 bps, 9600 bps, 48,000 bps, and 64,000 bps.

Once the 7820-001 is hooked up, it connects to what AT&T calls a network termination device, an NT1, to adapt the four wires that come out of the 7820-001 with the twisted-pair of copper that constitutes standard telephone wiring.

The fully configured 7820-001 is designed for point-to-point communications. IBM has, however, engineered the device in accordance with CCITT recommendations, so the electronics are available for you to run as many as eight personal computers or other devices through a single 7820-001 in a passive bus configuration.

The terminal adapter is about the size of a college dictionary. The back has three holes for plug-in modules, offering both the S and T ISDN interfaces, as defined by the CCITT. The modules are currently based on an LPDA-2 command set, the Hayes standard sometimes referred to as LAP-D. The terminal adapter has a modular back end, so microcode can be changed to accommodate changes in software on the central-office computers.

Price: 7820-001 without interface modules, $1625; RS-232C module, $525; V.35 module, $630; X.21 module, $525.

Contact: IBM Corp.; check your local white pages or call (800) 426-2468.

Inquiry 1145.

Serially Connect Up to 256 Devices

PortNet lets you connect up to 256 devices in eight-port groups, with each group as much as a kilometer away from the master switch. It uses unshielded twisted-pair cabling through RS-232C ports. Data transfer rates range from 300 bps to 38,400 bps, and you use your familiar PC communications software.

The Master Switch (MS1000) acts as a file server for the Remote Distribution Units, with a maximum of 32 remotes per MS1000.

Each MS1000 includes a power supply, a motherboard, an Zilog Super8 microprocessor, a backplane for the add-in boards, and about 20K bytes of RAM for setting up the network.

Price: MS1000, $1950; RDU, $495; printed circuit board, $495.

Contact: CBM Electronics, Inc., 160 McCormick Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626, (800) 767-8638; in California, (714) 241-8194.

Inquiry 1144.
Pop any image up to 4" x 11" straight into any IBM personal computer or Apple Mac™!

Select one, two, three or four hundred DPI. Resize, rotate, flip and edit it. With the IBM version, use PaintShow Plus™ (included free) for coloring and shading, then port into any popular publishing program.

With the Mac ScanMan use the Clipboard™ to transfer the image to virtually any application — the Mac ScanMan works just like any Desk Accessory!

ScanMan for the PC — $339
Multi-Channel version — $399
Macintosh version — $499

For your nearest dealer, call:
800-231-7717
In California:
800-552-8885
In Europe:
+41-21-869-96-56

Circle 157 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 158)
Chronos Groupware
Answers Who’s on First When

Who-What-When Enterprise is a groupware version of the personal information manager from Chronos.

To run Who-What-When Enterprise, you need a DOS 3.1-compatible network operating system like NetWare, VINES, or 3 + Open. It’s designed to handle all users on your server-based network.

The program requires 420K bytes of RAM in each machine; 512K bytes is recommended. The file server must have space for 390K bytes in addition to the resident memory on the nodes. Part of the RAM is used for Btrieve, which is shipped with the product.

Who-What-When Enterprise is an extension of Who-What-When, which features a calendar function, among other things. With Who-What-When, you block out time periods in the days, weeks, months, and years ahead.

The Enterprise version allows real-time group scheduling and coordination. But you can’t yet copy the group information to the single-user Who-What-When. When you travel, you have to print your schedule from Enterprise, make hand notes, and update Enterprise when you return.

Price: Single-server site license, $695; upgrade from the single-user version, $695 minus a rebate (unspecified at press time).


Inquiry 1148.

Biscom’s Fax System Networks PostScript

The FAXCOM/Publisher is a stand-alone print-processing computer that allows computers to send PostScript files via Group 3 fax. The tower-style system, which emulates an Epson printer, will work with a wide variety of microcomputer LANs, as well as networks from IBM, DEC, Wang, Hewlett-Packard, and Tandem.

It’s based around an 80386 with 4 megabytes of RAM and a graphics coprocessor (for the PostScript algorithms). PostScript files can be sent through your network to the file server, which, in turn, is serially connected to the FAXCOM/Publisher.

This eliminates the need to print out PostScript documents and feed them manually into a fax machine. It differs from fax-on-a-board PC products in that multiple computers can send documents through the server.

The new system, a super-set of an existing product from Biscom called FAXCOM 1000+, takes about a minute per page to prepare documents (comparable to many PostScript printers) and transmits at the fax rate of 9600 bps. In the future, Biscom has promised support for graphical standards other than PostScript through the FAXCOM computer.

Price: Under $10,000.


Inquiry 1149.

Adapter Cards and MAUs Enhance Token Rings

The 4-Mbps variety of IBM-compatible token-ring LANs continues to grow in popularity despite IBM’s recent introduction of a 16-Mbps token ring.

MCA Ring Node is a communications adapter card that connects IBM PS/2 Micro Channel–based machines to a 4-Mbps token-ring network. Each MCA card is compatible with the IEEE 802.2 Logical Link Control standard, and each uses the 802.5-defined token-passing protocol. The cards are software-compatible with Novell’s NetWare, Microsoft’s LAN Manager, IBM’s PC-LAN, and Madge’s Netserver.

Price: $695; file server, $895.

Contact: Western Digital Corp., 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714, (714) 863-0102.

Inquiry 1151.

TokenCard and Token-Hub help you attach IBM PCs and compatibles to your 4-Mbps token-ring networks. TokenCards link up to 260 stations in a single ring. Each TokenCard has the standard 9-pin D connector for shielded twisted-pair cabling and an RJ-11 for unshielded twisted-pair cabling.

TokenHub is a four-port multistation access unit (MAU) that lets you connect up to four TokenCards at a single network wiring access point. The TokenCard for the file server includes 128K bytes in addition to the resident memory on the node's. Part of the RAM is used for Btrieve, which is shipped with the product.

Who-What-When, which features a calendar function, among other things. With Who-What-When, you block out time periods in the days, weeks, months, and years ahead.

The Enterprise version allows real-time group scheduling and coordination. But you can’t yet copy the group information to the single-user Who-What-When. When you travel, you have to print your schedule from Enterprise, make hand notes, and update Enterprise when you return.

Price: Single-server site license, $695; upgrade from the single-user version, $695 minus a rebate (unspecified at press time).


Inquiry 1148.

Biscom’s Fax System Networks PostScript

The FAXCOM/Publisher is a stand-alone print-processing computer that allows computers to send PostScript files via Group 3 fax. The tower-style system, which emulates an Epson printer, will work with a wide variety of microcomputer LANs, as well as networks from IBM, DEC, Wang, Hewlett-Packard, and Tandem.

It’s based around an 80386 with 4 megabytes of RAM and a graphics coprocessor (for the PostScript algorithms). PostScript files can be sent through your network to the file server, which, in turn, is serially connected to the FAXCOM/Publisher.

This eliminates the need to print out PostScript documents and feed them manually into a fax machine. It differs from fax-on-a-board PC products in that multiple computers can send documents through the server.

The new system, a super-set of an existing product from Biscom called FAXCOM 1000+, takes about a minute per page to prepare documents (comparable to many PostScript printers) and transmits at the fax rate of 9600 bps. In the future, Biscom has promised support for graphical standards other than PostScript through the FAXCOM computer.

Price: Under $10,000.


Inquiry 1149.

Adapter Cards and MAUs Enhance Token Rings

The 4-Mbps variety of IBM-compatible token-ring LANs continues to grow in popularity despite IBM’s recent introduction of a 16-Mbps token ring.

MCA Ring Node is a communications adapter card that connects IBM PS/2 Micro Channel–based machines to a 4-Mbps token-ring network. Each MCA card is compatible with the IEEE 802.2 Logical Link Control standard, and each uses the 802.5-defined token-passing protocol. The cards are software-compatible with Novell’s NetWare, Microsoft’s LAN Manager, IBM’s PC-LAN, and Madge’s Netserver.

Price: $695; file server, $895.

Contact: Western Digital Corp., 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714, (714) 863-0102.

Inquiry 1151.

TokenCard and Token-Hub help you attach IBM PCs and compatibles to your 4-Mbps token-ring networks. TokenCards link up to 260 stations in a single ring. Each TokenCard has the standard 9-pin D connector for shielded twisted-pair cabling and an RJ-11 for unshielded twisted-pair cabling.

TokenHub is a four-port multistation access unit (MAU) that lets you connect up to four TokenCards at a single network wiring access point. The TokenCard for the file server includes 128K bytes of RAM for buffering and to download the LCC software. Software drivers for Novell’s NetWare are included, and support will include Microsoft’s OS/2 LAN Manager.

Price: TokenCard WS (for your PC), $499; TokenCard (for your file server), $599; TokenHub, $399; TokenHub power supply, $89.

Contact: Western Digital Corp., 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714, (714) 863-0102.

Inquiry 1151.

Thomas-Conrad’s first token-ring product, an MAU, has twice as many ports as traditional eight-port MAUs. The TC4050 is designed for 4- and 16-Mbps networks and features diagnostic capabilities.

Maximum distance to a workstation is 100 meters, and the company claims you can Daisy chain these MAUs without signal degradation.

Price: $985.

Contact: Thomas-Conrad Corp., 8403 Cross Park Dr., Building One/C, Austin, TX 78754, (800) 332-8683; in Texas, (512) 836-1935.

Inquiry 1152.
PM3011 CACHING CONTROLLER

Up to 16MB of hardware-implemented cache for ESDI, ALL, ST506 drives.

Product Profile: The PM3011 caching controller is the single most effective performance improvement tool available for disk-intensive applications. The PM3011 accesses data in as little as 0.5ms; that's 50 to 150 times faster than a random disk access.

Advanced Caching Algorithms: Such advanced caching features as disk read ahead and elevator sorting during cache write-back increase disk performance to levels unattainable by non-caching controllers. The controller's on-board 68000 microprocessor enables it to access the disk drive at the same time as the computer reads or writes to the controller cache.

Compatibility: Since PM3011 caching controllers operate transparently to the operating system, special software drivers or ROM BIOS changes are not required.

Up to 16MB of Cache: The PM3011 Cache RAM is expandable from the on-board 512KB to 16MB with the optional Cache Expansion board. The cache is totally independent from system memory and does not require device drivers.

PM3011/70 Caching Controller With 512KB cache.

$1150

FAST HARDDISKS

Wren V Full-Height 5½" Disk Drives Product Profile Wren V and WREN IV Full-Height disk drives offer the utmost in capacity, performance and reliability. You can get unformatted capacity up to 760 megabytes, seek time as fast as 14.5ms and transfer rates up to 15MHz.

CDC drives are known industry wide for their reliability and performance. Manufacturers such as Compaq have been using CDC drives for years.

Model No. Capacity (Mbytes) Unformatted
WREN V 94196 383 8 8
WREN V 94186 442 8 8
WREN VI 94196 766 8 8

Disks
Data Surfaces
Average Latency
Average Seek
Interface
Transfer Rate
MTBF (hours)
Price
$2800.00
$2900.00
$Call

DPT Introduces Hardware Disk Mirroring

Distributed Processing Technology, the leader in the field of Caching Disk Controllers, has announced a long-awaited addition to its product line—Hardware Disk Mirroring.

Hardware Disk Mirroring provides true fault tolerant disk storage for PC/AT systems regardless of the application and operating system environment. It is available for all DPT PM3011 Caching Disk Controllers supporting ST506, RLL, and ESDI drives.

Disk mirroring is important in environments where disk data integrity is vital, such as network file servers, multiuser systems, and CAD workstations. Since the DPT caching disk controllers operate without special software drivers, the mirroring feature is transparent.

The Hardware Disk Mirroring can be added to PM3011 controllers as a field upgrade by installing a DM3011 Key Card directly onto the controller:

DM3011 $795

*For pricing on RLL, ST506 controllers and other options please call

Call 212-517-7775
Fax 212-249-8243
Dealers Inquiries Welcome
Charge Cards Accepted: Amex, Visa, MC
Hours (EST) 9:00 to 5:00

Circle 244 on Reader Service Card
We Interrupt War For This Im

To all those unlucky enough to be stuck smack in the middle of the current spreadsheet confusion, take heart.

There is, at last, a viable alternative to war: revolution.

One that delivers even more performance than you have (ahem) been waiting for, but without demanding expensive new hardware or extensive retraining. And without abruptly cutting you off from any user in your company, even those on mainframes.

The name of the spreadsheet is SuperCalc®5.

And what it can do for you is, frankly, quite revolutionary.

Let's begin at the end. Stand-alone quality graphic capabilities have been built in.

Offering hundreds of presentation treatments from word charts to three-dimensional bar, pie, scatter, and polar graphs.

And with SuperCalc5, you select fonts, lines, boxes, grids and shading. All of which can be used to produce the highest quality customized reports.

Plus, SuperCalc5 actually makes productivity easier. An integrated Undo feature simply reverses unwanted commands. And a truly comprehensive system of debugging highlights costly errors and analyzes macro logic.

Perhaps even more impressive is the way SuperCalc5 can link spreadsheets. Up to 255...
he Spreadsheet portant Update.

to be precise. Linking either in memory or on disk, either pages of the same spreadsheet or independent, either SuperCalc5's files or Lotus® 1-2-3's.

Which brings us to the "L" word. SuperCalc5 not only reads and writes Lotus® 1-2-3* files, it totally coexists with Lotus.

But not for Excel®

Which now brings us to the "E" word. Unlike Excel, SuperCalc5 runs on all IBM® compatible computers but also takes full advantage of 286 and 386 machines when you decide to make that transition.

And if all that isn't enough to make you run out today and join the revolution, there's even more incentive.

Like our free demo disk offer through July 31, 1989. And our $100 upgrade offer for just about any spreadsheet you're using. Call 1-800-531-5236. In Canada call 1-800-663-6904.

Which finally brings us to our admittedly biased outlook for the much touted spreadsheet war. With SuperCalc5, peace is at hand.
**Mouse Features 40 Programmable Keys**

PowerMouse combines the functions of a mouse with the utility of a programmable calculator. It has 40 programmable keys, and you can program up to 240 functions. The PowerMouse is designed to work with Lotus 1-2-3 with preprogrammed tables, for example, but also works with other spreadsheets, desktop publishing software, and hardware design programs.

You can define a row or column of numbers, or a section of a row or column, and move it, copy it, or even highlight it. Keys such as Row, Copy, Column, and others speed up the functions even more, because the programmed buttons in the PowerMouse replace keyboard and mouse click sequences.

PowerMouse works with the IBM PC and compatibles and most graphics adapters. Simply connect it to your computer through the serial port and run the TSR software.

The encoding is opto-mechanical with 200-dpi resolution. Tracking speed exceeds 800 mm per second.

**Price:** $195.

**Contact:** ProHance Technologies, Inc., 1558 Siesta Dr., Los Altos, CA 94022, (800) 345-9111; in California, (415) 967-5679.

**Inquiry 1137.**

---

**SCSI488 for Bidirectional Data Communications**

The SCSI488 is a smart peripheral that bridges SCSI and IEEE 488 interfaces for bidirectional communications at data transfer rates of 800K bytes per second.

This speed is achieved with a microprocessor in the SCSI488 that converts data between the different protocols. A high-speed data channel within the unit bypasses the microprocessor during block data transfers. As a SCSI-to-IEEE 488 instrument controller, one SCSI488 on your SCSI port can communicate with up to 14 IEEE instruments, peripherals, or other computers that have the IEEE 488 interface.

With the daisy-chaining capabilities of the SCSI controller, you can connect up to seven SCSI488 devices to a single SCSI port on your computer, each controlling 14 IEEE instruments.

You can use the command channel to issue commands to the SCSI488 for control of the SCSI bus, while the data channel allows passage of data to and from the SCSI bus.

**Price:** $795.

**Contact:** IOtech, Inc., 25971 Cannon Rd., Cleveland, OH 44146, (216) 439-4091.

**Inquiry 1138.**

---

**VideoShow for Your Mac**

The latest VideoShow is an intelligent presentation system that lets you capture, edit, combine, and display photographic- and computer-generated images on a Macintosh.

Proprietary MacroVision graphics software combines with a 10-MHz 80186 CPU and 512K bytes of memory that works with your Macintosh computer, software, and monitor. Outputs are analog RGB or TTL-RGB. There's a SCSI port, a parallel port, and a port for connection to General Parametrics' SlideMaker, which is a peripheral for making slides of computer-generated images.

The lowest-priced model, VideoShow Companion, connects to the Mac II, Plus, or SE. It generates 1000 simultaneous on-screen colors and can be manipulated with an optional infrared remote control.

The VideoShow Executive comes with the remote control and features a 1.44-megabyte 3½-inch floppy disk drive. It also includes a Genlock function (for synchronizing with other video equipment), 128K bytes of RAM, composite video output, and an AppleTalk port.

VideoShow Professional can display up to 100,000 colors simultaneously in computer-generated images.

**Price:** Companion, $1795; Infrared Remote, $150; Executive, $2695; Professional, $9435.

**Contact:** General Parametrics Corp., 1250 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 524-3950.

**Inquiry 1140.**

---

**When Power Fails, RAM Your Data into Memory**

UniSaver 100 is a backup power supply that combines the usual standby battery backup with surge protection. But it also includes a full-length card that plugs into your IBM PC or compatible. When power fails, UniSaver 100 transfers the data in RAM and the actual "state" (e.g., registers and controllers) of the machine into its megabyte of nonvolatile RAM.

If the power failure continues, the UniSaver 100 keeps the system running until its internal battery begins to fail. Then it shuts itself down. When power is restored, the system is returned to the exact point where it was before failure.

**Price:** $1195.

**Contact:** Universal Vectors Corp., 580 Herndon Pkwy., Suite 400, Herndon, VA 22070, (800) 777-7860; in Virginia, (703) 435-2500.

**Inquiry 1139.**

---

PowerMouse can be programmed with 240 functions.
ARCHITECTURE If the micro world were not so varied, QNX would not be so successful. After all, it is the operating system which enhances or limits the potential capabilities of applications. QNX owes its success (over 75,000 systems sold since 1982) to the tremendous power and flexibility provided by its modular architecture.

Based on message-passing, QNX is radically more innovative than UNIX or OS/2. Written by a small team of dedicated designers, it provides a fully integrated multi-user, multi-tasking, networked operating system in a lean 148K. By comparison, both OS/2 and UNIX, written by many hands, are huge and cumbersome. Both are examples of a monolithic operating system design fashionable over 20 years ago.

MULTI-USER OS/2 is multi-tasking but NOT multi-user. For OS/2, this inherent deficiency is a serious handicap for terminal and remote access. QNX is both multi-tasking AND multi-user, allowing up to 32 terminals and modems to connect to any computer.

INTEGRATED NETWORKING Neither UNIX nor OS/2 can provide integrated networking. With truly distributed processing and resource sharing, QNX makes all resources (processors, disks, printers and modems anywhere on the network) available to any user. Systems may be single computers, or, by simply adding micros without changes to user software, they can grow to large transparent multi-processor environments. QNX is the mainframe you build micro by micro.

PC's, AT's and PS/2's OS/2 and UNIX severely restrict hardware that can be used: you must replace all your PC's with AT's. In contrast, QNX runs superbly on PC's and literally soars on AT's and PS/2's. You can run your unmodified QNX applications on any mix of machines, either standalone or in a QNX local area network, in real mode on PC's or in protected mode on AT's. Only QNX lets you run multi-user/multi-tasking with networking on all classes of machines.

REAL TIME QNX real-time performance leaves both OS/2 and UNIX wallowing at the gate. In fact, QNX is in use at thousands of real-time sites, right now.

DOS SUPPORT QNX allows you to run one PC-DOS application at each computer on a QNX network. With OS/2, 128K of the DOS memory is consumed to enable this facility. Within QNX protected mode, a full 640K can be used for PC-DOS.

ANYWAY YOU WANT IT QNX has the power and flexibility you need. Call for details and a demo disk.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd. • Kanata South Business Park • 175 Terrence Matthews Crescent • Kanata, Ontario, Canada • K2M 1W8

Quantum is a registered trademark of Quantum Software Systems Ltd.
The UNIX Operating System is a registered trademark of AT&T. IBM, PC, AT and PS/2, PC-DOS and OS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines. HP and Vectra are registered trademarks of Hewlett-Packard Company.
Develop dBASE Applications for Windows

If you’re a developer for dBASE III Plus/IV and Clipper applications, you can use dBFast/Windows to create database applications by using standard dBASE commands and syntax and adding a Windows-style interface. You can run the application under Windows or, using the company's dBFast/Mac program, the Macintosh environment. The program, a stand-alone development environment, includes an interactive editor, compiler, and run-time library.

Language extensions let you create multiple windows, pull-down menus, dialog boxes, buttons, bit-mapped pictures, and other graphics features. Bumblebee Software, the program's developer, reports that dBFast/Windows compiles up to 15 times faster than interpreted dBASE. You use the program to create, compile, and execute programs without leaving dBFast/Windows; when running the application with the compiler, you can run an application without linking it to dBFast/Window's run-time library.

The program supports the Dynamic Data Exchange, which allows you to send and receive data from other Windows applications.

dBFast/Windows works on the IBM PC XT or compatibles and requires Windows 2.0 or higher or Windows run-time version, a hard disk drive, and 640K bytes of RAM. The program supports dBASE III/IV and Clipper commands.

Price: $249.


Inquiry 1101.

Symbolic Debugger for Motorola’s DSP56001

Ariel's BUG-56 is a symbolic debugger designed specifically for PC programmers working with peripherals that use Motorola’s DSP56001 digital signal processing chip. The debugger loads a monitor program into the DSP; this monitor then works in concert with the debugger to provide memory, control, and trace functions.

BUG-56 features full-screen symbolic debugging, symbolic breakpoints, tracing, and patch assembly. BUG-56 allows you to place symbols and labels in the DSP's P (program), X, and Y memory spaces.

The menu-driven debugger dynamically updates the DSP register display, and permits you to modify the contents of the registers or memory on the fly as your program executes. For music work, BUG-56 lets you display the signal's waveform.

BUG-56’s most powerful feature is its ability to play the signals, either as a dump from a section of memory, or from the DSP's data stream as a program runs.

Price: $395.


Inquiry 1103.

Translating in AWK

The PolyAWK developer's toolkit includes MSDOS and OS/2 ports of the AWK data translation language. The toolkit includes a translator that lets you create and distribute stand-alone executable programs from AWK script files. The translator compiles PolyAWK source code into C and binds it with a run-time version of PolyAWK, resulting in a DOS.EXE stand-alone file.

With the toolkit, you can use PolyAWK to create customized development tools or data conversion utilities with a few lines of code.

The toolkit includes both DOS and OS/2 versions of PolyAWK and requires OS/2 or DOS 2.0 or higher, an IBM PC or compatible, and 256K bytes of RAM.

Price: $295.

Contact: Polytron Corp., 1700 Northwest 167th Place, Beaverton, OR 97206, (800) 457-4000; in Oregon, (503) 645-1150.

Inquiry 1102.

continued
Not too long ago, a few dozen people sharing the same programs, resources, and information on a single computer at the same time meant only one thing—a mainframe. Powerful, big, expensive, and proprietary.

More recently, the same people could be found doing exactly the same things—simultaneously sharing programs, resources, and information—on a minicomputer. A lot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet powerful enough to do the same jobs. And just as proprietary.

Then along came the latest generation of personal computers. And now, the same people are more and more likely to be found doing exactly the same things—simultaneously sharing programs, resources, and information—on a PC. And not a whole officeful of PCs networked together, either, but a single PC powering the whole office at once. A lot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet still easily powerful enough to do the same jobs. Built to non-proprietary, open system standards that allow complete freedom of choice in hardware and software. And running the industry-choice multiuser, multitasking UNIX® System V platform that gives millions of 286- and 386-based PC users mainframe power every business day. The UNIX System standard for PCs—SCO.®

Today, SCO UNIX System solutions are installed on more than one in ten of all leading 386 computers in operation worldwide. Running thousands of off-the-shelf XENIX® and UNIX System-based applications on powerful standard business systems supporting 32 or even more workstations—at an unbelievably low cost per user. And with such blazing performance that individual users believe they have the whole system to themselves. Running electronic mail across the office—or around the world—in seconds. Running multiuser PC communications to minis and mainframes through TCP/IP and SNA networks.

And doing some things that no mainframe—or even DOS- or OS/2®-based PC—ever thought about, such as running multiple DOS applications. Or networking DOS, OS/2, XENIX and UNIX Systems together. Or running UNIX System versions and workalikes of popular DOS applications such as Microsoft® Word, 1-2-3®, and dBASE III PLUS.®

Or even letting users integrate full-featured multiuser productivity packages of their choice under a standard, friendly menu interface. Today's personal computer isn't just a "PC" anymore, and you can unleash its incredible mainframe-plus power for yourself—today. Just add SCO.

The SCO family of UNIX System software solutions is available for all 80286- and 80386-based industry-standard and Micro Channel™ computers.
At Toshiba, we're not only committed to making computers more portable, but also to making portables more powerful.

Which is why, in our effort to constantly improve and refine our machines, we've added three new computers to what is already the most complete family of truly portables available.

Each designed to be powerful enough to take on the increasingly complex tasks that face today's sophisticated PC users.

First, the T1600 which weighs under 12 pounds and which is the fastest battery-powered computer we've ever made.

Second, the T3100e, the successor to our most popular machine—the T3100/20. We've made it over two pounds lighter and a lot faster—we've even added expansion capabilities. About the only thing we didn't add was more size.

Toshiba is the world leader in truly portable PCs and manufactures a complete line of high quality dot-matrix and laser printers. For more information call 1-800-457-7777. All Toshiba PCs are backed by the Exceptional Care program (no-cost enrollment required). IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
And finally, the T5200, which has enough power to replace virtually any desktop PC. But we haven't just concentrated on power and portability. We've also constantly looked for ways to make our machines more durable, more reliable, and easier to use—down to the 800 number our customers can call for help with any technical question that might come up.

We figure that's what our users demand. And it's by anticipating the growing needs of our users that we have continually found ways to make our machines weigh less and do more. So you can work wherever you want and however you want.

All of which might make it tempting for some people to abandon their desktop for the convenience of portability. Go ahead. We've given you the power to do it.

T3100e: 12MHz 286 with 80287 co-processor socket, internal half-length IBM slot, 20MB hard disk with 27 msec access, 1MB RAM expandable to 5MB, gas plasma display, 1.44MB 3½" diskette drive.
GET SUPERSOFT's 
SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS

All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap-around plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs, XTs, ATs and all compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level.

NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded.

NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and PS/2s!
For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money, and headaches in fixing their computers, even non-IBM equipment.

All CPUs & Numeric Co-processors All Color Graphics & Monochrome
System Expansion & Extended Memory Monitors
Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives Parallel & Serial Ports
Standard & Non-standard Printers Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA
System Board, DMA, Timers, Interrupt, Real-time Clock & CMOS config, RAM
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller

Join the ranks of XEROX, NCR, CDC, SONY, PRIME, ... who have bundled SuperSoft's diagnostics with their microcomputers at no risk because of our 30 day money back guarantee.

Service Diagnostics for PC, PC/XT, and compatibles only .................. $169
Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives) .......... $ 50
Wrap-around Plug for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) . . $ 50
Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only ............................... $169
Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives) ................. $ 50
Wrap-around Plug for AT (serial) ...................................................... $ 15
ROM POST for PC, PC/XT and compatibles only ............................... $245
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only ........................................... $245

Service Diagnostics: The KIT (Includes all of the above—save $50) ........ $445

Service Diagnostics for 386 or V2, V36, or Harris, etc. (please specify) .... $195

Diagnostics II is the solution to the service problems of users of all CP/M-80, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers .................. $125
ROM POST for PS/2 and compatibles only ........................................ $245
Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch) ...................... $ 50

To order, call 800-678-3600 or 408-745-0234
FAX 408-745-0231, or write SuperSoft.

WHAT'S NEW

SERVICE AND ENGINEERING

This Ansys-PC/Intro/Lin element display of a power plant cooling tower is made up of 520 quadrilateral shell elements and 140 three-dimensional elastic beam elements.

Cosmos/M provides finite-element-analysis capabilities for the Mac II.

Two from the Finite Front

In recent months we've seen scads of announcements of new and updated finite-element-analysis programs. Here are two: one for the PC and one for the Mac.

Ansys-PC/Intro/Lin is an introductory version of the Ansys-PC/Linear program. It gives you a sampling of the effect that finite-element analysis will have on your product development.

The program lets you perform static and modal analysis in one, two, or three dimensions. The element library contains 16 elements, including beams and pipes, shells, and three-dimensional solids. The program has a wavefront of 200 and a problem size of up to 10,000 nodes, so you can use the program to model and analyze substantial structures, according to Swanson.

Most of the preprocessing capabilities found in the Ansys continued
Oracle developed the first commercial SQL database over 10 years ago.
And the first SQL database for the PC over 4 years ago.
It's called Professional ORACLE®.
It has the most up-to-date, most powerful and most complete set of application development tools available.
Like SQL*Forms®, SQL*ReportWriter™, SQL*Menu®, and SQL*Plus®.
It's based on ANSI standard SQL and runs on PCs, minis and mainframes.
And it works.
To order Professional ORACLE for the PC, call 1-800-ORACLE1, ext. 4947.
It's $1,299, and comes with a 30-day, money-back guarantee.
SOLUS™

Monitor and Control From Your PC

The intelligent, stand-alone SOLUS™ computer is powerful enough for industrial and research applications, yet inexpensive and simple enough for school and home use.

- Easy to "program" and use
- Powerful real-time graphics
- 30 Digital/Analog I/O channels
- Interfaces to PC via RS-232 or modem

Call your SOLUS representative now. And control your world!

Only $895 each

(Toll Free) (503) 535-3965

SOLUS

Circle 274 on Reader Service Card

WHAT'S NEW

Circle 114 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 115)

RADs™

works the way you think.

Rapid Application Development System

We take you from Concept to Prototype to Finished Program to Demo to Tutorial

Need a little sense and check where appropriate:

"So, Your..." says: "I need..."

- [ ] Date
- [ ] Close
- [ ] Market

"Oh, and one more thing, I need to...

- [ ] Make as many copies as I want with no license fees
- [ ] One screen is front promoting the product it was developed in

"And:

- [ ] Free BBS # telephone support

If not, circle the appropriate number:

COMPLETE SYSTEM: $299.95

- Interfacing to PC via RS-232
- Powerful real-time graphics
- Easy to "program" and use

COMPLETE SYSTEM: $299.95

Contact: Structural Research and Analysis Corp., 1661 Lincoln Blvd., Suite 100, Santa Monica, CA 90404, (213) 452-2158.

Inquiry 1112.

NKR FORTRAN is a globally optimizing compiler that offers Unix integration through the use of C calling conventions. It runs under A/UX on the Mac IIx.

NKR FORTRAN includes VAX/VMS FORTRAN extensions and conforms to ANSI 78 and military 1753 standard. The optimizer was built exclusively for FORTRAN, according to NKR, and the optimizer and library modules were built exclusively for NKR FORTRAN.

The company also recently began shipping NKR BASIC, which it reports is the only BASIC running under A/UX.

NKR's compilers are written in C and use Unix calling conventions.

Contact: NKR Research, Inc., 4040 Moorpark Ave., Suite 209, San Jose, CA 95117, (408) 249-2612.

Inquiry 1108.

continued
The End of 
Plain Vanilla PC 
Graphics

More Vibrant Colors and Higher Resolution. 
Any Way You Scoop it.

Now, Genoa dishes up more ways to eliminate the monotony of monochrome. Or the lifeless look of low-res color. With a brilliant line-up of IBM compatible graphics cards, designed to please any palate.

The creme de la creme in performance. For CAD and desktop publishing, get the ultimate in high performance: SuperHGA™, with an on-board graphics processor. It puts ultra hi-res images on any IBM 8514-compatible display with blazing speed. At 1024 x 768 resolution with 256 on-screen colors from a palette of 16 million.

Your choice of flavors, a la any mode. Genoa serves up a full menu of SuperVGATM™ and SuperECA cards. All of which extend the IBM standards—with VGA resolutions of up to 1024 x 768 in 16 colors in both non-interlaced and interlaced modes, and up to 800 x 600 in 256 colors.

The pint-size combo package. For sparkling color and monochrome graphics in one economical half card, choose our SuperSpectrum™. It’s 100% CGA, MDA and Hercules compatible, with double scanned CGA for quality game images. Plus 132-column text for full spreadsheets.

So if your graphics board is producing nothing but “boardroom,” go to your dealer today and order some Genoan graphic excitement. Call (408) 432-9090 today. Or write Genoa Systems Corporation, 75 E. Trimble Rd., San Jose, CA 95131; FAX (408) 434-0997, London 44-01-225-9247; Taiwan 886-02-776-3933.

Insist on Genoan Value.
Right Now. Guaranteed!*  

Yes, we can ship your new ZEOS® '286 or '386 today! We've built up an extra supply of the hottest selling computers in America. The celebrated ZEOS 286-12 and PC Magazine's Editors Choice—the ultra fast ZEOS 386-16.

Take your pick now for immediate delivery. These are both complete, genuine ZEOS Zero-Wait state systems. Both include an ultra-fast Seagate hard drive and all the other goodies. And they're ready to ship. Right Now.

Here's how it works. We have these extra systems pre-built and ready to ship. They include both High Resolution Monochrome and VGA systems. While supplies last, we will ship either of these systems to you the day you order subject to these conditions:

1. Your order must be received by 1PM Central Time.  
2. Credit Cards are subject to credit card authorization.  
3. Orders must be for our standard 286-12MHz system or 386-16MHz system, either monochrome or VGA. Any other systems or upgrades are custom built and will take slightly longer.

*Our Guarantee to You:
If we fail to ship your system under the conditions outlined, we will ship it at our expense as soon as it is ready. All systems are fully burned in and tested. Each system includes our 30 day Money Back Guarantee and One Full Year Limited Warranty. Toll Free technical support and Express Parts Replacement are included too!

This offer is good only as long as these pre-built systems last.

Complete ZEOS 12MHz '286 with 32MB Hard Drive!  
Only $1,395  
For VGA color add $595

Standard Features Include:
- 80286-12 CPU, 6/12MHz Dual Speed keyboard/hardware selectable. Reset and Turbo buttons right up front.
- Fast 32MB Seagate 138R Hard Drive with auto-park, 1.2MB Floppy Drive.
- Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy controller. 1:1 interleave, 800 KB/sec transfer rate.
- Genuine Hercules® (Yes, Hercules!) Brand graphics card. High-Res Amber Display with Tilt/Swivel Base.
- ZEOS Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard with our Pleasant Tactile/Click Feel.
- Serial and Parallel Printer Ports.
- Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.
- 6-16 and 2-8 bit expansion slots.
- 80287 support, up to 12 MHz.
- Heavy Duty Case Complete with Security Lock and LED indicators.

FREE Shareware Disks Too!  
25 Software Programs Included  
Every system will include 5 ready to run Shareware programs on free disks. Included are programs for Word Processing, Spread Sheets, Educational, Financial, Business, Games and more. With Shareware you can try the programs first before you register them with the author. What a great idea!

Performance Comparisons using PC Labs Benchmark Series Release 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NOP</th>
<th>80386 Instruction Mix</th>
<th>Floating Point Calculation</th>
<th>Conventional Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZEOS 286/12 Desktop</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>18.84</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM PC AT (8MHz)</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>35.60</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM PS/2 Model 50</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>28.04</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Please call for current pricing and warranty details. COD orders may require an advance deposit. PS/2 and AT are trademarks of IBM Corporation.
systems remain in stock; please give us a call to verify availability. This offer does not apply to other ZEOS systems or custom configurations.

Immediate shipment is only part of the story.
ZEOS builds Rock Solid computers. That's why we offer you our 30 Day Money Back Guarantee, Toll Free technical support and Full One Year Limited Warranty. Compare that to the others. Then compare performance. Performance is what ZEOS is all about. If you're buying a computer you may as well buy the fastest. The ZEOS 286-12 is the fastest in its class. It features true Zero-Wait state operation with speeds close to many 386 systems!
Or select the ZEOS 386-16. The Editors of PC Magazine did. In fact they selected the ZEOS '386 as Editors Choice. And is it ever a screamer. As the PC Magazine said, “This ZEOS 386-16 blows away every other computer...” Another PC Magazine editor said “Don't pass up the ZEOS...solid construction, flexible design and escape-velocity performance make it a top flight choice.”
PC Resource Magazine put it this way “ZEOS...provides quality comparable with the IBM or Compaq and does so for about 70% of the cost.” Personal Computing simply says “The best value we’ve come across so far.”

We couldn't have said it better ourselves.
And these are the machines that we have ready to ship to you right now. Rock solid block buster ZEOS machines with quality and performance that is, in a word, Guaranteed. Order now by calling 800-432-5891.

Performance Comparisons using PC Labs Benchmark Series Release 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ZEOS 386/16 Desktop</th>
<th>IBM P5/2 Model 70-E61</th>
<th>Compaq Deskpro 386/16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOP</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8086 Instruction Mix</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating Point Calculation</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>16.14</td>
<td>16.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Memory</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complete ZEOS 16MHz '386 with 80MB 28ms SCSI Drive!

Only $2,495
For VGA color add $595

Standard Features Include:
- Genuine 32-bit Intel 80386-16MHz CPU.
- High speed Zero-Wait 64K SRAM CACHE.
- 1MB of Zero-Wait DRAM Expandable to 16MB system total.
- Fast 80MB, 28ms SCSI Seagate Hard Drive, 1.2MB Floppy Drive.
- Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy SCSI controller.
- 101 Key ZEOS Tactile/Click keyboard.

Order Now Toll Free
800-423-5891

PC Magazine
February 28, 1989

Order Now Toll Free
800-423-5891

Deskpro is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation. Corporate leasing plans are available. ZEOS is a publicly traded company; MPLS/St. Paul Local OTC. © 1989 ZEOS International, Ltd.

Circle 301 on Reader Service Card
24-bit Color with QuickCapture

ColorKit works with Data Translation's 256-gray-level frame-grabber board for the Mac II to capture, display, and store images with 24-bit color.

With the QuickCapture board, you capture images from RGB video cameras. The ColorKit software then grabs separate RGB signals in real time. You can adjust the focus on the Mac II screen as you watch and then tell the software to acquire the image, which it does in less than a second, according to Data Translation.

Since the Mac II uses the standard 8-bit color display, which can show only 256 colors at a time (24-bit color can have up to 16.7 million colors), the software offers you a choice of color mapping routines: uniform, biased, dithered, adaptive, and monochrome.

ColorKit is compatible with PhotoMac, PixelPaint, and Studio/8 paint programs. Data Translation reports that the program will work with any previously stored 24-bit color image.

Price: $295.
Contact: Data Translation, 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752, (800) 522-0265; in Massachusetts, (508) 481-3700.
Inquiry 1119.

Rotate AutoCAD Files

SpinCAD lets you rotate, translate, and scale two- and three-dimensional AutoCAD . DXF files in real time.

The program runs on the IBM PC with at least 256K bytes of RAM, DOS 2.1 or higher, and a CGA, EGA, VGA, or Hercules card.

Price: $140.
Contact: Aptech Systems, Inc., 26250 196th Place SE, Kent, WA 98042, (206) 631-6679.
Inquiry 1121.

Graphics for the Database Developer

Originally, dGE was created to add graphics capabilities to dBASE II. Version 2.0 adds graphics to dBASE II Plus, dBASE IV, Clipper, FoxBASE Plus, Quicksilver, dBFast, Eagle, and C compilers.

Graphing functions include pie charts, bar graphs, high-low-close, polar, time series, Cartesian, polyvector, and more. The program is capable of performing statistical functions as well. You can also mix and overlay as many graphs as you want on a page.

To run dGE, you load a 30K-byte TSR graphics kernel into memory. The dGE commands are added to the application by a linkage module.

You need an IBM PC with DOS 2.0 or higher. The program also supports Windows, Pinnacle reports. And you can use CGA, EGA, VGA, or Hercules graphics.

Price: $195.
Contact: Pinnacle Publishing, Inc., P.O. Box 1693, Tacoma, WA 98401, (206) 383-4396.
Inquiry 1120.

Mechanical Design with FastCAD

Mechanical Design Environment (MDE) is a set of integrated macros, menus, external procedure modules, and symbol libraries that work with FastCAD to speed up mechanical drafting and layout.

MDE includes multiple dimensioning modes and formats, ANSI Y-14.5 tolerancing symbols, libraries of standard fasteners, and parametric drawing of common components.

FastCAD lets you perform associative ordinate dimensioning, associative radii and diameters with optional text, scaled dimensions for expanded views, infinite horizontal and vertical construction lines, and a variety of standard symbols.

MDE works with FastCAD 2.05 or higher on the IBM PC with a math coprocessor.

Price: $395.
Contact: Evolution Computing, 437 South 48th St., Suite 106, Tempe, AZ 85281, (602) 967-8633.
Inquiry 1122.

Upgraded Generic CADD for the Mac

Generic CADD Level I version 1.1 includes a Mac-to-MS-DOS translator utility, the ability to save files in PICT or EPS format, the ability to open a PICT file without using the Clipboard, a select-all capability, and new design capabilities.

Drawings produced with CADD Level 1 have floating-point precision to 16 decimal places. Drawing tools include points, lines, rectangles, regular polygons, circles, arcs, ellipses, Bézier and spline curves, and text. You can place objects on 256 layers, rotate them to any angle, and change their scales. You can also import files from other applications as PICT files, or export as PICT or EPS files.

Generic CADD Level 1 version 1.1 runs on the Mac Plus, SE, or II with at least 1 megabyte of RAM. A math coprocessor is recommended.

Price: $149.95.
Contact: Generic Software, Inc., 11911 North Creek Pkwy, S, Bothell, WA 98011, (800) 228-3601; in Washington, (206) 487-2233.
Inquiry 1123.
Hands down, the best selling most compatible graphics tablet you can buy.

SummaSketch® is the world's best selling tablet because it's filled with "Plus's". Like full IBM connectivity with the PC, AT and PS/2. Plus full Microsoft® compatibility through a Universal Mouse Emulator™. Plus a separate tablet driver for Microsoft Windows. Plus a two-year warranty. Add that to our standard features — like high resolution and accuracy with the most software compatibility — and you have the tablet with all the Plus's. The 12" × 12" SummaSketch Plus.

New 18" × 12" Version. Now you can get all these great features in our larger SummaSketch® Professional tablet. All the Plus's, plus more active area to work with!

FREE! $245 TEMPLATE.
Your choice: AutoCAD®, VersaCAD®, CADKEY® or Microsoft®

... Send me more information on the AutoBase template offer and on SummaSketch tablets...

... I'm interested in OEM information...

Name: ____________________________ Title: ____________________________
Company: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ____________________________ Zip: ____________________________

Mail to: Summagraphics Corporation
50 Silvermine Road
Seymour, CT 06483

© 1988 Summagraphics Corporation All rights reserved.
Ours only wins in three of them.

1. How fast does it install.
   We have no competition in this category. LANLink 5X installs in about fifteen minutes, and it doesn't take a technician to do it. Since LANLink 5X uses standard parallel or RS-232 serial ports, installing a network means little more than connecting the cable and loading the software.
   With hardware LANs, installation can easily take two days—one to set it up and one to tweak it. And it also takes someone who really knows what he's doing. That is, someone expensive.

2. How fast does it transmit.
   Okay, this is the category we don't win: the hardware LANs are generally a little quicker. At least, they are under optimal conditions, which is how they rate themselves.
   But LANLink 5X is pretty quick, too. At half a megabit per second, it's way out ahead of any other software LAN, and right at the heels of the hardware types. Which, of course, are far more expensive.

3. How fast does it maintain.
   The real cost of a network is not so much the initial price as it is the continuing outlay for maintenance—adapting it to changing needs. That's something LANLink 5X does practically on its own.

4. How fast can you pay for it.
   Now we've arrived at the bottom line, where LANLink 5X is toughest to beat. You can install a five-user LANLink network for about the same cost as the LAN board in a board-driven network. On top of that, factor in what you save on installation and maintenance time, and the difference is pretty dramatic.
   LANLink 5X is available immediately, and it comes with a money-back guarantee. Its price of $595 includes a server and a satellite module plus the network operating system. Additional satellites are available for $125.
   For complete details on the fastest software-driven network available, call 800-451-LINK.
   LANLink 5X. Because three out of four ain't bad.
Introducing PC-MOS™ 3.0

A multiuser system no longer means only a mainframe or minicomputer. Today's 386- and 286-based PCs are more powerful than the minicomputers of just a few years ago. And they often provide more desktop power than one person can use effectively.

That's why you need PC-MOS 3.0. It harnesses the power of your 386- or 286-based PC and turns it into a powerful multiuser, multitasking computer. PC-MOS is the multiuser operating system that lets you run popular DOS applications such as Windows™, Lotus 1-2-3™, dBase IV™ or WordPerfect™—without modification.

PC-MOS is the perfect solution for a small business or a department of a large company that needs users to easily and affordably share programs, databases or peripherals. It takes full advantage of the hardware's power—and saves you money. For example, instead of replicating PCs, each user can have an inexpensive terminal or monitor that acts like a PC.

There are now more than 100,000 users of PC-MOS worldwide, but if you haven't seen it lately, take another look. We've broadened our base of compatible applications and added multi-user security, faster disk performance and larger task sizes. Version 3.0 also interfaces with Novell LANs, 3270 mainframe communications products and The Software Link's LANLink™ local area network.

Call us today for more information about PC-MOS 3.0 and the location of your nearest multiuser dealer. We'll show you how to easily and affordably turn your PC into a powerful multiuser system.

DOS Compatibility Means Minimal Training

And Support

Since PC-MOS is DOS compatible—unlike UNIX™ or OS/2™—there's no need for users to learn a "new" operating system or be reticent on the application programs they already know. And unlike most LANs, PC-MOS is easy to install and even easier to maintain. No hassle, no expensive wiring and no network management headaches.

Terminals and Workstations Supported

Wyse 150™, Link MOS™, Kimtron KT-70™, IBM 3151™, AT&T 695 Business Communications Terminal™, Sun River Cygna/366™ Video Network Adapter™ and others.

Your connection to advanced technology

Circle 309 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 310)
Lucid 3-D Supports Graphing and Expanded Memory

Version 2.0 of Lucid 3-D now supports three-dimensional graphics, three-dimensional range linking, and expanded memory. It can also directly read and write Lotus 1-2-3's .WK and .WK1 files, as well as dBASE files.

You can do pie, bar, line, and scatter charts in three dimensions, and the program's graph switch feature lets you view data from 25 different perspectives.

Other new features include minimal recalculation and a transpose through the clipboard that handles formulas.

To run version 2.0, you need an IBM PC with 256K bytes of RAM (347K bytes for graphics capabilities). It supports any Microsoft-compatible mouse and IBM-compatible dot-matrix and Hewlett-Packard LaserJet printers.

Price: $99.95.
Inquiry 1114.

Database Power for Nonprogrammers

Alpha Software's Alpha Four is a relational database for users who don't know a database programming language but need to build sophisticated applications to manage data. With the program's outliner, you can build an application in the same way you would create an outline with your word processor, using familiar language.

Up to 10 databases can be linked with a common linking field or equation as a single database.

Alpha Four is written in C and is compatible with dBASE III files, Alpha reports. It works on the IBM PC or compatibles.

BAR CODES WERE NOT INVENTED TO COMPLICATE YOUR LIFE

At Barcode Industries we design our products to adapt to our customers' systems. We don't expect our customers to change the way they operate to accommodate us.

That's why we invented the MindReader wedge and then brought out the MiniBar and MaxiBar programmable readers. Our readers interface to over 100 PCs, IBM terminals, compatibles, and cash registers, without requiring any change in the host's hardware or software.

Barcode is simplifying life even further with its two latest products:
- ScanPlus is the ergonomic CCD scanner that makes scanning as easy as pointing.
- Planet links together Barcode's products, and any others with RS-232 ports, in a high-speed token-ring network.

Best of all, these products can help you realize the promise of bar coding without the problems. And it's not complicated. Give us a call.
You can't breathe life into your ideas if you feel like strangling your computer. So we've developed a line of powerful, yet delightfully simple, personal computing tools.

The Mouse that'll work with any application, and zoom the cursor precisely to its destination with a mere flick of the wrist.

ScanMan™: The handheld scanner that'll pop images into any IBM or Macintosh personal computer in seconds.

And Finesse™: The comprehensive publishing program that's earning a reputation as the easiest to use in its class.

Talk to your dealer about the Logitech Line, and soon you'll be swearing by your computer, not at it.

For your nearest dealer call Logitech at: 800-231-7717
In California: 800-552-8885
In Europe: ++41-21-869-96-56
Circle 159 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 160)
HyperPad Goes DOS

HyperPad is a character-based HyperCard-like software environment for PCs running DOS. HyperPad features the same hierarchy as its cousin, HyperCard, and uses similar objects, tools, and menus. HyperPad is a configurable, object-oriented environment with a scripting language and built-in functions for painting, drawing, and forms generation. The scripting language, called HyperScript, is similar to Apple’s HyperTalk, except that HyperPad is character-based rather than graphical.

HyperPad will run on any IBM PC, PS/2, or compatible with DOS 2.1 or higher. It uses 384K bytes of RAM.

Price: $99.95; limited developer’s edition, $495; unlimited license, $3000.

Contact: Brightbill-Roberts, 120 East Washington St., Suite 421, Syracuse, NY 13202, (315) 474-3400.

Inquiry 1117.

A Clean Sweep for Mailing Lists

Ever wonder why your name gets so botched on computer-generated letters? If everyone generating those letters used mailing list utilities, our mailboxes would be cleaner places.

Peoplesmith Software has three utilities that help you enter and clean up lists of names.

DynaKey lets you enter names and addresses in all caps, with special abbreviations and no punctuation. The program converts what you’ve entered to whatever format you want it in, such as uppercase and lowercase and expanded abbreviations.

DataLift is a program that takes a database of all caps, strange abbreviations, and inconsistent punctuation and converts it to a list you can use. It’s similar to DynaKey, but it assumes that you’ve imported a list from somewhere else, rather than keying it in yourself.

The third program, Personator, takes a list of first and last names and splits them into different fields.

Personator will accept up to three suffixes and recognizes last name prefixes like the Mac in MacDonald. The program contains a first-name table with 7000 first names.

All three programs run on the IBM PC with DOS 2.0 or higher and 512K bytes of RAM.

Price: DynaKey, $199; DataLift, $149; Personator, $129.

Contact: Peoplesmith Software, 18 Damon Rd., P.O. Box 384, North Scituate, MA 02060, (617) 545-7300.

Inquiry 1116.

Protect the one you love.

Yours is not just any computer. It’s your friend. Your confidant. Your business partner. You wouldn’t be without it.

But it can happen in a flash. A sudden storm, distant ditch digger, motor, or even a toy metallic balloon can send data-killing, component-killing electric surges and sags smack into your computer. Even knock it out altogether.

It’s a matter of time before this happens to you. So protect your friend with Emerson’s new low-cost SW1000 Uninterruptible Power System. Only 2¾ in. high, it fits smartly right under your PC’s monitor for less than $700.

In a brownout or blackout, a battery will instantly take over giving you ten minutes or more to shut down your computer.

Call 1-800-Back-UPS for the Emerson dealer nearest you. Before it’s too late.

* Limit 1 per customer. Offer expires September 30, 1989. Dealer: For reimbursement, forward copy of sales slip, UPS serial No., and customer name, address and phone number to: Marketing Services, Emerson Computer Power, 3300 S. Standard Street, Santa Ana, CA 92705.

© 1989 Emerson Electric Co.
**Computer Country**

**THE AWESOME AT**

**BRAND NEW!!!**

**QUADRANT — AT — 80286 FULLY IBM — AT COMPATIBLE**

**SYSTEM OPTIONS:**
- **Processor:** Intel 80286
- **Memory:** 512K Installed
- **Hard Drive:** 1.2MB, 5.25" Drive
- **Floppy Drive:** 360K, 5.25" Drive
- **Video:** IBM Style
- **Keyboard:** True IBM Style
- **Card Options:** Mono Card with Printer Port

**$499 COST**

**THE SUPER SYSTEM**

**XT TURBO COMPUTER SYSTEM**

**SUPER INEXPENSIVE!!! SUPER VALUE!!!**

**SYSTEM INCLUDES:**
- 265K Installed 8088-2 Processor
- 512K Memory
- 30MB Hard Drive
- Internal 3.5" Drive
- Internal 8087 Socket
- Internal 80287 Socket
- 250W Power Supply
- Deluxe Keyboard
- Hard Drive
- Serial Chain

**IMPOSSIBLE PRICE:**

**$349 COST**

**HARD DRIVE DEAL**

**SEAGATE 225**

20MB • 1/2Ht • 5/4 Drive

**$179 COST**

**WESTERN DIGITAL**

Controller for XT and SEAGATE-225

ONLY $49 Complete with Cables

**Monochrome Monitor — 14"**

**$259 COST**

**MONITOR MANIA**

**The Best Monitor Deal in the USA!!!**

**List Price:** SUPER Hi-Res - 640 x 400 $963

**Color Card Included**

**Better Than EGA Resolution!!**

.31 Dot Pitch - Anti Glare Screen - Includes Graphic Memory Upgrade Kit - 90 Day Warranty

**THE BEST CGA RESOLUTION YOU CAN BUY!!!**

**Electrified Discounters**

(203) 287-1976

JUNE 1989 • BYTE 96NE-1
Information Retrieval Conference

Topics scheduled for the 12th International Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval include interfaces, knowledge-based approaches, formal models, hypermedia, and natural-language processing.

The conference, sponsored by the Association of Computing Machinery's Information Retrieval special-interest group, will be held on June 25-28 at Boston's Marriott Cambridge Hotel. 

Price: ACM or SIGIR members: registration, $270; one tutorial, $175. Nonmembers: $310 and $185, respectively; students, $80 and $75.

Contact: ACM SIGIR Conference, Professor W. B. Croft, Computer and Information Science Dept., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003, (413) 545-0463.

Inquiry 910.

Two Technical Conferences in Rochester

The 1989 Rochester Forth Conference on Industrial Automation will be held on June 20-24 at the University of Rochester. Dr. Sergei Baranoff, from the Leningrad Institute for Informatika and author of the first Forth textbook in Russian, is scheduled to lecture.

Price: $200; IEEE members and University of Rochester staff, $150; students, $50.


Inquiry 908.

Electronic Circuitry Conference

NEPCON East, the show for the design, manufacturing, and testing of electronic circuitry in assemblies, will be held at the World Trade Center and Bayside Convention Center in Boston on June 13-15.

Planned exhibits will feature equipment and technology for the packaging, production, and testing of electronic circuitry.

Price: $25.

Contact: Cahners Exposition Group, Cahners Plaza, 1350 East Touhy Ave., P.O. Box 5060, Des Plaines, IL 60018, (312) 299-9311.

Inquiry 911.

continued
DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
• The Teletek X-Bandit was specifically designed to utilize the advanced features of the Lotus/Intel/Microsoft EMS 4.0 Specification. Further, the X-Bandit’s Segmented Memory Mapping capability allows the user to extend DOS size beyond the 640K barrier. It is available in both 8 and 16 bit versions for use in the IBM XT, AT, and compatibles.

MEMORY
• Segmented Memory Mapping allows the user to fill out unused memory segments between 640K and 1024K. By “claiming” unused portions of memory in 16K increments, the user effectively increases TPA size. LAN or custom software modules, for example, can be loaded into these high memory areas thus relieving the lower 640K of TPA for other application programs.
• Split Memory Addressing allows the user to fill out conventional memory to 640K.
• Extended Memory Addressing is available for the PC/AT version.
• 2 MB capacity in a single slot. Up to 8 MB per system.
• Parity checking.

SOFTWARE
• Easy menu-driven auto configuration software.
• Device driver includes print spooler and RAM drive.
• Supports multitasking with the appropriate shell-resident software package.

SPEED
• 6/8/10 MHz speed with 0 wait states. 12 MHz speed with 1 wait state.

WARRANTY
• One year parts and labor.

TELETEK
4600 Pell Drive
Sacramento, CA 95838
(916) 920-4600
Fax (916) 927-7684
Circle 516 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 517)
International Conference on Communications

Of the 320 papers scheduled for presentation at the 1989 IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC '89), about 120 will be from international experts, according to the conference's general chairman, Edmond Elowe.

Over 2000 people are expected to attend the conference, to be held in Boston on June 11-14. More than 50 technical sessions are planned. The technical thrust of the conference is in four parts: science and technology, architecture and standards, operations and applications, and services and trials.

Price: Full registration, IEEE members, $275; non-members, $335. Limited one-day registration is also available.

| Contact: Edmond N. Elowe, ICC '89 General Chairman, 56 Maine St., P.O. Box S, Brunswick, ME 04011, (207) 725-1000. Inquiry 1067. |

Technical Communication Seminar

A one-day advanced seminar for trainers, consultants, and managers in technical and scientific communication will be held at Plymouth State College on June 24.

The conference will consist of seven sessions and round-robin discussions on how to write concise documentation, incorporating new technologies into the information development process, how to design a training course to develop competence of communication professionals, the consultant as colleague and vendor, and others.

The conference is directed by the same two people who originated the Plymouth State College Conference on Writing for the Computer Industry, which is now held at MIT.

Price: $325.

Contact: Richard Chisholm, Seminar Director, Plymouth State College, Plymouth, NH 03264, (603) 536-5000, ext. 2301. Reservations cannot be made over the phone.

Inquiry 913.

Users Group Meeting in New York

Although it will be held in the same time frame as PC Expo, the Intergalactic User Group Officers Conference is open to officers and BBS sysops of any users group, no matter which operating system it supports.

The program will include general and technical presentations, panels, discussion sessions, exhibits, awards, and social events. It is sponsored by the New York Personal Computer Group and will be held on June 24.


Connectivity—No magic word, just ACT!

Are you confused by the jargons and scared by the high-cost and risky investment of LAN products? Call us now, find out life won't be that tough in the LAN business.

We provide amazing low-cost networking products including:

- Twisted-pair/Coaxial Arcnet Adapter
- 8-bit/16-bit Arcnet Adapter
- 8-port Twisted-pair/Coaxial Active Hub
- 4-port Active & Arcnet Adapter in one board
- 4-port Passive Hub
- Ethernet Adapter for Netware, 3+ share
- 25/50 feet standard RG-62/RG-58 Cable
- Customerized Coaxial Cable
- BNC Connector: BNC-T, Barrel Connector, Terminator, etc.

* LOW PRICE GUARANTEE
* TWO YEARS FULL WARRANTY
* ALL COMPONENTS NOVELL NETWARE COMPATIBLE

/A/C/T/

EDIMAX COMPUTER COMPANY

10543 PROGRESS WAY
CYPRESS, CA 90630 U.S.A
TEL: 714-761-4477
FAX: 714-761-4783

3020 SCOTT BLVD
SANTA CLARA, CA 95054 U.S.A
TEL: 408-496-1105-6
FAX: 408-980-1530

Circle 508 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 509)
INDEPENDENT STORE IN NYC DEDICATED TO IBM® PC SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS ONLY

If We Don't Have It, It's Probably Not Worth Having.
STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M. E.S.T. MON.-FRI.
SATURDAYS: 10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.
Terms, Conditions and Prices May Differ In Our Store.
CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME.

PC LINK CORP. 29 WEST 33RD STREET. 2ND FL., NEW YORK, NY 10018

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-221-0343
FOR ORDERS ONLY

IN NEW YORK CALL 1-212-70-8036
FOR ORDERS & INQUIRIES

THEIR MONTH'S SPECIALS—May 1st through 31st

PLUS DEV.
ESW Passport 40 (Complete Int. Kit) $1059.00

595.00 Int. home disk & compact

NEC Multisynch 2A Monitor & WALLSOFT. CLARION SOFT. Passport 40 (Complete Int.

We reserve the right to repair, replace or return manufacturer for goods acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer Must Call For Return Authorization Number Before Returning Any Goods. Prompt attention will be given to all damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credit are subject to 20% restocking charge, plus shipping charge. No Returns For Credit Without Return Authorization Number. A Customer Must Call For Return Authorization Number if the customer finds any false claims made by the manufacturer. All goods are shipped via U.P.S. ONLY. Shipping charges are 2% of the total purchase price or $5.00, whichever is greater. Please call for shipping charges on Printers & Accessories. C.O.D. goods are shipped for Cash or Cashier's Check Only. Max $1500.00. Please allow 10 working days for personal or corporate checks to clear. To expedite shipping send money order or cashier's check, or charge to your Visa or MasterCard. We do not Add a Service Charge For Credit Card Usage. Prices SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPEWRITTEN ERRORS.

Circle 513 on Reader Service Card
Lost in the Sea of Data Communications Equipment?

Call Direct of New England

for prompt answers and great prices on 2400, 9600, V.32, Multiplexers, and anything else you need.

We’re here to help you right now! Call (617) 272-6565.

Direct of New England, Inc.
ONE MOUNTAIN ROAD • BURLINGTON, MA 01803 (617) 272-6565

Distributors of: MultiTech

---

Quality In... Quality Out

No matter how well acquainted you are with making important personal computing decisions—decisions that may involve hundreds of thousands of dollars—the value of those decisions is only as good as the value of your information. Without quality information—it’s hard to make quality decisions.

BYTEweek, McGraw-Hill’s new weekly newsletter for professionals in the personal computer industry, is devoted to giving you that quality information through its timely and compact one-stop news format. And BYTEweek interprets this news with in-depth commentary and analysis.

Subscribe to BYTEweek for quality information. Remember, quality in... quality out.

Take advantage of the special one-year charter subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and Canada)—a savings of $100 off the regular rate. Your subscription includes 50 issues plus a free three-month subscription to BIX—a $49 value.

Don’t miss this opportunity! In the U.S., call BYTEweek’s toll-free number: 1-800-258-5485, in N.H. and outside the U.S., call: 1-603-924-9281.

BYTEweek offers a money-back guarantee if you’re not completely satisfied.

BYTEWEEK
News and Analysis for Professionals in the Personal Computing Industry
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458
The TDX-50, TDX-75, and TDX-450 are lightweight, heavy-duty, highly reliable systems designed for office and field applications. The drives offer full compatibility with PC's, XT's, AT's, 386's, PS/2's, and other machines.

- True Start/Stop, 45-100 IPS*
- Auto or Manual Loading*
- NRZI/800, PE/1600, DDE/3200*
- Reel Size Up to 10.5 inches...
- Data Transfer 36KB-144KB Per Second*
- Rewinds 2400 Feet in 100-180 Seconds*
- Image and File-Based Backup

Network Compatible
Uses One Slot in Micros
Direct Integration Into DOS
Transfer Data Directly Into DBMS

DOS operation using familiar commands or control from applications programs with minimal effort. May be used with RS-232, IBM 3X, IEEE, µVAX, SCSI, Xenix, Pertec, and other protocols.

Prices start at $5,100, including all hardware, extensive software, cables, and tabletop enclosure.

*Depending on model and operating mode.

ASK ABOUT OUR LEASE-PURCHASE PROGRAM
Contact Ron Kramer for Information
800-842-0708 or 516-385-3344
TDX Peripherals, Inc.
270-02 East Pulaski Road
Greenlawn, New York 11740
Circle 514 on Reader-Service Card (DEALERS: 515)
Professional Corporate DBMS developers revealed to PC WEEK the secret to their success: Magic PC - The Visual Database Language. It is no competitive product. We knew all along that the secret to their success was just like conventional database languages, just like CAD obsolescent manual drafting. Magic PC frees you from the entire coding and maintenance responsibility, so you can concentrate on your system design. You specify dictionaries, processing flow schemes, groups, reports, windows, menus, etc. Design changes are easily applied on the fly and automatically maintained. Your design is immediately executed by Magic PC's stand-alone runtime engine.

You finish even before conventional DBMS programmers normally begin the coding phase. Imagine saving all those months of tedious trial-and-error coding, debugging, testing and re-coding.

Discover the secret to professional DBMS success. Order your copy of Magic PC now without any risk! Magic PC single user $299, Magic LAN multi-user $699. But, if you'd rather spend your time coding - simply return in 30 days and we'll refund you promptly less $19.95 restocking, no questions asked.

**Dealers Welcome**

800-345-6244

In CA 714-250-1718

Fax: 714-955-0199

19782 MacArthur Blvd Suite 305, Irvine, CA 92715

**MAGIC PC**: It used to be a secret...

Not Anymore!

Thousands of top DBMS product developers placed a lesser-known package, Aker Corp.'s Magic PC, in the top grouping and relegated a very well-known package, Ashton-Tate's dBASE III Plus, to eighth place.

The Story Behind dBASE

More interesting is how the respondents placed a lesser-known package, Ashton-Tate's dBASE III Plus, to eighth place. We knew all along that the secret to their success was just like conventional database languages, just like CAD obsolescent manual drafting. Magic PC frees you from the entire coding and maintenance responsibility, so you can concentrate on your system design. You specify dictionaries, processing flow scheme, groups, reports, windows, menus, etc. Design changes are easily applied on the fly and automatically maintained. Your design is immediately executed by Magic PC's stand-alone runtime engine.


disable powerful applications 10-20 times faster than any DBMS or 4GL. Goodbye 4GLs

Magic PC's revolutionary power and programming speed obsolesces conventional database languages, just like CAD obsolescent manual drafting. Magic PC frees you from the entire coding and maintenance responsibility, so you can concentrate on your system design. You specify dictionaries, processing flow scheme and drawings of screens, reports, windows, menus, etc. Design changes are easily applied on the fly and automatically maintained. Your design is immediately executed by Magic PC's stand-alone runtime engine.

You finish even before conventional DBMS programmers normally begin the coding phase. Imagine saving all those months of tedious trial-and-error coding, debugging, testing and re-coding.

**State-of-the-art Features**

Automatic non-procedural processing

Event-driven execution control

Multi-User RDBMS

Quick Prototyping

Multi-file zoom lookups

Easy-to-use user interface

Built-in visual query-by-example

Proven BTRIEVE® Performance

Magic PC is based on Novell's Btrieve® for maximum performance and reliability. And if you already program with Btrieve®, use Magic PC to create instant customizations of your existing applications with full file compatibility, beyond Xtrieve® and Rtrieve®.

International inquiries call M.S.E. Ltd.

(927) 3751-4195 FAX: (972) 3751-6218

1 PC WEEK, Jan. 16 '89

2 Add $10 P&H, tax in CA. Requires IBM/100% comp., 512K hard disk, DOS 3.1 or later. Includes Btrieve runtime. 5.25" not copy protected. * Copyright Aker, 1989. Btrieve®, Xtrieve®, Rtrieve® are trademarks of Novell.
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Circle 501 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 502)
AMT has it better

24 Wire Dot Matrix Printer, 480, 200, 80 cps
Emulates: IBM, Unisys, Apple/Macintosh & DEC
"C" Size Plotting capabilities

and

Postscript Printing under $1,500 in COLOR
with Freedom of Press software

Freedom of Press the latest in postscript language interpreters by CAI

Dataware Products Inc.
350 University Ave.
Westwood, Massachusetts 02090
1-800-548-9182 In Mass. 617-461-1160

Nec's family of 24 Wire Dot Matrix printers are capable of Postscript Printing in COLOR
with Freedom of Press Software

Freedom of Press the latest in postscript language interpreters by CAI

NEC'S Largest Regional Distributor
NEC Authorized Service and Supplies
The PowerMate Portable offers more yet costs less

Now you can have a portable computer that makes sense. The PowerMate Portable gives you all the functions and power of a full-size desktop computer in a compact transportable package. We CHALLENGE you to find another portable that provides all these features.

- 8/10 MHz 80286 Processor
- 640K RAM
- Backlit LCD
- 720K, 3½” Floppy
- 20 MB or 40 MB Hard Disk
- Expansion Slot for Modem
- 2 AT-Compatible Expansion Slots
- Parallel Port
- Serial Port
- MS-DOS 3.2
- 720K, 31/2” Floppy
- 20 MB or 40 MB Hard Disk
- RGB Color Monitor Port (Supports EGA)
- 5¼” Floppy Drive Interface
- Clock/Calendar
- GW-BASIC
- More

Model H701  Model H702
20MB Hard Disk  40MB Hard Disk

$3995  $4695

Leasing available

All systems tested before delivery

Authorized NEC Computer and Printer Dealer

Manchester Equipment Co., Inc.
"The Computer Supply and Equipment Experts"

50 Marcus Boulevard □ Hauppauge, New York 11788
(516) 435-1199 □ (516) 434-8700

New York City □ Ft. Lauderdale □ Tampa
(212) 629-6969 □ (305) 491-7660 □ (813) 962-8086
Boston
(617) 739-1555

Circle 511 on Reader Service Card
Complete Communications, Including Remote Control, All in One Software Package

BLAST Communications
Software products allow you to connect and intelligently manage all of your operating systems with...

- One reliable, noise-proof communications program
- One powerful script language
- One set of commands
- One user-friendly interface
to form
One unified company-wide Dial-up Network

You don't need to add boards or other expensive hardware... just use any async modem — including new high speeds and V.32s.

With BLAST products linking your system, you'll enjoy features such as Terminal Emulation (VT 100/220, D-200, 3101, etc); Automated, unattended remote polling, formatting and reporting; Remote Control of remote PC keyboards, screens and printers; Unbeatable data transmission performance over static-filled lines, X.25 packets and satellite-routed calls.

So when you're ready to really integrate your system, move up to BLAST... the fastest, most reliable and connectable communications software in the world today!

1-800-24-BLAST

Communications Research Group
5615 Corporate Boulevard • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808

Circle 503 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 504)
Taking It to the Streets

Streets on a Disk, the program that lets you plan travel directions and alternate routes in hundreds of U.S. cities, now includes an Auto-place feature that takes a mailing list and positions tokens on the map for each address. Each token contains up to 100 lines of comments and information in notepad format.

Each generated travel route is displayed with full graphics on the street map and as a detailed travel report. To help adjust for traffic variables, you can adjust conditions like average traveling speed. With Streets on a Disk 3.0’s editor, you can strip out sections of a map. If you want to travel in one section of a city only, you can edit the map, saving memory on your laptop.

The program’s routing capabilities can handle one-way streets, highway exits, and speed settings for seven types of streets. You can zoom from a 100-mile area to an area as small as 26 feet, and you can print out maps and sections of maps as small as 4 square inches. The program also handles rivers, railroads, airports, and boundaries.

Streets on a Disk 3.0 works on the IBM PC and compatibles with DOS 2.1 or higher and 512K bytes of RAM. Because individual city disks can require up to 2 megabytes, the program requires a hard disk drive.

Price: $150; accessory maps, $20 to $640, depending on the size and detail of the map.
Contact: Klynas Engineering, P.O. Box 499, Simi Valley, CA 93062, (805) 583-1029.
Inquiry 1056.

Database Utility Helps Create Bibliographies

Publish or Perish is a database utility for professional researchers and students who want an alternative to old-fashioned index cards used to create bibliographies. Version 4.0 lets you copy and move cards and perform Boolean searches.

If you already have references saved in text-file form, you can import them into Publish or Perish, or you can create a new set of reference cards. When you’re ready to output the references as a text file or to a printer, you can choose the font and formatting options.

A Select option lets you select (or deselect) all references or those references that match a specified keyword or search string. A Sort option can alphabetize your references or put them in the order you prefer. The program can search fields and notes.

Publish or Perish runs on the Macintosh 512KE or higher.
Price: $74.95
Inquiry 1058.

Graphical Plotting Subroutines for DOS, OS/2

A library of subroutines that supports C, FORTRAN, and BASIC compilers simplifies the development of charting and plotting applications for programs. The package, GSS*GPS, is available in source code-compatible DOS and OS/2 versions.

The routines implement standard formats for seven types of charts: area, bar, line, scatter, schedule, step, and text-only. You can use these formats, or you can create your own.

The subroutines require DOS 2.0 or higher with the DOS version and OS/2 version 1.1 for the OS/2 version, and they run on the IBM PC and compatibles or higher.
Contact: Graphic Software Systems, Inc., 9590 Southwest Gemini Dr., P.O. Box 4900, Beaverton, OR 97005, (503) 641-2200.
Inquiry 1057.

Apple Enhances ImageWriter LQ

Apple’s ImageWriter LQ is now quieter, delivers better print output, and is more accessible from within applications, Apple says.

The product is similar to the same 27-pin dot-matrix printer that was introduced last year for the Macintosh and the Apple II. With standard equipment, you’ll still get the 15-inch-wide carriage and paper handling in push-and-pull tractor, friction feed, and bottom feed.

Although Apple claims this model is quieter, it won’t comment on specific decibel ratings. Sound-deadening equipment, including a new platen, and changing the print head to work less frequently help reduce noise, Apple reports.

Of course, making the print head work less frequently would slow down print speed if Apple didn’t rewrite the software driver. The print head now works when it was previously idle. Using internal fonts, print speed remains effectively at 250 cps in draft mode and at 115 cps in letter-quality mode.

Print quality is enhanced on the top and the bottom of printed documents by increasing the pressure of the paper on the platen. Printer resolution is 216 dpi. The final enhancement involves the HyperCard stack and Quick Setup Guide, which are now shipped as standard equipment.
Price: $1399; LocalTalk card, $139.
Contact: Apple Computer, Inc., 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014, (408) 996-1010.
Inquiry 1063.

Streets on a Disk can help you navigate city streets when the shortest distance between A and B is not a straight line.
A Quality 80386 Machine

It seems like everybody is selling a 25-MHz 80386-based computer these days. Unfortunately, the quality of such systems varies tremendously. The worst machines are mere assemblages of available parts; the best ones are built with regard for performance and reliability. One of the best that I've seen is the Dell 325.

Dell has managed to assemble all the most-wanted features into one system. The Dell 325 I looked at contained an 80386 running at 25 MHz and 2 megabytes of RAM, which was composed of eight 256K-byte single in-line memory modules arranged in an interleaved memory architecture to speed memory access.

There is a socket for an Intel 80387 math coprocessor (a Weitek 3167 math coprocessor is optional). An 82385 cache memory controller and 32K bytes of 25-nanosecond static RAM for the cache speed memory access.

The system also came with an 18-millisecond Micropolis Model 1558-14 318-megabyte hard disk drive and two floppy disk drives (1.2-megabyte 51/4-inch and 1.44-megabyte 31/2-inch). The drives are connected to a Western Digital floppy disk/ESDI hard disk controller card.

Video output is controlled by a Video Seven 16-bit VGA card and displayed on a Dell VGA Color Plus Monitor. Also included is a Key Tronic 101-key Enhanced keyboard.

The Dell 325's base system comes with 1 megabyte of RAM, a 1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive, and a Western Digital controller card.

Setting up and using the Dell 325 was simple. Every part of the system is documented, and everything was in working order out of the box. It comes with a one-year limited warranty, and toll-free technical support is offered.

In performance, the Dell 325 was as fast as any other 80386 computer I've used. The BYTE benchmarks rate the machine as roughly equivalent to—if not faster than—the Compaq Deskpro 386/25.

All this performance comes in a package that costs one-third less than a comparable Deskpro 386/25. The Dell system I used cost $9308. This low price is partly the result of recent price cuts made by Dell for large hard disk drives and partly because of the decrease in the cost of DRAM chips.

Dell recently announced that it will offer a Unix version of this system. The option includes a merged version of Unix System V 3.2, which can run all Xenix applications, in addition to AT&T System V/80386 programs. This system will also support X Windows.

The Dell 325 is a fine combination of hardware that provides very good performance at a reasonable price.

—Stan Wzola

It's a Word Processor and, Its Also a Grammar Checker

No, that title didn't slip past the copy desk. It did, however, slip past Perfect Grammar, which is the grammar-checking program bundled with Lifetree Software's Volkswriter 4 word processor. Perfect Grammar is useful for cleaning up carelessly worded text, but it's no substitute for a copy editor or a judicious proofreader.

To test Perfect Grammar, I created two documents with the aid of The Elements of Style by Strunk and White. The first 2100-word document violated all of Strunk and White's rules, and the second document conformed to them.

continued
In addition to common grammatical errors like "its" for "it's," the bad test file included stylistic problems like wordiness and entire paragraphs written in the passive voice.

Perfect Grammar checks grammar and spelling, highlighting mistakes and suggesting corrections. In most cases, you have the option to accept the correction, ignore the suggestion, or edit the offending word or phrase yourself. Since you're given the final say, you always have full control over style; you can even set the checker to never flag unorthodox constructs that you often use.

The program missed obvious mistakes and occasionally flagged correct expressions. No grammar checker can read your mind, but how much stock can you put in software that passes over "Morris's uncle, Albert keeps pet piranha" and suggests "reads" for "read" in "The man unfolded the contract and read it to me"?

If you can't rely on the program in simple cases like these, you're not likely to take its suggestions when the grammar questions become more difficult.

---

**THE FACTS**

**Volkswriter 4 with Perfect Grammar**

$199

**Requirements:**

IBM PC with DOS 2.0 or higher and 640K bytes of RAM, with 540K bytes free, or 384K bytes Perfect Grammar also fails to detect errors that extend beyond one sentence. Varying verb tense in a single paragraph is an example. It doesn't flag strings of passive-voice sentences or paragraphs of sentences that begin with the same word.

While it rightfully takes exception to "the reason why is ..." as wordy, it doesn't object to repeated sentences containing "the fact that" or "certainly." It also accepts ridiculously complex wording and jargon.

---

In addition to the grammar checker, Volkswriter 4 adds a few interesting features to the usual word processor's repertoire of editing and block manipulation. These include math functions, sorts, text merges, and an ASCII conversion utility. The package supports over 400 printers and can take advantage of advanced printer features like proportional spacing and PostScript.

Volkswriter 4 is both easy to learn and easy to use. Thus, even if you're fiercely loyal to other word processing software (as most of us are), you won't have much trouble making the adjustment.

If you expect Perfect Grammar to dramatically improve your writing, you'll probably be disappointed. If, on the other hand, you're looking for a good word processor with a sophisticated diagnostic tool, Volkswriter 4 with Perfect Grammar may be the answer.

---

**Low-Cost Digitizing on the Mac**

With the ComputerEyes video digitizer from Digital Vision, you can now get 8-bit digitizing with 256 gray levels for the price of 1-bit digitizers. There are some obvious trade-offs, like speed, but even that isn't too bad.

ComputerEyes scans at 300 dots per inch in 24 seconds, or 6 seconds for the fast graphics scan (at about 72 dpi). This is not, however, a frame-capture board that will take one-thirtieth of a second's worth of TV and digitize it. If your subject moves appreciably during the scan, it will show a smear. If you have recorded a moving subject on videotape, you might be able to use this device on the playback for digitization. If you want to digitize nonmoving subjects like plants, it's no problem.

The digitizer measures 5 1/2 by 5 by 2 inches. It comes with a small 12-volt DC wall-hung power supply, a cable with an RCA phono plug on each end that you can plug into a printer or a modem, a Macintosh disk, and a manual. You plug the digitizer into a mini-8 Mac serial port.

The manual goes over the basic installation procedures and common troubleshooting areas, but it doesn't go into depth on any subject. The overview section is probably the best part of the manual, since it explains what is being done by the digitizer and how to use the gray-level editing continued

---

**THE FACTS**

**ComputerEyes**

$249.95

**Requirements:**

Any Mac with 1 megabyte of RAM.

Digital Vision, Inc.
66 Eastern Ave.
Dedham, MA 02026
(800) 346-0090
Inquiry 1026.
CrossCode C comes with four powerful tools to help you program your 68000-based ROMable applications

From C source to final object, each tool takes you one step closer to your finished ROMable design

CrossCode C is designed specifically to help you write ROMable code for all members of the Motorola 68000 family. Four powerful tools take you from C source to object code:

1. COMPILER: To get truly ROMable code, you have to start with a truly ROMable compiler. Here are three CrossCode C features that you won’t find in any ordinary C compiler:
   - Compiler output code is split into five independent memory sections that you can assign into ROM or RAM as you please.
   - You can optimize the code for your application because you control the sizes of data types. For example, you can optimize for speed by using two byte *ints*, or get maximum versatility by using four byte *ints*.
   - You can easily write assembly language routines that call C functions and vice versa, because the compiler uses simple, well documented parameter passing conventions.

2. ASSEMBLER: CrossCode C comes with a Motorola-style assembler that call C functions and vice versa, because the compiler uses simple, well documented parameter passing conventions.

3. LINKER: The CrossCode C linker is designed to handle truly huge loads. There are no limits on the number of symbols in your load or on the size of your output file. And you can always count on full 32 bit target addressability, because the linker operates comfortably in the highest ranges of the 68030’s address space.

4. DOWNLOADER: CrossCode C comes with a *downloader* that puts you in touch with all EPROM programmers and emulators. It can convert your load into Motorola S-Records, Intel Hex, Tek Hex, Extended Tek Hex, and Data I/O ASCII Hex. You can also produce a binary image and convert that image into any format you might want. In all formats, bytes can be split into EPROMs for an 8, 16, or 32 bit data bus.

Why Wait

Once you start using CrossCode C, you may just wonder how you ever got the job done before! It’s available under MS-DOS for just $1595, and it runs on all IBM PCs and compatibles (640K memory and hard disk are required). Also available under UNIX, XENIX, and VMS.

CALL TODAY for more information:

1-800-448-7733
(ask for extension 2002)

Outside the United States, please dial

PHONE: 1-312-971-8170
FAX: 1-312-971-8513
A Pair of Paradox Helpers

The power and complexity of packages like Paradox sometimes make them difficult to use, and that has created a large market for utilities like DataFinder and ScriptView.

TSR Systems’ DataFinder is a memory-resident utility that lets you directly manipulate a Paradox file from outside Paradox. When I’m writing a letter, I often need to retrieve an individual’s name and address. That requires that I do the following: start Paradox, find the name, put it into a report, and output it in ASCII. I used to think it was easier to use my Rolodex... until I tried DataFinder.

I can pop up DataFinder, find the name and address I need, mark it, cut it, and paste it directly into my letter—in mere seconds. I can also extract financial data and paste it into my spreadsheets.

DataFinder also lets me create a new file from data I’ve marked, and I can quickly edit data in a Paradox file without having to start the main program. In a pinch, DataFinder adds power to Paradox.

Another useful utility that has helped me develop custom Paradox applications using PAL (Paradox Applications Language) is ScriptView. Although PAL is a powerful language, it is complex. When I’m trying to debug a complex PAL script, I’ve often wished I could have the software tools available in regular programming languages. ScriptView fills the bill nicely.

ScriptView creates a graphical program structure from a PAL script and gives me three types of variable cross-reference listings, procedure call tree diagrams, and procedure usage reports. There are also project lists that document the entire application. If you develop PAL scripts, ScriptView is a necessity.

Stan Miasztkowski

continued
Now you can design just about anything...including your own CADD system!

See us at Booth #2201

A/E/C SYSTEMS® '89
June 6-8 Anaheim, CA Convention Center

PC Magazine ranked it "Editors Choice" in a face off with 17 low-cost CADD packages. "This product is an outstanding value from every point of view and is highly recommended." "A paperback version of AutoCAD", stated PC Week.

And our CADD programs are just part of what we offer. You can start with Generic CADD Level 1", then advance to other levels as your needs—and skills—expand.

And you can use our CADD add-ons, Utilities, and symbols libraries to design the CADD system that fits your needs. You only pay for the functionality you need, and the functionality you get has depth.

Critic tested, market approved. Generic Software offers price, quality, and support. Match our customer support against anyone!

• Unconditional 60-day guarantee on most products
• Unlimited free technical support
• Free monthly newspaper
• Regular updates at modest prices. All adding up to prove that the only thing generic about us is the price.

Call us for a free CADDalog® or for the name of your local dealer: 1-800-228-3601.

© Generic Software Inc., Level 1 and Generic CADD are trademarks of Generic Software Inc., 11911 North Creek Parkway South, Bothell, WA 98011. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
Solving the Nearly Unsolvable

NeuroShell from Ward Systems Group is a program that lets you create and solve your own problems using neural-network technology—a way of resolving issues and dilemmas that are difficult to answer with a simple yes or no. Unlike some other computational methods, neural networks don't require programming, because they are based on models of how the brain encodes and processes information. Instead, you "train" them by inputting and outputting desired behavioral information related to your current problem.

You can use neural networks to solve market trends and analysis problems, to decide on certain goods to purchase, to establish people's ability to qualify for or repay a loan, and to handle other dilemmas with several variables that may not have absolutely "correct" answers.

NeuroShell includes binary and analog versions. Generally, the binary version is more useful because you can input words and strings; the analog version requires that you assign numbers. However, you can try your problem both ways.

I installed the program easily and began using its Main and Advanced Options menus. With the Main menu and the manual, I went through some sample cases provided. The manual warns you that unless you use a math coprocessor, learning will take a while, and it did—an hour for the simple case I chose.

I ran the sample cases provided. NeuroShell gives you screens that show you all your options and ranges and information on how to adjust the data if you find the program's responses to be off a bit. After its learning period, you can enter certain characteristics and use the F3 key to classify or respond to the various combinations you choose. If the answers are off a bit, you can wipe out the old stuff, start over and modify the data, and have the program learn the new information. The time the program takes to learn decreases with each new try.

I've used many of the other available neural-network simulations, and I'm glad that NeuroShell doesn't include graphics. The only function graphics provide is to let you watch the program's neurons interconnect.

I like the fact that NeuroShell does something.

—Janet J. Barron

THE FACTS

NeuroShell
$195

Requirements:
IBM PC or compatible with 256K bytes of RAM and DOS 2.0 or higher. A math coprocessor is recommended.

Ward Systems Group
8013 Meadowview Dr.
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 662-7950
Inquiry 1029.
Finding a way to make a printer with laser quality, but without laser cost, was no easy task. So when Canon engineers designed the BJ-130, they were quite surprised to find such a simple answer: Bubbles. Millions of tiny ink bubbles, in fact, that quickly and quietly print at up to 360 DPI for performance that's almost unheard of in a non-impact printer.

The BJ-130 Bubble-Jet Printer provides incredibly precise print quality for everything from text to graphics and lets you print on just about any plain paper you choose. Even paper as wide as 16.5 inches, thanks to a 136-character/line carriage that's the widest in its class. And when it comes to virtually maintenance-free performance the BJ-130 is also in a class by itself, with built-in automatic cleaning and a unique 48-nozzle print head that lasts for years. Along with high speed operation that's so quiet you can keep the unit right by your desk, convenient cut-sheet feeding plus complete software compatibility, the BJ-130 Bubble-Jet Printer is simply faster, simply quieter, simply clearer. Quite simply, it's a better way to print.

For more information, call the Bubble-Jet Hot Line 1-800-453-7000

Circle 57 on Reader Service Card
NEW FOR TURBO C PROGRAMMERS

Three Serious Tools
at a ridiculously low price.

Your time is valuable! Now you can reduce your programming time like you never imagined, using The Working Toolbox Software program by Be Aware Inc. Our program comes with an extensive, easy-to-use manual that is loaded with examples. Also included is a 30-day money back guarantee. Here are some of the features of these three great timesaving tools.

THE WORKING TOOLBOX

THE WORKING ISAM
- Stores data in B+ Trees.
- Maximum of 256 indexes.
- 6 types of indexes available.
- Multi-field indexing.
- All indexes stored in one file.
- Automatic Recovery.
- FREE SOURCE CODE

THE WORKING SCREEN PAINTER
- Pop Up, Pull down and bar menus with one function call!
- All memory models supported.
- Date conversion functions.

THE HANDY LIBRARY
- Great functions for easier pro-
-programming and professional results.
- Intelligent data entry and display.
- Overlapping windows.

So don't waste any more time, order now! Only $79.99 plus shipping and handling. Call our toll-free number or fax your order.

Be Aware Inc.
1443 Banks Road, Margate, FL 33063
No Royalties! ORDER NOW ONLY $79.99
1 800-423-1611 or 305-970-0372
or FAX 305-735-3459
Turbo C is a registered trademark of Borland International.

Sleuthing Your Troubles Away

I made the mistake of customizing a new machine with parts cannibalized from my old system. In the end, I had a computer with a decent-size hard disk drive, 1.5 megabytes of RAM, a second communications port, the old monitor I had gotten used to, and a persistent configuration error.

After several failed attempts at reconfiguring the system with the Setup menu, I was seriously considering the possibility that I had a defective piece of equipment.

In the middle of all my confusion, I received a new system utility package, System Sleuth from DTG. I quickly read the brief, literate instructions and prepared to give the computer a new lease on life.

What happened next was relatively simple, although still somewhat perplexing. I'd set the video board to "monochrome" for a monochrome monitor and set the configuration menu for "mono." The video configuration that the system wanted was specified on the Setup menu as "EGA in monochrome mode" while leaving the video-card DIP switches still set for "mono." In my haste, I'd overlooked that configuration possibility when I set up the new system and, since the display screen looked just fine, never considered that it could be the source of the problems I experienced thereafter. After all, a component that looks like it's working properly is easier to ignore as a potential source of your problems.

System Sleuth's way of handling the problems it finds is simply to point out what the error is (and sometimes) suggest a course of action. In my case, I ran Setup one more time, reset the monitor type to EGA, and haven't had a failure since.

There may be many programs that will pinpoint a configuration error and suggest a remedy. The ones I'm familiar with, however, require that you have a fairly good idea where to look before you run them. What I like about System Sleuth is that it doesn't require you to know beforehand where the source of the problem lies.

My problem was with a part of the system that seemed to be working perfectly, and it would have been the last place I'd have looked for trouble. By being a generalized package that tests each component, System Sleuth saved me a lot of time. It comes with a suite of tests for memory, peripherals, disks, I/O, processors, displays, and much more.

I also like the fact that System Sleuth is passive. It told me what the problem was and let me go fix it. Packages that try to perform automatic repairs can be effective, but I like pushing the buttons and following along with the progress of a fix myself. Whether it's true or not, I feel as if I'm learning something and doing more than just going along for the ride.

If you don't have a lot of time to waste playing system sleuth yourself, but feel like having at least something to say about your system's repairs, System Sleuth could be worth a look.

—Glenn Hartwig

THE FACTS

System Sleuth
$149

Requirements:
IBM PC with 256K bytes of RAM (192K bytes free), DOS 2.1 or higher, PC-PIV/386, and a monochrome Hercules/CGA/EGA or VGA display adapter with an appropriate display.

DTG
23704-5 El Toro Rd.,
Suite 348
El Toro, CA 92630
(213) 987-2000
Inquiry 1030.
Okay, we admit it may not be as profound as Einstein's Theory of Relativity. But, if you're a computer user, we bet it's a bit more, shall we say, "relative"—not to mention a whole lot more sensible.

The "C" stands for CompuStar® — the world's first and only multi-processor, convertible bus microcomputer. And, as the theory states, CompuStar means AT, MCA and EISA compatibility — all in a single system.

A CONVERTIBLE BUS?

Each CompuStar features snap-in bus "modules" that let you convert from one bus standard to another — a PC/AT® bus, a PS/2 (MCA) bus...or both!

SNAP-IN PS/2 AND AT BUS MODULES.

Depending on configuration, you can have up to 13 AT and/or PS/2 bus expansion slots. Plus, when the new EISA bus becomes popular, we're licensed to offer it as well.

THREE COMPUTERS IN ONE.

Buses are not the only thing you can reconfigure in a CompuStar. Each system can be equipped with any of three CPU Modules — an 8086, an 80286 or an 80386. Since the modules are interchangeable, you won't have to worry about buying the wrong computer system. We'll even let you trade-in your CPU Module toward the purchase of any of the other more powerful modules.* But that's not all. CompuStar features an incredible seven disk/tape compartments that we'll gladly custom configure for you at the factory. No matter what your application, we can tailor fit a CompuStar to match it precisely.

CPU MODULES ARE INTERCHANGEABLE.

IT'S NUMBER ONE RATED.

If you're thinking a computer with as much flexibility as CompuStar would have to compromise something, like performance — think again. With a MIPS® rating of 6.1, the CompuStar is one of the fastest, most powerful systems available. In fact, CompuStar's performance and flexibility so impressed InfoWorld magazine they gave it the highest rating of all hardware products tested in 1988! That's astonishing when you consider you can buy a CompuStar for thousands of dollars less than a comparably equipped system from IBM or Compaq.

If you're shopping for the next generation in personal computers, why not call us today at 803/796-7800 to arrange an on-site no obligation 30 day CompuStar® trial in your office.* Relatively speaking, it's the only sensible thing to do.

*Some restrictions may apply. Call us for details on our trade-in and total customer satisfaction programs.
**BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:**

- Intel 8088, 10 MHz Speed
- 640K, Expandable to 1640K
- 360K Floppy Disk Drive
- Floppy Disk Drive Controller
- Clock Calendar with Battery Backup
- 150 Watt Power Supply
- MS-DOS & GW-Basic
- 4 Half Height Front Storage Slots
- 102-Key Switchable Keyboard
- 3-In-One Video Adapter

**MONITORS**

- Polaroid Palette EGA Plus $2199
- Seiko Instruments CM-1430 14" VGA $559
- Taxan 119 12" Composite Amber $89
- 770+ MultiVision Display $489

**MULTIFUNCTION**

- ATD-ZuckerBoard Color Half Card $69
- Monochrome Graphics Adapt. 79

**AMIGA**

- Anaki Research Easy Drawing/2000 $349
- Easy Drawing/500 $319
- C.LTD Keyboard w/Macros $99
- Laser Xpress $2149
- Digital Creations Supergen $709
- Great Valley Products A2000 - 2/2 $759
- A2000 HC/40M $719
- A2000 HC/40Q $859
- A500 HD/30 $799
- A300 HD/40M $969
- Megatronics 3½" External Air Drive $149
- 3½" Internal Air Drive $119
- Microbotics Starboard II w/512K $449
- Upperdeck $45
- Progressive Peripherals Pro-Gen Genlock $389

**MACINTOSH**

- Olympia NP-30 Mac 150cps $289
- Seikosha SP-1000AP Mac $239
- Everex EMAC 20 Deluxe 2MB $579
- EMAC 60T 60MB Backup $799
- PCPC 45MB SCSI Hard Drive $859
- Cornerstone SinglePage Display SE $759
- DualPage Display SE $1259
- Magnavox 9CM080 14" VGA Display $499
- RasterOps 19485 Trinitron $3395
- Sigma Designs PageView SE $849

**New Image Technology**

- MacPro Sheetfeed $1299
- MacPro Flaked $2089

**Practical Peripherals**

- Mac 2600 Stand Alone $239
- Shiva NeThModem V2400 $429

**LaserView II** $1899

**Cornerstone**

- SinglePage Display $699
- 7BM623 12" TTL Amber $89
- 9CM053 14" HiRes EGA $369
- 9CM062 14" VGA Display $349
- 9CM082 14" VGA Display $399
- NEC JC-1403 Multisync IIA $519

**Packard Bell**

- PB-1272 12" TTL Mono $80
- PB-1472 14" TTL 132 Col. $109
- PB-1422EG 14" HiRes EGA $359

**SYSTEM PRICE**

$869
For Quality Computer Products

3650 40MB 5½" 61Msec $329
3053 44MB 5½" 25Msec 469
6085 70MB 5½" 28Msec 599

Mountain Computer
TD-431 40MB Int. Tape 319
TD-8000 80MB Ext. Tape 445

PLUS DEVELOPMENT
20MB HardCard $499

Seagate
ST-225 20MB w/cont 249
ST-238 30MB w/cont 279
ST-251 40MB w/2 height 349

IBM
Premium 286 Model 70 1299

IBM
PS/2 Model 30 w/20MB 1599

NEC
Multimane Laptops Call

PC-TOO
256K 12MHZ 8088 Diskip 449
512K 12MHZ 8086 Desktop 899

Sygen
ProSystem 12MHz w/40MB 1999

Toshiba
T1200 Floppy/HD LPtp Call

Zenith
80286/386 Desktops Call

SuperSport & Superspt 286 Call

PRINTERS

AVATEX
2400 Baud External $129

Panasonic
UF-140 Facsimile Machine 899

FX-69 Fax Board 699
FX-505 Hi-Res Scanner 1849

Practical Peripherals
1200 Baud Internal 69
1200 Baud Stand Alone 85
2400 Baud Stand Alone 139
2400 Baud Internal 189

Seikohsa
SP1600AI 160cps, 9-pin 185
SK3000AI 300cps, Color 365

Star Micronics
NX-1000 144cps, 80 Col. 159
NX-1000 RainBow Color 229
NX-2400 24-Wire, 80 Col. 369

Sharp
FO-220 Facsimile Machine 899

Supra
2400AT 2400 Baud Atari 169

The Complete PC
Complete FaxBoard 4800 269
Complete Async. Machine 239
Complete Full-Page Scan. 579

COMPUTERS

AST
Bravo 80286 Model 5 879
Premium 286 Model 70 1299

Compaq
Deskpro & Portable 286/386 Call

IBM
PS/2 Model 30 w/20MB 1599

NEC
Multimane Laptops Call

PC-TOO
256K 12MHZ 8088 Diskip 449
512K 12MHZ 8086 Desktop 899

Sygen
ProSystem 12MHz w/40MB 1999

Toshiba
T1200 Floppy/HD LPtp Call

Zenith
80286/386 Desktops Call

SuperSport & Superspt 286 Call

COMMUNICATIONS

TOSHIBA
T1000 8088 Laptop $779

CALLER
Anchor
6480 C64/128 1200 Bd. 100
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In U.S.A.

800-233-8950

In Canada call: 800-233-8949

All Other Areas call: 717-327-9575 Fax call: 717-327-1217

Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations
Call toll-free: 1-800-221-4283

CMO, 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. Al, Williamsport, PA 17701

400,000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS • MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

POLICY: Add 3% (minimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks to clear. For faster delivery, use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania and Maryland residents add appropriate sales tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change. All items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the same item only. Hardware will be replaced or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibility. All sales are final and returned shipments are subject to a 15% re-stocking fee. We are not responsible for typographic or photographic errors.
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DR DOS
THE CHOICE IS OBVIOUS,
MORE OR LESS.

DR DOS
• Full DOS application support
• Large disk partitions - greater than 32 megabytes
• LIM 4.0 expanded memory support
• Graphical icon-based user interface
• Fully executable from ROM
• Quick and easy installation
• Password protection for files and directories
• Full screen text editor
• Multiple command line recall
• Built-in help for utilities
• Backed by the Digital Research commitment to quality service and support

THE OTHER DOS
• Full DOS application support
• Large disk partitions - greater than 32 megabytes (DOS 4 only)
• LIM 4.0 expanded memory support (DOS 4 only)
• Graphical character-based user interface (DOS 4 only)

You don't have to look too closely to see how DR DOS stacks up against the competition. With an added set of features and capabilities, DR DOS gives you proven capability and flexibility in a superior alternative for any system. Whether you use a hand-held computer, a laptop, a diskless workstation, a portable or a powerful full-sized system with specialized applications, DR DOS gives you everything you need to make the right choice. Obviously.

For more information: Systems Integrators and OEMs call Digital Research at 800-443-4200.

© DIGITAL RESEARCH
DR DOS™
THE BEST CHOICE.

Digital Research and the Digital Research logo are registered trademarks, and DR DOS is a trademark of Digital Research Inc. Copyright © 1989, Digital Research Inc. All rights reserved.
Preliminary tests suggest that ALR will continue to dominate the DOS performance arena for the better part of a year, the top spot in our DOS benchmark tables has been held by an entry from a small company in southern California. Advanced Logic Research (ALR) has been our performance leader with its FlexCache 25386 tower system. But with a slew of faster 33-MHz 80386-based systems announced recently, the ALR system was sure to be surpassed. However, even though detailed tests have yet to be performed on all these new systems, it's a good bet that the new king of the mountain will be another...

continued

The ALR FlexCache 33/386 tower system (right) sports the fastest BYTE CPU index rating to date. The MicroFlex 7000 is at left, and the FlexCache 33/386Z is in the center.
THE FASTEST 80386s EVER?

What is perhaps even more impressive is that the company appears to recognize that the computer world consists of more than just power users with deep pockets. ALR has also recently announced other systems that will probably each represent the fastest in its own category. The first of these is a compact $4000 version of the 33-MHz system called the FlexCache 33/386Z. Next is the MicroFlex 7000, ALR’s 25-MHz Micro Channel architecture (MCA) clone, which recently became available. Rounding out the list are two affordable systems based on the 80386SX: the FlexCache SX386Z and the diminutive VIP SX386, a machine that probably sets a new standard in the DOS world on a performance-per-cubic-inch basis.

For this article, I’ll concentrate on the three most recent of these systems: the two 33-MHz systems and the 25-MHz MicroFlex 7000; each of these has some unique features. (For a look at the VIP SX386 and the SX386Z, see the text box “ALR’s SX Machines.”)

The Swing-Out Disk Drive
The high-end 33/386 looks like a standard desk-side tower system, such as the IBM PS/2 Models 60 and 80. The most distinguishing feature is ALR’s traditional wide-finned black plastic grill. And unlike the IBM systems, it has room on the front for both the 3½-inch floppy disk drive that comes standard with the system and a half-height 5¼-inch storage device, such as a floppy disk drive or tape drive.

Inside, however, the situation is different. To get inside, you loosen two thumb screws that secure a tight-fitting metal cover designed to thwart the considerable radio-frequency interference given off by such a high-speed system. Under the cover is an innovative swing-out bracket that can hold two hard disk drives, one full-height 5¼-inch device and one 3½-inch device (see photo 1).

With the drives swung out of the way, you have easy access to the motherboard. Installing an 80387 or extra single inline memory modules (SIMMs) should be a snap. The disk drive we saw is also heavily shock-mounted. This is probably required for the swing-out arm mounting, but even if the user never takes advantage of this feature, the shock mounting should provide an extra level of reliability.

The system’s motherboard is large and heavily populated. The most interesting part is the system’s cache, which is a substantial 128K bytes, four times larger
The low-priced ALR FlexCache SX386Z (right) and the petite VIP SX386. Both use an 80386SX processor and have very reasonable price tags.

S o far, we have not been overly impressed with the selection of systems based on the 16-bit-wide 80386SX that we’ve seen. The systems seem to have combined mediocre 80386 performance with high prices. Two recent Advanced Logic Research systems buck that trend, however.

The ALR SX386Z is about the size and shape of the new 33/386Z desktop system. The VIP SX386 is about the size of an elongated lunch box. Both systems are compact, especially the VIP SX386 (see photo).

The area in which they are most impressive is in their price/performance ratios. Both systems use the Intel 82385 cache controller with a 16K-byte cache.

ALR claims it has created custom circuitry to allow this controller to run on the 16-bit bus of the 80386SX. The circuitry seems to have paid off. In CPU performance, the VIP SX386 is about 2½ times the speed of an IBM PC AT. By comparison, the Compaq 386s system is not even twice as fast, with a score of only 1.86 (see table 1). Although we have not tested the VIP SX386 system, ALR says it has similar circuitry and performance.

Hand in hand with the impressive performance of these systems is their prices. Indeed, ALR claims it is offering them at the same price as its equivalent 80286 systems. With 1 megabyte of memory and a floppy disk drive, the SX386Z costs $1795, while the smaller VIP SX386 sells for $1895.

---

**Table 1: Performance indexes.** The ALR systems seem to be very fast in CPU performance. The new 33/386 is over 6½ times faster than the IBM PC AT. The tests for the 33-MHz systems were performed on prototype systems; production systems should have slightly different values. ALR says it will soon modify the VGA circuitry to enhance video performance on all systems. All test data shows performance relative to an AT, where an AT’s performance = 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>FPU</th>
<th>Disk</th>
<th>Video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>80386SX</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALR SX386Z</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compaq 386s</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twinhead Superset 490</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MGA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALR MicroFlex 7000</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandy 5000 MC</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM PS/2 Model 70-A21</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>10.23</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>33 MHz</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALR 33/386Z</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>11.17</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALR 33/386</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIA 386/32</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith Z-386/33</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>25 MHz</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALR 25386</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compaq 386s/25</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>10.37</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Prototype: performance of production units might vary.
2 Uses a 25-MHz CPU running at 33 MHz.

For a full description of all the benchmarks, see “Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks,” June 1988 BYTE.

---

than most other high-end systems. The cache is composed of fast 25-nanosecond static RAM, whereas the main system uses 60-ns DRAM.

For higher speed, ALR has chosen to use its own custom cache circuitry rather than the Intel 82385 cache-controller chip used on many other systems. In addition, the cache is connected to the main memory by a 64-bit-wide bus. Theoretically, this wide bus would require only half as much time as a 32-bit-wide bus on a cache “miss,” when data must be moved from main memory to the cache.

ALR also uses an unusual design for its clock circuitry. At 33 MHz, each clock cycle lasts only 30 ns, appreciably less than the 40 ns available in a 25-MHz machine. To get the most out of those 30 ns, ALR has used fast emitter-coupled logic chips to generate the clock pulses. The ECLs are appreciably faster than the more common TTL circuits.

ALR’s design appears to have paid off. Based on preliminary benchmark tests, the system easily outdistances all 25-MHz systems. Its CPU performance comes in with a score of 6.57, compared with the IBM PC AT’s score of 1 and ALR’s 25-MHz record holder’s score of 5.07. This is only 30 percent faster than the 25-MHz system, less than the 32 percent you would expect from the increased clock speed alone. But the new ALR system is 56 percent faster than the Compaq 386/25. The only other 33-MHz systems we have tested are the Zenith Z-386/33 and the SIA 386/32; the latter uses a 25-MHz-rated CPU running at 33 MHz. The ALR 33/386 beats them both on the CPU index.

The new ALR tower system also has an attractive price: $9990, which includes 2 megabytes of memory, a 16-bit VGA adapter, and a 150-megabyte ESDI hard disk drive.

**Compact Power**

The second 33-MHz system from ALR is the FlexCache 33/386Z, a small desktop system about the size of the Compaq 386/20s (see photo 3). ALR also claims it is within a half inch of the size of the IBM Model 50. The system has a standard appearance except for its floppy disk drives. It has two 5¼-inch half-height storage bays arranged horizontally and a 3¼-inch floppy disk drive arranged in a peculiar vertical orientation. Although this vertical orientation makes effective use of the front panel real estate, it can be confusing at times: Do you insert a disk with the label to the left or to the right? Nine times out of 10, I inserted...
The new FlexCache 33/386Z is the fastest machine for under $5000.

Two disk drives. It also features the extra-wide 64-bit bus between the cache and main memory. The cache, however, is only half as large (64K bytes).

One big difference, of course, is the MCA slots. There are eight of them: Three are 32-bit, and five are 16-bit. To drive these slots, the system has an ample 200-watt power supply.

In terms of performance, the 7000 outperformed all other 25-MHz systems and all other MCA clones (see table 1), but it was slightly slower than ALR's 25386. The base system includes 2 megabytes of memory, a 120-megabyte hard disk drive, and a VGA adapter. The list price is $9499. If you need an MCA design, the 7000 appears to offer unprecedented power and expansion options.

Like most of today's high-performance systems, the ALR systems come with disk-caching software—in this case, Multisoft's PC-Kwik. This software dramatically improved the speed of the ALR systems in our disk drive tests.

ALR is also working on increasing the speed of the video. The company plans to modify the BIOS of the systems so they will no longer be compatible with Hercules or AT&T 6300 graphics; thus, they will no longer be register-compatible with CGA graphics. Supporting these additional graphics modes—which are not supported on the VGA boards of either IBM or Compaq machines—is said to significantly slow down video performance. Removing this compatibility gives the user the power to increase the performance of a system at the small cost of losing a level of compatibility that is becoming increasingly unnecessary.

For even faster video, ALR will sell the complete PC-Kwik package for $50. Included is a program that will significantly increase video speed.

Although new systems seem to appear monthly, and being the fastest can change overnight, ALR's 25386 has been dominant for some time. If things proceed as we think they might, new ALR systems will again dominate the upper reaches of the performance spectrum.

Many factors besides CPU speed determine the value of a system. Among them are reliability and overall performance. We hope to have more data on these aspects in an upcoming review of ALR's new machines, but for now, they seem to be a very attractive combination of price and performance.

Rich Malloy is associate managing editor of the news and technology section of BYTE and editor in chief of BYTEweek. He can be reached on BIX as "rmalloy."
SELECT 5 BOOKS for only $4.95
(values to $218.80)

When it's new and important in business or personal computing, The Computer Book Club® has the information you need . . . at savings of up to 50% off publishers' prices!

All books are hardcover unless numbers are followed by a "P" for paperback. (Publishers' Prices Shown)

The Computer Book Club®

Membership Benefits • Big Savings. In addition to this introductory offer, you keep saving substantially with members' prices of up to 50% off the publishers' prices. • Bonus Books. Starting immediately, you will be eligible for our Bonus Book Plan, with savings of up to 40% off publishers' prices. • Club News Bulletins. 14 times per year you will receive the Book Club News, describing all the current selections—mains, alternates, extras—plus bonus offers and special sales, with scores of titles to choose from. • Automatic Order. If you want the Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the reply form provided. As a member, you agree to purchase at least 3 books within the next 2 years and may resign at any time thereafter. • Ironclad No-Risk Guarantee. If not satisfied with your books, return them within 10 days without obligation! • Exceptional Quality. All books are quality publishers' editions especially selected by our Editorial Board.

If card is missing, use this address to join: ©1989 THE COMPUTER BOOK CLUB®
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214-0820
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Greased Lightning

Zenith’s 33-MHz Z-386/33 paves the way for EISA

Several vendors have pushed Intel’s 25-MHz 80386 chip past its rated limits using special cooling techniques. Zenith’s new unit—the first that BYTE has seen with an Intel 33-MHz chip—doesn’t resort to such measures. The Z-386/33 is a true 33-MHz system. It is also an interesting preview of what next year’s Extended Industry Standard Architecture (EISA) machines might look like. Zenith, one of the infamous “Gang of Nine,” has extended the industry-standard AT bus in a way that should adapt cleanly to the forthcoming EISA standard.

The prototype system I evaluated came with 4 megabytes of RAM, a 320-megabyte ESDI-controlled hard disk drive, a 200-watt power supply, a serial/parallel board, Zenith’s Z-549 VGA card, a single 1.44-megabyte 3¼-inch floppy disk drive, and a Zenith 101-key keyboard. No 33-MHz 80387 coprocessors were available yet. When Intel produces 33-MHz coprocessors, Zenith expects to ship the Z-386/33 in a variety of configurations. A system like the one I reviewed will list for about $15,000 and will include Zenith’s DOS 3.3 Plus and Windows/386.

A Bridge to EISA

Like its 25-MHz cousin, the motherboard provides four 32-bit SuperSet slots and three standard AT slots. Each slot can accept an 8- or 16-bit board and can run at 8 MHz. The SuperSet slots use an additional connector that, when activated, can boost bandwidth to 32 bits and speed to 33 MHz.

My review system came with a single SuperSet board. It’s the I/O board, but Zenith has also placed on it the ROM BIOS, CMOS RAM, and, most interestingly, some bus-control circuitry. The board controls a dual AT/SuperSet bus now, but Zenith expects to eventually build a variant that will control an EISA bus. By separating the I/O subsystem from the memory/CPU subsystem in this way, Zenith simplifies the expected transition to EISA.

What else can you do with SuperSet slots? Well, for now, the same thing you can do with Micro Channel slots—add memory-expansion boards. The eight single in-line memory module (SIMM) sockets on the motherboard can accommodate a total of 32 megabytes of 32-bit RAM. With SuperSet expansion boards, you can boost total RAM to 64 megabytes. That’s not an 80386 limit, of course, since the chip can address 4 gigabytes of memory. In order to conserve motherboard real estate and simplify the design, Zenith drew the line at 64 megabytes—a sizable playground for DOS, OS/2, Xenix, and Unix applications.

Of course, SuperSet slots also suggest some other possibilities. A 32-bit disk controller board, for example, could work well in a high-performance file server. In fact, Zenith halted the development of such a board—not because it wasn’t a good idea, but because the company expects to bring it to completion under EISA.

Fine-Tuning

To keep pace with the 33-MHz microprocessor, the system buffers its relatively slow 100-nanosecond system DRAM with a 16K-byte, 15-ns static RAM cache. That doesn’t sound like a large cache; comparable systems, like the SIA 386/32 (April BYTE), have used a 64K-byte cache. But Zenith’s engineers say they’ve demonstrated that the core instructions for today’s operating systems and applications fit into the smaller cache and that a larger one yields no substantial benefits.

In any case, cache memory resides on its own card (see photo 1), and you’ll be able to upgrade it. A 16-level write-back queue augments the memory-caching scheme. The system writes to a queue that can hold 16 doublewords, and it updates memory on demand for altered data or when extra CPU cycles permit.

When I ran the BYTE system benchmarks, the Z-386/33’s CPU index fell short of the number BYTE reported in April for the SIA 386/32 (see table 1). That’s mostly a function of the String Move tests, though. These tests defeat the caching scheme and force systems to fall back on their slower system RAM, and the Zenith machine’s 100-ns DRAM chips are slower than the SIA machine’s 70-ns chips. However, the remaining CPU tests—Matrix, Sieve, and Sort—don’t subvert the caching scheme, and here the Z-386/33 outperformed the SIA 386/32.

A very fast Control Data Corp. hard disk drive (with a 14-millisecond rated access time), coupled with a Zenith-modified ESDI controller, makes for a formidable disk subsystem. Under Ze-
Table 1: Benchmark results of a comparison of the Zenith Z-386/33 and the SIA 386/32.
For indexes only, higher numbers reflect better performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disk I/O</th>
<th>Zenith</th>
<th>SIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard Seek¹</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer track</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner track</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>6.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full platter</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>9.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOS Seek</td>
<td>1-sector</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-sector</td>
<td>13.80</td>
<td>18.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File I/O²</td>
<td>Seek</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-megabyte</td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Times reported by the Hard Seek and DOS Seek are for multiple seek operations (number of seeks performed currently set to 100).
² Read and write times for File I/O are in seconds per 512 bytes.

nith's DOS 3.3 Plus (which, like DOS 4.0, eliminates the 32-megabyte limit on the size of a disk volume), the primary DOS partition spanned the entire 320-megabyte hard disk drive. To standardize my comparison, I reformatted the disk and installed a vanilla DOS 3.3 in a 32-megabyte partition.

The benchmark times for disk operations were spectacular. According to Zenith, the disk controller employs a pair of I-sector (512-byte) swing buffers that operate in an interleaved manner to boost disk I/O bandwidth. According to the numbers, this strategy works very well, indeed.

However, Zenith again fell short of SIA on the Video index. The company attributes that result to the Z-549's register-level EGA compatibility. The built-in mode-checking required to support that feature incurs a performance penalty. Zenith indicated that the Z-386/33 may ship with a different VGA—a version of Video Seven's FastWrite.

The Fast Track
I could try to coin some speedy terminology appropriate to the new 33-MHz plateau, but I won't. From one perspective, the Z-386/33 is merely faster than most (if not all) 80386 systems available today. The reasons for this are obvious: the genuine 33-MHz CPU clock rate and the panoply of sophisticated subsystems that support operation at that frequency.

This is the first true 33-MHz machine I've seen, but others will appear as the year progresses. And, in keeping with the industry's tendency to be quick to reach for the next plateau, Zenith's engineers told me they've already pushed the 33-MHz chip to 40 MHz in a freon-cooled environment.

From another perspective, though, the architecture of this machine demonstrates Zenith's commitment to build EISA machines and parts at the earliest opportunity. Will that render the Z-386/33 obsolete? Not likely. Most users care about operating systems and applications, not bus architectures. Here's a 32-bit-extensible, AT-compatible system that will deliver excellent performance running DOS, extended DOS, Unix, or OS/2.

Jon Udell is a BYTE technical editor. He can be reached on BIX as "judell."
Maxon MVGA-16 adapter works with flying colors

providing VGA compatibility equal to IBM’s own VGA adapter

That’s right . . . Maxon’s MVGA-16 adapter is 100% IBM compatible. So, if you’re using one of the standard IBM modes (up to 640x480 with 16 colors), you don’t need a special driver at all.

When extended resolution* is required, Maxon still comes through with flying colors. The MVGA-16 includes drivers for AutoCAD® - ADI® versions 2.1 and 3.1, Lotus® 1-2-3® - release 2.x, Framework II® - releases 1.0 and 1.1, GEM® Desktop™ - version 2.x, Ventura Publisher® - releases 1.1 and 2.0, MS® Windows®/286 - versions 2.03 and 2.1, WordPerfect® - releases 4.0 and above, and WordStar® - release 3.xx.

And that’s not the whole story . . . additional drivers are being added constantly.

Circle 166 on Reader Service Card

*High-res drivers offer different resolutions for different software packages.

with features that make it unequalled by any other VGA adapter

- Operates up to 400% faster than IBM VGA adapter
- Extended modes (require 512K of RAM): 1024x768 - 16 colors; 640x480 - 256 colors
- Full BIOS and REGISTER compatibility with MDA®, CGA®, MCGA®, EGA®, VGA® and Hercules®
- Works with either XT™ or AT®: 16 bit design - auto-detects and adapts to 8 bit slots
- High-res drivers for popular software

For more information about Maxon’s 16 bit VGA adapter, phone (415) 377-0269, FAX (415) 377-0236 or write to Maxon Systems, Inc., One Waters Park Drive, Ste. 117, San Mateo, CA 94403.
Nature's character recognition system can be trained to read any language. Flagstaff Engineering's SPOT OCR Text Reader is also trainable. It has read text printed in thousands of typefaces in over 130 different languages!

The SPOT OCR Text Reader works just like a typist who reads a page, then uses a keyboard to transfer the information on the page into a computer file—except SPOT uses a scanner for eyes and outputs the text directly into standard text files. SPOT is also faster. It can read up to 35 characters per second on a 16MHz AT, and up to 65 characters per second on a 25MHz machine (that's 780 words per minute). SPOT supports most major makes of scanners.

Using sophisticated statistical techniques, SPOT recognizes characters like the brain does: by examining their shape and context. Like nature's original, SPOT is very flexible. It can glance over an entire page or zoom in on a few lines of text. SPOT can read newspapers, magazines, books, manuals, invoices, contracts, government documents, columns, tables ... just about any printed text. And SPOT keeps getting better. The new Version 3.0 is faster, more accurate, easier to use, and better documented than its predecessors.

Since 1982, Flagstaff Engineering has provided visionary data conversion solutions for thousands of companies worldwide. SPOT is already increasing productivity and making life easier for many publishers and researchers, accountants and telemarketers, medical and legal offices, archival and transcription services.

Wouldn't your business benefit from fast, accurate, and low-cost OCR software? Give us a call and let our application specialists explain how you can save time and money with SPOT, the OCR text-entry solution.
THE HUNT FOR BAD SECTORS

Like searching for an elusive enemy submarine, Jerry goes after bad sectors on his hard disk drive.

This is a first: I'm starting this column one day after turning in the last one. Generally, when I end a column, I list some of the things I intend to write about the next month; but interesting new stuff comes in, I go to shows and see something hot, and even forget what I was interested in. My ready-line pile gets so large that I have to reshuffle. Out comes the next month's column, and half of what I promised isn't there.

This time it's different. The ready line is intact from last month's column, and I haven't been to any new shows.

But First... I did have one problem. As I mentioned last month, we installed Distributed Processing Technology's new superfast PM3011/70 Caching Disk Controller for ESDI drives. The PM3011/70 runs in Big Cheetah and controls the Priam 330-megabyte hard disk drive. I am now convinced that this may be the best combination of disk drive and controller in the microcomputer world.

I have thrashed this system something awful, what with reformattting the hard disk drive, moving data across logical drives, and moving data to and from the Maximum Storage WORM (write once, read many times) drive. And when I say moving data, I mean a lot of data, 25 to 30 megabytes and 845 files in one XCOPY move with the /v option on, followed by verifying the files against the copies in the WORM drive. I ran that in a repeating batch file for hours. Not one glitch, hesitation, retry error, or lost bit; it all works.

Of course, I not only expect but demand reliability. I'm a firm believer in Bill Godbout's old maxim (now shamelessly promoted to one of Pournelle's laws), "If the error rate is high enough to measure, it's too high." Reliability I expect; what's different about the combination of the PM3011/70 and the Priam drive is that it is fast.

Indeed, it's fast enough that I began to get obsessed with documenting just how fast. I have a disk-speed-evaluation program from CORE International, Coretest, which measures seek times and data transfer rates. It combines this all into a single figure, the performance index; and after I got the PM3011/70 installed, I ran around trying it on my machines.

Some relevant performance indexes: Kaypro 386i (2.8), AT&T PC 6300 Plus (3.25), IBM PC XT clone, courtesy of Larry Aldridge (3.81), generic AT 80286 (4.6), Zenith Z-386 with a Smart-drive cache (15.14), and Cheetah 386 with the PM3011/70 (44.50).

That's one set of test runs. I could accumulate others; I have other machines, there are two different versions of Coretest, and you never get the same answer twice anyway. The Cheetah figure goes from as low as 44 to as high as 52, and the Z-386 has once hit 16.8; but this should give you an idea.

Incidentally, this is all single-user, single-task data. The neat part about the Cheetah/PM3011/70 combination is that the PM3011/70 has its own cache memory (and thus doesn't take up system extended memory for a disk cache); and it will serve more than one user or task without measurable loss of performance.

The Problem You'll notice in the above that I do not have a figure for the Z-386 without a cache. There's a story behind that.

When I first tried Coretest on the Z-386, I got the notice "Read error on drive 0." This was reported consistently. Alas, Coretest doesn't give you any clue as to where the read error happened; it just says there is one.

This was annoying. I knew of two bad sectors on the Z-386's hard disk drive, but they had been marked before I ever got the system. I'd never had the slightest indication that there were any problems with the drive.

Still, maybe it was time to go hunting.

The first thing I tried was Golden Bow's Vmarkbad, which is part of Vopt. This program runs very fast, and when I had some problems with the Priam hard disk drive a couple of months ago, it rapidly found several bad sectors in logical drive E, marked them bad, and got on with the job. I still use Vopt to rearrange my hard disk files; I've been using software from Golden Bow for well over a year now and have never had any reason to regret it.

Vmarkbad reported no bad sectors.

"All right," thought I. "Time for more heavy-duty software; stuff that runs longer."

The next thing I tried was the new Norton Disk Doctor, which comes with the Norton Utilities 4.5 Advanced. This program looks for scrambled boot records, bollixed file allocation tables, and other such problems. It then examines your drive, sector by sector.

Norton Disk Doctor reported no bad sectors. Coretest continued to report read errors.

Next was Mace Utilities Gold. Paul Mace has done a good book (The Paul Mace Guide to Data Recovery, Brady Computer Books, 1988) on the subject, and I had just received a new copy of Mace Utilities Gold, which attempts to rival Norton Utilities. Either will do a good job, and competition drives both of them to add new features.

The new Mace Recovery program examines sectors in much the same way (and with much the same visual display) continued
as Norton Disk Doctor. Mace Recovery runs a bit faster than Norton Disk Doctor. I can’t tell you which is the more thorough; Mace Recovery didn’t find anything wrong with that drive.

Coretest continued to report a read error. I tried Coretest on all my other machines. It never found any read errors except on the Z-386.

Now I was getting angry. Time for Steve Gibson’s SpinRite, which said it could improve my drive performance by changing the interleave factor on the Z-386’s hard disk drive. I told it to go ahead. Then it did what it called an “extremely thorough analysis” of the drive. That took all night, and it didn’t find anything.

Neither did Disk Technician Plus. Next up to bat was Kolod Research’s HTtest/HFormat, which is famous for its thoroughness. Indeed, Paul Mace is supposed to have bought the programs to bundle with his utilities. Mace Utilities Gold comes on five disks, but HTtest/HFormat isn’t on them; I guess you have to get it separately. HTtest/HFormat is nondestructive and runs all night. It didn’t find anything.

By now I was getting really angry. I decided to back up everything to the Maximum Storage WORM drive. I have several WORM controllers and carry the external WORM drive from machine to machine as needed) and then use HTtest/HFormat on the drive. That ought to solve the problem.

**Bugs in XCOPY**

In doing the backup, I found a terrible bug in the XCOPY that’s distributed with Zenith DOS 3.21. This XCOPY.EXE is 5402 bytes long; my version is dated 5-01-87, and it is unreliable. This is the version of DOS that was distributed with all Zenith Z-248 machines to the armed forces, including the service academies, and is still widely used. It also came with my Z-386 and with the SupersPort 286 laptop.

The 5402-byte XCOPY will report that it has copied all files and subdirectories when it has not done so. The worst part is that if you don’t have too many files and subdirectories—alas, I do not know how many is “too many”—it will work; it’s when you use it for large numbers of files that it gets confused.

I found this by accident: I backed up all the files from the Z-386’s hard disk drive, and for some reason I decided to look on the WORM drive to be sure they were there. I found a number of empty subdirectories. The subdirectories had been created, but nothing had been copied into them. I had to invoke Norton Commander and go through and copy each subdirectory manually. That took most of an afternoon.

It was then that I decided to install a new version of DOS. I had to: XCOPY is version-sensitive, and simply adding a new version of XCOPY without changing DOS 3.21 won’t work.

**Media Analysis**

I used HTtest/HFormat on the drive, then installed DOS 4.01. This took a while: and when it was done, to my horror, I found that DOS 4.01 could not find the WORM drive. This may be a problem with the Maximum Storage software: when DOS 4.01 came out, the Norton Utilities wouldn’t work with it. But for whatever reason, I couldn’t access the WORM drive under DOS 4.01, and that was far too high a price to pay for the latest DOS.

I started over once more, reformating the hard disk drive yet again and installing DOS 3.3. By now, I had what very well may have been the best-formatted hard disk drive in the world.

Coretest continued to report a read error.

“Drastic measures,” I decided, and got out Storage Dimensions’ SpeedStor, which is a set of disk format and test utilities that I’ve used for some time now. SpeedStor allows you to have drive partitions larger than 32 megabytes if you’re so inclined. More to the point, SpeedStor has a series of diagnostics, beginning with a very thorough nondestructive read test, and ending with the Media Analysis test that is guaranteed to wipe out any files on your hard disk drive.

I selected Media Analysis. Once again, it ran all night. Come morning, SpeedStor had found five sectors it didn’t like and had locked them out.

Even better, Coretest reported no drive errors, and I was able to get a performance index figure of 4.54 for the Z-386’s hard disk drive with no caching. I then let SpeedStor format the disk and installed DOS 3.3. So far, everything works fine.

The moral of this story is that Coretest seems to be as sensitive a test of read errors as any I have, and if you really want your drive to be reliable, back up your data and run SpeedStor’s Media Analysis.

**The Last Word**

Having done all that, Coretest once again reports “Read error on drive 0” if I delete SMARTDRIVE.SYS from the CONFIG.SYS file. Nothing, including Media Analysis, can find an error, and I certainly have had no errors in normal operation.

Does Coretest know something, or is it just unable to work with a Z-386 that is equipped with the PM3011/70 controller? Tune in next month.

---

**A MESSAGE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS**

FROM TIME TO TIME WE MAKE THE BYTE subscriber list available to other companies who wish to send our subscribers material about their products. We take great care to screen these companies, choosing only those who are reputable, and whose products, services, or information we feel would be of interest to you. Direct mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest personal computer goods and services to our subscribers.

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use of our mailing list, and look forward to finding information of interest to them in the mail. Used are our subscribers’ names and addresses only (no other information we may have is ever given).

While we believe the distribution of this information is of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the wishes of any subscriber who does not want to receive such promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict the use of your name, simply send your request to the following address.

**BYTE Magazine**

ATTN: SUBSCRIBER SERVICE
P.O. BOX 555
HIGHTSTOWN, NJ 08520

---

**CHAO MANOR**
THE NEW STANDARD FOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

CSS

A powerful, comprehensive, elegant, and super-fast statistical package for IBM (PC, AT, PS/2) and compatible computers. The CSS optimized user interface with fast hierarchical menus incorporates elements of artificial intelligence; even complex analyses require only a few keystrokes (batch processing is also supported). CSS features comprehensive state of the art implementations of: Basic statistics, Multi-way frequency tables, Nonparametric statistics, Exploratory data analysis with analytic graphs, Multiple regression methods, Time series analysis with modeling and forecasting (incl. full ARIMA), General ANOVA/ANCOVA/MANOVA, Contrast analysis, Discriminant function analysis, Factor analysis, Principal components, Dimensional scaling, Item analysis/Reliability, Log-linear analysis, Cluster analysis, Non-linear estimation, Logit/Probit analysis, Canonical analysis, Survival and Failure Time analysis (Censored data), Quality Control analysis, and much more. All statistical procedures are integrated with fast data base management and instant, presentation quality graphics (over 100 types); full support for all mono and color graphics boards (incl. VGA) and over 100 plotters and printers (incl. the HP and Postscript standards). All CSS screen output is displayed via customized Scrollsheets™ (i.e., dynamic, user controlled, multi-layered tables with cells expandable into pop-up windows); all numbers in a Scrollsheet™ can be instantly converted into a variety of presentation quality graphs; contents of different Scrollsheets™ can be instantly aggregated, combined, compared, plotted, printed, or saved. The flexibility of the CSS input/output is practically unlimited: CSS offers an intelligent interface (read/write) to all common file formats (Lotus, Symphony, dBII, dBIII+, SYLK, ...) and special utilities to easily access data from incompatible programs; graphics can be saved in files compatible with desktop publishing programs (Aldus, Ventura). CSS data files can be as large as your operating system (DOS) allows; OS/2 version coming soon. CSS precision exceeds the standards of all common precision benchmarks. Technical note: The CSS user interface and all IO were written in Assembler and optimized Fortran; graphics and data management were written in Assembler and C; the computational algorithms were written in Assembler and optimized Fortran. 4495 (plus 45 sh/h); 14-day money back guarantee.
Sir Zed

The battle of the portables continues.

Last month, the Citizen’s Advisory Council put on some briefings in the White House. Clearly, I wasn’t going to take the big SupersPort 286 into that meeting. For a number of reasons, I wasn’t inclined to bring the Toshiba T1100 that Roberta prefers. On the other hand, I did have an incentive to take some notes.

The obvious answer was Sir Zed, the Cambridge Z88. Being no thicker than a slab of wood, Sir Zed fits nicely in the leather shoulder bag I habitually carry. He went through the security x-ray system nicely (of course, they were expecting us and I was in the company of a few generals, so they may have been less inclined to reject large, solid objects than they might otherwise have been).

The Z88 is covered with a thin rubber film, and the keys make no sound at all when you type on it. It is thus eminently suitable for taking notes when you don’t want to distract anyone. The LCD is a bit small, but I found that the light spill from the overhead projector being used was sufficient to get the job done. All in all, Sir Zed performed heroically. Meanwhile, I have been learning more about the machine.

First, it is really far more useful than I at first supposed. Most of my problems have been due to not knowing how to operate it. In my defense, there are only two ways to learn how to use this machine. First, you can go over the documents a word at a time, making notes as you go; second, you can ask someone who has used it a lot. The first method doesn’t always work, because the documents are awful, the index is worse, and the help files are nearly useless.

Sir Clive Sinclair’s little machine will be advertised to do everything it’s advertised to do, which is to say just about everything you expect it to; but you will sweat blood learning how to make it do it.

Item: the primary machine has 32K bytes of memory, the same amount as an NEC PC-8201 or a Tandy Model 100; but whereas those machines save files only once, the Z88 has two ways to save its files. The first is that it just saves them: if you exit the combination word processor/spreadsheet called PipeDream, your file is automatically saved whether you want it to be or not. It doesn’t have a filename (unless you give it one), but it does have a date and time when last accessed.

You can also explicitly save your file under a filename you provide. When you
The more invaluable your data is to you, the more you’ll value Verbatim®. Because when it comes to high performance and data protection, Verbatim has the winning combination no other floppies can copy.

Consider this: Verbatim DataLife® floppies are engineered to perform an average of 50 million revolutions. That’s 15 times the industry standard.

Then consider that Verbatim DataLifePlus™ and DataLife HD 5¼" disks were the first floppies to be factory formatted.

Verbatim also gives you plenty to consider when it comes to data protection. After all, nearly 50% of all computer users have lost time and money due to accidental data loss. That’s why Verbatim offers advantages like DataHold™ and DataHold II anti-static liners. So static charges are dispersed before they ever have a chance to build up.

For the world’s ultimate data protection, DataLifePlus floppies have an exclusive DuPont Teflon® coating. So fingerprints and spills can be easily wiped from the recording surface.

And of course, all Verbatim floppy disks are tested to be 100% error free and are backed by a lifetime warranty.

Verbatim data cassettes and cartridges, 8; 5¼" and 3½" diskettes. For people who put a premium on performance and protection.

For more information on the full line of high-quality Verbatim products call 1-800-538-8589.

® Teflon is a DuPont registered trademark.
do, the default is to save it on :RAM:O, which is the 32K-byte main system memory. However, the file that it automatically saves when you exit Pipedream hasn't gone away, so you now have two copies of your file.

It doesn't take long before that 32K-byte memory is filled, after which an attempt to save gets you an error message. This happened to me in Hawaii in the middle of the Grand Challenges to Computational Science conference. I was listening to a speaker and trying to make notes and try to keep my file, and I certainly didn't have the Z88's documents with me.

I tried the machine's "help" files, but I needed to have bothered. There's very little help there, at least not about the file system. If you want to use your Z88 during important meetings, learn it first; you can't learn while things are going on, and worse, if you're not careful, you may discover you can't save your work. That's precisely what happened to me in Hawaii.

Once out of the conference, I had time to think. My Z88 has a 512K-byte RAM cartridge in it. I surely didn't have any 512K bytes of files on it. Clearly, I was not accessing that cartridge. How to do that? It turned out to be easy: I could save files to the RAM cartridge by explicitly saving the file as :RAM:1\filename after pressing Control-F-S. Actually, the Z88 has no Control key, but there is a key marked with a diamond that works about the same. (There's also a key marked with a square, which works about the way the Apple "Command" or Split key works.)

Anyway, the only problem is that once you save a file as :RAM:1\filename, the filename doesn't default to that; the default remains :RAM:0. There are two ways out of that. One way is, immediately after you save the file, do Control-F-L and LOAD :RAM:1\filename. Then it will default to that name.

The other way is to do a Control-F-C, which will give you the opportunity to name the file and, as you name it, you can give it the :RAM:1 designation. After that, it will automatically save to that name and "drive" when you do a Control-F-S.

Once you have done that, you need to go to the on-screen Index and enter the Setup Panel. Change the name of the default device to :RAM:1; that done, you aren't finished. Next, go to the Filer (you can press the "Square-F" keys to get there or go through the Index menu). You won't see "Select Device" on the list of options the Filer gives you, but if you go down-arrow, it's there, off the screen. (There are many menu items like that, hidden off-screen, with no indication there's anything more down there. As a general principle, if you use the Z88, try doing a down-arrow off the bottom of every menu screen. The results will surprise you.)

Anyway, enter "Select Device" and set the default to :RAM:1. This works until you turn the machine off, after which the device defaults to :RAM:0 again.

The odd part is that you soon get used to doing things this way.

Losing Files

Interesting: in a previous column, I reported lost files, and I immediately received a great deal of mail saying that wasn't possible. One letter from a Z88 dealer in Ada, Ohio, says, "Do you seriously think that a company would put a computer on the market with disappearing files?" To which I can only reply, alas, after 10 years in this business, I know that companies, some of them major, will put computers on the market with just about every imaginable defect; and that about half of those companies will then hire PR people to try to convince me, "That's not a bug, it's a feature!"

However, Egil Fjelddahl, a reader in Lerum, Sweden, reports, "I got my Z88 in May last year, and immediately I started to lose whatever I had written just like you did." He discovered the problem was printer drivers, and his conclusion is, "The Z88 should not be filled up too much. When there is little [memory] room left, some procedure may zap the machine." It's a conclusion I agree with. Fortunately, it's a condition remedied by adding a RAM cartridge.

Another possible way to lose files is if the little plastic door covering the cartridge slots gets knocked open. Unless you keep the Z88 in some kind of form-fitted case, this isn't as unlikely as I wish it were; I now believe it's what happened to me the first time I lost all my files. Note that the Z88 documents explicitly say never to open that door when the machine is turned off; the way you change cartridges is to turn on the machine, get to the Index menu, and then open the door.

However, now that I know how to save stuff to the :RAM:1 cartridge (which in my case is 512K bytes, but I'll concede that you can do nicely with 128K bytes), I keep the Z88 in my shoulder bag rather than in an old Wingz bag. I haven't lost any more files. Whatever my problem, it was one of a kind.

Moreover, during the Microsoft Software Seminar, the Z88 performed heroically. I was able to make plenty of notes without disturbing the others; while behind me, someone clicking away on a TI 1000 was getting periodic dirty looks.

continued
**Microsoft Excel.**

The power spreadsheet.

If you have the power, we have the spreadsheet: Microsoft Excel. It takes full advantage of the power of 286- and 386-based computers. And that helps you excel in three important ways.

First, Microsoft Excel's analytic tools let you work faster and consolidate data more easily. Its reporting tools let you create annual-report-quality output and produce presentation graphics. And its customization tools let you create macros easily and build custom programs. Microsoft Excel is also compatible with Lotus **1-2-3**. So it's easy to integrate into your office.

Come in and see Microsoft Excel today! And find out why we call the most powerful program for powerful personal computers.

**$225**

**Cutting edge software needs the cutting edge mouse.**

If you want to take full advantage of today's cutting edge software and graphics applications, you need the Microsoft® Mouse. It's the fastest way to interact with a wealth of new business and graphics programs such as Microsoft Excel for Windows and DOS 4.0.

As you'd expect from the software industry leader, our Mouse outperforms all others. It points more accurately, takes up less desk space, and doesn't even need a pad. What's more, the Microsoft Mouse comes in three popular software packages: Microsoft Windows 286 and PC Paintbrush® for Windows, Microsoft Paintbrush and Mouse Menus; and EasyCAD™ 2 and Mouse Mentor.

Take a look at the Microsoft Mouse. Once you've got the feel of it, you'll never want to let go.

**$135**

---

**TO ORDER IN THE U.S.A. & CANADA**

1-800-421-3135

We Welcome International Accounts Call Our Fax Line (602) 246-7805

---

**WAREHOUSE**

2727 W. Glendale Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85021

Phone Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 6:30 AM-9:00 PM MST
Saturday 9:00 AM-5:00 PM MST

Technical Support: 1-800-421-3135

---

**SOFTWERE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCOUNTING</th>
<th>INTEGRATED</th>
<th>LINGuAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC. INC.</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pac Easy Acc.</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$142.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pac Easy Payroll</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deltran &amp; Senna</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Your Money</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESKTOP PUBLISHING</th>
<th>PROJECT MANAGER</th>
<th>COMMUNICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PageMaker 2.5</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventura Publisher 1.0</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventura Publisher 2.0</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$509.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuarkXPress 4.0</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuarkXPress 5.0</td>
<td>Microsoft Works</td>
<td>$599.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MICRO-USe SOFTWARE</th>
<th>HARDWARE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>Card: 20 MB or More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>Card: 0-20 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>Card: 20-50 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>Card: 50-100 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>Card: 100-200 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HARDWARE**

**$89**

**Microsoft Works.**

Introducing Microsoft® Works, one simple program that combines the four most important business tools. Everything you need to work smarter—without working harder.

New Microsoft Works for IBM® Personal Computers and compatibles and for the IBM Personal System/2® Series offers easy-to-use word processing, database management, spreadsheets, and communications. And they all work together smoothly to save you time and effort.

Microsoft Works is the one software program that works for everyone. Come in today and discover how it will work for you.

**$499**

**Brand Name, Wide Carriage, Daisy Wheel Printer**

Model 3550

Our Price $499

Suggested Retail $1195

---

**SHIPPING REIMBURSEMENT TERMS & CONDITIONS**

- We welcome international accounts, please call for special pricing.
- Volume discounts for corporate and institutional orders. We do not charge your credit card until your order is shipped. Shipping minimum is $5.00. Arizona orders + 6.7% sales tax. Personal/company checks allowed fourteen (14) days to clear.
- All shipments insured at no extra cost.
- All prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
- We do not guarantee compatibility.
- All trademarks are registered.

---
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I'm also impressed with battery life. The Z88 uses four alkaline AA batteries, and it seems to get about 20 hours of continuous use from them. I did have one incident. Microsoft gives seminar attendees several huge notebooks and piles of other stuff, as well as a bag to put it all in. I stuffed all that together and put the Z88 between two big notebooks, where it would be safe.

If you leave the Z88 on, it will presently turn itself off to save batteries. You turn on the machine by pressing both Shift keys at once. Next morning in the seminar I did that, and nothing happened. "Aha," I thought, "I have left it where those keys were pressed all night long, and it has used up the batteries. Hardly its fault."

I asked one of the Microsoft PR people if a messenger could go out and get me some batteries and a copy of the Wall Street Journal, and then I went back to listening to the presentations, which were interesting but not absorbing. I got playing around with the Z88 and dumped the batteries out in anticipation of putting in the new ones. But, there being no wastebaskets around, there was no place to put the old batteries, so I stuffed them back into the machine. Then idly I turned it on.

Worked fine. Hadn't lost a file. I don't to this moment know why it didn't work before I removed and reinserted those batteries, but I'm still running on them.

File Transfer
I have both Z88-to-IBM PC and Z88-to-Macintosh file transfer kits. The Z88-to-Mac kit has this problem: the cable Cambridge supplies is a real beast. It works, but only just; you have to struggle to get it connected to your Mac, and often you'll think it's connected when it isn't. The Z88 end of that cable is just as bad: the Z88 output port is a female 9-pin jack (unlike the IBM PC AT, which has a male 9-pin plug on its serial port). The Cambridge cable thus terminates in a 9-pin male plug, which has two fastening screws on it. However, the Z88 case has no holes for those screws, and in fact the plastic shroud around the output port prevents you from plugging in the cable—a cable supplied by Cambridge—until you remove those screws.

Once you get the cables connected, the software works splendidly. I never did have to refer to the manual. Of course, Pipedream can accidentally put stuff into a text file that will drive MacWrite slightly nuts, but you can edit that out.

You can also transfer files from the Mac to the Z88. Since there is no such thing as a portable Mac (at least not just yet), the Z88 may be the very thing for Mac users who must have a laptop. Alas, although there is a program to convert Pipedream spreadsheet data to PC Lotus 1-2-3, there does not seem to be a conversion for Z88 spreadsheet data to Macintosh Excel format. Text and BASIC files transfer nicely.

The Z88-to-PC link is also straightforward, provided you're talking about connecting to a vanilla PC. If you have an AT, it's a bit more complicated.

The cable Cambridge supplies with their PC link cartridge terminates in a standard 25-pin female RS-232C connector suitable for connecting to the serial port on a PC. The AT, however, has a 9-pin male connector. Recall that the Z88 terminates in a 9-pin female connector, and you'll see the problem. The four-headed LapLink cables, for exam-
If Everyone Worked Alike, We Would Only Have To Make One Computer.

But they don’t. So we created a broad line of PC compatible computers to meet your individual computing needs while working within your budget.

Whether you are with a Fortune 1000 corporation, manage a small business or work at home, there’s a Mitsubishi computer to fit your requirements in size, speed and power.

The sleek mp286L portable is easy to use at home or carry from home to the office. The MP286 is a small footprint desktop PC. For expandability, it’s the 32-bit MP386 or the new 16 MHz MP386s—the perfect balance of size and power.

For greater convenience and performance flexibility, you can integrate your PC with a wide choice of Mitsubishi peripherals including color monitors, disk drives, scanners and color thermal transfer printers.

See our full line at your authorized Mitsubishi dealer who is ready to listen and recommend just the right Mitsubishi system and peripherals. Or contact the Mitsubishi Information Center by calling in the U.S. and Canada 1-800-556-1234, ext. 25 (in California, 1-800-441-2345, ext. 25).

With over a decade of experience, Mitsubishi has delivered over a half million personal computers earning a reputation for unparalleled quality and dependability.

Mitsubishi Electronics. Personal computers and personal service.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS
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ple, won’t work since they’re female-to-female. For some reason, a standard 9-pin-male-to-9-pin-female mouse extension cable won’t work either.

In fact, almost nothing will work. Before it was over, I had the most incredible rash-up of cables and gender changers you’ve ever seen, and I still couldn’t get the Z-386 and Z88 talking to each other. Eventually, I found an adapter made by MicroSpeed to adapt their FastTrap trackball to a standard mouse cable; attaching that to the cable Cambridge supplied worked fine, once I’d removed the silly screws from Cambridge’s plug so that I could get it inserted into the Z88.

That done, the software works fine. No manual needed. You can transfer files back and forth, and indeed, if you have built a spreadsheet in the Z88, you can convert it to a Lotus 1-2-3 file as you transfer. The software is all menu-driven and quite elegant.

Bottom Line
All in all, the Z88 is expensive, sometimes infuriating, hard to learn, at times difficult to operate, and often plagued with silly glitches like the cable screws.

The command structure is goofy, and you keep wishing they had given you ways to change many of the defaults. The help files are useless, and the documents are wretchedly indexed and not well organized.

Concede all that, and it’s still interesting. If you have a requirement for a small and handy computer, mostly for word processing but with a general-purpose capability, you may find there’s no substitute for the Z88. Once you’ve learned to use it, the little machine looks nearly indispensable.

It’s light in weight, small in bulk, and surprisingly powerful. The BASIC in the machine is quite elegant. I have a lot of quarrels with the Pipedream combination spreadsheet and word processor, but in fact it does both jobs well enough to get by. Once you solve the cable problem, it’s easy to squirt your stuff into a full-featured machine, PC or Macintosh, for editing. The screen is fairly small, but it’s about as readable as a paperback book, meaning that if there’s light enough to read by, there’s light enough to work by; and the Z88 is handy enough that you can pull it out and work almost anywhere. Moreover, you’re more likely to have it when you need it.

I wouldn’t recommend the Z88 as your only machine, but I’m sure getting attached to mine. I’ll never write novels with it, and I doubt it will ever be the only machine I carry on long trips; but I don’t know any other computer I could have used in a White House briefing.

Wizard
It may not come as a great surprise to learn that I am a gadget addict, and I particularly like small electronic whizbangs. From the days of the first over-priced Hewlett-Packard scientific calculators to the present, I have been hooked on these things.

Indeed, I regret that my Casio FX-7100 combination scientific calculator and alarm clock is a basket case. Is there anyone out there who either has one in working condition and is willing to sell or can fix mine, starting with a plastic bag of parts? I really miss that little gadget.

Anyway, the Sharp OZ-7000 Wizard Electronic Organiser wouldn’t do to continued
There's a full alphabetic keyboard, but carried in an inside coat pocket but it's ABC, not QWERTY. The keys are rather awkwardly placed on the right side with the screen on the left, so that you can look at either the screen or the keyboard but not both; and I for one am never going to be a touch-typist on this machine. It's fairly simple to enter numbers and times and such, but once again, using the scheduler gets awkward as soon as you want to spell out in any detail just what it is you are scheduling. Ditto for entering telephone numbers and addresses: entering those is work. The optional expense report manager is easier to use, but so is a notebook.

All in all, the Wizard is more notable for what can be done in a small package like this than for what has been done. I carry it around to show people, and I like the way it impresses them; but I really have to confess I don't use it all that much. If you love gadgets, you'll love this for its own sake. If you're just trying to keep notes and file your trip expense reports, don't throw away your Day-Timer just yet.

Wizard PC-Link

One thing that makes the Wizard a bit more useful is Traveling Software's Wizard PC-Link, which is software and a cable that lets you connect your Wizard to a PC-compatible. There's even a Lotus 1-2-3 Expense Manager template: squirt over your Wizard expense files, and you can read them into this template for further analysis and report generation.

You can also generate a lot of notes, phone lists, schedule stuff, and such like on your PC, then ship it over to the Wizard, thus saving no end of hunt-and-peck entry on the Wizard's silly little ABC keyboard.

Like all Traveling Software's products, Wizard PC-Link works without surprises. You'll spend a lot more time in the Wizard manual than you will in Traveling Software's. Still, it is worth reading, since it will suggest things you haven't thought of, like sharing Wizard and SideKick files. If you're reading this and you have or are getting a Wizard, you will need Wizard PC-Link.

GoScript

Macintosh users with LaserWriters can skip this section. If you're using a PC and have a Hewlett-Packard LaserJet, ThinkJet, or DeskJet (or a 24-pin dot-matrix printer), you know you can't do fancy Postscript printing the way your Apple colleagues can; or at least you couldn't until now.

Comes now GoScript, from LaserGo, a program that understands Postscript output from, say, Xerox Ventura Publisher, Aldus PageMaker, or, for that matter, just Microsoft Word or Borland Quattro; and it can take that PostScript output and translate it into something to drive your printer. Rotation, multiple fonts, and font scaling; it's all there.

That's the good news.

The bad news is that GoScript is glacially slow. First, it has to do the calculations (it helps if you have a math coprocessor, but it isn't required). Then it has to send those instructions, dot by dot (300 dots per inch), out to your printer. This can take long enough for you to have lunch. You may want to start growing a beard.

On the other hand, it works. I don't know of any other way to get that kind of performance out of an ordinary laser printer, much less ink-jet and dot-matrix printers. If you need PostScript output and you're willing to wait while it does the job, get LaserGo's GoScript.

Northgate Omni Key/102

Regular readers of this column know I worry a lot about keyboards. Given the number of words I turn out a month, it's hardly surprising. I pay attention to feel, key layout, sturdiness, and just about everything else.

After several months of testing, we've adopted a new standard keyboard here at Chaos Manor. What we've settled on is the Northgate Omni Key/102.

PS/2 MEMORY

Introducing OS/RAM4™.

- 4 megabytes of memory.
- Extended and expanded memory. LIM 4.0.
- Works with all of your programs.
- Run DOS or OS/2 effortlessly.
- Fast and simple switchless installation.
- Auto-configuration for all operating systems.
- Works in all Micro Channel™ computers.
- Expanded memory 10 times faster than Intel.
- Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty.
- IBM approved ID. $349 OK.

Call today 1-800-234-4232 or 617-273-1818

CapitaI Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803

PS/2 and Micro Channel are trademarks of IBM

make notes with in a White House briefing or anywhere else, but it is way up near the top on my list of neat gadgets. It's also likely to generate some strong opinions, because if you're not a confirmed gadget lover, you may not care for the Wizard at all.

The Wizard is about the size of an old-fashioned cigar case, small enough to be carried in an inside coat pocket but bulky and heavy enough to be noticed if it's there. It has a whole bunch of features: calendar, schedule book, alarm, memo, fairly simple (not scientific) calculator, and home and world clock; and if those aren't enough, you can buy small IC cards that let it do other things (e.g., record trip expenses).

Entering notes in the Wizard is a pain. I'll never figure it out.
Understand, there's nothing wrong with our previous DataDesk keyboards. They continue to work just fine, and we like them a lot more than the keyboards that come as standard equipment with most machines.

Northgate keyboards have two superior features. First, there's a definite mechanical click that you can feel as well as hear associated with each key press. I like that. Let me hasten to add that I know some people do not like the tactile key-click feature; in which case, I recommend they use a DataDesk keyboard, which has a good feel, but different from the Northgate keyboards.

The second reason I like Northgate keyboards is the key layout. The Escape key is in the upper left, and I especially like the function keys: on the Omni Key/102, all 12 function keys are on the left side of the keyboard, 10 of them in the same place they were on the original IBM PC keyboard, with F11 and F12 above them.

In theory, it ought to be a good idea to put the function keys in a row across the top. That way, the program can do you a little diagram with the explanations of the function keys laid out exactly as are the keys themselves. In practice, I find that it's just plain easier to find and use the function keys when they are bunched over to the left. It's certainly easier to get at them with the left little finger.

There's one more neat thing about the Northgate keyboards. They come with a tiny (about 50 bytes) TSR program called POURVOUS.COM (which was written to suit my prejudices). This program re-maps your keyboard so that Shift-comma is comma, and ditto with periods. If you want the right- and left-arrow symbols, you do Left Shift-Alt-comma or period to get them. POURVOUS.COM works invisibly with all the software I know, including DESQview. I've installed it in all my machines, including portables.

The Northgate Omni Key/102 has become the standard keyboard at Chaos Manor. Recommended.

Models of Doom
Back in March 1972, Dennis and Donella Meadows published The Limits to Growth, a highly influential book that grew out of research sponsored by a group of wealthy industrialists calling themselves "The Club of Rome." The book presented a pessimistic view of the future; in contrast to the idea of progress, which had dominated Western intellectual thought through the previous 150 years, it predicted an unending series of disasters: vast upswings in population punctuated with massive die-offs and an unavailing steady fall in the "quality of life."

Moreover, there wasn't much we could do. Efforts to stave off one crisis would create an even worse—and totally unavoidable—crisis of another kind.

The Limits to Growth inspired political movements based on the philosophy of an era of limits. Phrases like "appropriate technology," "limits," "soft paths," and "ecology" became symbols of power. The book was influential in the election of Jimmy Carter as president.

This book was based mostly on a single "systems dynamics world model": a computer simulation developed at MIT by Professor Jay Forrester and presented in considerable detail in his book World Dynamics (Wright-Allen Press, 2d ed., 1973). The model consists of some 45 interconnected subsystems: typical subsystems or blocks are NRUR (natural-resource-usage rate), DR (death rate), POL (pollution), CID (capital investment discardi), BR (birthrate), and so forth, all of which are interactively connected. That is, agricultural investment increases agricultural output, which increases birthrate but also pollution; pollution decreases agricultural output; and so on. The simulation output includes things like total world population, total pollution, and quality of life (which, incidentally, peaked in 1940 according to the "standard" model).

By today's standards, the systems dynamics world model is not so impressive, but in 1970 it certainly was. In those days, there was a natural awe and respect for computers—and perhaps even more for those who could persuade computers to do something useful. World Dynamics and, even more so, The Limits to Growth captured the imaginations of many respected social thinkers. Isaac Asimov popularized many of the conclusions in a Penthouse magazine essay concluding not only that humanity was doomed, but that the doom would happen rapidly, probably before the end of the century.

There were counterarguments. I made some of them in a book called A Step Further Out. Members of the faculty of the University of Sussex analyzed The Limits to Growth in a scholarly counterblast called Models of Doom. Herman Kahn's Hudson Institute published The Next Two Hundred Years, with a picture of the future nothing like what you found in The Limits to Growth. However, in most academic institutions, there was strong support for the conclusions and recommendations in The Limits to Growth.

One thing was lacking in this debate: most of those who were doing the discarded
cussing, whether for or against The Limits to Growth, had no means of doing simulations of their own. Computers large enough to handle models of this complexity weren’t all that widespread, and time on computers of any size wasn’t easy to get. While (to Forrester’s great credit) World Dynamics presents a thorough mathematical description of the world model, it doesn’t give source code except in the language DYNAMO. In those days, few social scientists had means for producing computer programs in DYNAMO or any other language, even if they had access to suitable machines and compilers. Most of the analyses of The Limits to Growth and the World Dynamics model on which the book was based had to be done in words and on paper.

By 1978, that wasn’t so true. It was then possible to get source code in BASIC for the World Dynamics model. I wrote one program myself. Running that program demonstrated quite dramatically just how sensitive the World Dynamics model was to a key pair of assumptions: that NR (natural resources) was monotonically dwindling and did so at a rate proportional to CI (capital investment), and that birthrate does not fall with increasing wealth.

Moreover, the model had no provision whatever for “resource substitution,” although history shows that when a resource becomes scarce, the price rises, and another resource—often one not previously thought useful—is substituted. (The classic example is the use of coal after Britain’s timber resources had been exhausted.) I attempted to add such features to the model, but doing that work in BASIC on Old Zeke (my 64K-byte CP/M Z80) and plotting the output on a Diablo daisy-wheel printer was clumsy and time-consuming. Before I finished that work, the intellectual community had found a new fad to scare themselves with.

Extend

The Limits to Growth phenomenon—the extraordinary popularity and influence of a single computer simulation—could happen again, but it seems less likely now that nearly everyone has a desktop computer far more powerful than the one Forrester used. Building up dynamic simulation models—whether of the world or of far simpler systems—is much easier now.

If you’re using Extend on your Macintosh, simulation can even be a lot of fun. Extend is a simulation program that makes use of the Mac’s best features. Like the Mac, you can learn to use Extend in a couple of hours. All you need to do is take a bunch of predefined subsystems; connect their inputs and outputs in interesting ways; set the initial conditions; and launch the simulation. Extend will plot the results for you. You can then go back and change anything you like to see what effect, if any, that has on the outcome of whatever you simulated. Extend comes with libraries of subsystems relevant to simple models of electronics, earthquakes, ecology, manufacturing, and other such stuff. There’s also a neat tutorial that shows you how to get started.

Once you’ve learned the basics of Extend, you can do almost anything you like. You can draw new boxes in any shape you like (e.g., one of the tutorials is a model of heating your house; naturally, there’s a house, while the roof insulation “box” looks like a roof, and so

continued
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forth). You can define the boxes in any detail you want: number of inputs, number of outputs, relation of input to output, and so on. You can make things as simple as adding two integers, or as complex as multiplying two complex matrices and getting their eigenvalues.

I've been using the program for only a few weeks, and I estimate that if I really wanted to put up the World Dynamics model in Extend, I could probably get it done in two weeks of part-time work; after which, I could test that model for sensitivity to its assumptions in an hour and add new features almost without limit. I'm not likely to do that, but I'm pretty sure I could.

Last night, Jim Ransom, Mike Hyson, and I worked on refining the SSX (Space Ship Experimental) documents so that we could get a new briefing off to Washington. After we got that done, we started playing with Extend and managed to chew up a few more hours just having fun: we were modeling a pond in which piranha eat goldfish, and goldfish eat dead piranha; we wanted to add a third critter and get stable populations. That turns out to be hard to do; we got to see just what a tough job God has.

I sure wish I'd had Extend back in the days when a few of us space enthusiasts tried to insist that Forrester modeled the wrong system: the resource base for the human race consists not merely of this finite earth, but a full system of nine planets, 35 moons, a million asteroids, and a billion comets, all orbiting a very large and benign thermonuclear power plant that needs no maintenance.

The book of the month is by Nathan Glazer, The Limits of Social Policy (Harvard University Press, 1988). The game of the month is The Halls of Montezuma (Strategic Studies Group, 1747 Orleans Ct., Walnut Creek, CA 94598, (415) 932-3019). I had a lot of fun playing the Battle of Inchon.

Next month, OS/2 versus Unix, unless someone else has said it all better than I can.

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psychology and is a science fiction writer who also earns a comfortable living writing about computers present and future. Jerry welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Please put your address on the letter as well as on the envelope. Due to the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot guarantee a personal reply. You can also contact him on BIX as "jerryp."
"Everything about this product exudes quality...it is one of the most complete and powerful development systems available today."

Scott Robert Ladd
Computer Language

"TopSpeed" is surely one of the finest new products introduced to date in the PC arena...DDJ doesn't give unqualified raves very often, but there's no question about it in this case; JPI's TopSpeed Modula-2 is first-rate.

Kent Porter
Dr. Dobbs Journal

"TopSpeed Modula-2 looks like another classic in the making. It generates code as good as or better than leading C compilers and the programming environment is a genuine pleasure to use!"

Dick Pountain
BYTE Magazine

TopSpeed Modula-2 is a high-speed optimizing compiler (3,000-5,000 lines/min. on a PC AT 8MHz), integrated menu-driven environment with multi-window/multi-file editor, automatic make, fast smart linker. All Modula-2 sources to libraries included. BONUS: Complete high-speed window management module included with source. 258-page User's Manual and 190-page Language Tutorial.

OS/2 version now available: Runs in protected mode under OS/2 Standard or Extended Edition 1.0 or 1.1. Generates standard .OBJ files and .DLLs. Comes with fast, smart linker, built-in assembler. Modula-2 and assembly source code for libraries included (and fully compatible with DOS version). Full support of all OS/2 calls. Same integrated configurable environment as the DOS version.


The TechKit® includes: Assembler source for start-up code and run-time library, JPI TopSpeed Assembler (30,000 lines/min.), TSR module, communications driver, PROM locator, dynamic overlays, and technical information. 72-page manual. (DOS only)

System Requirements: IBM PC or compatible, 384K available RAM, two floppy drives (hard disk recommended).

TopSpeed is ONE GREAT COMPILER!

— Jerry Pournelle
BYTE Information Exchange

TopSpeed's seamlessly integrated environment.

VID (Visual Interactive Debugger): power without complexity.

Sieve benchmark measured by the British Standards Institution (BSI) — 25 iterations on an 8MHz AT.

DOS Compiler $99.95
TechKit $59.95
VID $59.95
DOS 3-Pack $199.95
(Compiler, TechKit & VID)
OS/2 Compiler $195.00

To Order:
In the US, call: 1-800-543-5202
In Canada, call: 1-800-543-8452
Or mail us your order with a check, money order, or VISA/MC information. 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee.

Shipping & handling charges:
In North America: add $5 for EACH product ordered. CA residents please add applicable sales tax. Overseas: Add $20 for EACH compiler and $8 for EACH other product. 3-pack is $36.00.

In England and Europe contact:
Jensen & Partners UK Ltd., 63 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1N 2PB. Phone: (01)253-4333. DOS Compiler: £59.95. TechKit £49.95. VID £49.95. DOS 3-Pack £119.95. OS/2 Compiler £124.95.

Handling charges: In UK please phone VAT & P&P. In Europe, add £1 for up to 3 products, £2 for each add’l product.

System Requirements: IBM PC or compatible, 384K available RAM, two floppy drives (hard disk recommended).
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DESQview 2.2 and DESQview 386. The multitasking, windowing environments that work with your favorite software.

DESQview™ is the operating environment that brings OS/2® power to DOS. And it lets you, with your trusty 8088, 8086, 80286, or 80386 PC, leap into the next generation in PC productivity. For not much money. And without throwing away your favorite software.

Introducing DESQview 2.2
And now, DESQview 2.2 adds capabilities, performance, and compatibility enhancements you’ve been asking for:

Like being able to fine tune DESQview performance “on the fly.” Run Lotus Express and Metro. And the Intel Connection Co Processor. Even use the DOS 4.0 shell with DESQview. Have DESQview automatically install Quattro, Sprint, Aldus PageMaker, Microsoft Excel, Word Perfect, Datasense and as many as 80 other programs. And using the DESQview API, be able to dynamically link them.

More bang: less bytes
While other programs get bigger, we’ve worked to make DESQview smaller. And we’ve succeeded in a big way on PCs and PS/2’s with extended, EMS 3.2 (AboveBoard), EEMS and EMS 4.0 memory—as well as on 386 PCs and PS/2s. For example, DESQview overhead on EGA/VGA PCs is as low as 10K. And DESQview actually increases memory 30K on CGA PCs; 20K on monochrome and Hercules PCs. That’s good news for users of big desktop publishing, CAD and database programs.

Introducing DESQview 386
For users of 80386 PCs and PS/2s (or PCs with 80386 add-in boards, such as the Intel Intboard 386), there’s DESQview 386 (a combination of DESQview 2.2 and the new QEMM-386 Quarterdeck Expanded Memory Manager, version 4.2).

DESQview lets you run your favorite programs in windows side-by-side. PS/2. For example, DESQview overhead on EMU 4.0 and 386 PCs can be as low as 10K on EGA/VGA PCs. And DESQview actually increases memory 30K on CGA PCs; 20K on monochrome and Hercules PCs. That’s good news for users of big desktop publishing, CAD and database programs.

Promise and performance
And, of course, both DESQviews have all the features that made prior versions the popular choice in operating environments. The ability to multitask in 640K and beyond. View programs in windows or full screen. Transfer data. Access DOS via menus. Dial your phone. And create keystroke macros within and between programs.

Our story gets better and better
If there’s any doubt about our commitment to your PC and PS/2 productivity, just look at our accomplishments over the years. We think you will understand why GE, Ford, Aetna, Monsanto, and so many other major corporations use DESQview. And why PC Magazine twice gave DESQview its Editor’s Choice Award for “The Best Alternative to OS/2,” why readers of InfoWorld voted DESQview “Product of the Year” three times. Why, by popular vote at Comdex Fall for two years in a row, DESQview was chosen “Best PC Environment” in PC Tech Journal’s Systems Builder Contest, and just won their “Professional Solutions” Award. DESQview lets you have it all now.
QEMM. Break the 640K barrier for $59.95

Your 80386 PC, IBM Personal System/2 Model 80, PC or AT with 80386 add-in board, as well as your IBM Personal System/2 Models 50 or 60 can all break through the DOS 640K barrier. Now you can have maximum use of your memory—whether you have one megabyte or 32—with the Quarterdeck Expanded Memory Manager. All without having to purchase special expanded memory boards.

QEMM uses hidden features within your existing memory to make it compatible with the Lotus-Intel-Microsoft Expanded Memory Specification (EMS) version 4.0.

Now you can run colossal spreadsheets, databases, and CAD models designed for expanded memory, using Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, Framework, Paradox, AutoCAD, Excel and more.

And if you'd like to use these programs all together—multitasking beyond 640K—QEMM works with our popular DESQview multitasking environment.

If you are one of the 12 million or so 8086, 8085 or 80286 PC users who feel left out, don’t despair. We have options that let you keep your computer and favorite programs and give you today what the newest PCs and operating systems are promising for the future.

Visit your dealer for more information on barrier-breaking Quarterdeck products.


API Reference Manual
The key to the power of the DESQview API, our Reference Manual contains all you need to know to write Assembly Language programs that take full advantage of DESQview’s capabilities. And there’s an ‘include’ file with symbols and macros to aid you in development.

API C Library
Here are C language interfaces for the entire set of API functions. It supports the Lattice C, Metaware C, Microsoft C, and Turbo C compilers for all memory models. Included with the C Library package is the API Reference Manual and source code for the library.

API Pascal Library
The Pascal library provides interfaces for the entire set of API functions. It supports Turbo Pascal V4.0 and V5.0 compilers. Included are the API Reference Manual, source code for the library, and example programs.

API Debugger
The DESQview API Debugger is an interactive tool enabling the API programmer to trace and single step through API calls from several concurrently running DESQview-specific programs. Trace information is reported symbolically along with the program counter, registers, and stack at the time of the call. Trace conditions can be specified so that only calls of interest are reported.

API Panel Designer
This interactive tool helps you design windows, menus, help screens, error messages, and forms. It includes an editor that lets you construct an image of your panel using simple commands to enter, edit, copy, and move text, as well as draw lines and boxes. You can then define the characteristics of the window that will contain the panel, such as its position, size, and title. Finally, you can specify the locations and types of fields in the panel.

The Panel Designer automatically generates all the DESQview API data streams necessary to display and take input from your panel. These data streams may be grouped into panel libraries and stored on disk or as a part of your program.

More Tools are Coming
Quarterdeck is committed to adding tools as needed by our users. To that end we have been working with Ashton Tate and Buzzwords International on dBASE III and dBASE IV translators. And in the works, we have BASIC and DOS Extender libraries.

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405 (213) 392-9851 FAX: (213) 399-3802

For additional information, please use the following Reader Service numbers: DESQview: # 234 QEMM: # 235 API Tools: # 236 API Conference: # 237
Back half a dozen years ago, when MS-DOS was still struggling it out with CP/M and the Macintosh was but a mere rumor, word processing was fraught with peril for the unsuspecting user.

Software reviewers had to warn their readers about products like the original release of Perfect Writer, which required that paragraphs be separated by blank lines. If you merely indented your paragraphs without adding an extra carriage return between them, the program would happily reformat your document into one big, undifferentiated glob of text. It also had a spelling checker that would accept "nosal" and "nosation" as legitimately spelled words derived from "nose."

Then there were those ghastly "page-oriented" word processors. Once you typed past the bottom of page 1, your goose was cooked. If you went back and decided to add something, the resulting extra lines wouldn't push their way onto page 2; you had to remember to highlight the excess and move it to the top of the next page.

These types of products were fine for a limited set of projects, but you had to match your requirements to product specifications with extreme care. Nowadays, there’s no longer much need for the same sort of vigilant zeal. I haven’t seen a truly horrendous word processor in a year or two. Almost every available program performs the essential functions with little hassle.

There are some programs I don’t like, and sometimes I can’t understand why a manufacturer has brought an undistinguished product to market, but it has been a while since I’ve felt the urge to drive a digital stake through a word processor’s binary heart. I have no qualms about telling an MS-DOS user to go out and buy any of the best-selling products—WordPerfect, WordStar, Microsoft Word, XyWrite, PC-Write, Sprint, Q&A Write, and so forth. There are excellent choices among the integrated packages—Framework, Enable, and Smart, for instance. Some lesser-known programs, like Celebrity and Nota Bene, are also good choices. I’ll hold my remarks on Mac software for a moment, but again, most of the programs do provide basic functionality.

My recommendation to a total novice would be to go to a retailer, compare lists of features on product boxes, spend a few minutes watching demonstrations of those programs that claim to do what you want to get done, and then go with your gut feeling. You don’t have much chance of making a terrible mistake.

It’s slightly complicated to advise a more sophisticated user, simply because the reasons for selecting one product over another one are now largely determined by comparing specific features for specialized functions or by defining intangibles like “feel.” In the IBM PC-compatible arena, I’ll suggest Lotus Manuscript for its handling of technical documents, XyWrite for nifty macro programmability, Sprint for the ease with which you can reconfigure its command set, and WordPerfect for the overall sense of well-being it gives its users. Other programs, of course, answer other demands. Even at this level, it’s difficult to blow it completely. You can still get things done, even if it’s a tad more awkward with one program than it might be with another.

Why have we reached this amazing state of grace? There are two reasons. First, programmers and users alike have been slogging away at microcomputer
APPLICATIONS PLUS

word processors for more than a dozen years now, and we have all reached a tacit consensus on what the fundamental operations are and how they should be implemented.

Second, I think we’ve hit the natural limit of what a single user can do with 640K bytes of RAM and a 25-row by 80-column text-only display. (I’m discounting the possibilities of hypertext access to reference sources, network support, and AI-based grammar checking, but I see these options as peripheral to the primary business of pounding out words.)

However, as pleasant as this moment of peace may seem, it will be relatively short-lived. Higher-resolution output devices (e.g., laser printers) and the related hunger for desktop publishing tools are rapidly pushing word processing into a new stage of graphics orientation. Better output has made yesterday’s concept of WYSIWYG nearly obsolete.

Even if you’re not interested in creating newsletters with your word processor, wouldn’t it be nice to see what your document will look like without having to enter a special preview mode? If there’s a next generation of personal computing in the wings, this factor alone could be enough to drive the changeover.

Coming Attractions

For better or worse, the future of word processing is currently being played out on the Mac, although the focus may shift in time to the Presentation Manager or any windowing form of Unix. Many developers see the Mac as an ideal testing lab for products or concepts they hope to port to other environments. Why? The Mac already has an acceptable graphics interface and seamless access to oodles of RAM, that’s why. Thus, watching the word processing wars on the Mac is an entertaining and important spectator sport, even if you never intend to have anything to do with any computer bearing an Apple logo.

In its early days, the Mac was a terrible machine for word processing vendors. MacWrite, a utilitarian program at best, was given away with every computer sold. Even mighty Microsoft couldn’t break this stranglehold; my spies in Redmond tell me that during the Age of Bundling, Microsoft Word never achieved more than a 30 percent share of the market for Mac word processors.

Few other software developers bothered to think about invading Apple’s turf; Mac word processing lay stagnant.

But today, with MacWrite stripped away and desktop publishing acting as a motivating force, word processing devel-
Nisus, a full-featured word processor from Paragon Concepts, is a much bigger and spiffier product, about four times the size of its progenitor. However, its first incarnation, I wasn't particularly impressed with WriteNow. It added a spelling checker, multiple columns, and the like. The program is quick and stable. Also, what you see on-screen is what you get. There are a few more trivial glitches, but this is rapidly becoming my favorite Mac editor.

Son of Word Processing

Finally, there's Preferred Publishers' Vantage, a word processor in the guise of a desktop accessory. It's an enhanced version of McSink, a shareware desktop accessory designed for preprocessing text for page-layout work. McSink lets you massage data left on the Clipboard and then repaste it into the original document in the foreground application. Vantage adds true word processing, spelling checking, and file handling to this model.

In some ways, Vantage represents a handy subset of Nisus. It comes with a long list of macro-like functions that enable you to sort, number lines, insert prefixes and suffixes, change case, add or delete linefeeds. There are true macros, too; although you can't create them by turning on a recorder, you can write your own miniprograms and save them as loadable macro files. Vantage may be a harbinger of the lean, mean programs we might see when the Mac gains true multitasking and data exchange. A nice little word processor, it makes a wonderful adjunct to other sorts of programs that require text input.

Better Choices Are Here

What I really like about these three programs is that they are all nicely designed... continued
American Power Machines

GRUMMAN F-14A TOMCAT (1972)
This two-seat carrierborne fighter has an advanced radar that can simultaneously track 24 targets and direct attacks against any six of them at a distance of up to 100 miles.

SPECS. 80386
- True Intel 25 MHz CPU
- 25 MHz Chip & Technology Set
- Deluxe, Digital Tower Chassis/230 Power Supply
- 1MB RAM (540K Base, 384k ROM Shadow)
- 6 I/O Slots (1 32 Bit, 4 16 Bit, 2 8 Bit)
- 1.2 MB F.D.D.
- 1.44 MB F.D.D.
- 150 MB Maxtor 5ESI Hard Disk Drive (17 M5)
- 14" Flat Screen Monochrome Monitor & Card
- Serial/Parallel Ports
- 101 Keyboard
- Motherboard Expandable to 8MB/16MB max.

Tower 386 DX-T
$3,899

SPECS. 386-20 MHz
- True Intel 20 MHz CPU
- 1 MB RAM (640 K Base, 384 ROM Shadow)
- 6 I/O Slots (1 32 Bit, 4 16 Bit, 2 8 Bit)
- 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive
- 1.44 MB Floppy Disk Drive
- 80 MB Seagate Hard Disk Drive
- Serial/Parallel Ports
- 14" Flat Screen Monochrome Monitor & Card
- 101 Keyboard

$2,699

SPECS. 386-20 MHz
Gas Plasma Portable
- Deluxe 4 Shade Gas Plasma
- 480 x 480 Resolution
- True Intel 80386-20 MHz CPU
- 1 MB RAM (640 K Base, 384k ROM Shadow)
- Motherboard Expandable to 8 MB
- 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive
- 40 MB, 28 MS Hard Disk Drive
- Serial/Parallel Ports
- 80387 Socket
- 3 Expansion Slots Available
- 20 Lbs. with Carrying Case
- RGB/MGP Ext. Output, Ega Optional

$2,999

OPTIONS:
EGA CARD & MONITOR ADD .............. $350.00
VGA CARD & MONITOR ADD .............. $499.00
64 K CACHE OPTION ADD .............. $475.00

CALL FOR LATEST MEMORY UPGRADE COSTS. ALL SYSTEMS FULLY MS, PC DOS COMPATIBLE. RUNS UNIX PC MOS, PIC, NOVELL AND OS/2 MULTI-USER OPERATING SYSTEMS. SYSTEMS MAKE EXCELLENT FILE SERVERS OR HIGH END WORK STATIONS.

SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS FOR VOLUME BUYERS.

MICRO TELESIS INCORPORATED
1260A Logan Ave., Ste. A2
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 557-2003 Fax: (714) 557-9729

APPLICATIONS PLUS

ITEMS DISCUSSED

Nisus .............................................$395
Paragon Concepts, Inc.
990 Highland Dr., Suite 312
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(619) 451-1477
Inquiry 1021.

Vantage .....................................$99.95
Preferred Publishers, Inc.
5100 Poplar Ave., Suite 617
Memphis, TN 38137
(901) 683-3383
Inquiry 1022.

WriteNow for
Macintosh 2.0 ..........................$195
T/Maker Co.
1390 Villa St.
Mountain View, CA 94041
(415) 962-0195
Inquiry 1023.

for writing; the page-layout and formatting mechanisms don’t get in the way of the primary task. They all make good companions to desktop publishing software packages, as well as standing admirably on their own.

It’s becoming obvious that the Mac environment, once so poor in word processing, will eventually have a constellation of programs that rival those in the IBM PC-compatible sector in richness and personality, if not in quantity.

That’s good news for writers who like the Mac.

By extension, the better news is that the coming era of windowing interfaces will not reduce everyone else to using countless clones of early MacWrite, as I certainly once feared when I first looked at those clumsy editors provided with Microsoft Windows and Digital Research’s GEM. I’m positive that we’ll be using the products I mentioned, or ones much like them. What this means is that we’ll be able to select word processing programs that accurately reflect our habits and preferences from a decent array of choices. This is very good news indeed for all of us.

Ezra Shapiro is a consulting editor for BYTE. You can contact him on BIX as “ezra.” Because of the volume of mail he receives, Ezra, regretfully, cannot respond to each inquiry.

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
Yes! the Phenomenal VGAWONDER does it all at IBM Hardware level compatibility with automatic monitor detect and no dip switches or jumpers to set. A HOT CARD for the 286/386 POWER USER with AUTO BUS DETECT for 8 or 16 bit slots, running with a 16 bit datapath with 1:1 interleave. 100% IBM HARDWARE LEVEL COMPATIBILITY means that ALL software and operating systems designed for IBM systems will run. 1024 WILL BE DISPLAYED IN COLOR ON STANDARD MULTISYNC MONITORS. Although these features are expected from ATI they are NOT AVAILABLE from other manufacturers. EGA on all monitors including RGB & TTL means a perfect card for networks. MOUSE ON BOARD! ATI built the mouse right in to this one, why not? No extra charge! VGAWONDER is available in both 512K and 256K Versions. Ask your dealer for more information.
Aw...What the Heck!

EXTREMELY POWERFUL
DesignCAD 3-D version 2.0 is as powerful as most CAD systems costing $5000 - $10,000! Features like: Complex Extrusions, linear, scalar, and circular, Blending of Surfaces, Shading, Cross Sectioning, Complex Sweeps and Translations, and Boolean operations make DesignCAD 3-D one of the most powerful 3-D CAD systems available...at any price! Engineers, Architects and Consultants constantly tell us that they use CAD systems costing thousands of dollars which are not as powerful as DesignCAD 3-D.

WHAT THE HECK! EXTREMELY POWERFUL
DesignCAD 3-D version 2.0 is as powerful as most CAD systems costing $5000 - $10,000! Features like: Complex Extrusions, linear, scalar, and circular, Blending of Surfaces, Shading, Cross Sectioning, Complex Sweeps and Translations, and Boolean operations make DesignCAD 3-D one of the most powerful 3-D CAD systems available...at any price! Engineers, Architects and Consultants constantly tell us that they use CAD systems costing thousands of dollars which are not as powerful as DesignCAD 3-D.

VERY EASY TO USE
Just because DesignCAD 3-D is powerful doesn’t mean it is difficult to use. Single keystroke commands and side-bar menus which give short directions on how to proceed make DesignCAD 3-D a snap to use! While not required, DesignCAD 3-D supports all popular digitizers and mice. Many of the older, more cumbersome CAD systems require weeks of training before a user can be productive. DesignCAD 3-D users find they can be producing useful drawings in a matter of minutes! In a recent CAD contest only one contestant was able to match our drawing time. The package sold for $3000.00. The other CAD packages took up to twice as long to perform the same drawing and cost up to $6000.00!

Still don’t believe us? The goblet pictured below required only 16 keystrokes and 3 commands to create! The top, front, side, and isometric views were created simultaneously...in less than one minute!

DesignCAD 3-D only $399!

WHY BUY THIS ONE?
There is a very important reason to buy DesignCAD 3-D. PERFORMANCE. No other CAD system can match our price/performance ratio. Many people make the serious mistake of thinking that it is necessary to spend thousands of dollars to obtain “a good 3-D CAD system.” This is not true! We talk to people everyday that are sadly disappointed with their “expensive” CAD systems. Don’t be one of them! Call us and we will send you a complete set of literature and a free slide show demo disk. Once you compare DesignCAD 3-D version 2.0 with other CAD systems we know you will choose DesignCAD 3-D.

DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
Here is what other people have to say about DesignCAD 3-D:

HENRY LEVET, Levet & Daigle Architects · New Orleans, LA
“After you’ve worked with DesignCAD, the single keystroke commands are simple to remember and it becomes easy to “flick one key” to execute a command. An extremely ergonomically designed program.”

J. TURNER, Architect TAO Ltd.· The Woodlands, Texas
“Recently I worked with a firm that builds decks. They purchased your product on my recommendation. I sat down with them and in two hours they were very proficient in DesignCAD. Now they are more effective; and we can communicate...it’s wonderful to be able to do a block repeat 42 times and there are 42 2x4’s to make the deck!”

DR. STEVENS, NASA Space Scientist/Engineer
“Allows scientists and engineers to expend minimum time learning and using CAD software so that their time can be expended on the project at hand. It also allows scientists and engineers to quickly present to management all views of a subject. (3-D).”

HOW DO I GET ONE?
DesignCAD 3-D version 2.0 is available from most retail computer stores, or you may order directly from us. DesignCAD 3-D is available in a number of foreign languages from distributors throughout the world. All you need to run DesignCAD 3-D is an IBM PC Compatible and 640K RAM. DesignCAD 3-D supports most graphics cards, printers, plotters and digitizers. Free information and a demo diskette are available by contacting us at:

American
Small Business Computers, Inc.
327 South Mill Street
Pryor, OK 74361
918/325-4844
FAX: 01-918-825-6359
TELEX: 9102400302
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Can personal computer fax boards cut it in the real business world?

In the past year or so, the question "Can you fax it to me?" has become ubiquitous. The office fax machine, once a curiosity, has suddenly become a necessity. And now that nearly every office has one, nearly every office is expected to have one. If you don't, people think there's something wrong with you.

Of course, the standard tabletop fax with its built-in telephone is a familiar sight, but personal computer owners have an additional way to join in the fax landslide. A number of companies, including Quadram and Brooktrout Technologies, make fax cards for personal computers. These are cards that plug into the expansion bus on your IBM PC compatible or Mac II and allow the computer to communicate with another fax machine. Other cards include a built-in modem or fit into the expansion bus on a laptop computer.

These products have been around for several months. Clearly, they work. The question is, how well? More important, how well do they work in conjunction with a standard tabletop fax machine?

The Rest of the World

The ability to work with the world of tabletop fax machines is important for one simple reason: The vast majority of other fax units in the world are of that type. You want the documents sent by your business to look good, and you want the people at the other end to be able to send and receive just as they would with any other machine. This is one of the few areas in computing where you must plan on the ability to communicate routinely with non-users.

To find out how well these cards worked, I sent documents to and from them, using an inexpensive Murata M1200 fax machine. This is a full-featured, 9600-bps machine that sells in the Washington, DC, area at a discounted price of less than $700. The Murata M1200 has a built-in scanner, a thermal printer, and a telephone handset. You can set it for either normal-resolution (200 by 98 dots per inch) or high-resolution (200 by 196 dpi) modes, and you can set it to answer the phone automatically or manually. The Murata can also respond to polling by other fax machines, and it will make copies for you.

The Cards

I looked at two popular fax cards, the Brooktrout Technology Fax-Mail 96 and the Quadram JT Fax 9600. Both are full-featured 9600-bps cards that work in an IBM PC- or AT-compatible computer. They include support software that lets you transfer ASCII files. They also have methods of capturing printer output destined for Epson printers and converting that to a fax file. Both support a variety of printers, including the LaserJet II. Finally, both have the ability to convert PC Paintbrush graphics files to fax format.

Neither card is difficult to use. Installation normally consists of plugging the card into an empty slot in your computer, attaching the telephone cables, and installing the software. The Quadram JT Fax is addressed through a location in memory, while the Brooktrout card takes the place of a COM device, usually COM2. Quadram provides a variety of alternate memory address settings in the event that the card conflicts with existing hardware. With the Brooktrout Fax-Mail 96, you can change the COM port assignment. There's little else that you need to do to the hardware to install either of these boards.

The two machines are also much the
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same in use. A memory-resident program monitors incoming calls and has the fax card answer if you've turned on the automatic answering feature. This can happen without user intervention. Likewise, you can set a fax for transfer at a particular time, and that will take place in the background. You can send a fax manually at any time, of course.

**The Brooktrout Fax-Mail 96**

This is a full-size card that retails for $599, or slightly less than the Murata. It uses the Rockwell fax modem chip set and is accompanied by software that includes a text editor and a graphics image editor. This graphics editor is especially useful, because it will let you edit a fax you've received elsewhere. Brooktrout suggests this as a way to append your letterhead and signature to your faxes. Essentially, this means that you can use a standard fax machine as a scanner for the computer-based fax. If you don't want or need to buy an expensive scanner, this is a pretty handy way to do an occasional scan.

The Fax-Mail 96 lets you reduce images before printing them. This is important because fax machines normally add a couple of lines to the top of an image when they send it so that there is room for the ID information of the sending machine. When the fax is received and printed, it will frequently cause a half inch or so of the bottom of each page to be printed on the following page unless the image is slightly reduced. With the Fax-Mail 96, you can choose the amount of reduction you need.

The Fax-Mail 96 also lets you specify a reasonably wide variety of graphics adapters for your computer, although it does not support VGA graphics resolution. This is too bad, because the documents on the screen are not always legible when viewed in EGA mode. You can enlarge the screen image and read it that way, however.

When I used the Fax-Mail 96 to send a document to the tabletop Murata M1200 fax machine, it delivered a remarkably clear image. In fact, it causes the fax machine to produce text closely resembling laser-printed output. I tried sending faxes to the Murata from several other fax machines, including some expensive Xerox telecopiers. The images were never as clear as they were from the Fax-Mail 96.

Other people who have used the PC fax cards tell me that the output usually looks good on the receiving end. This is because the printer part of a fax machine generally has a higher resolution than the scanning part; if you're not scanning the input document, you get cleaner output. If you want to impress your correspondents with the quality of your output, the Fax-Mail 96 is a good way to do it.

One of the few weak points of the Brooktrout Technology Fax-Mail 96 is the lack of a speaker to monitor the progress of the call. A status screen on your computer shows the call's progress, but a speaker like the ones found on most fax machines would be nice.

**Quadram JT Fax 9600**

The JT Fax 9600 is a two-thirds-size board designed to fit into IBM PC and AT compatible boards. It's more expensive than the Brooktrout Technology board, listing at $795, but it also uses the Rockwell chip set. Slower versions of this board are considerably less expensive.

For most of its operations, the JT Fax 9600 is as easy to use as the Fax-Mail 96. Like the Fax-Mail, it supports the LaserJet II and will print received faxes on that printer and the variety of dot-matrix printers. Realistically, a dot-matrix printer would be terribly slow, however. Like the Fax-Mail 96, the JT Fax 9600 sends exceptionally clean text to a standard fax machine. The output looks almost as good as laser-printed output and much better than output received from standard fax machines.

In one area, I found the JT Fax 9600 preferable. It had a speaker, so I could hear the call go through. On the other hand, the software had no way to monitor the progress of the transmission, so I had no idea what the transfer speed was. As it turned out, I was able to monitor this with the Murata. Although the JT Fax sent documents at 9600 bps with no trouble, it was not able to receive a fax from the Murata at a speed higher than 4800 bps. (It would receive from some other fax machines at 9600 bps.) This was not a problem with the Fax-Mail 96.

**Are They Worth It?**

If you already have a scanner and a laser printer, adding a fax card instead of buying a fax machine would be a logical move. It would gain you the capability of a fax machine at a slightly lower price. On the other hand, if you have to buy any of those parts, it's cheaper to get a standard fax machine like the Murata.

There are a couple of other settings where these devices make sense. If the quality of output is a significant factor, the ability of the fax cards to produce superior output, even in the remote fax machine, might indicate a requirement. If you need to use the machine on a LAN, then you will have to use a card, because fax machines don't attach to LANs. In addition, the fax cards can handle sophisticated calling lists and deliver faxes while unattended. Only the most expensive fax machines will do this.

Of the two fax boards considered here, the Brooktrout is both less expensive and more trouble-free. I had problems with the ability of the Quadram board to handle my VGA-equipped AT clone. The Fax-Mail 96 had no such problems; though it doesn't support VGA resolution, it worked fine with my VGA monitor, emulating EGA resolution.

This isn't a full-fledged review, but if I had to choose between the two fax boards considered here, I'd take the Brooktrout. I should add, though, that the first choice for me, and for many in small business, would probably be a standard fax machine like the Murata. It doesn't tie up the computer, and the quality of output isn't all that important for most of what I do. Fax cards remain specialized devices that can meet some needs very well, but for general-purpose, light-duty fax service, I question their value.

Wayne Rash Jr. is a consulting editor for *BYTE* and a member of the professional staff of American Management Systems, Inc. (Arlington, VA). He consults with the federal government on microcomputers and communications. You can contact him on BIX as “waynerash,” or in the to.wayne conference.

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, *BYTE*, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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Orders Call 800-733-3888

Fax your order! (818) 347-9977

International orders 818-347-4344

Immediate shipment on purchase orders from government and state agencies.

Cities, counties, schools and universities.

Prices subject to change without notice and while stocks last.

We ship to APO & FPO boxes.

We welcome corporate accounts and international orders.

 Jeb WordTech

QuickView Diamond

345.00

DOX, Datasheet

115.00

ZEROX

Ventura Publisher

519.00

Xerox

Prescribe

318.00

XOR

National Challenge

68.00

XTREK

ScriptPro

68.00

ZEOFY

Publisher PointBreak

149.00

Hardware

Computers

Call

AST Research

Case Study

599.00

Five Star Plus 56K

129.00

ATI

VGA Wagon 236

318.00

Belkin/Datasec

Datasec/Vista

119.00

Computers

Central Point

Call

Copy II Deluxe

119.00

Curtis

Ruby Plus

69.00

ELG

IPS 1100 Power Backup

970.00

EVEREX

Internal 2400 Modem

Computers
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Fifth Generation

LapLink Connection 512K

579.00

Hayes

Smartmodem 2400

459.00

Hewlett Packard

Font Calligraphy

189.00

IBM

At Replacement Battery

99.00

INTEL

Above Board Plus 512K

459.00

Capacitors

Call

Kensington

Masterpiece Plus

109.00

Keytronix

10101 Plus Keyboard

99.00

Kye

Emolius Mouse

59.00

Logitech

Scanner PC

189.00

NewLogitech

Call

Microsoft

Bus or Serial Cable +19.50

MicroSpeed

Fast Ten Serial

95.00

Mouse Systems

Bus or Serial PC Mouse

95.00

Nec Home

Multyscan 3D

759.00

Orchid

PC Director VGA Plus

489.00

Pamasonic

XCP 110 Printer

369.00

Paradise

VGA Plus

106.00

Pololoid

Cablevision Plus

159.00

Practical Peripherals

2400 External Modem

190.00

Seagate

Hard Disk

Call

SummaGraph

SummaGraph Plus 1242

410.00

Sygen

Bridge Point/Adapter

289.00

Toshiba

Pentium

Call

Touchbase

Worldport 2400 Stm

260.00

Worldport 2400 Modem

514.00

Video 7

Vga Cables

529.00

We ship to APO & FPO boxes.

Fax your order! (818) 347-9977

Immediate shipment on purchase orders from government and state agencies.

Cities, counties, schools and universities.

Prices subject to change without notice and while stocks last.

We ship the latest versions.

We accept Visa, Mastercard and American Express.

Please call (818) 347-9400 for an authorization # for defective goods or your return will not be accepted.

Due to copyright laws, we cannot take back software where the seal has been broken.

5 minimum shipping pieces for items on bulk orders.

Heavy items are charged accordingly.

We do not guarantee compatibility.

Call for prices for any software item not included in this ad.

Order desk open 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. (PST). Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. (PST), P.O. Box 19998, Canoga Park, CA 91309, Showroom: 7553 Deering Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304, Customer Service (818) 347-0490 General Office: 347 7500
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A chart that details the features of each member of the Macintosh family

Editor's note: This month we've kept Don Crabb quite busy with reviews and a special column for the Macintosh Special Edition in this issue. To give him a break in the action, we've decided to use his column to supply general information about Apple's growing line of Macintosh computers. Don't be alarmed; Don will be back next month.

Like the variety of colors Henry Ford offered with his Model T (“You can have any color you want, as long as it’s black”), in 1984 Apple gave you a range of hardware options for the Macintosh computer: You had a choice of 128K bytes of RAM in a sealed case, a 400K-byte floppy disk drive, and nothing else.

How times have changed. With six different Macintosh computers now on the market, a new buyer has to sort through a bewildering array of CPUs and hardware combinations. Here's our scorecard to help out: Table 1 summarizes the features of each machine and should help you determine which Mac is best for you.

Note that the machines fall into two groups. First, there's the "compact" family whose trademarks are a small footprint and a built-in monitor. Expansion capabilities are limited to a single slot for both the Mac SE and the SE/30.

Then there's the "modular" family. Although these machines take up more of your desktop, they compensate by providing more slots. These NuBus slots let you plug in peripheral or coprocessor boards that expand the capabilities of the machine in any direction you see fit.

However, be careful when you expand your system: There are some minor differences that can turn into major problems if you're not aware of them.

Table 1: A comparison of the system features for Macintosh computers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>FPU</th>
<th>Clock speed</th>
<th>ROMs and mounting</th>
<th>Maximum RAM</th>
<th>Memory management hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mac Plus</td>
<td>68000</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>7.83 MHz</td>
<td>128K-byte socketed DIP</td>
<td>2.5 to 4 megabytes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac SE</td>
<td>68000</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>7.83 MHz</td>
<td>256K-byte socketed DIP</td>
<td>4 megabytes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac SE/30</td>
<td>68030</td>
<td>68882</td>
<td>15.68 MHz</td>
<td>256K-byte SIMM-mounted</td>
<td>8 megabytes</td>
<td>Part of CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac II</td>
<td>68020</td>
<td>68881</td>
<td>15.68 MHz</td>
<td>256K-byte socketed DIP</td>
<td>8 megabytes</td>
<td>Optional 68851 PMMU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac IIx</td>
<td>68030</td>
<td>68882</td>
<td>15.68 MHz</td>
<td>256K-byte SIMM-mounted</td>
<td>8 megabytes</td>
<td>Part of CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac IIcx</td>
<td>68030</td>
<td>68882</td>
<td>15.68 MHz</td>
<td>256K-byte soldered DIP</td>
<td>8 megabytes</td>
<td>Part of CPU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 RAM expansion is determined by the limits of the Mac Plus power supply. Beige-colored Macs should be expanded to only 2.5 megabytes; platinum-colored Macs can be safely expanded to 4 megabytes.

2 A SIMM socket is available for future ROMs. A jumper must be removed for the CPU to address the SIMM socket.
First, the Mac SE/30 can't use SE expansion boards, because the slot connector and form factor are different.

Second, when you expand the memory on these systems, check the access time of the RAM single in-line memory modules you buy. The Mac Plus and SE use 150-nanosecond SIMMs, while the rest use 120-ns SIMMs.

Finally, old-timers who own the original Hard Disk 20—the one with the external floppy disk drive connector—should consider selling it or obtaining a SCSI port for it; the Mac SE/30 and IICx don't support this type of drive. ■

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior technical editor at large. He has a BSEE from Memphis State University. He has used Macs for many years and has coauthored many of the First Impressions of Macs. He can be reached on BIX as "tom_thompson."

---

### Table: Mac SE/30 Compatibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slots</th>
<th>Floppy disk drive</th>
<th>External storage</th>
<th>Keyboard/ mouse</th>
<th>Supports Color QuickDraw?</th>
<th>Sound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>400K/800K</td>
<td>SCSI, floppy</td>
<td>Mac Plus keyboard, Mac mouse</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Monophonic using software drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—SE bus</td>
<td>400K/800K</td>
<td>SCSI, floppy</td>
<td>ADB Standard or Extended keyboard, ADB mouse</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Monophonic using software drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—030 Direct Slot</td>
<td>FDHD³</td>
<td>SCSI, floppy</td>
<td>ADB Standard or Extended keyboard, ADB mouse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stereophonic using custom chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6—NuBus</td>
<td>FDHD³</td>
<td>SCSI</td>
<td>ADB Standard or Extended keyboard, ADB mouse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stereophonic using custom chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6—NuBus</td>
<td>FDHD³</td>
<td>SCSI</td>
<td>ADB Standard or Extended keyboard, ADB mouse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stereophonic using custom chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3—NuBus</td>
<td>FDHD³</td>
<td>SCSI, floppy</td>
<td>ADB Standard or Extended keyboard, ADB mouse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stereophonic using custom chip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³ The FDHD (floppy disk high-density) drive can handle a variety of machine formats: 400K-byte, 800K-byte, and 1.44-megabyte Mac, 720K-byte and 1.44-megabyte DOS or OS/2, and 800K-byte Apple II Pro/DOS.
We keep telling people this is not a laser printer.

The new $995 HP DeskJet PLUS Printer.
But they keep looking at the evidence.

You won't believe your eyes (or ears), either. The HP DeskJet PLUS printer gives you the same crisp, black lettering. Clean, sharp graphics. And whisper-quiet operation. But it uses advanced inkjet technology to supply these laser-like qualities for the price of a 24-wire printer.

For just $995, you get 300 dpi in a trim 15-pound package that's twice as fast as the original. What's more, it has built-in landscape and improved font selection. Including ten built-in fonts and over 100 optional fonts, with sizes up to 30 points. And its 20,000-hour MTBF assures a long, happy life.

So call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 276J for the name of your nearest authorized HP dealer. Then judge the HP DeskJet PLUS printer for yourself.
Discover Parallel Processing!

Monoputer/2™
The World’s Most Popular Transputer Development System

Since 1986, the MicroWay Monoputer has become the favorite transputer development system, with thousands in use worldwide. Monoputer/2 extends the original design from 2 to 16 megabytes and adds an enhanced DMA powered interface. The board can be used to develop code for transputer networks or can be linked with other Monuputers or Quadputers to build a transputer network. It can be powered by the 20 MHz T414 or T800 or the new 25 MHz T425 or T800.

Parallel Languages
Fortran and C Make Porting a Snap!

Microway stocks parallel languages from 3L, Logical Systems and Inmos. These include one Fortran, two C’s, Occam, Pascal, and our own Prolog. We also stock the NAG libraries for the T800 and Rockfield’s structural and thermal finite element package. A single T800 node costs $2,000, yet has the power of a $10,000 386/1167 system. Isn’t it time you considered porting your Fortran or C application to the transputer?

Quadputer™
Mainframe Power For Your PC!

MicroWay’s Quadputer is the most versatile multiple transputer board on the market today. Each processor can have 1, 4 or 8 megabytes of local memory. In addition, two or more Quadputers can be linked together with ribbon cables to build large systems. One MicroWay customer reduced an 8 hour mainframe analysis to 15 minutes with five Quadputers, giving him real time control of his business.

For further information, please call MicroWay’s Technical Support staff at (508) 746-7341.

World Leader in PC Numerics
P.O. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341
32 High St., Kingston-Upon-Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466
USA FAX 617-934-2414 Australia 02-439-8400 Germany 069-75-1428
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After you install OS/2, it’s time to go exploring on your hard disk

Let’s continue with the discussion of setting up OS/2. Now that you’ve loaded those megabytes and megabytes of data on your hard disk, just what is on there? The OS/2 installation created six subdirectories and deposited a few files in the root directory as well.

The Root Directory
The root directory contains CONFIG.SYS—the OS/2 version—and may include a batch file named STARTUP.CMD, a file that serves a function similar to AUTOEXEC.BAT for DOS. This directory also has some files with the extension .SYS: CLOCK01.SYS, DISK01.SYS, KBDO1.SYS, PRINT01.SYS, and SCREEN01.SYS. These files are the device drivers that replace the BIOS under OS/2, which needs them because it can’t use the real-mode ROM BIOS routines. It can use only protected-mode routines. Also, the ROM BIOS routines are not reentrant—they can be used only in a single-threaded operating system.

In fact, OS/2 uses the IBM PC’s BIOS very little. The main use that OS/2 has for the BIOS is in the initialization routine—the code that gets executed when the machine is first powered up. To switch from OS/2 back to the DOS mode, OS/2 must trick the processor by resetting it. Upon reset, the processor executes the initialization routine. A poorly written initialization routine renders a machine incapable of running OS/2. Fortunately, it can be fixed with a simple upgrade of the BIOS.

The .SYS files are the avenue whereby a manufacturer can tailor OS/2 to its machine. These files are the main reason that IBM OS/2 does not run on some clones. It is possible to write a fairly generic set of .SYS files. In fact, Microsoft shipped such a set with the Software Development Kit. But manufacturers might want a machine-specific set of device drivers, either to reduce competition or to allow OS/2 to better exploit the special features of that manufacturer’s machine.

This means that theoretically you can run IBM OS/2 on a Tandy machine by putting the device drivers from Tandy OS/2 on the IBM OS/2 disk.

The final item in the root directory is a version of COMMAND.COM used by the DOS mode session (the new IBM term for the compatibility box).

Subdirectories
The \OS2 subdirectory contains several subdirectories of its own—INSTALL, INTRO, SYSTEM, and DLL—as well as a number of program files.

This subdirectory contains the usual DOS-like programs (e.g., CHKDSK, COMP, and FORMAT). There’s even that old favorite, MORTGAGE.BAS. There are also some new programs. Some of the more interesting ones are:

- MOUSEAxx.SYS: mouse drivers
- PMCPL.EXE: the control panel
- E.DEF, E.EXE, and E.MSG: the IBM System Editor (SE)
- OS2.INI: a data file that stores your preferences about screen colors, menus, and so forth. Unlike Window’s WIN.INI, it is not ASCII, but some binary format.

IBM included an SE to take the place of EDLIN, something new to OS/2 1.1. It isn’t bad, being miles better than EDLIN. It’s not quite as good as the IBM Personal Editor, but then, the PE doesn’t run under OS/2. Sadly, IBM hasn’t announced if the PE is coming out for OS/2. I know I sound a mite crotchety
Dynamic link libraries improve OS/2 over DOS in several ways.

here, but I have yet to find an OS/2 editor as good as the PE. (And where’s that legendary Big Blue user support for us PE partisans under OS/2, IBM?) Text editor preferences are religious issues. Ask anyone what text editor is good, and you’ll get not only an answer, you’ll get the answer.

The IBM SE has programmable keys and a fair number of primitive functions. I don’t think anyone will leave BRIEF or Vedit in favor of the SE, but you won’t draw derisive snickers as you would if you called yourself an EDLIN fan.

\(\text{INTRO}\) includes the programs that OS/2 used to install itself. You may want to erase these, as they’re not used on a day-to-day basis. However, IBM recommends that you use one of these programs—\(\text{DDINSTAL.EXE}\)—to install new device support disks, like the one that supports the CGA, which was just released. (The CGA drivers are pretty much what you would expect. Presentation Manager under CGA is usable, but you won’t like it. It does mean that you can get started in PM work for a few less bucks, at least until you can afford EGA—or have to buy stronger glasses.)

At any rate, you may want to pull the programs in the \(\text{OS2}\) \(\text{INSTALL}\) subdirectory off the hard disk to a floppy disk before zapping them. \(\text{OS2}\) \(\text{INTRO}\) includes an automated tutorial introducing you to basic PM operations. If you haven’t worked with Windows before, it’s worthwhile to work through the tutorial. When you’re done, erase it from your hard disk.

The \(\text{OS2}\) \(\text{SYSTEM}\) subdirectory includes a potpourri of system-support routines and files. The error-trap routine (\(\text{HARDERR.EXE}\)) and the virtual memory manager (\(\text{SWAPPER.EXE}\)) are there, as is \(\text{COUNTRY.SYS}\), which contains some of the international support. Putting \(\text{COUNTRY.SYS}\) in this subdirectory doesn’t make a lot of sense.

The files that support international keyboards, character sets, currency symbols, date formats, and so forth are

- COUNTRY.SYS: date and time formats, currency symbols, and a collation sequence
- KEYBOARD.DCP: international support for alternate keyboard maps
- VIOTBL.DCP: support for alternate character sets on-screen
- 5202.DCP and 4201.DCP: support for alternate character sets on IBM printers
- KEY.B.COM: switches keyboard maps in midsession

For some reason, IBM put all the files but the last in \(\text{OS2}\). I don’t know why. By the way, an unsung benefit of OS/2 is the simplification of the international support. I used to dread trips to London to do software seminars because every time I did, I had to relearn a pile of commands to support the British keyboard. Under OS/2, there are only five international commands, and they are consistent in syntax and simple to learn.

Dynamic Link Libraries

Last is the \(\text{OS2.DLL}\) subdirectory, which contains the dynamic link libraries. DLLs improve OS/2 over DOS in several ways. To understand how, let’s first back up and review how DOS supports communication between applications like Lotus 1-2-3 and the outside world. An application has to print hard copy on the printer, talk to the screen, and read the keyboard, to name just the basics. A well-behaved program doesn’t directly access the keyboard, screen, or printer port—it asks DOS to do so.

Moreover, a program doesn’t merely jump into the middle of DOS—it calls DOS through a well-documented entry point, most commonly something called INT 21. Entry points are nowadays called Application Program Interfaces. DOS’s API, INT 21, can do any of a large number of things. Exactly what you want it to do is specified by a number in a CPU register called the AX register, or its component registers, AL and AH. Here are a few examples of DOS INT 21 functions (description and AH value):

- read a character from the keyboard (01), write a character to the screen (02), or
- print a character (05)

So, for example, to put an A, whose ASCII code is 41 hexadecimal, on the screen, you would use the following piece of assembly language code:

\[
\text{MOV DL,41H} \\
\text{MOV AH,2} \\
\text{INT 21H}
\]
3 Heads Are Better Than 2

The Standard Just Raised Its Standard!
LapLink III Now Includes Serial and Parallel Transfer Capability in One Package!

Introducing LapLink III.
LapLink III is the only file transfer package that's all-inclusive, featuring a unique universal cable that offers both serial and parallel transfer options in one complete unit. This super-powered LapLink is also the fastest transfer product on the market - up to 200,000 baud or higher serial transfer and up to 500,000 baud or higher with parallel transfer. This means you could transfer a 20 meg hard drive in just six minutes! Not only is it fast, but all data is transferred with 100% accuracy through LapLink's error checking system.

What if you've lost or misplaced your disks? No sweat. LapLink III has taken care of this common problem by offering Remote Installation capability. You can automatically send the LapLink program to the remote computer and then transfer your files. For those files that you transfer on a regular basis, you can easily set up automatic batch transfers. What could be simpler.

LapLink III is convenient, fast and easy to use. It transfers files between IBM and compatibles, laptop and desktop, including the IBM PS/2, with just a few keystrokes. It installs in seconds and features a split-screen design for showing files in both computers.

LapLink III comes complete with the universal cable, 3 1/2" and 5 1/4" diskettes and easy-to-read documentation. It's surprisingly affordable at $139.95.

No need to put your heads together—we've done it for you! To purchase LapLink III, contact your local computer store today. Or, for more information, call Traveling Software at 800-343-8080 or inside Washington state at 206-483-8088.

Traveling Software
18702 North Creek Parkway
Bothell, WA 98011
OS/2 improves upon this with a different scheme—the DLL. A DLL contains OS/2 APIs. They're similar in nature to the INT 21 interface for DOS, but easier to work with. For one thing, you don't have to write assembly language to use the DLLs—they're easily called from C, BASIC, or FORTRAN. The next attractive feature of DLLs is that they use symbolic names, as shown in the following example:

```c
... char msg[]="A"
... VioWriteTTY(msg,1,0);
... 
```

The 1 is the length of the message, and the 0 is the mandatory handle of the video I/O subsystem.

DLLs are, of course, reentrant. And because they have symbolic names, there's no restriction on the number of entry points. Microsoft claims that there are nearly a thousand for OS/2, although I haven't counted. Finally, they are dynamic—they load on demand. In other words, the operating system doesn't load every possible piece of code, whether you need it or not—the DLLs load only when a program needs them.

Many DLLs came with the OS/2 kernel, under OS/2 1.0. Version 1.1 brought more DLLs to support the new APIs for the PM. IBM's Extended Edition offers even more. You can write your own DLLs. For example, you might design a system of programs with much common code and put the common code in a DLL to save space.

Once you remove the Installation Aid and the Introduction tutorial, you'll find that OS/2 has taken a total of about 7.5 megabytes on your hard disk. Now you have some idea of just what all those files are. Next month, I'll show you how to customize your CONFIG.SYS file.

Mark Minasi is a managing partner at Moulton, Minasi & Company, a Columbia, Maryland, firm specializing in technical seminars. He can be reached on BIX as "mjminasi."

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
Transforming a blank piece of paper into a document that's as appealing as this calls for plenty of page makeup.

But if you're like the rest of the world, you've barely got enough time to write, let alone struggle with formatting.

Well, now you don't have to. Because Ami is here. And it's about time.

Ami can save you about three quarters of the time you're currently spending on everything from simple letters and memos to presentations, reports and newsletters.

How?

By letting you write your words and make up your pages at the same time.

In fact, you don't have to do any makeup at all.

Because Ami gives you over two dozen pre-designed style sheets that let you instantaneously transform plain words into gorgeous documents.

Ami looks a lot like a desktop publisher. And the documents you can create with it have desktop publishing written all over them.

But as you'll quickly discover, Ami is a serious word processor that makes the most of Microsoft® Windows.

(If you don't have Windows, don't worry. A runtime version is included.)

You can integrate text and graphics. Import both from other programs. And admire your documents from four fully editable page views.

Right now, we suggest you admire the $199 price tag and send in this coupon right away.

Or just pick up the phone and call us at 1-800-831-9679.

Then you can take advantage of our 30-day money back guarantee.

Now that should help you make up your mind.

AMI looks a lot like a desktop publisher. And the documents you can create with it have desktop publishing written all over them.

But as you'll quickly discover, Ami is a serious word processor that makes the most of Microsoft® Windows.

(If you don't have Windows, don't worry. A runtime version is included.)

You can integrate text and graphics. Import both from other programs. And admire your documents from four fully editable page views.

Right now, we suggest you admire the $199 price tag and send in this coupon right away.

Or just pick up the phone and call us at 1-800-831-9679.

Then you can take advantage of our 30-day money back guarantee.

Now that should help you make up your mind.

SAMNA

Make me look great for $199.

Please rush me Ami.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Disk size: □ 5" 1.2MB □ 3" 720K □ 5" 3.5MB

Phone

Check enclosed □ AMEX □ Visa □ MasterCard

Card No._ __________ Exp. __________

Send coupon to: SAMNA, 5600 Glenridge Drive, Atlanta, GA 30342.

Add $10 for shipping & handling (GA residents add sales tax). Prices valid in U.S. only.

CALL 1-800-831-9679 FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER.

Requires IBM® AT, PS/2 or compatible (80286 or 386 CPU); CGA, EGA, VGA, or Hercules compatible displays; MS/DOS 3.0 or higher.

Ami is a trademark of Samna Corporation. All other trademarks and copyrights are acknowledged.
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C DEBUGGER $89.95
Zortech's Debugger is the most sophisticated source level debugger now available. Because it is fully compatible with Codeview you can use it to debug Zortech or Microsoft programs.
Single step through source in one window while watching the variables (inc. automatics) change value in another window. You can even alter variables dynamically while the program executes.
Much better than Codeview, and full of advanced features like dual monitor, EMS memory and Mouse support. Call for data sheet.

C COMPILER $89.95
The most advanced C compiler money can buy. No junk - just pure performance. Magazines are too embarrassed to print our optimized benchmark results - they don't want to upset the big guys!
The 600 page manual comes with a great introductory section and lots of solid technical data and examples. Fully compatible with Codeview and the new Zortech C Debugger. You get over 400 functions and the Flash Graphics package with drivers for Hercules, CGA, EGA and VGA - the fastest graphics library available! Context Sensitive Help, an advanced editor/environment, make, touch, five memory models, linker & librarian. Library Source only $89.95 - Call for data sheet.

C++ COMPILER $149.95
This is the world's only true C++ compiler for MS-DOS machines - there is no choice. Not to be confused with 'translators' which are slow, expensive, inefficient and not real C++ compilers.
More people use Zortech's C++ than any other C++ on any operating system. Zortech strives to ensure full compatibility with AT&T C++.
Zortech C++ contains all the features of Zortech C including the C compiler itself at no extra cost. Everything is in one neat package. Compatible with Codeview and the new Zortech Debugger. C++ Library Source only $149.95 - Call for data sheet.

C VIDEO $299.95
Learn C Now! When you buy our C Course the first lesson you learn is in economics. You will save yourself or your company hundreds of dollars in seminar tuition fees.
You get ten one hour tapes containing 36 lessons ranging from the beginners introduction through to more advanced features.
Great for learning C! Any compiler and any operating system. Complete with 365 page workbook (additional copies available at $29.95) and free Zortech C compiler - Call for data sheet.

C++ TOOLS $99.95
Zortech's toolkit of base C++ classes covering a wide range of common programming tasks such as bit vectors, singly and doubly linked lists, dynamic and virtual arrays, binary search tree, hash table, BCD maths, time/date/clock, directory lists, filenames, interrupt and critical error handlers, string editing, text windows and editing.
The 450 page manual also acts as a C++ tutorial which introduces the C programmer to the world of C++. Call for data sheet.

NEW! C++ VIDEO AVAILABLE NOW!
Please request full data sheets.

BOOKS
C Primer (Sams) - $23.95
Advanced C Primer (Sams) - $23.95
C++ (Stroustrup) - $29.95
Oops & C++ (Wiener) - $27.95

ORDER HOTLINE 1-800-848-8408
VISA/MC/COD
Prices do not include shipping
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Zortech, Inc., 1165 Massachusetts Avenue, Arlington, MA 02174. (617) 646-6703. Fax: (617) 646-9340.
To understand LANs, you have to dissect the functional layers of the LAN operating system.

At the heart of every LAN is the LAN operating system. This crucial software provides the services required by network applications like E-mail. At the same time, the LAN operating system insulates those applications from the underlying network hardware. To achieve that goal, vendors construct LAN operating systems in layers. We'll concentrate on LANs for MS-DOS systems, but similar elements exist in LANs for everything from Macs to Unix machines to mini-computers like Digital's VAXes.

Basic LAN Services
At the top of any LAN operating system is a set of basic services designed to support LAN applications. All these services tend to follow the same client/server model, in which one machine—the client—needs something from another machine—the server. For example, if you want to copy a file from a remote machine, your microcomputer is a client that needs a file transfer service from the remote server.

Most early LANs required a dedicated server machine. This approach guarantees that when you request something from the server, you will not affect another user's computer. Most high-performance LAN operating systems today still demand a dedicated server. This method is not mandatory, however, and in some LANs every machine can act as a server, a client, or both.

Nearly all servers, dedicated or not, supply two fundamental services: file sharing and remote printing. While these are network applications according to the International Organization for Standardization's Open Systems Interconnection model, to the user they're basic LAN operating-system services.

The ability to share files makes it possible for you to access files on another system just as if they were on your machine. LAN operating systems for different computers provide this ability in different ways. On a Mac, a remote disk appears on your screen as just another disk with its own icon. Sun's Unix Network File System (NFS), on the other hand, makes all the remote files of a server's directory tree appear in a specified subdirectory of your root directory.

In a DOS-based microcomputer LAN operating system, you typically access remote files by treating a portion of a remote disk as your next available disk drive. For example, if your microcomputer has two disk drives and a single hard disk partition—DOS drives A, B, and C—then the remote disk partition would appear as drive D. You can treat the files on this drive just as you would any local files; you can copy them, type them, and even execute them.

Of course, before you can see drive D, you have to tell MS-DOS that you want to access a remote disk drive. The way in which you make this request varies from one LAN operating system to the next, but by way of illustration, we'll take a look at how it's done under Microsoft's MS-NET. MS-NET is a reasonable example for several reasons. First, the
LAN operating systems from IBM, AT&T, Digital, and 3Com all use some portion of it. Also, these and other LAN operating systems use the bulk of MS-NET's command syntax.

To map part of a remote disk to a local drive in MS-NET, you issue a NET USE command. There are several different NET USE commands, but all establish a link between the client microcomputer and the server. In order to make the files in the DIR1 directory on a server named SERVER appear as drive D, you would enter

NET USE D: \SERVER\DIR1

This command makes the remote location of all the files on drive D transparent to you and to any applications that you execute. The LAN operating system actually hides the remote location of those files from the underlying operating system. DOS LAN operating systems, including MS-NET, hide this fact with a piece of software known as a redirector (see figure).

When an application or DOS command needs to make a file request, it eventually triggers the DOS interrupt 21H. The MS-NET redirector intercepts that interrupt before DOS gets it. The redirector checks first to see if the request-ed DOS function is a file I/O operation. If not, the redirector passes the request to DOS's standard interrupt 21H handler.

If the request is a file request, such as an Open File or Read File operation, then the redirector checks whether that request requires a local file or a remote file. If it needs a local file, the redirector once again passes the request to the standard DOS interrupt 21H handler. If the request is for a network file, then the redirector translates that request into the format specified by the next lower level of MS-NET, the server message block (SMB) layer.

The SMB protocol lets a client request services from a server. Its services include network analogs for all the basic DOS file operations. This scheme, by the way, limits network applications to the file- and record-locking functions that DOS provides. That's good in some respects, because it means that developers can write applications that will work the same whether or not they execute over a network. But the DOS locking functions are inadequate for some sophisticated network applications, notably DBMSes. To meet the demands of such applications, many LAN operating-system vendors provide additional file- and record-locking functions.

The other major LAN operating-system service, remote printing, works much like the file-sharing service. First, you tell MS-NET that you want to make a remote printer appear to be your local printer with a command like this:

NET USE LPT1: \SERVER\LASER

This command maps your local LPT1: printer to the printer named LASER on the remote machine, SERVER.

When you print with a DOS command, the redirector intercepts the request just as it would a file request. It then makes the appropriate SMB calls to send the desired data to the server for printing. Unfortunately, this approach does not help the many applications that bypass DOS for printing and either call the microcomputer's BIOS print functions or talk directly to the printer. Many LAN operating systems handle the first case by intercepting the appropriate BIOS interrupt (17H) and then handling the print request as the MS-NET redirector handles a file request. That still leaves the applications that deal with the printer directly; there's nothing that the LAN operating system can do for them. Fortunately, the number of programs that go straight to the printer is decreasing all the time, so this is not as big a problem as it once was.

When a remote print or file request hits the SMB protocol, that software has to send the request to the SMB software on the server. To do so, it uses the next lower level of the LAN operating system.

**Client/Server Communication**

The software at this level manages the basic communication between the client and server machines. Perhaps because the services are so basic, they are often defined by the microcomputer vendors, not the LAN operating-system companies. The most prominent set of such services for DOS personal computers is defined by NetBIOS, which both IBM and Microsoft support.

Like the PC's BIOS, NetBIOS specifies a set of basic functions that higher-level programs can access. While it defines those functions, however, NetBIOS does not specify exactly how the LAN operating-system vendor has to implement them. Consequently, different LAN operating-system vendors offer different NetBIOS implementations, which can cause some network application incompatibilities.

Some of the LAN operating-system companies, such as Novell, don't even use NetBIOS to support their higher...
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LAN operating-system levels. Because so many applications count on NetBIOS, however, even those vendors usually offer a NetBIOS emulator that gives applications a standard interface to the proprietary network mechanisms.

NetBIOS offers two basic kinds of communication services: session and datagram. Both are available to programs via interrupt SCh. The session services let higher LAN operating-system layers, like the SMB, set up a link between the client and the server that is much like a telephone call. A CALL function establishes a session, or connection, with a remote machine. SEND and RECEIVE functions let the two machines transfer data packets. When a machine receives a packet, it automatically acknowledges that fact. When the two machines are done talking, a HANG UP function terminates the session.

The datagram NetBIOS services are more like telegrams than telephone calls.

A machine can send a datagram packet (SEND DATAGRAM) without first establishing a session with the target machine, and the target machine doesn't have to acknowledge receipt of the datagram.

Datagrams are good for short messages that do not require acknowledgment. One special kind of datagram, the broadcast datagram, lets a machine send a brief message to all the other machines on the network. Broadcast datagrams are useful when a machine wants to tell all the other systems that either it or a service it provides is available. But because receiving systems need not acknowledge datagrams, datagrams do not give the sender any guarantee that its message was ever received.

For the NetBIOS to manage communication sessions and send datagrams, it must be able to talk to the underlying network hardware and the low-level protocols that hardware supports. Apple's AppleTalk LAN operating system, for one, can work with both Apple's LocalTalk and EtherTalk.

The LAN operating system interacts with the hardware via a device driver. You install this device driver in your microcomputer as you would any other device driver: with a DEVICE= line in your CONFIG.SYS file.

Device drivers hide the underlying hardware so that NetBIOS, and, therefore, the entire LAN operating system above it, can run on a wide variety of network boards. Device drivers know whether those network boards use direct memory access and what I/O ports and interrupts they expect.

The network hardware typically consists of a LAN card in each microcomputer and cabling that links the systems. The two most popular hardware connections today are Ethernet and Token Ring, although many systems also use ARCnet and Apple's LocalTalk.

When all these layers work together, the result is a LAN operating system that can support the LAN services and applications—from file sharing to remote printing to E-mail—that have made LANs an integral part of the modern computing landscape.

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are independent computer consultants based in Raleigh, North Carolina. You can reach them on BIX c/o "editors" and as "wbc3," respectively.

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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Circle 243 on Reader Service Card
Unless you’re racing down the Bonneville Salt Flats or jousting for a parking space in Manhattan, some things are more important than speed. In data communication, raw speed without sophisticated control can lead to disaster. No one will argue that fast modems are needed—especially when every minute of connect time translates to dollars and cents. But what’s the point of screaming through a high-speed transfer if you lose half your data along the way?

Modems can use compression and correction algorithms to double effective throughput while delivering error-free transmission. But they need even more than speed and accuracy—they must also conform to existing designs and planned standards. And, of course, an attractive price tag always helps.

This month, the BYTE Lab examines 17 external 2400-bps modems equipped with data compression and error correction. Our specific requirements for this review were compatibility with V.22bis (the CCITT standard for 2400-bps modem transmission), some form of error correction, and data compression with a rated throughput gain of 2 to 1 or better.

Alphabet Soup of Standards
Modern modems are often much more than the simple modulators/demodulators that their name implies. At the basic level, all modems convert digital information to analog signals for transmission within the bandwidth of the telephone line. Most modems that are designed for microcomputers, like those in this review, contain additional hardware: an asynchronous/synchronous converter, intelligence for command interpretation, automatic dialing and answering, and memory for configuration storage.

The CCITT’s V.22bis recommendation sets the ground rules for 2400-bps modem-to-modem communication. It specifies the data transfer rate, the modulation scheme, and the duplexing technique. This imposed standard ensures that different manufacturers’ modems will communicate without difficulty.

V.22bis modems use 16-point quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) to convert data signals. Each group of 4 bits is encoded as a combination of phase and amplitude changes in carrier component signals. These modems achieve full-duplex transmission by separating the carriers in frequency; one modem’s carrier is at 1200 Hz, while the second is fixed at 2400 Hz. With this division, both modems can simultaneously transmit over a two-wire line at the nominal rate of 2400 bps. [Editor’s note: For more background on modulation techniques, see this month’s Under the Hood column, “Modern Modem Methods” by L. Brett Glass on page 321.]

Most of us no longer consider 2400 bps fast, but V.22bis modems squeeze a great deal of information through the limited bandwidth of the telephone line. Unfortunately, limited bandwidth is not the only hurdle to overcome; the public switched telephone network (PSTN) often introduces other barriers to accurate communication. Noise is but one of the significant contributors to error.

The oft-quoted 3002, C2, and C4 telephone-line specifications refer to the different degrees of attenuation distortion and envelope delay distortion. Attenuation distortion interferes with a signal by providing different levels of attenuation at different frequencies; similarly, envelope delay distortion introduces unequal phase changes at different frequencies.

Other error factors—echoes, phase jitter, intermodulation distortion, frequency offset, and gain and phase hits—can have a significant effect on some connections.

Error correction has been available on high-speed modems for some time, and most of us are familiar with software error-correction protocols. Software protocols have a few limitations: You can’t use them for interactive sessions where you’re typing at the keyboard, and you can use them only if the remote location activates the protocol at the same time. Hardware-implemented error correction can proceed whenever two modems support the same technique. Since most of these modems can take synchronous as well as asynchronous inputs, these protocols can be used in microcomputer-to-mainframe links.

Two hardware error-correction techniques have gained wide acceptance: X.25 and the Microcom Networking Protocol. The X.25 standard is a CCITT protocol recommendation for packet-switched networks, and MNP is a point-to-point protocol developed by Microcom. Both rely on cyclic redundancy checking (CRC) to detect errors. The MNP protocol is more relevant in this discussion of dial-up modem-to-modem

4800 Bits, No Errors
communications, but X.25 serves as the basis for both Telcor's proprietary correction and compression scheme and X.PC, a popular protocol used by Tymnet.

The CCITT's recent V.42 recommendation for error control is also similar to X.25. Although V.42 may emerge as a broadly supported standard, as of this writing, only Hayes is shipping a 2400-bps V.42 modem. The protocol comes with some support already in place: All V.42 modems must accept MNP connections if native LAP-M is not available on both ends. This means that modems supporting either MNP or V.42, as all the modems in this review do, will remain compatible with the majority of installed modems for quite some time.

MNP is divided into classes. Classes 1 and 2 are asynchronous protocols and are rarely used. Classes 3 through 5, like X.25 and V.42, are synchronous bit-oriented protocols. They use a 16-bit CRC polynomial on 64-character blocks to detect errors. Since they are synchronous, they don't need the framing bits used in asynchronous transmission. By tacking a start bit and a stop bit onto each 8-bit stream, asynchronous transfer adds a 20 percent overhead to each transmission. Eliminating these framing bits results in increased throughput. Each protocol adds some bit overhead for error correction, but the additional bits amount to less than the 20 percent savings. The net result is error-free transmission with increased throughput.

Modems supporting class-4 protocols outperform class-3 modems because they use larger blocks and an improved header with fewer bits. Class-4 modems dynamically adjust block lengths to adapt to line conditions. Shorter blocks increase efficiency when poor lines demand retransmission, while longer blocks enhance throughput over clean channels. Class-4 modems can pass up to eight blocks before requiring an acknowledgment.

Modems that support V.42 or MNP classes 3 or 4 have better than 100 percent efficiency; however, the way they achieve this is by eliminating asynchronous overhead and not by compressing the data itself. The majority of these modems employ MNP-5 data compression to reduce the number of bits required to send a given amount of data. Hayes uses a proprietary technique, and Telcor offers both MNP-5 and its own algorithm. The CCITT has not yet completed its V.42bis standard for data compression.

MNP-5 data compression uses run-length encoding and modified Huffman codes in order to achieve compression. Run-length encoding reduces repeated characters to a character symbol and a repetition symbol. As a simplified example, run-length encoding would reduce "AAAAA" to "5A," a much shorter string.

Huffman coding uses fewer bits to encode frequently recurring characters. For English text, the letter "e" could be coded with 2 bits, while the much less common "q" might be coded with 10. The MNP protocol tracks the frequency of characters used in each transmission and adjusts its encoding tables on the fly; effectiveness is not limited to one type of file.

These compression enhancements let you transfer data at greater than the continued
Table 1: Price, performance features, enhancements, and compatibility of modems tested (• = yes; ○ = no).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modem</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Bell 103</th>
<th>Bell 212A</th>
<th>V.21</th>
<th>V.22</th>
<th>V.22bis</th>
<th>MNP levels</th>
<th>ENQ/ACK</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concord Data Systems 224 Series II</td>
<td>$975</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Race Action 24</td>
<td>$595</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Tech Bullet EZ400M</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastcomm FDX 244B</td>
<td>$649</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General DataComm 224E/MNP</td>
<td>$495</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVC Model SM24M</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes V-series Smartmodem 2400 V.42</td>
<td>$899</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>V.42, Hayes data compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inmac Clear Signal 2400 SD+</td>
<td>$269</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcom AX2400c</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Tech MultiModem 224E</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racal-Vadic 2400VP</td>
<td>$595</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telcor 2496MA</td>
<td>$895</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>Telcor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telelectics TC921S-24</td>
<td>$695</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Data Systems 2440</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRobotics Courier 2400e</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ven-Tel EC2400-33</td>
<td>$595</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>X.PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Datacom 424 Class 5</td>
<td>$595</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Key to other modes: S = synchronous operation, LL = leased-line capability, 4W = four-wire operation.
2 AutoSync (AS), along with Hayes Synchronous Interface (HSI) software, allows the modem to communicate synchronously without an adapter card.
3 7680 bytes translates to 82 pages, the equivalent of 998 passwords, 333 phone numbers, or 144 option sets.
4 Error control buffer/other buffer.

Western Datacom

modem-to-modem bps speed. You simply establish a compatible link, set the computer-to-modem speed to at least 4800 bps, and fire away. (Note: The computer is also known as data terminal equipment, or DTE, and the modem is also known as data communication equipment, or DCE.) Each modem buffers data from the DTE, compresses it, and sends it over the phone line. If the rate is too high, the buffer will fill, and the modem may need to control the flow of data from the DTE, using either the RTS/CTS lines or software (XON/ XOFF) characters. This configuration—with the DTE sending as fast as it can to the modem, keeping the buffers nearly full—is ideal for data-compression modems; slower DTE speed can limit compression and choke throughput.

Command Sets and Compatibility

The Hayes AT command set has become a fixture in the modem marketplace. Almost any modem, including every one in this review, implements this standard. The standard AT set includes many basic features, such as auto-answer, redial, reverse dial (dial in the answer mode), last-number recall, and status displays. All the vendors except Hayes also offer a set of MNP enhancements to control such options as data compression and auto-reliable mode. Auto-reliable mode will detect a non-MNP modem on the remote end and switch to a normal connection.

Proprietary command set additions also trigger special features like number linking and continuous redial (see table I above). With number linking, you can string stored phone numbers together; if one line is busy, the modem will automatically ring the next number in the string. Another response to busy lines, continuous redial, will ring the line until a successful link is made or until completing the maximum number of tries. These features are handy, but you can
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffers</th>
<th><strong>Transmit (bytes)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Receive (bytes)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Number (chars.)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Other storage</strong></th>
<th><strong>Others modes</strong></th>
<th><strong>Remote config.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Call-back security</strong></th>
<th><strong>Continuous redial</strong></th>
<th><strong>Number linking</strong></th>
<th><strong>Manual indexed</strong></th>
<th><strong>Warranty (years)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10 N</td>
<td>S,[LL],[4W]</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>10 N</td>
<td>S,LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-30K</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10 N</td>
<td>S,LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4 N</td>
<td>S,LL[4W]</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4 N</td>
<td>S,LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4 N</td>
<td>S,LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>4 N</td>
<td>S,LL,AS^2</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4 N</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>9 N</td>
<td>S,LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10 N</td>
<td>S,LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15 N</td>
<td>S,LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>7680 bytes^3</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32 N</td>
<td>S,LL,4W</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>1.25K</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5 N</td>
<td>S,LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5K/5K^4</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1 N</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9 N</td>
<td>S,LL,4W</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8 N</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*General DataComm* usually get them from your communications software.

Some of the vendors include only the standard command set, opting for alternate ways to embellish features. The Racial-Vadic 2400VP's asterisk prompt enables many handy features with a set of single-letter commands. You can link numbers by entering an L, or you can access various memory locations for stored number dialing. This works hand in hand with full manual control of talk/data, transfer speed, auto-answer, data format (synchronous or asynchronous), and self-test loops. Similarly, the Ven­Tel EC2400-33 enter a command mode from the dollar ($) prompt.

The Telcor 2496MA enhances the interface with full menu control. You can step through the menus by entering responses from the terminal or from touch keys. A touch-key combination displays available options, while another key advances through each selection. In this way, you have a full view of all parameters as well as an easy way to change each setting. The Telcor 2496MA also delivers advanced feedback through a numeric display panel and coded responses.

A menu system also drives the Universal Data Systems 2440. Seven main menus control configuration, protocols, testing, and dialing of stored numbers. An LCD prompts you, and you respond from the touchpad with simple “yes” and “no” input. You can lock the front panel to prevent unauthorized access.

 Experienced users may find menu overlays intrusive. After all, the AT command set is simple and direct. Still, a stark screen awaiting commands can be intimidating, and unless you’ve memorized the full AT repertoire, a comprehensive interface makes configuration chores less trying. When you’re reviewing options to ensure compatibility with a remote site, that can save you from some continued
mand set to ensure compatibility. Compatibility, though, is a tricky question with this set of modems. They can all speak MNP, except the Hayes 2400 V.42, which cannot decipher level-5 data compression. Yet, with V.42 sure to become a standard, the Hayes modem has a leg up on the competition. Since no other 2400-bps V.42 modems exist, we didn’t run V.42 compatibility tests on the Hayes modem. Data Race and Universal Data Systems told us that their 2400-bps modems can be upgraded to V.42 when it becomes available. Ven-Tel includes support for X.25. Modems from Concord Data Systems, Data Race, E-Tech, Fastcomm, Microcom, Multi-Tech, and Telcor are also compatible with equipment that employs Hewlett-Packard ENQ/ACK pacing.

Securing the Lines
These modems offer a range of security options to suit your needs. The modems with remote configuration will usually restrict the level of remote access. At one level, a remote user can view configuration parameters but cannot change them. At the next level, the remote user can change the configuration. In addition, the Microcom, Concord Data Systems, Data Race, Fastcomm, and Western Datacom modems can require a log-in password to restrict caller access. The dial-back feature represents a higher level of modem security. When the modem receives a call, it accepts a valid password from the caller, hangs up, and calls the remote modem back.

---

**Figure 1 (at right): Power of the pump.** The typical line ASCII transfer reflects the quality of compression, while the binary transfer more closely represents the efficiency of the data pump. Transfers across the impaired line test error-correction capability. The bottom bar maps performance under MNP-4. Missing segments indicate transmission failure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical</th>
<th>Impaired</th>
<th>ASCII</th>
<th>Binary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**Upgrade to 386SX Power with 2 MB Ram for only $995.00!**

- 16 MHz CPU with 6 AT and 2 XT Slots
- 387SX and Shadow BIOS Support
- Choice of Award™ or Phoenix™ BIOS
- Expandable to 8 MB on-board RAM
- Three year parts & labor warranty
- 45 day money back guarantee
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© 1989 Pi Computer Corp.
host modem can either prompt the remote user for a phone number or pull a specified number from storage. The password determines your level of access. And if you're really paranoid, a Telcor upgrade delivers data encryption.

In fact, the Telcor 2496MA supplies a full set of security options: An internal password table assigns features depending on the user log-in; access codes determine four levels of local access and two levels of remote access; and a 17-digit master key number composes an encryption key between two accelerators. Telcor's impressive storage capacity lets you store up to 698 passwords or 350 passwords with associated call-back strings.

The Performance Factor
The ultimate performance measure for these modems is throughput. It reflects the level of data compression, the speed and adaptability of error correction, and reaction to line impairments. As long as the modems transfer without errors, we can easily make consistent comparisons. All the modems met this basic criterion. (See the text box “Performance Tests” on page 170.)

The typical line results shown in figure 1 are probably the best indicators of everyday performance. They also point out the difference in relative compressibility between the three test files.

ASCII text best reflects the quality of compression; most of the modems had a gain in throughput of about 2 to 1. As expected, none of the modems compressed the random data of the executable file very well. Sent with the small-block XMODEM protocol, the binary file represents a worst-case transfer. The highly compressible dBASE document, containing data formatted into fixed-length fields, represents the other end of the spectrum. The dBASE file transferred with YMODEM-G is close to the best case, and every modem achieved at least 3-to-1 compression.

The Telcor 2496MA proved outstanding on both the typical and impaired lines. The performance bars shown in figure 1 are for the Telcor modems using Telcor's proprietary compression method; these levels of throughput are possible only with two Telcor modems. We did not graph Telcor performance in MNP-5-compatible mode; it ran about as fast as the Multi-Tech modem.

The power of the E-Tech Bullet E2400M surprised us, given its modest price. It had the second-best ASCII transfer rate and the second-best overall rate on all tested lines. Hayes's V.42 modem with proprietary compression method had better than average throughput for all file types. Some other modems from big-name manufacturers, including Universal Data Systems, Racal-Vadic, and Microcom, turned in disappointing results.

We were forced to test the Inmac Clear Signal modem using XON/XOFF flow.
control for the ASCII file because the modem's hardware flow control implementation does not work. Inmac called the problem a "known bug" in firmware, and the company is working on a solution. We ran the protocol transfers with flow control disabled.

For most modems, performance was about the same on the impaired lines as it was on the typical line. We used a preliminary draft of EIA-496A to set up the impaired lines. (You can modify the impairment channel specifications of EIA-496A in the final document.) Because the EIA lines stress different impairments, consistent performance on all of them suggests that a modem can handle almost any real line. Only two of the modems failed to connect on all the impaired lines, and they failed only on EIA-4. On the other four impaired lines, they performed at about the same level as they did on the typical line.

MNP-4 throughput, the last box in figure 1, shows almost no performance difference from modem to modem, so we attributed most of the throughput differences to the data-compression implementation. The Inmac modem could not complete the YMODEM-G protocol transfer without data compression because it lacked proper flow control (XON/XOFF can't be used reliably for protocol transfers). Therefore, no results for the Inmac transferring the dBASE file are shown.

The test we used for non-error-cor-
Speed, compatibility, robust execution on noisy lines—all are critical in evaluating performance. We developed a group of tests to isolate and compare each of these critical factors.

Our first suite of tests focuses on a modem's ability to compress data in three file formats: ASCII text, database, and binary. The ASCII document represents the type of file most often transferred without resorting to a software protocol, while the other two contain non-ASCII characters and are usually sent using some form of packet conversion.

For the ASCII test, we used a 32K-byte file containing the text of a BYTE article. The document, though mostly (about 75 percent) nonrepeating English text, included some tables of words and numbers. Our 246K-byte database file was a mailing list created with dBASE III Plus. CW86.EXE, the 39K-byte BYTE Small-C compiler, represented a typical binary executable file.

Because software protocols can have a profound effect on overall throughput, we tested these modems using two of the most common: XMODEM and YMODEM-G. Virtually every communications package supports the widely popular XMODEM protocol, which performs a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) or checksum block error checking on 128-byte blocks. While less prevalent, the YMODEM-G protocol operates on larger, 1K-byte blocks and does not require independent error detection, making it ideal for error-correcting modems.

We combined protocols and file formats into one test by sending the database file with YMODEM-G and the binary file via XMODEM CRC. The ASCII file was sent without software protocol.

For these tests, our data terminal equipment (DTE) was two identically equipped 12.5-MHz Dell 200s running Procomm Plus. We set up a Procomm script file to time the transfer of each file; each file was sent to and from a RAM disk to minimize the systems' effect. To find errors in the received files, we wrote a compare utility to check them byte by byte against known good files transferred with the same protocol.

The heart of the test setup was an Autotest switched-line simulator. The unit houses a switched-line simulator, a hybrid transformer, a four-wire impairment channel, and a four-wire attenuator. The switched-line simulator looks to each modem like an ordinary telephone line; it provides loop current and rings the target modem when a call is placed. Transmitted signals pass from the two-wire switched-line simulator through the hybrid into the four-wire impairment channel. The impairment channel can provide noise, attenuation distortion, envelope delay distortion, phase jitter, nonlinear distortion, gain, and frequency offset. On the other side of the impairment channel, signals are redirected to the transmitting modem. Signals sent by the receiving device (e.g., acknowledgments and checksums), while following a similar path back to the transmitter, pass through a simple attenuator rather than through the impairment channel.

For our typical-line throughput test (figure 1), both transmit and receive modems were similarly configured units of the model under test. Each modem had data compression and bidirectional hardware flow control enabled and required an error-correcting link. Procomm set the DTE speed to 9600 bps but did not introduce any line or character delays during the ASCII transfer. The simulator presented a typical line channel to each modem, with 16-decibel 1004-Hz loss and -52 dBm (decibels referenced to 1 milliwatt) injected noise, and the modems made connection at 2400 bps. If the modems could not establish an error-correcting link, they dropped the carrier and canceled transmission.

All our results are graphed as effective throughput rates in bits per second. These were calculated from the size of each file (bits transferred = bytes × 10) and the times recorded by the Procomm script. Procomm reports times in seconds, and since the shortest time for any file transfer was on the order of 50 seconds, our margin of error is about ±1 percent.

The impaired line results are an average of a modem's performance over five lines specified by the preliminary draft of EIA-496A. The document gives recommendations for standard impairment combinations to be used in testing dial-up modems. Each of the five lines stresses one impairment type over others; EIA-1, for example, has particularly high phase jitter, while EIA-2 has a low receive level and severe attenuation distortion. EIA-4, which seems to be the most difficult, features a very low receive level, large envelope delay distortion, and some frequency translation.

We also tested modem compatibility. Figure 1 shows the results for each modem connected over a typical line to a Microcom modem running MNP-4. The graphs present an average of transmit and receive performance. As an additional compatibility test, we linked each modem with a Hayes Smartmodem 2400, which has neither error correction nor data compression.

Our final test generates a plot of effective throughput versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a measure of sensitivity to noisy lines (figure 2). Two modems of the type under test were set for data compression and connected over a 3002 channel. We used the Auto­test's simulated DTEs to repeatedly generate a 60-character message ("The quick brown fox . . .") and to test for transmission errors on the receive side. We began the test with noise at ~79 dBm and then held every other parameter constant while increasing the amount of noise injected into the channel. Both DTEs sent and received 40,000 characters at each SNR level with the modems operating at 2400-bps full duplex.

rected V22.bis compatibility has no corresponding graph. Except for one trouble spot, all the modems proved compatible, and throughput performance from modem to modem was almost indistinguishable. The problem occurred with the GVC Model SM24M, which had trouble receiving the YMODEM-G transfer file from the Hayes Smartmodem 2400 that we used as a control. This left us unable to complete the transfer.

Figure 2 tracks the results of our noise-versus-throughput test. The best curve encloses the most area, but there's often a trade-off between high throughput under normal conditions and noise resiliency. Racal-Vadic's 2400VP can transmit on lines that are too noisy for any other modems, but it suffers from slow throughput on everyday lines.

continued
Not only does Telebit make the world's fastest modems, we also endorse your checks.

If you're looking for a high-speed, dial-up modem that endorses industry standards and more, check out the Telebit® T2500.

As well as transmitting data error-free at a lightning-fast 19,200 bps with Telebit's PEP™ modulation, the T2500 also adds V.32 to its modulation list. That means you can automatically use the CCITT V.32 standard for synchronous or asynchronous connections.

So, for large-volume or interactive transmissions, you won't find a better modem than the Telebit T2500. It supports all major modem standards, and is ideal for connecting micros to LANs or mainframes. Plus it easily handles international transmissions. And speaks fluently with more dial-up modems than any other.

In addition to the industry's highest data rate, Telebit's multicarrier PEP technology makes hang-ups and bad line problems a thing of the past.

To find out more about the world's fastest modem, call 1-800-TELEBIT today. Or write us at 1345 Shorebird Way, Mountain View, CA 94043-1329. Phone: (415) 969-3800.

Learn why no one gets the message through like Telebit.
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PRODUCT FOCUS
2400-BPS MODEMS

COMPANY INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Inquiry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concord Data Systems</td>
<td>45 Bartlett St., Marlborough, MA 01752</td>
<td>(508) 460-0808</td>
<td>1071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Race</td>
<td>12758 Cimmaron Path, Suite 108, San Antonio, TX 78249</td>
<td>(512) 692-3909</td>
<td>1072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General DataComm</td>
<td>1579 Atraits Tpk., Middlebury, CT 06762</td>
<td>(203) 574-1118</td>
<td>1075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVC-Chenel Corp.</td>
<td>99 Demarest Rd., Sparta, NJ 07871</td>
<td>(201) 579-3630</td>
<td>1076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Tech Research, Inc.</td>
<td>2700 Augustine Dr., Suite 275, Santa Clara, CA 95054</td>
<td>(408) 982-0270</td>
<td>1073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastcomm Communications Corp.</td>
<td>12347-E Sunrise Valley Dr., Reston, VA 22091</td>
<td>(703) 620-3900</td>
<td>1074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.</td>
<td>705 Western Dr., Norcross, GA 30092</td>
<td>(404) 449-8791</td>
<td>1077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inmac</td>
<td>2350 Zanger Rd., San Jose, CA 95131</td>
<td>(408) 435-1700</td>
<td>1078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcom, Inc.</td>
<td>500 River Ridge Dr., Norwood, MA 02062</td>
<td>(617) 551-1000</td>
<td>1079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>2205 Wooddale Dr., Mounds View, MN 55112</td>
<td>(800) 328-9717</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racal-Vadic</td>
<td>1525 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035</td>
<td>(408) 432-8008</td>
<td>1081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telenetics</td>
<td>5109 East La Palma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807</td>
<td>(714) 779-2766</td>
<td>1082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Data Systems</td>
<td>5000 Bradford Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805</td>
<td>(205) 721-8000</td>
<td>1084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USRobotics, Inc.</td>
<td>8100 North McCormick Blvd., Skokie, IL 60076</td>
<td>(312) 982-5001</td>
<td>1085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ven-Tel, Inc.</td>
<td>2121 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95131</td>
<td>(408) 436-7400</td>
<td>1086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Datacom</td>
<td>8431 South Ave., Youngstown, OH 44514</td>
<td>(216) 758-9588</td>
<td>1087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Racal-Vadic

The Telcor 2496MA, again, had outstanding throughput, but it was weak in handling noisy lines. Telcor's proprietary compression algorithm easily compacted the short, repeating message. For comparison, we also ran the Telcor units using MNP—they had a slightly worse reaction to noisy lines, and throughput close to that of the Data Race Action 24.

We had a little difficulty getting the Telenetics TC921S-24 to run the noise test. The graph shows the erratic performance from noise level to noise level. Flow control was also erratic; the modem would occasionally lock up and never raise the CTS (clear to send) signal. Sometimes it would hang up during the middle of transmission. Telenetics said it could not duplicate the problem in its lab, but the company continues to work on our observation.

Bits for the Buck
If you want to get a head start with the V.42 standard, you have, at the time of this writing, only two choices: You can buy the Hayes V-series Smartmodem 2400 V.42, or you can wait a while longer. The Hayes choice delivers a solid, dependable product along with the expertise and support of an industry leader. You'll pay top dollar ($899), though, and you'll forfeit MNP-5 compatibility.

The Telcor 2496MA also sports a hefty price tag ($895), but its features and performance justify its cost: a menu interface, MNP-5 compatibility, advanced security features, blazing proprietary transfers, lots of storage space, and a three-year warranty. We recommend the Telcor 2496MA, especially if you plan to connect two sites with identical models. A Telcor modem at both ends ensures top performance and total security. With just one unit, you lose some of the perks that make the Telcor modem stand out, including the faster transfers and some of the security safeguards.

The Fastcomm FDX 2448 fills out the feature table nicely, but the E-Tech Bulletin E2400M offers solid performance and all the basic features at an attractive price of just $395. It outperformed many of the modems costing $200 to $300 more. You won't get some of the advanced features, such as password protection, but you will get a solid MNP performer at a reasonable price.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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As fast as products are designed, that's about how fast you can get them from Fortron. In early 1987 we were one of the first to ship an Intel 386™ based personal computer. Now we're ready to dazzle you with speed again: the NetSet™ 325 and NetSet™ 333 personal computers, based on Intel 386™ 25 MHz and 33 MHz microprocessors. Designed for optimum performance of CAD/CAM, UNIX, XENIX, and network server applications.

Like all our other personal computers, these come with one full year of service, free, at your site (USA). We're that sure of the reliability. And because we manufacture the computers ourselves, right here in California, you know exactly who to call with any technical questions; and if they do need service, we can fix them fast. Speed, service, and savings. That's Fortron.

BASIC SYSTEM PRICES START AT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NetSet 286-12</th>
<th>NetSet 386-16</th>
<th>NetSet 386-20 Plus</th>
<th>NetSet 386-325</th>
<th>NetSet 386-333</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>995</strong></td>
<td>$1950</td>
<td><strong>2450</strong></td>
<td><strong>3550</strong></td>
<td><strong>4950</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512K</td>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>1MB</td>
<td>1MB</td>
<td>1MB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**To Order Call Toll Free**

1-800-821-9771

In CA 415-373-1008

Leasing Program Available
International Distributors Wanted

*NetSet is a trademark of NetSet Corp.*

FORTRON/Source Corp.
6818-G Patterson Pass Road
Livermore, CA 94550
Tel: 415-373-1008
Fax: 415-373-1168
Telex: 559291
It's time to get a new, better linker...

**.RTLink™**

"The more I used .RTLink, the more I USED it.... a sure sign that a product actually fits one of my programming needs. It significantly improved my productivity...."

Steve Steiner, Data Based Advisor February, 1989

**UNIQUE FEATURES:**

- **Advanced Overlays** - supports advanced overlay management in ALL languages, even Turbo C, and, for the first time, QuickBASIC. Features multiple overlay areas, nested overlay areas, internal and external overlays, and reloading of overlays on function return. (see 'Other Features:' below)

- **Run Time Libraries (.RTLs)** - .RTLs are optional, easily-created files that can be used to manipulate link speeds, and significantly REDUCE .EXE SIZE. Generally, .RTLs are files that contain common code which is repeated in groups of .EXE files. These files can dynamically link to .EXEs at load time. They reduce the repetitive storage of common code. This results in smaller .EXEs and reduces disk space requirements on shipping media, target and development machines, and reduces the amount of time required to modern updates to remote locations. Production-version .RTLs usually contain commonly used language-library code and/or utility code. However...

- **Faster Linking** - during development, .RTLs can be used to store pre-linked modules. This allows programmers to set aside much of the code that is not being modified, thereby significantly enhancing link speeds. In straight links, .RTLink is faster than your current overlay linker. However, .RTLink is even faster when .RTLs are used as a productivity tool during the development and testing phase. All of the code within an .RTL is pre-linked. Therefore, you can place stable code into an .RTL to eliminate the need to relink it during development. This use of .RTLs can result in lightning fast linking without affecting program testing.

- **Profiling** - provides highly-detailed performance statistics about your program without code modification. Timing sequences are adjustable to thousandths of a second. Source code is provided for the read/analysis utility which allows customized statistics reporting.

- **LIBLIST** - cross-references .OBJ and .LIB files. Illustrates interrelationships and dependencies between modules. Provides much more detailed information than utilities such as LIB.

**OTHER FEATURES:**

- **Multiple Overlays** (32,767)  
- **Nested Overlays** (32,767 deep)  
- **External Overlays**  
- **Internal Overlays**  
- **Maps files**  
- **On-line help**  
- **Quick-start files** (ARFs on disk)  
- **Excellent documentation**  
- **Free tech support**  
- **Easy to use**  
- **Easy to learn**  
- **No performance degradation**  
- **No source code changes**  
- **No royalties**  
- **No risk** (30 day refund policy)

**WORKS WITH:***

- Microsoft C™  
- Turbo C™  
- Clipper™  
- MASM™  
- QuickBASIC™  
- BASIC  
- COBOL  
- FORTRAN  
- Clarion™  
- Quicksilver™  
- And most other DOS Compilers which produce .OBJ files.

"I am very impressed with the product and the people at Pocket Soft, Inc. The product does what it claims to do and the people know their stuff."

Don Powells, Nantucket Corporation

Order yours today! $195.00  
Call: (713) 460-5600  
FAX: (713) 460-2651

Pocket Soft, Inc. 7676 Hillmont, #195 Houston, TX 77040

Trademarks: All Pocket Soft products are trademarks of Pocket Soft, Inc. Other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective holders. © 1989 Pocket Soft Inc.
Big Mac Power in a Small Mac Box

What do you get when you cross a Mac IIx with a Mac SE?
The Mac SE/30

Tom Thompson

Look inside Apple's newest Macintosh, the Mac SE/30, and you'll see hardware that looks like something out of a Mac IIx: a Motorola 68030 CPU and 68882 FPU clocked at 15.67 MHz, the Apple Sound Chip (ASC), and 256K bytes of single inline memory module-mounted ROM. Like the members of the Mac II family, the Mac SE/30 can hold up to 8 megabytes of RAM using 1-megabit-density SIMMs. Yet Apple stuffed all this into the housing of what it calls its "compact" family of computers, which includes the Mac Plus and the Mac SE. Like the Mac SE, the Mac SE/30 still has one slot, but the connector and form factor for the plug-in boards have changed. (For more information, see the First Impression of the Mac SE/30, "The Mac SE Takes Off" by Nick Baran, February BYTE.)

I use a Mac II with a SuperMac 19-inch monitor for my work. The Mac II and an IBM PC AT both sprawl over my desk, leaving room for little else. But I'm not about to give up the Mac II's computing power. So I looked forward to seeing if the small-footprint Mac SE/30 could deliver the performance of a Mac II.

Checking It Out
The Mac SE/30 that I reviewed was fully configured with an 80-megabyte hard disk drive and 4 megabytes of RAM. As is typical of the Mac design, system setup was simple—plug and play. It took several minutes to hook up the power cord, keyboard, and mouse. Formatting the hard disk and installing the version 6.0.3 System software took a bit longer.

I next checked the machine's networking capability. There are two reasons for this. First, computers today usually don't operate in isolation; they share resources and data on a network. Second, the BYTE Lab's test suite is about 8 megabytes in size. It's far easier to have the AppleShare network hike the test suite from the file server to the review machine than it is to move that many files by hand using floppy disks.

I initially configured the Mac SE/30 to operate as a file server using AppleShare 2.0. I encountered no problems with the installation, and file transfers showed a lot more zip while the Mac SE/30 was in service.

After a day's testing, I reconfigured the Mac SE/30 as an AppleShare workstation and copied the benchmark test suite to its hard disk. The benchmark results show that although it looks like a Mac SE, the SE/30's performance is on a par with that of the Mac II family. On many of the tests, the Mac SE/30 does as well as a Mac IIx, and in some instances, it outperforms it. Compared with a Mac SE, the SE/30 is about two to five times...
UNIX will catch on!

Since end of 1988 you don't need star wiring for multi-terminal systems any more. Instead, all those terminals can be connected to a single twin-conductor telephone wire. Neither the terminals nor the computer need be prepared for the bus system — and it won't cost any more than the familiar cabling. This eliminates the main disadvantage of multi-terminal systems as compared with networks. Ask for "Terminal Bus" information.

**Terminal Bus**

**Components**

- Processor: 15.67-MHz 68030; 68882 FPU (standard)
- Memory: 1 megabyte, expandable to 8 megabytes
- Mass storage: 1.44-megabyte floppy disk drive that reads and writes different media formats; 40- or 80-megabyte internal SCSI hard disk drive
- Display: Built-in 9-inch diagonal black-and-white monitor; displays 512 by 320 pixels
- Keyboard: 81-key standard keyboard with keypad ($129); 105-key extended keyboard with cursor and function keys ($229)
- I/O interfaces: Two RS-232C/RS-422 serial ports with mini-DIN-8 connectors; two custom Apple Desktop Bus ports for keyboard and mouse; SCSI interface with DB-25 connector; stereo sound port; external floppy disk drive connector
- Size: 13 3/4 x 9 1/2 x 11 inches; 21 1/2 pounds

**Software**

- System: 6.0.3/Finder 6.1; system installer utility; hard disk backup and repair utilities; font/desk accessory; printer drivers; HyperCard 1.2.1
- Documentation: Owner's guide; system utilities; and HyperCard user's guides
- Price: Macintosh SE/30: $439
- Macintosh SE/30 with 40-megabyte hard disk drive: $489
- Macintosh SE/30 with 80-megabyte hard disk drive and 4 megabytes of RAM: $659
- System as reviewed: $6798

**Putting It to Work**

My next text was to substitute the Mac SE/30 for the Mac II in my day-to-day work. I moved about 30 megabytes of files from the Mac II to the file server. Next, I set up the Mac SE/30 on top of the Mac II. (To give you an idea of the size difference between the machines, I placed an external Rodine 140 Plus hard disk drive—built to fit under a compact Macintosh—next to the SE/30 on top of the Mac II, and the Mac II was still easily several inches deeper. I then copied my files from the server to the Mac SE/30 and went to work.

My usual INITs, such as MasterJuggler, SFScroll, Moire, and Vaccine, installed properly. The TMON 2.8.2 debugger (a patched version that works with the 68030 processor) and THINK C 3.0p4 development software operated flawlessly. I had no trouble editing work using MindWrite 2.1, or connecting to BIX with Red Ryder 10.3. Suitcase II 1.2.2 also worked without a hitch. The one application that didn't was Adobe's Illustrator 88 version 1.6: It threw me into the TMON debugger with a bus error. A beta version of Connectix's Virtual, an INIT that provides 8 megabytes of virtual memory, functioned reliably and let me keep six large applications on call under MultiFinder as I worked.

I was impressed with the Mac SE/30's speed. Some of it is perceived, because the Mac SE/30 has a smaller screen to update, and some of it is due to the processing edge of the 68030. Work under MultiFinder was smooth and responsive, and it was nice to use the background printing facility without causing the machine to seize up.

Except for the small 9-inch black-and-white display, many of the Mac SE/30's characteristics are identical to those of a Mac II. The monitor's cdev, used to set the pixel depth on the Mac II, is operational, although your only choices are black and white. The SystEnvirons() trap, used by an application to query the Mac operating system for the machine's characteristics, shows that the Mac SE/30 has Color QuickDraw. Most color applications run on the Mac SE/30, but the colors in a picture map to either black or white, producing posterized images.

I was surprised to find that I didn't miss the Mac II's big screen, although a lot of that has to do with an improvement in third-party software: ALSoft's MasterJuggler let me transfer quickly between applications under MultiFinder while keeping the screen uncluttered. MasterJuggler does this by first providing a pop-up menu of active applications that's invoked at any time with a key combination and mouse-click. As you move among the applications, MasterJuggler hides all the windows except those owned by the foreground application. Thus, what's on the screen belongs
Mac SE/30

APPLICATION-LEVEL PERFORMANCE

WORD PROCESSING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>MacWrite</th>
<th>Medium/Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>03:05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi/Word word count</td>
<td>04:26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search/replace</td>
<td>07:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of document</td>
<td>01:02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge small</td>
<td>07:08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store</td>
<td>06:23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling check</td>
<td>45:59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Microsoft Word 4.0

- Cursor down | 1:21
- Search and replace | 04:26
- Insert | 06:12

Aldus PageMaker 1.0a

- Load document | 06
- Change/bold | 22
- Align right | 20
- Cut 10 pages | 16
- Place graphic | 05
- Print to file | 38

DATABASE

dBASE III + 1.1

- Copy | 1:16
- List | 1:05
- Append | 1:15
- Delete | 0:08
- Pack | 0:04
- Count | 0:02
- Sort | 0:16

Excel 2.0

- F Fill right | 08
- Undo Fill | 4:33
- Recalc | 02
- Load Large3 | 12
- Recalc Large3 | 02

SPREADSHEET

Microsoft Excel 2.0

- F Fill right | 08
- Undo Fill | 4:33
- Recalc | 02
- Load Large3 | 12
- Recalc Large3 | 02

SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING

MiniCAD

- Load | 00
- Hide and shade | 2:29
- Redraw | 5:53

STATA 1.5

- Regression | 1:07

STATA 1.5

- Regression | 1:07

COMPILERS

Microsoft C 5.0

- XLisp compile | 01
- Turbo Pascal 4.0

- XLisp compile | 01
- Turbo Pascal 4.0

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE

CPU

- Matrix | 16.14
- String Move | 81.60
- Byte-wide | 42.10
- Word-wide | 22.90
- Longword-wide | 31.38
- Sieve | 29.67

- Index: | 4.61

FLOATING POINT

- Math | 149.10
- Sine(x) | 73.67
- Error | 98.34

- Index: | 1.16

DISK I/O

- SubFinder Seek | 1 block | 14.22
- Floppy | 1 block | 63.73
- File I/O (SCSI) | 32 blocks | 309.36

- 1-megabyte (SCSI) | 32 blocks | 26.68
- Write | 4:26
- Read | 4:80

- Index: | 3.01

VIDEO

- Text | Textedit | 5:52
- Drawstring | 2.36

- Graphics* | Slow Mac | 44:60
- QuickDraw | 0.51

CONVENTIONAL BENCHMARKS

- LINPACK | 232
- Double LINPACK | 241
- Dhrystone (Dhryst/sec)5 | 3754

NIA = Not applicable.

* All times are in seconds. Figures were generated using the 68020 version of Small-C. Figures for the Mac II use 68020-specific instructions for the LINPACK and Double LINPACK tests only.

The Floating Point benchmarks use the SANE library.

Read and write times for File I/O are in seconds per 64K bytes.

* The Slow test uses code written in Small-C to perform the circle draw and fill. The QuickDraw version uses QuickDraw commands to draw and fill the circle.

For the Dhrystone test only, higher numbers mean faster performance.

For a full description of all the benchmarks, see "Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June 1988 BYTE.
REVIEW
BIG MAC POWER IN A SMALL MAC BOX

The Mac Does DOS

When you work in an office with a medley of different computers, sooner or later you're going to get asked The Question: "Say, I've got these Excel/PageMaker files on a PC disk. Can you take a look at them and print them out for me?" I get this request a lot, since the IBM PC AT that I use is linked to the Mac II by a serial cable, allowing me to transfer files between the two.

However, the Mac SE/30, like the Mac IIx, has a new floppy disk high-density (FDHD) drive that lets you read and write to 3½-inch 800K-byte Apple II ProDOS or 1.44-megabyte PC-formatted floppy disks. This new drive has been dubbed the SuperDrive.

While I was doing this review, someone asked me to print out some PC Excel files that were on 3½-inch floppy disks. I launched the Apple File Exchange application and popped the disk into the internal drive slot. I selected the desired files and had the AFE move them to the hard disk drive while performing the default translation. The Mac version of Excel had no difficulty reading the files, and the results came off the laser printer in a matter of minutes.

The Mac SE/30's ability to read and write foreign disk formats is good. If you're on a limited budget, the Mac SE/30 and Mac IIx offer the ability to read the occasional PC disk that users might have to deal with. Mac SE and Mac II owners can upgrade their 800K-byte drives to FDHD SuperDrives for $599.

only to the application you're working with, and it gives you access to the drives or file server shown on the Mac Desktop.

After its performance, the Mac SE/30's best feature is its price. The top-of-the-line Mac SE/30 reviewed here with an extended keyboard ($229) costs $6798. A similarly equipped Mac IIx costs $8098—without a monitor or video display board. Adding the cost of an Apple monochrome monitor and standard 16-color video board pushes the Mac IIx's price to $8996, making the price difference between the two systems a whopping $2198. If you need color or a large screen later on, the 030 Direct Slot offers you the option of buying a color board from third-party vendors.

If you own a Mac SE, don't despair—Apple hasn't forgotten you. For $1699, you can swap a motherboard to upgrade your Mac SE to a Mac SE/30. It's not cheap, but it's much better than being stranded, as a lot of Mac Plus owners are.

The Bad and the Good

My one complaint about the Mac SE/30 is that it can't run A/UX, Apple's version of Unix. Apple doesn't support A/UX on the Mac SE/30 at this time because it doesn't have to an 030 Direct Slot board that would provide network connections for both AppleTalk and Ethernet, something a typical Unix user demands. I hope something is done about this, because the Mac SE/30 seems ready-made as a reasonably priced Unix workstation with decent processing power.

The Mac SE/30 is a nice technical achievement. In terms of size and performance, it can best be characterized as a luggable Mac IIx, and the SuperDrive gives it the ability to read and write PC floppy disks (see the text box "The Mac Does DOS" at left). The Mac SE/30 is true to the original concept of the Mac, down to the whisper-quiet cooling fan and small desktop footprint, yet it incorporates the latest advances in technology. It also brings the architecture of the compact Mac family closely into line with that of the Mac II family by providing an FPU, the same amount of RAM, the same ROMs, and the same sound chip. This should simplify Mac software development, since it brings to a halt what was becoming a bewildering array of different internal hardware.

I'm impressed with the Mac SE/30's processing power—and I'm used to working with a Mac II. I do miss the color, though. If you need the power of a Mac IIx without color or a large screen, give the Mac SE/30 a serious look.

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior technical editor at large. He can be reached on BIX as "tom_thompson."

80386 20MHz XENIX computer COMPLETE with 40MB <28ms FH hard drive, 1.2MB floppy, 2 serial / 2 parallel ports, high resolution monochrome monitor with adapter, 101 enhanced keyboard, 386 SCO XENIX and a TWO YEAR WARRANTY now only ................ 2,995.

Many hardware and software options available.
MultiModem V32™ Full Duplex Modem
Both 9600/4800 and 2400/1200/300 bits per second

Until today, your choices in V.32 9600 bps full duplex modems have been limited. They've been oversized and overpriced, and they couldn't even communicate with 2400 & 1200 bps modems.

Well, that's no longer the case! Multi-Tech's new MultiModemV32 breaks through those barriers and more.

The MultiModemV32 gives you 9600 bps full duplex operation with 4800 bps fallback, over both dial-up and leased lines, just like a CCITT V.32 compatible modem should.

However, the most remarkable thing about the MultiModemV32 is its ability to perform automatic speed detection and switching between 9600, 4800, 2400, 1200 and 300 bps. This allows the modem to automatically match on-line speeds with other V.32, V.22bis and 212A compatible modems.

But that's not all. The MultiModemV32 incorporates MNP® Class 3 & 4 Error Correction and Class 5 Data Compression with Speed Conversion. This gives you error-free communications, with throughputs well in excess of 9600 bps. Add to that a full "AT" command set, auto-dial/auto-answer, and a memory for phone numbers and option setting, and you get a modem with true upward and downward compatibility, that can satisfy most any application*, at a most affordable price.

Why not unplug your older, slower modems? Plug in the new MultiModemV32.

All things considered, the MultiModemV32 is clearly the Right Answer.

Call us toll-free at 1-800-328-9717 for more Right Answers.
When you want the very best!  
Be a Genius

GeniScan GS-4000

- Scanner & Controller
- Genius ScanEdit II
- Dr. Genius Software
- Also available with FrontPage Publisher OCR Software

The GeniScan GS-4000 hand scanner, with a read width of 105mm, allows you to scan images and documents into files with no distortion. Resolution is switch selectable 100/200/300/400 DPI. New ScanEdit II provides extensive printer support, multi window scanning, transparent overlapping, and a merge function which allows you to scan images as large as letter size. Generates TIF, IMG, PCX, MSP, CUT, and OCR formats.

Genius Dyna Mouse GM-6000

- GM-6000 Mouse
- Mouse Pad
- Mouse Pocket
- Genius Menu Maker
- Dr. Genius Software
- 9x25 Pin Adapter

The GM-6000 High Resolution Dyna Mouse has a dynamic resolution of 350-1050 DPI and X-Y locking, as well as a 2 button - 3 button mode switch. The only mouse that supports COM1, 2, 3, 4! Dr. Genius is an advanced version of Dr. Halo, which provides scanner interface, and high resolution printer support.

Genius Tablet GT-1212A

- Genius Tablet 12" x 12"
- 4 Button Cursor
- AutoCAD Template
- Genius Menu Maker
- Dr. Genius Software

The GT-1212A is designed for today's CAD and Paint software for design engineers, architects, and draftsmen.

Coming Soon!

GeniScan GS-P3

Full Page Scanner with 300 DPI resolution

CasCAD

entry level CAD contains all the basic functions needed. Easy to learn and use, even for the first time user.

CasCAD II

is a professional CAD package which is easy to use, yet powerful for your important CAD needs.

"...It is hard to imagine a better mouse package..." - Computer Shopper, Feb. 1989

"Sturdy Construction and Dynamic Resolution are strong points..." - PC Magazine, Feb. 1989

DEALERS call for special Promotion Package!

KYE International Corp.  
12575 Colony St., Chino, CA 91710  
TEL: (714) 590-3540  
FAX: (714) 590-1231

Kun Ying Enterprise Co. Ltd.  
11F No. 116, Sec.2, Nanking Road  
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.  
TEL: (02) 555-2817  FAX: (02) 511-0873
Dead Heat

Choosing between the Tandon and FiveStar computers means looking beyond performance.

John Unger

The Tandon 386/20 and the FiveStar Model 320 have joined a growing number of new PCs featuring 20-MHz 80386 CPUs. Computers in this category usually provide high-speed static RAM (SRAM) and I/O caching. They can use from 8 to 16 megabytes of 32-bit RAM and a 20-MHz 80387 coprocessor, and they can handle run-length-limited (RLL), ESDI, or SCSI hard disk drives and controllers.

This combination of speed and CPU is a good trade-off between cost and power. Processors faster than 20 MHz need more expensive components and more sophisticated designs to solve problems like FCC compliance and fast memory access. Besides, a 20-MHz 80386 PC can handle even the most demanding tasks and can run either OS/2 or Unix.

Tandon stands out from the crowd with an integrated system that accommodates an optional 30-megabyte Data Pac removable hard disk drive. The FiveStar Model 320's selling point is a low price tag for a solid system made up of proven, industry-standard hardware that allows a lot of flexibility for customization.

The Tandon 386/20 Model 40 sells for $5999 with 1 megabyte of RAM, a 64K-byte SRAM cache, a 1.2-megabyte 5½-inch floppy disk drive, and a 40-megabyte 28-millisecond Seagate hard disk drive (but no video adapter or monitor). The FiveStar Model 320 costs $2495.

The Tandon 386/20 that I reviewed was the Model 110DP, which has a 110-megabyte 28-ms RLL Seagate hard disk drive and a Tandon 30-megabyte Data Pac. The reviewed system also had 2 megabytes of RAM and a VGA adapter and analog monitor. The price of this loaded system is $10,479. FiveStar's review machine had an optional 80-megabyte hard disk drive, 2 megabytes of RAM, a 1.44-megabyte 3½-inch floppy disk drive, and a VGA display adapter and multisync monitor. Configured like this, the FiveStar costs $5325.

Subtle Distinctions

The overall size, shape, layout, and hardware components of the Tandon and FiveStar are similar. Each computer has eight expansion slots, six of which are designed for 16-bit, AT-compatible cards. The Tandon's remaining two slots are for 8-bit PC-compatible cards. The two other FiveStar slots include an 8-bit slot and a proprietary 32-bit slot for memory expansion. The Tandon uses separate disk controllers for its floppy and hard disk drives, allowing you to choose either modified frequency modulation (MFM), RLL, or ESDI hard disk controllers. But this means you lose a slot to the hard disk drive. After adding video adapter and serial/parallel port cards in the two 8-bit slots, you have only four 16-bit slots free in the Tandon.

The FiveStar uses a floppy/hard disk drive controller card, which, when combined with a serial/parallel card and a video adapter, also gives you four free 16-bit slots, plus the 32-bit proprietary continued
Tandon 386/20

**Company**
Tandon Corp.
405 Science Or.
Moorpark, CA 93021
(805) 523-0340

**Components**
Processor: Intel 32-bit 80386 running at 20 MHz with zero wait states, switchable to 8 MHz; socket for optional 20-MHz 80387 math coprocessor
Memory: 1 megabyte of 80-ns DRAM, expandable to up to 8 megabytes on system board using optional 1-megabyte SIMM modules; 64K bytes of static RAM cache; AMI ROM BIOS

**Mass storage:**
One 1.2-megabyte 5 1/4-inch floppy disk drive

**Software**
Microsoft MS-DOS 3.30 and custom utilities; Microsoft GW BASIC 3.22; Microsoft Windows 386; LIM/EMS 4.0 memory support software

**Documentation**
Operation and installation guide; MS-DOS, Windows, and GW BASIC documentation

**Price**
Model 40, with 1 megabyte of RAM, 64K-byte SIMM cache, 1.2-megabyte 5 1/4-inch floppy disk drive, and 40-megabyte hard disk drive: $5999

**Inquiry 864.**

---

FiveStar Model 320

**Company**
FiveStar Computers
1621 West Crosby Rd.
Carrollton, TX 75006
(800) 752-5555

**Components**
Processor: Intel 32-bit 80386 running at 20 MHz with zero wait states, switchable to 8 MHz; socket for optional 20-MHz 80387 math coprocessor
Memory: 1 megabyte of 80-ns DRAM, expandable to up to 8 megabytes on system board using optional 1-megabyte SIMM modules; 64K bytes of 35-ns static RAM cache; AMI ROM BIOS

**Mass storage:**
One 1.2-megabyte 5 1/4-inch floppy disk drive

**Software**
None

**Documentation**
User's manual

**Price**
System with 1.2-megabyte 5 1/4-inch floppy disk drive, 1 megabyte of RAM, and 64K-byte SIMM cache: $2495
System as reviewed, with 1.2-megabyte 5 1/4-inch floppy disk drive, 1.44-megabyte 3 1/2-inch floppy disk drive, 2 megabytes of RAM, 80-megabyte hard disk drive, Tandon 386/20 Data Pac, and VGA display adapter: $5325

---

REVIEW

DEAD HEAT

Both of these systems use memory caching, which makes it possible for the processor to run with zero wait states much of the time. The caches use 64K bytes of 35-nanosecond SRAM, but neither computer employs the more sophisticated Intel 82385 cache memory controller in combination with the SRAM, as other 20-MHz 80386-based computers (such as the Dell 310 and Compaq 386/20e) do.

Using a memory cache means that, during normal program execution, approximately 80 percent of the data will be available from the cache at zero wait states. If the processor doesn't find the data it needs in the cache, then it accesses normal RAM at the expense of extra clock cycles. The memory cache increases the system's memory I/O speed by a factor of about two, since main memory access would need two wait states with no cache.

You can switch the CPUs of both computers to run at 8 MHz from the keyboards if you have problems running older, speed-sensitive software. The 8- and 16-bit expansion slots run at a constant clock rate of 8 MHz. The optional 80387 coprocessor runs at 20 MHz.

Both computers use the same ROM BIOS from American Megatrends, Inc. (AMI). The BIOS version used in the Tandon system is dated January 13, 1988, and the version used in the FiveStar is dated September 25, 1988. This chip set provides a full suite of ROM-based system diagnostics and setup routines.

The FiveStar Model 320's motherboard is the popular model MI386-20 made by Mylex. This board has a good reputation. The Tandon motherboard carries the Tandon name. Both motherboards appear well-made and have clean designs with easy access to key components such as the coprocessor and SIMM sockets.

**Storage to Go**
Both microcomputers have enough space and power supply capacity (190 watts for the Tandon and 200 W for the FiveStar) to accommodate a large number of mass storage devices. Each has two main storage bays; the right bay can hold up to three half-height devices, and the center one can house either two half-height or one full-height hard disk drive. The Tandon 386/20's Data Pac hard disk drive module mounts in the center bay. The disk drive controller board in my...
## FiveStar Model 320, Tandon 386/20

### Application-Level Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORD PROCESSING</th>
<th>FiveStar</th>
<th>Med./Large</th>
<th>Tandon</th>
<th>Med./Large</th>
<th>DATABASE</th>
<th>Tandon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XyWrite Ill+ 3.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dBASE Ill+ 1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load (large)</td>
<td>:13 :14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Copy</td>
<td>:05 :50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word count</td>
<td>:02 :16 :02 :16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>:20 :20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of document</td>
<td>:01 :10 :01 :13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Append</td>
<td>:50 :50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block move</td>
<td>:09 :09 :09 :09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>:02 :02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Word 4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>:17 :17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward delete</td>
<td>:11 :12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>:120 :1 :18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Microsoft Word 4.0 Index:
- :3.07 :2.91

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPREADSHEET</th>
<th>FiveStar</th>
<th>Tandon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lotus 1-2-3 2.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block copy</td>
<td>:03 :03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recalc</td>
<td>:01 :01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Monte Carlo</td>
<td>:16 :16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recalc Monte Carlo</td>
<td>:04 :04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load range3</td>
<td>:04 :04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recalc range3</td>
<td>:01 :01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recalc Goal-seek</td>
<td>:03 :03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Microsoft Excel 2.0
- :3.21 :3.19

### Index: 1.49 1.52

### Scientific/Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING</th>
<th>FiveStar</th>
<th>Tandon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AutoCAD 2.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load SoftWest</td>
<td>:38 :40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regen SoftWest</td>
<td>:28 :28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load SPauls</td>
<td>:05 :05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regen SPauls</td>
<td>:10 :10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hide/Redraw</td>
<td>9.35 9.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Index: 4.31 3.97

### Compilers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPILERS</th>
<th>FiveStar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft C 6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLisp compile</td>
<td>3.34 3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo Pascal 4.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pascal S compile</td>
<td>:05 :05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Index: 2.59 2.41

### Low-Level Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>FiveStar</th>
<th>Tandon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>3.48 3.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String Move</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byte-wide</td>
<td>31.36 31.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-wide</td>
<td>31.27 31.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Even-blind</td>
<td>15.67 15.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odd-blind:</td>
<td>23.47 23.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>7.75 7.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieve</td>
<td>18.64 18.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>14.39 14.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Index: 3.31 3.30

### Floating Point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FiveStar</th>
<th>Tandon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>6.48 6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sine(x)</td>
<td>2.09 2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error e*</td>
<td>2.32 2.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Index: 7.99 8.02

N/A = Not applicable

1. All times are in seconds. Figures were generated using the 8088/8086 and 80386 versions (1.1) of Small-C.
2. The errors for Floating Point indicate the difference between expected and actual values, correct to 10 digits or rounded to 2 digits.
3. Errors for Floating Point indicate the difference between expected and actual values, correct to 10 digits or rounded to 2 digits.
4. The errors for Floating Point indicate the difference between expected and actual values, correct to 10 digits or rounded to 2 digits.
5. Read and write times for File I/O are in seconds per 64K bytes.
6. For the Livermore Loops, Dhrystone tests only, higher numbers mean faster performance.
7. For a full description of all the benchmarks, see "Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June 1988 BYTE.
FiveStar Model 320 accommodates up to two floppy disk drives and two hard disk drives. Tandon's standard setup includes a floppy disk drive controller for two drives. Adding an optional hard disk drive to the system requires installing its controller in one of the 16-bit expansion slots. This arrangement prevents you from adding an inexpensive MFM hard disk drive to the system without also purchasing a controller.

Tandon offers three hard disk drive controllers as options. One accommodates four MFM fixed hard disk drives; the second allows you to have four RLL fixed hard disk drives; the third has a 128K-byte disk cache and gives you the option of having two 30-megabyte Data Pacs and two RLL hard disk drives or four RLL hard disk drives.

The Tandon Personal Data Pac ($599) is a removable hard disk drive system that comes packaged either as an external unit to add to any 80286 or 80386 MS-DOS microcomputer or as an integrated internal component of certain Tandon computers, including the 386/20. The Data Pac ($599) itself is a 30-megabyte 3½-inch hard disk drive mounted in a 2½- by 4½- by 7-inch plastic case. The hard disk drive is suspended inside the plastic case by specially designed shock absorbers that isolate it from the case. It can withstand shocks up to 250 g's or, as Tandon puts it, a drop of 18 inches onto a hard floor.

Inserting a Data Pac into its drive is much like putting a video cartridge into a VCR; you push the Pac partway into the receptacle until you feel some resistance. Then an internal auto-insertion mechanism takes over and pulls the Pac in the rest of the way and seats the 36-pin electrical connector.

The Data Pac's hard disk drive is designed for ruggedness and speed. Instead of simply parking the four heads on unused portions of the platters when powered down, as most hard disk drives do, the Data Pac incorporates fork-like fingers to lift and lock the heads completely off the disk platters when the drive is turned off. This system ensures against jolts during transport that might move the heads from the "parked" zone onto data sectors.

Two features enhance the Data Pac's performance. First, the special RLL controller has 128K bytes of memory for caching disk I/O, allowing the drive to read data by track rather than by sector. Second, the directory information is put onto the platter's middle tracks rather than the outside. This cuts down the average distance the heads have to move to find a track after reading the directory's file allocation table.

**Face to Face**

These two systems are so similar in their specifications that you would not expect to see much difference in their performance—a suspicion borne out by the BYTE benchmark results. Both outperform the IBM PS/2 Model 80-111 by a small margin and fall slightly below the Compaq 386/20. Compared to other 20-MHz 80386 computers that BYTE has recently tested (see the Review Update, "Benchmarks at a Glance," in the December 1988 BYTE), the Tandon and FiveStar machines perform respectably, falling near the middle of the group.

Perhaps more important, these computers feel fast in terms of screen updates, disk I/O, and general computational performance, such as compiling C source code or recalculating spreadsheets. They left no doubt that I was using a couple of hot machines!

**Essentials and Extras**

Tandon includes a generous collection of software with the 386/20. Not only do you get MS-DOS 3.30 customized for Tandon machines, but you also receive Microsoft Windows/386, GWBASIC 3.22, and a LIM/EMS 4.0 support program, all with full documentation. The operation and installation guide takes the new owner through all the steps necessary to get the Tandon 386/20 up and running. It provides details for adding extra SIMMs and an 80387 coprocessor as well as other system components. Tandon also includes an easy-to-follow pictorial setup guide.

The FiveStar came with a photocopy of a 37-page preliminary user's manual with a table of contents but no index. This manual is adequate for getting the system set up and running, but it falls short in terms of completeness when compared to the Tandon's documentation. I also received a copy of the Mylex technical reference manual for the motherboard, which was helpful for learning about some of the system's features and technical details. The FiveStar Model 320 does not come with any standard software.

With computers like these two, most software compatibility issues depend on the choice of video adapter and monitor and not on the computer itself. I ran WordPerfect 5.0, Microsoft's Flight Simulator 3.0, Quattro 1.0, Reflex 1.5, and all of Sierra's King Quest series of games on both machines without any problems. Using Borland's Turbo C 2.0 with the Turbo Debugger was a pleasure on such fast hardware.

**After-Sale Service**

A major difference between the two manufacturers is that Tandon is large and established with a proven track record whereas FiveStar is a relatively small-size newcomer. FiveStar's relative inexperience is shown by a slight mix-up concerning video components for my review computer. The optional XTRON multiscreen monitor that FiveStar sent had a 9-pin EGA connector, and the Paradise VGA Professional video card installed in the computer had an incompatible 15-pin VGA connector.

FiveStar provides a one-year limited warranty on parts and labor, which includes toll-free technical support. For $99 you can get one year of on-site service with a 48-hour turnaround. Tandon offers a simple one-year warranty. In both cases, you are responsible for shipping the damaged hardware back to the manufacturer for warranty repairs.

**Perceived Values**

Despite the similarities of these two computers, their price tags are surprisingly different. As reviewed, the Tandon 386/20 at $10,479 costs 30 percent more than a FiveStar Model 320. The Tandon does come with a lot of operating-system and utility software not included with the FiveStar, but not $5154 worth. The Tandon is overpriced compared to the FiveStar and its other competitors in the 20-MHz 80386 market. Its only unique feature, the removable Data Pac hard disk drive, is available from Tandon as an external add-on for use with any 80286 or 80386 computer. Unless you can find this computer heavily discounted, buy a machine like the FiveStar.

The FiveStar is a bargain compared not only to the Tandon 386/20, but also to most other 20-MHz 80386 computers. The absense of operating-system software and thorough documentation are not much of a deterrent to experienced MS-DOS users interested mainly in performance per dollar. Since you can buy the computer as a bare-bones system with one 1.2-megabyte 5¼-inch floppy disk drive, a 64K-byte SRAM cache, and 1 megabyte of RAM for only $2495, you can customize the system with components of your choice. ■

John Unger is a geophysicist for the U.S. government and lives in Hamilton, Virginia. He writes graphics software and uses computers to study the earth's crust. You can reach him on BIX as "junger."
Compromise
Your Standards
And Nobody Else
Will Talk To You.

In The Dial-Up World, Connectivity Is Just As Important As Speed.

Just about every V.32 modem ad you read hypes speed. However, it doesn’t matter how fast a modem transmits data, if the one at the other end can’t receive it.

If you rely on a modem that uses proprietary modulation schemes, handshaking techniques or data compression classes, you’ve compromised your connectivity.

Which is why you should choose our DataComm 296B. It’s fully compliant with V.32 standards. So it can talk to any other real V.32 modem, synchronously or asynchronously, without any tricks, using universally available data compression techniques.

And if you’re really looking for throughput, consider this: our DataComm 296B will sustain in excess of 30,000 bps, full duplex, under real world conditions, using real world data and industry standard MNP* Class 5.

But, because bits-per-second are not the only measure of throughput, you should consider our Continuously Adaptive Echo Cancellation feature. It can improve throughput even further by drastically reducing retransmissions. (If you get it right the first time, your throughput will be higher, and your phone charges lower.)

So if you’re really serious, don’t compromise your standards. Contact us. Our representatives have a whole lot more to talk about. Like Automatic Dial Back-Up, DataCommonality and a nationwide service organization.

Call 1-800-777-4005, General DataComm, Middlebury, CT 06762-1299. Tel.: (203) 574-1118, Telex: 643357, Fax: (203) 758-8507.

In Data Communications, There’s Only One General™

General DataComm
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V.32 at 38,400 bps.

MNP® Class 9
Because life is too short to use a slow modem.

We couldn't make our dial-up modems any more accurate. So we made one twice as fast. And it's available today.

Introducing QX/V.32c, the world's fastest dial-up modem. At 38,400 bps, with full-duplex CCITT V.32 compatibility over dial-up lines. Plus all the added performance and Enhanced Data Compression of MNP® Class 9. There's compatibility with V.22bis, V.22, Bell 212A and Bell 103 included, so that QX/V.32c communicates at optimum levels with modems of all speeds. And it can work in synchronous or asynchronous environments.

Speed and performance are not the only powerful features of the QX/V.32c. Its compact design is equally impressive—1/3rd the size of most competitive modems. And it comes in a rack mount version, as well.

What will you pay for our breakthrough V.32 modem? About the same as modems with only half the error-free throughput. As you can see from the chart, lower phone bills alone could pay for this upgrade.

Find out how Microcom brought error-free V.32 to 38,400 bps levels. Call toll-free 800-822-8224 today.
Handy Scanners

These six PC-compatible devices perform best on small scanning jobs

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings

Hand-held scanners offer an inexpensive way to digitize images. While they aren't as easy to use or as powerful as flatbed scanners, they cost much less than their bigger cousins. This makes them attractive for applications that don't require high-quality images. We examined six PC hand-held scanners (their features are summarized in table 1), and we discovered that there's much to understand about these seemingly simple devices.

Scanner Basics

The scanner itself looks like an overgrown mouse with a 6-foot tail. That cord connects to a half-length interface board that plugs into an 8- or 16-bit PC expansion slot. These boards' use of interrupts, direct-memory-access channels, or I/O addresses might conflict with other boards in your system; you can usually change their settings if you get a conflict.

The scanners also include driver software that lets you edit, save, and print the scanned image. To scan an original, first you place it on a flat surface. Then, with the software ready to receive an image, you position the scanner at one end of the original, press the activation button, and slowly drag the scanner across the original.

As you move the scanner, you can monitor your progress. All the units we tested except SkyScan have a small view window through which you can see the original. SkyScan, The Complete Hand Scanner/400, the HS-3000, and the GS-2000 Plus also display the image on your monitor as you scan.

The process sounds easier than it is. These scanners are sensitive: It's easy to actually scan an image, but it's difficult to get a good result. Getting a good image is an art, not a science, and the process varies among scanners. You must scan slowly and carefully—if you move too fast or twitch slightly, you can mess up the result. And holding a true course is hard. For example, all the scanners except The Complete Hand Scanner/400 insist that you hold in a button while you scan, and the force of pushing that button on the side of the unit can cause a crooked scan.

To get a good image, you also must consider the scanner's options. All these scanners except Niscan have controls to set different scanning parameters. (Niscan's controls are in software.)

All the scanners offer two basic controls. One lets you adjust the darkness of the final image, determining how dark a point on the original must be before the scanner will read it as black. The other control lets you tell the scanner to read the original either as a black-and-white image (line art) or as one that has meaningful shades of gray (photographs).

continued
Before the software can do anything, the scanner must send it an image. The scanner reads the original a line at a time. LEDs shine a red or yellow-green light onto the original, and a series of sensors in the scanner eventually picks up the reflection of that light off the original.

There are two approaches to capturing that reflection. The most common involves charge-coupled devices (CCDs). All the scanners except SkyScan are CCD units. In a CCD scanner, the original reflects the light to a mirror, which reflects that light onto a second mirror, which then reflects the light through a lens and onto an array of CCD sensors. This convoluted route is about 40 millimeters long and is necessary because the CCD sensors require some optical reduction of the reflected light.

The exception to this is The Complete Hand Scanner/400, which has a true 400-dpi scanning.

Finally, the scanning width is necessarily small. With the exception of The Complete Hand Scanner/400, which has a maximum scan width of about 2 1/2 inches, all the units have roughly a 4-inch wide (10.5 cm) scan width. The maximum length of the scanned image varies with the resolution you use and the amount of memory in your PC.

If you want to scan an image that’s larger than the scanner’s maximum scan width, be prepared for a major struggle. You must scan the original in strips and then use either the scanner’s software or a compatible paint program to edit those strips into a single larger image. The good news is that the software included with most of the scanners can save images in more than one file format. The software also typically lets you crop images and edit them in other simple ways, as well as save and print them.

Looking Inside
Before the software can do anything, the scanner must send it an image. The scanner reads the original a line at a time. LEDs shine a red or yellow-green light onto the original, and a series of sensors in the scanner eventually picks up the reflection of that light off the original.

Table 1: Features available on the six hand scanners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Required memory (K bytes)</th>
<th>Graphics modes supported</th>
<th>Max. dpi (physical)</th>
<th>Other resolutions</th>
<th>Max. scan width (Inches)</th>
<th>Max. scan length (Inches)</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Unit size (h×w×d) (inches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Complete Hand Scanner/400</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>CGA, EGA, VGA, Herc.</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>200, 300</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>DMA, IRQ</td>
<td>1 1/4×3 1/2×4 3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS-3000</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>CGA, EGA, VGA, Herc.</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100, 300, 400</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>DMA, IRQ</td>
<td>1 1/4×5 1/4×3 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS-2000 Plus</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>CGA, EGA, VGA</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100, 300, 400</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>1 1/4×5 1/4×3 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScanMan</td>
<td>$339</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>CGA, EGA, MCGA, VGA, Herc.</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100, 300, 400</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>1 1/4×5 1/4×3 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niscan</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>CGA, EGA, VGA, Herc.</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>I/O ports only</td>
<td>1 1/4×5 1/4×6 1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SkyScan</td>
<td>$349</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>CGA, EGA, VGA, Herc.</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>1 1/4×5 1/4×2 3/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: .CUT=Dr. HALO .IMG=GEN .MSB=Window Paint .OCR=OCR Systems ReadRight .PCX=PC Paintbrush/Publisher's Paintbrush .PIX=WordStar 2000 Inset format .PCX=PC Paintbrush .SED=GeniScan ScanEdit format .TIF=Tag Image File Format .TRN=The Complete Fax file format

SkyScan offers only these two options. If you want to capture photos, the others let you choose from three different ways of representing the gray tones. All the scanners except SkyScan also have a third control that lets you choose the scanning resolution. While many claim resolutions of 300 and 400 dots per inch, only The Complete Hand Scanner/400 does true 400-dpi scanning.

Finally, the scanning width is necessarily small. With the exception of The Complete Hand Scanner/400, which has a maximum scan width of about 2 1/2 inches, all the units have roughly a 4-inch wide (10.5 cm) scan width. The maximum length of the scanned image varies with the resolution you use and the amount of memory in your PC.

If you want to scan an image that’s larger than the scanner’s maximum scan width, be prepared for a major struggle. You must scan the original in strips and then use either the scanner’s software or a compatible paint program to edit those strips into a single larger image. The good news is that the software included with most of the scanners can save images in more than one file format. The software also typically lets you crop images and edit them in other simple ways, as well as save and print them.
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Before the software can do anything, the scanner must send it an image. The scanner reads the original a line at a time. LEDs shine a red or yellow-green light onto the original, and a series of sensors in the scanner eventually picks up the reflection of that light off the original.

There are two approaches to capturing that reflection. The most common involves charge-coupled devices (CCDs). All the scanners except SkyScan are CCD units. In a CCD scanner, the original reflects the light to a mirror, which reflects that light onto a second mirror, which then reflects the light through a lens and onto an array of CCD sensors. This convoluted route is about 40 millimeters long and is necessary because the CCD sensors require some optical reduction of the reflected light.

The exception to this is The Complete Hand Scanner/400, which has a true 400-dpi scanning.
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If you want to scan an image that’s larger than the scanner’s maximum scan width, be prepared for a major struggle. You must scan the original in strips and then use either the scanner’s software or a compatible paint program to edit those strips into a single larger image. The good news is that the software included with most of the scanners can save images in more than one file format. The software also typically lets you crop images and edit them in other simple ways, as well as save and print them.
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fixed number of gray scales. The sensors in all six scanners can handle 4 bits of gray-scale data for up to 16 gray scales.

Gray scaling is an output technique that produces grays by using dots consisting of different shades of gray. Strictly speaking, none of today's laser printers can print gray scales, because all laser printer dots are the same darkness. Another much-abused term is halftoning. A halftoned picture is one whose dots are of different sizes. Again, laser printers can't do halftones, since all laser printer dots are the same size.

But laser printers can use dithering to simulate grays. Dithering represents a dot's gray shade with not one printed dot, but several. It involves a matrix of dots into which you translate each gray value. For example, to simulate 16 gray shades, you might use a 4×4 dithering array. There's one matrix pattern for each possible gray shade. Dithering algorithms also often vary matrix assignments from one dot to the next, to avoid lines or other repetitive patterns in sections of the image that contain many dots with the same gray shade. By using many dots to represent the characteristics of one, dithering sacrifices resolution for the appearance of additional gray shades.

In hand scanners, sensor element values are one of 16 gray scales. The image they represent, however, will be output on a laser printer that can't directly print gray scales. The scanner could just send the gray-scale data to the PC and let the software use dithering to make the printed image reasonably represent the scanned image; however, sending 4 bits per sensor element would be too much for many PCs. So, all the scanners turn the gray scale of each sensor element into a simple 0 or 1, for white or black.

How each scanner performs this translation varies, but they all use the same basic technique. Scanner vendors call this technique everything from halftoning to hardware dithering. We prefer the term image translation because it's not already fraught with meaning.

Image translation is much like dithering. The scanner reads a sensor element and compares that element's gray value with the next available element in a matrix. Based on that comparison, the scanner sends either a 0 or a 1 for that sensor element.

For example, if the Niscan sensor's gray value is greater than or equal to the value of the comparison matrix element, the scanner sends a 1. Otherwise, the scanner sends a 0. Niscan also varies its lookup matrix between dots so that lines won't appear in the final image. The three different gray-scale translation options mentioned earlier are typically just different matrices that the scanner uses in its image translation.

Now you have black and white dots coming from the scanner, and laser printers can handle those dots. Problems arise, however, when the resolutions of the scanned image and the printer are different. Most of today's laser printers print at 300 dpi. If you use the 300-dpi setting that most of these scanners offer, then the image produced will be the one you see on the printer. When you want to print a 200- or 400-dpi image, however, you must make some hard choices.

If the scanned image's resolution is 400 dpi (or any other resolution greater than 300 dpi), you have two choices. You can print at that resolution, but the printed image will be bigger than the original: Every inch across on the original will take 1½ inches on the printed page. If you want to save the size of the original, the software must throw away some of the dots it got from the scanner. Neither option is great. After comparing the printed output of The Complete Hand Scanner/400 with the others, we think 400-dpi scanning is not worth much without a 400-dpi printer.

Similar problems occur when the scanned image's resolution is less than the printer's 300 dpi. Again, you can print exactly the same dots if you're willing to have the printed output a different size than the original. In this case, the printed version will be smaller than the original, because the 200 dots that represent an inch of the original will take only two-thirds of an inch on the laser printer. If you want the printed image to stay the same size as the original, the output software must add some extra bits to turn those 200 dpi into 300 dpi.

The Products

We tested the scanners with an 8-MHz AT clone, a Hewlett-Packard LaserJet IID, and BYTE's scanning template. Figure 1 shows the template and a laser-printed output of the best scan from each unit. The template is challenging because it contains both black-and-white line art and a photograph.

The Complete Hand Scanner/400. Al-
though this unit offered the only true 400-dpi resolution of the bunch, we got the best overall printed images with the 300-dpi setting. The line drawings were a touch clearer at 400 dpi, but not enough to compensate for the better photo scan at 300 dpi. This difference is almost certainly because 300 dpi matches the printer’s resolution.

The cost of the extra physical resolution is its very small maximum scan width. While the unit includes a utility that lets you patch scans together, that’s a job you should avoid.

Of the reviewed scanners, this package had the nicest manual and one of the best installation programs. The software checked the system for possible hardware conflicts and suggested alternate settings where applicable. In addition, its square shape made it one of the easier scanners to drag.

**HS-3000.** The HS-3000’s software is its biggest problem. You can’t print from the Scan program that drives the scanner; instead, you must use the included HALO DPE. You can stay in HALO DPE the whole time, but if you scan from it, you can’t see the scanned image until you finish.

HALO DPE has one of the worst user interfaces we’ve seen. It proves that icons alone don’t guarantee ease of use. No one would think to look under the scissors icon to load a stored image, for instance. HALO DPE may handle most basic image-editing needs, but it’s painful to use.

While the HS-3000 only simulates resolutions greater than 200 dpi, its 300-dpi scans were very good.

**GS-2000 Plus.** KYE International’s scanner proves that all scanning packages that use Omron scanners aren’t created equal. Like the HS-3000, it offers simulated resolutions greater than 200 dpi, but its scanning program couldn’t handle the entire BYTE template at higher resolutions. It never gave an error, but it always threw away at least half the image—probably because of its unreasonably small 128K-byte scanned image buffer. KYE International plans to fix this limitation in a future release. The image halves that it did produce at the higher resolutions were attractive.

We also had a devil of a time printing with the scanner software. We gave up and printed with another paint program, which illustrates the value of being able to save images in multiple file formats.

**ScanMan.** Our final Omron-based
scanned image directly to a file without displaying the image in the process.

Niscan. Niscan doesn't try to simulate a resolution greater than 200 dpi, and that omission is often visible in the printed output. While its 200-dpi images were among the best of the 200-dpi scans we made, the simulated 300-dpi scans from the other packages were better.

Niscan was also the biggest scanner and, as a result, one of the hardest to maneuver. On the other hand, Niscan had the best software environment, in large part because it uses DRI's GEM. It was also nice to be able to control the scanner completely from software and not have to worry about synchronizing hardware and software settings.

SkyScan. Our only CIS scanner was also the only one to offer no resolution options. It did 200 dpi and nothing else. However, its 200-dpi images were nearly on a par with the simulated 300-dpi output of many of the other units.

SkyScan was by far the easiest scanner to drag. Its square shape and large rollers fore and aft of the scanning area (the others have a roller on only one side) made it easy to scan straight. That's fortunate, since it has no viewing window for checking the original as you scan. You can, however, display the image during scanning using the SkyScan program, which also features some of the easiest-to-use printer controls, including options to place the image anywhere on a page and to add descriptive headings.

Which Way to Go?

Price won't help you choose among these scanners, since the units vary by only $50. Image quality is also a toss-up: At the least, the Complete Hand Scanner/400, the HS-3000, and the ScanMan were all too close to call on their ability to reproduce the photo—and the other Triumvirate packages weren't far behind. The Complete Hand Scanner/400 did have a slight lead in line-drawing reproduction.

When we began working with these scanners, we were underwhelmed. If you must have images approaching photographic reproduction, don't look to hand scanners. Nevertheless, their reasonable (albeit imperfect) printed images should be satisfactory for some applications.

We're convinced that any of these scanners can produce an image that would adorn any newsletter.

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are independent computer consultants based in Raleigh, North Carolina. You can reach them on BIX c/o "editors" and as "wbc3," respectively.
OS/2 PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE. By E. Iacobucci. 1100 pp., illus., softbound. "Byte" magazine called it "a necessity." This giant reference explains all the basic functions you'll need, crisp graphics on such subjects as multitasking and memory management.

UNIX UTILITIES. By R.S. Tare. 352 pp., illus., softbound. This practical manual shows how to make the best use of UNIX utilities. It covers more utilities than any other book of its kind and provides numerous examples of real applications.

628/84X Pub. Pr., $27.95

dBASE POWER: Building and Using Programming Tools. By P.L. Olympia, R.R. Freeland, and R. Wallin. 380 pp., illus., softbound. This practical guide shows the experienced dBASE III or dBASE III PLUS programmer how to use the fullest such features as RUN and CALL/LOAD, as well as how to write C and assembly language programs that perform dBASE functions for you.

584686-9 Pub. Pr., $29.95


374/708 Pub. Pr., $24.50

ADVANCED TURBO C.® By H. Schindl. 397 pp., illus., softbound. Complete Turbo C mastery can be yours—from stacks, queues, linked lists and binary trees, to operating system interfacing, porting, debugging, and much more. Fully explains how to get the most from the power and speed of Turbo C.

681289-1 Pub. Pr., $22.95

ADVANCED 80386 PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES. By J.L. Turley. 509 pp., illus., softbound. Offering advanced techniques for serious programmers, this hands-on guide covers advanced memory segmentation, the internal fixed-level protection hierarchy, multitasking, demand paging, system security, 8086/80186/80386 emulation, and intertask communication.

881342-5 Pub. Pr., $22.95

DATABASE SYSTEM CONCEPTS. By H. F. Korth and A. Silberschatz. 546 pp., illus. From fundamental concepts to advanced problem solving, this book provides a clear understanding of the design and use of database systems. Also demonstrates the best ways to protect data from unauthorized access and malicious or accidental alteration or destruction.

447/927 Pub. Pr., $44.95

TRICKS OF THE UNIX MASTERS. By R.G. Sage. pp., illus. Many of UNIX's most interesting features have virtually been kept secret from users—until now! This master guide goes beyond the basics to show you the shortcuts, tools, tips, and tricks you could take years to discover on your own.

584637-3 Pub. Pr., $22.95

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE USING C: The C Programmer's Guide to AI Techniques. By H. Schindl. 412 pp., 37 illus., softbound. This hands-on guide shows how to create your own applications and systems using C. After an introductory overview it provides coverage of expert systems, logic, natural language processing, machine learning, pattern recognition, and more, with ready-to-run programs illustrating each topic.

881255-0 Pub. Pr., $21.95

PROGRAMMING USING THE C LANGUAGE. By R.C. Hutchison and S.B. Just. 519 pp., illus. Whether you want to understand programs in C written by others, or write better C programs of your own, this practical, authoritative book gives you the tools and guidance you need. Coverage includes program organization, sorting algorithms, recursion, linked lists, and more—with many sample programs.

315/418 Pub. Pr., $29.95

HARD DISK MANAGEMENT with MS-DOS and PC-DOS. By D. Gookin and A. Townsend. 397 pp., illus. Shows you how to make the best use of your hard disk for all types of programs, with an emphasis on organization, data security, and enhancing performance. Easy enough for novices, yet sophisticated enough for power users, it's packed with helpful hints, proven shortcuts, and clear explanations.

583954-7 Pub. Pr., $27.95

THE WAITE GROUP'S MS-DOS BIBLE. Second Edition. By S. Simon. 222 pp., illus., softbound. Shows you how to start up your system, create and manage files, customize your keyboard, and become proficient in such advanced MS-DOS features as LINK, DEBUG, TSR programming and device drivers.

584702-7 Pub. Pr., $22.95

EGA/VGA: A Programmer's Reference Guide. By B.D. Kliewer. 269 pp., illus., softbound. All the practical guidelines are right here for learning the ins and outs of the Enhanced Graphics Adapter—one of the most popular on-board boards available—and its PS/2 counterpart, the Video Graphics Array. It's filled with innovative programming techniques—tips for working around the bugs in the BIOS . . . and EGA/VGA BIOS calls not available elsewhere.

350/892 Pub. Pr., $29.95

DATABASE SYSTEM CONCEPTS. By H. F. Korth and A. Silberschatz. 546 pp., illus. From fundamental concepts to advanced problem solving, this book provides a clear understanding of the design and use of database systems. Also demonstrates the best ways to protect data from unauthorized access and malicious or accidental alteration or destruction.

447/927 Pub. Pr., $44.95

TRICKS OF THE UNIX MASTERS. By R.G. Sage. pp., illus. Many of UNIX's most interesting features have virtually been kept secret from users—until now! This master guide goes beyond the basics to show you the shortcuts, tools, tips, and tricks you could take years to discover on your own.

584637-3 Pub. Pr., $22.95
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123: THE COMPLETE REFERENCE. By M. Campbell. 861005-1 Pub. Pr. $22.95

PROGRAMMING IN C, Revised Ed. By S.G. Kochan. 564701-9 Pub. Pr. $24.95

QUICK C PROGRAMMING FOR THE IBM. By C. Townsend. 584655-4 Pub. Pr. $22.95

STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING IN ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE FOR THE IBM P.C. By W. C. Runnion. 584627-9 Pub. Pr. $43.25

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS FACT-BOOK. By J. Abbatte and R. Sarch. 600896-5 Pub. Pr. $44.95

DATA TYPES AND DATA STRUCTURES. By J.J. Martin. 583869-0 Pub. Pr. $45.00
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### Low Price Leader

**LAP-TOP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS/2 model 30/286</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/2 model 50/30 meg</td>
<td>2695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/2 model 70/60 meg</td>
<td>3895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/2 model 80/40 meg</td>
<td>4395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/2 model 70/120 meg</td>
<td>5595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS/2 model 80/115 meg</td>
<td>6695</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Call for other models**

### Macintosh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>386 S 40 meg</td>
<td>Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386 20E - 40 meg</td>
<td>4595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386 40 meg</td>
<td>2195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386 110 meg/25 MHz</td>
<td>7395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386 60 meg/25 MHz</td>
<td>5895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable III 40 meg/12 MHz</td>
<td>4095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CARD & MONITOR EXTRA**

**Call for other models**

### Software Specials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dBase IV</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordperfect</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus 1-2-3</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventura Publisher</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipper</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quatro</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fax Machines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printer</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharp FO 220</td>
<td>895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp UX 350</td>
<td>1249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon</td>
<td>Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother</td>
<td>Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riche</td>
<td>Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murata</td>
<td>Call</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Laser Printers

- HP Laser II: 1695
- HP Desk Jet: 585
- Canon: 4450
- Brother HL-8: 1949
- Brother LC 890: 3195

### Modems

- Everex: 1200 Int: 89
- Everex: 2400 Int: 159
- Hayes: 1200 B: 289

### Exports Available

- WE ACCEPT LC, CASHIER CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, VISA, MC, AmEx
- 3% charge on VISA, MC & 5% on American Express

**Computernane**

**HOURS:**

- 1-800-526-3482 (Outside CA)
- (818) 884-8644 (In CA)
- (818) 884-8253 (FAX)

22107 Roscoe Blvd.
Canoga Park
1/4 Block W. of Topanga
CA 91304

Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq
IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines

Circle 70 on Reader Service Card
Debunking 16-bit VGA

HARDWARE REVIEW

Design limitations compromise potential speed improvements on 16-bit adapters

Bradley Dyck Kliwer

GA’s success in establishing a new graphics standard is somewhat surprising. VGA resolution is slightly higher than its predecessor, EGA, and the larger palette adds a bit of flexibility. But while programmers prefer VGA with its readable registers, by and large, the differences between EGA and VGA are subtle.

Whatever the reasons, VGA has gained a huge following. To help their products stand out, engineers have added features like higher resolution modes and 16-bit adapters that make better use of the AT bus. One manufacturer, Headland Technology, has increased memory cycle speeds.

How different are these boards? To find out, I tested six 16-bit VGA cards: ATI’s VGAWonder, Genoa’s SuperVGA 5300/5400, Orchid’s ProDesigner VGA Plus, STB’s VGA EM-16, and two from Headland Technology—VRAM VGA and FastWrite VGA.

Misleading Terms

What’s a 16-bit board? The terminology can be misleading. VGA adapters have two types of memory: ROM, which contains the BIOS extensions necessary for the additional video modes, and RAM, which is the memory used to store text or graphics data. One or both may use 16-bit addressing.

Vendors tout 16-bit ROM, where the most significant benchmark improvements are evident. But most application programs don’t make heavy use of the ROM BIOS—it’s frequently used solely for setting the display mode and colors. The BIOS routines have always been slow at writing, so programmers bypass the BIOS and write data directly to RAM. Since the mode and color palette are seldom changed, fast ROM access is not particularly helpful.

Theoretically, 16-bit RAM access can dramatically improve performance. On a standard video adapter, a 16-bit write to RAM is implemented as two 8-bit writes, thus degrading performance. Text output is naturally suited to 16-bit writes; it’s always represented by 1 byte for the ASCII code and a second byte for its attributes (e.g., color, background, and underlining). But graphics aren’t as well suited for 16-bit writes. Graphics images are often manipulated one pixel, or bit, at a time (or as a collection of bits—such as a circle—that can’t be represented as multiple linear bits).

One area where graphics frequently addresses blocks of contiguous pixels is in Windows-based applications. When you scroll or move the contents of a window, the adapter must copy blocks of pixels from one area to another (this is called a bit-block transfer, or bit-bit). To test this function, I wrote the benchmark program BITBLT, which copies a block...
### Table 1: Results of the Small-C benchmark tests. Times are in seconds except for the SoftWest load/draw, which is in minutes:seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video modes</th>
<th>SoftWest</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>CGA</th>
<th>EGA</th>
<th>VGA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM display</td>
<td><strong>Load/draw</strong></td>
<td><strong>Regen</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM display</td>
<td>1:59.7</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>20.76</td>
<td>20.81</td>
<td>20.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGAWonder</td>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>1:59.8</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>13.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>2:17.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td>13.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 768</td>
<td>2:23.3</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td>13.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperVGA</td>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>1:59.3</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>21.20</td>
<td>20.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>2:04.4</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td>13.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 768</td>
<td>2:06.5</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td>13.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProDesigner</td>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>2:00.4</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>13.84</td>
<td>13.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>2:02.9</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>13.84</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>13.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 768</td>
<td>2:03.5</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>13.84</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>13.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGA EM-16</td>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>2:00.0</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>19.94</td>
<td>19.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>2:02.5</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>19.94</td>
<td>19.61</td>
<td>19.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 768</td>
<td>2:03.3</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>19.94</td>
<td>19.61</td>
<td>19.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRAM VGA</td>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>1:58.7</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>12.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>2:24.7</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>12.97</td>
<td>13.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 768</td>
<td>2:25.1</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>12.97</td>
<td>13.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastWrite</td>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>1:59.1</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>13.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>Failed*</td>
<td>Failed*</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>13.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 768</td>
<td>2:25.2</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>13.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Drawing did not complete (computer did not hang, but the display failed to update).

For a complete description of the benchmarks, see "Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June 1988 BYTE.

### Table 2: BITBLT test of adapter RAM speed. All times are in seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video modes</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM display</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>20.71</td>
<td>30.48</td>
<td>49.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>28.67</td>
<td>46.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGAWonder</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>16.64</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>16.26</td>
<td>22.41</td>
<td>36.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>22.24</td>
<td>18.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperVGA</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>11.32</td>
<td>11.37</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>18.84</td>
<td>26.70</td>
<td>44.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word</td>
<td>11.31</td>
<td>11.32</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>18.89</td>
<td>26.74</td>
<td>44.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProDesigner</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>17.91</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>40.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>22.52</td>
<td>20.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGA EM-16</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>11.37</td>
<td>11.43</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>11.21</td>
<td>18.95</td>
<td>26.92</td>
<td>44.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>11.26</td>
<td>19.60</td>
<td>26.96</td>
<td>22.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRAM VGA</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>13.84</td>
<td>22.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastWrite</td>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>11.64</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>26.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>19.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: On modes 13 to 18, Word moves are ineffective because latch registers are only 8 bits wide. This results in incorrect colors.
of pixels to the entire screen by byte, then word by word. Flooding areas with a single color or a simple pattern is another potential application for bit-bits.

Unfortunately, the standard VGA has yet another 8-bit data path that can restrict fills and block moves. To conserve address space and simplify address calculations, EGA and VGA designers use bit-plane architecture. In a sense, several banks of memory are stacked in layers at one address (one plane for each bit of color, or four planes for 16 colors). The processor has to select which planes it must modify, but it has to preserve all planes, so the adapter temporarily stores the data in latch registers. Since VGA was designed as an 8-bit adapter, the latch registers are 8 bits wide. None of the reviewed adapters uses 16-bit latch registers, effectively limiting the bit-plane modes (i.e., all the EGA and VGA modes except 19, the 256-color VGA mode) to 8-bit operations.

Many factors besides data path width influence adapter speed. VGA adapters make heavy use of I/O registers, and since the I/O bus runs at the same speed (8 MHz) on most AT compatibles, there isn’t much room for improvement here. Another factor is processor wait states. Both the CPU and the video controller must access video memory: As the CPU changes the memory contents, the video controller must read the memory and make the appropriate changes on the display. Most memory chips can’t handle simultaneous access without creating snow on the display. So the video adapter adds wait states, preventing CPU access to display memory during certain intervals. This eliminates snow, but it slows writes to video memory.

Video RAM (VRAM), the approach used in Headland Technology’s VRAM VGA, allows simultaneous access without snow. The other Headland Technology adapter, FastWrite VGA, uses a 1-byte memory cache. The cache can accept a write at any time without disturbing the controller. This strategy is most effective in text mode, where the CPU can write directly to the display without first reading the current data.

Finally, when dealing with extended modes, the software drivers supplied by a manufacturer can have a significant impact. The programmers may use an adapter’s unique features to particular advantage (and poor programming may be an encumbrance).

Testing
I tested the adapters on an IBM PC AT with a 16-MHz Inboard 386/AT, 5.5 megabytes of memory, and an 80387 FPU. Operating systems used were PC-DOS 3.3 and OS/2 Extended Edition 1.1 (Presentation Manager). I used a Mitsubishi Diamond Scan HL6905 high-bandwidth monitor to test the highest resolution modes (1024 by 768 pixels). A standard multifrequency monitor should work well with other modes.

The test units all came fully configured with 512K bytes of RAM. The additional 256K bytes gives you a larger color palette in high-resolution modes.

I also tested for applications compatibility. I ran AutoCAD version 10, Windows/386 version 2.1, PageMaker 3.0, and Microsoft Flight Simulator 3.0. All adapters supported OS/2 and Flight Simulator without the use of special drivers and without problems.

The test programs include the BYTE Small-C video benchmarks plus the bit-blt function to test RAM speed. I also tested for the time required to maximize the PageMaker sample file PRODSPEC.PT3. (The test results appear in tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively.)

The AutoCAD and PageMaker test results are the best indicators of overall performance, followed by the standard Small-C tests in table 1. Results from the latter are a bit skewed because they don’t take advantage of any of the boards’ advanced features. The BITBLT test is a better indicator of board design than of overall performance improvement. When examining the Small-C benchmarks, consider which modes you use most frequently. Individual adapters tend not to perform as well over the full spectrum of tests. Some are faster at text modes; others are faster for specific sets of graphics modes. I divided the graphics results into CGA-, EGA-, and VGA-compatible modes. You might also want to consider modes 18 (640 by 480 pixels, 16 colors) and mode 19 (320 by 200 pixels, 256 colors) separately. For comparison, I included testing data for the IBM PS/2 display adapter (as run on the above system) in the table.

I had no compatibility problems with any of these cards. This comes as no surprise, since vendors have had nearly two years to refine their chip sets. Also, most of the companies used the same Tseng Labs ASIC (application-specific IC) as the controller for their boards. The two exceptions, Headland Technology and ATI, manufacture their own ASICs.

Using identical ASICs is no indication of an extended mode standard; support circuitry differs from manufacturer to manufacturer and can affect both performance and compatibility.

Table 3: This test measures the time required to maximize the PageMaker sample file PRODSPEC.PT3. I magnified a portion of the image and the descriptive text at 200 percent. All times are in seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximize</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM display</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGAWonder</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperVGA (VGA driver)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 768</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProDesigner</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGA EM-16 (VGA driver)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRAM VGA</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 768 (B&amp;W)</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastWrite</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 x 600</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Maximize, a Windows function, expands a selected window to fill the entire screen.

The extended modes supported by the different BIOSes also differ. I tried mixing and matching a few drivers for the adapters that use the Tseng ASIC. While the drivers would operate, there were some minor inconsistencies (such as variations in color) when I used them on another manufacturer’s adapter. A look at how each board performed follows.

Board Specifics

AIIGWGAWonder. This board’s distinguishing feature is the built-in MicroSoft-compatible mouse. The adapter includes a two-button mouse built by Logitech, but you also can use a Microsoft InPort mouse. The mouse comes disabled; you enable it by selecting an interrupt line and port address via software. The mouse worked fine with the OS/2 version 1.1 Microsoft Mouse drivers.

VGAWonder will drive a standard multifrequency monitor, such as the NEC MultiSync II, at the full 1024 by 768 pixels in interlaced mode. While this monitor is less expensive than an HL6905 or an NEC MultiSync XL, the difference between 1024 by 768 pixels interlaced and 800 by 600 pixels noninterlaced is indistinguishable. A 1024- by 768-pixel display will show improved detail only in noninterlaced mode.
To use noninterlaced mode, I had to override the board's automatic monitor detection, which identified the HL6905 as an 8514 (similarly, it identified the MultiSync II as a fixed-frequency PS/2 monitor). Fortunately, the monitor type is stored in nonvolatile memory, so you don't need to specify the monitor type every time you start the system.

The VGAWonder's typeface is noticeably different from that of the other adapters. You might want to view the text for yourself if you are considering the VGAWonder.

Genoa SuperVGA 5300/5400. The 5400 was the slowest board I tested. In fact, the benchmarks reveal that it is operating as an 8-bit adapter even though it has a 16-bit connector. The company is redesigning the card to use 16 bits. The SuperVGA is the only adapter in the group that supports Framework II. If you use Framework extensively, you might want to consider the SuperVGA. Otherwise, wait for the redesigned adapter.

Orchid ProDesigner VGA Plus. ProDesigner performed reasonably well in all areas. The board has only two jumpers: One selects an 8-bit bus, and the other disables the NMI (nonmaskable interrupt, used to switch automatically to emulation modes). ProDesigner uses the same form factor as the IBM adapter, although it’s missing the 44-pin Berg connectors near the card’s center and end. ProDesigner has no switches for selecting monitor type, and it doesn't automatically detect the type of monitor in use. It depends on you not to install drivers that run the display at higher resolutions than the monitor can support.

This was the least expensive 512K-byte board I reviewed. In fact, it's competitively priced against several of the 256K-byte adapters and is the only board with WordPerfect 5.0 drivers for that program's VIEW command. (This command puts the adapter in graphics mode and displays a WYSIWYG page layout.) You can just make out the text on a full page view at 1024 by 768 pixels. If you need the features of a 512K-byte board or if you use WordPerfect 5.0 extensively, ProDesigner offers a good balance of price and performance.

STB VGA EM-16. The EM-16 performed well in all modes. It supports older, digital-type displays as well as analog monitors. This is a solidly built adapter, and the 256K-byte version was the best-priced board I tested.

Headland Technology VRAM VGA and FastWrite. VRAM VGA and FastWrite are more similar than different. The board layouts (which follow the IBM form factor) are identical except for the memory and memory-support circuitry on the end of the boards. Both VRAM VGA and FastWrite are very fast in text mode and average on graphics (although fills and moves are exceptionally quick).

Both boards had problems with the
are surprisingly slow. FastWrite didn't I received a replacement VRAM VGA cycle, but it quit updating at the same menu. Regen would restart the display tortured colors and a sparkling effect while hard disk access continued), and while I writing). Headland was able to exit the program by typing "quit," the display stopped updating the drivers.

1024- by 768-pixel modes (giving distorted colors and a sparkling effect while writing). Headland Technology attributes this to faulty ASICs in the early production runs. The company has since designed new testing procedures to prevent faulty boards from reaching the market. I received a replacement VRAM VGA that worked perfectly.

The AutoCAD drivers for both boards are surprisingly slow. FastWrite didn't finish drawing the SoftWest circuit board layout. AutoCAD kept running (i.e., the hard disk access continued), and while I was able to exit the program by typing "quit," the display stopped updating until I switched back to the AutoCAD menu. Regen would restart the display cycle, but it quit updating at the same place. This is most likely a problem with the drivers.

Windows/386 performance was excellent; the best option was the 1024- by 768-pixel monochrome mode of VRAM VGA. The VRAM VGA would be my adapter of choice for a desktop publishing system.

Discerning Performance
None of these adapters struck me as particularly outstanding. Certainly all are good alternatives to the standard 8-bit IBM adapter, especially considering the utility of the expanded resolution modes. When choosing an adapter, you should consider what applications you'll use most and focus your attention on the appropriate portion of the benchmarks and the list of supported drivers.

While working with the adapters, the only performance differences I noticed were in Windows/386 at 1024- by 768-pixel modes. The SuperVGA was sluggish, and the monochrome VRAM VGA driver was unusually fast.

For spreadsheets and word processing, good text-mode performance will give you an advantage. In standard text modes, additional speed probably won't give you much more than blurry scrolling, but as the screen width increases to 132 columns (or additional rows), the added speed is definitely desirable. The Headland Technology and Orchid boards performed well in these tests.

Look to the AutoCAD and Small-C tests for good pixel-by-pixel performance. Applications such as CAD and business graphics packages will benefit the most from fast pixel operations. There is less differentiation here, probably because the 8-bit latch registers inhibit performance gains. The Orchid and STB drivers have the edge in high-resolution AutoCAD driver performance.

For desktop publishing, the Windows/386 and BITBLT benchmarks are good indicators. The STB and Headland Technology boards performed particularly well here. Special note should be made of VRAM VGA's monochrome 1024- by 768-pixel mode under Windows/386 (I couldn't discern any difference in speed from standard VGA resolution, although my test results show it was somewhat slower). I would gladly forsake color for the snappy response times.

Don't overlook the driver list. Most software requires special drivers to use the higher resolution modes. Notable exceptions are WordPerfect and WordStar, which use the mode set before entry (although you must patch WordStar or set WordPerfect to recognize the new screen size).

All the adapters show improved text-mode performance, but I'd like to see an adapter that uses 16-bit latch registers to improve graphics performance. Unfortunately, this would be difficult to implement as it would require extending many other VGA registers.

If you need better graphics performance and are willing to spend over $1000, consider graphics coprocessor boards. I evaluated two in the January BYTE (see the review "Pixels on the March"). BYTE will take an in-depth look at more of these boards in an upcoming issue.

Editor's note: The BITBLT test program is available on BIX as BITBLT. It's also available in a variety of other formats. See page 5 for details.

Tatung super VGA: 
1024 x 768 
NEC™ super VGA: oooooooops!

Even the great ones slip every now and then. For instance, NEC's Multisync 2A™ is a good Super VGA monitor. But our Super VGA monitors give you more of what Super VGA is all about: maximizing every ounce of potential a VGA card can offer... no matter what card is used.

Both brands offer 100% VGA and 800x600 compatibility. But, with appropriate cards, our Super VGA monitors will deliver 40% higher resolution. That's just part of the picture. Along with superior image quality, Tatung Super VGA monitors are more versatile, incredibly reliable, and more affordable. Check the chart.*

Tatung Super VGA. You have to see it to believe it. And you can see it at your Tatung dealer. Or call for complete details. We'll send them along with the name of the Tatung Dealer near you.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>NEC Multisync 2A</th>
<th>Our CM-1496X</th>
<th>Our CM-1496X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. Res.</td>
<td>800x600</td>
<td>1024x768</td>
<td>1024x768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT Size</td>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>14&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dot Pitch</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM 8514™ Compatible</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugg. Retail</td>
<td>$799</td>
<td>$749</td>
<td>$799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum Resolution w/Graphic Card (Partial List)

| ATI VGA Wonder™ | 800x600 | 1024x768 | 1024x768 |
| GENOA Super VGA | 800x600 | 1024x768 | 1024x768 |
| Hi-Res Model 5400™ | 800x600 | 1024x768 | 1024x768 |
| RENAISSANCE RX | 800x600 | 1024x768 | 1024x768 |
| RENDITION II/256™ | 800x600 | 1024x768 | 1024x768 |
| STB VGA EM-16™ | 800x600 | 1024x768 | 1024x768 |
| TECMAR VGA/AD™ | 800x600 | 1024x768 | 1024x768 |

---

*interlaced

---

We monitor the world.

Tatung Company of America, Inc., 2850 El Presidio St., Long Beach, CA 90810 (213) 979-7055
Tatung Science & Technology, Inc., 2060 Ringwood Ave., San Jose, CA 95131 (408) 435-0140
Outside California: (800) 421-2929 - Eastern Region: (609) 395-6770

Circle 267 on Reader Service Card
Discover the Mac’s object-oriented roots

Ray Valdés

Smalltalk-80, created at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), is a language, a programming system, an application run-time environment, and a systems design philosophy. Digitalk’s Smalltalk/V Mac implements much of the original system. Although it is new, Smalltalk/V Mac is a robust and mature product based on software technology that Digitalk has been developing for years.

Digitalk’s original product, called Methods, supported a subset of Smalltalk-SO on IBM PC compatibles. Then came Smalltalk/V for AT compatibles. Now Smalltalk/V Mac adds substantial integration with the Macintosh hardware and software environments. For example, it includes Smalltalk classes that provide access to Macintosh system primitives and data structures.

The program files come in compressed form, and it takes 15 to 20 minutes to unpack everything. When installed, the system comprises a 600K-byte image file that contains all the objects in the system, an 80K-byte machine-language kernel, a 500K-byte file containing Smalltalk source code for most of the system, and four folders: Examples, Tutorial, User Primitives (C examples showing how to extend the low-level system primitives), and Tools.

The files in the Examples and Tutorial folders contain commented Smalltalk code that serves as both documents and sample Smalltalk programs. One file contains an eccentric but passable Prolog interpreter written in Smalltalk.

The machine-language kernel that reads the image file comes in two versions: a Mac II version that takes advantage of the 68020 CPU, and a standard Mac version that uses the 68000.

Using the system is like running classic Smalltalk on a Xerox workstation or Smalltalk/V on the IBM PC, except that the user interface follows the Macintosh conventions. In classic Smalltalk, each window (and each window pane within a window) can have its own pop-up menu. In Smalltalk/V Mac, all windows share the single top-level menu bar. When you click on a window to activate it, the program redraws the top-level menu bar and any additional menu items that belong to the recently activated window.

What I call classic Smalltalk is the language as found on Xerox and Tektronix workstations and as described in the Addison-Wesley series of books by Adele Goldberg and others. A Xerox spin-off company, ParcPlace Systems, has enhanced this language and ported it to various systems (including the Macintosh) while maintaining a high degree of compatibility. The ParcPlace product is also called Smalltalk-80.

The translation to the Mac user interface is smooth, with only one or two rough spots. For example, when using the Class Browser—a tool that you use to view and modify Smalltalk source code—it’s not clear how to save a change. In classic Smalltalk, a pop-up menu would automatically appear, prompting you to accept the change. In Smalltalk/V Mac, you must go to the File menu and use the generic Save, which to me implies saving the image file.

Command-key equivalents for menu choices—another aspect of the Macintosh interface—simplify a number of operations. For example, in classic Smalltalk, you invoke the object inspector by way of a menu. You can do that in Smalltalk/V, too, but command-I is faster and easier. Another nice bit of Macintosh/Digitalk synergy has to do with user-
Smalltalk/V Mac

Type
Object-oriented programming system for the Mac Plus, SE, and II

Company
Digitalk, Inc.
9841 Airport Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 645-1082

Format
Two 800K-byte floppy disks

Hardware Needed
Mac Plus, SE, or II

Software Needed
System 5.0 or higher

Price
$199.95

Inquiry 882.

defined primitives. When you want to control a serial port directly or add a graphical primitive, it's helpful to be able to drop into a compiled language. Smalltalk/V Mac can do this in a way that closely resembles HyperCard's XCMD mechanism.

The Pure Object-Oriented Approach
In Smalltalk everything is an object, including what most of us normally regard as procedures and data. For example, to add 3 and 4, you send an Add message to the 3 object, with 4 as a parameter. Both 3 and 4 are objects; more specifically, they're instances of the class SmallInteger. Smalltalk's object orientation is fundamental and all-encompassing. If you're making the transition to this style in the context of C++, Ada, or Modula-2, you will find it worthwhile to pick up a copy of Smalltalk/V.

The Smalltalk environment provides no clear distinction between one application program and another. Everything is an object or collection of objects, and all objects live in a kind of primordial soup called the virtual image. A virtual image is a snapshot of the running system. You save this image when you exit Smalltalk and reload it when you restart the system.

In Smalltalk, software development is an exploratory process. You mold existing objects and refine class definitions—themselves objects—to suit your purposes. Because Smalltalk/V is mostly implemented in Smalltalk code that's available for inspection, it offers a great way to learn about constructing complex systems.

Unfortunately, that strength becomes a weakness if you're interested in building stand-alone applications. Smalltalk was designed for prototyping, not for commercial development. Digitalk addresses this limitation with a kind of linking tool called the Cloner. It streamlines a virtual image, eliminating all but the objects and class definitions that an application requires. The result is a Smalltalk program that behaves like a double-clickable Mac application.

Because Smalltalk was designed as an exploratory programming environment, you can dive right into Smalltalk/V. It provides several tools for exploring and modifying objects, most notably the Class Hierarchy Browser, which operates on class definitions. Others include the Inspector, the Debugger, the Class Browser, and the Method Browser.

At start-up, the system presents a transcript window. Here you can enter a snippet of Smalltalk code and then ask the system to execute. The following code lets you create a new window and draw a rectangle in it:

```smalltalk
(Pen new)
newWindow:'Foo';
drawRectangle:((100@100).extent:(50@50))
```

You use the mouse to select and execute the text, and up pops a new window containing the rectangle you specified. To close the window, you just click on its close box and then forget about it. Smalltalk/V's garbage collector disposes of it automatically.

This procedure is simple when compared to the equivalent steps required to create, draw in, and dispose of a window in a Macintosh C programming environment such as Think C. Of course, a language like Macintosh QuickBASIC makes things easy, too, but I wouldn't try to build a complex system in BASIC. Smalltalk combines the convenience of an interpreted language with the power of the object-oriented approach. The proof is in the pudding: Smalltalk/V Mac is itself a complex system, and it's largely written in Smalltalk.

Smalltalk/V is a forgiving environment; you can't easily get into serious trouble. The worst thing that can happen is that you send a message to an object that doesn't exist, or you send a message to an object that doesn't know how to respond. In either case, the system activates a WalkBack window, which shows the most recent messages exchanged in the current process. You can either resume execution—or no harm done—or activate the Debugger.

The whole system is surprisingly compact, given what it contains: a compiler, run-time library, virtual memory manager, multitasking process scheduler, graphics library, window manager, menu manager, dialogue manager, event manager, text editor, and source-level debugger. You get all these components as executable programs and also, with the exception of the compiler, as source code.

Making Connections
Most of the concepts in the Smalltalk language are simple and elegant. And its syntax—while more complicated than that of Lisp—is much simpler than that of C or C++. What's complicated is that everything seems connected to everything else. This is another of Smalltalk's strengths that is, from another perspective, also a weakness. Anyone used to procedural-language modularity often won't find items where they are expected. For example, the Process abstraction is implemented with a few methods in a subclass of OrderedCollection, which also happens to be the parent class to Array. Likewise, the equivalent of a FOR...LOOP construct in C is implemented in three lines of Smalltalk code in the class SmallInteger. The text editor is implemented by adding a few methods to subclasses of Dispatcher, Pane, BitBlt, and StringModel.

The whole system is reflexive in a fundamental way. Classes describe objects, and metaclasses describe classes. Both classes and metaclasses happen to be objects themselves. Because the system is interpretive, an object can change its own definition as it is running. In addition, by using the become: method, an object can transform itself into another kind of object. Although the system is remarkably responsive and forgiving, it is complex. Digitalk's tutorial provides welcome assistance. It leads you through a series of increasingly sophisticated examples; each example builds on the last. When you finish the tutorial, you've learned a lot about Smalltalk and Digitalk's implementation.

The documentation is excellent. A couple of omissions were addressed in the ReadMe file on the program disk. For example, the Digitalk implementation relies on certain critical global variables such as Processor (an instance of ProcessScheduler), Screen (an instance of GlobalDisplayScreen), and Keyboard-
Sophisticated reminder system helps you automate your processing tasks.

Enyart Development Corporation has started distributing Tickler/2. This advanced automated reminder system lets the user create a series of reminders to occur before, during, and/or after an event. Tickler/2 can even remind your computer when to perform certain tasks. Because it can be used in conjunction with your data base, spreadsheet, E-mail and project management software, it gives you amazing versatility. For example, you could set up Tickler/2 to take a previously generated sales forecast spreadsheet, update it daily, print a report and electronically mail it to another computer at the end of every week... all while you're on vacation. For more information on the advanced capabilities of Tickler/2 call 1 303 286-6666.

PC Paintbrush now available for Presentation Manager.

The OS/2™ version of PC Paintbrush® uses Presentation Manager™ to make creative expression fun, fast and easy. PC Paintbrush for OS/2 is a graphics creation package that includes all the features of the DOS-based version. It lets you create intricate freehand graphics using the various brushes, lines, curves, colors and patterns. You can also use scores of drawing and text tools to create presentation-quality documents. For more information call ZSoft at 1 404 428-0008.

Word processing that goes beyond just words is introduced for OS/2.

DisplayWrite 5/2 Composer™ has been released by IBM. This advanced word processing software lets you scan photos and line art into your document, position them anywhere on the page, even make text flow around them... all without cutting or pasting. DisplayWrite 5/2 Composer capitalizes on the protected mode and multitasking capabilities of the IBM OS/2 environment so you can run it as a foreground or background operation. See your IBM Authorized Dealer or IBM marketing representative for complete information.

New relational data base system helps PC users handle large volumes of data.

R:BASE® is an easy-to-use OS/2 relational data base management system that features both menu and command-line interfaces. And because it includes LAN support for up to three simultaneous users (using the multitasking and networking support enhancements of OS/2), it's cost-effective as well. R:BASE also provides programming language support, and over 70 business and scientific functions are already integrated into the program. For more information on how R:BASE can help you manage large volumes of data call MICRORIM at 1 800 624-0810.

Symantec's Q&A provides powerful file management for OS/2.

Q&A™ is an integrated flat-file data base and word processor that offers OS/2 users a unique combination of power and simplicity. With Q&A you can take advantage of OS/2 benefits like multitasking and large memory. Q&A OS/2 also offers the ability to share data bases on a network with the DOS version of Q&A. Multiple lookups in Q&A means you can merge data from multiple Q&A data bases into customer-designed forms and reports. Q&A's executive word processor lets you create presentation-quality documents and easily perform mail merge with your data. For more information on how Q&A can solve your data base and word processing needs call 1 408 253-3600.

OS/2-based Platinum provides true multitasking accounting packages.

The Platinum Series of fifteen accounting modules from Advanced Business Microsystems is a business accounting tool so powerful that on a single computer you can print and post several hundred invoices and checks, run a reconciliation, generate consolidated financial statements—and enter new budget figures at the same time. Platinum also makes it easy for you to integrate your accounting data with data bases, spreadsheets, presentation graphics, word processing, desktop publishing and other applications. For more information on Platinum call 1 800 999-1809.

Free OS/2 Application Guide available.

You can receive a 340-page OS/2 Application Guide that lists and describes over 800 identified applications for the OS/2 operating system. For a free copy of this guide call 1 800 IBM-2468, ext. 120.
Semaphore (an instance of Semaphore). The manual mentions these but doesn't explain them well. The index, which is much too short, doesn't even have an entry for Screen.

I also would have appreciated a discussion of the differences between Digitalk's implementation of Smalltalk and the classic Xerox implementation. These differences are considerable—not so much in the language as in the environment—and will make porting a complex program to Smalltalk-80 a difficult endeavor.

Smalltalk/V vs. Smalltalk-80
In terms of syntax and semantics—though the language hasn't been defined in a way that ensures portability—Smalltalk/V is very close to classic Smalltalk. However, at the level of methods and libraries of classes, the two implementations diverge. The ParcPlace product builds on classes described in the Addison-Wesley literature. Digitalk, probably for copyright reasons, has implemented the same classes differently. For example, with classic Smalltalk, you can group methods into categories known as class protocols; the FileStream class contains protocols for file access, positioning, and status. With Digitalk's Smalltalk, you can group methods only by class.

The net result is that a large Smalltalk-80 program is portable to Digitalk's Smalltalk/V, but only with much effort. Any porting efforts will likely be irreversible, although this won't be an issue for most people.

Smalltalk/V Mac differs from its PC counterpart, too. Digitalk has provided classes that allow access to Macintosh ROM services and data structures. For example, you can use the class EventRecord to access the data structures described in Inside Macintosh, or the trap primitive to access any Macintosh trap function. Of course, using these Mac-specific functions makes it difficult to port your programs to Digitalk's PC Smalltalk.

In theory, because Smalltalk is interpretive, you can use the system as a tool for exploring the Macintosh ROM Toolbox. In practice, this is harder than you might think. Both Smalltalk and the Macintosh ROM Toolbox were designed as self-contained, complete graphical environments. If you want to focus on the native Macintosh interface, Smalltalk distorts the picture considerably.

Smalltalk/V Mac performs well—no mean feat when you consider the mismatch between the requirements of a pure object-oriented language like Smalltalk and the architecture of conventional CPUs like the 68000 and 80286.

Recent implementors of Smalltalk, including both Digitalk and ParcPlace Systems, have developed proprietary techniques for overcoming this architectural mismatch. Whatever techniques Digitalk used, they represent an impressive achievement.

Digitalk's Smalltalk/V Mac is an excellent, reasonably priced product. It's a great way to learn about object-oriented programming and Smalltalk. It's also a way to construct commercial applications that port from the Mac to the PC.

Ray Valdés is president and founder of Sapphire Software, a technology consulting firm in San Francisco, California, that specializes in the design and development of graphics software. He can be reached on BIX c/o "editors."
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CASE:W gets Windows programmers up to speed quickly

Alex Lane

Microsoft Windows, like the Macintosh, makes life easy for users but hard for programmers. Now CASE:W 1.0 (computer-aided software engineering for Windows) lightens the programmer's load, too. It's a tool for constructing skeletal Windows applications, and it's also a Windows application that manages menus, resource script files, icons, and dialog boxes in a WYSIWYG context.

You start with an untitled application window whose menu bar contains no entries. Then you add menu items, specifying whether they lead to pop-up options, dialog boxes, or application-specific code. At any point, you can generate Windows source files, compile them, and run the resulting program. It won't do anything except behave like a normal Windows program. You've still got to add application-specific code, but anyone who's struggled with the often-bewildering Windows programming environment knows that getting even the most minimal Windows program to work is a nontrivial accomplishment. A tool like CASE:W, which does this automatically, will make a lot of friends.

CASE:W is a kind of expert system. It knows about the structure of Windows programs and uses that knowledge to generate C source files, resource files, and make files. But CASEWorks downplays the AI aspect of its product and stresses its value as a CASE tool for Windows. I find this approach refreshing.

The software is easy to install. The manual isn't lengthy, but it doesn't need to be. CASE:W is so easy to use that I kept racing ahead of the tutorial and, in short order, built a trivial Windows program. It probably would have taken me several days if I had to work only with Microsoft's tools and its voluminous documentation.

CASE:W requires an IBM AT, PS/2, or compatible with an Intel 80286 or 80386 microprocessor, a minimum of 2 megabytes of RAM, a hard disk drive with at least 400K bytes of free space, EGA or VGA graphics with a monitor, and a Windows-compatible mouse. The memory requirement is a Microsoft recommendation for running Windows; CASE:W itself requires less than 64K bytes of memory. On the software side, you will need DOS 3.0 or higher; Windows 2.03, Windows 286, or Windows/386; the Windows Software Development Kit (WSDK); and Microsoft C Compiler 5.0 or higher.

I examined CASE:W 1.0 on an ARC 386i microcomputer equipped with a mouse, VGA with a multisync monitor, 3 megabytes of 16-bit memory, and a hard disk drive. My system's software configuration included MS-DOS 3.3, Windows/386 version 2.1, version 5.0 of the C Compiler, and the WSDK.

A Tour of CASE:W

CASE:W comes up as a full-screen Windows application. Database (.APP) files contain the information CASE:W uses to generate source files for Windows programs. Once you load an application database, the CASE:W menu bar offers these items: File, Design, Tools, Generate, Edit, Make, Run, and Options. F1 activates a context-sensitive help system. The File item contains options for loading and saving CASE:W application files. A Setup option specifies tools accessible from within CASE:W. Initially, continued
The heart of CASE:W is the Design item. It presents options related to four major areas of Windows design: Program Configuration, Main Window, Menu and Popup System, and Client Area. Once you select one of these, CASE:W puts a prototype window on the screen and places the system in design mode. The prototype window occupies the client area of CASE:W's own window and displays a title bar and a menu bar for the application being built. The title bar has a crosshatched background that distinguishes it from the title bar of a genuine Windows application. This cuts down on confusion, especially when other Windows applications are on the screen with CASE:W.

The Program Configuration option manipulates compiler options, libraries, standard code and data segments, imports, and exports. Main Window controls your application window's title, icon, cursor, font, size, location, and colors. Menu and Popup System enables you to add, delete, or move menu items. Client Area leads to a dialog box that you use to incorporate WSDK-built dialog boxes into your application.

As is typical with Windows programs, there are formal ways to do things in the CASE:W environment, and there are shortcuts. For example, if you want to add a menu item, you can select Menu and Popup System from the Design menu item and then select Add Menu Item from the Options menu. Or you can just use the mouse to click on the menu bar of the application you're developing. That brings up the Add Menu Item dialog box directly. I found these shortcuts helpful and intuitive.

Once you've got your application's interface looking the way you want, you use Generate to produce the necessary sources, Make to compile them, and Run to test the resulting Windows program. The Generate item uses CASE:W's inference engine to create a header (.H) file, one or more program (.C) files, a make file, a module definition (.DEF) file, and a resource script (.RS) file. The make file calls the Microsoft make program, which in turn activates both the resource compiler and the C compiler. You track the progress of these utilities in a character-mode window that CASE:W provides.

The header file includes the global handles used by the application program for colors, pens, and so on, and it also contains the #define statements for various labels used to process, for example, menu items. The program file (or files, if you direct CASE:W to modularize the code) contains ordinary C source code for the application. Instead of mashing all parameter information into one line, the function declarations generated by CASE:W follow the pre-ANSI pattern—one function parameter per line:

```c
long FAR PASCAL WndProc(hWnd, iMessage, wParam, lParam)
```

These are the dialogue, font, and icon editors that come with the WSDK.

You don't need to edit CASE:W's code, but once you get your interface working and are into the guts of your application, you'll want to edit the application-specific code that you insert into CASE:W's program skeleton. The Edit item provides for this. By default, it runs the Windows Notebook editor, but you can specify another Windows editor or a character-based editor for which a .PIF file exists. The bottom line is that you can continuously edit, compile, link, and run Windows programs without leaving the Windows environment.

The Big Picture

Everyone's first C program is the four-liner that writes "Hello, world!" on the screen. The program illustrates a number of snack-size concepts—header files, the central function called main(), and the printf() function. The simplest program you can write in the Windows environment—a program that creates a resizable window on the screen—is an order of magnitude more complex. CASE:W built a 6500-byte C source file to accomplish the task, as well as the obligatory header and resource file.

In ordinary C, the environment calls main() with two optional arguments commonly named argn and argv; these denote the number of arguments on the program's command line and an array of pointers to the string tokens on the command line. Compare this to the central Windows function, WinMain(). It requires four arguments: Its own instance handle, a previous instance handle (or NULL, if no other instance of the program is running), a pointer to the parameter line, and an argument that tells the application whether to appear as a window or an icon. Note that you must already know quite a bit about Windows (e.g., what handles and instances are, and what it means to start an application as an icon) before you can start putting together a WinMain() function call.

Whereas an ordinary C program may have a lot or a little formal organization, the Windows program must have, within its main body, an initialization section, a message-polling loop, and a closing section. You also have to provide a window procedure that interprets messages sent to your program from the Windows environment, and a paint procedure that will update your application's window when Windows asks it to. This explanation is, of course, over-simplified, and, if you're not a Windows programmer, it undoubtedly sounds like technobabble.

In short, the complexity of Windows programming makes it nearly impossible...
to become familiar with Windows in a piecemeal manner, as is the case with C. You can't just dip your toe into the pool to get a feel for the water; you have to jump into the deep end and start swimming.

To test the efficacy of CASE:W, I set out to duplicate (to the extent possible) the features of an application my company had developed for a client nearly a year ago. It was the first Windows project for the programmer that worked on the application, and from what I observed, it wasn't a pretty sight. His desk was piled high with manuals and trade books. Marked-up printouts littered the floor. Long hours went into learning enough about Windows to get started—yet the application was simple. Two items on the menu bar led to a limited set of options, and about a half-dozen dialog boxes needed to be integrated into the application. There was also quite a bit of user-specific code.

With CASE:W, I could duplicate the menu bar and pop-up options completely and, with little difficulty, integrate the dialog boxes into the CASE:W code. It took me about two hours with most of my time spent integrating the dialog boxes.

To its credit, I often forgot I was using CASE:W. I got completely absorbed in adding this menu item or that icon into the application I was creating. At no time did the program tempt me to take out a stopwatch and clock its speed. As far as time is concerned, I substantially duplicated in hours the skeleton of a Windows application that took an experienced programmer a couple of days to build.

I can see several uses for CASE:W in a production environment. First, novices and experts alike can profitably use it alone to generate the skeletons of Windows applications. In addition, using CASE:W would offer novice Windows programmers the opportunity to create working code that they could examine in detail. Third, software specifiers could use it to supplement (or supplant) written specifications and to present developers with a core of Windows source files ready to be fleshed out.

Despite the aid provided by CASE:W, you will need to do more to create a complete, useful application. For example, you must write those portions of the code that make your application more than just a resizable window. In this respect, CASE:W leaves you your application-specific code alone. You don't have to laboriously reintegrate your code every time the program regenerates source files. Instead, you can simply flesh out your parts of the application while still modifying the interface.

Unlike some 1.0 products I've seen, CASE:W is not a slapdash attempt at getting a product out the door. It has some minor bugs. For example, I noticed a sporadic corruption of the generated C source files; the company promises to fix this in version 1.1. But in general, the product works as advertised with no hitches. I deeply regret not having had it a year ago. I'm sure its cost would have been repaid several times over by now.

Windows will remain a popular user interface on IBM AT-style machines for some time to come. CASE:W will help those who program in the Windows environment to concentrate on the what of their applications rather than on the how.

Alex Lane is a senior knowledge engineering consultant with Technology Applications, Inc., of Jacksonville, Florida. He can be reached on BIX as "a.lane."
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**WHY DESIGN YOUR PRODUCT AROUND A COMPUTER?**

**Design the computer in.**

**Little Board™/286**

Built-in vs. built-around. External systems mean boxes, boards, backplanes, cables, and reliability problems. Ampro's Little Boards give you a complete system on a single board you can build right into your product.

**Small size. Big power.** Eliminate the bulk and constraints of multi-board, backplane-based systems. Embed a Little Board that requires just 2/3s the power and volume of a 5 1/4" floppy drive. But with the full power of a PC or AT®.

**Fully compatible.** Little Board/286 and Little Board/PC are functionally identical to multi-board PCs and ATs. They run PC-DOS® 2.0 to 3.X. They run DOS languages, compilers, and applications. You'll be standing on a proven foundation of hardware and software.

Ampro's Single Board Systems. It's all there. Up to a Megabyte of RAM, RS-232C and Parallel ports. AT/PC-compatible controllers and bus expansion. EGA/CGA/MDA and Hercules®.

**Little Board/PC**

compatible video options. Even optional solid-state disk. Plus SCSI support for hard disk, tape, optical drives, bubble drives...you name it. And, low power consumption (1WDC, less than 8W) and a wide operating temperature range (0 to 60°C). Perfect for standalone operation and harsh environments.

Anywhere that reliability is a critical consideration. Available worldwide. For information and the name of your nearest U.S. or international Ampro representative, call us at the number below. Or write for Little Board Product information.

**AMPRO COMPUTERS, INCORPORATED**

1130 Mountain View/Aleixo Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94089

**408-734-2800**

Fax: 408-754-2399 Tel: 408-954-9502

FLEXSCAN® 9070S, PC Hi-Res
That Looks Like a Million.

The FLEXSCAN 9070 Multiple Scan monitor is of course compatible with other multi-scans, but includes improvements that will give you the professional edge which is the mark of a good investment.

You can extend your multi-scan range from 20kHz to 50kHz in practical terms. This means that, at the 48-50 kHz range, you can make use of PC CAD/CAE capabilities at a resolution of up to 1024 dots × 768 lines.

The FLEXSCAN 9070 takes advantage of non-interlace high resolution signal as high as 1024 × 768 to provide you with a flicker free display at much brightness. You can also use the 9070 with IBM PS/2 or VGA compatible boards at a high resolution mode like 800×600 and 1024×768 (non-interlace).

The FLEXSCAN 9070 provides a 16-inch screen, large enough for CAD/CAE and 3-D projections, yet small enough to fit comfortably into your home work space.

Also, for your convenience, all controls and switches, including the alternate video input, are located within easy reach on the front panel. The FLEXSCAN 9070 is compatible with a wide range of IBM, Apple, and other products, allow you to use all of today’s popular programs—-at a resolution that looks like a million.

FLEXSCAN®
MODEL 9070S

- IBM VGA(FS/2), B514/A, PGC, EGA compatible and CAD/CAE use.
- Apple Mac. II and SuperMac Spectrum compatible
- Max. 1280 dots × 800 lines high resolution
- 1024 dots × 768 lines display on Non-Interface signal delivers flicker-free high-res graphics
- 20kHz to 50kHz horizontal scan automatic adjustment. 50Hz to 80Hz vertical scan automatic adjustment
- 16 inch, 0.31mm dot pitch and newly developed XF(Extended Field) Gun to obtain both brightness and sharp focus.
- Front mounted controls including the input signal select switch between 2 video input.
- Selecting white or Amber displays colored application in shades of gray or amber
- Tilt-Swivel stand standard

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

NANAO USA CORPORATION
23510 TELO AVE., SUITE 5 TORRANCE, CA 90505
PHONE (213) 325-5202 FAX (213) 530-1679
Claris’s first CAD program is more than just another MacDraw

Paul Tuten

A lot of people have wondered what kind of CAD program Claris, the Apple spin-off company, would come up with. Well, now they know the answer. And if they use MacDraw II, they should feel right at home with Claris CAD, because its design is based on MacDraw II.

In a nutshell, Claris CAD is a two-dimensional drafting program with accuracy to five decimal places. It sells for $799, and MacDraw II owners can upgrade to Claris CAD for $399. But don’t think Claris CAD is just a new release of MacDraw II—Claris CAD is powerful enough to compete head-to-head with VersaCAD for the Mac.

The Claris CAD package comes with ample documentation and a videotape that introduces Claris CAD’s drawing concepts of tools, methods, and modifiers. In addition to the program and utilities disks, a tutorial disk has a series of exercises that you complete using a workbook. With the videotape and exercises, you can get up to speed right away.

To run Claris CAD, you’ll need a hard disk drive and at least 1 megabyte of memory; you’ll need more memory if you use a large-screen monitor or MultiFinder. Claris CAD also supports a color monitor on the Mac II. You can produce color documents and black-and-white printouts of four-color separations on the Imagewriter II or a plotter. The utilities disk includes MacPlot Configure and MacPlot Driver, which allow you to use Hewlett-Packard, Houston Instrument, and compatible plotters.

Familiar Look with Different Feel
Claris CAD provides a familiar look: a document window—or in this case, a drawing window—with all the standard Macintosh features. You can have up to seven drawing windows open at once, and you can also open MacDraw, MacDraw II, and PICT files from within Claris CAD. You can open special windows that contain library objects. The package includes a Berol Rapidesign Sampler of library symbols. You can also save drawings in the PICT format for later use in other Macintosh applications.

It’s easy to enlarge a drawing or reduce it so that all geometry fits in the current window size, giving you a view of the entire document. To save time scrolling around a drawing, you can save and recall up to nine different views of it.

Claris CAD lets you save a drawing as “stationery” that, when opened, creates a new untitled drawing that has all the settings and drawing elements of the original drawing. One obvious use would be to set up stationery documents with your company title block in different drawing sizes.

Besides the usual Undo, Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear, and Duplicate options, the Edit menu also contains Linear and Polar Duplicate. With Linear Duplicate you can copy objects in one or two directions and enter the total number of copies for each direction. You can also key in the x and y distances and specify them as increments between the copies or distribute the copies equally along that distance. Polar Duplicate works much the same way. You enter the total number of copies for distribution or increment in angular degrees and radius from center, the coordinate \((x,y)\) center of rotation, and whether to rotate each copy normal to
Snap-on Tools
At first glance, Claris CAD's tool icons look ordinary enough. For creating geometry, the tool icons include Line, Rectangle, Square, Fillet, Chamfer, Rounded rectangle, Circle, Concentric circle, Ellipse, Circular arc, Elliptical arc, Freehand shape, Spline curve, Polygon, Double lines, Regular polygon, and Circle center tools. Dimension tools include Linear, Chain, Datum, Angular, Diametral, and Radial.

Beneath the column of tool icons is a pop-up menu of Method icons. Most of the drawing tools can create objects in several ways, and the icons in the Methods menu reflect those different ways. For example, when the Line tool is selected, you can construct a line from endpoint to endpoint, or from center point to endpoint, or draw an unlimited-length line through a point. When the Circle tool is selected, you can draw the circle by center point and radius, by two points on the diameter, by three points on the circumference, or by a radius and two points on the circumference.

Claris CAD also has a group of Modifier icons that you use with either the drawing or selection tools. With these modifiers you can place objects in precise locations and in specific relationships to each other. Positional modifiers include Any point, Endpoint, Center point, Intersection point, Invisible intersection point, Point on object, Corner, and Percent along length.

You use these modifiers in conjunction with drawing tools to locate specific points as you draw an object. For example, to connect a line to the endpoint of another line, you use the Line tool and the Endpoint modifier. The Endpoint modifier automatically finds the endpoint of the existing line and connects the line you are drawing to it. You can then finish the line by selecting the Center point modifier and an existing circle, for example. The Center point modifier finds the center of the existing circle and connects the end of the new line to it.

Geometric constraint modifiers include Perpendicular, Tangent, and Offset. For example, to draw a line perpendicular to a line and tangent to a circle, you use the Line tool and the Perpendicular modifier, select the existing line, and then select the Tangent modifier and the existing circle. Offset can create a line parallel to an existing line, concentric arcs, circles, squares, and ellipses.

Selection tool modifiers, supported by a pop-up menu, let you use the selection arrow tool to adjust the size, shape, and position of objects. The selection arrow default is Resize; this is the way selection arrows behave in most Macintosh applications, dragging a handle to resize, dragging the object to move it.

This CAD Can
Claris CAD's approach of tool, method, and modifier combinations provides great latitude in the drawing process. One of its best modifiers is the Location bar. The Location bar is not merely a readout of the cursor coordinates but also an input panel for interactively keying in object creation data, such as center coordinate location and radius for a circle.

Also important is that after you select a tool icon, you can draw an object from the keyboard. If you need a modifier to draw the object, a key equivalent exists. You then only need the mouse to select the modifying geometry. There are key equivalents for most menu commands.

I even discovered that the Chamfer tool can be used as a corner tool by entering a zero chamfer length. I could then easily trim and extend nonparallel lines to their intersection point.

There is one minor annoyance. While you can easily create drawings with details drawn at different scales, the only way you can associate the details with the rulers used when drawing them is to store views of them with Set View. When you recall the views, the rulers displayed will be the ones displayed when you set the view. If you forget to display the proper rulers when setting the view or forget to set the view altogether, determining the scale of a detail can be a tedious process. But that's what drawing notes are for.

In many ways, I found Claris CAD comparable to VersaCAD for the Mac. Both are accurate, and both have positional and geometric modifiers, symbol libraries, hatching, and automatic dimensioning. VersaCAD has more sophisticated spline drawing and group building capabilities, plus the HyperCard utilities and IGES and DXF file translators. The question is, at over twice the price, do you really need those features?

Besides, I prefer Claris CAD's Location bar to VersaCAD's Input window for keyboard entry. Also, Claris CAD ran fast on my stock Macintosh SE; VersaCAD did not. The cost of an accelerator board or Mac II adds considerably to the price of VersaCAD. Even so, Claris CAD is not a hands-down winner over VersaCAD but a viable alternative.

Paul Tuten of Wichita, Kansas, is a tool-engineering contractor for the aircraft industry who uses a CAD system daily. He can be reached on BIX c/o "editors."
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Corel Draw Shows Great Promise

An advanced drawing and graphics program could be the best yet for the IBM PC AT

Sue Rosenberg

This could be the best yet: a versatile graphics tool set for IBM PC ATs and compatibles that lets you manipulate scanned images or create your own. With the extensive typesetting and drawing controls all in one package, you can produce high-quality graphics for dot-matrix, LaserJet, and PostScript printers and desktop publishing programs. It's called Corel Draw, and it could sway graphic artists away from the Macintosh.

To use Corel Draw 1.1, you'll need Microsoft Windows 2.0 or higher, EGA or higher graphics, a printer, and a mouse or graphics tablet. Included in the \$495 package are a program disk, font disk, clip-art disk and handbook, user's manual, quick-reference cards, videotape tutorial, and typesetter's ruler. I tested Corel Draw on an AT compatible with a Paradise VGA board and a Logitech Mouse.

Less is More
Corel's screen display is similar to that of most drawing programs. It uses a virtual 32-inch by 32-inch sketch pad with a drop-shadowed rectangle to indicate the printable page area.

The surprise is that there are fewer icon tools than in most other drawing programs—only Select, Zoom, Rectangle, Ellipse, Outline, Fill, Pencil, Shape, and Text. However, the tools have great versatility. Corel Draw has no rounded rectangle tool because you create rounded rectangles by pushing on one corner of a rectangle with the shape tool. It has no separate arc or wedge tools because the shape tool creates them from ellipses.

When you work on the sketch pad, you create only an outline of the drawing—a sketch that needs its outline inked in and areas painted with color. The Outline tool controls the angle, shape, and width of the pen nib, the ink color, the type of line it draws, and PostScript halftone screens. The Fill tool specifies the interior color, parameters and colors for fountain fill, and PostScript screens and textures.

Outline and Fill can be spot or process colors, and you can select one type for the outline and another for the interior of the object. Spot colors are defined using the Pantone Matching System. Process colors combine specified percentages of cyan, yellow, magenta, and black (CYMK) for more than a million selections. Corel dithers colors for display in the color selection box and on the preview screen.

The Pencil tool forms all line drawings—straight lines, polygons, and freehand curves. Corel calculates the mathematical equation of the Bezier curves needed to produce the shape you draw and then redraws the image. You control how closely the redraw follows every bump in your drawing, how it decides whether a segment is a straight line or curve type, when a corner should be smooth or cusped, and how close you must get to an end for line segments to be joined automatically.

For line drawings, the Shape tool becomes a "node editor" to add, delete, cut, paste, change the shape, and even change the underlying mathematical equation of each segment of the curve. A menu command, Convert to Curve, transforms rectangle, ellipse, and text...
Corel Draw 1.1

Type
Advanced drawing program

Company
Corel Systems Corp.
1600 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 8R7, Canada
(613) 728-8200

Format
Three 1.2-megabyte 5¼-inch floppy disks

Hardware Needed
IBM PC AT or compatible with hard disk drive; EGA, VGA, or Hercules graphics card; printer; mouse or digitizing tablet

Software Needed
Microsoft Windows 2.0 or higher

Documentation
User's manual; videotape tutorial (VHS); clip-art handbook; quick-reference cards

Price
$495

Inquiry 883.

objects into curves so you can then edit the underlying shapes.

The Text tool sets type—up to 250 characters at one time—using one of some 50 fonts in a point size taken from a range of from 1 to 999, including fractional sizes. Selecting individual characters with the Shape tool lets you mix fonts, produce subscripts and superscripts, rotate, change horizontal and vertical alignment, modify point size, and kern text interactively. You can edit text even after it has been rotated, skewed, stretched, mirrored, and fitted to a curve. However, the only changes you can make are insert and delete. There are no commands to cut and paste or to convert between uppercase and lowercase. Adding to Corel's power are numerous menu commands and keyboard shortcuts. One favorite of mine is Repeat, which repeats the last action you performed on the next object you select. You can also define macros to repeat a series of commands.

Corel's commands are sufficiently intuitive, and if you are familiar with other drawing programs, you'll have almost no need to refer to the manual. I say "almost" because there's no on-line help to tell you about neat shortcuts, like pressing the space bar to activate the previously selected tool. Read the manual in any case. It's excellent, everything a manual should be—clearly written and well organized with extensive step-by-step illustrations, many of which are also supplied as Corel Draw files. A two-hour videotape provides more training in basic techniques.

Warhol à la Corel
To test Corel, I attempted to duplicate a Campbell's Tomato Soup can label as closely as possible. I was inspired by Andy Warhol, of course, but it was a good choice of subject. To reproduce the label's diverse graphical elements requires nearly all of Corel's commands.

I started with the Campbell's logo. None of the script texts came close enough to the swirling "C" of the logo, so I started with an ellipse that I rotated, opened into an arc, and converted to a curve. Using the Shape tool, I added a node to anchor the outline where the line changed directions.

It took half a dozen different fonts to form the other nine characters in the logo, demonstrating the power of the program to manipulate text. The text editor's dialog box shows only one character, which you can choose which character to display. That option turned out to be particularly helpful when I was looking for specific letters and characters.

Type for "CONDENSED" is appropriately condensed vertically but diluted horizontally. There are two ways to change the horizontal and vertical proportions independently: the visual, in which a selected object is transformed by selecting a handle and moving the pointing device; and the mechanical, a menu selection, where you perform transformations by entering numbers in a dialog box. Visual transformations, such as shrinking, skewing, and mirroring, take effect relative to the side or corner opposite the handle. Mechanical transformations occur relative to the center line of the object.

Since I had not yet moved the word to its final resting place, I found the visual approach easier for me to judge when the letters were at the proper height. I used the Select tool to condense the height of the letters and then used the Shape tool to grab a handle at the end of a text string to change the intercharacter spacing. "Tomato" was the next word I tried. One of the many fonts supplied with Corel Draw approximates the font used for "Tomato" on the soup can label, but it needed minor modifications. I typed "Tomato," selected the font, and then converted the text to curves. This time, using the Shape tool, I selected all left-side serifs and moved them at once so that they would be converted equally. That worked, so I moved the right-side serifs. Then I squared each "o."

Producing the label's seal was also easy. Text fitted to a curve is the simplest process of all. Corel does all the hard work for you. I just drew the curve and told Corel to fit the text to the curve.

I used the ellipse, rectangle, and line-drawing shapes to form the rest of the seal. Rather than reproduce exactly the intertwined figures on the seal, I scribbled an approximation with the Pencil tool and then used the Shape tool and node editor to remove extra lines and reposition others. I suspect that the reason the Shape tool worked flawlessly here was that it was manipulating objects that were created as curves, not converted to curves.

Portions of the soup can label that I had anticipated having difficulties with turned out to be incredibly easy to assemble. I compiled the fleur-de-lis border from an imported clip-art image. I made a minor adjustment to the image, colored it, set up a grid, and then replicated the image snapped to the grid to ensure an evenly spaced border.

Similarly, "SOUP," with a double outline and a rotated "O," was an easy process. I just typed the word, rotated the "O," duplicated the image on top of itself, and added color. With a judicious selection of pen widths, the outline of the back image peeked out from behind the front.

To speed up the drawing process, Corel Draw shows the picture in color and with proper pen widths only when preview mode is active. Both the drawing board and preview mode can appear side by side on-screen, and adjustments to the drawing can be reproduced immediately in the preview window, displaying the proper pen widths and colors. You can also specify that only the selected portions of the object are to be updated in the preview window when a change is made to the drawing.

Bit-Mapped Imports
I also checked out the way Corel handles bit-mapped images. In particular, I wanted to see how the auto-trace option works. One of my coworkers had a PCX bit-image file handy. It was part of a set of slides for lecturers to use instead of scribbling on a whiteboard. The file
UNIX™ Tools on DOS or OS/2

Programming today means you must work within more than one environment. A diverse range of hardware is now a fact of life. With the MKS Toolkit, you can enjoy the best of DOS or OS/2 and UNIX environments. The MKS Toolkit offers both experts and novices the purest form of UNIX utilities that the DOS or OS/2 environment allows.

Reduce Keyboard Shock

With our proprietary code, the MKS Toolkit offers you more than 140 UNIX System V.3-compatible tools for DOS or OS/2. With the MKS Toolkit, your computer or clone becomes a comfortable environment for shells, string matching, editing, file manipulation, and more. Productivity increases because all the familiar commands are at your fingertips.

Site Licenses

The MKS Toolkit reflects its users’ needs. Organizations such as AT&T, H-P, ITT, and NCR - all heavily committed to the UNIX system - use the MKS Toolkit to create a standard operating environment. Universities, including UCLA, use the MKS Toolkit to enrich personal research computing environments and double the bandwidth of their PC teaching labs. The National Institute of Standards and Technology fulfills diverse needs by using the MKS Toolkit as standard operating environment for experts and as a POSIX-conforming training tool for neophytes.

Interconnectivity

The MKS Toolkit provides two types of valuable interconnectivity. First, it interacts well on most standard PC and PS/2 networks. Combined with Novell Netware™, the most popular LAN for PCs, the MKS Toolkit creates a UNIX time sharing system in DOS or OS/2 organizations. UNIX shops can now hook up all their PCs using PC-NFS™ and the MKS Toolkit, enabling you to use a PC as a UNIX workstation and off-load your mini or mainframe machine. The second level of interconnectivity is created by the MKS Toolkit’s ability to recognize common UNIX file formats on DOS or OS/2 and to make DOS or OS/2 file formats available on UNIX systems.

POSIX-Conforming Tools

MKS is an active participant on the POSIX 1003 standards committee. This involvement reflects MKS’ commitment to tracking the shells and utilities standard to the fullest extent possible under DOS or OS/2. Apart from multitasking and constraints on file names under DOS or OS/2, the MKS Toolkit follows the POSIX standard. MKS achieves this by building the underlying POSIX system on DOS or OS/2 before moving utilities.

Cost-effective Learning Tool

If your organization is committed to moving into the UNIX environment, then the MKS Toolkit is the perfect learning path. DOS or OS/2 users retain the familiar world of their PC keyboard and programs and move effortlessly to a UNIX environment on their desktop. Exposure to new commands and functionality now becomes an integral part of the novice’s working day. UNIX solutions are easily available and the DOS or OS/2 world is but a keystroke away.

MKS Programming Platform

The MKS Toolkit is the vital core of the programming platform created by MKS software. In addition to the MKS Toolkit, it is now possible to have:

- MKS RCS™ (Revision Control System)
- MKS Make™ (automated program builder)
- MKS LEX&YACC™ (compiler construction tools)
- MKS SQPS™ (enhanced Documentor’s Workbench™)

Addictive Software!

The MKS Toolkit offers you power and diversity. Here is a complete list of commands you receive in the package:

- alias
- awk
- banner
- basename
- diff
- break
- cal
- case
- cat
- cat
- cd
- chdir
- chmod
- cmp
- comm
- compress
- continue
- cp
- cpio
- crypt
- crypt
- cut
- date
- dd
- dev
diff
diff
diff
dirname
du
echo
quota

No wonder our users call it addictive software!

System Requirements:
The MKS Toolkit works on IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and compatible machines under DOS 2.1 and higher or under OS/2. A hard disk is recommended for improved performance and convenience.

Order Information

Price: $199 for MKS Toolkit, $495 for OS/2. 30-day money-back guarantee

1-800-265-2797 (continental U.S. only)
1-519-884-2251 (outside continental U.S.)
1-519-884-8861 (FAX)

Ask for Department BY

35 King Street North
Waterloo, Ontario N2J 2W9 Canada
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The artistic effect occurs because Corel's auto-trace is set up mainly for freehand or scanned images—not for straight lines and regular curves. The tracing algorithm is supposed to capture accurately about 85 percent of the outline. Results are predictable only in the sense that the identical image in different locations is likely to be traced identically.

There was a certain charm to Corel's version of the bit-mapped drawing, particularly after the proportions were changed and the images colored—so much so, in fact, that I decided the drawing was worth saving. However, when I tried to save the file, it popped "System error. Cannot read from drive C:"

Neither of the two button choices, Retry or Cancel, had any effect, nor was I able to exit to either the Windows environment or DOS. Apparently, some action in manipulating the auto-traced file caused a hard disk failure. Fortunately, this was only a transient problem that did not recur after the computer was turned off and turned back on.

Corel Draw can import and export its own CDR format files, PCX and TIFF bit-image files, import Adobe Illustrator ART and Lotus PIC object files, and also export EPSF and Windows Metafile. Surprisingly, for a program that requires the Microsoft Windows environment, it cannot import a Windows file.

WordPerfect 5.0 could read and display the exported files. I would not pay any attention to the manual's suggestion that you select the smallest file size to conserve space. Instead, pick the highest resolution to reproduce the image with any kind of accuracy. And when you want the printed image to fit on one physical page, either select Fit to Page or enlarge the page size. There are invisible margins that the printable page area doesn't tell you about.

Not a Clear Picture

Corel Draw has the potential to become the program of choice for producing professional-quality graphics art for all kinds of people with varying degrees of artistic talent and computer ability. Commands are intuitive, the program is easy to learn, and it is packed with features. But there are a number of problems. Some are mere annoyances, like sometimes locking up the system after a drawing is printed. Some are more significant, like occasionally printing descenders under the wrong letters. And some, like an error indicating a hard disk failure, may portend more substantial problems.

Would I continue to use Corel Draw? Yes, I would. Although the current version is far from perfect, it's more than just pretty good. As a matter of fact, I admit that I've become addicted to Corel Draw.
Warning: You do not have a Seagate drive in your computer.

Don't take chances. Ask for Seagate.

Seagate
The first name in disc drives
A Source of Mac Information

BIX is different from BYTE—and yet the same

BIX (the BYTE Information Exchange) is an on-line service where people come to ask and answer questions about using their computers. All sorts of computers, to be sure, but if you’re reading this part of the magazine, I’m here to tell you that there’s definitely an electronic watering hole for Macintosh users.

A Change for the Better
If you’re one of those who uses BIX regularly for Mac information, you’re probably aware that the macintosh conference has been closed for a few months. However, that’s because it has been replaced by something better: eight Mac-related conferences that are collectively termed the Macintosh Exchange.

Although the name may have changed, the asking (and answering) of technical questions goes on. It wouldn’t be BYTEish if it didn’t, right? Not to mention the massive diatribes on the Great Mac Questions of Today by people who are intimately involved with those same questions. (Is it better to use System 6.0.2 or 6.0.3? Should I buy an ImageWriter LQ Plus?) Even people from Apple come to BIX to lend expertise and advice.

But unless you telecommunicate via modem, you miss the rich two-way experience that happens here. Worse, you miss the ability to subscribe to an interactive BYTE: up-to-the-minute news information, plus timely reviews of products and services when you need them. For example, you can get tips on how to lay out your first-ever report perfectly on the LaserWriter, the very same day you ask for help. The power of BIX is that you get answers to your particular question, when you need it. Also, the Mac listings area has lots of public domain and shareware applications, desk accessories, and INITs to help you use your Mac more efficiently.

Come Join Us
BIX is for rank beginners as well as intermediate folk. Anyone interested in the Mac will find something of interest in the Macintosh Exchange. Because it’s on BIX, it has all the resources and people of BYTE available to it. Because it’s about the Mac, you can use it. I hope to see you on-line soon.

—Laurence H. Loeb
Editor, the Macintosh Exchange
(BIX name “lloeb”)
Since its introduction just over five years ago, MicroSim’s PSpice has sold more copies than all other SPICE programs combined. In addition to running on the IBM PC family, including the new PS/2 and the Compaq 386, the Sun and Apollo workstations and the VAX/VMS family, PSpice is also available on Apple’s Macintosh II.

All these features which have made PSpice so popular are available:

- Standard parts libraries for diodes, bipolar transistors, power MOSFET’s, opamps, optocouplers, voltage comparators, and transformer cores.
- GaAs MESFET devices.
- Non-linear transformer devices modeling saturation, hysteresis, and eddy current losses.
- Ideal switches for use with, for example, power supply and switched capacitor circuit designs.

In addition, all these PSpice options are available on the Macintosh:

- Monte Carlo, Sensitivity, and Worst Case analyses calculate the effect of parameter tolerances on circuit performance.
- The Probe “software oscilloscope”, provides interactive viewing of simulation results.
- The Parts parameter extraction program, allows you to extract a device’s model parameters from data sheet information.
- Digital Simulation, allows you to simulate mixed analog/digital circuits, including feedback loops between analog and digital. A library of over 600 common TTL parts is included.

Each copy of PSpice comes with our extensive product support. Our technical staff has over 100 years of experience in CAD/CAE, and our software is supported by the engineers who wrote it.

For our free information packet, including our PSpice demo program for the Mac, call us at (714) 770-3022 or toll free (800) 826-8603. Find out for yourself why PSpice is the standard in circuit simulation.
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SuperPaint 2.0

Swivel 3D

Industrial-Strength Graphics

The original version of Silicon Beach Software's SuperPaint merged the dissimilar strengths of object drawing and bit painting by letting you compose an illustration in two layers. You used a draw layer to manipulate objects (e.g., arcs and circles) that print with PostScript's precision (like MacDraw). A paint layer let you work with bit-mapped images (like MacPaint). The newly introduced SuperPaint 2.0 follows this two-layer concept while correcting problems the earlier version had with the Macintosh II family's color displays and adding significant new features.

Here are a few of the new features in the draw layer: a freehand Bezier drawing tool, the ability to draw and print hairlines, and a set of gray patterns that correspond to PostScript halftones when these patterns are output on a laser printer. The paint layer has the usual MacPaint-style tools. However, with the airbrush tool, you can modify not only the shape of the spray area and its size, but you can also alter the flow rate, pattern, and dot size of the digital "ink."

SuperPaint 2.0 supports only the eight fixed QuickDraw colors. SuperPaint's function is not to serve as a color painting application, but as a tool to generate industrial-strength business and technical graphics where color is used sparingly, if at all. All editing work is done strictly in black and white, but a color preview selection lets you examine your handiwork in color on a Mac that supports it.

An auto-trace function traces the outlines of bit-mapped images in the paint layer, rendering a duplicate of the image in the draw layer as sets of polygons or Bezier curves. You might use this in a situation where you would scan a technical drawing, auto-trace it in SuperPaint, and edit the drawing for use as a figure in a technical manual.

The most intriguing part of SuperPaint 2.0 is its plug-in tools. These are files, which contain executable code, that appear as tools or as menu selections inside the SuperPaint application. For example, the spiral tool draws spirals, a quill tool closely mimics the actions of an ink quill, a bubble tool sketches bubbles of varying sizes, and another tool draws three-dimensional boxes—with shading, if it's needed—with the stroke of the mouse. The plug-in tools show SuperPaint's real potential, because the application itself can be expanded as Silicon Beach Software or other vendors supply plug-in modules that have more complex features.

I tried SuperPaint 2.0 on a Mac Plus, a Mac II with a SuperMac 19-inch color monitor, and a Mac SE/30. The tools behaved much like those found in MacPaint and MacDraw: the sort of consistent behavior you demand of Mac applications. I scanned some pen-and-ink drawings with a Howtek Scanmaster into MacPaint documents (auto-trace doesn't work on PICT files). SuperPaint's auto-trace function worked reliably, with no bombs. It's a godsend for simple art. For more complicated images, however, you'll probably spend more time than it's worth tweaking curves trying to finish up the image.

If you want a drawing application that's a lot more capable than MacPaint but don't need full-blown color, SuperPaint looks like the one to buy. If you use MacDraw to crank out images daily for trade journals or newspapers, you should check it out. It has a number of features that make it handy for such work, particularly the auto-trace function. I wish it had a trace function (as Illustrator does) for manually tracing over complex artwork. Perhaps somebody might devise a plug-in tool to do just that.

—Tom Thompson

THE FACTS

SuperPaint 2.0

$199

Requirements:
Mac Plus, SE, SE/30, or II with 1 megabyte of RAM and System 6.0.2/Finder 6.1 or higher.

Swivel 3D

Mac Modeling in 3-D

Swivel 3D for the Macintosh is an attempt to extend the two-dimensional world of object-oriented drawing programs like MacDraw into three-dimensional modeling, and it's a successful attempt. VPL Research wrote the program in MacForth to satisfy its own modeling needs for the DataGlove it produces (the DataGlove, which is used by NASA when it is doing research in computer-generated simulations, is a pointing/grasping device that you wear on your hand and use to control...
"VAX-to-the-Macs" Specialists—With A Respected Family Tree!

White Pine Software offers a complete family of products for total two-way Macintosh™/VAX™ communication: text, graphics, file transfers and program access.

1. Mac240™
   Turn your Mac into a VT240 with our acclaimed DEC™ terminal emulator. White Pine's "VT240 emulator stands among the best"—says Digital News.

2. Mac241™
   All the functions of Mac240 PLUS COLOR.

3. Mac220™
   Full featured VT220™ emulation with expanded text and special character capabilities.

4. VMacS™
   Share Macintosh text, data and program files among users.

5. Reggie™—Convert MacPaint™, MacDraw™, and Clipboard™ images into ReGIS™ or SIXEL™ formats.

CALL (603) 886-9050 for your desktop communication solutions.

Mac240, VMacS, and Reggie are trademarks of White Pine Software, Inc., DEC, VT, VAX, are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation; MacDraw, MacPaint, and Clipboard are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.; Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.

SHORT TAKES

THE FACTS

Swivel 3D
$395
Requirements:
Mac with at least
1 megabyte of RAM.
System 1.0, and Finder 6.1.
Inquiry M201.

Swivel 3D is the way it can link the movement of different objects created in the program to each other. These movement links can be linear (like a drawer constrained to only straight-line x- and y-axis movement), ball and socket (free to rotate but not to translate around one of the endpoints), and free (any movement is OK). This feature is not found in any other program that we’re aware of, and it works well for the simulation of three-dimensional movement. Without this sort of linking, the program would simply be another sophisticated drawing program. With these links, movement simulation becomes possible.

It’s easy to create objects with the package’s tools and the four standard isometric views of the editor. Rendering functions let you develop wireframe models and also alter contours and shading (with an adjustable light source). The speed of the screen redraws on the Mac Plus, with full rendering switched on, is an order of magnitude faster than any similar program we’ve tried; such redraws are usually so slow as to be annoying. It looks like the product’s programmers did some tight coding here.

Another important feature in Swivel 3D is its “tweening” capability. You specify a start and a stop, and the machine can then generate intermediate views. This works well, but a player program to use these animations (much like the one Silicon Beach Software included with Super 3D) would be a welcome addition. The intermediate views can be saved in MacPaint format.

Two versions of the program come in the box. One works on a Mac with 1 megabyte of RAM or more; the other works on a Mac with 2 megabytes or more. They differ only in the size of memory swaps used internally. We used the higher-memory-size program, and it ran nicely.

This is a unique and well-crafted program that should find its way into the libraries of all serious modelers.

—D. Barker and Laurence H. Loeb
The time was ripe.

Apple® was planning their most advanced Macintosh® SE and Macintosh II computers ever. So it was only natural that they turn to Motorola's 68030 32-bit microprocessor.

After all, Motorola's 68000 family has been instrumental in helping Apple develop its consistent, intuitive graphics workstyle, which has revolutionized the way people communicate with computers. And now, the 030 is making that workstyle even more versatile and powerful than ever.

The new Macintosh SE/30, based on a 16MHz 030 along with Motorola's 68882 math coprocessor, delivers up to 4x the performance, and in floating point calculations can deliver up to 100x the performance, of the Macintosh SE. What's more, it features a new expansion slot called, astutely enough, "030 Direct Slot," which allows third parties to extend the Macintosh SE/30's capabilities with a whole range of expansion cards.

The Macintosh IIx also uses the 68030 and 68882 to great advantage. In fact, 030 firsts like on-chip data and instruction caches and built-in Page Memory Management Unit streamline the Macintosh IIx architecture, and enable every Macintosh IIx to run Apple's A/UX® advanced multitasking operating system.

So if you want to build your most advanced system ever, put an 030 at its core. For free benchmarks and more information, call or write Motorola Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036, 1-800-441-2447.

It could be the smartest pick you ever make.
Aside from being a tad easier to install than a satellite, the Hayes Smartmodem 2400M™ for the Macintosh® II and Smartcom II® for the Apple® Macintosh make up the most advanced communications system you can put inside a Mac®.

With this modem and software package, you can set up an extensive Macintosh work group system through a feature called HayesConnect™. HayesConnect™ allows any Mac access to the Smartmodem 2400M across an AppleTalk® Network. Which means all Macintosh computers on the Network will be able to communicate with or without a modem of their own. This makes for extremely efficient office communications.

THE ONLY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM MORE ADVANCED THAN OURS WON'T FIT INSIDE YOUR MAC.

To make them even more efficient, the system offers Smartcom II for the Macintosh. It's the only software designed to take full advantage of the power and graphics capabilities of all of the computers in the Macintosh family. For example, you can program your own on-screen buttons to create a personalized user interface. You also get features like moveable icons, custom color selection and full support of ImageWriter® and LaserWriter® for incredible graphics. You can even run the system unattended using an Autopilot feature. Of course, there is much more you can do with a few simple clicks on standard, easily identifiable icons.

By now it's probably clear that whether they're just used with the Macintosh II or shared by Mac computers on an AppleTalk Network, the Smartmodem 2400M and Smartcom II make a communications system that can't be beaten. At least not by anything on this planet.
NEW 256 Page Guidebook - Free
The MicroGroup offers a balanced line of high technology and general business products resulting from solving our own productivity and production problems where outside solutions were unavailable. Our completely new Sping '89 Guidebook was produced on Macintosh - of course!

Macintosh®
In Manufacturing
We believe office and factory automation are mandatory components of customer service. We also recognize the necessity of applying automation as the only solution to our continued growth and profits. The most important lesson we learned is that simplicity and easy-of-use are the only considerations in developing any automation system.

Patented 1stKEY™ Database Software
Regardless of your size, 1stKEY can produce just about anything that you will ever need in a business database system—FAST. 1stKEY can provide MIS the productivity of relational workload distribution and easy to use reporting across all platforms. Anyone can quickly design systems that can easily interact with other systems - even remote sites. 1stKEY features powerful patented FUZZY Triage FIND™ for performing inexact weighted searches across four fields.

MacBOT® Robotic Systems
The MacBOT-8 data acquisition and control system was created as a flexible tool to apply the power of Macintosh and HyperCard® to your everyday automation requirements - "Personal Automation". MacBOT robots and robotic components can be applied to push-pull and rotary motions and multiple axis devices that look and like their larger counterparts. Complete weighing systems available.

Macintosh® In Business

Precision Metals
ALL-TUBE® Corporation
Stainless Steel Tubing
Luer and Tube Fittings
Precision Fabrication
Metalworking Tools

Office Automation
1stDESK® Systems, Inc.
Information Management Systems for the Macintosh®

Factory Automation
MacMOTION, Incorporated
Data Acquisition
Motion Control
Desktop Robots
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I began my computing career with an Apple II+. Filenames were short, and DOS 3.3 had no subdirectories. Entering a filename was no big deal. Then came ProDOS. I remember having to type long path names just to open a deeply nested file. One typo, and you had to type it all again. I remember thinking there had to be a better way.

The Standard File Package is the Macintosh's idea of a better way. Standard File is part of the Macintosh System software. It is designed to give the user an easy way to select a file—by displaying a list of filenames from which to choose. Standard File displays the contents of one directory (or folder) at a time in a scrollable filename list. You need to type the filename only once, when creating the file. Thereafter, you simply select it from the list. Point and click. No typos.

There are two regular Standard File dialogues, one for saving files (the SFPutFile dialogue) and one for choosing files (the SFGetFile dialogue). They behave similarly and look very much alike (see figure 1). Each displays a list of folders and files, buttons for switching between drives and ejecting disks, and buttons for opening folders or files and for canceling the dialogue. The SFPutFile dialogue also has a field of editable text for entering a filename.

From the user's point of view, it's an easy system to use. All Macintosh applications use Standard File, so you learn it once, and that's it.

From a programmer's point of view, things are not quite so simple. For some applications, the regular dialogues are sufficient. Then the programming is easy. For other applications, however, Standard File falls short in many areas.

For example, Standard File provides almost no visual cues as to the nature of the files. The user can't see the files' icons and has no clue to their contents other than their names. He or she can tell if they are documents or applications, but that's about it. On a graphics-based system like the Mac, that's almost a crime.

And if you, as the programmer, need to let the user select file formats or other file attributes, you can't do it with the standard controls.

The designers of Standard File made it extensible, but the flow of control is somewhat convoluted. Understanding comes slowly, but the system is remarkably powerful once you have fathomed it. With a little work, it'll do just about anything.

In the course of my work, I have spent many hours working with Standard File. In the process, I've developed some useful techniques for modifying its behavior, and I'd like to share some of them with you. Inside Macintosh and Apple Tech Notes make mention of some of these techniques; however, neither of those sources is always as clear as it could be. I figure there's nothing clearer than a good working example, so I've written a demonstration program to accompany this article. The other techniques discussed here are my own and haven't appeared anywhere else.

Due to space limitations, I'm not going to describe the normal functioning of Standard File in any detail; I'll assume you already understand how to use the regular Standard File calls. If you don't, I suggest you read Inside Macintosh, volume 1, chapter 20.

Adding New Controls
The two regular Standard File dialogues are stored as resource templates in the System file. The SFGetFile dialogue is stored as DLOG -4000, and the SFPutFile dialogue as DLOG -3999. Each DLOG has an associated dialogue item list (DITL) with the same ID number.

Two functions display and handle the Standard File dialogues. They are declared as follows (in C):

```pascal
void SFGETFILE
( where, prompt, fileFilter, 
```

continued
The point where determines where on the screen the dialogue is displayed. The string prompt is displayed above the editable filename in the SFPutFile dialogue (it is not displayed anywhere in the SFGetFile dialogue). The ProcPtr (procedure pointer) dlgHook points to a procedure, which you provide, that handles the dialogue's controls (you would pass NULL to use the default handler), and the ProcPtr fileFilter points to a procedure that determines which files are displayed in the list. The variables numTypes and typeList provide a simple way of limiting the files displayed to certain types.

The SFReply record is filled in by the Standard File routines and contains all the information you need to access a file. It is declared like this:

```c
typedef struct SFReply {
    Boolean good; /*whether the dialogue was canceled or not*/
    Boolean copy; /*unused*/
    OSType fType; /*the file's type*/
    short vRefNum; /*the directory reference number*/
    short version; /*the version, usually ignored*/
    String(6) fName; /*the name of the file, preceded by a length byte*/
} SFReply;
```

There are two ways to add controls to the Standard File dialogues. One way is to provide alternate DLOGs and DITLs that have the same ID numbers as the regular ones. If these are put into the resource fork of your application, they will be used in place of the regular ones whenever you call the Standard File routines.

The other way to add controls is, again, to provide your own DLOGs and DITLs, but then pass the ID numbers of these templates directly to Standard File, using these two alternate calls:

```c
pascal void SFPGETFILE(where, prompt,OrigName,dlgHook,reply,
   dlgID,filterProc)
Point where; 
Str255 *prompt, 
*origName; 
ProcPtr dlgHook; 
SFReply *reply;
short dlgID; 
ProcPtr filterProc;
```

Both SFGetFile and SFPutFile provide you with an additional hook, the filterProc. It allows you to intercept...
events, a capability that can be very useful indeed.

The only stipulation when creating your own dialogues is that any new controls must be in addition to the regular controls. You cannot remove or renumber any of the standard controls. You can, however, reposition them or change their titles.

Thus, the minimum you must do to add controls is to create your own dialogue templates and write a dlgHook procedure to handle them. The dlgHook is declared as follows:

```
pascal short dlgHook(item,dlg)
short item;
/*the item that was clicked on*/
DialogPtr dlg;
/*the dialogue pointer*/
```

It must return an item number (not necessarily the one it was passed). This feature can let you change a click on one of your controls to a click on a standard control. But most often, you'll simply pass item on unchanged, doing nothing unless one of your extra controls is clicked on.

In the demonstration program that accompanies this article, I've added two checkboxes to the SFGetFile dialogue (see figure 1b).

Four Quick Tricks
Here are four dialogue-hook tricks that can make your life easier. First, before Standard File displays the dialogue, it calls your dlgHook with an item of -1. This lets you do any necessary initialization before the dialogue appears on the screen. If you need to change the titles of any of the buttons before they appear, this is the time to do it. If you have radio buttons or checkboxes in your dialogue, this is the time to turn them on or off.

Second, returning 101 for the item number causes Standard File to redisplay the list of files. This can be useful for implementing special controls that specify what types of files to display. When the control is clicked on, you can set up your file filter and then return 101 to redisplay the list with the new filter. The demonstration program does this.

Third, the item #102 is passed to your dlgHook whenever the pop-up menu that displays the list of directories is clicked on. Usually you don't need to know this, but for the graphical version shown in the demonstration program, it's essential.

Finally, there is a way to determine which folder on which volume Standard File will display. There are two low-

Here's why.
Want to draw a picture without ever leaving the program? Easy.
Want to wrap text all the way around it or let the text flow right through? Easy.
Want to see it all in glorious color? Easy.
Need to find a particular word or phrase by searching through all files, open or not? Easy.
Need to use our superior dictionary or thesaurus? Easy.
Want to undo what you just did, or any number of things you did before? Unlimited Undos. Easy.
Want to use the fastest word processor on the market? Easy.
It's all easy when you have Nisus. Ask your favorite dealer.

Hey Mac, Nisus Is Not Just Another Word Processor.
Simulate with Extend™

Model electronic systems, cash flow, factory production, computer networks, neural response, signal processing, earthquakes, process control, material handling...

Extend's unique features include:

- Custom dialog boxes and icons
- Block diagram, library based
- Engineering libraries included
- File, Serial, Driver I/O
- Continuous and Discrete Event
- Built-in programming language
- More than 150 built-in functions
- User defined functions
- $495 for the Mac Plus, SE, II, IIX
- Continuous and Discrete Event
- File, Serial, Driver I/O
- Engineering libraries included
- $495 for the Mac Plus, SE, II, IIX

Now Shipping Version 1.1!

Imagine That, Inc.
(408) 365-0305
7109 Via Carmela, San Jose CA 95139

---

PUSHING STANDARD FILE TO THE LIMIT

Memory globals that control this: SFSaveDisk and CurDirStore. To display a particular directory, put the negative of the volume reference number in SFSaveDisk and put the directory ID (the unique directory ID number, not the working directory reference number) in CurDirStore before calling Standard File. To change directories in midstream, set the globals and then pass the item 101 back from your dlgHook to redisplay the list. (This works only in System 6.0 or higher; earlier Systems will not change direct-

Checkboxes and acts accordingly. When the Show Applications checkbox is unchecked, applications disappear from the display. When the Show Documents checkbox is unchecked, documents go away. When they are both unchecked, only folders appear.

Of course, a file filter need not check file type but can examine any file attribute. You can write a filter that displays only files with the word Fred in their names or that displays only files created after a certain date. It’s up to you.

How to Intercept and Modify Events

For really special needs, the filterProc gives you control over the events that the dialogue encounters. All events, including both user events, such as key presses and mouse-clicks, and system events, such as window updates, are passed through the filterProc before Standard File handles them. This allows you to intercept them and handle them your own way. You can even modify them before passing them along. A filterProc also has access to the item that has been clicked on. This means, for example, that you can change a certain keystroke into a click on a particular control.

A filterProc is declared like this:

```pascal
Boolean ourGetFilter(dpeek, ep, itemhit);
```

The demonstration program shows several interesting things that can be done in the filterProc. For example, null events are transformed into a click on item #45 if a disk has been inserted or ejected. There is no item #45 in the dialogue, but the dialogue hook is written to treat a click on item #45 as a signal to update the graphical list. This is how the graphical list stays synchronized with the Standard File display.

If the Return or Enter key is pressed, the filterProc translates the key press into a click on item #12, which is the "fake" Open button.

Finally, when update events are encountered, the graphical list is redrawn to ensure the proper appearance of the dialogue.

Overriding the Normal Controls

Take a close look at figure 2, the sample graphical file list. It looks like a regular...
Looking into CAD?

**See how VersaCAD on the Macintosh stacks up...**

When it comes to professional CAD on the Macintosh®, only VersaCAD® offers a complete solution. Now in its fourth release, this bestselling software gives you high-precision color graphics... plus unique design capabilities based on Apple Computer's HyperCard™ information management tool.

- 2D drafting rated “Best” at the National Computer Graphics Association shootout
- 3D color shading that’s fast and easy, including multiple viewport display
- Exclusive HyperCard stacks for:
  - Bill of materials
  - Parametric design
  - Off-line plotting
  - Attribute database
  - CAD text processor
  - Drawing manager, and more.
- Proven two-way links to PC-CAD, workstations and thousands of productivity programs.

See for yourself how VersaCAD stacks up. Return the coupon for a free demo disk or call (714) 960-7720 today.

VERSACAD®

**Macintosh® Edition**

Prime
Personal CAD/CAM

**YES, send me a free demo disk (requires a Macintosh Plus or greater).**

Name: __________________________
Title: __________________________
Company: _______________________
Address: ________________________
City/State/Zip: ___________________
Phone: __________________________

Please send to Demo Disk, Versacad Corporation, 2124 Main Street, Huntington Beach, CA 92648.
PUSHING STANDARD FILE TO THE LIMIT

SFGetFile dialogue except for the list of names, doesn't it? But there's more here than meets the eye. You see, the regular filename list is actually still there. It has to be, because the pop-up menu that displays the folder path always appears just above the filename list. Besides, Standard File will crash if the standard user-items are not there (there are two, one for the list and one for the scroll bar). So the filename list is there, but it's only 1 pixel high, and it's hidden behind the top line of the graphical list. Check out the Rez source code I've provided (SF.r—see below), and you'll see what I mean.

Now look at the Open button. It looks normal enough, but in fact the real Open button (which is always item #1) is way off to the right, beyond the edge of the dialogue, where you can't see it. The one you see is item #12, an added control. This little piece of subterfuge is necessary because of the way Standard File handles a click on the Open button.

When the Open button is clicked, Standard File gets the selected item from the filename list. If it's a file, the information for that file is returned, and the dialogue is closed. If it's a folder, the folder is opened and its contents displayed. Since the filename list is hidden, the user can't select anything there. Therefore, you must prevent the normal Open button from ever being clicked, so that you can handle things your own way.

When the fake Open button (item #12) is clicked, your dialogue hook goes into action. The selected item from your graphical list is retrieved. If it's a file, the information for that file is placed in your global SFReply record, and an item number of 3 is returned. Standard File interprets this as a click on the Cancel button, and the dialogue is closed. This means that the data in the SFReply record that was passed to SFGetFile will be invalid (since Standard File fills it in). That's why you use your global SFReply record, which is filled in by your dialogue hook, instead.

If, when Open is clicked, the selected item is a folder, the routine DownOne() is called. This routine figures out the directory ID of the selected folder and stuffs that into CurDirStore to cause Standard File to display the folder. Then the graphical list is cleared, and the contents of the new folder are displayed. Returning item #101 causes Standard File to redraw its items for the new folder, and everything is in sync again.

The great thing about this method is that Standard File operates completely normally, handling disk insertions and ejections and handling the pop-up folder menu. The only thing your program does is keep track of its own graphical list. Thus, the method is sure to be compatible with future System releases unless Apple changes the rules, and with so many applications depending on Standard File, that's not very likely.

The graphical display used in the demonstration program is very simple, to
keep the code short and clear. There are three pictures—one of a folder, one of a dog-eared piece of paper, and one of a diamond shape—that are used for folders, documents, and applications, respectively. You could easily modify this to use the actual icon from the file. Or, as I did in my company’s product, The Curator, you could display the contents of the file in some graphical form.

One note of caution: With all these techniques at your disposal, it is possible to overload the Standard File dialogue with all kinds of controls, resulting in a confusing user interface. Before you add controls to Standard File, consider whether there are other, better ways to provide the user with the same functionality.

Feel free to write me if you have questions or comments. And if you use any of these techniques in an imaginative way, I’d love to see your program. I’m on BIX as “j.eugenides,” on CompuServe as “74065,16,” on Delphi as “ASMCCOR,” on MCI Mail as “Jan Eugenides,” and on AppleLink as “02015.”

**Source Code**

The source code for the demonstration program referred to in this article is too lengthy to be printed here. It is, however, available in a variety of formats (see page 5 for details). It is written in MPW C.

There are several source files:

- **SF.c** This is the main source module.
- **SFList.c** This is the list definition for the graphical display.
- **SF.r** This Rez source file creates the resources.
- **SF.h** This is the header file.
- **SF.make** This is the make file.
- **UserStartup** This is a customized MPW start-up document.

To use the source code, first create a folder in your MPW folder and name it SF. In the SF folder, create another folder and call it Obj. Put all the source files except for UserStartup into the SF folder. Put the UserStartup document into the MPW folder. If you have your own UserStartup file, append the contents of UserStartup to your version.

Run MPW. To build the program, press Command-2.

---

Jan Eugenides is a senior software engineer for Solutions, Inc., in Williston, Vermont. He can be reached on BIX as “j.eugenides.”

---

**FORTRAN Power for Macintosh**

Chosen #1 by ...  
MACWORLD (March 1989)

Judged Most Powerful by ...  
Computer Language (Nov. 1988)

Full ANSI 77, VAX-compatible extensions, high precision IEEE floating point data types, complete access to the Toolbox, direct code generation for the 68020/030 and 68881/2, and Macintosh Programmer’s Workshop (MPW) make the Language Systems compiler the most powerful FORTRAN for the Macintosh.

Language Systems FORTRAN has a full complement of VAX-compatible extensions including structures, nested includes, DO WHILE, IMPLICIT NONE, and all VAX intrinsic functions and data types. Supports even the largest subroutines and functions from VAXes and mainframes.

$345 (plus shipping).

Runs on all Macintoshes with a hard drive and at least one megabyte of memory, including the new IIX, IIcx, and SE030.
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**Rendezvous™**

VERSIO N 2.36

A UNIFIED ELECTRONIC APPOINTMENT DIARY

With an Automatic Reminder Feature to remind you of your appointments while working within any Macintosh application. Fully Mac II and MultiFinder compatible.

**12-month Year Calendar**  
**24-hour Diary Page**  
**52-week Year Planner**  
**Month Calendar**

At last a full scale software package that can put you in control of your schedule and help you manage your time more effectively. Yes, Rendezvous is a PERSONAL TIME MANAGEMENT TOOL with all the features you need for now and always. You never need to order another refill for your diary or calendar. Complete with an executive binder for $200. Plus $5 shipping.

PMC Telesystems Inc. P.O. Box 5127 Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4A9  
(604) 255-9949
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The fastest way to get here.

Claris CAD can't reduce the huge number of two-dimensional drawings it takes to get a plane off the ground. But it makes them a lot easier to do.

Claris CAD supports ANSI Y14.5 and other drawing standards. So those who design parts can share with those who design wholes.

Accurately drawing graceful curves like these becomes a simple matter of point and click.

Claris CAD can help you design everything from electronic schematics to the box they come in.

Claris CAD is the epitome of "less is more." Less time learning. More time creating.

With the ability to draw in layers, you can hide essential details like wiring and plumbing just a click beneath an elegant exterior.

Draw the lines of fine design as finely as you wish: from 1.5 inches to .001 mm.
Is to start here.

Claris CAD makes it easier to sell your inspirations. Plot your plans, concept sketches, schematics and working drawings exactly as you see them, turn them into slides or overheads, or cut and paste them into proposals and reports.

Claris CAD integrates with other CAD software via optional IGES and DXF conversion programs. So you can move them to larger CAD/CAM systems for 3-D modeling and prototyping.

Here's the next step: order the Claris CAD Starter Kit, just $29.95 (refundable when you buy the complete program). To order call 800-628-2100. And see how intelligent design begets intelligent design.
Deal Yourself a Winning Hand
With the Most
Complete...Powerful...
Flexible...Simple...Affordable
CAE/CAD System for the
Macintosh

You can now stack the deck in your favor.

Macintosh has given the electronic designer
powerful new tools to work with. And McCAD — the world’s leading desktop engineering
software for the Mac — gives you the way to
press those advantages when designing PCB’s.
Put it all together and you have a CAD system
that’s faster and that has more memory, storage
and versatility.

Remember, McCAD offers modules that take
you from schematics to PCB design to fabrication,
with a lot of stops in between. Buy one
stand-alone component or the whole integrated
system. It’s up to you. Mix and match for your
own workstation needs.

And easy? If you’re tired of user-friendly
promises that turn sour with incomplete
systems, complicated manuals and convoluted
procedures, McCAD is your answer.

You ask about economy? This just might be
the best part. Not only does McCAD have the
most enticing price tag around, it also gives you
the best price-for-performance in the industry.
When it comes to engineering software for the
Macintosh, McCAD cannot be underpriced and
outperformed by anyone. Period.

So, it’s simple. All you have to do is play your
cards right and call us. Then sit back and let
McCAD do the rest.
The Mac Interface: Showing Its Age

Don Crabb

A month ago, my NeXT computer showed up, with its 17-inch MegaPixel display, 256-megabyte optical disk drive, 660-megabyte hard disk drive, and 400-dot-per-inch laser printer. During my first two weeks with the NeXT computer, my thoughts haven’t focused so much on this machine as on the Macintosh. I find myself thinking about how far the Mac has progressed in the last five years and how it compares to the NeXT computer.

Upon considerable reflection, I have to once again give my kudos to Apple for producing what I still think is the best personal computer on the market. Not the fastest. Not the sexiest. Not the most powerful. Not the most expandable. Certainly not the cheapest. Just the best. So why is the Mac the best microcomputer around? Its user interface.

More people can fire up a Macintosh right out of the box and start getting work done the same day. Regardless of arguments to the contrary from devotees of other user interfaces, and regardless of the inroads made on the interface elements that we all think of as distinctly Macintosh (e.g., graphics, icons, mouse, pull-down menus, special sound cues, and many user-definable options), the Mac’s interface remains preeminent among those available today.

Unfortunately, during my first month of fiddling with the NeXT computer and its beta 0.8 software and Mach operating system, it has become clear to me that the once state-of-the-art Macintosh interface is really starting to show its age. Regardless of how Apple modifies the Macintosh operating system over the next couple of years to make it more powerful and better able to extract the full horsepower out of its hardware, the company must also extend and improve its aging user interface.

I’ve put together a list of possible improvements for future Mac interfaces. It’s quite likely that some of these ideas couldn’t be easily applied without an extensive overhaul of the System, Finder, and MultiFinder. So be it.

Apple’s real competitive advantage in today’s microcomputer market is the Macintosh user interface. In fact, that’s always been the case. That’s why I (unlike other industry watchers) don’t really have a problem with Apple’s “look and feel” lawsuit against Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft. Apple should protect its intellectual property.

Regardless of whether the company has a legal leg to stand on in its suit, Apple’s moral obligations are quite clear: It owes it to its shareholders and customers (many of whom put their professional lives in jeopardy to bring Macs into their companies a few years ago) to protect the interface from being ripped off by competitors. Apple spent considerable time and money on developing the Mac interface; in my opinion, the company is entitled to reap whatever rewards the marketplace deems appropriate for its actions.

My suggestions for improving the Mac interface assume that some important new computing paradigms aren’t put on the market by Apple or others over the next two years. If you assume that the microcomputer interface market will continue to make incremental improvements over that period, then my suggestions fit right in.

Improvements need to be made in six different areas: the desktop, file management, the use of sound, the way windows are displayed and used, general operation, and the integration of development and user environments.

The Apple Desktop has aged less gracefully than any other part of the Macintosh interface. A month’s worth of NeXT work, plus daily work with other interfaces, like X Windows, has made this clear to me.

Apple needs to make the Desktop more dynamic, more configurable, and more powerful. For example, why can’t you tear off any item on the Mac menu and stick it on the screen (open, of course) where you need it? Sure, you can do this with some individual software, and some shareware utilities add this capability to programs, but it needs to be a standard feature, built in and available to developers.

In the same vein, how about resizable menus? Or how about menu items that you can tear off any item on the Mac menu and stick it on the screen (open, of course) where you need it? Sure, you can do this with some individual software, and some shareware utilities add this capability to programs, but it needs to be a standard feature, built in and available to developers.

The basic point here is that the current pull-down Mac menus are too staid and too static. You should be able to reconfigure them and store Desktop configuration settings. That way, you can create and save a number of customized working environments attached to specific applications.

Naturally, a configurable Desktop needs some real computing power behind it. To accommodate the interface changes I’ve suggested, the Macintosh operating system will have to become fully multitasking and will have to offer...
THE MAC INTERFACE

all the features that a fully multitasking system demands. Such features would have to include virtual memory paging, preemptive event scheduling, and interprocess and interapplication communications.

The use of sound doesn’t need to go far to become much more effective.

Once Apple has strengthened the Desktop, the company should improve file management capabilities. The biggest change, which could also be categorized as a Desktop or general operational improvement, would be the introduction of a command-line interface.

I’m not arguing here for a return to MS-DOS’s C> prompt or Unix’s % prompt, but the Mac needs some kind of shell window (similar to Unix running with X Windows or Mach running with NextStep) that can be popped up as needed for direct file management operations. This shell window could also be used instead of pull-down menus if a power user felt so inclined. But the real purpose of the shell window would be to manipulate odd groupings of files in ways that just aren’t possible with a mouse but are child’s play when done with commands.

To this end, the command-line interpreter needs a Unix-style grep (global regular-expression parser) facility. The grep commands can flag lines of input filenames that match a pattern and copy them to another file. Of course, to be really useful, the improved Mac file manager would have to include many (if not most) of the techniques used in Unix to keep track of files, filenames, and directories. The file manager would also need things like wild-card character support, so groups of files could be manipulated together.

The future Mac operating system shouldn’t become a Unix kernel with Mac window dressing, however. If Apple is going to maintain its competitive edge and protect its intellectual property, it makes more sense for the Mac operating system to incorporate the kinds of file management capabilities I’ve hinted at.
here, without resorting to simply “Macifying” Unix. What I’m arguing for is a maturation of the Mac file interface by including features that are common to today’s Unix and OS/2 interfaces, the most important of which is the command-line shell.

One way to extend current command-line shell interfaces would be with the improved use of sound. While a Sound Recorder has shown just how effective it is to link short sound bits (like quick notes or file descriptions) to files containing other information. Imagine how much more informative it would be if, in the Finder, you could click on a file you’d just created and add a short spoken note to it, a note that could be replayed at any time.

Suppose you have a partially complete C program that a colleague is going to take a look at to help you fix an incorrect algorithm. With the new sound capabilities of the Finder, you could first append an auditory note that plays when the file is opened, telling your colleague where to look for the bad algorithm. Just a few spoken sentences, you could convey more information in that note than you can with a filename or with written comments, because your voice projects into the corners of your screen? And what about resizing windows in any direction? Why is the Finder limited to a single resizing handle in the bottom right corner of a window? Why can’t I—I—well, you get the idea.

When you’ve used the Mac for as long as I have, you develop a number of pet peeves. I would categorize these as general operational improvements. I’m sure Apple has a bunch of these kinds of suggestions squirreled away, given all the market research the company does. It’s time to pull them out and see which ones would really improve the Macintosh interface.

Finally, we come to development and user integration. All the changes I’ve suggested in this piece are worthless unless MPW/MacApp provides developer support for them. All modifications made to the Macintosh interface need to permeate through third-party applications, rather than appear just on the Desktop.

I hope Apple is working on the next-generation Macintosh operating system and that it includes some of the improvements I’ve outlined here. Given Apple’s responsive nature in the past and its commitment to the extension of the Macintosh computing metaphor, I’d be surprised if we don’t start seeing some of these improvements before too long.

Don Crabb is the director of laboratories and a senior lecturer for the computer science department at the University of Chicago. He is also a consulting editor for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as “decrabb.”

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
AutoCAD, the world-standard CAD software, now runs on your Macintosh II.

Your designs reflect the quality of your thinking. And your drawings reflect the quality of your designs. Put AutoCAD on your Mac II and nothing gets lost in the translation.

AutoCAD's extensive set of drawing tools enhances your productivity. Its effectiveness is proven every day by over 175,000 architectural, civil, construction, aerospace, electrical, cartographic, facility, industrial, manufacturing and mechanical design professionals around the world.

AutoCAD has been refined through ten major upgrades. You get menus full of powerful, high-precision drawing and editing commands, numerous drawing entities, and a multitude of easy-to-use features. You can window, zoom, fillet, scale, layer, annotate and associatively dimension, hatch, stretch and scale. And a simple click can undo anything or everything.

AutoCAD on the Macintosh also supports the features that have made Apple the acknowledged leader in user interface design, offering pull-down, tear-off, and pop-up menus. support for Multifinder™ and the Mac windowing system, along with file dialog boxes to make access to your drawing files quick and easy. Clipboard support allows the transfer of AutoCAD drawings to a wide variety of Macintosh applications software.

A Better Perspective. AutoCAD is an advanced three-dimensional modeler that helps you solve design challenges on your Mac the way you would with physical prototypes. AutoCAD makes 3-D easy with user-defined construction planes, dynamic viewing and multiple viewports.

You can also model complex surfaces with AutoCAD using sophisticated tools such as tabulated cylinders, surfaces of revolution, ruled surfaces and Coons patches so you can represent surfaces accurately.

For even greater utility, AutoCAD provides entity handles that allow external applications to associate alphanumeric information, such as part numbers and capacity ratings, with graphical elements in the drawing. This associativity is creating an entirely new generation of useful third-party applications software.

A Reflection of You. AutoCAD is an open-architecture system including AutoLISP, an embedded programming language that lets you program AutoCAD to reflect your way of doing things. Add your own menus to enter your own commands, write macros, develop custom symbols and drawing functions, or program standard procedures for document production and management.

Hundreds of third-party programmers have used AutoLISP to develop entire systems that make AutoCAD perfect for applications ranging from chemical engineering to technical publishing. Many of these programs run on the Mac II and more are on their way.

Maintain Your Standards. AutoCAD is the most extensively used, most broadly supported, widely taught design software in the world. AutoCAD is backed by over 1,400 highly-trained dealers and 150 Authorized Training Centers in 60 countries. We'll make sure you get what you expect from your AutoCAD investment. That's what standards are all about.

Opportunity knocks just once. The CAD software you standardize on today will determine your productivity for years to come. To see a demonstration at the dealer nearest you, call Autodesk at 800/445-5415, extension 25, at your earliest opportunity.
Before you give your next presentation, press this button.

Turn Desktop Presentations Into Conference Room Power

Your Macintosh® is one of the best tools around for creating great presentation images. Now VideoShow® can take those images into the conference room where you'll really impress your audience with high-resolution presentations in up to 100,000 brilliant colors on screen. And it's as easy as pressing a button.

Create your images with your favorite graphics or presentation software like Microsoft® PowerPoint™, Aldus® Persuasion™, Symantec™ MORE II™, etc. Then take your presentation diskette from your Macintosh into the conference room. Insert it into VideoShow and press the button. VideoShow turns your images into exciting, boardroom-quality presentations with dynamic transition effects, all in brilliant full color. Even if you've created your images on a Mac® SE or Plus.

And your Macintosh can remain in your office while you're in the conference room. Just connect VideoShow to a color monitor or large-screen video projector. Insert your presentation disk, and press the button.

Easy On Your Budget

With three models, starting at $1795, there's a VideoShow unit to fit every budget and presentation need. And VideoShow can operate as the cornerstone of a full system for creating presentations in a variety of media.

Brilliant Slides, Too

When you need professional quality high-resolution slides, simply add PhotoMetric® SlideMaker® to turn your great images into great slides. At your desk. No guesswork. No service bureaus. No delays. No problems.

And Instant Overheads

VideoShow with PrintMaker® software and a color printer, produces sharp, brilliantly colored overhead transparencies and hard-copy handouts. Easily and instantly.

You have to see VideoShow to believe it. Call today 800-556-1234, ext. 234. In California, call 800-441-2345, ext. 234.

VideoShow is an electronic presentation unit for outstanding conference room presentations.

General Parametrics Corporation The leader in desktop presentation products
A Portable Companion for the Macintosh

Laurence H. Loeb

It's not a Mac laptop, but the Z88 plugs the gap nicely

You know the score: All too often you've got to carry work home. This means the Macintosh Plus in the office also has to make the trip. However, the Mac Plus is only luggable; while I can take it home, there's no way I can use it on my trips in the field. For those occasions I need a laptop, of course. As I write this, there's still no Mac laptop from Apple, so any laptop I pick must be able to transfer information to and from my office Mac.

A small text-only machine is usually fine for most work, particularly for telecommunications. However, I also use a spreadsheet to tally the figures I take in the field, and it's crucial that these numbers can be fed into the Mac Plus when I return. This is where the text-only capabilities of most laptops let me down.

A Laptop That's Loaded

Imagine my surprise when I found out about Cambridge's Z88, packaged as a system called MacLite. The package starts with the sleek 8½ by 11½ by ¾-inch Cambridge Z88 laptop that weighs only 2 pounds. For a laptop this size, it's loaded: It has 32K bytes of on-board RAM, 128K bytes of system ROM, and 128K bytes of cartridge RAM. It still sounds rather ordinary, doesn't it? That's where the other parts of the MacLite package come into the picture. First, there's the all-important interface cable that connects the Z88's DB-9 serial port to the mini-DIN-8 serial port on the Mac. Next, there's a 32K-byte EPROM cartridge with a special program that manages the data transfer between the Z88 and the Mac. Finally, there's the 800K-byte floppy disk with Cambridge's Link application on it that handles the Mac's end of a data transfer. Not to mention the manuals to go with all of it.

Simply put, here was a complete solution for my fieldwork, not something where I'd have to kludge a cable or some software to make it work. It was all set up and ready to go. As I used it, I thought that the package was nothing short of miraculous. Once I got through the learning curve, it served all my needs for a field laptop. The applications that come bundled with the Z88 include Pipedream, which is a nice word processor—cum-spreadsheet, and an assortment of utilities such as a calendar, a clock, a file manager, and a diary. For telecommunications work, there's the optional DataPort 1200 modem and a COMM-88 program, but they aren't part of the MacLite package.

Cartridge Flexibility

Briefly, this is how the machine works. The front side of the Z88 has a clear plastic pull-down panel where up to three cartridges can be inserted. These cartridges can consist of RAM, ROM, or EEPROM, although an EEPROM cartridge must occupy the third, or rightmost, slot. RAM cartridges come in 128K bytes or 512K bytes. You can fill the Z88 with up to 1.5 megabytes of RAM using three 512K-byte memory cartridges. For my field-to-Mac work, a more practical layout is to have 512K bytes of memory in one slot, the Mac-to-Z88 link program cartridge in another slot, and an EEPROM cartridge or the modem program in the third slot.

The only fully reliable way to save files is to put them on the nonvolatile EEPROM, using a special file command ("copy to EPROM") available from within the file maintenance program. However, you must erase the entire EEPROM at one shot. This makes the chore of saving files a bit convoluted. If you have a 128K-byte RAM cartridge and a 128K-byte EEPROM cartridge, you have to copy the EEPROM files to RAM, wipe the EEPROM, and then copy back just the files you need.

How It Resembles the Mac

The equivalent of the Mac Finder on the Z88 is called the Index. You summon Index by pressing the Index key on the...
Z88

Company
Cambridge Direct
1419 Lake Cook Rd.
Deerfield, IL 60015
(312) 940-0843

Components
Processor: 8-MHz Z80
Memory: 32K bytes of internal RAM; external RAM expandable to 1.5 megabytes; 128K bytes of ROM
Mass storage: 128K-byte EEPROM cartridges; 128K-byte and 512K-byte RAM cartridges
Display: 8-row by 106-column super twist blue LCD display
Keyboard: 64 keys; QWERTY arrangement
I/O interfaces: DB-9 serial port; three cartridge slots for RAM or ROM with proprietary connector
Power: Four AA alkaline batteries or external 6-volt connector

Size
8½ x 11½ x ¾ inches; 2 pounds

Software
Includes Pipedream (word processor and spreadsheet combined); utilities include clock, calendar, diary, alarm, file management, import-export, VT-52 terminal program, and BBC BASIC in ROM

Options
128K-byte RAM card: $110
512K-byte RAM card: $440
1200-3300-bps portable modem, COMM-88 program on ROM card, and cable: $259

Documentation
User's Guide with index

Price
MacLite combination (Z88, 128K-byte RAM card, Mac-to-Z88 conversion card, Mac disk, and cabling): $899

Inquiry M202.

The LINK application in operation on the Mac. It manages the transfer of files between the Z88 and the Mac and provides format translation as required. It's similar in operation to the Apple File Exchange application, which handles the transfer of MS-DOS files to and from an MS-DOS floppy in the Mac's floppy disk high-density drive.

The File program allows you to manipulate the files in any memory area of the Z88. Whether that memory is internal to the Z88 or on a card doesn't matter. What memory you are operating on will be chosen in the default device setting. This also affects where Pipedream saves a file in the future. However, you can override any defaults in effect by using the full path name for a file. Say you wanted to load a file that resides in the folder that the Filer is set to. In this case, you would simply type in the file's name. But if you wanted a file on another memory device in another directory, you would type all the unnecessary specifiers routinely. Once you get the hang of things, it works rather well.

Z88 applications are organized to provide a listing of applicable keystroke functions. That is, when the Menu key is pressed, a list of the application's commands appears on the screen, organized by function. You select the desired function with the cursor keys, and the key commands for that menu appear. In short, it's an on-line help system for an application's commands. I did not have to carry around the manual to look up how to get things done, and that was a relief. And quite like a Mac.

continued
A family Tree with impressive roots.

Now there's an XTree product for everyone.

In 1985, XTree disk management software unveiled a simple, yet powerful idea: a tree-like directory that displays the entire disk organization at a glance. Suddenly, even beginners could manage disk files like seasoned professionals. That's why more than a million copies of XTree and XTreePro are in use today. XTree has twice been named PC Magazine product of the year...XTreePro named Infoworld Editor's Choice in 1988. And that's why so many well-known software developers are imitating our famous tree-structure.

But while they were copying our previous release, we were writing our next. And created XTreePro for more speed and greater capacity; XTreeNet to manage disk drives across an entire Novell® network; XTreeMac to make the Macintosh® more powerful and flexible. And more branches for our family Tree are on the way.

Call 800/634-5545, (800/551-5353 or 805/541-0604 in CA) for the authorized XTree reseller nearest you, or for a listing of our international distributors.

Because whatever computer system you use, there's an XTree disk management product that can make your life easier.

XTree, XTreePro, XTreeNet, and XTreeMac are trademarks of XTree Company, a division of Executive Systems, Inc. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Novell is a registered trademark of Novell Corp. Programs are not copy protected. © 1989, Executive Systems, Inc. 4330 Santa Fe Road, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401.
Importing and Exporting

The Mac-to-Z88 transfer program resembles the Mac's Apple File Exchange application (see figure) and operates the same way. You select the file on the Mac that you wish to transmit to the Z88, or the folder that's to receive a file from the Z88. On the Z88, you select the memory device and folder in a similar manner. The Link program worked reliably both ways every time I used it.

For plain text files, you don't have to bother with data conversion. Or you can be very specific about the type of conversion, such as to and from the Pipedream program. The beauty of Pipedream's dual identity as a spreadsheet/word processor is that you can take a Pipedream file and make it into a text-only file, a MacWrite document, or an Excel spreadsheet, depending upon the file's contents.

Unfortunately, while the software was up to the task, the hardware wasn't. Specifically, the interface cable that connects the two computers didn't quite make reliable contact to the Mac's mini-DIN-8 serial port pins. A bad interface cable makes file transfers unreliable and defeats the whole purpose of MacLite. Cambridge seems to have recently fixed this problem, but some bad cables did get shipped—one of them to me. My advice is that you check that your interface cable works before buying the package.

Also included with the MacLite software is a HyperCard stack, HC Organiser, which serves as an electronic Day-Timer book of names, addresses, notes, and to-do lists, similar in function to Focal Point II. HC Organiser downloads this data onto the Z88 so you can take your contact and scheduling information with you. For Focal Point II users, HC Organiser will download the information from those stacks instead. I didn't use this stack much, because my reasons for using the Z88 were not to call on people. However, I could see its potential use as a super address/note book.

This space represents the potential memory available in your Mac.

Not Quite a Mac, but Uses Its Data

All in all, I like the Z88. I don't think it's a machine for use as your only computer, however. The closed way of loading programs through cartridges and the current lack of available mass external storage preclude this. As with any scaled-down laptop, I can put up with its quirks to get what I need done. I have not found another computer in its price range that is as versatile or fulfills my needs for a laptop computer as well.

The major job the MacLite package does for me is the ready exchange of information between the Z88 and my Mac. It does this quickly and effectively without my resorting to rocket science to get it to work.

The Index, pop-down program utilities, and built-in menu scheme are reminiscent of how the Mac operates and eliminate much of the hassle of trying to remember the different command sets for each computer. The ability to move information—either as a written report or as spreadsheet numbers—between the two systems was reliable. Incidentally, the Z88 can also transfer files to PC compatibles via a Link program similar to the Mac's. This one feature alone may be useful to those who work within mixed computing environments.

Laurence H. Loeb is an electrical-engineer-turned-dental-surgeon in Wallingford, Connecticut. He is comoderator of the Macintosh Exchange on BIX. He can be reached on BIX as "lloeb."
Pop Quiz. Stop. This is a test. For the next 60 seconds, we will be conducting a quiz about Macintosh® II Videographics. Do not turn the page until you have looked at the visual clue and answered all the questions.

Which Macintosh II graphics card offers the widest range of capture and display resolutions—NTSC, PAL, Apple® Monitor, hi-res, interlaced, non-interlaced and other modes?
a) NuVista 2M  b) NuVista 4M  c) All of the above

Name the only videographics card which provides true-color, real-time capture and broadcast-quality display while occupying only a single slot in a Macintosh II.
a) NuVista 2M  b) NuVista 4M  c) All of the above

Which videographics card offers full QuickDraw™ compatibility at 1,2,4,8,16 or 32-bits per pixel?
a) NuVista 2M  b) NuVista 4M  c) All of the above

If you chose (c) on all three questions, congratulations! You know that the NuVista series from Truevision is the answer to all your advanced videographics needs. The NuVista is available with either 2Megabytes or 4Megabytes of video memory, and creates professional video effects and computer graphics using any QuickDraw compatible software, now and in the future. No patches, no gimmicks, no hassles.

So whether your application is video production, digital pre-press, presentation graphics or 3D renderings, you’ll find the NuVista will pass your test with flying colors. Oh, and if you answered (a) or (b) to any question above, give yourself half credit. Then obtain even more NuVista information by requesting a copy of our educational brochure True color? True answers. or visiting your local Authorized Truevision Reseller. Either way, you can find all the answers with a NuVista. Call us at 800-855-TRUE.

You may now return to your regular reading.
It syncs to

The fact that you're considering a Macintosh II shows you're serious about computers. That you want to reach as far as a great system will let you. So you can reach your potential.

Well, now there's a way to go even further.

By giving your Mac II a MacSync™ monitor from NEC.

MacSync is designed solely for the Macintosh II Video Card. And because it is the direct result of some meaningful conversations with Mac II users, it has all the features you've always wanted in a monitor.

For instance, you asked for easier, more convenient controls. So we moved them up front. You also wanted a 14" non-glare screen to reduce
the Macs.

fatigue. A smaller footprint and a tilt-swivel base, for more comfortable viewing. They’re yours. What’s more, we give you a cabinet that looks as good from the back as it does from the front. And a HyperCard stack on-screen user reference guide called MacSync Valet.

All at no extra cost.

And if you don’t mind us saying so, that’s the least you and your Macintosh II deserve.

MacSync from NEC. We’ve taken everything we’ve learned about making great color monitors. And applied it to the Macs.

For literature, call 1-800-826-2255. For technical details, call NEC Home Electronics (USA) Inc. 1-800-FONE-NEC.
The wait is over for a powerful, easy to use electronic design workstation.

With the new Douglas CAD/CAM Professional System, you can now experience computer-aided design without going over budget and without sitting through months of tedious training. Running on the Apple Macintosh Plus, SE and II, the Professional System from Douglas Electronics excels in price/performance, short learning curves and ease of use.

As the newest addition to the Douglas CAD/CAM line of printed circuit board design and manufacturing systems, the Professional System is a fully integrated engineering tool that will take you from the schematic drawing to the final routed board. The software features full color, unlimited multi-layer and .001" control which makes surfacemount technology (SMT) and other difficult tasks a snap. Professional Layout includes a parts placement facility. Schematic includes fully interactive digital simulation and net list generation. A flexible, multi-pass router completes the design cycle with a 16 layer routing capability.

The new age of electronic CAD has come with the high resolution and speed of a Macintosh engineering workstation. You'll be designing your first circuit board just minutes after the Professional System software has been loaded into your computer. In addition, the Macintosh's graphics capabilities allow for powerful features such as the ability to transfer Professional System drawings into final engineering documentation.

Computer-aided design wasn't meant to be time consuming and complicated. If your present CAD system has got the best of you, it may be time you enter the new age of electronic CAD with the powerful, easy to use Douglas CAD/CAM Professional System.

Take your first step by ordering a full-feature Demo. All three programs are included for just $25.

Call or write for more information and to place your order.
Mixed Blessings

Jerry Pournelle

Despite various drawbacks, the Mac is rapidly becoming indispensable at Chaos Manor

Whatever else you can say about the Macintosh, it isn’t dull. I got an undeserved reputation as a Macintosh hater because I wasn’t overly impressed with the original 128K-byte Mac; but what I really said was that the hardware wasn’t up to the conception and the hype. Still, even that original Mac wasn’t dull, although it was a bit short on vital features.

In fact, the Mac can be just plain fun. Look at mine: there’s a background picture on the screen when it starts up. There’s SoundMaster, a neat shareware utility for adding and changing sounds. When I insert a floppy disk, Darth Vader informs me that he’s “here to put me back on schedule”; restarting the machine gets Mr. Spock proclaiming that this should prove “interesting”; and when I shut the Mac down, a bell clangs and a gravedigger calls, “Bring out your dead!”

Try that on your PCompatible.

Problems

You should by now have the impression that I’m quite fond of the Mac. All true. The Mac II has become more than “good enough” for anything you’d want a microcomputer for.

The newest Mac IIx is getting there, but it does require a spirit of adventure. I have one with 5 megabytes of memory and the new System software version 6.0.3. If I used only standard software in standard ways, I expect it would be all 6.0.3. If I used only standard software in and the new System software version

When I insert a floppy disk, Darth Vader informs me that he’s “here to put me back on schedule”; restarting the machine gets Mr. Spock proclaiming that this should prove “interesting”; and when I shut the Mac down, a bell clangs and a gravedigger calls, “Bring out your dead!”

Try that on your PCompatible.

Problems

You should by now have the impression that I’m quite fond of the Mac. All true. The Mac II has become more than “good enough” for anything you’d want a microcomputer for.

The newest Mac IIx is getting there, but it does require a spirit of adventure. I have one with 5 megabytes of memory and the new System software version 6.0.3. If I used only standard software in standard ways, I expect it would be all right; but, alas, I am getting very used to System Error Bombs. I make no doubt that Apple will get software worthy of the Mac IIx hardware, but I do wish they’d get on with it.

For example: I got a bomb every time I tried to open a MacWrite document from anywhere but the MacWrite folder. This was so annoying that I asked BYTE’s Mac guru Tom Thompson for advice.

He said to first disconnect the 330-megabyte Priam MacDisk; second, boot with the new System software from the original floppy disk; third, run Disk First Aid (which is more like IBM PC’s CHKDSK.COM than it’s like Norton Disk Doctor) off the original distribution floppy disk; fourth, run an antivirus program; and finally, check to see that I have a good copy of MacWrite.

It all seemed like good advice, the kind of thing I could do on my Cheetah and a gravedigger calls, “Bring out your dead!”

Try that on your PCompatible.
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is assurance that there aren't any problems that have to be fixed. If there's a second crash, again run Disk First Aid. Also, if there's a chance that your system has been invaded—if, for instance, you're getting bizarre results, or you've recently introduced software from an unidentified source—run a virus-detection program.

Incidentally, you should also have Vaccine or some other virus-prevention program as the first thing in your INT file. Computer viruses are real, and a fair number of them are masquerading as legitimate freeware and shareware.

If you still get bizarre results, don't try to figure them out. When you're sure that something odd is happening, get out your original System Tools floppy disk. Open the write-protect doohickey and leave it open, then boot up the system, and replace your System files. (Your fonts will now be gone and will have to be reinstalled. In the Mac, fonts reside in the System file.) In doing that, don't—as I did late one night—just drag the System Folder on the floppy disk over to the hard disk and drop it on the System Folder there. Use the Installer.

Multiple copies of System files cause problems. It's especially serious if you have several versions of the System software. If you think that you should keep backup copies, keep them on floppy disks, not on your hard disk. Even if you have two hard disk drives, as I do, you're better off seeing that there is one and only one System Folder.

The reason for this is built into the Macintosh philosophy. CP/M machines were originally designed for floppy disks only, and they used to have all the software loaded onto the floppy disk's track zero. The major problem with that was that it set an upper limit on the size of the operating system. IBM solved that by putting much of the operating system into a file called COMMAND.COM. There's still something much like a "system track"; certain hidden system files that tell the computer how to load COMMAND.COM have to be the very first files in the disk directory. However, COMMAND.COM can be anywhere you like; there's no prohibition on multiple copies.

The Macintosh command system is different. There's not only a System file like the IBM PC's COMMAND.COM, there's also a System Folder, which corresponds to a combination of the CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files on a PC. But whereas on the PC you would put something such as DEVICE=VACCINE.SYS into the CONFIG.SYS file to get the machine to load the Vaccine program on start-up, on the Mac you simply drag the proper Vaccine initialization file into the System Folder.

So far, it doesn't sound much different from the PC, but now comes the way you invoke (Macintosh people usually use the word "launch") programs. With the PC, if you want to read a common ASCII file, you tell the computer to TYPE FILE; if you want to be really fancy, you say TYPE FILE MORE, which tells the PC to direct the output of the built-in system command TYPE into another program called MORE.COM.

MORE.COM then presents the text one screen at a time and waits for you to hit a key before moving on. On the other hand, if you want to read a non-ASCII document created in a word processor—say, WordStar or WordPerfect—you have to run the word processing program, then load the document into the editor.
APPLE AND OOPS.
A PEACH OF A PAIR.

Romeo and Juliette. Lucy and Desi. Fred and Wilma. Sometimes couples just seem made for each other. And now when you put Smalltalk/V and your Macintosh together you’ve got a marriage made in heaven.

Object Oriented Programming was made for Macintosh. Smalltalk/V Mac lets you develop Mac applications easier than ever before using the prototype style that Smalltalk is famous for. You also get push-button debugging; multi-processing; complete Toolbox access; MultiFinder compatibility; a rich class library; and a bushel basket of Smalltalk source code. All in our high-performance 32-bit architecture.

Interestingly enough, Macintosh was made for oops. Much of the unique hardware and interface design in Mac development came directly from Smalltalk research. This is no casual affair.

Love, it is written, is not selfish or arrogant. So when you become passionately involved with Smalltalk/V Mac, your work is fully compatible with Smalltalk/V on IBM PCs (and clones) operating with DOS, OS/2 and Presentation Manager.

The new Smalltalk/V Mac sells for a peachy $199.95 and comes with our no-questions-asked 60 day money-back guarantee. If your dealer isn’t into oops, order toll free, 1-800-922-8255. Or write to: Digitalk, Inc., 9841 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045. Smalltalk/V and Apple. Now there’s an appealing couple.
MIXED BLESSINGS

You can do that with the Mac, but you don’t have to. You can launch MacWrite by double-clicking on a MacWrite document, and in theory that document can be in a file folder (PC users can think of folders as directories and subdirectories) unrelated to the location of MacWrite.

That works because a program appropriately called Finder goes out seeking the programs needed to do whatever job you’ve just commanded the computer to do; and whereas a PC will search only the directories that a PATH command has told it to look into, Finder looks everywhere, including places that you didn’t want it to look; and if it finds several programs with the same name, it can get confused.

It gets even more confused if there are multiple copies of the System file on your disk; it can get absolutely schizophrenic if there’s a System file buried in a folder inside the System Folder.

All of which is the long way of saying that if you get odd results with your Mac, use the Find File DA to hunt down and kill every last copy of the System file other than the primary one in your System Folder. The active System Folder is the one with a picture of the Mac on it.

Be of Good Cheer

I have painted a much gloomier picture than the Mac deserves. It’s true that I get system crashes, but there are reasons.

First, I’m using a Mac IIx. Over the years, I have accumulated a lot of Mac software, and much of it simply isn’t very well behaved: it was written without much regard to the published Apple Macintosh interface standard. A case in point: an absolutely delightful program called Strategic Conquest, a war game that used to consume a lot more time than I (or my sons) should have given it. That program runs fine on the Mac Plus. It sort of works on the Mac II, although the sound doesn’t. It crashes randomly on the Mac IIx. That’s unlikely to be the Mac’s fault.

(Incidentally, it’s to Apple’s credit that they’ve gone through six major and countless minor revisions of the operating system, taking the Mac from 128K bytes of memory and a 68000 CPU to as much as 8 megabytes of memory and the 68030 CPU, and much of the software from the old machines still runs on the new. Much, but not all; I’m told that the next revision of the operating system will rigidly enforce the standards, and a lot of popular software will no longer run. We’ll see.)

Second, sometimes it’s partially my fault. The Mac II and IIx have color. A lot of programs, especially those written for earlier Macs, can’t handle color. Some of those have warnings. If you’re running color and you try to start a program, it says: “Switch to black and white, Turkey.” That’s easy enough to do on the Mac II and IIx, provided that you remember; but if you don’t do it, some black-and-white programs can totally lock up the system. My son Alex has a large collection of shareware games guaranteed to do that. Some of them will lock up the machine even if you have switched to black and white.

Third, I run a lot of software, much of it developed by people who don’t have a Mac IIx. Sometimes their stuff runs fine on the Mac Plus, standard SE, and II, but not the Mac IIx. I haven’t the competence to determine whose fault that is.

Fourth, this is a Mac IIx, which is a pretty recent machine. When I buy a car, I am fairly careful not to buy one that’s in its first model year.

Finally, this machine is thoroughly loaded. It has two hard disk drives, one the 330-megabyte Priam MacDisk; 5 megabytes of memory; a LaserWriter IINT; an AppleScan scanner; an Apple CD-ROM drive; an AppleFax board; and a 5¼-inch PC drive that reads and writes IBM PC-format disks. Every bit of that equipment works. I doubt there are many systems comparably equipped. I’m sure there are darned few of any brand that can do all the things this Mac IIx routinely does.

Scanning and Charting

The main work done here on the Mac IIx is preparing briefing materials for the Citizen’s Advisory Council; our last briefing was given in the White House. The AppleScan monochrome scanner is invaluable for making presentation materials.

We were able to scan in charts, diagrams, and graphs from a great many sources, so that we built up a library of graphics images we can put into our briefing materials. We’ve been using Microsoft’s PowerPoint to do that; it’s only one of several programs that have that capability.

continued
ntroducing the PostScript laser printer that blacks out at high speeds.

The new QMS-PS* 810 can compose and print the most complex pages in record times, with richer, more saturated blacks than ever before. All with the desktop publishing power of Adobe PostScript*, and the superior print know-how of QMS, an industry leader.

Under the hood QMS ASAP™ (Advanced System Architecture for PostScript) is proprietary technology that helps eliminate the hardware bottlenecks that hinder other PostScript printers. As a result, QMS-PS 810 boasts processing speeds remarkably faster than other PostScript printers in its class. And faster output means greater productivity. In addition, the QMS-PS 810 laser printer's new Canon* SX* print engine covers solid areas and prints fine detail better than previous-generation engines.

Fast start, strong finish You can adorn your documents with one or all of the 35 Adobe typefaces. Thanks to PostScript, there's an infinite number of font variations available. You can also make type as large or as small as you want. And put it anywhere on the page. In fact, with PostScript you enjoy total control over the design of your page. It gives you the complete desktop publishing power to do things that would otherwise be virtually impossible. So you get high-quality output exactly how you want it.

Along with PostScript, the HP LaserJet+™, Diablo® 630 and HP-GL™ printer emulations are added for your non-PostScript software.

The QMS-PS 810 laser printer is easy to use, maintain, and comes with a one-year warranty. It's available from Laser Connection dealers. Laser Connection is a sales and marketing subsidiary of QMS. For the dealer nearest you call 1-800-523-2696.

©1987 Laser Connection
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Microcomputer News
On-Line

In this fast paced industry, can you afford to wait a week or a month for information that may affect you today?

MicroBYTES Daily is an electronic news service covering the latest developments in the microcomputer industry. If it concerns MS DOS machines, Macintosh, Unix workstations, Amigas, Atari STs, peripherals, networks or software, you will find it in MicroBYTES.

Fast and Easy

Read the items as they break or use the powerful search command to quickly locate your information. Best of all you can download the text and print it or use it in your favorite word processor.

Whether you are a developer, marketer, or researcher, you need reliable information and you can count on MicroBYTES. Backed by the combined resources of BYTE magazine, BYTE-week, and BIX, MicroBYTES gives you access to our world-wide network of reporters and the integrity and experience of our editorial staff.

In your position as a leader in new technology, you cannot afford to be just one of the crowd. Get ahead with MicroBYTES.

Call now and subscribe today.

BIX
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
800-227-2983
In NH 603-924-7681

MIXED BLESSINGS

One of our charts is a montage of magazine covers: the ones showing just how serious the U.S. space problems have become. The original covers were in color, of course. For our primary presentation charts, we used photographs; but by playing around with the scan parameters, we were able to get good images of those covers into the Mac. Then we pasted them into our handout materials, since we couldn’t really afford color printing; the Citizen’s Advisory Council is all volunteers, and we don’t take money from the aerospace industry for obvious reasons.

The result was strikingly good, far better than anything we could get out of the best grade of Xerox machine.

Once those files are scanned in, they can also be altered. With suitable paint programs, you can get down to individual dot levels to twiddle with contrasts, erase lines and blemishes, and, depending on your artistic skills, make some improvements.

Of course, there are color scanners for the Mac II and IIX. One of the best is the Howtek series. Howtek also makes color printers. Color is clearly the wave of the future. So far, it isn’t cheap, but I expect that to change. After all, back in 1976, I more for my original Z80 with 64K bytes of memory than the Mac IIX costs today.

The bottom line is simple: the Macintosh is “good enough.” There is sufficient nuts-and-bolts software (i.e., spreadsheets and word processors) to run any type of business. There is also a large number of just plain interesting programs that you’re not likely to find on a PCompatible.

The Macintosh is overpriced, and both hardware and software could use some commonsense improvements. Apple insists on doing odd things, like requiring a useless plastic carrier to be used in the CD-ROM player. Despite all that, the Mac is rapidly becoming indispensable at Chaos Manor. You’ll be seeing more about it in my regular column. Meanwhile, it’s sure never dull.

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psychology and is a science fiction writer who also earns a comfortable living writing about computers present and future. Jerry welcomes readers’ comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Please put your address on the letter as well as on the envelope. Due to the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot guarantee a personal reply. You can also contact him on BIX as “jerryp.”
Knowledge, Experience & Expertise

Your KnowledgePro application can ask users for information you need to bring together resources and explanations they need. You can retrieve text, graphics, data, and video information, perform calculations, create text files and run programs based on each user’s unique problems, interests, and level of expertise. “I recommend that you check out KnowledgePro”, said Steve Ciarcia of BYTE. “So much fun to work with”, said Mickey Williamson in PCWEEK. “I LOVE KnowledgePro. It’s less like programming and more like writing”, said Dan Shafer of PC AI.

KnowledgePro stores knowledge in natural “chunks” called topics. It lets non-programmers communicate complex information using simple commands like SAY, ASK, IF, DO and PICTURE.

KnowledgePro lets you integrate hypertext, rules, math, lists, and logic quickly and easily. With our Database Toolkit you can read Lotus 123 and dBASE III files. The Graphics Toolkit lets you define hypergraphics using PC Paintbrush images. The VideoDisk Toolkit provides complete control of interactive laser video.

KnowledgePro reads, writes, and searches text files. You can include routines written in other languages and call other programs.

KnowledgePro runs on IBM PC XT, AT and PS/2 compatibles with 640k. It costs $495 plus $8 shipping ($58 foreign). There are no run-time charges, so you don’t have to pay more to distribute applications. The Database, Graphics and VideoDisk Toolkits cost $49, $89 and $249 respectively. KnowledgeMaker, our induction system for creating rules from data, costs $99. Stock Expert, a system for the personal investor, costs $249. A working demonstration system, with a 100 page manual, is available for $30 plus $5 shipping ($8 foreign) with credit toward purchase of the full system.

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card.

KnowledgePro® is a tool for communicating knowledge
by Bev & Bill Thompson

Call 518-766-3000
(FAX 518-766-3003)

Amex, MC, Visa, COD or send check to:
Knowledge Garden Inc., 473A Malden Bridge Rd.
Nassau, NY 12123, USA.

New York residents please add 7% sales tax.

KnowledgePro is a trademark of Knowledge Garden. IBM, dBASE III, Lotus 123, CompuServe and PC Paintbrush are trademarks of their respective corporations. Photo Tcherevko ©
To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no liability for errors or omissions.

* Correspond directly with company.

### Alphabetical Index to Advertisers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>ADVANCED GRAVIS C.T.</td>
<td>MAC250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>ADVANCED GRAVIS C.T.</td>
<td>MAC250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M30</td>
<td>AUTODESK, INC.</td>
<td>MAC238,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>CONNECTIX CORP.</td>
<td>MAC244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M32</td>
<td>DIGITALK</td>
<td>MAC251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>MAC248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>GENERAL PARAMETRICS CORP.</td>
<td>MAC240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>HAYES MICROCOMP. PRODUCTS</td>
<td>MAC222,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>IMAGINE THAT</td>
<td>MAC228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>IO TECH</td>
<td>MAC230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M31</td>
<td>LANGUAGE SYSTEMS</td>
<td>MAC231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M33</td>
<td>LASER CONNECTION</td>
<td>MAC252A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>MICROGROUP</td>
<td>MAC224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>MICROGROUP</td>
<td>MAC224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M14</td>
<td>MICROSIM CORPORATION</td>
<td>MAC218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M15</td>
<td>MICROSIM CORPORATION</td>
<td>MAC218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M16</td>
<td>NICUS</td>
<td>MAC236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M17</td>
<td>NICUS</td>
<td>MAC236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M18</td>
<td>PARAGON CONCEPTS, INC.</td>
<td>MAC227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M19</td>
<td>PMC TELESYSTEMS INC.</td>
<td>MAC231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M20</td>
<td>PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS</td>
<td>MAC220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M21</td>
<td>SHREVE SYSTEMS</td>
<td>MAC236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M22</td>
<td>SPECTRA BLUE</td>
<td>MAC252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M23</td>
<td>VAMP, INC.</td>
<td>MAC234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24</td>
<td>VERSACAD</td>
<td>MAC229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M25</td>
<td>VERSACAD</td>
<td>MAC229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M26</td>
<td>WHITE PINE SOFTWARE</td>
<td>MAC220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M27</td>
<td>X TREE COMPANY</td>
<td>MAC243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAC DIRECT RESPONSE POSTCARDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* NATIONAL INSTRUMENT</td>
<td>MAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* SOFTWARE EXCITEMENT</td>
<td>MAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* BYTEWEEK</td>
<td>MAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Index to Advertisers by Product Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M40</td>
<td>ADD-INS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>IO TECH</td>
<td>MAC230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M41</td>
<td>DRIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M42</td>
<td>KEYBOARDS/MICE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M43</td>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>GENERAL PARAMETRICS CORP.</td>
<td>MAC240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M44</td>
<td>MONITORS</td>
<td>MAC221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEC HOME</td>
<td>MAC246,247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M45</td>
<td>APPLE II/MAC APPLICATIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>IMAGINE THAT</td>
<td>MAC228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M19</td>
<td>PMC TELESYSTEMS INC.</td>
<td>MAC231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M46</td>
<td>APPLE II/MAC APPLICATIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BUSINESS/OFFICE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>IMAGINE THAT</td>
<td>MAC228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>MICROGROUP</td>
<td>MAC224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M14</td>
<td>MICROSIM CORPORATION</td>
<td>MAC218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M15</td>
<td>MICROSIM CORPORATION</td>
<td>MAC218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M16</td>
<td>NICUS</td>
<td>MAC236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M17</td>
<td>NICUS</td>
<td>MAC236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M18</td>
<td>PARAGON CONCEPTS, INC.</td>
<td>MAC227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M19</td>
<td>PMC TELESYSTEMS INC.</td>
<td>MAC231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M20</td>
<td>PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS</td>
<td>MAC220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M21</td>
<td>SHREVE SYSTEMS</td>
<td>MAC236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M22</td>
<td>SPECTRA BLUE</td>
<td>MAC252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M23</td>
<td>VAMP, INC.</td>
<td>MAC234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24</td>
<td>VERSACAD</td>
<td>MAC229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M25</td>
<td>VERSACAD</td>
<td>MAC229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M26</td>
<td>WHITE PINE SOFTWARE</td>
<td>MAC220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M27</td>
<td>X TREE COMPANY</td>
<td>MAC243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SOFTWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M45</td>
<td>APPLE II/MAC APPLICATIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>IMAGINE THAT</td>
<td>MAC228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>MICROGROUP</td>
<td>MAC224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M14</td>
<td>MICROSIM CORPORATION</td>
<td>MAC218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M15</td>
<td>MICROSIM CORPORATION</td>
<td>MAC218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M46</td>
<td>APPLE II/MAC APPLICATIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>HAYES MICROCOMP. PRODUCTS</td>
<td>MAC222,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M26</td>
<td>WHITE PINE SOFTWARE</td>
<td>MAC220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X TREE COMPANY</td>
<td>MAC243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MAC DIRECT RESPONSE POSTCARDS

- NATIONAL INSTRUMENT | MAC
- SOFTWARE EXCITEMENT | MAC
- BYTEWEEK | MAC

### MAIL ORDER/RETAIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inquiry No.</th>
<th>Page No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M20</td>
<td>PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M21</td>
<td>SHREVE SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DESKTOP PUBLISHING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inquiry No.</th>
<th>Page No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M33</td>
<td>LASER CONNECTION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As Low As Software Excitement's User-Supported Collection As Low As

$5 Per Top 40 Disks $5 Per Disks!

For All MACINTOSH Systems

Quantity Pricing: Disks are $5 each - Order 5-14 for $4.60 each - Order 15 or more for $4.25 each

BUSINESS
- MACMail (2000) - A SUPER Mail manager and label printer
- Payroll (2004) - Complete payroll system for your business
- Stock Charting (2006) - Charts and analyzes your stock picks
- Bi-Plane Spreadsheets (2010) - Extremely powerful and complete
- Home Inventory (2012) - Keeps track of all your possessions

EDUCATION
- Stare (2012) - Excellent star-charting and astronomy programs
- Math Tutor (2014) - Several math games - Makes learning fun!
- Geography (2016) - Teaches states, capitals, regional info
- Typing Tutor (2108) - It's easy to improve your typing
- Bible Pursuit (2110) - Great Bible Trivia game - It's fun!

MUSIC/SOUNDS/GRAPHICS
- Music I (2350) - Let's you write, edit, record your own music
- Songs I (2360) - Plays over 20 included pop music selections
- Calendar Maker (2400) - Design and print your own calendars
- MAC Art I (2402) - Huge collection of digitized pictures
- Banner Maker (2430) - Prints banners on Imacwriter printer

UTILITIES
- MACBoots (3500) - An excellent genealogy system
- Travels (2500) - A truly AMAZING electronic road atlas
- Menu Utilities (2500) - Edit and install desktop menus
- Disk Utilities (2502) - Vital disk and file recovery tools
- Vaccine (2504) - Will check for and eliminate most viruses

GAMES
- Billiards (2701) - Fantastic graphics, sound, and realism
- Blackjack (2702) - Great blackjack and poker games
- Breakout (2707) - Based on the famous "Donkey Kong"
- Space Invaders (2704) - Defeat aliens in 3 great games
- Donkey Doe (2700) - Play against human or computer
- Wheel (2713) - Excellent! Like Ty's "Wheel of Fortune"

PLEASE NOTE: Most disks contain several programs. Listed are the highlights.

A New Publication from BYTE Magazine

BYTEweek is a weekly newsletter for computer professionals that provides expert analysis of significant developments in the personal computer industry. Each week, BYTEweek will focus on the best and most significant new computer products and technology developments with short, easy-to-read news articles. BYTEweek will also provide no-holds-barred commentary on this news.

YES! Sign me up as a charter subscriber to BYTEweek at the charter subscription rate of $395 a year for 50 issues—a savings of $100—$495 a year outside the U.S. and Canada.

Check enclosed. Bill me.

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-258-5485 (in N.H., call 603-924-9281) and charge to a major credit card or we'll bill you.

BYTEweek offers a money-back guarantee if you're not completely satisfied.

Macintosh Products for Data Acquisition

LabVIEW - Graphical software system for instrument control and data acquisition.

Data Acquisition for Macintosh II - A/D, D/A, Digital I/O, DMA, Timing/Triggering

IEEE-488 Interfaces - For entire Macintosh series

Send for Free Catalog

For LabVIEW Demo Disk and Immediate Information Call 800-531-4742 or 512-250-9119

Name ________________________
Company ________________________
Address ________________________
City ________________________ State __________ Zip __________
Application ________________________ Phone ________________________

BYTE's Macintosh Direct Response Postcards
Lowest Prices  
Highest Quality  
Same-Day Shipping  
No Membership Fees  
Money-Back Guarantee  
FREE Shipping (U.S. Only)  
FREE Catalog  

Only the BEST Software  
For All MACINTOSH Systems  

System:  
☐ 128K  ☐ 512K  ☐ Plus  
☐ SE  ☐ Mac II  
Drive:  ☐ 400K  ☐ 800K  

Software Excitement!  
Post Office Box 3097  
Central Point, OR 97502  
1-800-444-5457 (orders only)  
(503) 664-5953 (info/support)  

SEND TO:  

Quantity Pricing: Disks are $7 each - Order 5-14 for $6 each - Order 15+ for $5 each  

Name_________________________Address_________________________Disks Ordered____x Cost/disk $7/$6/$5 $______  
City_________________________State_________Zip__________SHIPPING (FREE to U.S.-Foreign add $4) $______  
Phone (___)______-____Best Time_________COD (add $4 if you require COD) $______  
Visa/MC#________-____-____Exp._____/____ TOTAL ________________________________ $______  
Signature_____________________□ Check/MO  □ Visa/MC  □ COD  

Name_________________________Title_____________Company_________________________  
Company Address_________________________City_________State_________Zip__________  
Telephone Number_________________________  

BYTEWEEK  
BYTE Publications  
One Phoenix Mill Lane  
Peterborough, NH 03458  

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL  
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 4338 AUSTIN, TX  
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE  

12109 Technology Blvd.  
Austin, Texas 78727-9989
To receive free information on Macintosh products and advertisers in this special supplement, just follow steps 1, 2 and 3.

1. Circle numbers on reply card which correspond to numbers assigned to items of interest to you.

2. Check all the appropriate answers to questions "A" through "F".

3. Print your name and address and mail.

---

**A. Do you have management responsibilities within your company?**
1. □ Senior-level management
2. □ Other management
3. □ Non-management

**B. Reason for request: (Check all that apply.)**
1. □ Business use for yourself
2. □ Business use for your company
3. □ Personal use

**C. For how many Macintosh personal computers do you currently buy, specify or approve brands of products?**
1. □ 10 or less
2. □ 11-25
3. □ 26-99
4. □ 100 or more

**D. For how many Macintosh personal computers will you buy, specify or approve brands of products within the next two years?**
1. □ 10 or less
2. □ 11-25
3. □ 26-99
4. □ 100-499
5. □ 500 or more

**E. In total, how many Macintosh personal computers is your entire organization considering for purchase within the next two years?**
1. □ 10 or less
2. □ 11-25
3. □ 26-99
4. □ 100-499
5. □ 500 or more

**F. What type of personal computer do you primarily use?**
1. □ IBM AT or 80286-based compatible
2. □ Compaq 386 or 80386-based compatible
3. □ IBM PS/2 (with Micro-Channel) or compatible
4. □ Apple Mac (except Mac II)
5. □ Apple Mac II
6. □ Other

---

**Name:**

**Title:**

**Company:**

**Business Phone (____):**

**Address:**

**City:**

**State:**

**Zip:**

---

**BUSINESS REPLY MAIL**

FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 176 PITTSFIELD, MA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

**BYTE**
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Pittsfield, MA 01203-9926

USA
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To receive free information on Macintosh products and advertisers in this special supplement, just follow steps 1, 2 and 3.

1. Circle numbers on reply card which correspond to items of interest to you.
2. Check all the appropriate answers to questions "A" through "F".
3. Print your name and address and mail.
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---

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. Requests cannot be honored unless the zip code is included. Supplement inquiries cannot be requested via TIPS. This card is valid for 6 months from cover date.

A. Do you have management responsibilities within your company?
   1. Senior-level management
   2. Other management
   3. Non-management

B. Reason for request: (Check all that apply.)
   1. Business use for yourself
   2. Business use for your company
   3. Personal use

C. For how many Macintosh personal computers do you currently buy, specify or approve brands of products?
   1. 10 or less
   2. 11–25
   3. 26–99
   4. 100 or more

D. For how many Macintosh personal computers will you specify or approve brands of products within the next two years?
   1. 10 or less
   2. 11–25
   3. 26–99
   4. 100 or more

E. In total, how many Macintosh personal computers are your entire organization considering for purchase within the next two years?
   1. 10 or less
   2. 11–25
   3. 26–99
   4. 100–499
   5. 500 or more

F. What type of personal computer do you primarily use?
   1. IBM AT or 80286-based compatible
   2. Compaq 386 or 80386-based compatible
   3. IBM PS/2 (with Micro-Channel) or compatible
   4. Apple Mac (except Mac II)
   5. Apple Mac II
   6. Other

---

Name ____________________________

Title ____________________________

Company ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______
No matter how well acquainted you are with making important personal computing decisions—decisions that may involve hundreds of thousands of dollars—the value of those decisions is only as good as the value of your information. Without quality information—it's hard to make quality decisions.

BYTEweek, McGraw-Hill's new weekly newsletter for professionals in the personal computer industry, is devoted to giving you that quality information through its timely and compact one-stop news format.

This new publication provides you with short, easy-to-read selections of the most important news and technological developments of the past week. And BYTEweek interprets this news with in-depth commentary and analysis.

Subscribe to BYTEweek for quality information. Remember, quality in...quality out.

Subscribe now and take advantage of the special one-year charter subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and Canada). This special price represents a savings of $100 off the regular rate. Your subscription includes 50 issues plus a free three-month subscription to BIX—a $49 value. Through BIX you can directly access the Microbytes Daily news service and communicate with other BIX users.

Don't miss this opportunity! In the U.S., call BYTEweek's toll-free number: 1-800-258-5485, in N.H. and outside the U.S., call: 1-603-924-9281.

BYTEweek offers a money-back guarantee if you're not completely satisfied.
EVERYBODY TALKS ABOUT MICROCOMPUTER SECURITY, BUT FEW OF US LIKE TO USE IT. WE THINK OF IT AS SOMETHING DIFFICULT AND COSTLY. WHILE WE PROBABLY CAN'T HAVE SECURITY WITHOUT SOME LEVEL OF INCONVENIENCE, WE CAN UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES. WHILE THERE WILL BE SOME COST, WE CAN ALSO UNDERSTAND AND APPRECIATE THAT THE COST OF SECURITY IS MINIMAL COMPARED TO THE COST OF DOING WITHOUT IT.

WE ARE PLEASED TO BEGIN OUR LOOK AT SMALL COMPUTER SECURITY WITH "HOW SAFE IS IT?" BY MARTIN KOCHANSKI, A LEADING THEORIST AND DESIGNER OF ENCRYPTION AND SECURITY SYSTEMS. HE GIVES US A GOOD LOOK AT SECURITY ISSUES AND WAYS TO ADDRESS THEM SO THAT THEY WORK TOGETHER WITH THE PEOPLE WHO MUST USE THEM. ANOTHER AREA OF MAJOR CONCERN IS NETWORK SECURITY, A HUGE TOPIC WHICH BYTE PLANS TO COME BACK TO. BUT FOR NOW, MICHAEL DURR AND MARK GIBBS TAKE US THROUGH THE VARIOUS LEVELS OF LAN SECURITY IN THE ACCOMPANYING TEXT BOX "PEELING BACK THE LAYERS."

NEXT, IN "SECRET CODES," ASAEL DOR EXPLAINS HOW COMPUTER CRYPTOGRAPHY, THE DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD (DES), AND THE RSA STANDARD WORK. HIS IS ONE OF THE CLEARER EXPLANATIONS OF THIS COMPLEX SUBJECT THAT I HAVE SEEN TO DATE. HE SHOWS QUITE WELL THAT THE THEORY OF CRYPTOGRAPHY NEED NOT BE IMPECCABLE JUST BECAUSE THE ENCRYPTED RESULTS ARE.

THEN, ROSS M. GREENBERG TELLS US ABOUT ONE OF THE MOST DISCUSSED SECURITY SUBJECTS, COMPUTER VIRUSES (AND RELATED ELECTRONIC FAUNA), IN HIS ARTICLE "KNOW THY VIRAL ENEMY." A WELL-KNOWN AUTHOR OF ANTI-VIRUS SOFTWARE, GREENBERG SHOWS US JUST HOW INSIDIOUS THESE DESTRUCTIVE PROGRAMS CAN BE.

SECURING YOUR COMPUTER MAY BE WORTH DOING, AND IT SURELY HELPS TO KNOW HOW TO GO ABOUT IT. PETER STEPHENSON, IN "PERSONAL AND PRIVATE," DESCRIBES SOME OF THE MANY PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FOR SECURING YOUR SYSTEM AND ITS DATA. IN THE ACCOMPANYING TEXT BOX "THE SMALL DATA CENTER," BOB BROWN, A DATA CENTER MANAGER, TELLS US HOW TO PUT ALL OF THIS TOGETHER INTO A COHERENT PROGRAM. COHERENCY, AFTER ALL, IS REQUIRED IF YOUR SECURITY PROGRAM IS GOING TO WORK.

INCONVENIENT AND COSTLY? SOMETIMES. BUT COMPUTER SECURITY IS ONE OF THOSE SAFETY FEATURES THAT YOU DON'T THINK ABOUT UNTIL IT'S TOO LATE. IT'S AN INSURANCE POLICY YOU HOPE YOU'LL NEVER NEED. WHILE IT WOULD BE NICE TO WORK WHERE YOU DON'T NEED SECURITY, MOST OF US NEVER WILL.

—WAYNE RASH JR.
CONSULTING EDITOR
Losing Software Sales?
Protect yourself from software piracy with SecuriKey.

Think about it —
Some experts estimate there are as many as ten illegal copies for every legitimate software package sold. Suppose you sold 1000 copies of a $500 program, and only two copies were pirated for each one sold—You're out a million bucks!

Micro Security Systems, Inc. can help you keep your profits with a hardware lock called SecuriKey. SecuriKey has protected major software products in domestic and risky foreign markets for over six years. With eight styles to choose from there is a SecuriKey designed to meet your specific needs.

SecuriKey Features:
- Works on all IBM and compatibles
- Works with LAN and hard disks
- Allows unlimited back up copies
- Passive to printers & other programs
- Easy to install
- Trillions of possible combinations

Call us today— and stop giving your software away.
(800) 456-2587

Micro Security Systems, Inc.
4750 Wiley Post Way, Suite 180
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116-2878
(801) 575-6600

Circle 174 on Reader Service Card
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IN DEPTH
SECURITY

How Safe Is It?

Absolute security is unattainable, and doing nothing is dangerous. So how much security is enough?

Martin Kochanski

No one truly wants personal computer security. Access control, passwords, authorizations, and the procedures needed to enforce them are all part of the old world of mainframes: Microcomputers are about freedom and simplicity, not bureaucracy.

Unfortunately, such an ideal doesn’t exist in the real world. As the use of personal computers spreads, more and more sensitive data is stored in them, and more people have the ability to look at and even manipulate that data. However unwanted and inconvenient security measures may be, they are nonetheless necessary.

Since security measures are needed whenever you use a microcomputer for a serious business purpose, the logical place to expect to find security features is in the operating system. It seems scandalous that MS-DOS, for instance, has no data security features at all. Worse still, some alternatives to DOS appear to provide security in the form of passwords, but you can alter or remove them with any commercially available disk utility program. They lead you to think you’re safe—but you’re not. Even OS/2, which is being touted as the operating system of the future, ignores the question of security, and its very architecture makes remedying this deficiency almost impossible.

In another sense, however, ignoring the problem at the operating-system level is correct, because designing effective security measures is harder than it sounds. It’s hard enough to design a system that is secure in the conventional sense of being hard to break (and several security systems fail spectacularly in this area), but it’s harder still to make a security system so easy to use that people will use it and continue to use it without constantly being reminded to do so. For instance, there’s no point in having the world’s most secure file-encryption program if it takes 5 minutes and 50 keystrokes to encrypt or decrypt a file. The cost in terms of time, inconvenience, and broken trains of thought is too great. Even if they have to use such a program, most people will soon start looking for (and finding) ways to circumvent it.

Access Control

The very mention of data encryption immediately discourages many microcomputer users. “We are not,” they rightly argue, “the CIA: Why should we indulge in James Bond methods to protect our sales ledger?” To answer this, I’ll look at something less dramatic—a straightforward mainframe-type password system—and examine its effectiveness. I’ll assume that the microcomputer being used is a
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Peeling Back the Layers

Michael Durr and Mark Gibbs

The basic security model, for a computer, a bank, or any other subject, resembles an onion. Layers of security surround the subject that needs to be secured. Each layer insulates the subject and makes it more difficult to access in any way other than those planned for. Physical security is the outer layer and, in general, consists of locking things away or bolting them to a desk.

With a distributed processing system, the primary physical-security concern is preventing access to the hardware. To defeat all other security measures, you must have physical access to the hardware. This is common to all computer systems, whether distributed or not.

The inner layers of security are concerned with logical security—the methods that cover control of access to the system resources and services. You need to be as concerned about these inner layers as about the physical layers.

Disk Server vs. File Server

In early LANs, the server systems were disk servers; that is, they provided access to disk storage and other services at a hardware level. Each workstation managed the shared hard disk as if it were a dedicated device, communicating via low-level I/O calls. The server wasn’t designed to handle anything but the basic data storage blocks. Coordinating file access among workstations was left to the applications accessing the files or to the users themselves. If an unverified write by an unauthorized process occurred to the file allocation table, it was possible that a significant portion, or even all, of the data on the disk could be lost, for all the users.

The file server is a result of the evolution of LAN technology. The file server provides a much higher level of service to the client workstations than does the disk server. The low-level processes of the server devices are available only through requests to logical devices rather than directly to the physical device. Because of this, the system can be designed for security. In addition, file access can be coordinated and data integrity can be verified.

The file server, as a design concept, is the foundation for all client-server protocol security. Most network operating systems have adopted this approach. The disk server is now obsolete, but it helps illustrate the primary threat to security on distributed systems. Any design that permits someone to get around the security protection in the operating system and directly control the filing system must be considered insecure.

Logical Layers

Logical security has layers that fall into two major groups (see figure A): the access security layers and the service security layers. The ASLs are concerned with controlling availability, verifying identity, and establishing access rights, and are a higher-level function than the SSLs. SSLs are concerned with the availability and access to the system services.

The highest ASL is the system access layer (SAL). This layer is responsible for determining if and when the network is available on either a system-wide, group, or individual station basis. It may also be responsible for disconnecting a station on which there is an attempted break-in, as well as providing a network audit trail. The SAL also carries out supervisor-enforced log-out. The SAL could, for example, prevent log-ins during off-office hours and disconnect all sessions after a certain time.

Below the SAL is the account access layer (AAL). This layer verifies that the user who logs in with a given name and password exists and has a valid user profile.

The innermost layer in the ASL is the access rights layer. When you have passed through the SAL and AAL, the ARL determines what connection privileges you have (e.g., the account can only have sessions that total 4 hours per day, or the account can only use workstation 27). Some of the functions you can implement at the ASL are accounting (for connect time, disk usage, and so on) and user-activity audit trails.

Service Layers

The service security layers (SSLS), which sit below the ASLS, control access to system services, such as queues, disk I/O, and server management. The highest SSL is the service control layer (SCL), which is responsible for advertising services and their status reports. It also enables and disables service operations.

Once the SCL has established a service, the service rights layer (SRL) determines exactly how the account can use the service. For example, an account may only have the right to add jobs to printer number 3 but have full

A frontal attack on any password system—even such a simple one—is unlikely to succeed. Repeatedly switching on and attempting to guess passwords is time-consuming, and, unless the choice of password was blindingly obvious, it is also unrewarding.

However, both IBM and Microsoft sell a program that will break into any DOS-based password or access-control system that doesn’t use encryption: IBM calls it PC-DOS; Microsoft calls it MS-DOS. Buy the disk; insert it into drive A; start up the machine; and you have access to all the data in the computer. By booting from a floppy disk that has no CONFIG.SYS and no AUTOEXEC.BAT file, you circumvent any possible password protection and can examine or alter any file on the hard disk. (If the computer uses nonstandard hardware and special device drivers, it may take a little longer to get to all the files, but it’s just as simple.)

The problem with password systems exists because passwords are not a security feature—they are an insecurity feature, intended to provide controlled access to an otherwise impregnable system. To use a physical metaphor, a vault with 3-foot-thick steel and concrete walls is (almost) impregnable, but useless; add a
add and delete rights to jobs on printer number 4. The SRL also administers the specific rights of an account. If the account is a member of one or more groups, then the SRL will ensure that the account inherits the group rights. For example, an account may only have read, open, and search file rights in the program subdirectory and operator. The services may include both software-specific high-level service (HLS) and hardware-specific low-level service (LLS) operations.

The HLSes are operations that are not hardware-bound—for instance, a request to open a file by name. Other such services are queues and mail slots. The HLSes are actually built from LLSes and may require several of the lower-level functions to operate. The LLSes are hardware-dependent. These services are the fundamental building blocks of the system and cover disk sector-level I/O and memory-block allocation and deallocation.

A Trusted Connection
As a connection is established, the ASLs validate and define the account. The actual operations to be carried out are controlled by the SSLs, which prevent requests not specified within the user profile. Access in a thoroughly secure system must be through these layers from top (SAL) to bottom (LLS). But when disk servers and other aspects of the system use only the ASLs to control access to the system and then allow you to make requests directly to the LLSes, the layers of the SSL are easily avoided, and unauthorized operations can be performed without detection. This happens when all the other layers of the SSL are implemented and executed in the disk-server client.

Any system that lets you avoid one or more layers of the model or just leave them unused runs the risk of being insecure.

Michael Durr works for Novell (Provo, UT) in corporate marketing. He is based in Los Angeles, California. Mark Gibbs also works for Novell in corporate marketing and is based in London, England. They can be reached on BIX clo “editors.”

Using encrypted data with a decryption program may sound like using a password system—it even looks similar to the user, who may not appreciate the distinction between a password and a decryption key—but it’s not. If you bypass or disable the password system, everything is accessible; but even if you circumvent the decryption program, you still can’t read anything.

One more point worth noting when considering encryption: It’s not really the computer you need to secure, it’s the data. Even if you consider the locked-room approach adequate to protect the

---

**Figure A:** Like an onion, good security is composed of layers wrapped on layers. In the file-server model, access to the actual device must go through three layers of access security and four layers of service security.

**A Trusted Connection**

As a connection is established, the ASLs validate and define the account. The actual operations to be carried out are controlled by the SSLs, which prevent requests not specified within the user profile. Access in a thoroughly secure system must be through these layers from top (SAL) to bottom (LLS). But when disk servers and other aspects of the system use only the ASLs to control access to the system and then allow you to make requests directly to the LLSes, the layers of the SSL are easily avoided, and unauthorized operations can be performed without detection. This happens when all the other layers of the SSL are implemented and executed in the disk-server client.

Any system that lets you avoid one or more layers of the model or just leave them unused runs the risk of being insecure.
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Using encrypted data with a decryption program may sound like using a password system—it even looks similar to the user, who may not appreciate the distinction between a password and a decryption key—but it’s not. If you bypass or disable the password system, everything is accessible; but even if you circumvent the decryption program, you still can’t read anything.

One more point worth noting when considering encryption: It’s not really the computer you need to secure, it’s the data. Even if you consider the locked-room approach adequate to protect the continued
computer—and using keylocks or PS/2-type power-on passwords is essentially a variant of this approach—the data exists not only on the computer but on many backups in different places.

To ensure data security, you must consider not only preventing unauthorized access but also not losing data. Preventing unauthorized access is best achieved by having no backups at all; preventing data loss requires as many backups as possible. Encryption can resolve this fundamental contradiction simply and effectively. If backup disks are securely encrypted, you can make unlimited numbers of them without compromising confidential data. Thus, even if you don’t use encryption directly in daily operations, you may want to use it on backups.

**Transparent Encryption**

The simplest way to implement encryption on a microcomputer is with an encryption and decryption program. On command, this will encrypt or decrypt a specified file with a specified password. Such programs are simple to write but impractical to use. For example, to edit a previously encrypted sensitive document during a typical word processing session, you must

- exit the word processor;
- call up the decryption program, specify the filename and appropriate encryption key, and wait for the whole file to be decrypted;
- reenter the word processor;
- edit the document;
- exit the word processor;
- call up the encryption program, specify the filename and appropriate encryption key, and wait for the whole file to be encrypted; and
- reenter the word processor.

In addition, you must overwrite any temporary or backup files that the word processor may have created. If it created and deleted any temporary files itself, you must overwrite all the free space on the disk in case sensitive data was left there.

One refinement of such encrypt-on-demand programs is to make them permanently resident, activated by a single keystroke. This removes the “exit word processor” and “reenter word processor” steps, but otherwise leaves the procedure as awkward as before. Faced with frequent amendments to a document, normal human impatience will dictate leaving the document file unencrypted just in case another change is needed.

A further weakness of these schemes is their use of keys. You have to enter encryption and decryption keys frequently, so many people will select short—and thus insecure—keys for ease and speed of typing. Also, there is no built-in protection against misspelling. Suppose that the key CONFIDENTIAL (obvious and thus insecure) is misspelled as COMFIDENTIAL. Everything seems all right until you try to access the document, perhaps months later, and find it to be unreadable.

Transparent encryption solves these problems. A transparent encryption system is a TSR program that remains permanently active. It monitors and intercepts all disk accesses for sensitive files. Whenever records are written, the encryption system encrypts them before they reach the disk; whenever records are read, it decrypts them before they reach the application programs.

A transparent encryption system is continued
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPSON</td>
<td>$769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIGA</td>
<td>$529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRINTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIGA</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRINTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAGATE</td>
<td>$1499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSON</td>
<td>$1499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>$1499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASER</td>
<td>$1629</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LAPTOPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMSTRAD</td>
<td>$769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOSHIBA</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKIDATA</td>
<td>$339.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIGA</td>
<td>$1359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOSHIBA</td>
<td>$799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IN-SHOP DISKETTES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-200</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-250</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-275</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-300</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPUTER W/512K RAM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPLE</td>
<td>$1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>$1599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY</td>
<td>$1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COREL</td>
<td>$1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELL</td>
<td>$1499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPUTER W/2MB RAM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPLE</td>
<td>$1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>$1599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY</td>
<td>$1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COREL</td>
<td>$1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELL</td>
<td>$1499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOW SAFE IS IT?

invisible to the application program, which is unaware that any encryption is going on: This eliminates any possible compatibility problems. Also, full protection automatically extends to temporary files that the application may create and delete without your direct knowledge.

Transparent encryption is almost invisible to the user, too. Encryption keys are set up once and for all at the start of each session and remain buried (suitably encrypted and concealed) in the TSR program’s private memory. Thus, after an initial log-in, the complex sequence of operations necessary to edit a confidential document with simple encryption systems becomes simply “edit the document.”

Because you enter the keys only once, there is less user resistance to making them complex and obscure, and you can solve the traditional problem of choosing short, memorable, easily guessed passwords by requiring that keys have a certain minimum length (e.g., eight characters) and a high maximum length (60 characters or so).

With transparent encryption, entering a wrong key has no catastrophic effect on what is already stored. All that happens is that whatever you read from the disk with the wrong key appears to be corrupted: Once you enter the correct key, everything is readable once more.

A final major advantage of transparent encryption is its efficiency in database applications. Instead of having to decrypt and then re-encrypt a whole database—possibly several megabytes in size—whenever a record is required, a transparent encryption system decrypts only the data you actually need: probably an index entry or two, a few pointers, and the required record itself. The resultant increase in speed makes all the difference in terms of practicality.

The things to look for in a transparent encryption system are speed, granularity, transferability, and security. Speed is an obvious necessity. If encryption or decryption takes too long, the computer will appear slow and unresponsive.

Granularity refers to the degree of detail you can use in specifying encryption keys. Encrypt-on-demand systems can easily accommodate file-level granularity, with a different key for every file if necessary; transparent encryption systems have more difficulty doing this. Disk-level granularity—with everything on a disk encrypted identically—is easy to achieve, but it’s not enough.

On a bootable hard disk, some files, such as CONFIG.SYS and device drivers (and of course the encryption program itself), must be read before you can install any encryption program, so at the very least there should be a distinction between unencrypted files used in the boot process and encrypted files used thereafter. Moreover, different people may use the computer for different projects, and it’s a good idea to enforce separation by using different keys. A usable transparent encryption program must offer at least directory-level and preferably file-level granularity.

Transferability is often overlooked. You will always need to be able to exchange files between computers. This means that you must be able to accommodate different keys, unless everyone uses the same keys. At least one commercial package generates a key randomly at each installation, making piracy the only practical way of ensuring freedom of interchange.

Security is the most difficult criterion continued
SOFTWARE SECURITY

WHETHER REPORT.

Whether you're a software developer writing new applications for the IBM or Mac, or a PC user securing proprietary data files, software and data protection has never had a brighter silver lining. For a number of very good reasons.

Beginning with the 'whether-expert' Rainbow Technologies. And ending with its Software Sentinel family of hardware keys. Starring five models that fit virtually any software program or data file you need to protect.

There's the best-selling SentinelPro for the IBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2 and compatibles, and even the Atari ST. Known worldwide for its virtually unbreakable security. And its ASIC technology. And its invisible operation. A close relation, the Sentinel-C stands at-the-ready for custom configurations and multiple software packages.

In the Apple market, security-minded Mac software developers turn to Eve. For completely transparent operation and world-class security of the protected software. Just by plugging Eve into the Mac ADB connector.

PC users wanting a low cost, user-friendly solution to the problem of securing sensitive data can call on the DataSentry. Using a proprietary Rainbow algorithm or DES, the DataSentry encrypts data files on individual PCs, protects modem transmissions and secures data on local area networks.

Rainbow's latest protection strategy is the SentinelShell—that lets users place a 'shell' around existing, off-the-shelf programs. Because access can be limited to those issued a key, libraries, universities and corporations can very simply guard their software investments.

Whatever your whether, Rainbow Technologies has the software and data protection products that make the difference. For more information, call 714-261-0228 in the U.S., or contact Rainbow Technologies Ltd. in the United Kingdom for the distributor nearest you. Whethercasters are standing by.

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
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Rainbow Technologies, Ltd., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Rd., Slough, Berkshire, SL3 8QY, U.K., Tel: 0753-41512, Fax: 0753-43610
© 1989 Rainbow Technologies. All product names are trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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of all. Too many vendors of security systems underestimate the subtleties, intricacies, and pitfalls of cryptography and publish products that are dangerously insecure, many of which can be broken in a few hours with no specialized cryptographic knowledge. Unfortunately, the encryption algorithm seems to be the last thing considered in designing most security systems. In evaluating a number of security systems, I have found that some use trivial algorithms, misapply them (e.g., use random-number generators for cryptographic purposes), or use stream ciphers, which are intended for use once only in data transmission, to repeatedly encrypt blocks of data.

The most dangerous thing about such mistakes is that they are completely invisible to the user who has no cryptographic expertise. You notice if your word processor prints nonsense or your database retrieves the wrong data. But in a security system, all you can do is check that your files continue to be readable after being encrypted and decrypted. Beyond that, you can only hope that your system is truly secure.

Even the respectability of the vendor doesn’t appear to be a good guide to the security of its systems. One international accounting firm promoted a data security product whose disks you could decrypt in the time it took to physically read and rewrite them. When confronted with this fact, the firm claimed that the encryption algorithm was “only a part” of the complete system. Indeed it is, but it’s an indispensable part. The foundations may be only a part of a building, but without them, the building will crumble.

Standards and Validation

Traditionally, areas of functionality where you are unable to form judgments for yourself are covered by standards, and it might be reasonable to expect this to happen with encryption algorithms. There does indeed exist a U.S. Data Encryption Standard (DES), along with an array of ancillary standards describing how to use it in a variety of contexts.

Unfortunately, the DES is a hardware standard rather than a software standard. It relies heavily on bit manipulation and thus runs slowly in software: It is hard to exceed 100,000 bps even on the fastest IBM PS/2. Moreover, DES is a stream cipher with a small block size (8 bytes), intended for data transmission rather than data storage, so it’s not prudent to use it for transparent data security.

DES is over 10 years old, but it’s unlikely that any replacement standard will appear, especially one more suited to data storage than to data transmission. Standards consolidate progress, but they also hamper further development.

When DES was originally designed, there was an overwhelming need for standardization in hardware, because of the size of the investment required to design encryption chips and because data communications (the principal application) required that the same encryption algorithm be used at both ends of a link. But with software, especially software designed most likely for local operation on a single microcomputer, the investment is smaller and there is less need for uniformity, so the expense and inconvenience of a single standard cannot be justified.

It has also been suggested that there should be some sort of central body whose duty it is to evaluate encryption algorithms and report on their security. Unfortunately, this is impossible. First, security is not a matter of testable fact (except for the most obviously insecure algorithms, whose insecurity can readily be demonstrated). Experience and opinion must play a part in the evaluation, and it is difficult to find someone who has adequate expertise and is not hampered by a conflict of interest.

Short of employing an expert of your own (and trusting that his or her expertise is as great as he or she claims), if you must evaluate encryption packages, you have to cut through the verbiage and sales literature, ask awkward questions about who actually wrote or evaluated the encryption algorithm, and then decide whom to trust—an unenviable task.

Network Security

LANs appear to be more difficult to protect than microcomputers, because access to data is possible from a wider area. This additional difficulty is, however, mostly illusory. Because data on a LAN is typically held on a server machine, physically securing the server takes care of physical data security, and conventional passwords and access profiles become more effective. (See the text box “Peeling Back the Layers” on page 258.) However, you are effectively tied to a particular LAN vendor’s offering in its entirety, and awkward trade-offs can arise between security and performance: trade-offs that may not be apparent at first but become more significant as the network grows and you are less sure about the trustworthiness of its users.

Physical interception of LAN messages can become a problem on larger networks. Network analyzers can be used not for their legitimate purpose of identifying and correcting network problems, but to intercept sensitive data. The need to protect LANs against attacks of this kind (and against straightforward decoding of stray radio emissions) is only gradually being realized.

Wide-area networks, along with simpler forms of data and message transmission, have different problems. In principle, you can use many elaborate security protocols to verify the identity of the participants in a dialogue and to secure data against interception or alteration. In practice, complacency leads to a total lack of precautions, and compatibility considerations often make straightforward “dumb-terminal” protocols (with little or no scope for data security) are used even when there is considerable CPU power present at both ends of a link. Incidents such as the Internet worm may serve to alert people to the need to take reasonable precautions, but this multi-vendor situation is one in which we must make a strong effort toward standardization if we expect to make any progress.

Appropriate Security

Absolute security is unattainable. Very high degrees of security are commercially available, but they can be inappropriate. When evaluating various approaches, consider how much security you really need. In many cases, a simple power-on password (in either hardware or software) is sufficient. While it can be fairly easily circumvented by anyone who knows how, that in itself may be an advantage, since you needn’t worry too much if the password is forgotten (full-blown security systems have elaborate procedures to allow recovery from lost passwords). You may judge that the kind of attackers you have to protect against wouldn’t have the technical competence to circumvent even quite simple protection measures—or wouldn’t have the patience to try.

Whatever your situation, it’s important to evaluate risk. If the risk is mainly from outsiders, then encryption and physical-access control may be most useful; if it’s from insiders, then audit trails can be a powerful tool. It’s useful to compare data with backups. Doing nothing is dangerous, but an over-elaborate protection scheme is equally irresponsible, because no one will use it. Complacency and panic are equally harmful: A reasoned assessment is essential.

Martin Kochanski is a director of Business Simulations Ltd. in London, a firm specializing in information retrieval and data security. He can be reached on BIX as “mjk.”
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Get the best of both worlds with STATGRAPHICS — sophisticated data analysis and a dazzling array of graphics in an easy-to-use PC statistics package.

Powerful Statistics. Realize the full potential of your analytical skills. STATGRAPHICS gives you over 250 statistical procedures including ANOVA, regression analysis, quality control procedures, experimental design, multivariate techniques, nonparametric methods, exploratory data analysis, forecasting, time series analysis, and more.

Incredible Graphics. Turn the “Ho-Hum” into the “Ah-Ha!” STATGRAPHICS includes over 50 types of graphs that allow you to analyze your data visually and communicate your results brilliantly!

Easy To Learn and Use. Enter your data using our full-screen editor, or import data directly from your ASCII, dBASE®, Lotus®, or DIF files. STATGRAPHICS is completely menu-driven and includes online HELP, a self-paced tutorial, handy reference cards, and a user’s guide complete with examples and sample data sets. No wonder InfoWorld said STATGRAPHICS “makes interactive data analysis and knock-your-socks-off graphics easy.”

Why compromise? Get the power of sophisticated data analysis and gorgeous graphics with STATGRAPHICS — all for only $895!* For more details or to order today, call:

(800) 592-0050 ext. 400
In Maryland, (301) 984-5123;
Outside the U.S., (301) 984-5412 for the name of the dealer nearest you.

Ask about our money-back guarantee!

* Suggested retail price in U.S. and Canada. International prices vary. STATGRAPHICS, dBASE, and Lotus are registered trademarks of Statistical Graphics Corp., Ashton-Tate, and Lotus Development Corp., respectively.
NEW UPDATE — Extended VGA Support

The Graphics Toolkit for Contemporary Software Developers

Already the fastest and most powerful graphics toolkit on the market, the new HALO® delivers subroutines and device support for exciting, contemporary applications in publishing, office automation, vision, and image processing.

HALO '88 is a device independent library of 190 graphics subroutines. It is compatible with 18 programming languages, and over 140 hardware devices such as image scanners; graphics, vision, and imaging boards; printers and plotters; and mice. HALO '88 is designed for the complete IBM compatible microcomputer line including the PS/2 and VGA.

Join the HALO Family
HALO has an installed base of 60,000 + end-users, hundreds of site-licensed corporations, government agencies, universities, and national laboratories and most importantly, over 220 Independent Software Developers (ISVs) who market applications written with HALO.

HALO '88 provides the software designer with the richest environment of graphics functions, the programmer with reliable and well-documented tools, and DP managers with continuity of user interface and database format.

Reach for the Future
If you need high performance graphics development software that provides a migration path to OS/2 and other future technology, follow the industry leaders — call (800) 992-HALO (4256).

HALO '88 is just $325 and includes all device drivers, 20 fonts, your choice of one compiler binding, completely new documentation, an interactive tutorial and free 800# technical support.

Ask about the new HALO Programmers' Workbook which provides C program examples for HALO '88 applications developers.
Secret Codes

Any good data security system must rely on encryption

Asael Dror

Cryptography is the ancient art of making the comprehensible incomprehensible to all but a chosen few—of keeping secrets secret. Julius Caesar is credited with protecting the secrecy of messages by replacing every letter in the original text, called the plaintext, with a letter three characters later in the alphabet. The result is called a ciphertext, in which A is represented by D, B by E, and so on.

The war between cryptographers, who devise cryptosystems, and code breakers, who try to decipher encrypted messages, has drastically escalated since the invention of the computer. On one hand, computers help to break complicated cryptosystems within seconds. On the other hand, they make it feasible to use extremely complex encryption algorithms that were not practical before. Furthermore, the advent of distributed computer systems, the wide availability of microcomputers, advances in mass storage, and the widespread use of computer communications have all contributed to moving cryptography from military and diplomatic fields to those of more general interest and importance.

Two major cryptosystems are in use today: conventional systems and public-key systems. Two major encryption algorithms relate to these cryptosystems: DES and RSA, respectively.

Conventional Cryptosystems
One important method of encryption is substitution: replacing every occurrence of a letter (or word, or byte) with a different letter (or word, or byte). The XOR operator is a convenient way to perform substitution with computers. When you XOR 2 bits together, the result is 1 if one and only one of the input bits is 1. The result is 0 if both input bits are 0, or if both input bits are 1.

The XOR function is convenient because it’s fast and you can decrypt the encrypted information simply by XORing the ciphertext with the same data that you used to encrypt the plaintext. For example, you can encrypt the word TEST by XORing every byte with the ASCII representation of the letter A (0100 0001). In figure 1a, the letter A is the key used to encrypt the plaintext. To decrypt the message, you XOR it again with the same key, as in figure 1b.

The strength of a good cryptosystem doesn’t depend on keeping its algorithm secret; the secrecy of the ciphertext relies solely on the secrecy of the key.

A statistical cryptoanalysis attack can easily break a simple cryptosystem. Natural language has specific known patterns, such as the frequency with which each letter is used; common letter combinations, such as th, er, ing, and ion; and continued
Figure 1: A simple example of (a) encryption and (b) decryption using the XOR operator.
overcome it by using an additional pre-
DES encryption stage.

Public-Key Cryptosystems

When using a conventional cryptosystem 
such as DES, both the sender and the 
receiver must know the key used to encrypt 
(and decrypt) the data. Therefore, you 
need a safe means of transmitting the key 
from one to the other. If you change the 
keys frequently, transmitting them 
becomes a major problem. Furthermore, 
with a conventional cryptosystem, it's 
impossible to communicate with some-
one new until you have safely exchanged 
keys; this can take a long time. Public-
key cryptosystems are designed to over-
come these shortcomings.

Public-key cryptosystems are based on 
the use of a trap-door one-way function. 
You can easily compute such a function 
in one way only—used to encrypt the 
data. To compute the function in the 
other direction—used to decrypt the 
data—you must have certain secret informa-
tion; hence, the name trap-door.

In a public-key cryptosystem, each 
person has two keys: one for encrypting, 
E, and one for decrypting, D. 
Decryption with D, a plaintext P that was en-
crypted using E, restores the original 
plaintext—that is, D(E(P)) = P. Both 
E, and D, should be easy to compute, but 
knowing E, does not reveal D.

If you use a public-key cryptosystem, 
you can publish your encrypting key E 
(the public key) in a public directory, 
while you keep D (the private key) 
secret. If someone wants to send you a 
message, all that person has to do is look 
up your public key (E,) and use it to en-
crypt the message as E,(P). Only you...
know the private key Dₐ, so only you can decrypt the message back to its original plaintext, Dₐ(Eₐ(P)) = P.

**RSA**

The most important public-key cryptosystem today is RSA (see reference 4), named after its inventors, Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman. To use RSA, you need to choose, at random, two large prime numbers, to be called p and q. Compute n as the product of the two primes: n = p·q. Then, randomly choose a large number d, so that d is relatively prime to (p - 1)·(q - 1); in other words, the greatest common divisor of d and (p - 1)·(q - 1) is 1. Finally, compute e so that (e·d) modulo (p - 1)·(q - 1) = 1. The notation “x modulo y” signifies the remainder of dividing x by y using integer division. For example, 20 modulo 5 = 0, since 20/5 = 4 with 0 remainder; 13 modulo 3 = 1 since 13/3 = 4 with 1 remainder.

The public key is the pair of numbers (e,n), and the private key is (d,n). Although n and e are public, it is difficult to arrive at d, since there is no efficient algorithm for factoring large numbers. Consequently, to be secure, both p and q must be very large (at least 100-digit numbers), so that n is extremely large (at least 200 digits) and cannot be factored within a reasonable time.

To encrypt with RSA, first you break the plaintext into blocks that can be represented as an integer between 0 and n-1. Then, you encrypt each block by raising it to the power e, modulo n. To decrypt the block, raise it to the power d, modulo n; that is, C = Pᵈ modulo n, and P = Cᵈ modulo n.

Let’s look at an example of how to use RSA. For the sake of simplicity, you should use very small primes for p and q. To create a secure system, however, you should use very large primes (to find large prime numbers, see reference 5).

1. Assume you choose p = 3 and q = 11.
2. Then, n = p·q = 3·11 = 33 and (p - 1)·(q - 1) = 2·10 = 20.
3. You can use d = 7, since 7 is relatively prime to 20.
4. Next, you need to find an e, so that e·7 modulo 20 = 1.
5. You can use e = 3 because 3·7 = 21, and 21 modulo 20 = 1.
6. Thus, your public key is (3,33) and your private key is (7,33).

If you represent your message by using a 1 for A, 2 for B, 3 for C, and so on, the plaintext DEAD would be written as 4 5 6 2.

14. The following table shows how to encrypt this using the public key (3,33).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>P³</th>
<th>P³ modulo n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the ciphertext is 31 26 1 31 (using large primes would let you create large blocks that would conceal the patterns detectable in this simplified example).

To decrypt this, you would use the following to restore the original plaintext.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>C³</th>
<th>C³ modulo n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>27512614111</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>8031810176</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>27512614111</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The RSA algorithm has been known since 1978, and in no known case has it been broken. Its strength is based on the complexity of factoring very large numbers. However, while no algorithm has yet been found to efficiently factor large numbers, such an algorithm may exist. If such an algorithm is found, RSA would be rendered useless. Furthermore, no one has proven that factoring n is essential to deriving the private key.

On a more practical note, RSA’s operations on very large numbers make the system extremely slow. In addition, the RSA algorithm is patented, and you can’t use it freely.

**Digital Signatures**

In addition to ensuring privacy, encryption can be used to verify authenticity. Say you send your broker a message telling him to sell all your stocks. How can the broker verify that you sent it? If you dispute ever sending the message, how can the broker prove that you did? If you used paper mail, your signature would be used to verify and prove authenticity, but how about electronic messages?

Simply encrypting the message using a key known only to you and the broker doesn’t solve the problem. The broker would be satisfied that you had sent the message, but couldn’t prove it since he knows the key and thus could have forged the message. Public-key cryptosystems can provide an elegant and simple solution by creating digital signatures.

A trap-door one-way function has the property of D(E(P)) = P. If the function used by the public-key cryptosystem also has the property of E(D(P)) = P, it is said to be a trap-door one-way permutation. The RSA public-key cryptosystem fulfills this requirement. Using such a public-key cryptosystem, you can encrypt the message using the private key Dₐ. Anyone who receives the message Dₐ(Eₐ(P)) can decrypt it using your public key Eₐ since Eₐ(Dₐ(P)) = P. Since Dₐ is known only to you, the recipient knows, and can prove, that you are the author.

If you want to send a private message that can be authenticated to someone else, then you encrypt Dₐ(P) with that person’s public key, giving Eₐ(Dₐ(P)). Using the private key, Dₐ, that person would derive Dₐ(Eₐ(Dₐ(P))) = Dₐ(P), which would be saved as proof of authenticity, and then decrypt Dₐ(P) by using Eₐ(Dₐ(P)) = P. Thus, both privacy and authenticity have been achieved.

**Secure Computer Systems**

Any good computer data security system must rely on encryption. Whereas both DES and RSA provide a good basis for a computer security system, using proprietary algorithms may be worse than using no encryption at all, because they lead to a false sense of security. But encryption alone is not sufficient. Proper key selection, key management, physical security, people security, and procedures to ensure that plaintext does not “leak” out of the system via loopholes (see reference 6) are all essential for a secure computer data system.
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Know Thy Viral Enemy

The viruses you’re most likely to meet. Check them out, but don’t be fooled into thinking you can beat them on your own.

Ross M. Greenberg

In the late fall of 1987, a message went out from Lehigh University in Pennsylvania indicating that one of the folks in the computer lab was busily fighting a virus program. The virus in question, dubbed the “Lehigh virus,” spread itself from computer to computer using an infected disk as its mode of transmission. For a “clean” computer to be infected with this virus, it had to be booted up with an infected disk in drive A. Hundreds of computers were rapidly infected.

After a number of replications, the virus “turned Trojan” and wiped out the data on the infected machines’ hard disks. A Trojan program, named after the infamous Trojan horse of Greek mythology, is a program that produces a one-time disaster, damaging or destroying data or disks as soon as it is executed.

Currently there is a big drive to develop ways to diagnose and stop viruses before they infiltrate networks and cause irreparable damage to expensive devices, peripherals, and irretrievable data. Many viruses have been identified, but there are several PC viruses considered to be the most prevalent—Israeli, Lehigh, Pakistani Brain, and Alameda. There are also two lesser-known viruses that I have run into in my work. They are discussed in the text box “Two Other Viruses I Have Known” on page 277. And for Mac environments, see the text box “Two Mac Viruses” on page 278.

The main avenue that viruses take to invade PCs is through the use of an infected floppy disk. Virus strains are becoming more virulent and sophisticated; some can hide themselves so well even the best utilities are unable to find them. There are even viruses that can secrete themselves in nonvolatile memory, making system re-infection an increasing problem. Shrink-wrapped software not only is not immune from carrying viruses, it has actually been the cause of many systems becoming infected. CD-ROMs also have been degraded with these nasty diseases at the time they were pressed.

In the DOS environment, viruses use JMPs or other system files to ply their trade. The most common way a system can become infected is through its I/O calls. Actually, viruses use any “chink in the system’s armor” to infiltrate the environment. And there’s no such thing as a “bulletproof” system.

Although there is widespread controversy over viruses, some basic information may serve to set the scene. Consisting of a number of parts, a virus is a code that infects other programs, is self-replicating, and requires a host or executable disk segment. Once it is physically in a system, it can damage or destroy data.
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media, the system itself, and any attached peripherals.

Essentially, a virus has four phases: the dormancy phase (optional), the propagation phase, the triggering phase, and the damaging phase. A propagation phase is all that is necessary for the program to be a virus; a virus does not have to cause damage. The creator of a virus might use a dormancy phase to instill a sense of trust in the user since the virus does not propagate or do damage during this phase. The triggering phase is launched by some occurrence, such as a certain date or a particular number of replications. Finally, the damaging phase does whatever harm the author intended the virus to do.

Some viruses even have a pretrigger. This is a piece of code that lets the virus benignly sit in a program until something transpires, such as a particular date or timeframe, the presence of another program or file, or the capacity of the disk exceeding some certain limit. Generally speaking, very few viruses have a pretrigger.

If the virus doesn't have a pretrigger, or if it does and its pretrigger goes off, then the virus or virus replication mode activates. At this stage, the virus replicates a virtual copy of itself into other programs or into certain system areas on your disk. When loaded and executed, each infected program or system area is a clone of the virus itself and will produce

![Figure 1](attachment:figure1.png)

Figure 1: A picture through time of a virus infecting a system. A virus, \( V \), infects user \( U_1 \)'s program \( P_1 \) at time \( t_1 \). At \( t_2 \), \( U_1 \) shares information with \( U_2 \) and infects \( P_2 \). When \( U_2 \) shares data with \( U_3 \) at \( t_3 \), \( P_3 \) becomes contaminated. (Figure courtesy of Fred Cohen)
Two Other Viruses I Have Known

Not all viruses trash your disk; some trash your data, and these are potentially more dangerous. You can always restore your programs from their distribution disks, but your data is yours alone and you might not even notice a change until it's too late.

The dBASE Virus
The dBASE virus isn't a problem with dBASE itself; it's a virus I ran across at the office of a client who was running dBASE. Thus, I named it the dBASE virus. It's a TSR virus that works in a manner similar to the Israeli virus. The virus intercepts calls to DOS interrupt 0x21 and looks for open calls to files with a .DBF extension. When the virus finds such a call, it stores the returned file handle in a data location within its code space and stores the current size of the .DBF file as well.

Subsequent write operations that would expand the size of the .DBF are made with the first 2 bytes transposed. Future reads also have the first 2 bytes transposed. Therefore, for as long as the virus is installed in your system, everything looks fine. However, after 90 days, it will destroy your file allocation table. And when the virus is exterminated, you will find that the data in your .DBF file is worthless.

The dBASE virus creates a hidden file, called BUG.DAT, the contents of which indicate which records (by byte offset) have a series of bytes transposed and where those bytes are. If you're a dBASE user and the next time you run a CHKDSK you see your hidden file count go up, you should check your disk for this file in the same directory where the .DBF files reside. If it's there, you're infected.

If you create the BUG.DAT file and make it read-only, the dBASE virus won't be able to open the file for read/write access and your data will be safe. This file must exist, however, in each directory you use for storing your .DBF files.

The Screen Virus
More than one virus creates TSR problems and byte transpositions. The one I call the Screen virus is a simple one. After it goes TSR, it waits for the timer tick and wakes up every few minutes. When it wakes up, it examines the screen memory and looks for any four contiguous digits starting at a random place on the screen. When it finds them, it transposes two of them. This process is not as harmless as it sounds.

The Screen virus is a dumb virus—it doesn't check to see if a piece of code is already infected. When first executed (before it goes TSR), it will infect every .COM program in your current directory (including copies of itself if the disk image resides in the current directory). Then, of course, if you use a floppy disk with this virus on it in another system, you will infect the new environment.

This virus does have an identifying characteristic that you can use to determine if you're infected: a file that includes the word InfEcT. If you find InfEcT, read the 4 bytes immediately preceding it and overwrite the first 4 bytes of the program with their value. Then truncate the program at their stored address. By so doing, you're rid yourself of a nasty virus and restored the program to its pristine state.

Finally, make sure you use a clean copy of your disk editor.

The Anatomy of a Virus
It is important to realize that virus programs, in and of themselves, can be innocuous and don't necessarily have to be created with malicious intent. They can be the work of someone who wants to play a practical joke or of people who are experimenting with the technology.

On a DOS system, simple viruses Infect the most basic programs of all, the .COM files. These files are almost an exact image of the memory image of the program run after they are loaded. At load time, only upon examination of the segment registers can a program tell where it has been loaded in memory. The majority of these .COM programs start with a JMP instruction—there is a theory that you should always have the data at the very beginning of your program. This is not strictly true, but programmers usually follow this procedure when they write their programs.

If the JMP instruction at the beginning of the program is modified so that it points to other code, the CPU will automatically run that code. After the virus program has done its dirty deed, it must run the original program as if it were not infected. Since the virus need not be concerned with the meaning of the original data bytes it displaced to infect the errant program, it can treat these bytes just like data, move them back into their original location, and then allow them to execute without any regard to what those bytes are. Therefore, even programs that do not start with the simple JMP instruction can be infected.

A virus can be written in one of two ways: as position-independent code or as position-dependent code. A position-independent virus is usually added to the end of a program. It has no need to manipulate more than the first 3 bytes of the original program—just enough to branch the program's run to itself. Position-independent code is a little harder to write, since at run time, all data accesses must be localized and resolved.

Position-dependent viruses must be set to execute at the start of the program and typically will copy the original instruction(s) at the beginning of the uninfected program to the physical end of the program's data image on disk. Such viruses must also have a block-move routine that must either be position independent (so that it can run from any location) or use a
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Two Mac Viruses

Janet J. Barron

I

n the Macintosh environment, viruses go after operations resources—they use the Mac’s architecture as a way to get around in the system. You can eliminate Macintosh viruses by replacing the System Folder and any affected application with clean copies from the original master disks. There are two major viruses that particularly plague Macs—nVIR and Scores.

The first, nVIR, comes in a variety of forms—at least a dozen have been detected, each with its own individual activation characteristics. nVIR’s technique for spreading is especially virulent. It invades the System File; once this crucial resource is infected, every application that is subsequently launched is contaminated.

The second, the Scores virus, may account for about a third of all viral attacks, although so far there hasn’t been a significant amount of devastating damage. Many government agencies’ systems are thought to have been plagued with an infection of Scores. Personnel at NASA’s Washington, D.C., headquarters and at the University of California in San Diego have detected the Scores virus in their machines. According to a NASA virus investigator, the agency believes that its

known and quantified area of memory outside the program’s memory image (e.g., unused areas in the low-memory interrupt vector or video table). These criteria are necessary so that the original code, misplaced by the virus, can be restored to its proper position and can run correctly.

The Israeli Virus

An interesting virus that doesn’t really fall into either of these two categories (position dependent or independent) is the TSR virus, typified by the so-called Israeli (or Jerusalem) virus. It infects .COM and .EXE programs and can affect floppy and hard disks. It is spread via infected programs on floppy disks or by the use of floppy disks in infected computers.

When run, the TSR virus moves its position-dependent code into the beginning of its allocated memory, hooks into interrupt 21 hexadecimial (which is one of the main DOS interrupts), and then loads and executes the disk image of itself. The disk image notices that the interrupt 21h hook is already in place and executes normally. When it finishes execution and exits, the loaded image resizes the memory allocation to include only the virus code itself, then executes a TSR command, returning you to the C> prompt but leaving behind a live virus to execute upon other load and execute instructions that come through future calls to interrupt 21h.

This virus also makes an attempt to cover its trail; before it tries to infect a program, it preserves the program disk image’s attributes and date/time access. It then modifies the attributes to allow read/write access (marking a file as read-only doesn’t help against this virus), infects the program’s disk image, and then restores the original attribute and date/time stamp. You’ll discover this virus when the size of the disk image increases by just over 1800 bytes.

Part of the code in this virus will check the date. If it happens to be Friday the 13th (the trigger), it will turn Trojan and either trash your disk or delete programs as you execute them, depending on the version. Yes, that’s right. There are actually different versions of some viruses.

The Lehigh Virus

The Lehigh virus, via which you can lose all your system and hard disk data, is really an infected COMMAND.COM. Whatever you type at the C> prompt is first processed by COMMAND.COM. When you boot your machine from an infected copy, the original vector for interrupt 21h is stuffed safely away at interrupt 44h (normally not used by any program), and then the DOS interrupt is revectored to point to a portion of memory it has reserved for itself via a TSR call. (Version 2, discovered on February 2, used interrupt 63h.)

With this virus, when any disk access is made, the copy of COMMAND.COM
that exists on that disk is checked to see if it’s already infected. If it is, then normal processing continues. Otherwise, the virus infects the clean COMMAND.COM and increments a counter. The version 1 strain of the Lehigh virus stores this counter on a computer’s hard disk in the infected copy of COMMAND.COM. With floppy disks and with the version 2 strain, the counter is kept in memory.

Date and time stamps are not preserved, so by looking at the date on a disk’s copy of COMMAND.COM, you can tell if it’s been tampered with—a recent access date indicates that it has been. With the Lehigh virus, attributes on the disk image of COMMAND.COM are not modified, so a clean copy can remain that way if you mark it as read-only. Another alternative is to change the name of your clean copy of COMMAND.COM and then modify your CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files to point their SHELL and COMPARE variables to the newly hidden copy.

After version 1 of the Lehigh virus has copied itself four times, it trashes your hard disk. This virus is transferred by sharing infected floppy disks as well as by using a clean disk in an infected system. Version 2 copied itself 10 times.

The Pakistani Brain Virus

The Brain virus infects the boot sector of a floppy disk. When you boot off the disk, the virus rereads itself into memory by using a clean disk in an infected system. Sharing infected floppy disks as well as using a nonwrite-protected disk in the A drive, you’re used to, you’d never notice the Brain virus’s presence. Doing a directory on an infected disk will show the volume label as © Brain—and a CHKDSK will show a few bad sectors. Interestingly enough, when you use an infected system and do a directory on an uninfected disk, the clean disk will become infected.

The Brain virus takes over the floppy disk controller interface (interrupt 13h) and looks for certain operations on the disk. If it sees a read operation, it pushes the original read operation aside and attempts to read the boot track. If it sees anything other than a word equal to 1234 at byte offset location 4, it assumes that the disk is uninfected and then infects it. This virus has no trigger but immediately starts to mark areas on your disk as bad even though they are good. Eventually, your disk will contain nothing but bad sectors—bringing everything to a halt.

This is a strange virus. As mentioned, it announces its presence with the volume label, and the virus itself contains text that reads: “Welcome to the Dungeon.” Then it gives the names of two brothers in Pakistan who are supposed to have authored this virus, an address, telephone number, and a few other admonishments and warnings.

If you modify the boot record on your system to include the value as specified, you’ve effectively inoculated your system from the Brain virus.

The Alameda Virus

Working in a manner similar to the Brain, but not exactly like it, this virus also does its thing by infecting a system’s boot sector. The Alameda, discovered at Alameda College in California, is a very small virus inhabiting only one sector.

It’s not one that deliberately goes out and destroys files at random. The Alameda virus does damage data but, besides the boot sector, only in one very specific location on the floppy disk—the last track.

When a machine reads in the boot sector, it reads in the virus, which stores the real boot sector elsewhere. Once it’s read in, the virus takes over and reads in the real boot sector, which controls what the machine does from then on. If you insert a nonwrite-protected disk in the A drive, when you do a warm boot, the virus replicates by moving the real boot sector down to the last track of the disk. The virus takes over the last track without regard to what is in it. If a file is there, it becomes corrupted. All floppy disks inserted during reboot can catch the Alameda virus.

continued
You can diminish your chances of being hit with a virus if you refrain from putting any new software on your system.

The Alameda virus hooks into one of the keyboard interrupts. That's how it knows you're doing a Ctrl-Alt-Del. It stores itself in high memory, decreases and integrity. However, while you can achieve success in any two of the three, because of viruses, you can't have all three at once. (Figure courtesy of Fred Cohen)

The Alameda virus only true IBM machines. It does not, however, infect any 80286 machines, including IBM's, because it uses machine instructions the 80286 generally doesn't permit. On some IBM machines, there are programs you can't run because of the memory problem and other programs that won't operate because the virus prevents the proper CONFIG.SYS files from running.

Alameda's staff members suspect the virus came from another school in the Peralta community college district of which Alameda is a member. They believe the source is probably a programming student who wanted to do something unique and interesting. They have just about disinfected their environment by tracing at what stage the virus infects the disk and chasing down where it lives. They wrote a program that looks on the boot sector to see where the virus is and kicks it off. In addition, Alameda users have started booting from the network so the problem can't replicate in that way.

How to Ward Off Infection
A variety of good antiviral programs are available, ranging from freeware to shareware to commercial programs costing many hundreds of dollars. These programs come in many flavors, and there are many kinds for different machines.

- **Integrity checkers.** This type of program allows you to generate a unique signature or checksum for each program on your system. At boot-up time, these values are checked against the stored (and protected) copies. If there's a difference, you may have an infected program on your disk.

Obviously, programs such as SideKick that store their configuration options within the .COM file itself will have this value changed. Just be aware of such a potential triggering of the checker and you'll be in good shape. Realize that programs such as these will not stop an infection, but they will advise you of infected or modified programs.

- **Monitoring programs.** These programs are typically TSR programs for PCs and INITs for Macs. They sit on the interrupts and examine each one that comes by for suspicious activity. If they notice something the antiviral program's author thought was suspicious, they'll interrupt the operation, trigger an alert of some sort, and ask the operator what to do. Different programs have different options—you'll have to choose the one that serves your needs best.

A subclass of these two classes is a program that monitors for a load-and-execute instruction and does a checksum or signature check on the disk image of the program about to be loaded. If it has somehow changed from the stored value, the antiviral program triggers an alert.

- **Virus removers.** These programs examine the hard disk for signs of viruses that the antiviral program's author knows about. If they find a program with the footprint of such a virus, at the very least, they'll alert you to its presence. The better ones will also remove it.

Be aware that these programs can only catch and cure viruses that were known to the author. Before you buy one of them, ask the manufacturer of the product how many updates have been released in the last year. If there hasn't been an update for quite a while, you might want to shop around to find a company more active in its antiviral efforts.

- **Backups.** This is one defense against a virus, but it is not fail-safe. Some of your data might become corrupted by a virus, and the backup sets of that data might also be infected (see figure 2). You should run a virus checker after you've had to restore from a backup.

**How Serious Are They?**
Viruses are a serious problem, and they have the potential of becoming even more troublesome. Yet, if you take the proper precautions, you'll probably never be infected.

You diminish your chances of being hit with a virus if you don't put any new software on your system (including shrink-wrapped software and software downloaded from less-than-particular BBSes) and if you never use a network or boot a program from someone else's floppy disk. But in today's environment, these restrictions are less than realistic.

If you do install new software on your system, make sure you make a backup before you start working with it. A virus writer might have just as much access to a shrink-wrap system as the software manufacturers do. Many computer stores allow shrink-wrapped software to be returned to them, and there's no guarantee that when you buy it, you're not getting something extra you didn't plan on.

As more and more people network their machines, the threat of viruses becomes more and more serious. As it is, they have already caused millions of dollars' worth of damage and data loss and thousands of hours of downtime.

To protect your microcomputers, use common sense and as many preventive measures as you can. Don't be fooled into thinking you can beat the threat.

**ACKNOWLEDGMENT**
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Mr. Charles Bostwick
Bostwick Parker Company
13644 148th Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48284

Dear Mr. Bostwick:

The results of the computer simulation are in, and you'll find them quite fascinating. Here is an interesting number three. What's more, the largest sales will number three. What's more, the largest sales will result from Europe and the Far East, not the United States.

Bostwick Parker Co.
New Product Sales Projections

These sales projections take into account the requests, specifically, the group was reduced to reflect a

One of the nearly identical samples you see above was printed with the HP Laserjet Series II. The other is from the Mannesmann Tally* MT905. Both are reprinted here exactly as they came out of the printers.

But what might surprise you is the rather dramatic difference in the manufacturers' suggested retail prices.

The Mannesmann Tally laser is $700 less. Yet it offers the same high quality output, lowers operating costs 25 percent, and prints at six pages per minute.

The MT905 comes with the same resident type fonts as HP, accepts standard HP font cartridges, and lets you choose optional memory upgrades from one to four megabytes.

MT905 Specifications
- Technology: scanning laser.
- Print Speed: 6-pages per minute.
- Resolution: 300 x 300 dpi.
- Standard I/Os: Serial & parallel.
- Memory: 512K, [upgrades: 1, 2, & 4 megabytes.]
- Typefaces: Courier medium & bold, line printer, accepts standard HP font cartridges or any downloadable font in HP-format, 6-resident fonts + 2 font cartridge slots.
- Workload: 4,000 pages-per-month.
- Suggested Retail: $1,995.

For more convenient paper handling, the universal paper cassette holds letter, legal, and international sizes, plus up to 15 standard envelopes. You can choose face-down output to keep long documents in the right order. And the manual feed lets you print labels or transparencies.

So any way you figure, the answer still comes up the same. The Mannesmann Tally laser looks perfect. And so does the price.

For the name of your nearest dealer, call the toll-free number listed below.

MANNESMANN TALLY
1-800-843-1347 Ext. 348

Epson and IBM are registered trademarks.
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CAN YOU SPOT THE $700 DIFFERENCE?

See us at PC EXPO Booth #128
You Want A Laser Printer With Faster Processing Speed, Sharper 400 dpi Resolution And More Powerful Functionality. But You Think You Can’t Afford It.
Allow Us To Draw Some Conclusions.

The Genicom 6142: The Industry's Best Value in A Laser Printer. Finally, someone built a laser printer with everything you need—including an affordable price.

The Genicom 6100 Series gets its power from the unique combination of raster image processing hardware and the efficient ACE page description language. With a powerful font mechanism for scaling and rotating capability, it can process integrated text and graphics significantly faster than comparable printers.

Your work will look much more impressive. Its 400 dpi resolution, compared to 300 dpi printers, yields a superior quality image—a 75% improvement.

Compatibility is no problem. ACE driver kits are included so it works with the major desktop publishing and word processing software. And emulations are available for HP LaserJet II, HP GL, Diablo 630, and IBM GP.

Call us today for more information or for the reseller nearest you. Then you can draw your own conclusions about the remarkable Genicom 6142.
Complete 386 SYSTEM

- 80386-20 MHz CPU
- Support 80287, 80387 & WEITEK processor
- Six 16 Bit, Two 8 Bit BUS
- 1 MB RAM (Expandable 2,4,8 MB on board), 32 Bit
- RAM Architecture (Interleaved Page Mode)
- AMI BIOS
- Realtime Clock/Calendar
- 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
- Fast 1 to 1 Interleaved Hard Disk Controller

$2990

NEW MINI PORTABLE
BEST-286 LCD

- 10 MHZ 0 WATT (12 MHZ, Optional)
- 512 K RAM
- 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
- 30 MB Hard Disk (Seagate 138 28ms)
- 200 W DC Fan Power Supply
- Serial & Parallel
- Non-Glare LCD Screen
- Super Twist
- Built-In Back Light
- 640 x 200 Dots
- Weight 32 lbs
- Padded Soft Carry Bag
- Dimension 16” x 8” x 9”

$1600

286 BABY MOTHER BOARD

- 10 MHZ $265
- 12 MHz $295
- Mono Monitor $79
- Fujitsu 101 Enhanced Keyboard $45
- EGA PLUS 640 x 480 (Paradise Compatible) $139

PORTABLE CASE

- 9” Dual Amber Monitor $359
- 200 W Power Supply

LCD CASE

- 640 x 200 Dots $549

One Year Warranty

CALL FOR QUANTITY PRICE

VTI-33 SYSTEM

- 8086-2 10 MHz
- 640 K RAM
- 2 360K Floppy Drive
- Serial, Parallel Port
- Clock, Calendar
- AT Style Keyboard
- Build in Mono/Color Graphic
- MONO MONITOR
- MS-DOS 3.3, GW Basic

$749

COLOR SYSTEM $919

BEST-286 PORTABLE

- 10 MHZ (12 MHZ Optional)
- 512 K RAM
- One 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
- 7 Expansion Slots
- 200 W DC Fan Power Supply
- 9” Dual Amber Screen
- Mono or Color Graphic Card
- 2 Serial & 1 Parallel Port
- 84 Key Soft Tough Key Board

$1115

BEST-88 PORTABLE $845

VTI-55 SYSTEM

- 80286 8/12 MHz
- Award bios
- 640K-120 ns
- 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
- 40 MB Hard Disk Seagate
- ST-251 with NCL
- 2 Serial 1 Parallel
- Clock Calendar

MONO SYSTEM $1799

$1499

CALL FOR QUANTITY PRICE

BEST COMPUTER INC.

5017 Telegraph Road
Los Angeles, CA 90022

Tel: (213) 265-0900
Tech: (213) 265-0300
Fax: (213) 265-4234
Toll: (800)834-7920

Outside Cal.
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Not all personal computers are on networks. But virtually all computers, networked or not, contain sensitive information that poses an open invitation to compromise. Think how easy it is for someone reasonably familiar with personal computers—and today, that's almost everyone—to walk up to an unattended machine and copy a client list, personnel files, or any other information that's usually considered private.

Are security measures on individual personal computers as important as anti-intrusion procedures on a network? Should the contents of a hard disk be kept as secure as paper files in a locked file cabinet? Many people think that security on a personal computer is too troublesome, too confusing, and too expensive.

None of these excuses is valid anymore. Security on a stand-alone personal computer is easy to install, use, and maintain. Often, adding a security program can actually simplify the computer's use by adding a comprehensive menu system. But is this necessary? If you have data that you would lock in a file cabinet were it on paper, you should protect it with a good security program or an add-in board.

Although many software and hardware products are available to lock your microcomputer's electronic file cabinet, they all fall into a few functional categories. You can encrypt the data on your hard disk, prevent access to the data in the first place, and watch active files for viral contamination that could damage or compromise data. Which of these approaches (or combinations thereof) you select will depend on how secure your data needs to be and how open your computer is to outside intrusion. (For a discussion of issues affecting a data center, see the text box "The Small Data Center" by Bob Brown on page 286.)

Keeping It Simple

Encrypting data files, such as word processing documents, databases, and spreadsheets, is the simplest line of defense. The casual snooper can't easily read encrypted data, but a determined data thief can often decrypt your files. The degree of encryption simply serves to slow down the malefactor in many cases. (For more details on encryption, see "Secret Codes" by Asael Dror on page 267.)

One of the fastest and least expensive examples of simple file encryption is File Encrypt from Wisdom Software. At $69.95, it uses the Data Encryption Standard (DES) to encrypt files simply and quickly. File Encrypt is a single-key conventional cryptosystem written in assembly language and running in both DOS and OS/2 protected mode.

continued
The Small Data Center

Bob Brown

Security used to be pretty simple in the small data center with a mini-computer or small mainframe. The data center manager kept the computer room locked and used passwords to control access to data. Often the security policy was little more than an ad hoc collection of procedures. Widespread adoption of microcomputers in corporate and departmental computing has added new complexities to security management.

Wise data center managers will review their procedures and develop a written security policy.

The principal reason for developing a security policy is to use it as a tool for communication. A formal policy will communicate your expectations to your staff, to the users of the computing facility, and to corporate management.

The development of a security policy necessitates a risk analysis; you can’t determine how to deal with risks until you know what they are. Particularly in small organizations, if a risk analysis has been undertaken at all, it is likely to be out of date.

Finally, development of a security policy will allow threats to be dealt with proactively rather than reactively. For each identified threat, the policy should describe not only the protections to be put in place but also the actions that will be taken if the threat is realized. A security policy will serve as a damage-control guide if the worst happens.

The introduction of microcomputers into corporate and departmental data processing has made a difference. The central computer is generally in a secure location—often in its own locked room. Programs and data are backed up on a regular basis. Transaction-logging software also can provide both an audit trail and another level of backup. Data access usually is controlled by passwords; often the password system is centrally administered, so, in effect, the data center manager controls all access. But even if these controls are actively in use, microcomputers have rendered them less effective.

The Trouble with Microcomputers

The two characteristics microcomputers have that make them so useful are local data storage and local data processing. These same two characteristics are also responsible for most microcomputer-caused security headaches.

Local data storage creates a requirement for backups in the various locations where the information is stored. And, if a microcomputer user has a floppy disk or a modem, data can be exported from or introduced into a system of microcomputers without any possibility of centralized control. It’s highly likely that the manager responsible for central computing won’t even know what data is stored on the microcomputers in the organization.

The problem with local data processing is one of quality control. Professional programmers are usually subject to a set of management practices and testing guidelines that attempt to verify their work. Despite the formal quality control implemented by centralized data processing, users tend to view new and changed programs with a healthy dose of skepticism. This outlook provides an informal second level of verification. Yet these same users will set up a database or spreadsheet, or even write complete programs, and then rely on the results even though there has been no formal testing or quality assurance.

Analyzing the Risks

In analyzing the risks inherent in using microcomputers, you must consider not only the cost of the damage if a risk is realized, but the likelihood of the risk. Greatest attention should be paid to those risks that are both likely and costly if realized.

Don’t forget that the most likely and potentially costly risks are those of human error. There’s no limit to the kinds of errors people can make, and you can’t guard against all of them. But if you implement a well-thought-out security policy, it will allow recovery from all but the very worst of these.

Probably the largest risk area inherent in the use of microcomputers is the ease with which machine-readable data can be manipulated. Data can be removed from the system, given to unauthorized people, and even destroyed. Some companies have tried to attack the data removal problem with LANs and diskless workstations. Getting rid of
fear of this feature is its ability to disallow the central computer and then store it on the LAN server in such a way that it’s available to others who would otherwise not have access to it. This type of security failure is more likely to be the result of an innocent mistake than of malice.

The widespread use of dial-up data communications creates another area of concern. Any small computer with an accessory slot or serial port can be equipped with a modem. At 2400 bps or more, relatively large amounts of data can be exported (or imported) in a short time. The same modem that’s used to transmit payroll information to a service bureau can transmit to someone’s home computer or to a competitor. Unlike the LAN leak, unauthorized transfer of data via modem is not likely to be accidental.

Programs are as vulnerable to theft as data, perhaps even more so. If someone you work with is in the habit of trading stolen software with others, it’s possible that a program for which you paid hundreds or even thousands of dollars could wind up in someone else’s hands. Even if that doesn’t happen, there is another risk: Software licenses seek to impose an obligation on the buyer to protect the software from theft. A software publisher that finds an identifiable copy of its program in unauthorized hands may try to collect financial damages from the original buyer.

Unauthorized introduction of programs or data is as risky as unauthorized removal. The presence of stolen copies of programs on a company’s computer leaves the company vulnerable to lawsuits and perhaps to prosecution. Unauthorized introduction of programs also provides a point of entry for malicious programs—viruses, worms, and Trojan horses—which can result in damage to data or even equipment. The presence of stolen data like bids or customer lists will almost certainly lead to legal action if it is discovered.

Physical security deserves consideration, too. The biggest problem is back-up, and it is here that a LAN can help. If all critical or frequently changed files reside on a LAN server, the same person who runs the backups for the mini-computer or mainframe can back up the server. In fact, some server programs can run on certain minicomputers, using the disks for microcomputer data storage.

Microcomputers, like any expensive piece of office equipment, should be protected from theft or damage. Keeping them out of public areas is one of the best forms of protection. Simple equipment locks will prevent surreptitious removal and “grab-and-run” thefts.

Developing the Policy
Once you’ve analyzed the risks inherent in the use of microcomputers, you’re ready to commit to a security policy. SecretDisk II control panels; thus, you can limit the choices the program presents. Probably the most important use of this feature is its ability to disallow the DELETE command. When you remove DELETE from the control panels, it’s impossible for someone to accidentally delete files on a hidden drive.

Several products also exist that facilitate secure transmission of data between two modems, including both software and integrated secure modems. One of the best of these is MailSafe from RSA Data Security.

Secure transmission of point-to-point traffic has three requirements. First, you must guarantee that what is received is what was sent. This ensures that data has not been intercepted and altered en route. Second, you need to determine the identity of the message’s author. And third, you must ensure that the traffic is secure and private while in transit. MailSafe provides these three safeguards in software that resides at both ends of the communications link.

Because more than one user must have access to the secure data, MailSafe uses a system of public and private keys. The users who will send secure data use a public key to verify the recipient’s digital signature and encrypt traffic for transmission. The recipient uses a private key to sign files and decrypt the received secure messages.

MailSafe uses a system of menus to select and secure files for transmission. The process is kept as simple as possible with allusions to everyday office functions. The sender creates public and private keys using the KeyGen utility. This process also installs user passwords. Passwords can be up to 80 characters long. MailSafe does not use the password to generate a key. Instead, the KeyGen utility automatically creates new keys. You can create new keys at any time. MailSafe also supports digital signatures.

MailSafe also allows you to share public keys. If two users want to encrypt files for mutual use, they can accomplish this by “certifying” their public keys to each other. Consequently, although neither one knows the other’s password or key, secure messages can pass back and forth...
between them. MailSafe can be used on machines shared by several users without compromising any individual user’s secure data.

**Denying Access**

Virtually all security experts agree that the best way to protect sensitive data residing on a computer is to deny access to the computer. While data encryption provides a certain measure of security, encryption works best as part of an overall security program that includes barriers to intruders. There are two ways to erect these barriers: in hardware and in software.

Software systems designed to thwart data thieves are the easiest to install and use but may allow determined intruders entry through so-called “back doors.” One software security system that closes most loopholes is Watchdog from Fischer International Systems. Watchdog is one of the best-known software security programs.

The easiest way to defeat a software program is to bypass the boot disk and boot from a separate, independent disk. Watchdog prevents that by forcing you to boot from a predetermined drive, usually the hard disk drive. From the time you log on, you are placed in a menu system that displays your authorized directory areas. Areas may be private or shared, allowing multiple users to use the same computer without danger of compromising personal data.

Watchdog assigns permission levels, much as in a LAN, to govern reading, writing, creating, and deleting files, as well as using DOS commands. Permissions levels can be set for the system, for each area, and for each user. Files within secure areas are automatically encrypted using Watchdog’s proprietary encryption algorithm. Finally, Watchdog provides an audit trail of all system activities by user.

Other features in Watchdog provide convenience as well as security. For example, a mailbox system allows secure messaging among those who share a machine. You can lock out the DOS FORMAT command for certain privilege levels, minimizing the risk of accidental or malicious reformattting of the hard disk. And a system library utility lets several users access shared data efficiently.

However, software intrusion barriers may fail to skilled and persistent intruders. Watchdog, for example, uses a proprietary encryption algorithm that may or may not be susceptible to tampering. The best possible protection against all forms of security breaches is a combination of hardware and software security. Watchdog Armor adds that additional level of protection.

Armor is a half-card that works with Watchdog software to add several new security features and speed up many existing ones. The most obvious addition is the ability to absolutely designate the computer’s boot drive. If any attempt is made to bypass the designated drive, Watchdog software kicks in immediately and cannot be bypassed. Armor also provides the option of DES encryption that resides on the board in firmware. This arrangement materially speeds up DES’s encrypt/decrypt process. Armor also makes the audit trail’s system clock completely tamperproof.

Installing Watchdog and Watchdog Armor is quite simple, and multiple I/O address choices for the board are available. A complete administrator’s guide is part of the Watchdog package, and there are a number of administrative utilities.

Perhaps the most intensive hardware security device comes from American Computer Security Industries. ACSI has provided security products for government agencies for several years and has recently begun to provide its “industrial-strength” COMPSEC-II security product to commercial customers. COMPSEC-II is a half-card device that provides a smorgasbord of security and security-management features.

In addition to the features provided by Watchdog Armor, COMPSEC-II offers protection of mainframe-access channels, automatic encryption of data being archived to tape backup systems, copy protection of local files, site-license control, secure notepads, electronic signatures, time-zone control, and message authentication using the DES-based message authentication code (MAC) as specified by the National Bureau of Standards.

Time-zone control, along with the secure clock, allows you to limit the times and durations of individual user access. You can force users to change passwords periodically. COMPSEC-II also interfaces with many biometric devices, such as fingerprint readers.

In fact, the computer stays protected even if the COMPSEC-II board is removed. Should an intruder choose to disable the hardware by taking the card out of the computer, drive C ceases to exist as a valid path. Even booting from drive A won’t enable DOS to recognize that the computer is configured for a hard disk drive. The system is menu-driven and reasonably transparent to individual use.

A second concern, beyond compromising sensitive data, is the introduction of a virus or other destructive program into a personal computer. COMPSEC-II has some features that greatly limit the potential for such damage. You can examine files using cyclic redundancy checks. Files in a directory are subjected to an initial CRC when you know they are “clean.” Future periodic CRCs compare current to clean readings and warn you of suspected alterations.

You can make drive A or B unusable to all but those with required privilege levels. Since COMPSEC-II’s secure kernel mediates all system transactions, you can take steps to ensure that only a limited number of users can introduce new programs (which may be Trojan horses containing a virus or worm) into the secure system.

**Putting It All Together**

The Immune System, also from ACSI, is a turnkey 80286-class computer completely outfitted, according to its developer, to protect you “against viruses and all other internal and external threats to your system and data.”

The Immune System, at $2995, contains all the features associated with COMPSEC-II, as well as other security features aimed at controlling access through COM ports and mainframe gateways. The computer sports a 12.5-MHz 80286 microprocessor, 1 megabyte of RAM, one parallel and two RS-232C serial ports, a high-density floppy disk drive, and a 40-megabyte hard disk drive. It comes completely configured for secure operation and pretested for virus contamination. Although it doesn’t include a display, it does incorporate a Hercules Graphics Controller-compatible monochrome card, and the computer is EGA-, CGA-, and VGA-compatible.

The Immune System, like other ACSI products, uses the DES for data encryption.

What is the best response to the potential for security breaches? The intensity with which you choose to protect your data may depend on what you perceive its value to be. Today, when access to computer data is simple and virtually universal, proprietary information may be as easy to steal as copying a disk. Security systems are becoming not just easy to use and maintain, but also real enhancements to productivity without the expected inconvenience.

Peter Stephenson is a freelance author and consultant. He can be reached on BIX as “pstephenson.”
The Tandy 1400 LT offers you the power of a desktop PC—in a package small enough to fit on an airline tray table. When configured with a 20MB hard drive, the 1400 LT lets you transport a library of software and data—without taking a deskload of materials along for the ride. Then there’s the convenience of operation that only a hard drive can provide.

The versatile Tandy 1400 LT was designed with your needs in mind. With a removable, rechargeable battery pack built in—and spares available—you’ll never be without computing power!

Standard equipment includes 720K 3½” drive and 768K RAM—ample memory to run powerful, industry standard MS-DOS® based programs. A high-resolution, “supertwist” backlit crystal display gives you the same clarity as a full-sized monitor.

Speaking of full-sized monitors, you can easily attach an RGB color display, standard keyboard and printer to the 1400 LT for desktop convenience.

Don’t settle for less than desktop performance from your laptop computer. Come in to your nearest Radio Shack today and discover the 20MB Tandy 1400 LT.

Tandy Computers: Because there is no better value.™

MS-DOS/Reg. TM Microsoft Corp.
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The Safety Zone

These products provide various combinations of security features, such as password protection, access control, boot protection, encryption, virus protection, and audit trails, via a half-card and/or software. Prices shown are low-end prices. An * following the price indicates Mac compatibility. Others are DOS compatible.

ACE! ........................................ $300
(Access Control Environment)
Casady & Greene, Inc.
P.O. Box 223779
Carmel, CA 93922
(408) 624-8716
Inquiry 984.

Access ..................................... $129.95
Access II ................................... $165
Access II + .................................. $175
Microlok ................................. $79.95

Kinetic Corp.
240 Distillery Commons
Louisville, KY 40206
(502) 583-1679
Inquiry 985.

Antidote ...................... $60 (U.S.)
Quaid Software, Ltd.
45 Charles St. E, Third Floor
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243
Inquiry 986.

AT-Lock ........................... $360 (U.S.)
Laren Tasar, Inc.
1188 Ostler Court
Mississauga, Ontario
Canada L5C 3G6
(416) 849-6630
Inquiry 987.

Bit-Lock ....................... $45
Compu-Lock ...................... $117
Key-Lok ......................... $28

Microcomputer Applications
3167 East Otero Cir.
Littleton, CO 80122
(303) 922-6410
Inquiry 988.

Certus ................................ $189
FoundationWare
13110 Shaker Sq.
Cleveland, OH 44120
(216) 752-8118
Inquiry 989.

Citadel Security
System .................................. $195

Sentinel Security
System ................................ $465
Sector Technology
(A division of Polaris, Inc.)
5109 Leesburg Pike, Suite 900
Falls Church, VA 22041
(703) 757-2300
Inquiry 991.

Codename: Password ........ $79
Codename: Secure ............... $199
The Sergeant ....................... $149

Digitech Telecommunications
342 Madison Ave., Suite 2100
New York, NY 10173
(212) 557-2300
Inquiry 992.

Coffee Break ....................... $29.95
CPU Lock II ......................... $69.95
PC Lock IV ......................... $299

MPPI, Ltd.
2200 Lehigh Ave.
Glenside, PA 19038
(215) 998-8401
Inquiry 993.

COMPSEC-II ...................... $325
The Immune System ........ $2995

American Computer Security Industries
112 Blue Hills Court
Nashville, TN 37214
(615) 883-6741
Inquiry 994.

Cortana ............................. $295
OnGuard .......................... $295
PrivacyPlus ........................ $195

United Software Security, Inc.
8133 Leesburg Pike, Suite 800
Vienna, VA 22182
(800) 892-0007
(703) 556-0007
Inquiry 995.

Crypt ....................... $11.95
Pie Publishing
305 Second St., SE
512 Paramount Building
Cedar Rapids, IA 52401
(319) 362-6964
Inquiry 996.

CryptoGard ..................... $500
Advanced Computer Security Concepts
4609 Logsdon Dr.
Annandale, VA 22003
(703) 354-0985
Inquiry 997.

Cryptolock ...................... $79
Commcrypt, Inc.
11055 Fincen Meetinghouse Rd.
Rockville, MD 20854
(301) 299-7337
Inquiry 998.

Data Lock ......................... $49.95
Pride Software Advancement Corp.
3575 Northwest 31st Ave.
Oakland Park, FL 33309
(305) 731-1087
Inquiry 999.

Data Physician .................. $149
Digital Dispatch, Inc.
55 Lakeland Shores
Lakeland, FL 33504
(800) 221-8091
(612) 433-1000
Inquiry 1000.

DataSafe ...................... $99
Trigrant Systems
110 Northumberland St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
(412) 422-8976
Inquiry 1001.

Data Sentry ...................... $99
(minimum order: 10)

Sentinel-C ....................... $39
(minimum order: 10)

SentinelPro ....................... $39
(minimum order: 10)

SentinelShell ..................... $39
(minimum order: 10)

Rainbow Technologies
1801-A Mitchell S
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261-0228
Inquiry 1002.

DES-PAC ....................... $249
Hawkeye Grafix
P.O. Box 1400
Oldsmar, FL 34677
(813) 855-5846
Inquiry 1003.

Disk Watcher ................... $99.95
RG Software Systems, Inc.
2300 Computer Ave., Suite 1-51
Willow Grove, PA 19090
(215) 659-5300
Inquiry 1004.

Drivelok .............................. $99
Glencoe Engineering
721 West Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(312) 765-7206
Inquiry 1005.

Dr. Panda Utilities ........... $79.95
Panda Systems
801 Wilson Rd.
Wilmington, DE 19803
(302) 764-7272
Inquiry 1006.

Empower ......................... $395
Magna
2540 North First St., Suite 302
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 453-5467
Inquiry 1007.

Everlock ......................... $495
Az-Tech Software, Inc.
305 East Franklin
Richmond, MO 64084
(800) 227-0644
(314) 774-7700
Inquiry 1008.

File Encrypt ..................... $69.95
Wisdom Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 460310
San Francisico, CA 94146
(800) 456-7272
(415) 566-0754
Inquiry 1009.

iSecure
Cryptosystem .................... $295
[MANAGE Software Co.
P.O. Box 31151
Houston, TX 77231
(713) 721-7100
Inquiry 1010.

Key
(price not yet available)
Technical Communications
Corp.
100 Domino Dr.
Concord, MA 01742
(617) 862-6035
Inquiry 1011.

Lockit I .......................... $69.95
Lockit II ......................... $79.95
Lockit III ......................... $89.95

Security Microsystems
Consultants
215 Cromwell Ave.
Staten Island, NY 10305
(800) 345-7390
(718) 667-1019
Inquiry 1012.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MacSafe</td>
<td>$149.95M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NightWatch</td>
<td>$149.95M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent Marsh Ltd., Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 Post Oak Ave., NY 14221</td>
<td>(716) 693-0584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1014.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MagLock</td>
<td>$89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fodler Software Laboratories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340 Harris Hill Rd.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamsburg, NY 14221</td>
<td>(716) 693-0584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1014.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MailSafe</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA Data Security, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Twin Dolphin Dr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redwood City, CA 94065</td>
<td>(415) 595-8782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1015.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Function Encryptor and Remote Control</td>
<td>$695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Telecom, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box 70337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunnyvale, CA 94086</td>
<td>(408) 992-0572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1016.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N'cryptor</td>
<td>$39.95M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5311-B Derry Ave.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agoura Hills, CA 91301</td>
<td>(818) 991-6540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1017.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC/Audit</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Edge Software Corp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>289 Western Ave.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex, MA 01929</td>
<td>(508) 768-6100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1018.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCBoot</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThumbScan</td>
<td>$1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThumbScan, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335 Eisenhower Lane S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombard, IL 60148</td>
<td>(312) 932-8844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1019.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC/DACS</td>
<td>$249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Data Access Control System)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramid Development Corp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Hurlbut St.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Hartford, CT 06110</td>
<td>(203) 524-9832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1020.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/C Privacy: Personal/Confidential DOS version</td>
<td>$140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macintosh version</td>
<td>$125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCTel, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5060 Parkside Ave., Suite 1300</td>
<td>(215) 879-3819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, PA 19131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 866.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-Safe (SafeWord)</td>
<td>$395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For supervisor module</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each user</td>
<td>$275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-Safe II (SafeWord)</td>
<td>$395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For supervisor module</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each user</td>
<td>$275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SafeWord AccessCard</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TerminalSafe (SafeWord)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For supervisor module</td>
<td>$495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each user</td>
<td>$375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIX-Safe (SafeWord)</td>
<td>$3250/25 users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enigma Logic, Inc.</td>
<td>(415) 827-5707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 867.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge Reader MINT 11</td>
<td>$3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge Reader MINT 21</td>
<td>$3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingermatrix, Inc.</td>
<td>30 Virginia Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North White Plains, NY 10603</td>
<td>(914) 428-5441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 870.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safetalk</td>
<td>$295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Lock 10</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Virus</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infosafe Corp.</td>
<td>2137 Plintstone Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker, GA 30084</td>
<td>(404) 491-8044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 871.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecretDisk II</td>
<td>$79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecretDisk II Security Administrator</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice, Inc.</td>
<td>2500 South Highland Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombard, IL 60148</td>
<td>(312) 916-1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 872.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecuridKey</td>
<td>$25-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Security Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>4750 Wiley Post Way, Suite 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake City, UT 84116</td>
<td>(800) 456-2587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 873.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Guardian</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Software Services, Inc.</td>
<td>28990 Pacific Coast Hwy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 208B</td>
<td>Malibu, CA 90265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(800) 423-9147</td>
<td>(213) 457-1798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 874.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Library</td>
<td>$125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With source code</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Coder's Source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>541 Main St., Suite 412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Weymouth, MA 02190</td>
<td>(800) 255-4659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(617) 331-0800</td>
<td>April 875.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 875.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentinel</td>
<td>$295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperMac Technology</td>
<td>485 Potro Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunnyvale, CA 94086</td>
<td>(408) 245-2202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 876.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftSafe</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Directions, Inc.</td>
<td>1572 Sussex Turnpike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph, NJ 07869</td>
<td>(201) 584-8466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 877.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperKey</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borland International, Inc.</td>
<td>1800 Green Hills Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box 66000</td>
<td>Scotts Valley, CA 95066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(408) 438-8400</td>
<td>Inquiry 878.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 878.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperLock</td>
<td>$285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SunsoftGuard Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>710 Lakeway, Suite 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunnyvale, CA 94086</td>
<td>(408) 773-9680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 879.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Manager</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porak Computing Services</td>
<td>2613 Flintridge Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80918</td>
<td>(719) 593-1187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 880.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TouchSafe</td>
<td>$1795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identix, Inc.</td>
<td>510 North Pastoria Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunnyvale, CA 94086</td>
<td>(408) 739-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1155.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNLock MasterKey</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCEasy, Inc.</td>
<td>7570 South U.S. Highway 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoluxo, FL 33462</td>
<td>(407) 547-0790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1156.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprotect for BASIC</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Masters (IN)</td>
<td>6352 North Guilford Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis, IN 46220</td>
<td>(317) 253-8088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1157.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VaccinatePlus</td>
<td>$69.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Integrity Corp.</td>
<td>P.O. Box 17721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulder, CO 80308</td>
<td>(303) 449-7377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1158.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine</td>
<td>$129.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorldWide Data Corp.</td>
<td>40 Exchange Place, 11th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, NY 10005</td>
<td>(212) 422-4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1159.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchdog</td>
<td>$295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchdog Armor</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fischer International Systems Corp.</td>
<td>4073 Merchandise Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naples, FL 33942</td>
<td>(813) 643-1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1160.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPack</td>
<td>$99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inset Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>71 Commerce Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookfield, CT 06804</td>
<td>(203) 775-5866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry 1161.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Register Today!

The Seventh Annual PC EXPO in New York, June 20-22

at the Jacob Javits Center, is simply your best opportunity of the year to stay in touch with a new era in computing, to see thousands of new products reflecting the latest technology and current state of the art.

And of course you won’t want to miss the renowned PC EXPO Seminar Series, highlighted by Connections 89 and a new Mac Track exploring today’s business challenges concerning the Macintosh. For six years, the show has helped computer professionals like you make your most important computer purchasing plans—from evaluating platform systems to reviewing operating systems to selecting communications standards. With major decisions like these to be made, why wait in line?

MORE THAN 500 EXHIBITORS!

Acer Technologies • Action Technologies • Adobe Systems • Advanced Transducers Devices • Allstar Microsystems • Alphasoft • Altos Computer Systems • AMD/DEC • American Micronics • American Power Conversions • Anderson Soft-Teach • Applied Business Technology • Applied Creative Technology • ApTech • Archive Corp. • Ashton-Tate • AspenRibbons • AST Research • Atlantic Tech • AT&T • Attachmate • Austin Laser Charge • Avery • Bandy Inc. • Banyan Systems • Barr Systems • BD Products • Belkin Components • Berkeley Corporate Services • Boca Research • Bondwell Industrial • Borland International • Brightbill-Roberts • Brown Bag Software • Business Machines Security • BYTE • Caere • Cahner’s • Canada, Department of External Affairs • Caron U.S.A. • CBIS • CCS • CES Training Corp. • Chance Logic • Channel Computing • Citizen America • Clary • Clipper • CMP • The Cobb Group • COMM-TALK • Commmarket • Commpaq • The Complete PC • Compute Cover • Computer Accessories • Computer Applications Learning Center • Computer Associates • Computer Expressions • The Computer Factory • Computer Furniture Center • Computer Hot Line • Computer Maintenance Corp. • Connetic Systems • Conner Peripherals • Continental/Regent • Core International • Crosstalk Communications • CTA • Cybernetics • Data Access • Data-Tech Institute • DataEase • Datamedia • DataPoint • Data-products • Datawarehouse • Dayna Communications • DEC Professional • Dell Computer • Delta Technology • Demar • Destiny Technology • Dialog Information Services • Diamond Flower • Digital Communications Assoc. • Digital Equipment Corp. • Digital Products • Digital Research • Dragensoft • Drive Phone • Dynamic Decisions • Dynamic Microprocessor Assoc. • Eastman Kodak • ECA Computer & Communications • ECN • EIT • Electrotouch Sales • Emerald Systems • Enable Software • Epson America • Equinox Systems • Everex Systems • Excelan • Extended Systems • Facit • Fischer International Systems • Flagstaff Engineering • 47th Street Computer • FoundationWare • Fountain Technologies • Fox Software • Gateway Communications • GBC Technologies • General Power Corp. • General Technologies • Grid Systems • Group 1 Software • Harcom Security Systems • Harris Computer Works • Haventree Software • Hayes • Hertz Computer • Hewlett-Packard • High-Tech Resources • Hitachi America • IBM • IDG • Imprimis Technology • Information Builders • Information Research • Informix Software • Inovatis • Intel Corp. • Interpret • Iomega • Iron Magnetics • Jofa • Courtesy • JxW • KAO • Kunnich/Micro • Kelly Services • Key Systems • Key Tronic • KnowledgePoint • Krystalsoft • KYE International • LAN Magazine • Laser’s Edge • Lifetime Software • Lightspeed Technology • Liani • Logitech • Lotus • Manganese Tally • Mansfield Software Group • Manzanita MicroSystems • MapInfo • Marketing Graphics • Media Technologies • Mega Knowledge • MegaData • Meganet • Memorex Telex • Meridian Technology • Micro Palm Computers • Microdisk Services • MicrofAX • Microlytics • Micron Technology • MicroPerfect • MicroPro International • Microserf Technologies • Microsoft • MicroVision • MicroSystems • Midcom • Microtech Labs • Microvideo Learning Systems • Microcomputer • Micro Week • Mitsubishi • Modemsplus • M & T Publishing • M/Hance • Nantucket • National Micro Rentals • Natural Microsystems • NCR • NEC • Network & Communication Technology • Network Software Association • Norton-Lambert • Novell • Nyview • NYNEX • The Office Magazine • Official Airlines Guide • Okidata • Oki • Opticon • Oracle • Osborne/McGraw-Hill • Osicom Technologies • Output Technology • Pace • Palamir Software • Palisade • Pama Enterprises • PAN Overseas • Panasonic Industrial • Pamsoft • Par Systems • Pace Place Systems • PCLC • Peed Corporation • Pentasoft Technologies • Percon Peripherals • Performance Technology • Personal Computing Magazine • Peter Norton Computing • Pick Systems • Pip Computing Services • Polaroid • Pride • Princeton Publishing Labs • ProfBusiness • The Processor • Productivity Center • Professional Press • Publications & Communications • Publishing Technologies • Pyramid • Quadrant • Qualifier • Quarterdeck • Quicksoft • QW Page • Radio Call • Reference Software • Regent Box • RELAY Communications • Rimber B.F. • Ricoh • Rose Electronics • Rupp Brothers • Saber Software • Samma • SAS • SBT • Scott, Foreman • SeaGate Technology • Sears Business Center • Security Microsystems • Seiko Instruments • Sirex U.S.A. • Sitback Technologies • Small Computer Co. • Sofsearch • Sofkey • The Software Group • Software Magazine • Software Masters • Software Publishing Corp. • Sorbus • SourceMate • Spectrum Concepts • Spread Information Sciences • Speccer Organization • Standard Microsystems • Star Micronics • STD • Storage Dimensions • STSC • Sunfax • Supercom Industrial • Symanite • Taf • Tandy • Tieland BlueLynx • Tektronix • Telebyte Technology • Telesis Communications • Texas Instruments • The Aldridge Company • Thomas-Conrad • 3Com • Tiara Computer Systems • TMLC • Toshiba America • Traveling Software • Tripp Lite Mfg. • Triton Technologies • TSSI Tech Service • Unisys • U.S. Micro Engineering • Vendex Technologies • Ven-Tel • Victory Enterprises • VIDEX • VisionGuard • Viziflex Seals • Wang Labs • Warner Computer Systems • Welcom Software Tech • Wells American • Welsic Digital • Westchester PC User Group • Westcorp Software Systems • Wink Data Products • WordPerfect • Wordsworth • World Software • Wise Technology • Xerox • XTREE • Zenith • Zeographics • Ziff-Davis

...plus scores of other industry leaders who are joining PC EXPO every day!
**SEMINAR SERIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tuesday, June 20 | 1. Computers on Wall Street  
2. Introduction and Overview of Distributed Databases  
3. Software 1990  
4. OSI Standards  
5. Macintosh as a Workstation  
6. CASE Tools and Micro/Network Systems Development  
7. Desktop Publishing from Soup to Nuts  
8. OS/2: 10 Reasons to Switch, 10 Reasons Not To  
9. A LAN Primer  
10. Operating Systems: Beyond Multi-Finder  
11. Alternate Bus Routes: A Discussion of Bus Options  
12. Network Design  
13. Mission-Critical Applications  
14. Introduction to Telecom and Wide Area Networks  
15. Installing, Training and Support for the Macintosh  |
| Wednesday, June 21 | 16. Resource Sharing without Local Area Networks  
17. The '486 Shockwave: What the Future Holds  
18. Supporting Multiple Environments  
19. Making Connections with LAN Bridges and Gateways  
20. Application Development for the Macintosh  
21. Manufacturers' Dealer Incentives Programs  
22. Alternatives to Portions of OS/2 EE  
23. Softline: Cland Comments from Industry Leaders  
24. Workgroup Software: Are We There Yet?  
25. Making Mac Connection in Corporate Environments  
26. OS/2 Contenders: A Look at Other Operating Systems  
27. Mobile and Wireless Computing  
28. Keeping Up with End-User Computing Demands  
29. Making Connections with Micros and Minis  
30. Desktop Publishing: DOS and Mac-Based Systems  
32. Project Management  |
| Thursday, June 22 | 33. Will dBase IV Revive the dBase Standard?  
34. Network Management  
35. Hypertext and the Macintosh: Fact or Fancy  |

**WHY WAIT IN LINE? REGISTER TODAY!**

*7th Annual PC EXPO in New York  June 20-22, 1989  Jacob Javits Convention Center*

Fill out this form completely and mail before May 26 to avoid on-site lines.

**BADGE FEES** Check One:

- $30.00 includes 2-day admission ticket to PC EXPO, June 20-22, Jacob Javits Convention Center.
- $120.00 includes 2-day admission ticket to PC EXPO, June 20-22, Jacob Javits Convention Center.
- $50.00 includes 2-day admission ticket to PC EXPO, June 20-22, Jacob Javits Convention Center.

**Check only your main job function from box below.**

| AA | Accountant         |
| BB | Administrator      |
| CC | Consultant         |
| DD | Corporate Officer  |
| EE | Creative Arts (Art) |
| FF | Designer (Art)     |
| GG | DP/Manager Operator |
| HH | Engineer (Art)     |
| JJ | MIS Director/Manager |
| KK | Purchasing         |
| LL | Sales/Mktmg        |
| MM | Scientist          |
| NN | Securities/Mktmg   |
| OO | Service Technician  |
| PP | Systems Analyst    |
| QQ | Systems/Application Mgr. |
| RR | Systems/Architect  |
| SS | Systems/Maintenance |
| TT | Systems/Manager    |
| UU | Systems/Project Manager |
| VV | Systems/Prototyping |
| WO | Systems/Architect  |

**Check your company's main activity from section I or II.**

| I | TRADE RESELLERS |
| II | CORPORATE VOLUME BUYERS |

| A | Accounting Firm |
| B | Advertising |
| C | Banking |
| D | Communication |
| E | Construction/Architects |
| F | Credit |
| G | Education |
| H | Engineering |
| I | Government/Military |
| J | Hospital |
| K | Hotel |
| L | Industrial Design |
| M | Insurance |
| N | Law Office |
| O | Management Consult. |
| P | Manufacturing |
| Q | Publishing |
| R | Real Estate |
| S | Research Development |
| T | Retail Sales |
| U | Securities Broker |
| V | Transportation (Air) |
| W | Utility |
| X | Wholesale/Retail Sales |
PC-DOS: PULLING OUT THE Stops

The latest versions of PC-DOS have features that speed up file access for applications

Fetchi Chen

Even though PC-DOS has been in existence for only seven years, it is the most widely used operating system. As a result of the variety of IBM PC hardware and application environments, DOS has evolved to provide options for improved performance. In versions 3.3 and 4.0, the design team implemented four new performance-enhancing mechanisms.

The first mechanism is the support of large buffers by using expanded memory, which provides an increase in performance for programs with large, random I/O files. You can now specify a maximum of 10,000 system buffers.

The second mechanism is the support of look-ahead buffers for sequential file processing. You can specify up to eight look-ahead buffers. This mechanism reduces the number of disk accesses for frequent sequential disk requests, improving sequential disk I/O without degrading random disk I/O.

The third mechanism is Fast Open, which caches file directory entries and provides a fast access to opening the files. The cache entries are managed using an LRU (least recently used) scheme. This mechanism is beneficial for files that are frequently opened and closed.

The fourth mechanism is Fast Seek, which caches file cluster information and also provides fast access to the file read and write requests. Compared to the file cluster information on the disk, the cache entries have a denser representation and can dynamically grow when more information is inserted. This greatly improves the performance of random I/O for large contiguous files. Both Fast Open and Fast Seek provide better granularity for the LRU management, as well as better utilization of memory.

Expanded Memory and Buffers

DOS 4.0 supports full functionality of LIM/EMS 4.0. DOS can now address memory beyond the 640K-byte limit. DOS accesses the expanded memory through a combination of an EMS device driver and an EMS-capable hardware adapter. The EMS driver maps a 16K-byte page frame onto the 16K-byte logical page in expanded memory. The 16K-byte page frame is the unused address space between the 640K-byte memory and 1-megabyte memory. DOS uses page frame 255 as a window to extend its addressability.

As in earlier versions of DOS, the first parameter of the BUFFERS command in the CONFIG.SYS file specifies the number of system buffers needed for the file I/O. When you specify the /X option for the BUFFERS command in the newer versions of DOS, you can have as many as 10,000 buffers, equivalent to 5 megabytes of expanded memory.

The design team based the design of large buffers on two criteria. First, only 16K-byte system buffers can be addressed at the same time because of the restriction imposed by the 16K-byte page frame. Second, no matter how many buffers you specify, the buffer searching time must be bounded and fast. Because of these criteria, the team adopted a hash algorithm (see figure 1).

The hash table resides in conventional memory. The number of hash entries depends on what option is specified. If you use the /X option, all system buffers are created in expanded memory with each hash entry containing exactly 15 buffers. Since each buffer, including the header information, is 532 bytes, a 16K-byte logical page can map 30 system buffers of two adjacent hash entries. For example, the CONFIG command BUFFERS=50 /X creates four hash entries and 60 system buffers (two 16K-byte logical pages) in expanded memory. If you don’t use the /X option, you can specify only up to 99 buffers, which DOS will create just within the conventional memory.

Hashing for Fast Buffers

In order to achieve a consistent performance improvement over all hash entries, the design team used an algorithm for making each hash entry contain almost the same number of buffers. In the algorithm on the next page, M is the number of buffers that the user specifies, H is the number of hash entries created, and N(H) is the number of buffers that hash entry H contains.
H = 1
If M < 30, then N(1) = M and return
R = remainder(M/15) and H = quotient(M/15)
If R is 0, then set N(1) ... N(H) to 15 and return
E = remainder(R/H) and F = quotient(R/H)
Set N(1) ... N(H) to (15 + F)
If E is not 0, add 1 to N(1) ... N(E)
Return

The hash entry is composed of three fields: EMS Page, Buffer Head, and Dirty Count. EMS Page is the logical page number of the EMS handle, which must be mapped to page frame 255 before buffers of the referenced hash entry are accessed. Buffer Head is a doubleword segment offset pointer to the first buffer of the list. Dirty Count indicates the number of changed buffers per hash entry. To cope with the 16K-byte page-frame window and the EMS mapping overhead, DOS uses the LRU scheme to manage each circular list. That is, when a buffer is needed and no free buffer is available, DOS removes the buffer not referenced for the longest time from the list. The algorithm for reading a disk sector is as follows:

N = remainder(sector number / number of hash entries)
Map the EMS page of hash entry N to page frame 255 if \( X \) is specified
Search the circular list for the sector
If the sector is found, make the buffer most recently used and return
If the sector is not found, find the LRU buffer, write it to the disk if changed, and free the buffer
Read the disk sector into the free buffer and make it the most recently used
Return

Figure 2 shows the performance test results from a PS/2 Model 60. The test created a 256K-byte file on the hard disk and did 12,800 random-sector reads and writes on the file. The best performance starts from BUFFERS = 500. This saturation

![Figure 1: The structure of the information for large buffers consists of a hash table (in conventional memory). Each 8-byte entry in the table contains an extended-memory page number and a doubleword segment offset (address) of the first buffer in the list of 15 buffers that reside in the expanded memory. In addition, each table entry contains a Dirty Count of the number of changed buffers.](image)

![Figure 2: The performance improvements from using large buffers with 12,800 random-sector reads and writes on a 256K-byte file. The test was done on a PS/2 Model 60.](image)

![Figure 3: The performance improvements from using look-ahead buffers with 12,800 sequential-sector reads and writes on a 256K-byte file.](image)
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The intent of Fast Open is to provide a fast access to directory entries by caching them in memory.

point indicates that most sectors of the file are in system buffers and DOS can access data without reading the disk.

Look-Ahead Buffers
The purpose of look-ahead buffers is to read sectors ahead of the current disk sector of a sequential file access, thereby reducing the number of disk reads. The second parameter of the CONFIG.SYS BUFFERS command specifies the number of look-ahead buffers. You can specify up to eight look-ahead buffers. If you specify the value 3, DOS will create three look-ahead buffers in conventional memory.

When DOS reads disk sector 100 with three look-ahead buffers, it actually reads sectors 100, 101, and 102 with a single disk read. If DOS is requested to read sector 101 on the next access, it can retrieve the data from the look-ahead buffer without any physical disk access. To prevent random file-read degradation that would result from unnecessary look-ahead reads, DOS 3.3 and 4.0 use the following simple heuristic method. DOS always compares the current requested sector number, say C, with the previous requested sector number, say P. If C - P is less than or equal to 1, DOS reads ahead; otherwise, DOS reads only sector C.

Figure 3 shows the performance test results from a PS/2 Model 60. The test created a 256K-byte file on the hard disk and did 12,800 sequential-sector reads and writes on the file. This test reads and writes from the beginning to the end of the file for 100 iterations. The random-files test for large buffers was also run to evaluate the effect of the heuristic method. The results indicate that look-ahead buffers greatly improve sequential I/O while not affecting the performance of random I/O.

Fast Open
As the name implies, the purpose of Fast Open is to rapidly open files. Each file on a disk is associated with a 32-byte directory entry that contains information about the file—for instance, Attribute, Date, Time, Size, and Starting location. A directory file is a special file that contains directory entries instead of data. On a call to open, DOS reads the file’s directory entry from the disk sector into the system buffer so that subsequent reads and writes can use that information. But an application program frequently issuing open, read, write, and close to the same file can result in inefficient operations. First, in order to get a 32-byte directory entry, DOS needs to read one disk sector (usually 512 bytes). A four-level-deep file path name (e.g., A\B\C\D) can waste $4 \times (512 - 32)$ bytes in the system buffers, resulting in less accuracy of the LRU scheme used by the system buffers. Second, because of the limited number of buffers, the reads and writes performed after the file is opened may flush the buffer containing the directory entry and introduce the requirement of an additional disk read for the next reopen.

The intent of Fast Open is to provide a fast access to directory continued.
The idea of Fast Seek is like that of Fast Open, but with the cluster numbers of files cached instead of directory entries.

entries by caching them in memory. The first parameter of the FASTOPEN command specifies the number of cache entries. The cached directory entries are maintained in a tree structure and are managed using an LRU scheme. The interfaces between the DOS kernel and Fast Open are listed below.

- **Lookup.** The DOS kernel always issues a lookup to Fast Open before reading the file-directory entry from disk. FASTOPEN results in one of three conditions: found, partially found, or unfound. For example, for the path of A|B|C|D, the found condition returns the directory entry of D; the partially found condition returns the directory entry of the subdirectory in the path—for example, A, B, or C; and the unfound condition implies that DOS needs to read disk sectors into system buffers and search for directory entries A, B, C, and then D.

- **Insert.** Inserts a file-directory entry in Fast Open—for example, when a file is opened.

- **Delete.** Deletes a file-directory entry from Fast Open and makes it free—for example, when a file is deleted or renamed.

- **Update.** Updates a file-directory entry in Fast Open—for example, when a file's attribute is changed.

- **Purge.** Purges all directory entries in Fast Open—for example, when the disk is formatted or the absolute sector write (INT 26H) function is issued.

The interactions between the DOS kernel and Fast Open are shown in figure 4. Figure 5 shows the test results performed on a PS/2 Model 60 by copying files from an N-level-deep subdirectory to another N-level-deep subdirectory for 10 iterations, where N is 5 or 10 and each subdirectory contains five 32K-byte files. A consistent performance gain is achieved with 20 Fast Open cache entries installed.

**Fast Seek**

The idea of Fast Seek is like that of Fast Open. Instead of caching the directory entries, the cluster numbers of the files are cached. In DOS, the file is composed of one or more clusters. A cluster is the basic disk-allocation unit, which contains one or more sectors (depending on the media format). From the user's point of view, a file is a string of bytes and all clusters are logically contiguous. That means a file starts from logical cluster 0, continues in 1, and so on. But a file may not be physically contiguous (e.g., logical cluster 0 might map to physical cluster 100, and logical cluster 1 might map to physical cluster 200).

DOS keeps the information about free disk space and file clusters in a block of disk sectors called the file allocation table (FAT). When a file is created, the physical cluster numbers of the file are chained and recorded by the FAT sectors. Before each read or write to the file, DOS calculates the current file

---

**Figure 4:** The interactions between the DOS kernel and Fast Open operations: (a) initial Lookup; (b) Lookup with complete table; (c) Lookup for a different filename; (d) deleting an entry from Fast Open table; (e) absolute sector writes, which invalidate all entries.
position by tracing through the cluster chain.

Again, as in Fast Open, there are two possible causes for inefficient performance. First, each FAT sector may contain more than one file's cluster chain, and the chain may span more than one FAT sector. To trace through one file's cluster chain, DOS has to read FAT sectors into system buffers, wasting the buffer space and reducing the accuracy of the LRU scheme for system buffers. Second, it's inefficient to trace through the cluster chain if the physical clusters are contiguous and the destination cluster number can be easily computed by adding an offset to the starting cluster number. The intent of Fast Seek is to provide a very dynamic structure for the file's cluster numbers so that the search for the cluster chain is performed in the most efficient way.

The second parameter of the FASTOPEN command specifies the number of cache entries for Fast Seek. Essentially, each cache entry contains the information on which file extents are represented by the starting physical cluster number and the number of subsequent contiguous clusters. The more contiguous the file is, the fewer cache entries are used. If cache entries are exhausted by more than one opened file or randomly distributed file, Fast Seek uses an LRU scheme to reuse the cache entries.

The interfaces between the DOS kernel and Fast Seek are the following:

- **Open.** When a file is opened, Fast Seek creates a new file header (if it doesn't exist) or finds it from the close file list. The file header is made the most recently used.
- **Close.** When a file is closed, Fast Seek moves the file header and its cache entries to the close list.
- **Lookup.** The DOS kernel always issues a lookup to Fast Seek before reading the file's cluster chain from the disk. Fast Seek results in one of two conditions: found or partially found. The found condition returns the exact physical cluster number that needs to be positioned. The partially found condition returns the closest physical cluster number that Fast Seek has recorded. The worst case would be a return of the starting physical cluster number of the file.
- **Insert.** Inserts the file cluster information for Fast Seek—for instance, when a file is accessed for the first time after it has been opened.
- **Delete.** Frees a file header and its cache entries from Fast Seek—for example, when a file is deleted.
- **Truncate.** Truncates the file cluster information from Fast Seek—for instance, when the file size is truncated.
- **Purge.** Purges all cluster information from Fast Seek—for example, when the disk is formatted or the absolute sector write (INT 26H) function is issued.

Figure 6 presents the performance test figures of Fast Seek. The performance test case used was the same as the one shown for large buffers. The results indicate that Fast Seek consistently saves about 49 seconds when 10 cache entries are specified. To reach the same level of performance (443 seconds) without Fast Seek, 60 more buffers are needed—-the equivalent of 30K bytes of memory compared to 5.8K bytes of Fast Seek memory. These results normally happen when there are sufficient cache entries to save all the file cluster information. The worst case happens when a file is huge, noncontiguous, and very scattered on the disk. In this event, if random I/O is frequently issued, the LRU scheme becomes overcommitted, and Fast Seek doesn't return useful information. One solution to this problem is to temporarily shut down Fast Seek until cache entries stop recycling.

**Bringing DOS Up To Date**

With the four new features described above, you can fine-tune your system with CONFIG.SYS commands to improve the performance of applications. You will find that the same programs, running on the same computer, will have faster file access.

Fetchi Chen is an operating-systems designer for IBM in Boca Raton, Florida. He specializes in performance optimization and is one of the architects of PC-DOS. He can be reached on BIX c/o "editors."
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Any way you look at it, Matrix Layout is the ultimate PC programmer's tool. And that's the bottom line.
The Prolog programming language is one of several tools currently used for constructing expert systems. Expert systems are programs that use AI techniques to solve problems that usually require the attention of a human expert to resolve. However, as the popularity of expert-system tools grows and new applications for expert systems are found, problems have begun to arise.

I've written a Prolog program called Spot that examines Prolog rule bases for defects that might pop up to cause problems later on.

Dueling Rules
Things started out innocently enough one evening as I entered the following pair of rules in Prolog:

```
offspring(X,Y) :- father(Y,X).
father(alex,natalie).
```

Translated, the first rule states that X is the offspring of Y if Y is the father of X. The second rule (called a fact because there is no "if" operator present) states that alex is the father of natalie. If offspring/2 is queried with ?- offspring(A,B), the answer will be

A -> natalie
B -> alex

If you try to elicit another answer, Prolog's backtracking attempts will fail. With only the two rules shown, there is only one valid solution to the query.

I cleared the first two clauses (or so I thought) and entered the following rules:

```
offspring(X,Y) :- parent(X,Y).
parent(Y,X) :- mother(Y,X); father(Y,X).
father(alex,natalie).
```

This miniature rule base works much the same way as the first, illustrating how Prolog backward-chains through the predicate parent/2 to satisfy offspring/2. It is a common practice to denote Prolog predicates by name followed by a slash and the arity of the predicate. (The arity of a Prolog predicate refers to the number of arguments passed with the predicate call.) Thus, parent/2 denotes the predicate parent, which is called with two arguments.

My initial attempt to clear the Prolog environment failed, a victim of a typographical error. As a result, two errors were introduced in this five-rule miniature knowledge base. The first error, and the most apparent, is the presence of two identical father/2 rules. The existence of this duplicate is an error because a query to parent/2 will now obtain two answers while backtracking. (Even though the clauses are clones of one another, they are separate and, thus, fair game for the Prolog inference engine.)

The second (and maybe less obvious) error results in queries to offspring/2 generating more answers than expected. For each father/2 clause, offspring/2 gives two answers upon backtracking; one as a result of the first clause I entered, and another as a result of the clause that backward-chains. With two duplicate father/2 clauses, Prolog thus continues to backtrack until four answers are obtained.

So many problems in just five Prolog clauses! With a bit more care on my part, I could have avoided these problems, but these and more serious problems become increasingly likely as rule-oriented knowledge bases grow in size. In this respect, the perils that threaten rule bases are analogous to the pitfalls encountered in traditional software development efforts.

Parallels in Software and Knowledge Engineering
Someone once remarked that every program does something. By the same token, it can be said that every knowledge base proves something. The trick in both cases is to ensure that what the program does and what the knowledge base proves are what continued
the original designer intended. Let's take a look at some ways in which rule-oriented knowledge bases can go wrong, and a prototype program, written in Prolog, designed to find such errors.

There are a number of parallels between traditional software engineers (e.g., those who program in C) and knowledge engineers (those whose tools go by names like KEE and Nexpert, and even Lisp and Prolog). Perhaps the most obvious is the problem of maintaining a life-size program or knowledge base. No matter how careful you may be, a defect will creep in somewhere along the way.

As I see it, a major difference between software and knowledge engineers is that the software engineers have developed a formidable array of tools, such as "lint," to help them maintain code. By contrast, knowledge engineers still maintain their knowledge bases "by hand."

Now, this practice might have been acceptable for the early knowledge bases that were put together with great deliberation, like programs on the first Altair microcomputers. However, expert-system programs that use such knowledge bases have ceased to be laboratory curiosities and today are making increasingly greater inroads in the real world.

Currently deployed examples include an expert system that schedules IBM's semiconductor manufacturing steps, and another system that assists in the authorization of credit at American Express. Just a few years ago, you could count the number of implemented expert systems on one hand; today, that effort would be a full-time occupation.

The proliferation of expert systems into the real world has also given rise to requirements that make effective maintenance of knowledge bases a very urgent topic in AI circles. Most important is the need to verify and validate the knowledge that goes into such systems. Verification can be thought of as the process that answers the question "Are we doing the job right?" while validation answers the question "Are we doing the right job?" Although verification and validation (often considered one subject, known as "V and V") are generally well understood in traditional software engineering circles, they are just starting to be addressed in the AI world.

Why Prolog?
Before an expert system can do its job, it must be supplied with knowledge. A knowledge engineer embeds such knowledge, obtained from a variety of sources including human experts, in a knowledge base in one of a number of different forms. The most common form is a set of IF...THEN rules, conceptually similar to IF...THEN statements in programming languages such as BASIC and C.

Among high-level languages, however, none uses the IF...THEN rule format quite like Prolog. Prolog programs may rightly be viewed as collections of rules. In addition, Prolog implementations that follow the so-called Edinburgh syntax have a powerful set of predicates that simplify manipulation of the various parts of rules. The more I thought about it, the more it became clear that the types of errors I was encountering in Non-Prolog rule bases could be easily reproduced in Prolog, and that code could be developed to find those errors.

For these reasons, I decided to implement a knowledge-base checking tool, or at least a prototype of one, in Prolog. By analogy with the lint utility used by C programmers, I christened my program Spot. I did most of the development effort on Spot in Arity/Prolog (version 4.0), although I also used Cogent Prolog to ensure I retained some semblance of portability. Turbo Prolog enthusiasts, however, may be disappointed to find that they cannot run Spot without heavy modification.

Listing 1: Definitions of Spot predicates that pick apart Prolog rules. dissect/2 takes a structure and returns a list. massage_null_arity_predicates/2 helps normalize those lists.

```
dissect(H, Z) :-
  structure(H),
  H =.. D,
  !,
  dissect2(D, Z).

dissect1(H, Z) :-
  H =.. D,
  [H] \= D,
  !,
  dissect2(D, Z).

dissect(H, H).

dissect2([], []) :- !.

dissect2([H, Y], Z) :-
  dissect(H, Z0),
  dissect2(Y, Z1),
  Y = [Z0 | Z1], !.

dissect2([H1, Y1], Z) :-
  dissect1(H1, Z0),
  dissect2(Y1, Z1),
  Z = [Z0 | Z1], !.

dissect(H, Z) :-
  dissect2(H, Z0),
  Z = [Z0 | Z].

massage_null_arity_predicates(In, Out) :-
  % Massage NULL= •. Arity Predicates
  massage_null_arity_predicates(In, Out) :- %Massage Arity Predicates
  In = [Operator, Operand1, Operand2],
  current_op(_, _, Operator),
  massage_null_arity_predicates(Operand2, NewOperand2),
  Out = [Operator, NewOperand1, NewOperand2], !.

  massage_null_arity_predicates(In, Out) :-
  not(list(In)),
  atomic(In),
  !.

  massage_null_arity_predicates(In, Out) :-
  not(structure(In)),
  massage_null_arity_predicates(In, Out) :- %Massage Arity Predicates
  In = [Operator, Operand1, Operand2],
  current_op(_, _, Operator),
  massage_null_arity_predicates(Operand2, NewOperand2),
  Out = [Operator, NewOperand1, NewOperand2], !.

  massage_null_arity_predicates(In, Out) :-
  not(structure(In)),
  atomic(In),
  !.

  massage_null_arity_predicates(In, Out) :-
  not(list(In)),
  atomic(In),
  !.

  massage_null_arity_predicates(In, Out) :-
  not(structure(In)),
  atomic(In),
  !.

  massage_null_arity_predicates(In, Out) :-
  not(structure(In)),
  atomic(In),
  !.
```

Listing 2: Terms in AUX.ARI. These predicates help find errors and prevent excessive output from Spot. This file must be augmented if it is to be used with a test file other than TEST.OUT.

```
std_predicate(write).
std_predicate(read).
std_predicate(open).
std_predicate(close).
std_predicate(assert).
std_predicate(inc).
irregular(male(X), female(X)).
irregular(father(X, Y), mother(X, Y)).
irregular(father(X, Y), father(Y, X)).
```
How Spot Works
Spot works in two ways: It parses the rule base and then checks it for errors. Since I wanted to concentrate on the error-checking feature, I decided to forego a bulletproof routine to allow input of the name of the file to check; the name is, therefore, embedded into the initialization predicate.

The program uses the `read/2` predicate to read rules from the input file. `Read/2` denotes the predicate `read`, which is called with two arguments. The `read/2` predicate has the advantage of immediately grabbing an entire rule and ignoring embedded comments. The program stores rules with a numerical option of using the for/3 predicate (a passable implementation of a FOR loop in Prolog) to cycle through the rules.

The predicates `dissect/2`, `dissect1/2`, and `dissect2/2` work together to pick apart each rule (see listing 1). First, `dissect/2` checks to see that its first parameter is a structure (i.e., not an atom). The uniop operator (= ..) then transforms the parameter into a list. For example, the term `con(A,B,C) :- ant(D,E,F)` becomes `[:-, con(A,B,C), ant(D,E,F)]`. The `dissect1/1` predicate then passes this list as an input parameter to the `dissect2/2` predicate. The `dissect2/2` predicate then recursively “walks” down the list and subjects each member to a similar procedure that calls `dissect1/2` for the head of the input list, and `dissect2/2` for the tail. In the end, the above example looks like

`[:-, [con,A,B,C], [ant,D,E,F]].`

One weakness of this routine is that it cannot distinguish between an atom and a name of a zero-arity predicate, so that a term like `con(A,B,C) :- ant` dissects into `[:-, [con,A,B,C], ant]`. For the sake of consistency, the predicate `ant` should be enclosed in list brackets in this example. On the other hand, a term like `open(X,Y,r)`, where `r` is an atom, dissects correctly into `[:open,X,Y,r]`.

The program compensates for the weakness of the dissection predicates by calling the `massage_nullarity_pridicates/2` predicate. This code assumes that if the first element of the input parameter is an operator, then the remaining elements of the list should be processed; otherwise the input parameter is left unchanged. This predicate correctly changes `[:-, [con,A,B,C], ant]` into `[:-, [con,A,B,C], [ant]]` but leaves `[:open,X,Y,r]` alone.

Another important step changes all rules of the form `X :- X` to `X :- true.`, which is what the first form implies, thus giving each rule a consequent and an antecedent part. Although traditional logic statements position antecedents to the left and the consequent to the right of the implication sign, as in this example:

Antecedent `->` Consequent

the positioning is just the reverse in the well-written Prolog clause, like so:

Consequent `:-` Antecedent(s).

Once the rule base is completely normalized, the error checking can begin.

What Spot Does
There are a number of interesting and subtle ways that a knowledge base can go wrong, and let me say up front that Spot doesn’t go after them all. The prototype presented here does, however, attempt to illustrate some of the more common problems and ways in which you can detect them.

Perhaps the easiest check you can perform on a Prolog rule base is for duplication. As shown in the opening example, duplicate rules invite erratic program behavior. If Spot finds two rules that unify (which is a bit more subtle than simply saying they’re identical), then a duplicate has been found.

The next test performed by Spot looks for what I call “irregularities.” When the `find_irregular_rules` predicate is called, Prolog looks for instances of `irregular/2` in its rule base.
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Orphans are just errors waiting to happen as long as they are present.

database. An example of an irregular relationship is:

irregular(male(X),female(X))

which simply notes that X cannot be both male and female. Currently, the only irregularities that Spot considers are those that involve contradictions, but there is certainly room for expansion in this direction. As my example shows, the user must separately compile these irregular/2 clauses and then make them part of either the Spot source code or a file that is consulted in conjunction with Spot. In preparation for further error checking, Spot combs through the rule base and picks out all the predicates on the antecedent side of each rule.

Once the program finds the antecedents for each rule, Spot can perform additional error detection.

A less serious yet notable error in rule bases is the presence of what I call "orphan rules." These are rules that will never fire, because the consequent of the rule never appears as an antecedent in any other rule. In some cases, these orphans are nothing more than utility predicates (included by the software developer) that have no direct bearing on the code. Most of the time, however, these orphans do nothing but take up space and are errors waiting to happen as long as they are present.

Using Prolog's powerful findall/3 predicate, Spot finds such rules quickly. It's important to note that every Prolog program has at least one orphan, specifically the name of the predicate that you query to get the whole thing started.

Analogous to orphan rules are "unfireable rules." These are rules that will never fire because at least one of the consequents to the rule has no way of being satisfied. For example, the rule

A:- X, Y, Z.

will always fail if no clauses exist in the database for X, Y, or Z. I have found this error to be fairly common in working with rule bases, and to be one of the most difficult to trap without closely examining the rule base text. The program cannot differentiate between user-written predicates that are unfireable and standard predicates that, by definition, have no defining clauses in the rule base.

To remedy this weakness and cut down on the volume of Spot's output, I used the std_predicate/1 clause, which checks to see whether a predicate is a standard predicate before Spot judges a rule to be unfireable. I combined and maintained the std_predicate/1 and the irregular/2 predicates in a separate file for ease of use (see listing 2).
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Finally, the last error that Spot tries to identify deals with subsumption. Simply stated, two rules subsume one another if they both have the same consequent and one rule's antecedents are a subset of the other rule's antecedents.

This relationship is, perhaps better illustrated in the following example:

```
grandparent(X, Y) :-
  parent(X, Z), parent(Z, Y).

grandparent(X, Y) :-
  parent(X, Z), parent(Z, Y), has(gray_hair, X).
```

Notice that for the two rules shown, it is immaterial whether X has gray hair, as long as X is the parent of Z, and Z, in turn, is the parent of Y. This rule is sure to fire at least once, and erroneously twice if has(gray_hair, X) is true.

Running Spot

I cooked up a trial rule base that includes examples of all the problems Spot is designed to detect and, as mentioned before, embedded the name of the file in the initialize_rule_base/0 predicate. In a few seconds, Spot processed the nearly 30 rules in the test case (see listing 3). I found it convenient to redirect the program output to disk from within Prolog by issuing the query

```
?- tell('test.out'), run, told.
```

This query opens the file TEST.OUT, runs the program, and then closes the file (see listing 4).

The Future

There is tremendous room for expanding the scope of this prototype. Spot's most obvious limitation is its ability to deal only with Prolog rules. Yet, despite this constraint, you could write extensions to allow for the modularization of a program among several Prolog source files and still keep Spot from identifying spurious errors (which would be along the lines of going to great efforts to keep lint from producing meaningless warnings).

There are a number of conceptual error-detection hurdles that the user must understand and overcome as well. For example, Spot does not yet detect the error that occurred with offspring/2 at the beginning of the article. There, when Prolog proves that parent/2 is true, the program effectively proves that father/2 is true as well. This procedure results in what I call an indirect subsumption.

Other errors that you may run across include detection of infinite recursion, detection of synonyms and aliases, and comparison to a set of legal values.

Despite its limitations, Spot is still a useful program, primarily because of the handful of things it does, such as finding duplications, contradictions, and orphans, and the fact that it does things that need to be done and there are few tools around that perform these functions. With more tools like Spot, knowledge engineers will have greater control over the rule bases they create; eventually, the tools will provide a means to reliably verify and validate rule bases.
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MicroWay Means Numerics!

MicroWay is your best source for the software and hardware you need to get true 32-bit performance from your 386. These include 32-bit tools, such as NDP Fortran, C, and Pascal, and the 32-bit applications that were developed with them (see last paragraph). These products run in protected mode under Unix, Xenix, or Phar Lap extended MS-DOS.

Starting with release 1.4VM, NDP Fortran, C, and Pascal not only access 4 gigabytes of memory through Phar Lap’s new VMM extension which provides 386 protected mode virtual memory. Now you can run a program with a 30 MB array on a 2 MB system simply by having 30 MB of space on your hard disk.

MicroWay also offers transputer based parallel processing boards and languages that run in an XT, AT, or 386. Each of the T800 RISC processors on these boards packs the power of a 20 MHz 386/1167. Our best selling board, the Quadrupler2™, has four T800s and boards 40 MIPS/6 megaflops of processor throughput.

MicroWay manufactures Weitek 1167 and 3167 coprocessor cards that run with the 80386. Both cards include an 80387 socket. The 1167 is 2 to 4 times faster than the 3837. The 3167 runs 30% faster than the 1167 in double precision. The key to achieving this speed increase is our NDP Fortran or C and Pascal-386™ compilers. Each of these products is a full implementation of ANSI/IEEE Pascal, with a 30MB array on a 2MB system simply by having 30MB of space on your hard disk.

Videoputer™ — The highest performance graphics card on the market. Uses a T800 and TL 5401 in conjunction with a 130 MHz BrookTree DAC. Includes one MB of system RAM, one meg of video RAM and a library of graph primitives. Runs standalone or in conjunction with a transputer network and drives 32 and 64 KHz analog monitors. $3995

Monoputer™ — The world’s most popular PC transputer development product now extends the memory available for developing transputer applications from 2 to 16 MB. The board features a DMA bus interface for fast I/O.

Quadputer™ — This board for the AT or 386 can be purchased with 2, 3 or 4 transputers and 1 or 4 MB of memory per transputer. Two or more Quadputers can be linked together to build networks of up to 100 or more transputers providing mainframe power... from $3495

Linkputer™ — Uses four INMOS Co44 programmable cross bar switches. It allows the user to dynamically change the topology of the processor board by changing a software configuration command. It is possible to get 100% linkage among eight Quadputers and design larger, custom topologies. CALL

Transputer Compilers and Applications

These Parallel languages are designed for use with Monoputer2 and Quadputer2

Logical Systems: Parallel C C$95

3L Parallel C or 3L Parallel Fortran $95

COSMOS/M - Finite element analysis CALL

ParaSoft: Parallel Environment $500

Performance Monitor $500

C Source Level Debugger $500

T800/NAG™ (See NDP/NAG) $2750

387/BASIC™ — Our 16-bit MS compatible compiler introduces numeric register variables to produce transputer compiled 386 code on the market. $249

Dr. Robert Atwell, leading defense scientist, calculates that NDP Fortran-386 is saving him $12,000 per month in rentals of VAX hardware and software by doubling his productivity.

Fred Ziegler of Aspentech in Cambridge, Mass. reports, “I ported 90,000 lines of Fortran source in two weeks without a single problem!” Aspentech’s Chemical Modelling System is in use on mainframes worldwide and is probably the largest application to ever run on an Intel processor.

Dr. Jerry Ginsberg of Georgia Tech reports, “My problems run a factor of six faster using NDP Fortran-386 on an mW1167 equipped 386B/20 than they do on my MicroVAX II.”

NUMERICS HOTLINE

(508) 746-7341

World Leader in PC Numerics

Corporate Headquarters: P.O. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341

32 High St., Kingston-Upon-Thames, U.K. 01-541-5466

USA FAX 508-746-4678 Germany 069-75-2023
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Display this month’s BIX activities

THURSDAY, 6/1, 8:30 PM EST. "The Philosophy of Ada"
Ada thinkers Randy Brukardt, Dan Stock, and Geoff Gilpin lead a CBix discussion on the philosophy of Ada and software engineering with Ada, and answer questions about R.R. Software’s JANUS/Ada line of products. (Join janus.ada/cbix)

TUESDAY, 6/6, 9 PM EST. "It’s That Time of the Month, Again"
It’s the first Tuesday of June, and BIX’s IBM PC conference members meet for their monthly CBix session. (Join ibm.pc)

THURSDAY, 6/8, 9 PM EST. "Computer Viruses, Past and Present"
"Doctor" Ross Greenberg, creator of the anti-virus program Flu Shot, outlines the history of computer viruses and prescribes the latest preventive medicine. Co-hosted by Howard Shubs, moderator of the BIX Security conference. (Join security/cbix)

SUNDAY, 6/11, 9 PM EST. "32-Bit Quick Draw—’The Big Picture’"
Ponder the future of 32-bit Quick Draw, with Larry Loeb, BIX Mac Exchange Editor, and invited guests. (Join cbix)

TUESDAY, 6/20, 9 PM EST. "Security in a Networked Environment"
What common-sense security measures can network administrators take? Find out from Dr. Bob Harbort, chairman of the Computer Science Department at Southern Tech., and Bob Brown, director of Information Systems for the Georgia Medical Care Foundation. (Join data.center/cbix)

All-Month Conferences
The Cold Fusion Discovery is the hot topic of BIX’s tojerry conference, hosted by Jerry Pournelle. One conference member—a physics professor at a large, midwestern university—announced that much information appeared on BIX before it reached the physicists’ grapevine. (Join tojerry/journal)

You-saw-it-here-first Department—Not only did BYTE’s Mac SE/30 coverage scoop its print competition in February, full details of it appeared on BIX just moments after Apple’s announcement. BIX readers were enjoying an in-depth report on Sun Microsystem’s SPARCStation 1 just hours after it made its debut. Look for more scoops this month as the Microbytes staff reports from PCExpo in New York. (Join microbytes)

In-depth Conference Topics
BYTE’s In-Depth section this month is on Computer Security, an issue that’s widely discussed on BIX, as well. You’ll find it in such conferences as Security, Unix, Software.Eng (software engineering), BBS, and in many individual computer conferences. In addition to these important discussions, here is a partial list of security-related files from which you may wish to download:

Amiga Listings Area
avbb55.arc—Antivirus bootblock version 5.5. Finds and kills SCA and Bytebandit virus in memory.
bootback.arc—Boot Block backup program with executable and source in Amiga/Programs. For virus protection.
sh221.arc—SafeBoot2.21 fixes bug found when used with WB1.3. Saves and restores bootblocks. Useful after virus has altered bootblock.

IBM PC Listings Area
flu4.txt—A warning regarding a trojan called flu4.txt.com.
fs1.p52.arc—Ross Greenberg’s Flu Shot+, V1.52, anti-Virus/trojan protection program. Protects your system against viruses, trojans, and dumb mistakes.

Macintosh Listings Area
ferret11.sit—Larry Nedry’s virus seeker and killer.
gatekeeper1.sit—Gatekeeper provides anti-viral monitoring of your system.
repair15.sit—Repairs and removes the nVIR virus from application and system files.

Utilities Listings Area
bombfree.arc—A group of programs to help protect your data from worm and trojan horse software.
chklomb.arc—Checks for trojan horse programs.
chkfstat.arc—Checks the File Allocation Tables (FAT) on disk match.
unvirus.arc—Tests for several types of virus on your disk.

Circle 450 on Reader Service Card.
Finally. An on-line service that doesn’t nickel and dime you.

It’s BIX’s flat-fee service.
BIX is short for BYTE Information Exchange. The on-line information service that’s yours for an unheard-of flat fee of just $39 for three months* — an amount you could easily blow in just two to four hours with an hourly rate, on-line service. (Not to mention the fact that you’d be nickel-and-dimed for its monthly minimums.)

And here’s another distinction: BIX is strictly for microcomputer pros; it contains no “fluff.” As a subscriber, here’s what you’ve got coming to you:

- All the information and ideas exchanged in more than 150 microcomputer-related conferences — a give-and-take in which you can participate.
- Microbytes Daily — up-to-the-minute industry news and new product information.
- Plus support from hardware vendors and software publishers, access to extensive software libraries, and the use of our electronic mail service — which allows binary attachments.

Subscribe to BIX right now — using your computer and modem.
Set your telecommunications program for full duplex, 8 bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, or 7 bits, even parity, 1 stop bit. Now dial BIX at 617-861-9767, hit the return key, and respond as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt:</th>
<th>You Enter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>login (enter &quot;bix&quot;):</td>
<td>bix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name?</td>
<td>bix.flatfee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can charge your BIX subscription to major credit cards, or have it billed to your company. You may also purchase unlimited off-peak access via Tymnet for just $15 per month, or $2 per off-peak hour.

For additional information, including your local Tymnet access number, call 800-227-2983 (in New Hampshire 603-924-7681).

*Based on a $156 annual fee, billed quarterly — a subscription which you may cancel at any time without future quarterly charges. If you prefer, you may subscribe for a 3-month trial at just $39.
BYTE's Subscriber Benefits Program

Your BYTE subscription brings you a complete menu of the latest in microcomputer technology every 30 days. The kind of broad-based objective coverage you read in every issue. In addition, your subscription carries a wealth of other benefits. Check the check list:

BONUSES

☑ Annual Separate Issues: In addition to BYTE's 12 monthly issues, subscribers also receive our annual IBM PC issue free of charge, as well as special bound-in All-Macintosh Supplements.

☑ BYTE Deck: Subscribers receive five BYTE postcard deck mailings each year—a direct response system for you to obtain information on advertised products through return mail.

☑ Reader Service: For information on products advertised in BYTE, circle the numbers on the Reader Service card enclosed in each issue that correspond to the numbers for the advertisers you select. Drop the post-paid card in the mail and we'll get your inquiries to the advertisers.

☑ TIPS: BYTE's Telephone Inquiry System is available to subscribers who need fast response from advertisers. After obtaining your Subscriber I.D. Card, dial TIPS and enter your inquiries. You'll save as much as ten days over the response to Reader Service cards.

☑ Free Programs Via BYTEnet: You get access to the BYTEnet Bulletin Board Service, which allows you to download, via modem, valuable program listings. There is no connect charge for this service.

☑ Subscription Service: If you have a problem with, or a question about your subscription, you may call our service department toll-free (in the U.S.) at 800-525-5003. All others use 609-426-7070. (During business hours Eastern Time). Should you care to correspond, use the following address: P.O. Box 555, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.

☑ Editorial Indices: Available through our customer service department P.O. Box 328, Hancock, New Hampshire 03449.

PAID SERVICES

☑ BIX: BYTE's Information Exchange puts you on-line 24 hours a day with your peers via computer conferencing and electronic mail. All you need to sign up is a microcomputer, a modem, and telecom software. For further information and cost, call 1-800-227-BYTE.

☑ Program Listings: Listings of programs that accompany BYTE articles are now available on BIX, on disks or in quarterly printed supplements (see reply cards in this issue for cost information), or call 1-800-258-5485.

☑ Microform: BYTE is available in microform from University Microfilm International in the U.S. and Europe. See Contents page for cost information.

DISCOUNTS

☑ One-year subscription at $24.95
☑ Two-year subscription at $44.95
☑ Three-year subscription at $59.95
☑ One-year group subscription for five or more at $19.95 each. (Call or write for details.)

TOLL-FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE:

Subscriptions Within U.S.: 1-800-525-5003
Subscriptions Outside U.S.: 1-609-426-7070
Back Issues: 1-603-924-9281
BIX: 1-800-227-BYTE
Program Listings Orders: 1-800-258-5485
THE ULTIMATE UPGRADE

The BYTE Lab turned a standard IBM PC AT into a personal workstation—but was it worth it?

Stanford Diehl

Remember the days when you had to assemble almost every product you bought? You would grit your teeth, pull your hair, grunt and curse and lament, but once that bicycle or stereo was built, you could step back and savor a true sense of accomplishment. Computers were like that, too. You had to partition drives and configure ports and set up the system. Now, it seems, you just turn them on and watch them go. But if you’ve got patience and plenty of hair, you can still do it yourself.

In that spirit, the BYTE Lab staff set out to create a high-performance, multitasking workstation from a standard IBM PC AT. Keeping a sharp eye on price, we customized a system, component by component, and evaluated the results. Then we took a step back to decide whether that special sense of accomplishment was worth the cost, the time, and the headaches.

**Plugging in the Power**

Our first inclination was to start from scratch with a new 80386 motherboard, complete with 32-bit slots and high-speed memory. Somehow, though, that didn’t seem fair. After all, we would end up with only that stark beige case to remind us of our roots. So, instead we went with an 80386 enhancement board.

We solicited two different products, the Intel Inboard 386 and the AOX Master 386, and tested them both for performance, ease of installation, and compatibility (see photos 1 and 2).

We started by installing the Inboard. This, it turns out, was a mistake. We have since discovered that you should install your hard disk drive and peripherals first. Installation software for both of the enhancement boards evaluates your system configuration to determine the optimal setup parameters. So we set up our Inboard for the standard AT configuration, not for the souped-up system we ended up with.

Unfortunately, it is much harder to go back and change the enhancement board settings to enable new components. For one thing, you have to run the setup program before installing the board. Note, however, that you can modify the settings yourself with a little extra effort.

Intel offers two versions of the Inboard 386, one without memory for $1395 and one with a megabyte of 32-bit, 120-nanosecond RAM for $1995. Get the additional memory. Without it, your 32-bit processor will have to access 16-bit memory from the system bus. According to our benchmarks, memory fetches will be slower than they were without the 80386. You can also add an additional 1 megabyte ($795) or 2 megabytes ($1495) of 32-bit memory.
FEATURE

THE ULTIMATE UPGRADE

Photo 1: The Intel Inboard 386 provided our souped-up AT with a megabyte of 32-bit, 120-nanosecond RAM for $1995.

with an Inboard piggyback card. The card snaps onto the Inboard 386, allowing the processor to directly access the additional fast memory. At this writing, you are limited to 3 megabytes of 32-bit RAM with the Intel card. The Inboard will support other memory cards, such as the AST RAMpage Plus or the Intel Above Board 286, but you're back to the slower, 16-bit variety.

Intel's HARDSET program prompts you for various system parameters before determining the best way to set the Inboard's two banks of DIP switches. You then flip the switches, attach the piggyback card, crack the system cover, and remove both the 80286 and the 80287. If you have a 6-MHz AT, you'll also have to replace the crystal. A $200 installation kit provides all the necessary tools, along with an 80287 plug, the Inboard cable, and documentation.

Both boards slide into one 16-bit slot, leaving room for an 8-bit card alongside the piggyback card. A cable runs from the 80286 socket to the Inboard. We also set a jumper to disable 256K bytes of our motherboard's 512K bytes of conventional memory. This lets you swap the system's slow conventional memory with the Inboard's 32-bit RAM. You end up not only with faster memory, but also with the full 640K-byte complement. The Inboard also provides zero-wait-state memory caching for all installed memory, including any 16-bit RAM. Inboard software utilities enable expanded memory, speed selection, and hard disk caching.

The Best of Both Worlds

For those who are skittish about making the 80386 plunge, AOX offers some solace by keeping your familiar 80286 snugly plugged in its slot. By simply loading a device driver, you can then hot-key between the two processors. Even when the 80386 takes precedence, the 80286 does not lie dormant. It acts as an intelligent controller, busily polling interrupts and passing control to its more powerful cousin. This makes the installation of the AOX board much easier than that of the Inboard.

And the advantages don't stop there. AOX offers not only a 16-MHz board ($1595) but a 20-MHz model as well ($1895). And although the optional memory board takes up a full 16-bit slot, it also provides up to 15 megabytes of directly accessible 32-bit RAM. No need to resort to slow memory here.

The AOX Master memory board ( $700 plus $605 per megabyte of RAM) slides into a slot adjacent to the Master 386. A pair of short cables provides a direct 32-bit path to the processor, and a bank of DIP switches controls caching, wait states, direct-memory-access channels, ROM addresses, and swapping of slow system memory with 32-bit RAM. You can cache all your memory, the ROM BIOS, and video ROM. The video cache significantly improved the system's performance on our suite of video benchmarks.

The 20-MHz AOX board scored better than the 16-MHz Inboard on our CPU index, even though the Inboard negotiated string moves faster. Both boards more than doubled the performance of the AT. Floating-point operations ran over five times faster. Again, the Master 386 performed slightly better than the Inboard, posting a 5.40 floating-point index to the Inboard's 4.71.

A Juggling Act

Oh, the limitations of DOS. Both cards do their best to deal with DOS, but problems crop up, especially when juggling memory. Eventually, when we install our multitasking operating system, we won't have to worry about memory allocation. Under Unix, we would simply make all memory extended and let the operating system handle it. Even OS/2 would avert the 640K-byte barrier. Still, the memory-allocation problems under DOS expose the shortcomings of plugging an 80386 card into a 16-bit bus versus running 32-bit system memory on a true 80386 machine.

Both enhancement boards allow you to switch slow conventional memory with onboard 32-bit RAM. Intel does it with 80386 control software while AOX does it in ROM. The 16-bit RAM cards provide expanded memory (between 640K bytes and 1 megabyte). The remaining 32-bit memory is mapped as extended memory (beyond 1 megabyte).

DOS application programs continued
OKIDATA introduces a line of PC modems that run so cool they're guaranteed for 5 years.

Our new 1200, 2400 and 2400 Plus PC modems are built around a very simple fact: the cooler they run, the longer they last.

That's important in any modem, and it's vital in the case of an internal board. That's why we engineered a special chip that does the work of three ordinary chips. It also generates less heat—and consumes 50% less power—than the leading brand. Which is why we back our modems twice as long as they do.

But reliability on the inside comes as no surprise when the OKIDATA name is on the outside.

We have over a century of experience in telecommunications all over the world. And you'll see it in everything we make, from tank-tough printers to award-winning PC modems to a full line of high-speed modems.

To see our new "cool machines" in person, visit your OKIDATA dealer. Or call 1-800-OKIDATA for the name of the dealer nearest you.

We put business on paper.
first, we had some problem with the controller’s BIOS, but an included device driver remapped the BIOS to low memory. The entire package ($1916 for the drive and $476 for the controller) costs roughly the same as the Priam disk alone, but the CORE drive contains only 90 megabytes of storage space. If you really want to soup up your disk drive, you can go with a high-end ESDI controller like the PM3011 from Distributed Processing Technology ($1150 with half a megabyte of on-board cache) or the Powerstor caching ESDI disk controller from Consensys ($1045 with half a megabyte of RAM). Each of these controllers is specifically designed for the Unix or Xenix operating system.

As the interface gets fancier, so too does the installation. The Columbia SCSI system is shipped with an 84-megabyte Quantum hard disk and the Western Digital 7000-FASST controller ($1645 for the package). (See photo 3.) The first few times we tried to install this drive, the boot-up routine would drop us into BASIC—this was evidently another problem with ROM mapping. Finally, we removed the enhancement board, installed the drive on the standard AT, and then reinstalled the 80386 card. It turned out that the drive installation was fast and easy. Again, your best bet would be to install the disk drive and peripherals first and then plug in the enhancement board.

In any case, the SCSI drive returned the best disk benchmarks and earned a place on our workstation. The drive has an average access time of 19 milliseconds, a 64K-byte programmable cache, 1-to-1 interleave, and an integrated SCSI controller.

High-Resolution Video
No workstation worth its salt is without high-resolution graphics. As we showed in the March Product Focus on large-screen monitors, the NEC MultiSync XL sets the standard for flexibility and ease of use. It offers a 19-inch screen and 1024- by 768-pixel resolution and currently sells for $3499. The XL can plug into a wide variety of graphics adapters. We went with the NEC MVA 1024 adapter ($1499). Based on the Texas Instruments TMS 34010, the MVA 1024 supports the XL’s maximum resolution, and an optional 384K bytes of video RAM ($300) provides a 256-color palette (see photo 4).

Western Digital Imaging has introduced a high-end graphics coprocessor card for CAD applications. The card, compatible with the MultiSync XL, packs 2 megabytes of video memory and displays 256 colors at 1024- by 768-pixel resolution. The Verticom HX-256/AT sells for $3495. The card was not available for this evaluation.

If you can accept a lower-resolution graphics standard,
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Ask The Doctor  
Your Most Important Questions About PC Data Security.

Escalating instances of PC data theft and misuse affecting both government and industry have shown the need for an effective yet easy-to-use data security product. U.S. Public law 100-235 now mandates that government agencies protect sensitive data files.

In response, Dr. Alan K. Jennings, Ph.D., inventor and co-founder of Rainbow Technologies, has designed the DataSentry™, an external hardware key that provides data file security without the problems associated with internal hardware and software-based protection.

In this first of a series of informational bulletins, Dr. Jennings answers some of the more frequently asked questions on PC data security and the DataSentry system from Rainbow Technologies.

Q. What is the DataSentry system?
A. The DataSentry protection system consists of a combination of a hardware encryption device - Personal Access Key - and associated software that runs on an IBM or compatible PC having a parallel printer port and a floppy disk drive. The DataSentry provides three types of security: mandatory use of the access key to open a file, encryption and password protection.

Q. What is inside the Personal Access Key?
A. Inside each pocket-sized Personal Access Key is a proprietary custom-designed integrated circuit, often referred to as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). This ASIC was designed by engineers at Rainbow Technologies specifically for the DataSentry system. The full capabilities of the ASIC are known only to Rainbow. In operation, the proprietary ASIC implements a special function called an algorithm, chosen from many thousands of possible algorithms when the key is being manufactured at the Rainbow factory.

Q. What is the disadvantage of password-only software protection?
A. The main disadvantage of password-only protection is that users find it difficult to remember a password unless it is something quite familiar to them - like their spouse's name, their dog or the street they live on. It was recently estimated that about 75% of ARPANET passwords could be discovered by trying these three choices. Choosing a less familiar name requires that it be written down. As a result, password-only protection is fairly easy to defeat.

Q. What is the advantage of external hardware keys over internal security boards?
A. Some protection systems depend on circuit boards being installed inside the PC. In addition to objection to the expense of installation and training, many users are reluctant to open their PCs. IBM PS/2s and laptop PCs do not accept the standard add-in boards. As a result, nearly all PC users have a strong preference to the addition of low-cost external hardware to achieve the desired protection.

Q. Is the DES (Data Encryption Standard) government-specified algorithm available with the DataSentry system?
A. Yes. The DES algorithm as defined by U.S. government standard FIPS 46 is implemented in the DataSentry system.

Q. Can the DataSentry system be used on local area networks?
A. Yes. It can be used on LANs as long as the automatically protected files are stored on a local computer. It does not matter if the application is stored on the local PC or on a shared file server or on any other PC.

Q. Can a DataSentry system be used to secure mainframe data files?
A. Yes. The mainframe could send files to the PC for encrypting or decrypting.

Q. What are some of the new special features of the DataSentry system?
A. Audit trail, log-on identifiers, and automatic encryption/decryption of entire directories.

To consult Dr. Jennings and the DataSentry sales staff about your personal data security questions, call Rainbow Technologies today.

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
1801 I-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714) 261-0228 • FAX: (714) 261-0260
Rainbow Technologies, Ltd., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Rd., Slough, Berkshire, SL3 8QY, U.K., Tel: 0753-41512, Fax: 0753-43610
© 1989 Rainbow Technologies. All product names are trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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Test-Driving the BYTE Lab 80386

Our complete system no doubt qualifies as a high-end personal workstation: dual 20-MHz 80386 and 10-MHz 80286 processors, 4 megabytes of 32-bit memory, a 20-MHz 80387 math coprocessor, an 84-megabyte SCSI hard disk drive, a 19-inch monitor supporting 1024-by-768-pixel graphics in 256 colors, eight intelligent asynchronous ports or an Ethernet connection, and standard serial/parallel ports. (Table 1 shows the price tag for the upgrade.)

Something, though, seemed to be lacking. Perhaps it was the underlying 16-bit AT bus or the problems enabling 32-bit conventional memory. Or maybe it was the benchmark results. Although the figures emphasize an impressive boost in performance compared to that of the original machine, the results placed our system in the same category as a standard 16-MHz 80386 computer. Or maybe it was just the familiar beige case that housed it all.

The 80386 enhancement boards are great for injecting some fresh blood into your tired 80286 system. And yet, to achieve the high performance required by a full-blown graphics workstation, you should build on a sturdy 32-bit foundation. All your expensive high-end components are, in the end, stunted by the AT architecture.

In fact, if your 80386 must take the 16-bit highway, your AT is actually degraded by the introduction of wait states. As the prices of low-end 80386 machines continue to fall, it will be-

Table 1: When we tallied our tab at the end of our AT upgrade project, our costs totaled $13,507.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOX Master 386 (20 MHz)</td>
<td>$1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel 80387 coprocessor (20 MHz)</td>
<td>$1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOK Master memory board (with 4 megabytes)</td>
<td>$3120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia SCSI drive system (with host adapter)</td>
<td>$1645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiSync XL 19-inch monitor</td>
<td>$3499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE MVA 1024 video adapter (with memory option)</td>
<td>$1799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Digital EtherCard Plus</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td><strong>$13,507</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
come harder to choose the upgrade path. You might as well sell out and go with the packaged product. If you’re a die-hard do-it-yourselfer, start with a 32-bit motherboard and build from there. That special sense of accomplishment loses its luster when the final product can’t quite do the job.

Stanford Diehl is a testing editor for the BYTE Lab. He can be reached on BIX as “sdiehl.”
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Clever modulation lets modems pack more into each second of communications.

As we enter the 1990s—the second decade of the "computer revolution"—telecommunications will become an increasingly important part of what computers do for us. And whenever computers communicate over distances too great to be covered by a LAN (or even over smaller distances), the odds are overwhelming that a modem is somewhere in the loop.

In this month's installment of "Under The Hood," I'll take a close look at how modern modems achieve high performance on regular, voice-grade phone lines. [Editor's note: For a practical look at how modems perform using these new techniques, see this month's Product Focus on page 162.]

**Modulation Methods**

The first and simplest modems used frequency-shift keying (FSK) to encode data. In FSK, the transmitted signal shifts back and forth between two frequencies: one representing a 1 and the other representing a 0. (In a sense, FSK is nothing more than a very simple form of frequency modulation.) Your modem probably uses FSK when it runs at 450 bps or less.

Frequency is only one characteristic you can vary to impress a signal upon a carrier. Another is phase (the position of the repetitive waveform of the carrier in time). Figure 1b shows two carrier signals that have the same shape but different phases. Both are sine waves of the same frequency and amplitude and can be represented by the equation

\[ m(t) = A \cos(2\pi ft + \phi) \]

where \( t \) is the time, \( A \) is the amplitude of the carrier, \( f \) is the carrier's frequency, and \( \phi \) (the Greek letter phi) is its phase. Only \( \phi \) differs between the two waves shown; it's 0 for the top signal and 180 degrees (or \( \pi \) radians) for the bottom signal. This difference lets you shift the bottom signal a quarter of a cycle to the right.

If you were to shift the bottom signal 180 degrees more, it would look identical to the top one. (As you may remember from geometry, an angle of \( \phi + 360 \) degrees—or \( 2\pi \) radians—is indistinguishable from an angle of just \( \phi \).

**Phase-shift keying (PSK)** uses shifts in phase to signal Is and Os. How does it represent the bits in terms of phases? Suppose I had a PSK modulator that could transmit a sine wave with two possible phases separated by 180 degrees (the maximum possible separation). I could let one phase represent a 1 and another a 0; however, without two well-synchronized clocks—one at each end—the receiver would have no way of knowing which was which.

To avoid this problem, most PSK systems don't assign a logic level to each phase. Instead, they use a phase transition to indicate one logic level or no transition to indicate another. This is called differential phase-shift keying (DPSK).

Table 1 defines a possible set of transition rules.

Phase-encoding schemes are often shown graphically with phase-amplitude diagrams (see figure 1). In this diagram, each possible phase and amplitude of the carrier can be represented by a point on the polar representation of a plane. The length of a straight line from the origin to a given point represents the amplitude; the angle made by the same line with the positive side of the horizontal axis represents the phase. Figure 1 shows the possible signals—or symbols—of the two-phase DPSK system described in table 1. Figure 1c, sometimes called a phase-transition diagram, adds arcs to show the transitions (or nontransitions) caused by 1 and 0 data bits.

The number of phase transitions per second in a PSK system is limited by the frequency of the carrier and the available bandwidth; typically, the transition rate can't exceed half the bandwidth. Thus, if you divide a phone line with 2400 Hz of bandwidth into two channels (one in each direction), you can have no more than 600 phase transitions per second on each channel.

This means that a PSK modem is limited to 600-bps operation over a normal phone line if you limit yourself to the two-state PSK method. However, it doesn't hold true if you use four possible phases instead of two, thus packing more than one bit of information into each phase transition. The pattern of possible states, usually called a constellation, is shown in figure 2. It allows four possible transitions (one of them back to the same state) from each of the four symbols—letting each transition signal the values of two data bits. Each of these symbols is called a dibit.

As in most data-encoding techniques that depend on transitions, DPSK encoding schemes must transmit the data synchronously and guarantee a certain number of transitions per unit time so that the receiver can synchronize with the transmitter's clock. To make sure that a long string of zeros—or any data pattern—doesn't cause a long period without transitions, DPSK modulators usually contain a scrambler. The scrambler doesn't destroy the data, but it makes the distribution of 1s and 0s sent over the line more even. A descrambler at the receiving end recovers the original data from the demodulated data stream.

The scrambler has one negative effect on modem performance: It has a tendency to amplify errors. One error received by the demodulator becomes three or more after it passes through the scrambler—some up to 17 bits later.
result is the $\downarrow$ or $\uparrow$ pattern you often see when there’s noise on the line.

**Quadrature Amplitude Modulation**

I’ve just shown how a four-state PSK modulation scheme lets you exchange data at 1200 bps over an ordinary phone line. But what if you want to go faster still? You could create an eight-state PSK system. Small differences in phase alone are hard to detect, and each error could cause as many as 6 bits to be received incorrectly, each of these errors compounded by a scrambler. Since the result would be a modem that was overly sensitive to line noise, a simple eight-state PSK system is seldom used.

If you vary amplitudes as well as phases, you can create more states without the weakness of a simple eight-state PSK system. This scheme is called Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, or QAM (see figure 3). Its robustness comes from the fact that there is a greater distance between the states, thereby giving the demodulator more information with which to deduce the correct bit pattern. Most 2400-bps modems, including ones that use the CCITT V.22-bis standard, use QAM.

**Extending QAM: Trellis Coding**

A 2400-bps V.22-bis modem uses a QAM constellation consisting of 16 possible symbols (12 possible phase angles and three amplitudes). It transmits 600 symbols per second; each conveys 4 bits of information and is called a *quadbit*.

If it were possible to transmit signals of arbitrary amplitude over the phone line, it would be easy to keep the symbols apart as you add more of them to the diagram. But the dynamic range of a phone line is limited; by the time you reach a speed of 9600 bps, it’s necessary to start packing the QAM symbols more closely in the phase-amplitude plane.

Trellis coding can reduce the number of errors this “tighter” pattern generates. In trellis-coded modulation, the constellation contains more symbols than are necessary to represent all the possible bit combinations, but not all transitions are possible. If the receiver sees a symbol that falls between the points of the constellation, it can use its knowledge of the previous symbols to rule out certain illegal symbols and choose the closest one that remains. Trellis coding also spreads the information needed to decode each bit among several symbols.

The result is about 4 decibels (a little more than double) the signal-to-noise ratio of a nonencoded system.

Full-duplex 9600-bps modems that conform to the CCITT V.32 standard use trellis coding. They also have special circuitry to cancel echo noise. Echo-cancellation circuits can be complex and expensive to implement; they’re the main reason modem manufacturers haven’t unanimously embraced the V.32 standard. This will probably change now that companies like Rockwell are hard at work on complete V.32 modems that fit on only a few chips.

The demand for high-speed modems didn’t wait for VLSI technology to catch up, however. In the absence of a clearly defined industry standard, modem makers have forged ahead with their own standards, some of which are vastly different from V.32. (See “High-Speed Modems” by John H. Humphrey and Gary S. Smock in the June 1988 BYTE.)

The two most widespread (and novel) of these are Telebit’s Packet Ensemble Protocol (PEP) and USR’s High-Speed Technology (HST).

**HST: An Asymmetrical Approach**

USR’s HST modems are *asymmetrical full-duplex modems*. They divide the available bandwidth into two asymmetrical channels—a high-speed channel in one direction (14,400, 12,000, 9600, 7200, or 4800 bps) and a low-speed channel in the other (450 bps). The 450-bps channel is more than adequate to handle the output of the fastest typist; the high-speed channel is well-suited for fast screen updates and downloads. (The two channels can change places when appropriate—during uploads, for instance.)

The high-speed channel always uses trellis coding, but it adjusts the data rate and constellation according to line conditions. HST uses the V.32 constellation up to 9600 bps, and the constellation from V.33—a leased-line standard—at higher speeds. With data compression, the net throughput of an HST modem can be as high as 17,500 bps.

Half-duplex modems don’t keep channels open in both directions simultaneously. They must “ping-pong” (i.e., change the direction of transmission periodically) to handle data traveling in both directions. Because HST modems...
always keep a slow channel open in the “reverse” direction, this round-trip echo response time—the delay between the time you press a key and the time you see a response—is lower than for a half-duplex modem.

A Thousand Twanging Instruments

Telebit Corp.’s Trailblazer modems, which have gained popularity in the Unix world, use a patented technique called Dynamically Adaptive Multicarrier Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (DAMQAM) (see figure 4). This scheme uses a large number of very small channels—up to 512 of them, spaced only 7.8125 Hz apart. Some quick multiplication shows that the total bandwidth required to use all the channels would be

rate of 7.8 Hz, each packet took a minimum ½ second to transmit. To solve this problem, Telebit recently added another modulation scheme that divides the available bandwidth into channels about 88 Hz wide; packets sent at this speed (called micropackets) get through 10 times faster and give you a better “feel” during interactive sessions.

Protocol Spoofing

The Telebit modems have another noteworthy feature that makes them especially good for bulk-file transfers. Since PEP has its own error correction, and the modems handle flow control using either hardware handshaking or XON/XOFF characters, the error-checking and pacing mechanisms built into most file transfer protocols (e.g., Kermit, XMODEM, YMODEM, and the UUCP G protocol) are redundant. In fact, if the modems at both ends must “turn the line around” (i.e., switch directions) to transfer acknowledgment sequences (e.g., XMODEM’s ACK character or Kermit’s short Y packets), the transfer will proceed much more slowly.

Telebit solves this problem by implementing a feature called protocol spoofing. When it recognizes that a protocol transfer is going on, the modem on the sending side of the transfer assumes responsibility for getting each packet through and acknowledges blocks of data on behalf of the receiver. The modem at the receiving end does its part by “absorbing” the receiving system’s acknowledgment packets rather than sending them back. As a result, it virtually eliminates delays in the line and delays due to turnaround time.

It’s theoretically possible for any error-correcting modem to do protocol spoofing (and especially desirable for half-duplex modems). At present, however, Telebit is the only manufacturer offering this feature.

Other Schemes

USR and Telebit’s high-speed modulation techniques, while the most interesting, are not the only proprietary schemes that operate at 9600 bps and above. The Hayes V-series modems, for instance, use a half-duplex scheme based on V.32. Microcom’s MNP Class 6 and the FASTCOMM UPTA modems use the half-duplex CCITT V.23 bis is a 16-point constellation.

Who will win the high-speed modem “protocol wars”? At the time of this writing, there’s no clear winner among
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the proprietary protocols, but it looks as if nearly all manufacturers are preparing to offer compatibility with the CCITT V.32 standard. Some will make V.32 their primary standard, while others—the ones with the largest investments in proprietary schemes—will offer it as an option. (Initially, V.32 modems will cost more than most others, but prices should fall once VLSI implementations are available from multiple chip vendors.)

The bottom line: If you need a fast modem now but want to be sure you will be able to speak the lingua franca of high-speed modem standards a year or two down the road, you may want to ask your vendor if it provides—or at least promises—an upgrade path to V.32.

Error Correction and Modems
As modems reach speeds beyond 2400 bps, errors become common enough that there's a real need for automatic error correction within the modems themselves. Usually, this is done via a packet-oriented protocol in which packets of data are bundled with a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) designed to catch errors.

The two major contenders among modem error-correction protocols are MNP Classes 1 through 4, developed by Microcom, and LAPM, a standard promoted by Hayes that is based on the LAPB and LAPD link-level protocols used in X.25 and ISDN systems. Both are "windowed" packet protocols (i.e., they can send several packets in a burst without waiting for an acknowledgment).

Even the promoters of the two standards agree that there isn't much of a performance difference between MNP and LAPM; they are now covered by the CCITT V.42 standard (LAPM is a primary part of the standard, while MNP is "Annex A"). It's even possible to build a modem that incorporates both standards. At present, MNP seems to be more widespread in the marketplace, and so may be the more useful one to look for.

Error-correcting modems let you use "streaming" file transfer protocols, like YMODEM G and the Hayes FAST protocol, which implement only minimal error checking. Unless you are using a modem like the Telebit Trailblazer to communicate to another Trailblazer (in which case the protocol spoofing eliminates the acknowledgment delays in most protocols), it's probably worth your while to look into FAST and YMODEM G for use with your error-correcting modem.
By popular demand, we’ve extended this program to June 30, 1989.
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Compression

Most high-end modems offer data compression as well as error correction. The most commonly implemented standard is MNP Class 5, which must be licensed from Microcom. USR, Telebit, and others implement this standard. The high-end Telebit modems use MNP only up to speeds of 9600 bps; at higher rates, they use a proprietary Lempel-Ziv algorithm integrated into the PEP protocol. Hayes’s V-series modems also offer data compression.

Microcom claims that it can obtain a 60 percent increase in average throughput as a result of data compression; this is a typical number for most compression schemes. The mileage that you get may vary, of course, depending on the amount of redundancy in the data that you’re transferring. And, of course, the modem at the other end must implement the same compression algorithm that yours does. This is another reason to look carefully at the fine print when choosing a modem.

Will Modems Soon Be Obsolete?

Many have said that, with the advent of ISDN, modems will soon become obsolete. The odds are that this will indeed happen, but probably not “soon”—it may take a long time before ISDN is available outside large cities and major corporate plants (currently, the only installations). If you buy a high-speed modem now, you can expect to get at least a decade’s use from it before you retire it to the closet and plug your computer directly into a data outlet in your wall.
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The tour of file-systems continues, with stops at MS-DOS, Unix, and the Macintosh HFS.

These days, many of us use more than one computer, often running different operating systems. Most of us also use hard disk drives, which are growing larger every day. Those large hard disk drives place a greater burden on an operating system's directory structure. Understanding the directory structure of your operating system can help if (or when) something goes wrong with your hard disk drive.

Last month, I looked at the file-systems of three classic operating systems: Apple DOS 3.3, ProDOS, and CP/M. This month, I'll examine three operating systems that are currently in wider use: MS-DOS, Unix, and the Macintosh Hierarchical File System (HFS).

**MS-DOS**

The MS-DOS file-system structure has some strong similarities to CP/M’s structure (see last month’s column): The directory information is stored on contiguous sectors following the boot sector (and reserved sectors used for partitioning information), each entry in a directory is 32 bytes long, and files claim space in multisector clumps referred to as clusters (similar to the CP/M allocation block).

To make the similarities apparent, I’ve left out some details. Actually, the layout of an MS-DOS disk looks something like this:

- **Boot sector**
- **Reserved sectors**
- **FAT**
- **FAT copy (optional)**

The FAT is the file allocation table, a linked-list structure that’s intimately tied to the directory, as you’ll soon see. The system can deduce the specifics of where important structures are located on a disk by examining key locations in the boot sector (logical sector 0). Some of the more important entries in the boot sector are as follows (a word is equivalent to 2 bytes):

- Number of bytes per sector—a word value at offset 11.
- Number of sectors per FAT—a byte value at offset 12.
- Number of FATs on the disk—a byte value at offset 16.
- Number of entries in the root directory—a word value at offset 17.
- Number of reserved sectors—a word value at offset 14.
- Number of sectors per cluster—a byte value at offset 13.

An MS-DOS directory entry consists of a filename, an extension, an attribute byte, the time and date that the file was created (or last modified), a pointer to the file’s starting cluster, and the size of the file in bytes. (See figure 1 for a diagram of a directory entry’s layout.)

The first byte of the filename is significant: A 00 (null) indicates that the entry has never been used and is therefore the directory’s current “high-water” mark. A hexadecimal E5 in the first position indicates that the entry has been deleted. (If a deleted file is a fresh kill—in other words, if you haven’t done any write operations to the volume that the file was on—then the remainder of the file’s information is intact. This is what allows undelete utilities to work.) Finally, a 05 as the first character indicates that the file’s name is a hexadecimal E5 (which, on my AT clone, maps to a lowercase Greek sigma). Any alphanumeric character implies a real file and is part of the file’s name.

The file-attribute byte is actually a set of bit fields that indicate whether the file is hidden, if it has been archived, whether it’s read-only, and so on (see table 1). This byte is also used to indicate a subdirectory entry, in which case the entry’s starting cluster-number pointer indicates a cluster that holds the entries of the subdirectory.

Subdirectories always begin with the familiar “.” and “..” that are the first to come rolling out after you’ve issued a DIR command. The “..” element is a self-referencing entry whose starting cluster-number points to the head of the current directory. This allows a program to find the beginning (and therefore the contents) of whatever your current directory is—no matter how many subdirectories deep you may have wandered into the volume.

The “..” entry references the parent; the starting cluster number of “..” points to the head of the subdirectory’s parent’s directory. As you issue CD (change directory) commands, moving into subdirectories of subdirectories, the system can always find the route back to the root directory by following the trail of “..” entries.

The system locates a file’s contents by following an imaginary thread through the FAT. In figure 1, you can see that the file entry’s starting cluster number actually points to two things. Not only does it give the starting cluster of the file’s data, it also acts as an index into the FAT: specifically, an index to the first FAT entry in a chain that guides you to the location of the rest of the file.

Each entry in the FAT corresponds to a cluster on the volume. So, assume your file’s first cluster number is 4. To find the file’s second cluster number, locate the entry in the FAT corresponding to continued
cluster 4; it'll point to another cluster number (say, 10). So, 10 is the file's second cluster. To find its third cluster number, you locate the FAT entry corresponding to cluster 10, see where that points, and so on.

FAT entries can be either 12 or 16 bits long. You'll find 12-bit FATs on disks that hold fewer than 4087 clusters (e.g., 360K-byte disks usually accommodate 354 clusters of 1K byte each). All other disks will use 16-bit FATs.

As a safety measure, some disks may maintain two FATs. Both are updated whenever the disk is modified. In this way, if one FAT becomes corrupted due to a failed sector, you can still recover files using its twin. (The CHKDSK command verifies that both FATs—if there are two—are consistent.)

Notice that the FAT is nothing more than a singly linked list. This means that, unless the system can keep the FAT in memory at all times, the file-system's response time will suffer as files grow large and fragmented. And as multiple hard disk drives become more prevalent—especially in a network environment—a FAT can consume a substantial amount of memory. For example, on my AT clone with its 20-megabyte hard disk drive, the FAT is over 20K bytes.

**Unix**

Unix is unique among the operating systems I'm covering in this series in that it's a multiuser operating system. This means that the designers of Unix had considerations in mind that designers of the other operating systems didn't have to contend with. Chief among these were access and security controls, and you'll see how this affected the design.

If you stand far away, a Unix file-system looks like most of the other file-systems I've described. The disk is arranged as a series of blocks—the minimum allocation unit—each of which is usually 1K byte big (although the actual size depends on which version of Unix you're running). The first block is the boot block, and this is followed by the superblock. The superblock contains information such as the file-system size, the number of i-nodes (short for "index node"—I'll explain further in a moment) in the system, where the root directory's i-node is located, and so on. As its name implies, the root directory is the base for the entire directory structure on the file-system; you can get anywhere from the root directory. The superblock is followed by blocks used by the i-node list, which in turn are followed by file and directory data blocks.

The Unix directory structure is actually in two parts. The first holds the stuff humans are interested in: the names of the files and subdirectories. Each entry is 16 characters long and consists of a 2-byte i-node number followed by 14 bytes for the name of the file or subdirectory. The i-node number is a unique identifier for each entry in the file-system. More important, it is an index into the i-list, the second part of the Unix directory.

The i-list is a structure on the disk where Unix keeps the information that it is interested in. Each element of the i-list is an i-node, and although the detailed structure of an i-node may vary from Unix system to Unix system, its overall format is the same no matter what Unix machine you're on. As a real-world example, on the Definicon DSI-32 Unix System V that I use, the i-node layout is as shown in table 2.

Subdirectory entries look just like file entries. The only difference is a bit set in the file-node field that marks this entry as a subdirectory. As in MS-DOS (although MS-DOS borrowed this from Unix, not vice versa), the first two entries in a Unix directory are "." and "..," referring to the current directory and the parent directory, respectively.

Since the directory consists of no more than i-node numbers and filenames, a given file's contents may be referenced by more than one path name. This is the

---

**Table 1: MS-DOS directory entry's file-attribute byte. Each bit indicates its associated attribute when set to 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>File is read-only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>File is hidden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Indicates a system file (will not show up on directory displays).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>This entry is a volume label. Such entries can exist only in the root directory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The entry is a subdirectory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>This bit indicates whether the file has been archived; it is set to 1 whenever the file is modified.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1:** How an MS-DOS system finds the contents of file BOB. Note that the format of an MS-DOS directory entry is defined here.
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reason for the i-node's link field: It's a counter that tallies the number of alternate references to the i-node. This lets you provide access to one of your files (or subdirectories) to another user without giving that user access to all your on-line data.

For example, if you've created a file named BOB and you want a friend to have access to it, you can create an entry in your friend's home directory with the name FRANK and an i-node number that is the same as BOB's. The associated i-node's link field would now show a count of 2. If you delete BOB, the link field count drops to 1, but your friend still has access to the file's contents through FRANK. Only when your friend deletes FRANK is the complete file removed.

Keeping track of the file's data is managed by a clever scheme. Each i-node holds a set of 13 pointers. The first 10 pointers are direct pointers; they contain the block numbers of the file's first 10 data blocks. The next pointer field is a single-indirect pointer; it holds the number of a block of pointers that points to the actual data blocks. Following the single-indirect pointer is the double-indirect pointer, which points to a block of pointers, each of whose entries points to a block of pointers that points to the data (gasp). Next comes the triple-indirect pointer, and, before I get tongue-tied describing it, I'll refer you to figure 2.

The Unix design bears a remarkable resemblance to the arrangement used by ProDOS, where a file begins as a sapling file (using only a direct pointer), and as it grows, the direct pointer becomes an indirect pointer and then a double-indirect pointer.

On the DSI-32 system, file pointers are 3 bytes each in the i-node and 4 bytes each in the disk pointer blocks. Since a disk block is 1K byte, each pointer block can hold up to 256 entries. So, a file can hold up to 17 billion characters—provided you can find a disk large enough and the system administration permissions allow you to make a file that big.

Unix doesn't use a bit map to keep track of unused blocks (as Apple DOS 3.3 and ProDOS did). When a file-system is created, Unix builds a linked list of blocks, each member of which holds a table of free block numbers. The first member is kept in the superblock, along with a pointer to the next member. As new blocks are needed, their numbers are obtained from the table kept in the first member. When the table is exhausted, the system follows the link to the second member of the chain and copies its entries into the superblock, along with a pointer to the third member of the chain (so Unix will know where to go when the second member's table is empty).

Notice that the arrangement favors small files. Data toward the front of a file is accessed most rapidly. This encourages users to keep programs small and atomic so they will load faster.

It's also significant that designers of Unix broke the directory structure into two parts. When you give Unix a filename to locate, the operating system can scan the current directory rapidly since all it has to sift through are entries consisting of names and i-node numbers. All the extraneous baggage that Unix isn't concerned with during a file search is over in the i-node. Once Unix locates your file, then it dips into the i-node to determine such things as access permissions.

Macintosh

Back when the Macintosh first came out, the file-system portion of the operating system was the infamous Macintosh File System. MFS was a "flat" directory scheme that—through some clever programming—created the illusion of a hierarchical directory. (You may remember that, when you called up a dialog box under MFS, you got a list of every file on the disk.) MFS has been superseded by the HFS, a true multidirectory file system. I'll restrict the discussion here to the HFS; if you are interested in MFS, I suggest that you consult Inside Macintosh.

On the Macintosh, "allocation block" again means the minimum storage quantity. Typically, an allocation block is 512 bytes, but, as with the other operating systems I've discussed, HFS does carry provisions for handling allocation blocks of other sizes.

The first two allocation blocks on an HFS volume (the Mac equivalent of a file-system) are given over to start-up data that contains information like the number of files that can be opened simultaneously, the initial size of the system heap, and so on. The third allocation block (offset 2) holds data describing the HFS volume. In it you'll find items like the number of allocation blocks in the volume, the start of the volume bit map, the volume's name, and the number of directories and files on the volume. Table 3 highlights some of the more important information.

Recall that a physical sector is the absolute minimum amount that can be allocated to a file (without fancy and time-consuming manipulation that I won't go into here). The allocation block—which is the minimum amount by which a file grows—is a multiple of physical sectors; it was created to strike a balance between access speed and wasted bytes.

HFS has taken the "allocation block" idea a step further with the use of clump size. HFS defines the clump size as a multiple of allocation blocks, and a file grows by clump-size leaps. You can assign different clump sizes to different files. So if you've got a file for which rapid access is a must, you can minimize fragmentation of the file by giving it a large clump size. Of course, this presumes that your disk has enough free space to allocate large contiguous regions of allocation blocks.

The actual directory is maintained in a B*-tree structure, which is an elaboration of the B-tree structure that I de-

---

**Table 2: I-node format for the DSI-32 Unix System V. The user and group IDs serve to control access to the file. For example, if the correct bits are set in the mode field, anyone with the same group as the owner's group ID can read, write, or execute the file.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte offset</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>File mode (word). This field is actually a series of bit flags that indicate (among other things) the entry's read, write, and execute permissions, whether the entry is a directory, and whether the entry defines the driver for a physical device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of links (word).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Owner's user ID (word).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Owner's group ID (word).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>File size in bytes (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>File pointers—set of 13 (3 bytes each).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Unused.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Time and date that the entry was last accessed (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Time and date that the entry was last modified (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Time and date that the file was created (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
scribed in my "Trees 'n Keys" series beginning in the January issue. The HFS B*-tree differs from what I presented there in four ways:

1. Keys may be duplicated in the file; specifically, keys that exist in nonleaf nodes will also appear in leaf nodes.
2. Nonleaf nodes do not carry pointers to data; they carry only pointers to leaf nodes. Furthermore, there is only one pointer per key on each node.
3. Leaf nodes do not contain data pointers—they contain the data itself.
4. Leaf nodes are cross-connected with forward- and backward-link pointers. This means that, once on a

Figure 2: Finding the file BENJAMIN on the Unix system consists of searching the directory for the filename and using the associated i-node number to retrieve the physical location from the i-list structure.
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Each leaf entry in the HFS catalog tree can contain file, directory, or thread information that ties the subdirectory entry back to the location of its parents. Table 4 shows some of the more important fields for file, directory, and thread entries. (If you want the complete layout, see Inside Macintosh, vol. IV.)

To find the contents of a file, you have to look in the file entry’s extent record. (Keep in mind that, on a Macintosh, each file can have two distinct components: a data fork—the standard data—and a resource fork.)

The resource fork holds objects (called resources) that can be anything from a program to the binary data that describes a color palette associated with the data fork. The system associates an extent record with each fork. (For the purposes of this discussion, you can assume that the file-system treats each fork equally.)

An extent record is a three-element

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte offset</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Date and time the volume was initialized (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Date and time the volume was last modified (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Number of files in the directory (word).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>First block number of the volume bit map (word).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Number of allocation blocks on the volume (word).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Number of bytes per allocation block (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Default clump size (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Next unused directory or file ID (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Number of unused allocation blocks (word).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Volume name; first byte is byte count.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Date and time that the volume was last backed up (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Number of directories in root.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>Extent record for extents tree (6 words).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Extent record for catalog tree (6 words).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Some of the more important locations in the HFS volume information block (for a complete description, see Inside Macintosh, vol. IV.)

![Figure 3: A portion of a Macintosh HFS catalog B*-tree. Once the system locates the root, it can rapidly locate the information for any file or directory.

---

**Leaf node, you can access all other leaf nodes in linear fashion.**

You will see how the use of this elaborate structure (rather than the linked lists of Unix) solves some problems created by the clump-size idea and speeds up file access in very large collections of files. (Figure 3 shows a portion of a sample B*-tree structure as it might appear on a Macintosh HFS.)

Data in the volume information block points to a header record for the start of the catalog B*-tree. This header record contains parametric information for the catalog tree, such as where its root is and what blocks allocated to the tree are used or empty (the free and used blocks are kept track of by a bit map). The active catalog B*-tree follows this header block. Once the system locates the B*-tree’s root record, it can rapidly locate the information it needs for any file or directory in the system.

To find the contents of a file, you have to look in the file entry’s extent record. (Keep in mind that, on a Macintosh, each file can have two distinct components: a data fork—the standard data—and a resource fork.)

The resource fork holds objects (called resources) that can be anything from a program to the binary data that describes a color palette associated with the data fork. The system associates an extent record with each fork. (For the purposes of this discussion, you can assume that the file-system treats each fork equally.)

An extent record is a three-element...
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Table 4: Important fields in the Macintosh HFS (a) file entry, (b) directory entry, and (c) thread entry. A thread entry always appears adjacent to a directory entry and points to that directory’s father directory.

(a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte offset</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Flags (byte). Bit 0 is set to 1 if the file is locked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>File number (doubleword). This unique number is assigned by the system when the file is created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Data fork’s logical end of file (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Data fork’s physical end of file (doubleword). This entry counts any unused bytes at the end of the file’s last allocation block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Resource fork’s logical end of file (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Resource fork’s physical end of file (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>File’s creation date/time (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>File’s last modification date/time (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>File’s last backup date/time (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>File’s clump size (word).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Data fork’s first extent record (6 words).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Resource fork’s first extent record (6 words).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte offset</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Reserved (4 bytes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Number of entries in this directory; includes files and subdirectories (word).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Directory ID; this unique number is assigned by the system when the directory is created (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Directory’s creation date/time (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Directory’s last modification date/time (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Directory’s last backup date/time (doubleword).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte offset</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Reserved (10 bytes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ID of parent directory (longword).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Name of associated directory (length depends on the length of the name).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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What's more, FastLynx offers a simple point-and-shoot split screen mode, a form mode to create routine macros, and a command mode to write batch files and execute advanced commands.

No matter what planet you're from, FastLynx is easy to use. Just connect the cable, load the software, and you're ready to go. A convenient upload feature even transfers FastLynx to remote systems without the use of diskettes.

FastLynx. There's not a more impressive transfer system in the world. That is, this world.

FastLynx, Fastwire II, and FastLock are trademarks of the Rupp Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
that only the first 100 blocks are recorded in BOB’s catalog entry, the system does a rapid search in the extents B*-tree for the entry I’ve just described. Figure 4 should give you a picture of how this works. Without using a structure like the B*-tree, there would be a terrible degradation in seek operations for files with extents because, unlike Unix and MS-DOS, record size is determined by a variable (the clump size).

The HFS directory structure is by far the most complex of the systems that I’ve looked at in this series. It’s also poten-

tially the most powerful. If you can manage to put files on your HFS so that no fragmentation occurs, then the system can theoretically keep track of each file using no more than one extent record in the file’s catalog entry. Each of the other directory structures that I’ve presented so far must use multiple pointers to handle a file larger than about 10K bytes, even if the contents of that file have been stored contiguously on the disk. This means that an HFS volume responds wonderfully to a good defragmentation program.

For example, I use Disk Express about once every six months on my Mac Plus’s 20-megabyte hard disk. When I was dig-
ging around on the volume to write this column, I found only four entries in my extents file, even though I’ve used up over 16 megabytes of space. This means that practically all of my files’ contents are accessed via the extent records in the catalog. Things were more contiguous than I imagined.

Last Entry
It’s interesting to see how software engi-
ners have solved a problem that occurs on all computer systems with disk drives. It’s also interesting how similar some of the components of directory structures are, even for vastly dissimilar operating systems.

Directory structures are growing more complex in order to carry the burden of larger hard disk drives. Some structures can run their file-systems into trouble as the storage media get bigger and faster and as systems that were once single-user become part of a network.

I wrote this column on an MS-DOS machine with two hard disk drives and thousands of files. You may have a computer like mine, or a Mac or an Apple II, or even a Unix machine. Like me, you probably have your favorite programs and your most important data files on the hard disk, and you’re satisfied with the speed with which your computer calls up your data. Maybe you’ve been lucky and your system has never lost a file. But if it ever does, now you’ll know where to go to look for it.

Rick Grehan is the director of the BYTE Lab. He has a B.S. in physics and applied mathematics and an M.S. in computer science/mathematics from Memphis State University. He can be reached on BIX as “rick_g.”
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DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months prior to issue date. For example: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment to THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. For more information call Brian Higgins at 800-924-3754.

Inquiry 576.

ACCESSORIES

COMPUTER CLOCK $39
Clock/calendar for PS/2 & PCXT compatible computers. Automatically enters time & date without wasting valuable I/O slot. Insertss transparently between a 28 pin ROM & its socket. Works in BIOS or HD controller ROM. 10 yr. lithium battery. Software included. 30 day money-back guarantee. All orders shipped within 1 business day.

Time-Master part #111TM $39.00 + $2.50 S&H
800 432-9174 (24 hr.)
Talus Engineering, Inc.

ACCESSORIES

RADICAL INTELLIGENCE

NATURAL LANGUAGE C LIBRARY
Increase your market share! USE JAKE to add a natural language front end to your application. JAKE translates English queries and commands into C function calls and data structures. JAKE offers context-sensitive semantic processing; interfaces easily — 64K mem.

JAKE $445. INTERACTIVE DEMO $195
ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC.
5255 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 458-5622

BAR CODE

BAR CODE READERS

WORTHINGTON DATA SOLUTIONS
417-A Ingalls St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(800) 345-4220
In CA: (408) 458-9938

INK RIBBON COSTS!
Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all cartridge ribbons with just one yen! For crisp, black professional prints since 1982. You can choose from 3 models:
- Manual E-Zee Inkjet — $35.00
- Electric E-Zee Inkjet — $99.00
- Ink Master (Electric) — $189.00

100% of satisfied users in 5 years. Money-back guarantee.

BORG INDUSTRIES
525 MAIN ST., JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN 53548
1-800-353-2404
In ONA: 219-887-2876

COMPANION AND EXTENDER
Place a keyboard and monitor up to 100' from your CPU with COMPANION and EXTENDER products. Keep a second keyboard/monitor at the CPU with COMPANION's Monitor Mux, CGA, EGA, VGA, PS/2. Uses single 16' cable.

Price starts at $149.00 for EXTENDER and $219.00 for COMPANION 25 ft. unit.

CYBER X CORPORATION
2800-H Bob Wallace, Huntsville, AL 35805
(205) 534-0011
International Fax # 205-537-5212

NANO LISP $99.99
An 8-bit DOS common LISP interpreter that supports most common LISP operations and strictly adheres to the standard. Numerous advanced and extra features, excellent debugging facilities, sample AI programs, fully-indexed manual, free technical support.

Microcomputer Systems Consultants
P.O. Box 6849, Santa Barbara, CA 93106
(805) 967-2270

FREE CATALOG
A complete source for computer supplies at low prices. Fast Service. Call, write or send copy to order a FREE CATALOG. Use your VISA, MC or COD to order the following bulk items:
- 5.25" DS/DD (Min 50) — 26¢
- 5.25" DS/HD (Min 50) — 26¢
- 3.5" DS/DD (Min 30) — 99¢

GAAN COMPUTER SUPPLIES
166 S Bart Street, Comp., CA 90005
(805) 953-1338, in Calif. (800) 970-0417

FREE REFILL KIT
Included with many kits and instructions.

VIDEO TAPE PROGRAM
$40.00
Shows disassembly, cleaning, and remanufacture.

MORACK INC.
8447 W. 67th St., Hickory Hills, IL 60457
For order or information (312) 590-0580

BAR CODE

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT FROM YOUR PROGRAM
Add bar codes and big graphics text to your program. Print from ANY MS-DOS language. Bar codes: UPC, EAN, 2 to 5, MSI, Code 39, Epson, Oxford, IBM dot matrix text up to 1", Laserline up to 2". First print codes re- quired. $495-$725. 30 day $ back.

WORTHINGTON DATA SOLUTIONS
417-A Ingalls St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(800) 345-4220
In CA: (408) 458-9938

PORTABLE READER
Battery operated, handheld reader with 64K static RAM, 2x16 LCD display, 32-key keyboard, Real-Time Clock. Wand or laser scanner. Program prompts and data checking thru its own keyboard. Easy data transfer by RS-232 port or PC, PS/2 keyboard. Direct from USA manufacturer. 30 day $ back.

WORTHINGTON DATA SOLUTIONS
417-A Ingalls St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(800) 345-4220
In CA: (408) 458-9938

YOUR SALES MESSAGE
about the special computer product or service that you provide belongs in print.

THE BUYER'S MART
can help you reach computer professionals and produce valuable inquiries for your company!

Call Brian Higgins for more information
603-924-3754

BAR CODE SOLUTIONS
Bar coding is so easy with our complete line of readers. Our PC-based readers emulale your PC keyboard or ASCII terminal, and are carried around taking inventory, entering road tickets and checking time. Our bar code label printing software packages work with DOS and most matrix or laser printers. We also sell pre-printed labels. Our hardware can work with nearly every computer in the world.

INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES & SYSTEMS Corp.
650-N North Berry St., Brea, CA 92621
(714) 999-1800
FAX: 714-999-2603
TLX 050308275 MCI

Inquiry 578.

Inquiry 582.

Inquiry 580.

Inquiry 583.

Inquiry 579.
CD-ROM

Food/Analyst CD-ROM
Analyze foods, meals, and recipes for any number of
persons based on the complete USDA food nutrient
database. 7,000+ foods, 800+ nutrients. See graphs,
printed reports, summaries. Other titles and CD-ROM
publishing services available.
Hopkins Technology
CD-ROM Publisher
4211 Hotel Lane Suite 104
Hopkins, MN 55343
(612) 931-9376
Compuserve 74017,614
Inquiry 594.

CD-ROM Developer's Lab
Multimedia production resource for Mac & PC developers &
mangers. Plan design, management, data prep, program-
ning, prepressing, and manufacturing techniques & specs
for 18 leading companies. Comes of off-the-shelf tools for
imaging, audio, animation (Mac). Real applications using
Media--source tools. CD-ROM XA, PC or Mac & MS
95. Transportable $945. Visa or MasterCard.
Software Mart, Inc.
4311 Spicewood Springs Road R-3, Austin TX 78739
512-346-7887
Inquiry 585.

CD-ROM

SOFTWARE ASSURANCE
INSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware,
media and purchased software. As little as $39 a year
provides comprehensive coverage. Bracket coverage,
no list of equipment needed. One call does it all. Call 8 am–10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5)
TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.
Inquiry 596.

SOFTWARE ASSEMBLERS
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Universal Linker, Librarian Targets for 36 Microprocessors
Hosts: PC/MS DOS, micro VAX, VAX 8000
Developed and supported at:
ENERTEC, INC.
BOX 1312, Lansdale, PA 19446
Tel: 215-362-0960 Fax: 215-362-2404
Inquiry 597.

SOFTWARE ASSEMBLERS
Professional Series
Macros, Conditional Assembly, and Include Files. Virtu-
ally unlimited size. For IBM PC's, MS-DOS 2.0 or
greater. With manual for $50.00. (Ml res. 4% tax).
Simulators and disassemblers also available. Shipping
$5, Canada $10, Foreign $15. Visa/MC.
KORE Inc.
6910 Patterson, Colindale, GA 30341
416-271-1444
30-Day satisfaction guaranteed or purchase price refunded.
Inquiry 598.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
FANTASTIC SIMULATORS
For the 8086, 8085, G880, 8086, & Z80 families. Full function
simulation including ALL MODES of interrupts. Built-in
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
We support the 6502, 6809, 8080, 6809, & 286 families.
Just $75 each.
Lear Com Company
2460 Kipling St. Suite 205, Lakewood, CO 80215
303-232-2226
Inquiry 599.
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BAR CODE

BAR CODE SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
ISD has software solutions that allow you to use bar-
codes for most anything. Like identifying products,
Labeling packages. Or even managing assets and
workpaper. You'll be able to speed and simplify data
collection. Track products dock-to-stock. Streamline in-
ventory control. And more.
Integrated Software Design, Inc.
371 Forbes, Mansfield, OH 44903
TEL: (614) 339-4928 FAX: (614) 339-2257
Inquiry 586.

BAR CODE

BAR CODE

DATA INPUT DEVICES
Bar Cads, Magnetic Stripe Readers & SmartCard En-
coder/Reader for microcomputers & terminals, including IBM
PC/AT & others. DEC, Macintosh, AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang. All
readers connect up to your keyboard cable & are transparent
to all software. UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encoders,
& portable readers are also available.
TPS Electronics
4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303
415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA
FAX: 415-856-3843
Inquiry 588.

BAR CODE

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS
BAR CODE READERS DELIVER
WAND/LENS/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY
• Keyboard wedges (Internal/External) for IBM PC/XT/286
and compatibles.
• RS232 for WYSE, Link, Kintron terminals
• Bar code and card printing software
• Full warranty coverage
• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
• Extensive Service/Support
340 De La Cruz Blvd., Suite 207 Santa Clara, CA 95054 (408) 808-1800
FAX=415-855-1579
Inquiry 589.

BAR CODE

PERCON: WHEN EASE-OF-USE COUNTS
Reading bar codes should be as easy as a "quick
flick of the wrist." Why many bar code readers require
you to flick and flip and fumble and STRUGGLE until the
bar code label is finally read. PERCON designed bar
code readers that really are as easy as a "quick
flick of the wrist."
PERCON
2190 W. 11th Ave., Eugene, OR 97402
Phone: (800) 873-7266 FAX: (503) 344-1339
Inquiry 590.

BAR CODE

5 YR. WARRANTY AT PERCON
PERCON decoders are now covered by a five
year limited warranty. That means you won't
pay one cent replacing your PERCON bar
code decoder for five full years. That's reliability
you can count on.
PERCON
2190 W. 11th Ave., Eugene, OR 97402
Phone: (800) 873-7266 FAX: (503) 344-1339
Inquiry 591.

BAR CODE

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost
effective data entry. Looks just like keyboard daily!
Choose from stainless steel wand or laser interface.
Also, powerful Bar Code and Text printing software.
Great warranty. Dealer inquiries welcome.
Seagull Scientific Systems
19127 N.E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052
206-451-8966
Inquiry 592.

BAR CODE

BAR CODE

CD-ROM

CD-ROM

BROCADE 1000/2000
For the 8048, 8051, 8080, 8085, & Z80 families. Full function
simulation including ALL MODES of interrupts. Built-in
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
We support the 6502, 6809, 8080, 6809, & 286 families.
Just $75 each.
Lear Com Company
2460 Kipling St. Suite 205, Lakewood, CO 80215
303-232-2226
Inquiry 599.
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EDUCATION

B.Sc. DEGREE IN PROGRAMMING

The American Institute for Computer Sciences offers an in-depth correspondence course which allows you to earn your Bachelor of Science degree in computer programming at home. Subjects covered are: MSDOS, BASIC, PASCAL, C, Data File Processing, Data Structures & Operating System Concepts.

AMERICAN INST. FOR COMPUTER SCIENCES
1704-BY 11th Ave., Birmingham AL 35205
TOLL FREE 1-800-872 AICS

EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS

EZ-PC: MS-DOS VIDEO

COMPUTER TRAINING MADE SIMPLE

• Learn MS-DOS Quick & Easy
• No computer jargon—All terms explained
• No prerequisites—Anyone can learn
• Affordable training in your home

ORDER NOW. $24.95
Add $2.00 Shipping. VISA-MAAX-Check.

VIDEOCATION PRODUCTIONS, INC.
8232 Burnwood Park Dr., Creve Coeur, IL 60403
713-251-4224

EDUCATION

NEMESIS® Go Master®

Go, a game of strategic elegance, has been a way of life in the Orient for over four thousand years. Many consider Go to be the secret of the Japanese businessman's success. "While chess is a game of war, so is a game of market share" [President of Nikko Hotels].

"If you are interested in Go, buy this program!"

Game of the Month. J. Ponnele BYTE 7/87
Toyogo, Inc. The Leader in Computer Go.
76 Bedford St. #44, Lexington, MA 02173, (617) 891-0488

INQUIRY 619.

FLOW CHARTS

Structured Flow Chart

Structured Flow Chart

NSCADchart creates Nassi-Shneiderman (structured) flowcharts from a simple PDL. Keywords define structures & text strings appear in the chart. Easy to create, easy to revise! Automatic chart sizing, text centering. Translators from many languages available. For Mac and MS-DOS.

SILTRONIX, INC.
PO. Box 82544, San Diego, CA 92138
1-800-637-4886

INQUIRY 624.

FORTAN TOOLS

Reme Your Function Code!

Make your Function source more readable, portable, and maintainable.

PRETTY

清理 up code: indent, retab, changes GOTOs to IF/THENELSEs, etc.

OUTLINE

graphically highlights IF and DO nesting.

PREP

prepares conditional compilation, includes files.

Plus more. MS-DOS. All for $19.

Qulbuis Enterprises, Inc.
106 N. Third Ave., Champaign, IL 61821
(317) 356-8876

INQUIRY 625.

GRAPHICS

RainDroPTM

35mm SLIDES—In 24 Hours

We transform your PC-Graphics files into high-quality, full-color slides in 24 hours. Harvard, Pkms, Lotus, Freelance, and others supported. Files accepted by modem. Free Federal Express on all orders of 20+ slides. Only 99 per slide. Call for literature or circle reader service number shown below.

Accent Presentations, Inc.
390 Highbird Drive, Ste. 22, PO Box 100, Solana Beach, CA 92075
1-800-223-2592

INQUIRY 626.

HARDWARE

Equipment Monitor And Control

Ideal cost effective computer can be used to perform data acquisition and control using a dumb terminal or a complete system of software and hardware.

E-PAC 1000 + $249.00
E-PAC 2000 + $449.00

EMAC INC.
PO. Box 2042, Carbondale IL 62901
Phone: 618-526-4525 Fax: 618-457-0110

INQUIRY 630.

Wholesale PC Parts

Apple • Service Parts • Accessories • Systems
BUY • SELL • TRADE

PRE-OWNED Electronics, Inc.
30 Clematis Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154
800-274-5343 FAX 617-891-3556

INQUIRY 634.

INQUIRY 622.

FLOW CHARTING II+ HELPS YOU!

Perfect flowcharting is fast and simple with Flow Charting II+. Draw, edit, and print perfect charts and flow charts. Quickly edit to use. 75 shapes automatically adjust in size. Move, copy, or delete groups of objects. 7 levels of zoom. Use mouse or keyboard. On-line help is included. Supports Windows, printers, plotters, and fonts. $5 trial disc. FlowCharting requires IBM or IBM compatible Windows.

CLICK CHECKER

3-1/4 TTL + CMOS 
1600 Nan. + Signetics
14-24 Pin Chips 
5000 TTL

Fast Identifies over 250 digital chips with ANY type of output in seconds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBM compatible version $258 C102 + C54 version $159.

DUNE SYSTEMS
2800 Wiles Dr, Dept. M, Austin, TX 78758
(512) 983-2352

INQUIRY 629.

HARDWARE

windows flowchart

RFFLOW is a drawing tool designed specifically for flowcharts. Easy to learn and easy to use. 75 shapes automatically adjust in size. Move, copy, or delete groups of objects. 7 levels of zoom. Use mouse or keyboard. On-line help is included. Supports Windows, printers, plotters, and fonts. $5 trial disc. RFFLOW requires Windows.

FF ELECTRONICS
1053 Banyan Court, Loeakal, CO 80538
(303) 663-5767

INQUIRY 623.

windows flowchart

RFFLOW is a drawing tool designed specifically for flowcharts. Easy to learn and easy to use. 75 shapes automatically adjust in size. Move, copy, or delete groups of objects. 7 levels of zoom. Use mouse or keyboard. On-line help is included. Supports Windows, printers, plotters, and fonts. $5 trial disc. RFFLOW requires Windows.

FF ELECTRONICS
1053 Banyan Court, Loeakal, CO 80538
(303) 663-5767

INQUIRY 623.
The World's First Highest Density Module

- 18 Meg on the smallest surface
- Organization: 2x32Kx9 bits
- Package: DIL, 64 pin Jeder-Standard
- Technology: CMOS, hybrid, 1.8V/1.0V/1.5V/3.2V
- Compatibility: With two Hitachi HSM42-02-10
- Suitable for storage of basic memory
- Engineers take notice. This product can be manufactured on large scale.

For more information please write or call:
1868 Century Park East, Suite 1900, L.A., CA 90067
Tel: 213-284-3242

Inquiry 637.

LANS

The $25 Network

Try the fast truly low cost LAN
- Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTS, LPT
- Uses serial ports and a wine cable
- Runs at 115K baud
- Runs in background, totally transparent
- Needs only one wire
- Skew? We make believers!

Inquiry 642.

Inquiry 643.

MEMORY CHIPS

MEMORY

- 64K P $1.25 ONE MEG, ZIP
- 256K P $5.95 ZIP AVAILABLE
- 128K CPU IN STOCK

MODEM

- NEW VOICE CARD

- $69
- $199

ITC

- (714) 738-1121 Fax (714) 738-3837
- PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
- MasterCard
- Visa

Inquiry 647.

Inquiry 648.

Inquiry 649.

Inquiry 650.
THE BUYER'S MART

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

Menu Creator™ $99.95

For free utility software contact: Avanpro Corp.
PO. Box 999, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
(213) 454-3866
Inquiry 654.

Inquiry 655.

TLJB™ 4.2 Version Control
"TLJB is a great system" — PC Tech Journal 3/88.
Full-featured configuration mgmt for software professionals. All versions of your code instantly available. Very compact, only changes are stored. Check-in/check-out, revision control, access levels/counts. Micros for Apple, IBM, Unisys, Only $99.95 + S/H, or 5-station LAN $296.95 + S/H. VIS/A/MC.

Burton Systems Software
PO Box 4156, Cary, NC 27519
(919) 855-0475

Inquiry 659.

Inquiry 660.

Turbo PLUS $149.95
Programming tools for Turbo Pascal 5.0 Screen Painter, Code Generator, I/O Fields, Dynamic Menus, Programming Unit Libraries, Sample Programs, 280 Page Illustrated Manual. 60 Day Satisfaction Guaranteed Brochures & Demo Disks available.

Nostradamus Inc.
PO Box 8245, Salt Lake City, UT 84109
(801) 272-0671

GET INSIDE!
The best PC software performance tool is now better than ever with source line timing, caller timing and system event timing—all with microsecond accuracy and without source modification. The expanded DOS analysis mode identifies $125.
Call today for a free brochure and the latest list of supported compilers. 30-day money back guarantee.

Paradigm Systems
PO Box 152, Milford, MA 01757
(800) 537-5043
In MA (508) 478-0499

Inquiry 661.

Inquiry 662.

FREE BUYER'S GUIDE
Programmer's Connection is an independent dealer representing more than 300 manufacturers with over 800 software products for IBM personal computers and compatibles. We have serviced the professional programmer since 1984 by offering sound advice and low prices. Call or write today to receive your FREE comprehensive Buyer's Guide.

Programmer’s Connection
US 800-336-1166
7249 Whipple Ave, NW
Canada 800-225-1166
North Carolina 910-402-2847
International 210-699-2811

Inquiry 663.

FREE CATALOG
PUBLIC DOMAIN/HARWARE
• IBM PC & compatibles
• Modems
• Books
• Accessories

For FREE CATALOG write to:
FutureSystems
Box 3040 (T), Vista, CA 92083
office: 10-6 PST Mon-Sat
(760) 728-3761

Inquiry 664.

Inquiry 665.

Asyn Executive™ & Tutorial
Interactive tutorial and special purpose utility program, full-featured, functionally complete, intuitive. For IBM PC $295, 30+ functions, mouse, printer, windowing, etc. IBM PC/XT/AT + $39.95.

Byte Designs
PO Box 9998, Stirling, NJ 07975
1-800-663-8547 or (609) 279-5200

FREE 100 diskettes for IBM and IBM compatible computers.

Inquiry 666.

CINDOWING $49.95
MS-DOS virtual screen library. Unlimited text windows. 100+ functions/macro's. Move, resize, hide, pop-up, edit, etc. Attributes, tabs, scrollback/scroll forward, K&R print, rawprocessed I/O, cursor mgmt. Easy to use. Excellent doc. IBM PC and PC/XT + $39.95.

Cybernetics
PO Box 568, Lincolnton, NC 28093
(704) 849-1470

Inquiry 667.

Inquiry 668.

“C” DOCUMENTATION TOOLS
C-CALL 590 Creates graphic type of call-activated structured, interface, function and procedure-actived context-sensitive help.
C-NDR 589 Checksums/headers for each procedure, showing caller/called and identifer s called.
C-LIST 584 List, action-diagram, reform programs.
C-CALL 589 Location/caller/called cross reference.

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC.
5604 St. Ives Way, Montrose, CO 80431
(303) 686-4466

Inquiry 669.

Inquiry 670.

TurboSuperGen 2.20 $10 (NEW VERSION)
Add Optional easy to use editor, very easy to use Turbo Pascal 4.0. Extensive Features:
- Dependent and independent edit area style control.
- Define editing keys function and cursor keys.
- Support all display orientation, 8bit, 16bit and 32 bit fields.
- Numeric decimal point alignment and picture control I/O fields.
- Support pointer and call data entry unit code generator.
- Full source code in Turbo Pascal is included.

629/3 Safadiyati Rd., Yonkawa, Bangkok 1020 Thailand
TLX 84918 Fax: 2942423

Inquiry 671.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

MAC DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

INVENTION Software
(313) 996-8108

Inquiry 672.

Inquiry 673.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

$3.00 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC
Hundreds to choose from, comprehensive databases, spreadsheets, games, lobbies, communications, business, music, bible, art, education, language and useful utilities for making your computing environment more pleasant. Most programs have documentation on the disk.

Free 125 page catalog.
BEST BITS & BYTES
PO Box 2307, Duarte, CA 91010

In CA: (626) 764-5003
800-245-BYTE

Inquiry 674.

Inquiry 675.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

$1 per DISK SALE
20 TOP IBM PC/PS/WD DISKS
$3900 ONLY $20 + $3 S&H
Duotec, EDIKe, AutoMenu, Math Tutor, PC-Ops Halt, Baker’s Dozen, Languages, EZ-Format, PC-Style, PeakDisk, PC-Stock, KickGames, Real Games, Home Inventory, PC-Outline, Form Letters, ImagePrint, SideWriter, PC-Prompt, Best Utilities.

BRIGHT FUTURES INCORPORATED
PO Box 1033, East Windsor, CT 06088
FREE CATALOG ($1.25 per disk)
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FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG

$1 IBM SOFTWARE
For your free 32 page Master Edition catalog featuring the best of IBM Shareware from just $1 each, call or write today!
1-800-338-2118
SOFSOURCE
Box 828, East Lansing, MI 48826

Inquiry 672.

INQUIRY 678.

FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG
Low as $1.20 disk
Over 1000 quality IBM software
On 5.25" and 3.5" format
From outside U.S.A., except Canada, please send US $2.00 refundable with order.

SOFTSHOPPE
P.O. Box 706, Ann Arbor, MI 48106

(313) 763-8721

Inquiry 673.

COPY PROTECTION
The world's leading software manufacturers depend on SafeCopy protection systems. Your FREE DISKETTE introduces you to SuperLock™—invisible copy protection for IBM-PC and compatibles and Macintosh.
- Hard disk support
- No source code changes
- Customized versions
- LAN support
- New upgrades available

(408) 777-9689
SOFTWAREGUARD SYSTEMS, INC.
717 Lakeside St., Suite 200, CA 94066

PH: (408) 958-2798
FAX: (408) 943-3702

Inquiry 678.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM
Heads-down data entry with two-pass verification for the IBM PS/2/PC/XT/XT compatible. Features include: Auto duplex, verify bypass, range check, table lookups, a complete edit language, fully menu driven. Price $395.
Call for our free 30 day trial period.
COMPUTER KEYS
21929 Mahal Rd., Woodway, WA 98076
Tel: 206/977-6443 USA; 800/358-6020 Fax: 206/977-7210

Inquiry 684.

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING

SOFTWARE/BASIC

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC®
GPSS/PC® is an IBM personal computer implementation of the popular mainframe simulation language GPSS. Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive environment allow a true view of your simulation. Simulate complex real-world systems with the most interactive and visual yet economical simulation software.

MINUTEMAN Software
P.O. Box 1415, Burlington, MA 01803
(508) 897-5862 ext. 540 (800) 223-1430 ext. 540

Inquiry 688.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

The Buyer's Mart
SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

GRAPHIC ART & LIBRARY
NOW KXLIB, high speed, Windows/Apple, os/2, bitmap, graphic, color, image, shape, bitmap, color, image, shape. For more info, contact, MS FORTRAN, QuickBasic, Delphi, manuals. 

dealing n 1, 550 9, 225 4111


SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS

MATH EDITING FOR THE PC

x = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{n!} \right) x^n 

MathEdit constructs math equations to be inserted into WordPerfect and manuscript documents.

User-friendly interface—no new word processor needs to be learned.

MathEdit: $49

SOFTWARE/MUSIC

IBM MUSIC FEATURE CARD

Option card with 8 voice, multi-track MIDI synthesizer on board. Includes 240 pre-programmed Yamaha sounds, 96 programmable patches and a MIDI interface interface. Use two cards to double capacities. An all-in-one MIDI Studio for IBM and compatibles for only $495. Software available for recording, arranging and educational needs. Packages recommended. Dealers, catalogs, & VRS call for discount schedules.

Distributed by MIX BOOKSHELF

400 Hills St. E., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301 (405) 633-1000

Inquiry 378.


SOFTWARE/STOCKS

STOCK OPTIONS FUTURES

Turn Your PC Into A MARKET QUOTATION MONITOR

65 page booklet covers all major stock and futures markets, provides reception of financial news and quotes for your PC, $9.95 (includes demo diskette).

For more info, contact, SDry.

Inquiry 379.

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS

Optical Character Recognition

Stop relying on PC-OCR software will convert typed or printed pages into editable text files for your word processor. Work with PC-OCR, Panasonic and most other scanners. Supplied with 18 popular fonts. User trainable; you can teach PC-OCR to read virtually any typestyle, including foreign languages. Proportional text, matrix printer output, Xerox copiers. OK: 835. Check/VISA/AmEx/EdCerti. 

Essential Publishing Co., P.O. Box 391, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009

(201) 783-6940

Inquiry 381.

SOFTWARE/PRINTING

PRINTER GENIUS

Powerful memory resident printer management + Control printer features from menus or with documents. Print spool to disk files or memory + Background printing + File & directory browse + Edit small text + and more. User friendly pop-up windows + Preprint for all printers + Completely flexible + PC MS-DOS • S$5 + 54 SH + VISAMC

Nor Software Inc., 527 3rd Ave., Suite 150, New York, NY 10016

(212) 259-9110

Inquiry 376.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

DATA ACQUISITION & ANALYSIS ON PC'S

Open application. Tell us how to get a DSP processor, A/D or D/A, or what you can do, we will provide you with a custom solution to fit your needs and budget.

Compare your options. Contact, QuickBasic, Delphi, magazines.

Inquiry 382.

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS

Optical Character Recognition

Stop relying on PC-OCR software will convert typed or printed pages into editable text files for your word processor. Work with PC-OCR, Panasonic and most other scanners. Supplied with 18 popular fonts. User trainable; you can teach PC-OCR to read virtually any typestyle, including foreign languages. Proportional text, matrix printer output, Xerox copiers. OK: 835. Check/VISA/AmEx/EdCerti.

Essential Publishing Co., P.O. Box 391, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009

(201) 783-6940

Inquiry 381.

SOFTWARE/PRINTING

PRINTER GENIUS

Powerful memory resident printer management + Control printer features from menus or with documents. Print spool to disk files or memory + Background printing + File & directory browse + Edit small text + and more. User friendly pop-up windows + Preprint for all printers + Completely flexible + PC MS-DOS • S$5 + 54 SH + VISAMC

Nor Software Inc., 527 3rd Ave., Suite 150, New York, NY 10016

(212) 259-9110

Inquiry 376.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

DATA ACQUISITION & ANALYSIS ON PC'S

Open application. Tell us how to get a DSP processor, A/D or D/A, or what you can do, we will provide you with a custom solution to fit your needs and budget.

Compare your options. Contact, QuickBasic, Delphi, magazines.

Inquiry 382.

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS

Optical Character Recognition

Stop relying on PC-OCR software will convert typed or printed pages into editable text files for your word processor. Work with PC-OCR, Panasonic and most other scanners. Supplied with 18 popular fonts. User trainable; you can teach PC-OCR to read virtually any typestyle, including foreign languages. Proportional text, matrix printer output, Xerox copiers. OK: 835. Check/VISA/AmEx/EdCerti.

Essential Publishing Co., P.O. Box 391, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009

(201) 783-6940

Inquiry 381.

SOFTWARE/PRINTING

PRINTER GENIUS

Powerful memory resident printer management + Control printer features from menus or with documents. Print spool to disk files or memory + Background printing + File & directory browse + Edit small text + and more. User friendly pop-up windows + Preprint for all printers + Completely flexible + PC MS-DOS • S$5 + 54 SH + VISAMC

Nor Software Inc., 527 3rd Ave., Suite 150, New York, NY 10016

(212) 259-9110

Inquiry 376.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

DATA ACQUISITION & ANALYSIS ON PC'S

Open application. Tell us how to get a DSP processor, A/D or D/A, or what you can do, we will provide you with a custom solution to fit your needs and budget.

Compare your options. Contact, QuickBasic, Delphi, magazines.

Inquiry 382.
SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

ORDINARY/PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQN SOLVER
FOR THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

MIRCROPACK INC.
301 Prelude Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

Inquiry 723.

OUR CATALOG WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY! It describes (i) GRAPH, a $95 scientific plotting program, (ii) MINISO, a powerful $179 package for curve fitting and model development, (iii) LACPLACE, a simulation program employing numerical inversion of transforms ($249), and (iv) MISTRIP for exponential stripping ($99). Call today for FREE SX demo disk.

Inquiry 724.

• 5.5 Survival Analysis—$59

STATA
An easy-to-use package designed specifically for questionnaire data. Produces bar format, cross tabs & related tables, statistics (incl. regression) & bar charts. Codes and reports answers to open-end questions. All reports are camera-ready for professional presentations. CRT intervening option.

CReATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS
15 Lone Oak Dr., Dept. B, Petaluma, CA 94952
(707) 765-1001

Inquiry 733.

THE SURVEY SYSTEM
An easy-to-use package designed specifically for questionnaire data. Produces bar format, cross tabs & related tables, statistics (incl. regression) & bar charts. Codes and reports answers to open-end questions. All reports are camera-ready for professional presentations. CRT intervening option.

Inquiry 727.

SOFTWARE/SECURITY

CodeSafe® Virus Protection System

Inquiry 727.

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an MS-DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Supports most languages and filetypes including dBASE, UnixFile, dBase IV, and dbase III. Unlimited filesizes, multiple keys and much more! MS-DOS $149. XENIX $249.

Opt-Tech Data Processing
PO. Box 878 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448
(702) 588-9737

Inquiry 728.

SOFTWARE/SORT

STATISTICS/CATALOG!
Call for the catalog of full professional programs for general statistics, analysis of variance, regression, questionnaire analysis and quality control. Thoroughly tested and easy to use, the programs come complete documentation. Programs available for PC or Apple II. Call toll free now for your free catalog.

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
1010 Reseda Blvd., Suite 222
Northridge, CA 91324
(800) 451-3030 (818) 993-8536 (CA)

Inquiry 734.

STATISTICS

STATA
Professional, easy to use, menu driven statistical system. Used by over 5000 researchers.

NCSS
Statistical Navigator an expert system using AI strategies to help guide the researcher to the appropriate statistical analyses. Based on your answers, it suggests several analyses ranked by suitability. It explains what the analysis does and how it fits your objectives and assumptions. Special intro price $958.00. Call today for complete information.

Order Now! Ref Buyer's Mart Special Offer/

Walonick Associates, Inc.
1050 Lincoln Ave., Suite 106, Lisle, IL 60532, USA
Phone: (312) 960-1698 FAX: (312) 960-1815

Inquiry 739.

SIR/DBMS DEMO KIT (7.5 Mb) $49.95
Since 1976, SIR/DBMS has PIONEERED Advanced DBMS Technology DESIGNED to handle the changing complexities of Engineering, Scientific, and Research Database Management. SIR/DBMS is also DESIGNED to Provide THE BEST DIRECT-ACCESS PERFORMANCE POSSIBLY AT ANY PRICE. Data Base Application Level Portability from PCs (via Supercomputers) MAYBE YOU SHOULD TRY SIR/DBMS? SIR/DBMS, A Division of InterSystems Inc.

Inquiry 736.

MINITAB’s a PC of cake!
MINITAB’s intuitive commands are easy to use and remember. Features descriptive statistics, regression, time series, chi-square, hi-res graphics, much more. PC version incl. LotusII interface, data editor, network pricing. Call for FREE brochure.

Inquiry 737.

The BASS System™
Why use up 8 meg and 640K just to run a data step on your PC? Now you can run your data step and statistical programs with a system that takes only 1 meg and 400K (and costs only $399)! Free information:

BASS Institute, Inc.
P.O. Box 929, Chapel Hill, NC 27514
(919) 933-7096 or BB: (919) 968-6755 (N,8,1)

Inquiry 730.

StatPac Gold is the award-winning statistics and forecasting package that delivers. Its fast, flexible, easy to use and dependable. Time tested and loaded with features. You be the judge. Get the facts Call for your FREE brochure.

StatPac Gold™
StatPac Gold is the award-winning statistics and forecasting package that delivers. Its fast, flexible, easy to use and dependable. Time tested and loaded with features. You be the judge. Get the facts Call for your FREE brochure.

Inquiry 740.

THE BUYER'S MART

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

ORDINARY/PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQN SOLVER
FOR THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

MIRCROPACK INC.
301 Prelude Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

Inquiry 723.

OUR CATALOG WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY! It describes (i) GRAPH, a $95 scientific plotting program, (ii) MINISO, a powerful $179 package for curve fitting and model development, (iii) LACPLACE, a simulation program employing numerical inversion of transforms ($249), and (iv) MISTRIP for exponential stripping ($99). Call today for FREE SX demo disk.

Inquiry 724.

• 5.5 Survival Analysis—$59

STATA
An easy-to-use package designed specifically for questionnaire data. Produces bar format, cross tabs & related tables, statistics (incl. regression) & bar charts. Codes and reports answers to open-end questions. All reports are camera-ready for professional presentations. CRT intervening option.

Inquiry 727.

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an MS-DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Supports most languages and filetypes including dBASE, UnixFile, dBase IV, and dbase III. Unlimited filesizes, multiple keys and much more! MS-DOS $149. XENIX $249.

Opt-Tech Data Processing
PO. Box 878 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448
(702) 588-9737

Inquiry 728.

STATISTICS

STATA
PC Magazine Editors Choice!
• Easy to learn and use • Fast Free Support • Money Back Guarantee
At $179 SX outperforms higher priced programs! If you value your time and money, call today for FREE SX demo disk

612-631-2852

Inquiry 729.

THE SURVEY SYSTEM
An easy-to-use package designed specifically for questionnaire data. Produces bar format, cross tabs & related tables, statistics (incl. regression) & bar charts. Codes and reports answers to open-end questions. All reports are camera-ready for professional presentations. CRT intervening option.

Inquiry 733.

STATISTICS/CATALOG!
Call for the catalog of full professional programs for general statistics, analysis of variance, regression, questionnaire analysis and quality control. Thoroughly tested and easy to use, the programs come complete documentation. Programs available for PC or Apple II. Call toll free now for your free catalog.

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
1010 Reseda Blvd., Suite 222
Northridge, CA 91324
(800) 451-3030 (818) 993-8536 (CA)

Inquiry 734.

SIR/DBMS DEMO KIT (7.5 Mb) $49.95
Since 1976, SIR/DBMS has PIONEERED Advanced DBMS Technology DESIGNED to handle the changing complexities of Engineering, Scientific, and Research Database Management. SIR/DBMS is also DESIGNED to Provide THE BEST DIRECT-ACCESS PERFORMANCE POSSIBLY AT ANY PRICE. Data Base Application Level Portability from PCs (via Supercomputers) MAYBE YOU SHOULD TRY SIR/DBMS? SIR/DBMS, A Division of InterSystems Inc.

Inquiry 736.

MINITAB’s a PC of cake!
MINITAB’s intuitive commands are easy to use and remember. Features descriptive statistics, regression, time series, chi-square, hi-res graphics, much more. PC version incl. LotusII interface, data editor, network pricing. Call for FREE brochure.

Inquiry 737.

The BASS System™
Why use up 8 meg and 640K just to run a data step on your PC? Now you can run your data step and statistical programs with a system that takes only 1 meg and 400K (and costs only $399)! Free information:

BASS Institute, Inc.
P.O. Box 929, Chapel Hill, NC 27514
(919) 933-7096 or BB: (919) 968-6755 (N,8,1)

Inquiry 730.

StatPac Gold is the award-winning statistics and forecasting package that delivers. Its fast, flexible, easy to use and dependable. Time tested and loaded with features. You be the judge. Get the facts Call for your FREE brochure.

StatPac Gold™
StatPac Gold is the award-winning statistics and forecasting package that delivers. Its fast, flexible, easy to use and dependable. Time tested and loaded with features. You be the judge. Get the facts Call for your FREE brochure.

Inquiry 740.
**THE BUYER'S MART**

### UTILITIES

**BETTER PRINTER CONTROL**
PRINTSELECTOR provides a menu of printer functions & embeds printer control inside documents. It's because menu controlled menu generators allow you to customize embedded controls and menus for your printer and your needs. MS-DOS 3.30 only

500 MHz 4/SH 5.45% sales tax in CA

Brook King Systems
1005-47 Lamart Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 882-8461

Inquiry 741.

**PRINTSELECTOR**
provides a menu of printer functions and embeds printer control inside documents. Generators allow you to customize embedded controls and menus for your printer and your needs. MS-DOS 3.29 only

$50.00 + $4.00 SH + 65% sales tax in CA or order online. 

Brook King Systems
1005-47 Lamart Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 882-8461

Inquiry 742.

**BRIDGE-IT 3.5**
This device driver supports 3D drives in both 720K and 1.44MB capacity on PCXT/AT model compatibles without upgrading DOS or changing BIOS. Bridge the gap to PS/2 and laptop systems.

Only 595 + 4 SH VISA/MC COD UPS $5R MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
55 W Sky Way, San Carlos, CA 94070
ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-523-8777
415-523-8777 CA 514-645-0818 (CAN)
FAX 415-593-7675

Inquiry 743.

**COPY AT TO PC**
The 3.1Mb drive has long been known to READ but not reliably WRITE on 368K floppy. With "COPYATPC" everything is fine. The Copy Protected floppy gives a slot for a second hard disk or backup tape. "COPYATPC" (No Copy Protected) comes on a 368K $39.00+SH solution: ONLY $99+4 SH VISA/MC COD UPS $5R

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
55 W Sky Way, San Carlos, CA 94070
Order toll free 1-800-523-8777
415-593-8777 (CA)
514-645-0818 (CAN)
FAX 415-593-7675

Inquiry 744.

**DATABASE UTILITIES**

**NORTA Software Ltd.** now offers a menu-driven ASSIST file utility for dBASE, Clipper, and FoxBASE. Self-contained (EXE file), fast and simple to use.

**Single Version $49; 3 Version Package $80.**

To order call

SHOSHIN Systems Inc.
USA 1-800-287-9755
Canada 1-800-836-7855
Lins Only 613-735-2330
VISA and MC accepted

Inquiry 745.

**logger**

Logger, for IBM-PC and compatibles, tracks and reports: User, Time on, Time off, Directories used, Programs used, Program start/end time, and calculates total time. Tracks directories/files: Opened, Created, Renamed, Deleted. Completely transparent. Retail for $74.95 with quantity discounts available.

System Automation Software Inc.
8555 16th St., Silver Spring, MD 20910
1-800-321-3267 or 1-301-565-8080

Inquiry 746.

**DATABASE UTILITIES**

**SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS**

NORTA Software Ltd. now offers a menu-driven ASSIST-like file utility for dBASE, Clipper, and FoxBASE. Self-contained (EXE file), fast and simple to use.

**Single Version $49; 3 Version Package $80.**

To order call

SHOSHIN Systems Inc.
USA 1-800-287-9755
Canada 1-800-836-7855
Lins Only 613-735-2330
VISA and MC accepted

Inquiry 747.

**LOGGER**

Logger, for IBM-PC and compatibles, tracks and reports: User, Time on, Time off, Directories used, Programs used, Program start/end time, and calculates total time. Tracks directories/files: Opened, Created, Renamed, Deleted. Completely transparent. Retail for $74.95 with quantity discounts available.

System Automation Software Inc.
8555 16th St., Silver Spring, MD 20910
1-800-321-3267 or 1-301-565-8080

Inquiry 748.

**WORD PROCESSING**

**Farsi / Greek / Arabic / Russian**

Hebrew, all European, Scandinavian, plus either Hindi, Punjabi, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Thai, Korean, Viet, or IR. Full-featured multi-language word processor supports on-screen foreign characters and NLO printing with no hardware modifications. Includes Font Editor. $235 dot matrix, $150 add &; for laser; 19 demo. SH in US/Ind/Lat. Req. PC 586, graphics. 30 day Guarantee. VISA/MC

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
790 Wistree Blvd., Suite 809, Santa Monica, CA 90404
213/394-8662 Fax: 510-696-0873

Inquiry 749.

**DuangJan**


MegaChomp Company
3438 Ostman Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19148-1906
(215) 331-2748 Fax: (215) 331-4188

Inquiry 750.

**PC-Write 3.0 — Shareware**


90 day money back guarantee. VISA/MC

Quicksoft
1-800-988-8088
219 First Ave. N., #224-BCYTC, Seattle, WA 98109

Inquiry 751.

**STANDARD GRAPHICS**

**NOVA XLIB** Optimal, Window/Viewport, arcs, splines, figures, bars, text (scale, rotate, align), ellipses, bitmaps, keyboards, mouse image capture. User 150 functions. SH, PC: VMS: Optimal file label, Includes Segmentation. Free Demo Disk, $28.

Both products ANSI C80 compliant, drivers for printer, plotter, HP laser, CGA/VGA/VGA. For most "0" compilers, MS FORTRAN, QuickBASIC. Demo manual.

NOVA, INC.
PO BOX 6697R, Schumburg, IL 60168
312-882-4111

Inquiry 744.

**DATABASE UTILITIES**

**SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS**

NORTA Software Ltd. now offers a menu-driven ASSIST-like file utility for dBASE, Clipper, and FoxBASE. Self-contained (EXE file), fast and simple to use.

**Single Version $49; 3 Version Package $80.**

To order call

SHOSHIN Systems Inc.
USA 1-800-287-9755
Canada 1-800-836-7855
Lins Only 613-735-2330
VISA and MC accepted

Inquiry 745.

**LOGGER**

Logger, for IBM-PC and compatibles, tracks and reports: User, Time on, Time off, Directories used, Programs used, Program start/end time, and calculates total time. Tracks directories/files: Opened, Created, Renamed, Deleted. Completely transparent. Retail for $74.95 with quantity discounts available.

System Automation Software Inc.
8555 16th St., Silver Spring, MD 20910
1-800-321-3267 or 1-301-565-8080

Inquiry 747.

**PC-Write 3.0 — Shareware**


90 day money back guarantee. VISA/MC

Quicksoft
1-800-988-8088
219 First Ave. N., #224-BCYTC, Seattle, WA 98109

Inquiry 751.

**TO PLACE YOUR AD IN**

**THE BUYER'S MART**

CALL BRIAN HIGGINS AT 603-924-3754
Annabooks gives you the hardware, software, and firmware information you need to design PC-compatible systems faster and better. And you have control of your design from the ground up -- our firmware and software products include source code! Plus all the utilities you need.

Do hardware design? Rocket Design's 1M DRAM SuperSpec is the first of a series of hardware books you won't want to miss. And a PC Bus timing book is on the way! Start by getting these books:

- AT BiosKit: an AT Bios with source code you can modify. With setup & debug. 380 pages with disk, $199
- XT BiosKit: Includes a debug. 270 pages with disk, $99
- Intel Wildcard Supplement for XT BiosKit: Includes ASIC setup, turbo speeds, 60 pages with disk, $49
- 1M DRAM SuperSpec: Design your memory to all mfg's specs at once! Lots of timing diagrams & tables, $79
- ProCKit: Puts anything in EPROM or SRAM; DOS, your code, data, you name it! With source on disk, $179
- SynCKit: Here's a debug/monitor you can use even with a brand X Bios. Includes source, of course. $69

XT-AT Handbook: The famous pocket-sized book jam-packed with hardware & software info. $9.95 ea. or 5 or more for $5 each.

Software tools: You need MSC & MASM 5.1 for modifying the Kit products. Mention this ad when you order and get a free XT-AT Handbook by Chaisser & Fasler! Hurry before we come to our senses and change our minds.

Order Today!
1-800-637-7878
"Ask about our money-back guarantee."

We want to help!

If you have a problem with your BYTE subscription, write us with the details. We'll do our best to set it right. But we must have the name, address, and zip of the subscription (new and old address, if it's a change of address). If the problem involves a payment, be sure to include copies of the credit card statement, or front and back of cancelled checks. Include a "business hours" phone number if possible.

BYTE Magazine
Attn: Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 335
Hightstown, NJ 08520

External Tape Subsystem for PC ATs/XTs
- InterDyne 20MB streaming tape drive
- Advanced file-by-file backup software
- External subsystem with its own power supply
- Complete system includes everything you need

Many low cost modems are faulty or very error prone... Not ours!!!

PERFORMANCE "I have recently had a lot of trouble getting 2400 baud MODEMS to work... this one is working perfectly." R.T. Moreno Valley CA. SUPPORT "I get the impression that your company, indeed, bends over backwards to provide service to its customer." M.F., Selma CA.

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY...The phone connection is the main source of data errors. DYNAMIC IMPEDANCE STABILIZATION, DIS (invented by CompuCom) improves signal quality and reduces these errors by up to 95% compared to a standard modem. Model 2400 (without DIS) at $95 outperforms the low cost alternatives, the 24DIS at $119 outperforms the challengers, regardless of cost. IBM internal. Hayes compatible, made in USA, 6 COM ports, internal speaker, five year warranty, EasyCom software, dealers inquire. If you aren't totally satisfied, return within thirty days for a full refund!

CompuCom "Real deal...worked fine...quite a bargain!"
Corporation
CALL (408) 732-4500 (800) 228-6648
Save Your Data and Money, Too! Peripherals Sale!

This is the fastest floppy interface tape drive around!

**60MB TAPE DRIVES**

$279

Add $10 for Shipping

External model now available for only $99 extra!

Works on PC, XT, AT's and 100% compatible.

Connects to the internal floppy (B:) connector or the optional adapter card ($77). Comes complete with installation instructions and data compression software that allows up to 100MB data storage on a 40MB tape — 150MB on a 60MB tape.

**Limited Time Only!** Fantastic Prices Now On LOW COST HARD DRIVES For IBM and Tandy

$149

$259

$289

$399

$399

$599

$699

$599

$699

$599

$699

Get the Best for Less!

Add $10 for shipping.

We provide the best low cost, high quality, fast access hard drives for your IBM, 100% compatible or Tandy computer. Our XT and SCSI kits are complete with drive, controller, cables and installation instructions. We use only brand new genuine Seagate complete with drive, controller, cables and installation instructions. We provide software to park the heads (some drives self-park). Tandy does require DMI and ROM 1.01. Not for EX/HX. Please specify the computer brand and model when ordering. ST 506, 4096 and all 4 hard drives are full size 500KB and come ready to install. For IBM XT's, 100% compatibles and Tandy 1000/1000A, SL, SX, TL, TX. Please specify the exact make and model of your computer. One year parts and labor warranty. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back, less shipping.

**Save on Low Cost Floppys!**

This is the fastest floppy interface tape drive around!

**Save on 32MB & 49MB Hard Cards**

$329

$489

These units are completely assembled with brand new drives and come ready to install. For IBM XT's, 100% compatibles and Tandy 1000/1000A, SL, SX, TL, TX. Please specify the exact make and model of your computer. One year parts and labor warranty.

**SOFTWARE SPECTACULAR! SENSATIONAL SAVINGS!**

This list is only a small portion of our inventory! Call us for your software needs!

**MS-DOS® BUSINESS SOFTWARE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allways</td>
<td>$92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borland Qantas (1-2-3 Clone)</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borland Sprint! The Works Processor</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC Easy Accounting (all versions)</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC Easy Bonus Pack</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC Easy Payroll</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBASE IV</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desqview</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Master</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Card, Level I</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Card, Level II</td>
<td>$55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Card, Level III</td>
<td>$75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Card, Level IV</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrah Graphics</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus 1-2-3 2.0</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacPlan</td>
<td>$245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageMate 3.0</td>
<td>$279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peachtree Complete System II</td>
<td>$74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC First Publisher</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC First Publisher Plus</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.P. Professional Plan</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.P. Professional Print</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrintShop Bundle</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrintShop Companion</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish It</td>
<td>$259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q&amp;A</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quickr</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rightwriter</td>
<td>$52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventura Publisher</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPerfect 5.0</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordWrit Pro Release 5</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER MS-DOS SOFTWARE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Master 2000</td>
<td>$32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-19 Stealth Fighter</td>
<td>$43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings Quest I, II, III</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure Suit LIII</td>
<td>$27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure Suit LIII</td>
<td>$26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Your Money</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Manager</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math Blaster Plus</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Works for Windows 3.1</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReadyRabbit</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Drive</td>
<td>$26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typing Tutor IV</td>
<td>$26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where in Europe is Carmen San Diego?</td>
<td>$28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where in U.S. is Carmen San Diego?</td>
<td>$28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where in World is Carmen San Diego?</td>
<td>$28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-DOS LANGUAGES/UTILITIES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoKeyst 5.0</td>
<td>$53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borland SideKick Plus</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borland Turbo BASIC</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borland Turbo CD</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borland Turbo FAST (IBM or MEO/BCD)</td>
<td>$33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Copy + (need two copies)</td>
<td>$19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy II PC</td>
<td>$21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy II PC Option Board Deluxe</td>
<td>$116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastBack Plus</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar III</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laplink Plus</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Mouse Manager 5.0</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Quick BASIC Compiler</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Quick &quot;C&quot; Compiler</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Windows 386</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Windows 1694</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Windows 286</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Windows 366</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft WordPerfect 4.2</td>
<td>$37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Tools Deluxe 5.0</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor Plus</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sideways</td>
<td>$46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Press</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BOOKS**

Take advantage of our volume discounts and save a bundle! Buy one or two books and save an additional $25 discount. Buy 4 and deduct 5% off your total on any 4 books!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using WordPerfect 5.0</td>
<td>$116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using WordPerfect 4.2</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using WordPerfect 3.0</td>
<td>$19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using ASCII Handbook</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using ASCII Handbook 2.0</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using HyperCard</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using MacWrite</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Microsoft Works for Windows 3.1</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using MS-DOS</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using AutoCad</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Managing Your Money</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Paradox</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using QuickDraw</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using QuickDraw 3.0</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Quicke 3.0</td>
<td>$17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORDER TOLL FREE!**

Mon.- Fri. 9-7, Sat. 10-3

Call from anywhere in the lower 48 states and Hawaii.

1-800-527-0347
### Standard Features of All Clone 286 Computers:

- 640K / 1MB RAM Standard (see chart).
- 360K, 8087 Socket.
- 150 Watt Power Supply.
- PC-Write - QModem - ExpressCalc, Calendar, Printer Switch box, 4-pos.
- Monitor, Hi-Resolution 720x432 pixels, 15-200,000 colors
- Mouse, 
- Joystick, 
- Touchpads.
- CD-ROM.
- EGA Monitor, 1024x2048 pixels, 256 colors
- Sound Card.
- Mouse, 
- Joystick, 
- Stereo Headphone
- Remote Control, 
- Tilt & Trackball.
- Clock/Calendar.
- Hard Drive, 30MB, 120MB, 220MB, 440MB, 880MB, 1.44MB Floppy.
- Printer Switch box, 4-pos.
- Printer, Brother, 
- Epson, 
- OKI, 
- IBM, 
- Postscript.
- LED's for Power, Turbo, Ready.
- Quiet Fan.
- Backup Battery.
- Key Enhancements: 1Mb RAM, 8087, EE8087.
- Fully Expandable.
- Syst. Reset Switch located on the Front Panel.
- FCC Certified.

### Optional Equipment for Clone Computers

- Logitech 15 PSI mouse.
- Microsoft Windows 3.1.
- 1080 vertical resolution.
- 16-bit color.
- 1 Mb or 4 Mb memory.
- 40 MB or 80 MB hard drive.
- 80286 or 80386 processor.
- Battery Backup.
- Calendar, Clock, Basic, Paint, Microsoft Office, Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE IV, Access, FoxPro, FoxBase.
- Printers:
  - Star NX-1000 7200 dpi, 420 Kbps, 300 dpi.
  - Star NX-1000 7200 dpi, 420 Kbps, 300 dpi.
  - Star NX-1000 7200 dpi, 420 Kbps, 300 dpi.
  - Star NX-1000 7200 dpi, 420 Kbps, 300 dpi.
  - Star NX-1000 7200 dpi, 420 Kbps, 300 dpi.

### No Orphaned Customers

- We have been serving customers with high quality hardware and software since 1980. Sound engineering, high performance, quality construction, outstanding warranties and a reputation for doing the right thing have been our way of doing business since Day One. As the manufacturer of Clone Computers, we stand behind each computer sold with a 100% commitment to our customer's satisfaction. Price, Performance, Value. Clone is the clear choice for serious computer users. Remember...YOUR BEST FRIEND MAY BE A CLONE.
### NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS

Replace the 8086 or 8088 in your IBM PC and increase its speed by up to 30%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UPD70108-5</td>
<td>$9.49</td>
<td>5MHz V20 Chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPD70108-10</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>10MHz V20 Chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPD70116-10</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td>10MHz V20 Chip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7400 SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7400C40</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>40ns 8192x8 RO 25ns 1M 8D 1024x8 D1024x8 1024x8 D128x8 D128x8 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7400C50</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>20ns 16384x8 RO 20ns 256x1024 D256x1024 D256x1024 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 74HC 78 SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74HC123</td>
<td>$1.19</td>
<td>10ns 8192x8 RO 50ns 1M 8D 1024x8 D1024x8 128x8 D128x8 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ANALOG DEVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD5480</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>10MHz 1024x8 RO 10MHz 1M 1024x8 D1024x8 128x8 D128x8 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD5481</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>20MHz 1024x8 RO 20MHz 1M 1024x8 D1024x8 128x8 D128x8 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD5482</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>30MHz 1024x8 RO 30MHz 1M 1024x8 D1024x8 128x8 D128x8 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MISC. COMPONENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>745472</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>150ns 1024x16 D1024x16 128x16 D128x16 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HCT373</td>
<td>$1.29</td>
<td>150ns 1024x16 D1024x16 128x16 D128x16 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HCT123</td>
<td>$1.49</td>
<td>10ns 8192x8 RO 10ns 1M 8D 1024x8 D1024x8 128x8 D128x8 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 74HC-HIGH SPEED CMOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74HC123</td>
<td>$1.19</td>
<td>10ns 8192x8 RO 50ns 1M 8D 1024x8 D1024x8 128x8 D128x8 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC124</td>
<td>$1.39</td>
<td>20ns 16384x8 RO 20ns 256x1024 D256x1024 D256x1024 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LINEAR ICs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74HC240</td>
<td>$1.09</td>
<td>25ns 16384x8 RO 25ns 256x1024 D256x1024 D256x1024 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC244</td>
<td>$1.29</td>
<td>25ns 16384x8 RO 25ns 256x1024 D256x1024 D256x1024 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC245</td>
<td>$1.49</td>
<td>25ns 16384x8 RO 25ns 256x1024 D256x1024 D256x1024 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC246</td>
<td>$1.69</td>
<td>25ns 16384x8 RO 25ns 256x1024 D256x1024 D256x1024 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC247</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
<td>25ns 16384x8 RO 25ns 256x1024 D256x1024 D256x1024 125V 125V 125V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PARTIAL LISTING • OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

RAM SUBJECT TO FREQUENT PRICE CHANGES
TEST EQUIPMENT

Metex Digital Multimeters

Metex General Specs:
- Handheld, high accuracy
- AC/DC Voltage, AC/DC Current, Resistance, Diodes, Continuity, Transistor HFE, - Manual ranging with overload protection
- 100,000 count, 0.05% Max. Error
- Auto ranging
- Data Hold Switch

M3610 3.5 Digtal Multimeter...

- $49.95

- Ruggedized, Water-resistant
- Current, Resistance, Diodes, etc.

JE1030...

$199.95

JE2010...

$399.95

JE1032...

$399.95

JE1018...

$299.95

JE27...

$249.95

JE1002...

$149.95

JE1022...

$99.95

JE1001...

$89.95

JE1040...

$59.95

JE1050...

$59.95

JE1170...

$19.95

JE1172...

$19.95

JE1173...

$24.95

JE1174...

$24.95

SUPER SONY SALE

720KB 3.5" Floppy Drive
- For use with IBM PC/XT and compatible computers
- Double-sided, double-density, 1.2MB storage, track 20, speed 300rpm

$59.95

$49.95

$39.95

$29.95

$19.95

$9.95

$8.95

$6.95

$5.95

$4.95

$3.95

$1.95

$0.95

SA30...

$379.95

Jameco Solderless Breadboards

JE1015 Standard AT Layout (PC/XT/AT)...

$29.95

JE1016 Enhanced w/Onboard Calculator (PC/XT/AT)...

$59.95

JE1109 AT Bus Board...

$34.95

JE1110 Enhanced At Bus Board...

$29.95

JE1111 Centronics At Bus Board...

$24.95

JE1112 Enhanced Centronics At Bus Board...

$27.95

Jameco IBM PC/XT/AT Compatible Keyboards

JE21...

$3.52x.125...

$3.52...

$3.52...

$3.52...

$3.52...
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Circle 170 on Reader Service Card

Circle 86 on Reader Service Card
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Circle 170 on Reader Service Card

Circle 155 on Reader Service Card

Circle 93 on Reader Service Card

Circle 153 on Reader Service Card

Circle 94 on Reader Service Card

Circle 246 on Reader Service Card

Circle 297 on Reader Service Card

Circle 244 on Reader Service Card

Circle 233 on Reader Service Card
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**COMPARISON OF PRICES AND QUALITY**

**PCI-286-12**
- 80286-12 CPU
- 20 MB Hard Disk
- 640K RAM
- Serial
- 200W Power Supply
- LCD Screen 640 X 200
- 86 Key Board
- 12 MHz SI = 13.3
- 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
- 80286 Socket
- 20 MB Hard Disk
- 200W Power Supply
- LCD-286-10 PORTABLE

**GAS PLASMA 286-12**
- 80286-12 CPU
- SI = 13.3
- 3½" FD 1.44 MB
- 20 MB HD ST-138
- LCD Screen (640 X 400)
- I/O Card Parallel/Serial/Game
- 640K RAM

**CRT-PORTABLE-286**
- Compaq Type
- 80286 (10 MHz or 12 MHz)
- 12 MHz SI = 13.3 (Option $50.00)
- 16 MHz SI = 18 (Option $250)
- One 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
- 200W Power Supply
- TTL Display 9" Amber
- AT Key Board
- Serial/Parallel/Game
- WA2 HD & FD Controller
- 20 MB Hard Disk

**MLC-XT™**
**NEW SINGLE BOARD PC/XT COMPUTER FOR THE INDUSTRIAL WORLD**

- **SOLID STATE DISK (ON BOARD)**
  - Up to 2 MEG memory - Read/Write and Erasable - Supports EPROM, SRAM and new FLASH Memory. Use standard DOS commands to Read/Write.

- **WATCHDOG TIMER**
  - Selectable time out - Power monitor.

- **100% PC/XT COMPATIBLE**
  - Uses INTEL Wildcard - 8088 Proc.
  - 8087 Math Coprocessor socket
  - Up to 512K RAM
  - 4.77, 7.2Mhz (9.54Mhz optional)
  - PC Bus compatible

- **WILDCARD PERIPHERAL SOCKET**
  - New embedded system standard

- **SMALL SIZE (6.4" x 4.2")**

**LOW POWER**

Now you can autoboot MS-DOS® and run your application program directly from a reliable solid state disk — standard with the MLC-XT™. This gives you EPROM ruggedness and eliminates the need for a floppy or hard disk in your system. Further reliability is provided by a watchdog timer — a must for dependable industrial and OEM applications.

Call or write for more complete information on the low cost MLC-XT™, supporting peripherals, enclosures, and development systems. Our engineering staff is here to help you with custom software, peripherals, and applications.

**Micro Linear Controls, Inc.®**

1713 Mount Pleasant St., Racine, WI 53404-1099  
(414) 639-1105

Technical Support Hotline: (414) 637-0853  •  FAX: (414) 637-0859  •  PC-access BBS: (414) 634-5778

All Micro Linear Controls products are trademarks of Micro Linear Controls, Inc.  
All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Call:  
(414) 639-1105
OEM and Volume Discounts Available

**JUNE 1989 • BYTE 355**
VOICE MASTER KEY®
VOICE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
FOR PC/COMPATIBLES &
TANDY 1000 SERIES
A FULL FEATURED VOICE I/O SYSTEM

GIVE A NEW DIMENSION TO PERSONAL COMPUTING... The amazing Voice Master Key System adds voice recognition to just about any program or application. Voice command up to CODs (with prior approval) accepted. Personal checks...

EVERYTHING INCLUDED... Voice Master Key System operates a growing list of third party talking software titles using synthesized phonetics (text-to-speech) or digitized PCM, ADPCM, and C VS D encoded sound files. Voice Master Key System does it all...

SOFTWARE CONVERSION CODES... The Voice Master Key System grows a list of third party talking software titles using synthesized phonetics (text-to-speech) or digitized PCM, ADPCM, and C VS D encoded sound files. Voice Master Key System does it all...


ONLY $149.95 COMPLETE
ONLY $89.95 COMPLETE
ONLY $99.95 COMPLETE

For more information call Mark Stone at 603-924-6830

BYTE
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

Circle 251 on Reader Service Card

DATA CONVERSION SYSTEMS
9-Track Tape for your PC, AT, PS/2, MAC, Sun
Read/write data for IBM Mainframes: IBM, DEC, HP, DG, or Honeywell. Runs under MS-DOS, Unix, XMS, MAC, and Unix. 85% 1/4 3/4
Diskette converter for your PC/XT/AT

Our diskette conversion system can read/write and format diskettes from IBM Systems 36, 38, ASHRAE, DEC, CMX, CVIF, Displaywriter and many more.

Circle 181 on Reader Service Card

Advertise your computer products through
BYTE BITS
(2” x 3” ads)

For more information call Mark Stone at 603-924-6830

BYTE
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

Circle 320 on Reader Service Card

8051 FAMILY
EMULATORS
See EEM '88/'89

For info call:
Australia (02) 664-1073
Austria (0223) 38 76 38
Belgium +32 1958-1023
Denmark (0) 65 91 11
Finland 60-652-552
France (01) 49 19 801
Great Britain 0602-73-3140
Israel (01) 494382
Italy (011) 771010
Japan (01) 794-7841
New Zealand (09) 392484
Portugal (01) 83 56 70
Scandinavia +46 402-422488
Singapore 653-7688
Spain (34) 317 2240
Switzerland (01) 740 41 05
Taiwan (02) 764-0335
West Germany 081-1687

U.S.A. FAX (408) 576-7868

NOHAU CORPORATION
11 E. Campbell Ave., Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 866-1820

Circle 199 on Reader Service Card
Miniscribe 338 Mb .1929 Toshiba 720 K, 3.5" ....... 75
Miniscribe 3053 ........ 429 Teac 1.44 Mb, 3.5 ........ 9 2
CDC, Core, Emerald, Genoa, Iomega, Irwin .... Call
Intel Inboard 386 AT ... 826 STB VGA EM 512K 358
Mictopolis 71 Mb .......575 Seagate 30Mb Kil ..... 275
Metheus 1104 ..••.•..... 1025 Video 7 Vega VGA .. 258
Fastback
Maynard, Plus, Priam, Mountain, Storage Dimems. Call
1.1il'drts: ( 'om1m' · 

Aulosl(etch 2.0 ............64 Mlcrewsoft Word 5.0 ...... 212 
Bitstream

AST Rampage+286 . 3 9 9 Paradise VGA+ .•.....• 258
Genoa 530015400 ... Save Quad JT Fax 9600 .539

INTERNATIONAL SALES (602)437-4855 - FAX (602)437-9685 - CUSTOMER SERVICE !602)437-4856

Acer Computers ...... Save Televideo 286/386 Save
Alos Computers ...... Save Toshiba 1000 ...778
AST Computers ...... Save Toshiba T1200F ...1545

Dเกาะ Data ..... Call Toshiba T1200FH ...2345
Everex Step 286/386. Save Toshiba T1600 ...3199
Mitsubishi 20 Mb Lap. 2208 Toshiba T100E . 3745
Methus 1104 .......1025 Video 7 Vega VGA ...258

All orders must be prepaid. Please allow four weeks for domestic delivery and twelve weeks for foreign delivery by surface mail.

Rates (postage and handling included):

BYTE Back Issues, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458

(603) 924-9281

SEND REQUESTS WITH PAYMENT TO:

January      $4.00          $3.00
February     $6.00*         $4.00
March        $3.00          $5.00
April        $3.00          $6.00
May          $3.00          $4.00
June         $3.00          $3.00
July         $3.00          $3.00
August       $3.00          $3.00
September    $3.00          $3.00
October      $3.00          $3.00
November     $3.00          $3.00
December     $3.00          $3.00
Inside the IBM PCs Applications Software Today

*1988 (benchmarks) $3.00

The above prices include postage in the US. Please add $.50 per copy for Canada and Mexico; and $2.00 per copy to foreign countries (surface delivery). European customers please refer to back issue order form in International Advertising section of book.

Please indicate which issues you would like by checking (✓) the boxes. Please send requests with payment to:
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JUNE 1989 • BYTE 357
CAT™ 10MHZ
BASE SYSTEM
• 250K (Opt. 640K) • 155 Watt Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard & Case
• 477 x 8 MHz Hard Disk/Seal Drive
• FDC
• 8087 Socket • 56K V.32 Fax Drive
$369.00
8088 XT Compatible
640 K Upgrade
149
Clock Calendar
20th
Parallel & Serial Ports
49th
Additional Drives
See Below

CAT 386 SYSTEM
• 12" Amber Monitor with Graphics Interface Card
• 12 Mps floppy Drive (expandable to 3 Mps)
• 1 Mgs of Memory
• 720K Full AT Hard Disk
70 Mop Hard Drive
20MHz
$2297.00
486, 386 AT Compatible
640 K Upgrade
249
14" EGA Monitor/ interface
49th
1 Mop Upgrade
139
14" Color Monitor interface
299

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

SEAGEAT EVEREX INTEL WESTERN DIGITAL SAMSUNG ALL RAM UPGRADES

CAT™ 286-10MHZ
BASE SYSTEM
• 612K Exp. to 1 MGS • 200 Watt Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard
• Western Digital Control
• 12 Mop Poppy Legal Bus Windmills • Systems Documentation • 720K Full AT Hard Disk
$749.00

SYSTEM OPTIONS
640 K Upgrade
249
1 Mop Upgrade
139
14" Color Monitor interface
299

HARD DRIVES
ST125 20Meg 40 Ml Ht Ht 32" Drive only
$279
ST138 30Meg 40 Ml Ht Ht 32" Drive only
$329
ST225 20Mig w/cables & Cables
$299
ST238 30Meg w/cables & Cables
$299
ST251 40Meg 48 Ml Ht Drive, Drive only
$379
ST271R GOM 40 Ml Ht Ht Drive only
$439
ST462 20Meg Full Ht 40 Ml Drive only
$299
ST463 30Meg 40 Ml Full Ht Drive only
$299
ST465 40Meg 28 Ml Full Ht Drive only
$459

WESTERN DIGITAL CONTROLLERS
WX-1 8 Bit 1/4 Saced for XT
79
WA-2 16 Bit Full Saced Hard/ Floppy
119
WD-7X 8 Bit RLL Sae
199
WAR 16 Bit Hard Drive Controller
129
RA-16 16 Bit Hard/ Floppy for AT
159
MEAD Dopp Disk Controller for AT, 4 drives
89
MEAD 1.2 Mop & 90 Controller for XT
99
Cable Set for Hard Drive Only
50

FLOPPY DRIVES
360K 1/4 Ht, PC compatible
59
1.2 Meg Black Face
79
720K 3/4" Drive with 15" mounting
59
1.44 Meg 3/4 Drive with 5 1/4" mounting
89

WESTERN DIGITAL CONTROLLERS
WD-27X 8 Bit RLL Sized for XT
79
WX-1 8 Bit 1/4 Saced for XT
79
WA-1 16 Bit Full Saced Hard/ Floppy
129
WD-7X 8 Bit RLL Drive
199
WAR 16 Bit Hard Drive Controller
129
WAH 16 Bit Hard Drive Controller
129

CLOSEOUTS QTY. LIMITED
CS 500 Cassettes
149
CS 500 Cassettes
149
Irwin Tape Backup
20Meg 1999
XT 40 Meg 2999

SHIPPING: (min. 62¢) UPS

Circle 167 on Reader Service Card
FREE CATALOG
- PC Based Instruments
- Motion Control
- Frame Grabber Boards
- Industrial Data Acquisition
- Communications Interfaces
- Software Packages

Catalyst
440 Myles Standish Blvd., Taunton, MA 02780
(508)880-3000 TOLL FREE: 900-3709 FAX: (508)880-2179

Circle 173 on Reader Service Card

Z80 HD64180
MICROPROCESSORS
Integrated Software/Hardware
Targeted for Z80/64180 Development on PC/XT/AT Platforms:
  - C Compiler (UNIX & ANSI std) $695.00
  - Assembler/Linker $195.00
  - In-circuit Emulator $950.00
  - Source/symbolic debugger $195.00
  - Multilatching kernel $395.00
  - Standalone Proto Board $64180/P $260.00
  - PC Coprocessors—many versions, please inquire

Z-World Engineering
1340 Covell Blvd., Suite 101
Davis, CA 95616
(916) 753-3722 In Germany: 08131/1687

Circle 299 on Reader Service Card

INTELLIGENT
RS-232/422/485
*COMMUNICATIONS
*PORTS
*SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

- Hitachi HD64180 µP (6 or 9 mhz)
- SBX connectors, 256K-512K RAM
- 2 Serial Ports & 2 DMA channels

Z-World Engineering
1340 Covell Blvd., Ste. 101
Davis, CA 95616
(916) 753-3722 Germany: 08131/1687

Circle 300 on Reader Service Card

New 100% Autorouter
HiWIRE-Plus provides the integrated schematic-capture and PCB layout versatility needed by leading-edge designers. Now it also offers an advanced 100% autorouter. Affordably! See the full-page ad (on page 7) then call Wintek at:

(800) 742-8428

Circle 296 on Reader Service Card
**BASF**

*FREE* Extra Quality Library Cards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DS-DD</th>
<th>Quantity Discounts Available</th>
<th>DS-HD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.63¢</td>
<td>5.25&quot; 3M Diskettes/10/Box</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.19¢</td>
<td>3.50&quot; 3M Diskettes/10/Box</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VERBATIM**

*FREE DataLife Plus with DISCUS 11th disk!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MD2-DMP</th>
<th>MD-2HDN</th>
<th>MF-2DMP</th>
<th>MF2-HD</th>
<th>MD-DMP</th>
<th>MD-2HDN</th>
<th>MF-2DMP</th>
<th>MF2-HD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.63¢</td>
<td>1.15¢</td>
<td>1.30¢</td>
<td>3.20¢</td>
<td>.63¢</td>
<td>1.15¢</td>
<td>1.35¢</td>
<td>3.20¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FUJI**

*Free 11th Disk
* Free Plastic Box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MF2-D</th>
<th>MF-2D</th>
<th>MF2-HD</th>
<th>MF2-HD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.63¢</td>
<td>1.15¢</td>
<td>1.35¢</td>
<td>2.99¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLOR DISKETTES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5.25&quot;</th>
<th>5.25&quot;</th>
<th>3.50&quot;</th>
<th>5.25&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.39¢</td>
<td>.69¢</td>
<td>1.09¢</td>
<td>1.39¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BULK DISKETTES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5.25&quot;</th>
<th>5.25&quot;</th>
<th>3.50&quot;</th>
<th>3.50&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.29¢</td>
<td>.59¢</td>
<td>1.09¢</td>
<td>2.69¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INCREDIBLE VALUE!!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>39¢</th>
<th>23¢</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3M Highland</td>
<td>520 HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.09¢</td>
<td>1.82¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TERMS:** No surcharge on VISA, Mastercard or AMEX. CoD add $3.00. Prepaid orders deduct 2% cash discount. PO's accepted from recognized institutions and corporations on Net 30. Bank draft, TT/T or LC acceptable. Shipping: $4/100 or fewer disks. Reduced shipping charges on larger quantities. Price quoted for case (100 disks) unless otherwise noted. (Min order $250)

**WE BEAT ANY PRICE!**


**3M**

*FREE* FLIP 'N' FILE

**FORMATTED DISKS AT UNFORMATTED PRICES!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DS-DD</th>
<th>Quantity Discounts Available</th>
<th>DS-HD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.63¢</td>
<td>5.25&quot; 3M Diskettes/10/Box</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.19¢</td>
<td>3.50&quot; 3M Diskettes/10/Box</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MOOTHER BOARDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$12 12&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEAGATE**

ADD-ON CARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST-225 with add-on card</th>
<th>ST-238 with add-on card</th>
<th>ST-251 with add-on card</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$245</td>
<td>$265</td>
<td>$240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TMC ADAPTERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TMC 10MHz X</th>
<th>TMC 12MHz X</th>
<th>TMC 16MHz X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$12 $10 $8</td>
<td>$10 $12 $8</td>
<td>$10 $12 $8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMMANDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEYBOARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IBM COMPATIBLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AT 6110 MHz</th>
<th>AT 6112 MHz</th>
<th>AT 386 20 MHz</th>
<th>AT 386 25 MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$235</td>
<td>$310</td>
<td>$115</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEYBOARD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KB 101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISTRIBUTION:**

A.M. Wholesale & Retail, Inc.
1320 South Dixie Hwy. Suite 256
Miami, Fla 33146

**PHONE:** (305) 284-0827
**FAX:** (305) 284-0831

**Circle 30 on Reader Service Card**

**E-Z-WRITER**

(E)EPROM Multiprogrammer

DATA I/O 212" Performance On 1/2 The Budget! FROM $975

100% USA Made

- Supports (E)EPROMs up to 40 pins including 875 and microcontroller parts
- Stand-alone or computer remote operation
- Parallel port standard
- On-board RAM, expandable to 8 megabits

**BYTEK**

BYTEK Corporation
509 N.W. 77th Street, Boca Raton, FL 33434

**TELEX:** 4998369 BYTEK

**Circle 31 on Reader Service Card**

**SIBEC**

The ideal solution for embedded control and microcontroller applications.

- 8052 Basic CPU
- PROM Programmer
- IBM® Expansion Bus
- Highest Quality
- 1 Year Warranty

**Circle 44 on Reader Service Card**

**VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS**

**MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRT 256-4</th>
<th>HRT 256-8</th>
<th>HRT 512-8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19.5 level gray scale out</td>
<td>24 BIT RGB OUT except model HRT 256-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPLETE VISION SYSTEMS**

**Circle 125 on Reader Service Card**

**DISKOPTICAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.**

213 Cottage Avenue
P.O. Box 1339 Sandy, Utah 84091

**PHONE:** 801-748-5505

**Circle 298 on Reader Service Card**

**8051/8052 BASIC COMPILER!**

MCS BASIC II compatible

Runs on IBM-PC or compatible

$295.00

Call Now! 603-469-3232

**Circle 44 on Reader Service Card**

**IN STOCK!**

**SIMMS**

M1 MEG x 9 1000 LS

**BEST PRICES ANYWHERE!**

Major electronics mfg.

17 yrs. industry exper.

will sell 1 or 1,000.

**XENETEK SIMMS MART**

800-748-5505

**Circle 289 on Reader Service Card**

**DATA I/O**

**Circle 298 on Reader Service Card**

**EZ-WRITER**

(E)EPROM Multiprogrammer

DATA I/O 212" Performance

On 1/2 The Budget!

FROM $795

100% USA Made

- Supports (E)EPROMs up to 40 pins including 875 and microcontroller parts
- Stand-alone or computer remote operation
- Parallel port standard
- On-board RAM, expandable to 8 megabits

**BYTEK**

BYTEK Corporation
509 N.W. 77th Street, Boca Raton, FL 33434

**TELEX:** 4998369 BYTEK

**Circle 31 on Reader Service Card**

**SIBEC II**

The ideal solution for embedded control and microcontroller applications.

- 8052 Basic CPU
- PROM Programmer
- IBM® Expansion Bus
- Highest Quality
- 1 Year Warranty

$228.00 QTY 1

Call Now! (803) 489-3323

**Circle 44 on Reader Service Card**

**VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS**

**MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRT 256-4</th>
<th>HRT 256-8</th>
<th>HRT 512-8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19.5 level gray scale out</td>
<td>24 BIT RGB OUT except model HRT 256-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPLETE VISION SYSTEMS**

**Circle 125 on Reader Service Card**
9-Track Tape Subsystem for the IBM PC/XT/AT

Now you can exchange data files between your IBM PC and any mainframe or minicomputer using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250 BPI 9-Track tape. System can also be used for disk backup. Transfer rate is up to 4 megabytes per minute on PCs and compatibles. Subsystems include 7" or 3½" streaming tape drive, tape coupler card and DOS compatible software. For more information, call us today!

ON TARGET ASSOCIATES
Products and Services for Design and Manufacturing Engineers.

Micro Channel Design Consulting
Prototype Cards
Newsletester
ASIC's
Extender Cards
Adapter Bracket Sets
Burn-in Mother Boards

We will move your PC/XT/AT products to the Micro Channel, or create your new design.

CALL: (408) 980-7118
for our Free catalog

Add-Ons for the Blind

What you add on to your computer, if you're a blind operator, is almost more important than the computer itself. Scanners, modems, braille printers, speech synthesizers, braille output devices and a host of other peripherals are described in "Add-Ons: The Ultimate Guide to Peripherals for the Blind Computer User."

The product reviews contained in this book are written by those who know them best—blind computer users.

$16.95 for braille or cassette
$19.95 for print.

Send orders to:
National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street, Boston, MA 02115

(617) 266-6160

HiTech Equipment Corporation
9400 Activity Road
San Diego, CA 92126

(619) 566-1892

ON TARGET ASSOCIATES
Products and Services for Design and Manufacturing Engineers.

Micro Channel Design Consulting
Prototype Cards
Newsletester
ASIC's
Extender Cards
Adapter Bracket Sets
Burn-in Mother Boards

We will move your PC/XT/AT products to the Micro Channel, or create your new design.

CALL: (408) 980-7118
for our Free catalog

Add-Ons for the Blind

What you add on to your computer, if you're a blind operator, is almost more important than the computer itself. Scanners, modems, braille printers, speech synthesizers, braille output devices and a host of other peripherals are described in "Add-Ons: The Ultimate Guide to Peripherals for the Blind Computer User."

The product reviews contained in this book are written by those who know them best—blind computer users.

$16.95 for braille or cassette
$19.95 for print.

Send orders to:
National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street, Boston, MA 02115

(617) 266-6160

HiTech Equipment Corporation
9400 Activity Road
San Diego, CA 92126

(619) 566-1892

ON TARGET ASSOCIATES
Products and Services for Design and Manufacturing Engineers.

Micro Channel Design Consulting
Prototype Cards
Newsletester
ASIC's
Extender Cards
Adapter Bracket Sets
Burn-in Mother Boards

We will move your PC/XT/AT products to the Micro Channel, or create your new design.

CALL: (408) 980-7118
for our Free catalog

Add-Ons for the Blind

What you add on to your computer, if you're a blind operator, is almost more important than the computer itself. Scanners, modems, braille printers, speech synthesizers, braille output devices and a host of other peripherals are described in "Add-Ons: The Ultimate Guide to Peripherals for the Blind Computer User."

The product reviews contained in this book are written by those who know them best—blind computer users.

$16.95 for braille or cassette
$19.95 for print.

Send orders to:
National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street, Boston, MA 02115

(617) 266-6160

HiTech Equipment Corporation
9400 Activity Road
San Diego, CA 92126

(619) 566-1892
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ALL NEW !!!
9 TRACK TAPE SUBSYSTEM
for IBM PC/AT/386
complete for only
$2,595.00
1 YEAR WARRANTY

"gives you all the C
language routines
you need to write an
impressive scientific
graphing program of
your own. Highly
recommended.*"

TM

~

PC Magazine
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Circle 137 on Reader Service Card
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IBM® PCs (with source
code) $395. Macintosh
version (no source) $295.
For personal use only.

VTEK 4.3

DEC® VT100/102/52
& Tektronix®
4010/4014/4105
Terminal Emulator

"its ease of use, high
resolution graphics,
emulation, and price
make it a more attrac-
tive purchase than
the other products.*"

MINI-MICRO Systems

Only $150

* Full reprints on request

Scientific Endeavors
508 North Kentucky Street
Kingston, TN 37763
(615) 376-4146

IEEE 488 Solutions

- Hardware & software interfaces for PC, AT,
  PS/2, Macintosh,SUN, HP & DEC
- IEEE converters to SCI, RS-232, RS-422,
  V.34, V.32, V.32bis, 4W, and others
- IEEE extenders, expanders & buffers
- IEEE drivers for DOS, UNIX, Lorns (1-3),
  Symphony & Quatro

Call or send for your
FREE Technical Guide
Demo disk and application notes available

Please see our ad on pg. 343

Circle 144 on Reader Service Card
Terminal emulation the right way.

ZSTEM 240
VT240/241 emulation with VT340 ReGIS, Tektronix and socalled graphics plus all the features of ZSTEM 220.

ZSTEM 220
VT220 emulation plus file transfer, 132 columns, double-high/double-wide characters and extensive network support. Both available with the PowerStation - VT layout keyboard.

MIDI MUSIC
100 E. Campbell Road • Suite 109 • Richardson, TX 75081

Introducing...

MIDI Kit
- Parts
- Cables
- Software
($30 Serial Card)

MIDI for PC Compatibles
Convert your standard serial card into a MIDI Card in less than an hour with our MIDI Kit. Kit includes easy-to-follow instructions, parts, MIDI cables, and a MIDI recording program with C source, for only $39.95! Serial card add $30. Assembled and tested add $30. Professional sequencing and scoring software also available.

PC-Based Programmer

PAL
EPLD
EPROM
MICROCONTROLLER
TI NS MMI AMD CYPRUS ALTERA INTEL SAMSUNG...
8283 PAL FAMILY/PLD
2716/2512 EPMOS
EPROM
MICROCONTROLLORS (with adapter).
DIP T1 TMS-320 (with adapter)
Support for 2000, 16-bit Hex, Binary, and Memory "S" files.
Read, Write, Format, and Verify.
Full Screen Editing in hex and ascii.
Split file for 16 and 32 bit systems.
Call- 201-994-6669

800 Pixel Windows with your EGA and the Winterm™ EGA800
The Winterm™ EGA800 daughterboard and driver will give your standard EGA 800 pixel resolution when running Microsoft® Windows 286.

Think of it — 66,000 more pixels with a standard EGA and enhanced color display.

Special Introductory Offer
$59.00

LOW COST INTERFACE CARDS FOR PC/XT/AT/PS2

IEEE-488 Card [PC888A] $145
- Includes INSTALLABLE DSO DEVICES and support for BASIC
- Additional Support for AM1,80, C, Pascal and FORTRAN - $140
- IEEE-488, IEC, RS-422, 16 Out, 16 In; Programmable; Counter: 16 bits programmable.
- Baby-IO card
- D/A: 2 channels: Resolution: 12 to 14 bits; Settling time: 0.1 usec.
- ON-BOARD Programmability, programmable to RS-232, 201-994-6669

RS-485/422 Card [PC485] $95/125
- Serial Port, Communication up to 4600 Baud, 4 wire
- TTL/RS-232 levels
- Up to 5000 feet
- Interfaces to BASIC, Turbo Pascal, Unix, etc.
- Direct connection to IBM/PS2, XENIX, etc.
- Phoenix Micros: 8741, 8, 8H, 8, 8H, 51, 52, 55...
- Built-in Eraser/Timer option ($35). Gang-Module ready.
- Open board units starting from $450. (Device support available).
- Contains Binary, Auto-Test and Multi-Card support.

MC/VISA/AMEX
Call today for details!
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**DISKOVER US!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Across</th>
<th>Box Qty.</th>
<th>Price/1,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.75&quot; x 11&quot;</td>
<td>1 across</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>$2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 11&quot;</td>
<td>1 across</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>$2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 11.5&quot;</td>
<td>3 across</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 15&quot;</td>
<td>3 across</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>$2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 15.5&quot;</td>
<td>4 across</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 20&quot;</td>
<td>4 across</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 25&quot;</td>
<td>4 across</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>$2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 11&quot;</td>
<td>1 across</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 15&quot;</td>
<td>1 across</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 20&quot;</td>
<td>1 across</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 25&quot;</td>
<td>1 across</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 11&quot;</td>
<td>4 across</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>$3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 15&quot;</td>
<td>4 across</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 20&quot;</td>
<td>4 across</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>$2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; x 25&quot;</td>
<td>4 across</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>$2.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many other sizes available. Call for further information. Designed for the 3 1/2" disk. Prices quoted for full boxes only.

**RIBBONS**

- Apple ImageWriter
- Brother HX15/25/33
- Citizen 120/180D
- Commodore 801
- Diabolo Hy-type II
- Epson EX 800/1000
- Epson MX, RX, FX, 700/80/85
- NEC P2/P6
- NEC P3/P7
- Okidata 2023/294
- Okidata 30/212/320/321
- Star N2/P2
- Toshiba 1350/1351/35/341/351

**DISKS**

- BULK DS/DD DISKS
- BULK HD/AT DISKS
- BULK 3.5 DS/DD DISKS

**CONTINUOUS FORM LABELS**

- **29c** BULK DS/DD DISKS
- **59c** BULK HD/AT DISKS
- **99c** BULK 3.5 DS/DD DISKS

**TERMINAL EMULATION**

- **TEK 4105/4010**
- **VT220, VT102** Picture files, VQA and EQA support, High resolution hardcopy

**OVERLAND DATA IS THE EXPERT**

- **TEK 4105/4010**
- **VT220, VT102**
- **IBM & ANSI labeled tapes**
- **DOS, XENIX, UNIX, PICK**
- **Star NX/PD-10/NB24-10**
- **Toshiba 1350/1351/341/351**
- **Many other ribbons available.**

**BULK DS/DD DISKS**

- **$3.30 each, WHITE BOX**
- **$5.00 each, less than 100.**
- **$3.50 each, less than 100.**

**BULK HD/AT DISKS**

- **$3.30 each, WHITE BOX**
- **$5.00 each, less than 100.**

**BULK 3.5 DS/DD DISKS**

- **$3.30 each, WHITE BOX**
- **$5.00 each, less than 100.**

**CONTINUOUS FORM LABELS**

- **29c** BULK DS/DD DISKS
- **59c** BULK HD/AT DISKS
- **99c** BULK 3.5 DS/DD DISKS

**DISKS LABELS**

- **29c** BULK DS/DD DISKS
- **59c** BULK HD/AT DISKS
- **99c** BULK 3.5 DS/DD DISKS

**CONTINUOUS FORM LABELS**

- **29c** BULK DS/DD DISKS
- **59c** BULK HD/AT DISKS
- **99c** BULK 3.5 DS/DD DISKS
A-BUS™ MAGIC
Classroom to advanced industrial applications.

Be a Wizard in your Lab, Factory, College, Home...

It used to be difficult and costly to do process control, robotics, data acquisition, monitoring and sensing with your computer. Now the low-cost A-BUS system makes it easy to do almost any project you can imagine.

Versatility. A-BUS cards handle most interfacing, from on/off switching, to reading temperatures, to moving robot arms, to counting events, to sensing switches...

Adaptability. The A-BUS is modular, allowing expansion well beyond your needs. It works with almost any computer, or even as a remote data station with the new serial adapters.

Simplicity. You can start using the A-BUS in minutes. It's easy to connect, and software is a breeze to write in any language.

Reliability. Careful design and rugged construction make the A-BUS the first choice in specialized I/O.

About Alpha Products

Founded in 1976 for the purpose of developing low cost I/O devices for personal computers, Alpha has grown to serve over 70000 customers in over 60 countries. A-BUS users include many of the Fortune 500 (IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Tandy, Bell Labs, GM...) as well as most major universities. A-BUS products are U.S. designed, U.S. built, and serviced worldwide.


Inputs, Outputs, etc.

Analog Input: 8 analog inputs. 0-5.1V in 20mV steps (8 bits).

12 Bit A to D: analog to digital converter. Input range -4V to +4V, expandable to 100V. On-board amplifier. Resolution 1mV. Conversion time 130ms. 1 channel. (Expand to 8 channels with the RE-156 card)

Relay Card: 8 individually controlled industrial relays each with status LED's (3A at 120VAC contacts. SPST).

Reed Relay Card: 8 reed relays (20mA at 60VDC. SPST).

D/A converter: 4 Channel 8 Bit D/A converter with output amplifiers and separate adjustable references.

34 line TTL I/O: Connect 34 input or output signals (TTL 0.5V levels or switches). Variety of modems. (Uses 8255A)

Digital Input: 8 optically isolated inputs. Input can be 5 to 100V voltage levels or switch closures.

Digital Output Driver: 8 outputs: 250mA at 12V. Drive relays, solenoids, stepper motors, lamps, etc.

Clock with Alarm: Powerful clock/calender, Battery backup. Timing to 1/100sec. Alarm relay, LED and buzzer.

Touch Tone Decoder: Each tone is converted into a number which is stored on the board.

A-BUS Prototyping card: 4x4.5" card. will accept up to 10 I.C.s. With power & ground bus.

Counter Timer: Utilizes 16 bit counters/timers. Use separately or cascade for long (48 bit) counts.

Motion Control

Smart Quad Stepper Controller: The world's finest. On board microprocessor controls 4 motors simultaneously. Uses simple English commands like "MOVE ARM 10.2 INCHES LEFT". For each axis, you control coordinates (absolute or relative), ramping, speed, units, scale factors, etc. Many inputs for limit switches, etc. On the fly reporting of speed, position... Built in drivers for small motors (such as MO-103 or 104).

Options: 5 amperage power booster for 1 motor. PD-13H: $49

Remote "teach" key for direct motor control: RC-121: $44

A large A-BUS system with two Motherboards. Adapter in the foreground plugs into PCXTAT type slot.

Stepper Driver Kit: For experimenting with stepper motors. Includes 2 MO-103 motors and a ST-143 dual drive PA-181: $99

Stepper Motors: (4 phase, unipolar)

MO-103: 216 dia. 1/4" shaft, 7.5"step, 12V, 5 oz-in torque. $15

MO-104: 216 dia. 1/4" shaft, 1.6"step, 50, 50 oz-in torque. $45

MO-105: 1.7" square, 21/4" shaft, 3.75"step, 12V, 8 oz-in. $15

A-BUS Adapters

- Can address 64 ports and control up to 25 A-BUS cards.
- Require one cable. Motherboard required for more than 2 cards.

A-BUS Parallel Adapters for:

IBM PC/XT & compatibles. (Use one or two adapters)

Apple II/Ii+Jo Plug in any slot inside.

Commodore 128 Plug into Expansion Port on back.

TRS-80 Model 102/2020 Model 102 (4 pin "System bus").

Model 100 (Tandy portable) Plug into socket on bottom.

TRS-80 Model 3, 4, 403 Use its 6 pin parallel bus.

TRS-80 Model I Plug into 4 pin expansion bus.

Tandy Color Computer FIB-RC port. Multilabel or Y-Cable

A-BUS Cable: Necessary to connect any parallel adapter to one A-BUS card or to first motherboard. 50 pin, 3 ft. CA-134: $24

Special Cable for two A-BUS cards CA-135: $34

Serial Adapter: Connect A-BUS systems to any RS-232 port. Allows up to 500 ft from computer to A-BUS. SA-129: $149

Serial Node: To connect additional SA-129/A-BUS systems to a single RS232 serial port (max 16 nodes).

Serial Processor: Same as above but built in BASIC for offline monitoring, logging, decision making, etc.

Serial Interface: Use SA-129 or SP-127 with motherboards for remote data acquisition.

Motherboard: Holds up to 5 A-BUS cards in sturdy aluminum frame with card guides. A sixth connector allows (using cables CA-161: $12) additional Motherboards to be added. MB-126: $98

Power Supply: Power pack for up to 4 cards. PS-126: $12

Complete Catalog Available

For Orders and Info call (203) 656-1806 Weekdays from 9 to 5 EST or FAX 203 656-0756

Ordering Information: We accept Visa, Mastercard, Checks, and M.O. C.O.D. is $4 extra. Purchase orders are subject to credit approval. CT residents add 6% sales tax. Shipping: $4 per order (usually UPS ground). UPS 2nd Day Air: $4 extra. Next Day service available. Canada: $6 per order (Airmail). Outside US and Canada: Add 10% of order total.

Circle 15 on Reader Service Card
Special of the Month
SIMM 1MG X9-100 NS ........only $219

ESTABLISHED 1976

MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS

AST
Advantage 2 - Expands to 3MB with 512K ... $79.00
has SER/PAR Software
Uses 256K RAMS

Advantage 2-386 for PS2 Model 70/80 ... $89.00
Expands to 8 MB
can use 512K or 1MG SIMMS
Rampage 286-For AT
Expands to 2 MB with 512 K
Uses 256 RAMS
Rampage Plus 286-For AT
Expands to 8 MB with 512 K
6 PAK Plus-For PCXT
Expands to 256K (with 64 K)
uses PAP/SER/CLK Software
Uses 64K or 256K RAMS

BOCA RESEARCH
For PS2
Bocarcam 30-0 with 6K RAM ... $129.00
Uses 2MB
Uses 1MG X 1 D-RAMS
Bocarcam 50/60 with 6K RAM ... $179.00
Expands to 4 MB with Software
Uses 1MG X 1 D-RAMS
Bocarcam MCA 502 with 6K RAM ... $189.00
Expands to 2 MB
Bocarcam MCA Parallel Card ...
$99.00
BOCA MCA SeriesPar ... $199.00

EVEREX
Mini Magic- EV113 - 576K Memory Card ... $59.00
for PC & AT with 68K
Uses 64K & 256K D-RAM
RAMII 4000 - EV616 - 4MB EMS ... $249.00
Extended Memory card with 0 K
Uses 1MG D-RAMS

IDE
- 97259 - For PS2/PS2/50/90 ...
$499.00
with 64K SIMMS (IBM only)
Uses 256K SIMMS (IBm only)
$450.00
For PS2/PS2/50/90 ...
$129.00
with 2 MB Expands to 8 MB
Uses 2M6 SIMMS (IBM only)
$450.00
For AT - Has SIMM RAM ...
$129.00

IDE ASSOCIATES
IDE max 80 for PS2 MOD 78/90 ... $399.00
Expands to 8MB
Uses 256K of 1 MG SIMMS
IDEsupermax 80MC for PS2 MOD 50/90 ...
$399.00
Expands to 8MB Extended memory/32EVMS
Uses 256 or 1 MG SIMMS
IDEmaxMC for PS2 MOD 50/90 & 80 ...
$399.00
Expands to 12MB Extended
memory with software
Uses 1MG or 2MG SIMMS

UNITEX
3MG Multifunction - for AT ...
$149.00
Expands to 3MG - has SER/PAR PORT
Uses 1MG D-RAMS
386 Multi-function Card for PCXT ...
$89.00
Expands to 384K
has SER/PAR/CLK/Frame port
Uses 84K or 256K D-RAMS
PS-2 Mem for PS2-MOD 78/90 ...
$99.00
Expands to 8 MB
Uses 256 or 1MG SIMMS

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
No Surcharge for M/C/VISA
Terms: MC - VISA - CDG - CASH - AMEX add 4%
Purchase Orders from qualified firms. 20% restocking fee on non-defective returns.
Prices Subject To Change

2852 F Walnut - Tustin, CA 92680
Phone: 714/730-5232  •  FAX#: 714/838-8593
TOLL FREE OUTSIDE CA: 1/800/533-0055
PC SYSTEMS

AST BRAVO/286.................................CALL
AST Premium/286 - Model 80..................CALL
AST Premium/386 - Model 300..................CALL
FastData Systems

FD5 XT
10Mhz, 640K, S, P, C, CCP, LGA Card, 360K Floppy, AT-style Keyboard, Front Panel Controls & LED's. ...................................................... $525

FD5 "Baby" AT
12Mhz, 1MB, SH Drive Bays, HFD Ctrl, 1.2 MB Floppy, S, P, C, 101 KB. ......................................................... $975

FD5 386 "TOWER"
20 Mhz, 640, 5 1/2 Drive Bays HFD Ctrl, 1.2 floppy, 25, P, 101 KB, Hard drive, 2 ser/1 par, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0.50......................... $1,498

Indtech "Industrial strength Tower Systems". ...................................................... CALL

LAPTOPS

MITSUBISHI MP286L 12mhz, 0 wait, 640K, 11" white screen CGA, HMC EGA Video adapter, 1.44 MB floppy, 20MB hard drive, 2 ser/1 par cl/col, ext floppy ports, 4 proprietary slots, DOS 3.3, G.W. Basic. ........................................ $2,449

MP286L with 40MB Drv & EGA adapt. .......... $2,888

Zenith S586-20Mb ................................ $2,479

Zenith S586-40Mb ................................ $3,588

MOUNTS & TERMINALS

SAMSUNG EGA 14" tilt 'n twist. ........ $379

SAMSUNG CGA 14" Tn's. ................................ $239

TATUNG CM -1495 OmniScan 14" Multi-freq., 800x600, VGA, EGA, CGA/w/VGA card. $739

TATUNG CM -1496 EGA 14" w/VGA cd $699

MDS "The Genius" FULL PG for PC/XT/AT. $749

MITSUBISHI DiamondScan 14" Tn's. ......... $549

MONITOR M-19" & CARD for SUPER HI-REZ. CALL

NEC MultiSync 3D. ................................ $749

XTRON - Futuristic & non-glare w/soft white, EGA, VGA & MultiSync models (AST OEM), Amb 14" flat $119 to 14" multiSync $539

ZENITH FTN - 1490 VGA flat screen. ....... $599

Television 905G .................................. $298

WY5S WY-60 w/keyboard. ...................... $425

PRINTERS, PLOTTERS, & FAX

BROTHER M-1109 Narrow 120 GPS ........ $149

BROTHER M-179P 220 cps Wide .......... $359

BROTHER 2024L 24 pin Wide/Trac. ........ $329

Brother cut-sheet feeders at super low $5

HOUSTON INSTRUMENT PLOTTERS DIGITIZERS............. CALL

LASER PRINTERS & SCANNERS

SUMMA SKETCH 12X12 ........................................ $359

SUMMA SKETCH 12X24 ........................................ $549

Brother HL-8e 40 fonts
BPPM 2nd gen. Canon Engine
Emulates Epson, IBM, Diablo
1MB RAM Enhanced PG graphics
HP LaserJet Plus compatible

EVEREX POSTSCRIPT LASER. ................ $CALL

H.P. LaserJet Serial. ............................. CALL

Font Cartridges From.............................. $119

Panasonic 4450 Laser duallray, 1PPM. $1,499

DRIVES - HARD, FLOPPY, & TAPE

EVEREX 401MB - 60MB int. tape w/soft. $798

EVEREX 125MB internal tape. ............... $998

MICROPOLIS 3333 8.5MB 28mSEC. ......... $449

MICROPOLIS 3373 32Mb w/VGA $209

DriveCards- anytime in 5minutess

MINISCRIIBE 8225 XT 20MB w/CRTL. .... $239

MINISCRIIBE 8425F 20MB 40mS $3.59. .......... $299

MITSUBISHI MR355 (46/66) MB. $429

FLIPOPY DRIVES

Fujitsu 360K ........................................ $68

Fujitsu 720K 3.5" ........................................ $88

TEAC 360K ........................................ $68

Teac 720K 3.5" ........................................ $88

Teac 720K 3.5" ........................................ $88

MODEMS & BOARDS

INTEL Connection CoProcessor............... $749

EVEREX Evercom 2400 int MNP3. ............ $149

24000 MNP 4. .......................................... $199

Intel Connection CoProcessor. ............... $519

MULTITECH Multi-Modems ..................... CALL

US ROBOTICS Courier HST to 19,200 bps $629

Sportster 2040 Ext. $178 
Sportster 2040 Ext. $188 
Sportster 1200 E $98 
Sportster 1200 PC........ $68

INTEL AboveBD/286-Piggy-back. .......... $149

INTELAboveBD/286-Piggy-back. .......... $149

INTEL Add-on MNP 3. ............................. $619

EVEREX 2400 int MNP3. ............... $149

EVEREX 2400 MNP 4. ............................. $199

Intel Connection CoProcessor. ............... $519

MULTITECH Multi-Modems ..................... CALL

US ROBOTICS Courier HST to 19,200 bps $629

E=SPORTSTER 2040 Ext. $178 
Sportster 2040 Ext. $188 
Sportster 1200 E $98 
Sportster 1200 PC........ $68

PC SOFTWARE & MICE

WE CARRY ALL MAJOR BRAND NAME SOFTWARE TITLES FOR THE PC/XT/AT AND WE CAN USUALLY SHIP WITHIN THREE DAYS TO ARRIVE ON YOUR DESK ON THE FOURTH OR FIFTH DAY. * Compatibility with PC/XT/AT Clones not guaranteed. Order Carefully. Opened software not returnable!

Circle 235 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 326)

MICROSOFT Serial or Bus Mouse........... $105

Logitech Hi-REZ Mouse. ....................... $582

Mitsubishi 400 dpi Serial Mouse......... $89

800-528-3138 Orders Only 602-991-7870 Customer Service

MCC S-100 Div./696 Corp. & 14151 N. 76th St. & Scottsdale, AZ 85260

TELEX 913088776 NSNSCORP FAX 602-483-0920

Ad Code BI-E9

We accept VISA, MasterCard, American Express, Discover, Check, Money Order. Prices are subject to change without notice. 

The All NEW! EXPRESS Since 1977

AST RAMPAGE+ 286-512K. .................. $509
AST RAMPAGE 2 for XT 256K - MIL. SPEC $279
AST, VGA + 256k 16 bit $539/VGA 8 bit $249
AST Ethernet 16 Bit w/ Intelligence. $539

EVEREX Ultragraphics & 19" Monitorm. CALL

EVEREX Deluxe EGA 640x480 + printer. ... $159

EVEREX VGA dual port. ........................ $49

EVEREX Viewpoint VGA 640x256. ......... $279

EVEREX RAM 3000 DLX 0-3Mb emms........ $99

EVEREX Magic I/O AT 1-3 Spt & PS. .. $39

EVEREX RAM 8000 AT 0-8Mb emms $299

FastData Systems AT Multifunction. ....... $85

FastData mono/graphicprinter. ............ $40

FastData color/graphicprinter. ............. $40

FastData EGA w/ Printer port. .............. $49

FastData XT Motherboard 10MHz .......... $75

FastData AT 12MHz "baby" MB Bd. ....... $259

FastData AT 14MHz Motherboard. ........... $259

FastData AT 0-3Mb 1-2 S. P. .................. $125

FastData I/O 1-3 Serial & Parallel. ....... $58

FastData 2nd Serial Kit. ........................ $19

INTELAboveBD/286-Piggy-back15/2XS 379

INTEL Math CoProcessors. ................. CALL

FOR THE PC/XT/AT AND WE CAN USUALLY SHIP WITHIN THREE DAYS TO ARRIVE ON YOUR DESK ON THE FOURTH OR FIFTH DAY.

VAR'S Let us configure a plug 'N' Play system ready to load your application software!

4 user NOVELL Network

FastData Systems 80286-12/02,25 & 2P. 14"Mono Monitor, 1.2MB floppy, 2MB RAM, 72MB Drive, 60MB Tape & Dos 3.3

*American Power Conversion 320W UPS

*Novell ELS NetWares 286 Level 1

*Novell Systems BASIC & User Basics Tutorials

*4 ArtNet cards, cable, 4-part passive hub

*3 FastData XT's, 10 Mhz, 640K, S, P, G, C, & XTRON 14" TFTS flat screen Monitor

*Telephone assistance during installation

Your cost ........................................ $8,498
California Digital offers over 50 different models. We have built which appeal to the different needs. Our power supply is fourth generation thermal. We offer a wide variety of models for each different need. Models starting at $999. This is a new product from KVS systems. The unit was manufactured by KVS and warranted for ten years. The pump uses a linear motor. Only $599 and includes a stylus.

The Rauch 320K/Byte drive is a true 5.25 inch hard disk drive. The robot is easily portable, and is available in two models, Model 10 and Model 20. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance. The robot also features a self-contained disk control, and a built-in floppy disk controller.

The Drive plan uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance. The robot also features a self-contained disk control, and a built-in floppy disk controller.

The Hitachi Drives are available in a wide range of models, each designed for specific applications. The models range from 500 MB to 5 GB, and can be used in a variety of configurations. The drives are designed for use with either MS-DOS or Unix operating systems, and are compatible with a wide range of systems.

The FUJITSU 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TANDBERG 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The SHUGART 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TEAC 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The SONY 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The MITSUBISHI 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TEAC FD55BV half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TANON 51/4" full height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The F510U 51/4" full height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TANDBERG 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The MITSUBISHI 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The SONY 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The MITSUBISHI 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TEAC FD55BV half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TANON 51/4" full height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The F510U 51/4" full height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TANDBERG 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The MITSUBISHI 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The SONY 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The MITSUBISHI 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TEAC FD55BV half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TANON 51/4" full height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The F510U 51/4" full height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.

The TANDBERG 51/4" half height drive is a high performance, low price drive. The drive has a capacity of 120 MB, and is designed for use with MS-DOS or Unix operating systems. The drive uses a 12 inch head to provide high performance, and is compatible with a wide range of systems.
## Low Cost Compatible Boards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Clock Speed</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XT Turbo w/BIDSllOMHz</td>
<td>8088</td>
<td>132MHz</td>
<td>80ns</td>
<td>$99.1Mx8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT 386 w/BIOS</td>
<td>80286</td>
<td>40MHz</td>
<td>80ns</td>
<td>$799.1Mx8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT 286 w/BIOS</td>
<td>80286</td>
<td>16MHz</td>
<td>80ns</td>
<td>$449.256x9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Advantages for Toshiba Laptops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laptop</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adventage 286/512K</td>
<td>$374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantedge Premium/512K</td>
<td>$398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP VGA</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGA Wonder 800</td>
<td>$235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Software

- **IBM MONITORS**
  - **475/575**
  - **350/355**
  - **386/387**
  - **339/349**

- **MS-DOS**
  - **209/300**

- **Advanedge Clones save$$**
  - Advanced XT base system $799
  - Advanced 8086 base system $999

## Promotions

- **Advanced XT Base Systems**
  - $799

- **SuperVGA/Hi-Res**
  - $389

- **FDD4403**
  - $109

- **339/349**

## Additional Information

- **1-800-366-3227**
- **1-800-366-3666**
- **1-800-366-3667**
- **1-800-366-3668**
- **1-800-366-3669**
- **1-800-366-3670**

---

**Note:** Please check with your local retailer for the most up-to-date information. Prices and availability may vary. **Call 1-800-366-3227 for more details.**
YOU'LL FEDERAL EXPRESS SECOND DAY AIR!
Ask Us About Special Low, Low Rates!!!

Panasonic - Panafax
THE LITTLE BIG FAX.

Panafax UF-250
IN STOCK NOW FOR SAVINGS!!
UF-150 $1075
UF-250 $1395
UF-260 $1850

H-P COMPATIBLE AND MEMORY
- NEW! NEW! Plotter In A Font $249
- The All In One 25 In 1 Font $268
- For Lotus, Silk Spreadsheet Font Special $110
- Upgradable Memory Boards
  1MB $274
  2MB $544
  4MB $944

PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
Fax Partner FX-BM89 Fax Board $599 (List $995)
Also Available FX-RS506 $1195 (List $1299)
With Interface and Cable (List $1499)

SPECIAL OFFER
Laser Partner™
KX-P4450 $1395 (List $2595)
- Two 250-sheet paper cassettes
- 300 dot-per-inch resolution
- Five popular printer simulations
- Standard parallel and RS-232C serial interfaces
- Convenient front panel controls
- 512K RAM standard

Orders Only
1-800-272-9276

HOURS: 9AM-5PM MON-FRI EASTERN STANDARD TIME
10AM-5PM SAT
We Accept All No Additional Charge

American Express Also Accepted
Expires 6/30/89

* Order by FAX using a Credit Card and receive Free Freight!!
(UPS GROUND)

H-PP COMPATIBLE FONTS AND MEMORY
- NEW! NEW! Plotter In A Font . . . . . . . $249
- The All In One 25 In 1 Font . . . . . . . . $268
- For Lotus, Silk Spreadsheet Font Special . . . $110
- Upgradable Memory Boards
  1MB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $274
  2MB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $544
  4MB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $944

PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
Fax Partner FX-BM89 Fax Board $599
Also Available FX-RS506 With Interface and Cable $1195
With Interface and Cable (List $1499)

SPECIAL OFFER
Laser Partner™
KX-P4450 $1395 (List $2595)
- Two 250-sheet paper cassettes
- 300 dot-per-inch resolution
- Five popular printer simulations
- Standard parallel and RS-232C serial interfaces
- Convenient front panel controls
- 512K RAM standard

Orders Only
1-800-272-9276

HOURS: 9AM-5PM MON-FRI EASTERN STANDARD TIME
10AM-5PM SAT
We Accept All No Additional Charge

American Express Also Accepted
Expires 6/30/89

* Order by FAX using a Credit Card and receive Free Freight!!
(UPS GROUND)
FAX Orders
Orders Only (802) 334-6892

Inquiries & Technical Support
1-800-272-9276 (508) 393-7220 (802) 334-5801

EPSON®

BE SURE TO ASK US ABOUT
HEWLETT
PACKARD
ACCESSORIES

FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS™

MODEL PC-7200 SERIES
The power of a desk-top AT in a compact portable unit

PC-7200

NOW ONLY $179

The LQ-500 combines the advantages of 24 pin Letter Quality printing with the benefits of affordable performance. With Epson's exclusive SelectType front control panel, the LQ-500 gives you push-button control of an array of impressive features. The LQ-500 also comes equipped with a pull tractor and friction feed with single-sheet auto load, which allow you to utilize a wide variety of paper.

NOW ONLY $289

The LQ-850 combines SmartPark™ paper handling with 24-pin Letter Quality printing excellence. With SmartPark, you can quickly switch paper types without removing hardware or paper. And the LQ-850's SelectType front control panel gives you push-button control of an array of impressive features. For word processing and general office correspondence, this narrow-carriage printer is ideal.

CALL $$$$$$

Dramatic Savings On All Other Epson Printers
EX 800, FX 850 & 1050, LQ 850, 1050 & 2550
ALL EPSON RIBBONS 3 for 2

APPLIED • PROGRESSIVE • ELECTRONICS • INC.
203 Southwest Cutoff Route 20, Northboro, MA 01532
FAX (508) 393-3124 • Phone (508) 393-7220

Orders Only
1-800-272-9276

HOURS: 9AM-9PM MON-FRI EASTERN STANDARD TIME
10AM-4PM SAT
We Accept At No Additional Charge

American Express Also Accepted
Expires 6/30/89

Orders by FAX using a Credit Card and receive Free Freight!!
(UPS GROUND)

CALL

PC-4521M ......... $1895
PC-4521M ......... $1895

Battery Powered
LAPTOPS from

PC-4600 SERIES ....... CALL

PC-4502 ......... $895
PC-4502M ......... $1095
PC-4521 ......... $1895
PC-4521M ......... $1895

PC-4521M ......... $1895

MODEL PC-7200 SERIES
The power of a desk-top AT in a compact portable unit

PC-7200

NOW ONLY $179

The LQ-500 combines the advantages of 24 pin Letter Quality printing with the benefits of affordable performance. With Epson's exclusive SelectType front control panel, the LQ-500 gives you push-button control of an array of impressive features. The LQ-500 also comes equipped with a pull tractor and friction feed with single-sheet auto load, which allow you to utilize a wide variety of paper.

NOW ONLY $289

The LQ-850 combines SmartPark™ paper handling with 24-pin Letter Quality printing excellence. With SmartPark, you can quickly switch paper types without removing hardware or paper. And the LQ-850's SelectType front control panel gives you push-button control of an array of impressive features. For word processing and general office correspondence, this narrow-carriage printer is ideal.

CALL $$$$$$

Dramatic Savings On All Other Epson Printers
EX 800, FX 850 & 1050, LQ 850, 1050 & 2550
ALL EPSON RIBBONS 3 for 2

APPLIED • PROGRESSIVE • ELECTRONICS • INC.
203 Southwest Cutoff Route 20, Northboro, MA 01532
FAX (508) 393-3124 • Phone (508) 393-7220

Orders Only
1-800-272-9276

HOURS: 9AM-9PM MON-FRI EASTERN STANDARD TIME
10AM-4PM SAT
We Accept At No Additional Charge

American Express Also Accepted
Expires 6/30/89

Orders by FAX using a Credit Card and receive Free Freight!!
(UPS GROUND)

CALL

PC-4502 ......... $895
PC-4502M ......... $1095
PC-4521 ......... $1895
PC-4521M ......... $1895

PC-4521M ......... $1895

MODEL PC-7200 SERIES
The power of a desk-top AT in a compact portable unit

PC-7200

NOW ONLY $179

The LQ-500 combines the advantages of 24 pin Letter Quality printing with the benefits of affordable performance. With Epson's exclusive SelectType front control panel, the LQ-500 gives you push-button control of an array of impressive features. The LQ-500 also comes equipped with a pull tractor and friction feed with single-sheet auto load, which allow you to utilize a wide variety of paper.

NOW ONLY $289

The LQ-850 combines SmartPark™ paper handling with 24-pin Letter Quality printing excellence. With SmartPark, you can quickly switch paper types without removing hardware or paper. And the LQ-850's SelectType front control panel gives you push-button control of an array of impressive features. For word processing and general office correspondence, this narrow-carriage printer is ideal.

CALL $$$$$$

Dramatic Savings On All Other Epson Printers
EX 800, FX 850 & 1050, LQ 850, 1050 & 2550
ALL EPSON RIBBONS 3 for 2

APPLIED • PROGRESSIVE • ELECTRONICS • INC.
203 Southwest Cutoff Route 20, Northboro, MA 01532
FAX (508) 393-3124 • Phone (508) 393-7220

Orders Only
1-800-272-9276

HOURS: 9AM-9PM MON-FRI EASTERN STANDARD TIME
10AM-4PM SAT
We Accept At No Additional Charge

American Express Also Accepted
Expires 6/30/89

Orders by FAX using a Credit Card and receive Free Freight!!
(UPS GROUND)

CALL

PC-4502 ......... $895
PC-4502M ......... $1095
PC-4521 ......... $1895
PC-4521M ......... $1895

PC-4521M ......... $1895

MODEL PC-7200 SERIES
The power of a desk-top AT in a compact portable unit

PC-7200

NOW ONLY $179

The LQ-500 combines the advantages of 24 pin Letter Quality printing with the benefits of affordable performance. With Epson's exclusive SelectType front control panel, the LQ-500 gives you push-button control of an array of impressive features. The LQ-500 also comes equipped with a pull tractor and friction feed with single-sheet auto load, which allow you to utilize a wide variety of paper.

NOW ONLY $289

The LQ-850 combines SmartPark™ paper handling with 24-pin Letter Quality printing excellence. With SmartPark, you can quickly switch paper types without removing hardware or paper. And the LQ-850's SelectType front control panel gives you push-button control of an array of impressive features. For word processing and general office correspondence, this narrow-carriage printer is ideal.

CALL $$$$$$

Dramatic Savings On All Other Epson Printers
EX 800, FX 850 & 1050, LQ 850, 1050 & 2550
ALL EPSON RIBBONS 3 for 2

APPLIED • PROGRESSIVE • ELECTRONICS • INC.
203 Southwest Cutoff Route 20, Northboro, MA 01532
FAX (508) 393-3124 • Phone (508) 393-7220

Orders Only
1-800-272-9276

HOURS: 9AM-9PM MON-FRI EASTERN STANDARD TIME
10AM-4PM SAT
We Accept At No Additional Charge

American Express Also Accepted
Expires 6/30/89

Orders by FAX using a Credit Card and receive Free Freight!!
(UPS GROUND)
2400 BAUD MODEM

$99.95

- Hayes compatibility
- 1/2 card
- Auto dial/answer
- Self-test on power up
- Full and half duplex
- One/two line pulse dialing
- 2nd phone jack
- Call progression monitoring
- Adjustable volume

INTERNAL MODEMS (8 MB SOFTWARE INCLUDED):

PRO-121 1200 BAUD FOR PS/2 $69.95
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VGA COMPATIBLE PACKAGE

$549.95

- 800 x 600 maximum resolution
- 16 colors
- 256 colors
- 400 x 256 monochrome resolution
- IBM style monitor
- VGA,EGA,CGA,HERCULES,MONOCHROME compatible VGA-PKG.

NEC MULTISYNC II

$599.95

- Auto preadjustment
- resolution to 800 x 600
- Ideal for CAD/CAM/Windows
- 9-15 pin adapter

NEC-MULTI

$499.95

- Full featured multiscan monitor with unlimited colors
- High resolution, 14"-non-glare monitor
- Auto switching
- TTL analog video input

RGB MONITOR

$269.95

- Color/green/number switch
- 14" dot pitch
- 640 x 200 mono color
- 14" non-glare screen
- Flat base

EGA/MONITOR

$399.95

- 640 x 350 resolution
- 16 color display
- IBM compatible TTL input
- Swivel base

MOD-MUP

$399.95

- For 3 floppy & 4 hard drives
- Display
- Power & disk LED's
- Have IBM compatibility
- 112 card
- Auto dial/answer

CASE-FLIP FOR 8088 BOARDS

- Turbo & reset switch
- LED speed

MOD-MIC

$259.95

- Programs 24-32 pin EPROMs, CMOS EPROMs
- EEPROMs from 16K to 1024K
- Hex to obj

MOD-EPROM

$119.95

- Programs MMI, NS, TI 20 & TI 24 pin devices
- Load disk, blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare
- PAL,ROM socket for '310', '78', '74', '40P', '74P', '74F'

MOD-PAL

$499.95

- Programs CMOS, DYNAMIC & STATIC RAM
- Load disk, blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare
- PAL,ROM socket for '310', '78', '74', '40P', '74P', '74F'

MOD-PAL

$499.95

- Programs MMI, NS, TI 20 & TI 24 pin devices
- Load disk, blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare
- PAL,ROM socket for '310', '78', '74', '40P', '74P', '74F'

MOD-PAL

$499.95

- PAL PROGRAMMING DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE
- MOD-PAL-500

$99.95

- PAL PROGRAMMING DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE
- MOD-PAL-500

EPROM PROGRAMMER

$119.95

- Programs 24-32 pin EPROMs, CMOS EPROMs & EEPROMs from 1K to 16K
- Hex to EBI converter
- Auto, blank check, program, verify & debug
- VPP 5.0, 12.5, 12.75, 21.25 & 25 volts
- Normal, intelligent, interactive, 4 quick pulse programming algorithms
- MOD-MIC

MOD-MEP

$169.95

- 4-EPROM programmer
- MOD-MEP

MOD-EE

$169.95

- 16-EPROM programmer
- MOD-EE

MOD-MPL

$499.95

- Tests TTL, CMOS, DYNAMIC & STATIC RAM
- Auto save for unknown part numbers
- User programmable test procedures

PAL PROGRAMS

$295.00

- Programs MM, NS, TI20 & TI24 pin devices
- Blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare

MOD-PL

$295.00

- Programs MM, NS, TI20 & TI24 pin devices
- Blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare

MOD-PL

$295.00

- Programs MM, NS, TI20 & TI24 pin devices
- Blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare

MOD-PL

$295.00

- Programs MM, NS, TI20 & TI24 pin devices
- Blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare

MOD-PL

$295.00

- Programs MM, NS, TI20 & TI24 pin devices
- Blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare

MOD-PL

$295.00

- Programs MM, NS, TI20 & TI24 pin devices
- Blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare

MOD-PL

$295.00

- Programs MM, NS, TI20 & TI24 pin devices
- Blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare

MOD-PL

$295.00

- Programs MM, NS, TI20 & TI24 pin devices
- Blank check, program, auto, readmaster, verify & compare

MOD-PL
BUILD YOUR OWN SYSTEM!

25,000 JDR systems have been built. Our detailed instructions make it very easy — all you need is about 2 hours and a screwdriver.

VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS $4.95 with our system. Follow the step-by-step instructions to build an AT-compatible system. Specify VHS or Beta. Video with system, $4.95 extra. Available 10-22.

10 MHz TURBO 8088 SYSTEM $595.86

- Serial ports, clock/calendar & game adapter.
- Plans color graphics software on your monochrome monitor.
- 270,000 in 16 Mb colors.
- Hercules compatible.
- 12 Mb Minit-286 SYSTEM $1038.47
  - 12 Mb Minit-286 motherboard
  - 128k RAM memory
  - At case, monitor supply, and keyboard.
  - Hercules monochrome monitor
  - spare floppy drive.
  - Floppy/parallel control.
  - Monochrome cards

INTERFACE CARDS

MULTICONN. GRAPHICS $49.95

- Hercules compat.
- Supports Lotus 1-2-3.
- 8086 chip.
- Parallel/printer port control.
- As a plug and

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTER $49.95

- IBM compatible.
- For RS-232, color and composite video.
- 640x400, 256 colors.
- Hercules compatible.

ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTER $49.95

- IBM compatible.
- Enables IBM EGA diagnostics.
- 640x400, 256 colors.
- Hercules compatible.

MONOGRAPHICS MULTI $49.75

- Control 2 floppies, serial, parallel, game port, call clock.
- Run color graphics software on your monochrome monitor.
- MCT-MGMO.

286/386 MONOGRAPHICS $59.95

- Hook up a monochrome monitor, parallel printer, modem and joystick all at once.
- Other card your system needs is a floppy/hard controller.
- At compatible.
- 720 x 400 resolution.
- 10 & 132 column text.
- Parallel, serial, and other options.
- Hercules compatible monitors.
- Software to run color graphics on a monochrome monitor.
- MCT-MGMO.

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS

MULTIFUNCTION FLOPPY CONTROLLER $79.95

- Supports up to 2 360k floppy drives.
- Connects/serial, parallel, and game ports.
- MCT-MF.

MULTIFUNCTION SERIAL PORT $29.95

- Add 1.5 MB (3 MB with optional piggyback card). OK installed.
- Includes serial and parallel ports.
- MCT-MF.

MULTIFUNCTION COMBO $29.95

- Serial, parallel, and game ports.
- Uses 16450.
- MCT-AMF.

MEMORY CARDS

756K RAM CARD $59.95

- Short slot.
- User selectable configuration to 2x360k and 256k.
- MCT-RAM.

EXPANDED MEMORY CARD $129.95

- 256k in 32k blocks.
- User expandable up to 2 MB.
- Conforms to Lotus Intel 16.
- MCT-AMC.

ORDER TOLL FREE 800-538-5000
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## EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY

Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in this issue
Each reference is to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INQUIRY #</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1106</td>
<td>ABRAXAS SOFTWARE</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>997</td>
<td>ADVANCED COMPUTER SECURITY CONCEPTS</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1143</td>
<td>ALAMEDA COLLEGE</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115</td>
<td>ALPHA SOFTWARE</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>994</td>
<td>AMERICAN COMPUTER SECURITY INDUSTRIES</td>
<td>285, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1162</td>
<td>AOX</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>861</td>
<td>APPLE COMPUTER</td>
<td>13, 146, 175, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1112</td>
<td>APTECH SYSTEMS</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1103</td>
<td>ARIEL</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1163</td>
<td>AST RESEARCH</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>851</td>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1008</td>
<td>AZ-TECH SOFTWARE</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1149</td>
<td>BISCOM</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>868</td>
<td>BLACK BOX</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>878</td>
<td>BORLAND INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1117</td>
<td>BRIGHTBILL-ROBERTS</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>981</td>
<td>BROOKTROUT TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1101</td>
<td>BUMBLEBEE SOFTWARE</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1129</td>
<td>C.I.T.OH ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M202</td>
<td>CAMBRIDGE DIRECT</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1044</td>
<td>CAMBRIDGE</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>984</td>
<td>CASADY &amp; GREENE</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>881</td>
<td>CASWEAR</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1144</td>
<td>CBM ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1148</td>
<td>CHRONOS SOFTWARE</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>884</td>
<td>CLARIS</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1158</td>
<td>COMPUTER INTEGRITY</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1071</td>
<td>CONCORD DATA SYSTEMS</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1165</td>
<td>CONSENSYS</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1102</td>
<td>COPIA INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1031</td>
<td>CORE INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>119, 313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1166</td>
<td>COREL SYSTEMS</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1114</td>
<td>DAC SOFTWARE</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1072</td>
<td>DATA RACE</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1119</td>
<td>DATA TRANSLATION</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>DELL COMPUTER</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>857</td>
<td>DFI</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1167</td>
<td>DIGIBOARD</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>DIGITAL DISK TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1026</td>
<td>DIGITAL EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>882</td>
<td>DIGITAL VISION</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>872</td>
<td>DIGITAL TALK</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>991</td>
<td>DIGITECH</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1038</td>
<td>DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING</td>
<td>1168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1133</td>
<td>TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>65, 119, 313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td>DTG</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1073</td>
<td>E-MACHINES</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>867</td>
<td>ENIGMA LOGIC</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1122</td>
<td>EVOLUTION COMPUTING</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1028</td>
<td>FARALLON</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1074</td>
<td>FASTCOMM</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>870</td>
<td>FINGERMATRIX</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1160</td>
<td>FISCHER INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS</td>
<td>285, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>865</td>
<td>FIVESTAR COMPUTERS</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td>FLINDER SOFTWARE</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>989</td>
<td>FOUNDATION</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1075</td>
<td>GENERAL DACTHOCOM</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1140</td>
<td>GENERAL PARAMETRICS</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1123</td>
<td>GENERIC SOFTWARE</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852</td>
<td>GENOA SYSTEMS</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040</td>
<td>GIBSON RESEARCH</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1005</td>
<td>GLENOCE ENGINEERING</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1041</td>
<td>GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1076</td>
<td>GVC-CHENEL</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003</td>
<td>HARRIS SEMICONDUCTOR</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1077</td>
<td>HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>855</td>
<td>HEADLAND TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1138</td>
<td>HERCULES COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1128</td>
<td>HISTORF PACKARD</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1124</td>
<td>HITECH INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1025</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>13, 65, 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1155</td>
<td>IDENTIX</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1032</td>
<td>IMAGINE THAT</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>IMANAGE SOFTWARE</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>871</td>
<td>INFOSAFE</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848</td>
<td>INFOTECH</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107</td>
<td>INMAC</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1169</td>
<td>INTEL</td>
<td>13, 65, 257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1138</td>
<td>IOTECH</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1145</td>
<td>JOHN WILEY &amp; SONS</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>985</td>
<td>KINETIC</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1034</td>
<td>KOLOD RESEARCH</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>KYE INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987</td>
<td>LARNEN TASSAR</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1033</td>
<td>LASERGO</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>872</td>
<td>LATTICE</td>
<td>285, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1129</td>
<td>LAWRENCE ERLBAUM ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1025</td>
<td>LIFETREE SOFTWARE</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>859</td>
<td>LOGITECH</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107</td>
<td>LOTUS DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>MACMOTION</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1007</td>
<td>MADGE NETWORKS</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1017</td>
<td>MAGNA</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>866</td>
<td>MAINSTAY</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1126</td>
<td>MCTEL</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>873</td>
<td>MICRO EXPRESS</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1097</td>
<td>MICROCOM</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>988</td>
<td>MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1131</td>
<td>MICROTOUCH SYSTEMS</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1156</td>
<td>MOTOROLA</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>993</td>
<td>MPF</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1080</td>
<td>MULTI-TECH SYSTEMS</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>983</td>
<td>MURATA BUSINESS SYSTEMS</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1149</td>
<td>NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1170</td>
<td>NEC HOME ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1108</td>
<td>NEXT</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1018</td>
<td>NKR RESEARCH</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107</td>
<td>NORTH EDGE SOFTWARE</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1034</td>
<td>NORTHEAGTE COMPUTER SYSTEMS</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>853</td>
<td>ORCHID TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>195, 313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1117</td>
<td>OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1006</td>
<td>PANDA SYSTEMS</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1172</td>
<td>PARADISE SYSTEMS</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1021</td>
<td>PARAGON CONCEPTS</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1035</td>
<td>PAUL MACE SOFTWARE</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1116</td>
<td>PENTASYS</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1136</td>
<td>PEOPLESMITH SOFTWARE</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1036</td>
<td>PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>996</td>
<td>PICO PUBLISHING</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1120</td>
<td>PINNACLE PUBLISHING</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1104</td>
<td>POLYTRON</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880</td>
<td>PORAK COMPUTING SYSTEMS</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1022</td>
<td>PREFERRED PUBLISHERS</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999</td>
<td>PRIAM</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020</td>
<td>PRIDE SOFTWARE ADVANCEMENT</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1137</td>
<td>PROHANCE TECHNOLOGIES</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1038</td>
<td>PYRAMID DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>982</td>
<td>QUADRUM</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>986</td>
<td>QUAD SOFTWARE</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1081</td>
<td>RACAL-WADIC</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1002</td>
<td>RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1156</td>
<td>RASTRAN IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEMS</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1004</td>
<td>RG SOFTWARE SYSTEMS</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE:

The front of BYTE will feature, as always, Microbytes, What's New, and Short Takes. July's Short Takes, BYTE's hands-on look at new and interesting products in an abbreviated format, will include Hewlett-Packard's DeskJet Plus; PixelPaint 2.0 from SuperMac Technology; HyperPAD, an IBM PC desktop manager from Brightbill-Roberts; the Mitsubishi Smart Mouse; an add-in security-card device called Counterpart from Fifth Generation Systems; and Culture 1.0, a Macintosh program from Cultural Resources with a unique perspective on Western civilization.

Our First Impression for July will feature Apple's Color QuickDraw, an upgrade to the Macintosh II family's core graphics primitives that significantly expands their capabilities while retaining compatibility to existing Mac applications.

The Product Focus will cover five of the most popular file-server-oriented LAN operating systems.

One scheduled system review will look at the IBM PS/2 Model 70. Another one will be on the NCR PC916sx, the company's entry into the curious 16-bit 80386SX field.

Our hardware reviews are set to include the Tektronix Phaser CP, a new low-cost entry in the PostScript-compatible color thermal-transfer printer field. Additionally, we plan to look at the Elite 16 Plus HyperCache, an EMS 4.0 board from Profit Systems with an on-board 16K- or 32K-byte memory cache that gives it a performance edge.

For software reviews, we have on tap Phar Lap Software's 386VMM. An extended DOS environment puts the 80386 CPU into flat memory mode; that is, it uses the 32-bit capabilities of the 80386 chip to address large amounts of memory. We also hope to include Ithaca Software's HOOPS (Hierarchical Object-Oriented Picture System), a library that provides support for three-dimensional imaging to C or FORTRAN programs.

In the application reviews section, we'll look at Folio Views from Folio Corp., a synthesis of several applications for DOS machines: text retrieval, hypertext linking, word processing, directory management, and electronic publishing. Another article will examine the much-ballyhooed WingZ, a spreadsheet for the Macintosh that also provides flexible, presentation-quality charts based on your worksheets.

IN DEPTH:

The July subject will be distributed processing. In it, we'll focus on the state of the art with articles on such topics as remote procedure calls, the benefits of transparency in distributed systems, and distributed personal-computer-based document image processing.

FEATURES:

In addition to our Hands On and Expert Advice columns—Under the Hood, Some Assembly Required, Computing at Chaos Manor, Down to Business, Macinations, Applications Plus, and OS/2 Notebook—we'll have a new Expert Advice column on communications, Net/Works.
To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no liability for errors or omissions.

* Correspond directly with company.
BYTE READERS!*  

Use BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing System  
Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR READER I.D. CARD  
1) If you are a new Reader or have lost your I.D. Card, circle #1 on the Reader Service Card. We will immediately send your personal TIPS Reader I.D. Card.

GET PREPARED  
2) Write your Reader Number, as printed on your Reader I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5 below. (Do not add 0's to fill in blank boxes)
3) Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below. (Do not add 0's to fill in blank boxes)

CALL TIPS  
4) Now, on a Touch-Tone telephone dial: (413) 637-3170 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR I.D. AND ISSUE NUMBERS  
5) When TIPS says: “Enter Reader Number” (Enter by pushing the numbers and # - symbols enclosed in the boxes on telephone pad ignoring blank boxes)
6) When TIPS says “Enter magazine code & issue code”

ENTER YOUR INQUIRIES  
7a) When TIPS says “Enter (next) Inquiry Number”  
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)  
b) Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)

END SESSION  
8) End session by entering #
9) Hang up after hearing final message  
If you need assistance, call (603) 924-9281.

*Domestic and Canadian Only!

If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-525-5003.
Want More Information About the Products and Advertisers Featured in this Issue? Circle numbers on reply card which correspond to numbers assigned to items of interest to you.

Check all the appropriate answers to questions “A” through “C”.

Print your name and address and mail.
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PO Box 5110
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>( )</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A. What is your level of management responsibility?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senior-level Management</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Service Bureau/Planning</td>
<td>Distributor/Wholesaler</td>
<td>Systems Administration</td>
<td>Integrator/VAR</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. What is your primary job function/principal area of responsibility? (Check one.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Accounting/Finance</td>
<td>MIS/EDP/Information Center</td>
<td>Product Design and Development</td>
<td>Research and Development</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>Personnel</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Please indicate your organization’s primary business activity (Check one).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Hardware</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Computer Retail Stores</td>
<td>Computer Resellers</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Governmental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Please send me one year of BYTE Magazine for $24.95 and bill me. Offer valid in U.S. and possessions only.
To receive free information on Macintosh products and advertisers in this special supplement, just follow steps 1, 2 and 3.

### Circle numbers on reply card which correspond to numbers assigned to items of interest to you.
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### Check all the appropriate answers to questions "A" through "F".

**A.** Do you have management responsibilities within your company?
1. [ ] Senior-level management
2. [ ] Other management
3. [ ] Non-management

**B.** Reason for request: (Check all that apply.)
1. [ ] Business use for yourself
2. [ ] Business use for your company
3. [ ] Personal use

**C.** For how many Macintosh personal computers do you currently buy, specify or approve brands of products?
1. [ ] 10 or less
2. [ ] 11--25
3. [ ] 26--99
4. [ ] 100 or more

**D.** For how many Macintosh personal computers will you buy, specify or approve brands of products within the next two years?
1. [ ] 10 or less
2. [ ] 11--25
3. [ ] 26--99
4. [ ] 100 or more

**E.** In total, how many Macintosh personal computers is your entire organization considering for purchase within the next two years?
1. [ ] 10 or less
2. [ ] 11--25
3. [ ] 26--99
4. [ ] 100 or more

**F.** What type of personal computer do you primarily use?
1. [ ] IBM AT or 80286-based compatible
2. [ ] Compaq 386 or 80386-based compatible
3. [ ] IBM PS/2 (with Micro-Channel) or compatible
4. [ ] Apple Mac (except Mac II)
5. [ ] Apple Mac II
6. [ ] Other

---

### Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. Requests cannot be honored unless the zip code is included. Supplement Inquiries cannot be requested via TIPS. This card is valid for 6 months from cover date.

- **A.** Do you have management responsibilities within your company?
  1. [ ] Senior-level management
  2. [ ] Other management
  3. [ ] Non-management

- **B.** Reason for request: (Check all that apply.)
  1. [ ] Business use for yourself
  2. [ ] Business use for your company
  3. [ ] Personal use

- **C.** For how many Macintosh personal computers do you currently buy, specify or approve brands of products?
  1. [ ] 10 or less
  2. [ ] 11--25
  3. [ ] 26--99
  4. [ ] 100 or more

- **D.** For how many Macintosh personal computers will you buy, specify or approve brands of products within the next two years?
  1. [ ] 10 or less
  2. [ ] 11--25
  3. [ ] 26--99
  4. [ ] 100 or more

- **E.** In total, how many Macintosh personal computers is your entire organization considering for purchase within the next two years?
  1. [ ] 10 or less
  2. [ ] 11--25
  3. [ ] 26--99
  4. [ ] 100 or more

- **F.** What type of personal computer do you primarily use?
  1. [ ] IBM AT or 80286-based compatible
  2. [ ] Compaq 386 or 80386-based compatible
  3. [ ] IBM PS/2 (with Micro-Channel) or compatible
  4. [ ] Apple Mac (except Mac II)
  5. [ ] Apple Mac II
  6. [ ] Other
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Circle for FREE INFORMATION

FILL OUT THIS COUPON CAREFULLY. PLEASE PRINT. Requests cannot be honored unless the zip code is included. Supplement inquiries cannot be requested via TIPS. This card is valid for 6 months from cover date.

A. Do you have management responsibilities within your company?
1. □ Senior-level management
2. □ Other management
3. □ Non-management
B. Reason for request: (Check all that apply.)
1. □ Business use for yourself
2. □ Business use for your company
3. □ Personal use
C. For how many Macintosh personal computers do you currently buy, specify or approve brands of products?
1. □ 10 or less
2. □ 11-25
3. □ 26-99
4. □ 100 or more

D. For how many Macintosh personal computers will you buy, specify or approve brands of products within the next two years?
1. □ 10 or less
2. □ 11-25
3. □ 26-99
4. □ 100 or more

E. In total, how many Macintosh personal computers is your entire organization considering for purchase within the next two years?
1. □ 10 or less
2. □ 11-25
3. □ 26-99
4. □ 100-499
5. □ 500 or more

F. What type of personal computer do you primarily use?
1. □ IBM AT or 80286-based compatible
2. □ Compaq 386 or 80386-based compatible
3. □ IBM PS/2 (with Micro-Channel) or compatible
4. □ Apple Mac (except Mac II)
5. □ Apple Mac II
6. □ Other

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________ Business Phone (_____) ____________________________
Company ____________________________ Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ____________________________
We’ve Invented the Future of Instrumentation Software . . . Twice.

**With Words**

**Acquisition**

Intuitive character-based function panels that automatically generate source code.

Front panel user interface with virtual instrument block diagram programming.

**Analysis**
Extensive libraries for data reduction, digital signal processing, and statistical analysis.

Over 100 analysis functions plus all the built-in functions of your language.

Over 250 icons for computation and analysis.

**Presentation**
Flexible high-performance graphics and report generation.

Extensive graphics support for CGA, EGA, MCGA, VGA, and Hercules.

Macintosh Desktop Publishing compatibility.
The Tandy 3000 NL is the right choice for your growing business. From the outset, you'll have an Intel® 80286-based system clocked at 10 MHz. You'll have the performance to manage productivity applications more effectively under MS-DOS®, and the potential for multitasking under MS® OS/2.

Now take on tomorrow: outfit the 3000 NL with a second 311i drive, and you still have room for two front-panel 5 1/4" drives—floppy or hard disk, tape or disk cartridge. Custom configure your system using seven expansion slots. Add an 80287 math coprocessor. Expand the memory to up to 16MB.

And with the 10 MHz bus design, the 3000 NL can transfer data across a network at high speeds. Our 3Com® workgroup lets your people and PCs work together, so your entire office can share information and route messages—electronically. And with IRMALAN™, up to 32 people in your workgroup can access your company's IBM® mainframe computer. We can provide the workgroup solution to meet your needs.

Radio Shack Computer Centers offer the most comprehensive range of support services in the industry to maximize your investment. The bottom line? We work hard for your business.

The new-generation Tandy 3000 NL. From the best-selling family of PCs made in America.